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This thesis presents composition measurements for atmospherically relevant inorganic
and organic aerosol from laboratory and ambient measurements using the Aerodyne
aerosol mass spectrometer. Studies include the oxidation of dodecane in the Caltech
environmental chambers, and several aircraft- and ground-based field studies, which
include the quantification of wildfire emissions off the coast of California, and Los
Angeles urban emissions.
The oxidation of dodecane by OH under low NO conditions and the formation
of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) was explored using a gas-phase chemical model,
gas-phase CIMS measurements, and high molecular weight ion traces from particle-
phase HR-TOF-AMS mass spectra. The combination of these measurements support
the hypothesis that particle-phase chemistry leading to peroxyhemiacetal formation is
important. Positive matrix factorization (PMF) was applied to the AMS mass spectra
which revealed three factors representing a combination of gas-particle partitioning,
chemical conversion in the aerosol, and wall deposition.
Airborne measurements of biomass burning emissions from a chaparral fire on the
central Californian coast were carried out in November 2009. Physical and chemical
changes were reported for smoke ages 0 – 4 h old. CO2 normalized ammonium, nitrate,
and sulfate increased, whereas the normalized OA decreased sharply in the first 1.5
- 2 h, and then slowly increased for the remaining 2 h (net decrease in normalized
OA). Comparison to wildfire samples from the Yucatan revealed that factors such as
relative humidity, incident UV radiation, age of smoke, and concentration of emissions
are important for wildfire evolution.
Ground-based aerosol composition is reported for Pasadena, CA during the sum-
ix
mer of 2009. The OA component, which dominated the submicron aerosol mass,
was deconvolved into hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA), semi-volatile oxidized
organic aerosol (SVOOA), and low-volatility oxidized organic aerosol (LVOOA). The
HOA/OA was only 0.08–0.23, indicating that most of Pasadena OA in the summer
months is dominated by oxidized OA resulting from transported emissions that have
undergone photochemistry and/or moisture-influenced processing, as apposed to only
primary organic aerosol emissions. Airborne measurements and model predictions of
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Atmospheric aerosols have an important role in climate radiative forcing. Of all of
the factors that contribute to the earth’s overall energy balance, aerosol formation
and the impact of aerosols on cloud formation have the greatest level of uncertainty
in past climate radiative forcing [IPCC 2007].
An atmospheric aerosol is a suspension of fine solid or liquid particles suspended in
a gas. Particles can be can be directly emitted from natural sources, such as wildfires,
or anthropogenic sources, such as fossil fuel combustion, and these are called primary
organic aerosols (POA). Aerosols are also formed when a volatile organic compound
(VOC) becomes oxidized and forms a semi-volatile organic compound (SVOC). This
SVOC can then participate in gas-particle partitioning, and the resulting aerosol is
called a secondary organic aerosol (SOA). SOA can come from thousands of com-
pounds in the atmosphere, and the pathways by which SOA are formed are not fully
understood.
Three of the main techniques for studying aerosol are field measurements, en-
vironmental chamber experiments, and modeling. Field measurements provide spa-
tial and diurnal patterns of aerosol properties. The aerosol properties discovered in
the field provide motivation for further study in the chamber laboratory, and also
lay a foundation for comparison with modeling results. The chamber laboratory is
a controlled environment in which the chemical mechanism and yield (particulate
mass measured/amount of hydrocarbon reacted) of the aerosol can be thoroughly
understood for one hydrocarbon under specific oxidation conditions. Modeling of at-
2mospheric aerosols employs known properties or processes of aerosol formation and
applies them to a specific application that can range from studying the evolution
of a single hydrocarbon growing onto an existing particle distribution (simulating a
chamber experiment) to studying aerosol formation at a global scale.
This thesis focuses on composition analysis of both field and laboratory-generated
aerosol using measurements made by the Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS).
The AMS enables fast online measurements of aerosol size and composition. The fast
data acquisition is especially critically for aircraft campaigns that sample plumes
of pollution that may only last for seconds. The two primary instruments used in
this thesis are the compact time-of-flight (C-TOF) and high-resolution time-of-flight
(HR-TOF) AMS.
Knowledge of the composition of the aerosol is important for understanding how
the aerosol is formed, and the source of the aerosol. The composition also determines
its ability to uptake water, its volatility, and how it will scatter light. All of these
properties are necessary to understand how aerosols affect climate radiative forcing.
A summary of the aerosol mass fraction field measurements presented in this thesis
are shown in Figure 1.1. The main components of atmospheric aerosol are sulfate,
nitrate, ammonium, chloride, and organic [Zhang et al. 2007]. Organic aerosol (OA)
tends to dominate the mass fraction of submicron atmospheric aerosol mass. While
the inorganic aerosol formation come from a few known reactions, organic aerosol
formation is initiated from thousands of compounds.
The organic portion of the aerosol is further described with the application of
positive matrix factorization (PMF) to AMS organic mass spectra. PMF elucidates
the source of the organic aerosol, or, when the source is known, is used to quantify
the amount of oxidation that the aerosol has undergone in the atmosphere. PMF
is classified as a factor analysis receptor model, and more specifically is a bilinear
unmixing model that constrains the elements of the resulting factors to be positive.
The model output is a linear combination of factors that contain a constant mass
spectral profile and a time-varying scalar value of that mass spectrum to the total
AMS signal.
3In chapters 2 and 3, the chemical mechanism of dodecane oxidation under low
NO conditions in the Caltech environmental chambers is presented. In chapter 2,
important tracer ion fragments are proposed for peroxyhemiacetal compounds hy-
pothesized to be components of the aerosol. The PMF model, which is traditionally
used for ambient aerosol datasets, was utilized in Chapter 3 to explore the variation
in the aerosol composition and aerosol mass in the oxidation of dodecane under low
NO conditions. The potential processes regarding aerosol formation and aging in the
chamber experiments are visualized in Figure 1.2. The PMF results unveiled three
factors, which are correlated with particle-phase and gas-phase molecular traces from
two chemical ionization mass spectrometers (CIMS). The factors support the hypoth-
esis that condensation of increasingly oxidized products and chemical conversion in
the particle-phase are both important, but generally overlooked elements in aerosol
chemical formation.
Chapters 4–9 present field studies that utilized the C-TOF-AMS. In Chapter 4,
the evolution of an isolated wildfire plume during the 2009 San Luis Obispo Biomass
Burning Experiment (SLOBB) was studied and compared to previously reported wild-
fire studies. Aerosol emission ratios are calculated using the initial wildfire emissions.
Chapter 5 describes the aerosol measurements made during the 2009 Pasadena Aerosol
Characterization Observatory Experiment (PACO). Ambient aerosol composition for
Pasadena, CA was reported, and the organic portion was further characterized using
PMF. Organic aerosol was characterized as hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA),
semi-volatile oxidized organic aerosol (SVOOA), and low-volatility oxidized organic
aerosol (LVOOA). Size resolved chemical composition was utilized with hygroscop-
icity measurements to calculate κorg, a water uptake parameter for organic aerosol.
Chapters 6–9 report the major findings for the 2010 California Nexus: Research at the
Nexus of Air Quality and Climate Change (CalNex) campaign in Los Angeles. The
black carbon mass concentrations, coating thickness, and coating composition mea-
sured onboard the CIRPAS Twin Otter aircraft are reported in Chapter 6. Chapter
7 summarizes the regional modeling of inorganic and black carbon in the Los Angeles
Basin using the CMAQ model; the model simulations are compared to data from two
4aircraft platforms and a ground-based site. An overview of the airborne aerosol mea-
surements made onboard the Twin Otter aircraft platform are given in Chapter 8. A
















Figure 1.1: Summary of the location and aerosol composition measurements made in






































Figure 1.2: Schematic of SOA formation and aging. The red/blue compound rep-
resents an oxidized product (Ag∗), that can either partition into the aerosol (Ap) or
become oxidized to the red/purple compound (red since it retains some of its original
form, but oxidation has added new functionality to it, (Cg∗)), and then condenses
into the aerosol phase (Cp). Both of these processes are considered SOA formation.
In some cases, the red/blue compound can evaporate back to the gas phase (Bg)
once the initial red/blue has reacted away (gas-phase pump). Or, the compound can
fragment in the aerosol, pieces of which can then react further (Bp) or evaporate and
become more oxidized (Ag). Additionally, the red/blue compound can undergo phase
transition to ultra low volatility and remain in the the aerosol (the brown). These
remaining processes are considered as aging.
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ABSTRACT: The extended photooxidation of and secondary
organic aerosol (SOA) formation from dodecane (C12H26)
under low-NOx conditions, such that RO2 + HO2 chemistry
dominates the fate of the peroxy radicals, is studied in the
Caltech Environmental Chamber based on simultaneous gas
and particle-phase measurements. A mechanism simulation
indicates that greater than 67% of the initial carbon ends up as
fourth and higher generation products after 10 h of reaction,
and simulated trends for seven species are supported by gas-phase measurements. A characteristic set of hydroperoxide gas-phase
products are formed under these low-NOx conditions. Production of semivolatile hydroperoxide species within three generations
of chemistry is consistent with observed initial aerosol growth. Continued gas-phase oxidation of these semivolatile species
produces multifunctional low volatility compounds. This study elucidates the complex evolution of the gas-phase photooxidation
chemistry and subsequent SOA formation through a novel approach comparing molecular level information from a chemical
ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS) and high m/z ion fragments from an Aerodyne high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass
spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS). Combination of these techniques reveals that particle-phase chemistry leading to
peroxyhemiacetal formation is the likely mechanism by which these species are incorporated in the particle phase. The current
findings are relevant toward understanding atmospheric SOA formation and aging from the “unresolved complex mixture,”
comprising, in part, long-chain alkanes.
■ INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric chemical transformations occur through mecha-
nisms involving free radical reactions, sunlight, and reactions in
or on condensed media.1 The formation of secondary organic
aerosol (SOA) involves the multigeneration oxidation of a
parent organic molecule leading to product molecules that
partition between the gas and particle phases. As the parent
organic is consumed, usually by reaction with the hydroxyl
(OH) radical, subsequent products may also react with OH,
giving rise to an evolving product distribution. As products
become more functionalized with oxygen-containing moieties,
their volatility decreases, and their propensity to partition into
the particle phase increases.2 In the gas-phase chemical cascade,
both functionalization and fragmentation (C−C bond scission)
reactions occur, and the interplay between these two general
types of reactions, together with the progressive decrease in
volatility accompanying the addition of oxygen atoms to the
parent backbone, defines the SOA formation process for a
particular parent organic.3 As the SOA formation process
evolves, a competition ensues between the rate of production of
lower volatility species with increasing oxygen-to-carbon (O:C)
atomic ratio and the increase in the SOA mass; as the mass of
SOA increases, the partitioning of gas-phase products with
somewhat higher volatility and somewhat lower O:C ratio is
enhanced. The mass of SOA can, in some cases, reach a
maximum and decrease as gas-phase fragmentation reactions
convert lower volatility species into higher volatility species,
leading to evaporation of the lower volatility particle-phase
species in an attempt to maintain gas-particle equilibrium. In
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short, the rate at which oxygens are added via successive gas-
phase reactions, the relative importance of fragmentation versus
functionalization reactions, and the specific decrease in volatility
attending the formation of oxidized species govern the
evolution of the SOA mass.
Long-chain alkanes represent an especially important class of
organics with respect to SOA formation. The so-called
unresolved complex mixture (UCM) is likely an important
source of unaccounted for SOA formation in the atmosphere,4
and alkanes are a major component of that mixture.5,6 Low-
volatility vapors from the UCM are a source of “untraditional”
SOA, as they evaporate from primary organic aerosol emissions
upon dilution and undergo subsequent oxidation to form
SOA.4 Quantifying the SOA formation from long-chain alkanes
will undoubtedly aid in closing the gap between observed
atmospheric organic aerosol and that predicted by atmospheric
models based on traditional biogenic and anthropogenic SOA
precursors. SOA formation from alkane photooxidation has
received study.7−12 Alkane−OH reaction kinetics13,14 and gas-
phase chemistry in the presence of NOx exhibit a product
distribution that can lead to highly oxidized products.7,9,10
Studies of alkane oxidation under low-NOx conditions have also
been carried out.15 Importantly, owing to the relatively long
lifetimes against OH reaction at typical ambient OH
concentrations (on the order of 12 h to several days) and to
a relatively rich information base on the kinetics and
mechanisms of alkane oxidation reactions, long-chain alkanes
represent an especially important class of compounds with
respect to SOA formation. Finally, it is crucial to develop
detailed chemical databases on the explicit pathways of SOA
formation for classes of parent organics, which can serve as
benchmarks for evaluation of empirical/statistical models of
SOA formation.
The present work represents the first report on a
comprehensive series of laboratory chamber experiments on
SOA formation from long-chain alkanes. We focus here on
SOA formation from dodecane under low-NOx conditions. The
low-NOx regime of atmospheric chemistry is particularly
important in the regional to remote atmosphere and is
especially relevant to the chemical aging that is intrinsic to
SOA formation. The key to atmospheric photooxidation
chemistry is the fate of the alkyl peroxy radical (RO2) formed
after OH attack and O2 addition. RO2 can react with HO2, RO2,
or NOx, the distribution of which is critical for understanding
radical propagation and sinks, as well as the pathways that lead
eventually to SOA.16,17 In atmospheric regions of low NOx
levels, the RO2 radical will react preferentially with HO2 and
RO2. In such regions, HO2 concentrations are on the order of
109 molecules cm−3,18−20 and the RO2−HO2 reaction is
competitive with the reaction of RO2 with NOx. Generally,
under such atmospheric conditions, the RO2−HO2 reaction,
which leads to hydroperoxides, dominates over RO2 self-
reaction. We present here the first experimental study of SOA
formation from dodecane oxidation in the regime in which the
fate of the dodecane peroxy radical is dominated by the RO2 +
HO2 regime of alkyl peroxy radical chemistry. The particular
focus of the present work is the multigeneration gas-phase
chemistry of dodecane oxidation that leads to SOA formation.
We employ chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS) to
track the evolution of the gas-phase oxidation products. We
develop a gas-phase mechanism to describe the low-NOx
regime of chemistry. The mechanism is used to explicitly
simulate four generations of gas-phase chemistry. By combining
CIMS and high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spec-
trometer (HR-ToF-AMS) measurements, we are able to
simultaneously track several semivolatile oxidation products in
the gas and particle phases. Together, these measurements
provide evidence of particle-phase formation of peroxyhemia-
cetals (PHAs).
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Instrumentation. Experiments were conducted in the dual
28 m3 Teflon reactors in the Caltech Environmental Chamber
described elsewhere.21,22 The reactors are flushed with clean,
dry air for 24 h before a new experiment. A suite of online gas-
and particle-phase instruments was used to monitor the
development of the chemistry from dodecane photooxidation.
The dodecane decay was monitored by taking hourly samples
at 0.13 LPM of chamber air over 10 min (1.3 L total sample
volume) onto a Tenax adsorbent. This was then loaded into the
inlet of a gas chromatograph with flame ionization detection
(GC/FID, Agilent 6890N), desorbed, and then injected onto
an HP-5 column (15 m × 0.53 mm ID × 1.5 μm thickness,
Hewlett-Packard). Desorption was at 270 °C for 15 min onto
the column held at 30 °C. Next the oven was ramped from 30
to 280 °C at 10 °C/min and held at 280 °C for 5 min. The
mass response of the detector was calibrated by spiking the
Tenax cartridges with 0.5 μL of standard solution and analyzing
them following the previously described method. Standard
solutions of 25 mL volume each with concentrations ranging
from 1 mM to 11 mM of dodecane in cyclohexane were
prepared for these calibrations. The O3 and NOx were
monitored using a standard UV absorption O3 analyzer
(Horiba, APOA 360) and a chemiluminescence NOx analyzer
(Horiba, APNA 360). During the injection period and before
lights on, the temperature was around 293−294 K. After lights
on, the temperature for all experiments ranged between 296
and 298 K, and relative humidity levels remained <5%.
The gas-phase chemistry was tracked using measurements
from a CIMS, consisting of a modified Varian 1200 quadrupole
mass spectrometer to accommodate a custom ionization region.
The general operation and details of the instrument have been
discussed previously.23−25 In negative mode operation, the use
of CF3OOCF3 reagent gas makes the instrument ideal for
measuring hydroperoxide containing compounds and acidic
species, as described in studies of CF3OOCF3 chemistry.
26 For
a more strongly acidic species [H·X], the transfer product is
formed during ionization [H·X·F]−, resulting in a nominal
mass-to-charge ratio, m/z, of [M+19]−, where M is the
molecular weight of the analyte. For less acidic species and
hydroperoxides [R], the cluster product forms [R·CF3O]
−, or
m/z = [M+85]−. Carboxylic acids such as acetic and formic
acids tend to have equal contributions to the transfer and
cluster product, in which case the overall signal of a compound
is considered as the sum of the two product channels. In
positive mode operation, an analyte R can undergo proton
transfer reaction generating an ion of the form [R·H]+ and/or
react with n positively charged water clusters to form a cluster
in the form of [(H2O)n·R·H]
+. Hydroperoxide species tend to
undergo dehydration after protonation, and are thus monitored
at nominal m/z = [M-17]+.27 Unfortunately, due to mass
tuning shifts midproject, the positive mode m/z’s reported do
not reflect the expected m/z from the clustering theory, but use
of this mode of the CIMS was essential for tracking less polar
compounds such as the carbonyl and, in some instances, where
product m/z’s were out of range for the mass scan in negative
The Journal of Physical Chemistry A Article
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mode operation. The positve mode m/z’s are reported as
monitored during the experiment, but suggested assignments
were made using a back calibration of the shift of m/z, generally
upward by five atomic mass units (amu) in the m/z range of
interest from 200 to 220. While the CIMS is capable of
measuring a diverse array of chemical species, specificity is
challenged when isomers or different compounds with the same
nominal MW contribute to the same m/z signal, which has unit
mass resolution. In this study, many isomers are formed
because there are many possible locations of hydroxyl radical
attack on the starting chain. The CIMS signal at one m/z
represents the summed contribution of all the isomers.
Isomeric compounds in this study were mostly problematic
for distinguishing the acids, in that one cannot fully distinguish
the difference between a Cn peracid, Cn hydroxycarboxylic acid,
and a Cn+1 hydroperoxide, as discussed in the results section on
acid formation.
Particle size distribution and number concentration measure-
ments are made with a cylindrical differential mobility analyzer
(DMA; TSI Model 3081) coupled to a condensation particle
counter (TSI Model 3010). A logarithmic scan from a mobility
diameter of 10 nm to 1 μm is completed every 90 s. Sheath and
excess flows of 2.5 LPM were used, with a 5:1 flow rate ratio of
sheath-to-aerosol (i.e., a resolving power of 5). An Aerodyne
HR-ToF-AMS,28−30 hereafter referred to as the AMS,
continuously measured submicrometer nonrefractory aerosol
composition at 1 min resolution switching between the higher
resolution, lower sensitivity W mode and the lower resolution,
higher sensitivity V mode. A detailed discussion of the AMS
method for the automated m/z calibration, mass accuracy, mass
resolution of V and W modes, the high-resolution ion fitting
algorithm, and ion signal integrations at the same integer mass
is presented in previous work.29 The AMS ions (organic) are
reported with a relative ionization efficiency of 1.4.30
Experimental Protocols. To maximize total OH exposure,
a set of experiments was designed following phased instrument
sampling protocols similar to those used in the work of Loza et
al.31 to capture 36 h of total photooxidation while preserving
reactor volume. In this study, the 36 h time series is achieved by
combining data from an 18 h experiment during which all
instruments are online and a 36 h experiment during which all
instruments but the AMS are offline during the first 20 h of
oxidation. Relative humidity and temperature were monitored
for the full 36 h. Thus, the concatenated time series for many
instruments (i.e., the CIMS, DMA, NOx, and O3 analyzers) is
that of the 18 h experiment and the last 16 h of the 36 h
experiment. A list of the experiments used for this study are in
Table 1. The March experiments used another DMA with a
lower total effective flow rate. General consistency between the
AMS and CIMS measurements across the two 18 h
experiments is observed (see Supporting Information, Figure
S1). In the 18 h January experiment, CIMS traces for negative
mode ions at m/z > 300 were included; the mass scan was
reduced to m/z ≤ 300 in the March experiments. The January
experiment also provided evidence for supporting alternate
positive mode m/z’s used for monitoring select hydroperoxide
species in the March experiments, which would otherwise be
best monitored by the negative mode in the m/z range >300
(see Supporting Information, Figure S2).
Injection protocols were the same for all experiments. Two-
hundred eighty microliters of a 50% by weight solution of
hydrogen peroxide in water was measured using a glass syringe
and injected into a glass trap. The trap was submerged in a
warm water bath (∼35−38 °C) while 5 LPM of the purified
injection air flowed through the trap and into the chamber
evaporating the hydrogen peroxide over approximately 90 min.
This results in an approximate starting hydrogen peroxide
concentration of 4 ppm. Next a 0.015 M aqueous ammonium
sulfate solution was atomized into the chambers providing ∼11
μm3/cm3 volume concentration of seed prior to lights on, as
measured by the chamber DMA. Finally, 9 μL of dodecane
(Sigma-Aldrich, 98% purity) was injected into a glass bulb and
connected within six inches to a reactor injection port via 1/4″
o.d. polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing. This led to a 10
inch line of 1/4″ o.d. PTFE internal to the reactor from the
injection port to ensure injection would not be directly to the
reactor wall. Using a heat gun with gentle heat, the dodecane
evaporated into a flow of 5 LPM of purified injection air going
into the chamber. This injection method was performed as
close to the chamber as possible to prevent losses of the parent
hydrocarbon during line transfer. The resulting dodecane
concentration in the chamber was about 34 ppb. Each
experiment’s starting concentration is listed in Table 1. After
loading the reactors, an hour period elapsed to allow for mixing.
Then, the blacklights were turned on initiating generation of
the OH radical from H2O2 photolysis.
Experimental Controls. A thorough discussion on
characterizations of the particle-phase wall loss for longer
experiments in the Caltech Environmental Chamber appears
elsewhere.31 For this study, we estimate that by 18 and 36 h of
oxidation, approximately 15% and finally 28% of the particle
volume has been lost to the walls when comparing DMA
suspended volume and wall loss corrected particle volume. A
diagnostic dark vapor-phase wall-loss experiment was per-
formed by injecting 60 ppb 2-dodecanone into the chamber
and monitoring its decay in the dark over 22 h. Although there
was an observed loss of 14% CIMS dodecanone signal over 22
h from its initial signal after injection, one cannot eliminate the
possibility of immediate wall-loss or transfer loss during the
injection and mixing period (∼75 min total). Because handling
of the standard proved difficult for establishing a confident
calibration curve for the CIMS, this could not be verified. No
appreciable formation of > C3 acids and hydroperoxide species
above the background noise from the CIMS measurements was
observed, and no aerosol volume above the limit of detection
(∼0.6 μm3 cm−3) was produced by 22 h as measured by the
DMA. Further investigation would be necessary for the goal of
mass closure. In order to verify the fragmentation pattern of
















1/16/2011 18 34.2 ± 1.6 <LDL <LDL 2.7 9.1 ± 0.3 32.0 ± 2.1 54.6
3/13/2011 36 34.9 ± 1.6 <LDL <LDL 2.6 11.4 ± 1.5 33.6 ± 2.1 62.8
3/16/2011 18 33.0 ± 1.6 <LDL <LDL 3.3 12.0 ± 1.2 32.3 ± 2.1 51.3
aNot corrected for particle wall loss.
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Figure 1. Dodecane low-NOx mechanism. This scheme explicitly shows OH attack at the C6 position; however, abstraction of other hydrogens on
secondary carbons can also occur. Reaction of dodecane with OH forms a hydroperoxide (ROOH). The hydroperoxide undergoes successive
reactions to generate the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH, Channel 1 and Chanel 2) or photolyzes to form the hydroxy hydroperoxide
(OHROOH, Channel 3). The solid colored boxes indicate compounds or reaction pathways photochemically simulated. CIMS monitored species
have m/z noted. Dashed colored boxes indicate compounds monitored by CIMS, but not explicitly simulated in the photochemical mechanism. The
gray dashed line denotes a gas−particle interface where 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB)-like compounds reactively uptake onto the particle and
cyclize to form a cyclic hemiacetal (CHA).
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hydroperoxide species in the AMS spectrum, a seeded
photooxidation experiment was run with a target injection of
300 ppb octadecane (C18H38) using the experimental protocols
discussed earlier. The first generation hydroperoxide
(C18H38O2) immediately partitions to the particle-phase, and
a distinct AMS ion at nominal m/z = 253 (C18H37
+ ) appeared
after lights on, suggesting that hydroperoxide species fragment
to form ions of the form [M-33]+, where M is the molecular
weight of the hydroperoxide species.
■ DODECANE LOW-NOX GAS-PHASE MECHANISM
The OH-initiated photoxidation of n-alkanes has been studied
previously, providing a framework of well-known chemical
reactions under varying NOx conditions
14,15 that can be
extended to the case of dodecane. Such reactions are also
included in the Master Chemical Mechanism 3.2 (MCM 3.2)
via Web site: http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM.32,33 The reactions
proposed in such previous studies in conjunction with gas-
phase measurements from this study afforded the development
of a mechanism for the photoxidation of dodecane under low-
NOx conditions where RO2 + HO2 chemistry dominates (see
Figure 1). Reaction pathways past the carbonyl hydroperoxide
(CARBROOH) along Channel 1a and Channel 2b are not
included in the MCM 3.2 for dodecane. For clarity, colored
boxed molecules with simple labels are those that were
explicitly simulated in the photochemical mechanism and are
represented in the reactions of Table 2, consistent with the
color scheme comparing CIMS measurements and simulated
output in Figure 2 (RH, ROOH, CARB, CARBROOH,
OHROOH, and OHCARB). In some cases, a group of
products was not modeled explicitly, so a reaction pathway is
boxed and labeled (p(jCARBROOH), p(CARBROOH + hν),
and p(CARBROOH + OH)). Boxed molecules with a dashed
border indicate those that have been monitored by the CIMS
including the m/z that was monitored, but they were not
explicitly modeled in the photochemical mechanism
(CnROOH, CnCARBACID, CnACID, OHCARBROOH,
and DICARBROOH). Reaction channels are noted with
alphanumeric labels, and the labels for molecules or product
channels of interest are referred to throughout the text. OH
attack is explicitly shown at the C6 carbon, although it is
expected that any of the hydrogens on secondary carbons will
be similarly vulnerable to abstraction by the OH radical. Using
estimated structure activity relationship reaction rate con-
stants,34 OH abstraction of the hydrogens on the primary
carbons would only represent two percent of the overall
reaction rate of dodecane with OH. Five generations of
chemistry are represented in the reaction pathways of Figure 1,
with a generation defined as the OH-initiated or photolysis
reaction of a stable (nonradical) compound. The mechanism
provides an overview of the types of products generated from
the alkyl peroxy radical RO2 exclusively reacting with HO2 to
generate hydroperoxides, which then react with OH or undergo
photolysis. While a wide variety of compounds are included in
the mechanism shown in Figure 1, this mechanism is by no
means exhaustive of all possible compounds formed in terms of
functional group placement and molecular structure.
Low-NOx Conditions. Under conditions in which [HO2]
≫ [RO2], and in which NOx levels are very low, RO2 can be
expected to react exclusively with HO2. For the experimental
conditions, the HO2 is calculated by a photochemical model.
The HO2 concentration (∼1 × 1010 molecules cm−3) exceeds
Table 2. Reactions Included in the Gas-Phase Photochemical Model
rxn # reaction k ref.
1 H2O2 + hν → 2OH jH2O2 = 2.87 × 10
−6 s−1 JPL37 + chamber irradiance data
2 H2O2 + OH → HO2 + H2O k1 = 1.8 × 10
−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 JPL37
3 RH + OH → RO2 + H2O k2 = kOH = 13.2 × 10
−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 Atkinson, 199714
4 RO2 + RO2 + M → pRO2RO2 + M k3 = 5 × 10
−15 cm3 molec−1 s−1 Atkinson, 199714
5 RO2 + HO2 → ROOH + O2 k4 = 2.16 × 10
−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 MCM 3.2
6 HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + O2 k5 = 1.5 × 10
−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1 JPL37
7 OH + HO2 → H2O + O2 k6 = 1.1 × 10
−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 JPL37
8 OH + OH → H2O2 k7 = 6.28 × 10
−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1 JPL37
9 ROOH + OH → CARB k8 = 7.4 × 10
−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 JPL37
10 ROOH + hν → RO + OH jROOH = 2.30 × 10
−6 s−1 MCM 3.2 + chamber irradiance data
11 RO + O2 → OHRO2 k9 = 2.59 × 10
−6 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 MCM 3.2
12 OHRO2 + HO2 → OHROOH + O2 k10 = k4 MCM 3.2
13 CARB + OH → CARBRO2 + H2O k11 = 1.49 × 10
−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 MCM 3.2
14 CARBRO2 + HO2 → CARBROOH k12 = k4 MCM 3.2
15 CARB + hν → pjCARB jCARB = 3.32 × 10
−7 s−1 MCM 3.2 + chamber irradiance data
16 CARBROOH + OH → p(CARBROOH + OH) k13 = 9.10 × 10
−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 MCM 3.2
17 CARBROOH + hν → p(jCARBROOH), aka p(CARBROOH + hν) jROOH MCM 3.2 + chamber irradiance data
18 OHROOH + OH → OHCARB k14 = 4.97 × 10
−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 MCM 3.2
19 OHROOH + hν → pjOHROOH jROOH MCM 3.2 + chamber irradiance data
20 pjOHROOH → OHCARB + HO2 k15 = 2.83 × 10
7 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 MCM 3.2
21 RO2 + NO → 0.56 RO + 0.44 pRONO2 k16 = 9.04 × 10
−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 MCM 3.2
22 OHRO2 + NO → 0.176 OHRO + 0.824 pOHRONO2 k17 = k16 MCM 3.2
23 CARBRO2 + NO → CARBRO k18 = k16 MCM 3.2
24 OHRO2 + RO2 → pOHRO2RO2 k19 = k3 MCM 3.2
25 CARBRO2 + RO2 → pCARBRO2RO2 k20 = k3 MCM 3.2
26 RO2 + NO2 → pRO2NO2 k21 = 9.0 × 10
−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 JPL37
27 OHRO2 + NO2 → pOHRO2NO2 k22 = k21 JPL
37
28 CARBRO2 + NO2 → pCARBRO2NO2 k23 = k21 JPL
37
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Figure 2. continued
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that of RO2 (∼1 × 108 molecules cm−3) by 2 orders of
magnitude. The dominant route of RO2 chemistry is reaction
with HO2 to form hydroperoxide compounds. It is important to
note that what determines low-NOx or high-NOx conditions is
not merely dependent on the HO2 concentration iteslf; rather,
the conditions are defined by the dynamics of NO and RO2 and
the various reaction rate constants. For example, the reaction
rate constants for CH3O2 with HO2, CH3O2, NO, and NO2 at
298 K are 5.2 × 10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, 3.7 × 10−13 cm3
molecule−1 s−1, 6.5−7.8 × 10 −12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, and 3.9 ×
10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, respectively.14 On the basis of these
rate constants, CH3O2 lifetime against reaction with these
species increases in the order of NO, HO2, NO2, and CH3O2.
However, sufficient concentrations of HO2 and/or CH3O2 as
compared with NO would shift the conditions to an effectively
low-NOx regime of chemistry, in which the relative
concentrations of HO2 and CH3O2 would then determine
whether the low-NOx regime is dominated by CH3O2 + HO2
or shared with CH3O2 + CH3O2.
Without any addition of NOx, a small amount of NOx,
presumably from residual nitrogen-containing acids (e.g.,
HONO or HNO3) on the chamber walls, is generated upon
irradiation. This phenomenon of “NOx offgasing”
35 is a
common observation among environmental chambers.35,36 In
the chamber experiments to be described, the NO concen-
tration is below the limit of detection (∼ 5 ppb), and the NO2
generated is <5 ppb. While the total generated NOx is primarily
in the form of NO2, NO2 cannot be calibrated directly with this
technique, and there are fewer calibration points at this lower
range leading to some uncertainty in the measurement. Low-
NOx conditions in the chamber are further verified by CIMS
measurements of HO2NO2 pernitric acid (PNA), the formation
of which is highly sensitive to the HO2:NO2 ratio. Using the
CIMS sensitivity to PNA,24 the PNA concentration generated
upon lights on is <350 pptv. As discussed in the work of Paulot
et al.,24 it is likely that the sensitivity to PNA is overestimated
due to ligand exchange of H2O2 with the reagent ion. Using the
expected HO2 concentration generated upon irradiation, and
the equilibrium constant for HO2 + NO2 ⇌ HO2NO2, 1.6 ×
10−11 cm3 molec−1,37 the predicted NO2 residual concentration
is <1.2 ppb.
To explore possible effects of residual NOx, the chemistry
was simulated with initial concentrations of NO at 0.1 ppb, 2
ppb, and constant NO at 0.1 ppb, using all reactions in Table 2.
Under these varying NOx conditions, we estimate that <1%, <
10%, and <19%, respectively, of the dodecane reacts via RO2 +
NOx reactions. Relative lifetimes of RO2 against reaction with
RO2, HO2, NO, and NO2 for these varying NOx conditions are
provided in the Supporting Information, Table S1. The two
species, the 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB, Figure 1) and the
hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH, Figure 1) that would be
most affected by the presence of NOx are shown based on NO
concentration and provided in the Supporting Information,
Figure S3. At NO concentration greater than 0.1 ppb, the delay
seen in the CIMS measurement of the 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl is
not reproduced (Supporting Information, Figure S3a). The 1,4-
hydroxycarbonyl is an important intermediate in SOA
formation in the presence of NOx,
12,38 so the presence of
NO should enhance its production and contribute to initial
organic growth. The observed delay in the organic growth as
measured by the AMS is consistent with the absence of any
appreciable NOx in the system. Further, the presence of NO
should accelerate formation of the hydroxy hydroperoxide
(OHROOH) (Supporting Information, Figure S3b), causing
the simulations to further deviate from the observed gas-phase
measurements. These analyses support the fact that residual
NOx does not play a significant role in the overall chemistry
represented and that the majority of alkoxy radical formation is
not a result of RO2 + NO chemistry. In addition, CIMS spectra
show no evidence of nitrate compounds formed. Thus, the
Figure 2. Simulated (curves) and observed (open circles) time evolutions of various gas-phase species from OH-initiated photoxidation of dodecane.
Colors used match species outlined in the gas-phase mechanism. (a) Decay of dodecane parent hydrocarbon with suspended organic growth. (b)
First-generation formation of the hydroperoxide (ROOH) monitored at (−) m/z 287. (c) Second-generation formation of the ketone (CARB)
monitored at (+) m/z 223. (d) Third-generation formation of the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH) monitored at (+) m/z 204. (e) Simulated
output of remaining carbon from further oxidation of the carbonyl hydroperoxide p(CARBROOH + OH) as (−) m/z 315 or photolysis
p(CARBROOH + hν) as (−) m/z 317. (f) Photolysis of the hydroperoxide (ROOH) leads to formation of a hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH)
monitored at (+) m/z 206. (g) Formation of the hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB) from two sources: (1) photolysis of the hydroxy hydroperoxide
(OHROOH + hν) and (2) OH reaction with the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH + OH). (h) Simulated fraction of initial carbon in the gas-
phase by generation over the course of the experiment.
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photochemical mechanism used in the remainder of this study
excludes the presence of NOx.
Hydroperoxide Photolysis. The OH-initiated reaction of
dodecane results in the formation of the peroxy radical which,
upon reaction with HO2, rapidly produces the hydroperoxide
(C12H26O2, ROOH in Figure 1). The hydroperoxide can
undergo further reaction with OH or photolyze. In the absence
of an explicit photolysis rate, following MCM 3.2, the methyl
hydroperoxide photolysis rate is used as a proxy for the
photolysis rate of hydroperoxide species. Using absorption
cross sections and quantum yields for methyl hydroperoxide
(CH3OOH)
39,40 with the actinic flux calculated from spectral
irradiance measurements in the chamber using a LICOR
spectroradiometer, the expected photolysis rate constant of
methyl hydroperoxide is calculated to be j = 2.30 × 10−6 s−1.
Under these experimental conditions, the C12 hydroperoxide is
simulated in the mechanism to react with OH and undergo
photolysis in branching ratios of 86% and 14%, respectively.
The most likely route of photolysis is to sever the O−OH bond
rather than the C−OOH bond in the hydroperoxy group,41
resulting in the formation of an alkoxy radical. In the domain of
RO2 + HO2 chemistry, alkoxy radicals can be generated only via
photolysis of a hydroperoxy group; there is no formation of
simple alcohols, which is the same when NOx is
present.9,11,14,15 Along Channel 3 of the mechanism in Figure
1, the hydroperoxide photolyzes to generate the alkoxy radical.
Due to the length of the carbon chain, isomerization through a
1,5-hydride shift will occur,9,11,15 generating a hydroxy group
and leaving a radical on a secondary carbon. Reaction of this
radical with O2 followed by reaction with HO2 leads to the
hydroxy hydroperoxide (C12H26O3) referred to as OHROOH
in Figure 1, which can undergo photolysis or further reaction
with OH. Under photolysis, the same reverse isomerization of
the resulting hydroxy alkoxy radical occurs to form a 1,4-
hydroxycarbonyl (C12H24O2)
9,11 referred to as OHCARB in
Figure 1. On the basis of the calculated photolysis rate constant
of methyl hydroperoxide as a proxy and the OH concentration
lumped reaction rate constant, kOH = 9.94 × 10
−5 s−1,
generation of the 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB) via reaction
with OH is the preferred pathway. The 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl is
estimated to react with OH and undergo photolysis in
branching ratios of 98% and 2%, respectively, according to
the photochemical simulation. In the case of reaction with OH,
the positions of the carbonyl and hydroxy groups would be
switched from what is shown in the mechanism. This formation
mechanism of the 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB) is also
distinct from the predominant reverse isomerization mecha-
nism when in the presence of NOx.
9,11,14,15 Still, an even
quicker route of formation is through alkyl peroxy radical
isomerization with an extrapolated isomerization rate constant
of 0.03 s−1 at 298 K, which is applicable to the conditions of
[RO2] < 6 × 10
12 molecules cm−3 and [NO] < 3 × 109
molecules cm−3.15,42,43 Since the NO concentration is only
confidently known to be <5 ppb or 1 × 1011 molecules cm−3
(the lower detection limit of our NOx analyzer), the alkyl
peroxy radical isomerization route is unconfirmed.
Hydroperoxide + OH. The hydroperoxide primarily reacts
with OH, in which abstraction of the hydrogen from the
hydroperoxy-containing carbon is favored.41 This leads to
decomposition of the hydroperoxy group to form a carbonyl
(C12H24O), resulting in recycling of OH radical (Channel 1,
CARB in Figure 1). In the case in which the OH attacks
another secondary carbon along the hydroperoxide chain, a
dihydroperoxide, C12H26O4, (Channel 2 in Figure 1) may be
formed. Reaction of the carbonyl or the dihydroperoxide with
OH would generate the third-generation carbonyl hydro-
peroxide (CARBROOH), with chemical formula C12H24O3.
OH reaction with the carbonyl generally favors attack at a
carbon beta from the existing carbonyl group;34 however, a
small fraction could occur at the α position. Depending on the
relative positions of the carbonyl and hydroperoxy group,
fragmentation or functionalization will occur. In the case of
Channel 1, the carbonyl and hydroperoxy groups are on
adjoining carbons, such that when photolysis of the hydro-
peroxy group generates the alkoxy radical, scission of this C−C
bond is favored. Products along Channel 1a are referred to as
p(jCARBROOH) in reaction 17 of Table 2. Decomposition of
the carbonyl alkoxy radical leads to an acyl radical and an
aldehyde. The eventual fate of the acyl radical is reaction with
O2 to generate an acyl peroxy radical, which reacts with HO2 to
generate acids (Channel 1a, CnCARBACID and CnACID) and
eventually a shorter chain hydroperoxide (Channel 1a,
CnROOH). While the formation of aldehydes and acids is
reliant upon the formation of a less abundant form of the
carbonyl hydroperoxide and its photolysis, Channel 1a serves
an important role in generating aldehydes in a system with
hydroperoxide species. These aldehydes can react in the particle
phase to form PHAs, to be discussed later in the paper.
In the case of the carbonyl and hydroperoxy groups located
beta to one another (Channel 2), photolysis (Channel 2a) or
reaction with OH (Channel 2b) leads to more highly
functionalized compounds than if the C12 backbone is
fragmented as in Channel 1a. Products along Channel 2a are
collectively referred to as p(CARBROOH + hν) in reaction 17
(Table 2), and products along Channel 2b are referred to as
p(CARBROOH + OH) in reaction 16 (Table 2). In chemistry
analogous to the photolysis route (Channel 3) of the initial
hydroperoxide (ROOH), functionalization is achieved by gain
of a hydroxy group through isomerization, leading to a
multifunctional compound containing carbonyl, hydroxy, and
hydroperoxide groups (Channel 2a). Again, the relative
positions of these functional groups lead to hydroxy acids
formation through photolysis (Channel 2ai, CnACID) or a 1,4-
hydroxycarbonyl with an additional keto group (Channel 2aii).
Consecutive OH reaction with the carbonyl hydroperoxide
(CARBROOH) would lead to multiple keto groups forming
from the previous hydroperoxide group (Channel 2b).
However, the competitive photolysis of hydroperoxy groups
leads to the variety in functionalization as in Channel 2a.
Although the fate of the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CAR-
BROOH) is likely to channel more carbon through reaction
with OH (pCARBROOH + OH), (Channel 2b), the gas-phase
chemistry in Channel 1a becomes important for SOA growth
and will be discussed subsequently.
■ COMPARISON OF GAS-PHASE MECHANISM AND
MEASUREMENTS
The dodecane−OH mechanism derived from the MCM
3.232,33 (Table 2) was used to simulate the first four generations
of chemistry. The simulated hydrocarbon decay agrees with
GC-FID measurements of dodecane in Figure 2a. The
photolysis rate for H2O2 was calculated using the absorption
cross section and quantum yield39,40 with the chamber actinic
flux, analogous to the calculation done for hydroperoxide
species. The simple labels for compounds in Figure 1 are also
used in the legend entries for the photochemical mechanism
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and CIMS measurements comparisons throughout Figure 2.
CIMS traces are referred to with a polarity as “(+)” or “(−)”
preceding the m/z solely to indicate the ionization mode used,
positve or negative, respectively. Table 3 provides a summary of
the monitored CIMS ions and their suggested assignments.
The mechanism was used primarily for evaluating time
profiles of expected products in the CIMS measurements. The
scales for the CIMS signal and the simulated output have been
adjusted for peak matching to compare the trends in Figure 2.
Reduced χ2 values are given for the fit of the simulated trace
and the CIMS measurements using the maximum value for the
first 18 h as the normalization parameter. The χ2 for the
simulated and measured 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB) is
for the first 18 h since the measurement decays, but the
simulation does not include a reactive sink. Vapor-phase wall
loss is not treated here in the photochemical model or in
correcting the gas-phase observations (for reasons described in
the Experimental Section), although it is likely to play a role
affecting the more highly oxidized lower volatility products
formed as in other chamber studies.44,45 While the gas-phase
chemistry represented in the mechanism generally describes the
gas-phase CIMS trends for many species such as the
hydroperoxide (ROOH), carbonyl (CARB), and carbonyl
hydroperoxide (CARBROOH), the hydroxy hydroperoxide
(OHROOH) may be subject to greater vapor-phase wall loss,
contributing to some of the discrepancy between the simulated
and measured trace in the begininng of the experiment. This
effect is discussed further in the following section.
Mechanism and Measurement Comparison of Hydro-
peroxide + OH. Mechanism predictions of the hydroperoxide
(ROOH) capture the trend of the CIMS measurements for the
hydroperoxide (−) m/z = 287 (Figure 2b). At its peak, the
hydroperoxide is simulated to represent about 20% of the initial
carbon. While the hydroperoxide production rate is captured by
the ROOH photochemical mechanism, the simulated loss is
overestimated. The loss processes for the hydroperoxide
include ROOH + OH and ROOH + hv. As noted, the MCM
3.2 gives an explicit reaction rate constant for a C12
hydroperoxide with OH, but utilizes the photolysis rate of
CH3OOH as a general photolysis rate for all hydroperoxide
species. Extrapolating the photolysis rate from a C1 to a C12
hydroperoxide is a source of uncertainty in the simulated trace.
The simulated chemistry is more rapid than the measurements,
consistent with a faster than measured production rate of the
carbonyl.
The MCM 3.2 mechanism for dodecane does not include
explicit reactions for formation of the dihydroperoxide
(Channel 2), although evidence exists in the CIMS data at
(−) m/z = 319 (CF3O− cluster) that suggests formation. The
possibility of alkyl peroxy radical isomerization46 was also
considered, but this is unlikely under these experimental
conditions because the [HO2] and [OH] are not low enough to
extend the lifetime of the alkyl peroxy radical for it to isomerize.
Because the carbonyl (CARB) is not sufficiently polar to be
detected in the negative mode ionization, it was monitored in
positive mode at (+) m/z = 223. The carbonyl measurements
also track the mechanism simulations, although with a slight lag
(Figure 2c). The carbonyl (CARB) forms quickly, simulta-
neously with the hydroperoxide generation, so its peak just after
10 h represents almost a third of the initial carbon. The
carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH) monitored at (+) m/z
= 204 also times well with the model output during growth, but
the gas-phase concentration remains low overall because of its
many reactive sinks.
Owing to the complexity of the many later generation
products, these are not represented explicitly in the mechanism,
and the simulation terminates with the remaining carbon
represented in further reaction of the carbonyl hydroperoxide.
This includes three possible routes as discussed previously and
seen in Figure 1: (1) photolysis and subsequent decomposition
if the carbonyl and hydroperoxy group are vicinal (Channel 1a),
(2) photolysis of the hydroperoxy group beta to the carbonyl
(Channel 2a), and subsequent decomposition products
(Channel 2ai) or C12 retaining products (Channel 2aii), and
(3) continued OH reaction and functionalization of the C12
molecule (Channel 2b). The respective photolysis of the α-
carbonyl hydroperoxide (Channel 1a) and the β-carbonyl
hydroperoxide photolysis (Channel 2a) or reaction with OH
(Channel 2b) are represented in the mechanism scheme in
Figure 1. However, the MCM 3.2 makes no distinction between
reaction rates for isomers of the carbonyl hydroperoxide, so the
sum of the α-carbonyl hydroperoxide (Channel 1) and the β-
carbonyl hydroperoxide (Channel 2) are implemented in the
photochemical simulation as (CARBROOH). Thus, the
subsequent photolysis product from the α-carbonyl hydro-
peroxide (Channel 1a) and the β-carbonyl hydroperoxide
(Channel 2a), respectively, will produce the same time trend
from the photochemical simulation (Table 2, Reaction 17),
although we distinguish the alpha photolysis products (Channel
1a) as p(jCARBROOH) and the beta photolysis products
(Channel 2a) as p(CARBROOH + hν) for relevant discussion
on a distinct set of products formed from photolysis of each
isomer. That is, acid formation (Figures 3b and 4b) is
considered as p(jCARBROOH), and the multifunctional
formed via Channel 2a is considered as p(CARBROOH +
hν) in Figure 2e.
Note that photolysis of the β-carbonyl hydroperoxide
(Channel 2ai) produces a hydroxy carbonyl hydroperoxide
Table 3. Signals Monitored by CIMS and Their Suggested
Assignments
mode m/z (s) assignment molecular formula
(−) 287 ROOH C12H26O2
(+) 223 CARB C12H24O
(+)/(−) 204/301a CARBROOH C12H24O3
(+)/(−) 206/303a OHROOH C12H26O3
(−) 285 OHCARB C12H24O2
(−) 315a DICARBROOH C12H22O4
(−) 317a OHCARBROOH C12H24O4
(−) 187 C5CARBACID C5H10O2
(−) 135/201 C6CARBACID C6H12O2
(−) 149/215 C7CARBACID C7H14O2
(−) 163/229 C8CARBACID C8H16O2
(−) 177/243 C9CARBACID C9H18O2
(−) 191/257 C10CARBACID C10H20O2
(−) 205/271 C11CARBACID C11H22O2
(−) 203 C5ACID/C6ROOH C5H10O3/C6H14O2
(−) 151/217 C6ACID/C7ROOH C6H12O3/C7H16O2
(−) 165/231 C7ACID/C8ROOH C7H14O3/C8H18O2
(−) 245 C8ACID/C9ROOH C8H16O3/C9H20O2
(−) 193/259 C9ACID/C10ROOH C9H18O3/C10H22O2
aDenotes negative mode ions at m/z > 300 monitored in the January
18 h experiment. All other m/z’s were monitored in the January and
March experiments.
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(OHCARBROOH) with the carbonyl and hydroperoxide
groups vicinal. Photolysis of this multifunctional compound
shows a parallel decomposition route to Channel 1a leading to
hydroxy acids. Channel 2aii retains the C12 backbone, because,
although it also starts with a hydroxy carbonyl hydroperoxide
(OHCARBROOH), the carbonyl and hydroxy functional
groups are nonvicinal to the −OOH group. Analogous to the
treatment of the two carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH)
isomers, these two hydroxy carbonyl hydroperoxide (OHCAR-
BROOH) isomers are also not distinguished in the photo-
chemical simulation; they are shown as p(CARBROOH + hν).
That is, Figure 2e compares the simulated output of
p(CARBROOH + hν) to the CIMS measured ion suggested
for the multifunctional compound (presumably OHCAR-
BROOH, C12H24O4) at (−) m/z = 317 to represent Channel
2a. Products of the continued OH oxidation of the β-carbonyl
hydroperoxide (Channel 2b) are simulated under p-
(CARBROOH + OH), which has a distinct output from that
of the carbonyl hydroperoxide photolysis, represented identi-
cally in p(CARBROOH + hν) and p(jCARBROOH).
Production of a possible dicarbonyl hydroperoxide (presumably
DICARBROOH, C12H22O4), monitored at (−) m/z = 315,
represents this channel in the mechanism (Channel 2b). Note
that the signals at (−) m/z = 317 and (−) m/z = 315 do not
extend the full 36 h because they were not monitored for a full
36 h as described in the Experimental Section. More detailed
treatment of Channel 1a is discussed subsequently relative to
acid formation.
Figure 3. Carboxylic acids. (a) Series of suggested C5 through C11
carboxylic acid traces and the ions measured in CIMS negative mode
ionization. (b) Representative C5 through C7 carboxylic acid traces on
a unit normalized scale trend with modeled results for photolysis of
the carbonyl hydroperoxide.
Figure 4. Acids (hydroxycarboxylic/peracid) or hydroperoxides. (a)
Series of suggested C5 through C9 peracid and hydroxy carboxylic acid,
and C6 through C10 hydroperoxide traces. Since the peracid and
hydroxy carboxylic acid are the same molecular weight as a
hydroperoxide with one additional carbon, the ions measured by the
CIMS may have contributions from all three species. (b) Example unit
normalized trends of C5 through C7 peracids and hydroxycarboxylic
acids, and C6 through C8 hydroperoxides that trend with the product
of carbonyl hydroperoxide photolysis from the mechanism.
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Mechanism and Measurement Comparison of Hydro-
peroxide Photolysis. The hydroxy hydroperoxide measure-
ments exhibit the largest deviation of all CIMS traces from the
simulated hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH) (Figure 2f).
While we cannot fully account for this discrepancy at the
present time, it could be possible that (1) the hydroxy
hydroperoxide formation is in fact slower than predicted by
using the photolysis rate of a C1 hydroperoxide for the C12
hydroperoxide and (2) the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OH-
ROOH) has sufficiently low volatility that it may be lost to
the chamber walls more quickly than other gas-phase
compounds. We observe that the chemistry in general is
actually slower than the simulation. That is, the simulated
hydroperoxide (ROOH) exhibits a faster decay than that of the
measurement (Figure 2b) and subsequent products (CARB,
CARBROOH, and OHROOH) are simulated to rise more
quickly than their individual measurements (Figure 2c,d,f).
Hence, we do expect that OHROOH’s actual rise will come
later than that simulated. If gas-to-wall partitioning is
responsibile for the discrepancy, the walls may first act as a
reservoir but subsequently release the hydroxy hydroperoxide
back to the gas-phase as it is removed by secondary reactions,
shifting the trend of the gas-phase measurement from the
simulated trend. We return to the hydroxy hydroperoxide sinks
in the SOA Growth section.
The 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB, Figure 2g) is gen-
erated from the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH, Figure 2f)
in greater concentration than its precursor. As discussed earlier,
the 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl may be formed via photolysis of the
hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH + hν) or via hydroxyl
radical reaction with the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH +
OH). The relative contributions from these sources to 1,4-
hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB) formation are shown in Figure
2g. The CIMS measurement of the 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl at (−)
m/z = 285 follows the simulated production despite
discrepancy in the simulation and measurement for its
precursor, the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH). This
may suggest that the true time profile for OHROOH is not
captured by the measurement. The vapor pressure of
OHROOH is about 2 orders of magnitude lower than
OHCARB, so one hypothesis is that the early losses of
OHROOH are due to vapor-phase wall loss to the reactor walls
and reaction with OH to form OHCARB. Mass closure is
needed to confirm whether the measurements match the
expected OHROOH distribution among losses to the wall and
its oxidation to OHCARB, but it is possible that if the
OHROOH is converted quickly to OHCARB via reaction with
OH (lifetime ∼ 2.8 h), then the trend in the CIMS
measurement for OHCARB would still agree with the
simulation early on as observed (Figure 2g). Although there
is no explicitly simulated sink for the 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl
(OHCARB), the measurement peaks sometime after 18 h. It is
expected that from the difference between the gas-phase and
mechanism trends, roughly 0.3 ppb of it exists in this sink.
Mechanism and Measurement Comparison of Acid
Formation. Acidic species are expected to form from
photolysis of a hydroperoxy group that is vicinal to another
oxygen containing carbon. Photolysis of the hydroperoxy group
results in an alkoxy radical vicinal to another oxygen containing
carbon so decomposition ensues (see Figure 1, Channels 1a
and 2ai). Depending on where in the molecule the C−C bond
is severed, varying carbon length carboxylic acids (Channel 1a,
CnCARBACID, CnH2nO2), peracids (Channel 1a, CnACID,
CnH2nO3), hydroxycarboxylic acids, (Channel 2ai, CnACID
CnH2nO3), and hydroxyperacids (Channel 2ai) result. Such
compounds in the CIMS may appear as both the transfer (m/z
= [M + 19]−) and the cluster product (m/z = [M + 85]−), so
the traces shown are the sum of these two ions (see Figure 3
and Figure 4). In some cases, like the C5 carboxylic acid, there
were additional contributions to the cluster product ion (m/z =
253), so it is omitted. The C9 carboxylic acid likely has
contributions from an unidentified mass interferent since its
time profile is slightly different than the others. The overall
time profiles and their relative abundances are consistent with
expectations that C11 acid production is least likely to form, as
tertiary H abstraction at the end carbons is slower.34 Still,
distribution by carbon number would need to be confirmed
after full mass quantification. When unit normalized, the
carboxylic acid traces (CnCARBACID) collapse to a distinct
time profile consistent with the modeled trace representing the
photolysis products of the carbonyl hydroperoxide p-
(jCARBROOH) in Figure 3b.
The formation of a peracid (Channel 1a, CnACID) of the
same carbon number as a hydroxy carboxylic acid (Channel 2ai,
CnACID) is difficult to discern, as they are isomers. Thus, these
two types of acids have been referred to generally as CnACID,
and this is separate from the carboxylic acids referred to as
CnCARBACID. Other isomers include a hydroperoxide
(Channel 1a, CnROOH) with an additional carbon. Hence,
the ions monitored are generally assigned as a Cn acid or a Cn+1
hydroperoxide in Figure 4. Still, it is more likely that the
majority initial contribution to these ions stems from the
peracid, as the hydroxycarboxylic acid (Channel 2ai, CnACID)
is a higher generation product. Further, resulting branching
ratios for the products of the acyl peroxy radical reaction with
HO2, as discussed in Hasson et al.
47 for the case of acetyl
peroxy radical (CH3C(O)O2), would tend to favor peracid (via
R(O)O2 + HO2 → R(O)OOH) and carboxylic acid formation
(via R(O)O2 + HO2→ R(O)OH + O3) routes over generation
of another alkoxy radical (leading to the eventual < C12
hydroperoxides of Channel 1a in the dodecane case). Again,
on a unit normalized basis, these ion traces collapse onto the
unit normalized mechanism prediction for the products of
carbonyl hydroperoxide photolysis, p(jCARBROOH), consis-
tent with this identification as peracids accompanying
carboxylic acid formation (Figure 4b). While the decom-
position products (i.e., acyl radical and aldehyde) in Channel 1a
preceding acid formation are not explicitly modeled, the
reaction of the acyl radical with O2 is considered instantaneous,
and the lifetime of an acyl peroxy radical with HO2 is expected
to be 3.7 s under low-NOx conditions. Thus, comparison of the
acid traces with p(jCARBROOH) is sufficiently close for
comparison to the trend in the gas-phase measurements. While
the aldehydes could not be explicitly monitored by the CIMS,
the acid traces are confirmation of aldehyde formation in the
gas-phase. The aldehyde will be seen to be an important gas-
phase intermediate, for its role in PHA formation.
Carbon Balance. Now we discuss the fate of the initial
mass of dodecane distributed among the various reaction
channels in the mechanism and compare to the gas-phase
measurements. More reactions are represented in the
mechanism scheme of Figure 1 than are implemented in the
photochemical simulation (Table 2). While the distinct product
distribution from photolysis of the two isomers of the carbonyl
hydroperoxide (CARBROOH) matters for the gas-phase
chemistry and SOA formation, the alpha isomer is not
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considered in MCM 3.2, although reactions along Channel 2a
including the formation and fate of a hydroxy carbonyl
hydroperoxide (OHCARBROOH) are included. As is, the
photolysis rates of the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH)
isomers would be treated the same, so p(jCARBROOH) and
p(jCARBROOH + hν) are simulated to be the same (Table 2,
Reaction 17). This prevents further explicit extension of the
photochemical simulation for products along Channel 1a
without further approximation of reaction rate coefficients.
For carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH) reaction with OH,
MCM 3.2 ends with production of the carbonyl hydroperoxy
radical (CARBRO2 in reactions 13 and 14 of Table 2);
CARBRO2 then goes back to the carbonyl hydroperoxide
(CARBROOH) after reaction with HO2 for these experimental
conditions. That is, MCM 3.2 does not suggest further
oxidation of CARBROOH to a dicarbonyl or to a thrice-
functionalized chain (DICARBROOH), as supported by the
CIMS trace monitored at (−) m/z = 315 (DICARBROOH).
Effectively, this route (Channel 2b) becomes a large carbon
sink without further explicit treatment of the products. With the
limitation of measurable gas-phase species beyond this point,
extension of the photochemical simulation is not attempted,
although the further extent of oxidation is of interest, as it will
play a role in the volatilities of products and contribution to
particle growth.
The simulated fraction of initial carbon over time in the
various generations of products is shown in Figure 2h. After
sufficient time, the majority of the carbon resides in fourth and
later generation products. While fourth and later generation
products represent over half of the initial carbon, the major
development of this chemistry becomes apparent after the third
and earlier generations peak around 2.3 × 107 molecules cm−3 h
of total OH exposure (∼10 h). This would correspond to
almost a day of atmospheric aging, assuming an ambient OH
concentration of ∼106 molecules cm−3. Thus, dodecane and
other alkanes that have similarly long OH-reactive lifetimes
have the potential for generating multifunctional semivolatile
species over the course of a few days.
Although CIMS sensitivities to each individual compound
could not be determined (see Experimental Section), we used
previously determined sensitivities for compounds with similar
functionality as proxies for the sensitivity of species in this
mechanism. We used the previously measured sensitivity of
methyl hydroperoxide (CH3OOH)
23 for the C12 hydroperoxide
monitored at (−) m/z = 287, and the previously measured
sensitivity of hydroxyacetone (C3H6O2)
48 for the acids and
multifunctional compounds. At the end of 18 h, it is estimated
that roughly 13 ppb within a factor of 2 of the simulated 31 ppb
of dodecane reacted is accounted for by the CIMS negative
mode ions measured. All CIMS traces shown in Figure 2 were
included, except the carbonyl (CARB, Figure 2c), as it could
only be monitored in positive mode, and signal intensities of
this mode are not comparable to that of negative mode.
Although the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH, Figure
2d) and the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH, Figure 2f) are
tracked in positive mode over 36 h, we used the signals at (−)
m/z = 301 and (−) m/z = 303, respectively, from the 18 h
January experiment for a rough carbon balance at 18 h. The
acid traces shown in Figure 3a and Figure 4a were also
included, although there is likely a great deal of carbon still
unaccounted for in < C5 acids. Other remaining carbon not
accounted for by the CIMS measurements include vapor-phase
wall loss (though it is expected to be small), aldehyde
formation from Channel 1a of the mechanism, and the many
later generation products along Channel 2 that are not explicitly
monitored by the CIMS.
■ SOA GROWTH
Organic growth as measured by the AMS is shown versus the
dodecane decay in Figure 2a. The AMS organic trace is not
corrected for particle wall-loss. The onset of growth occurs
coincident with the peak of the hydroperoxide, indicating
aerosol formation from higher generation oxidation products.
The total suspended particle organic peaked at approximately
63 μg m−3 around hour 20, consistent with the development of
fourth-generation gas-phase chemistry. Peak particle diameter
grew from 58 nm (seed diameter) to 190 nm at the point of
maximum concentration, and then to 200 nm by the end of the
experiment as measured by the DMA. Further analyses and
consideration of heterogeneous chemistry provide more insight
into the dynamics of the aerosol growth.
Vapor Pressure Estimation. To better constrain the
expected aerosol chemical makeup, vapor pressures at 298 K
were estimated for an array of compounds listed in Table S2 of
the Supporting Information section using the EVAPORATION
(Estimation of Vapor Pressure of ORganics, Accounting for
Temperature, Intramolecular, and Nonadditivity effects)
method.49 The method predicts the (subcooled) liquid pure
compound vapor pressure, p0, taking into account intra-
molecular effects from the positions of functional groups on a
compound. For example, the predicted p0 for the α-carbonyl
hydroperoxide is 6.58 × 10−8 atm, more than twice that of the
β-carbonyl hydroperoxide, p0 = 2.45 × 10−8 atm. Conversion of
the pure component liquid vapor pressure to a value of Ci
o in
units of μg m−3 (also in Table S2, Supporting Information) can
be used to classify compounds according to previously defined
volatility classes.50 These classes in order of increasing volatility
include extremely low volatility organic compounds (ELVOCs)
with Ci* < 3 × 10
−4 μg m−3, low volatility organic compounds
(LVOCs) with 3 × 10−4 < Ci* < 0.3 μg m
−3, semivolatile
organic compounds (SVOCs) with 0.3 < Ci* < 300 μg m
−3,
intermediate volatility organic compounds (IVOCs) with 300 <
Ci* < 3 × 10
6 μg m−3, and finally volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) with Ci* > 3 × 10
6 μg m−3. These volatility regimes
are provided for reference in Figure 5. Note that the calculated
values presented here are not the conventionally used Ci*, since
values for the activity coefficients, γi, are not estimated and
experimental volatility measurements were not made. Ci* is
related to Ci
o through the activity coefficient, Ci* = γiCi
o.50
O:C Values. The O:C values for each molecule are included
in the Supporting Information section, Table S2. To view the
progression of the oxidation, each compound is shown in the
O:C versus log Ci
o space (Figure 5). The marker colors indicate
the gas-phase generation of the compound. Black markers are
reserved specifically for those compounds that may participate
in heterogeneous chemistry. Each compound has a letter
assigned label, corresponding to the key used in Table S2. A
general upward trend to the left indicates lower volatility and
increasing oxygenation over time. Exceptions do occur where
there is formation of second generation compounds, like the
hydroxy hydroperoxide and the dihydroperoxide, of a higher
O:C and lower volatility compared to later generation products.
AMS measurements show that within the first 10 h of early
growth, the O:C stabilizes at 0.22, after which it steadily
increases to 0.30 by the end of the experiment. O:C
measurements are estimated to have an uncertainty of 30%,51
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and the species shown in Figure 5 fall within the measured O:C
range. The fifth-generation compounds in gray markers
represent an increase in vapor pressure, owing to the formation
of the hydroxy acids (Channel 2ai) and conversion of
hydroperoxy groups to carbonyl groups. Only C10 acids are
shown to condense the space and represent the bulk aerosol
character. With estimated volatilities of expected gas-phase
products and the measured O:C range, we investigate further
the role of the semivolatiles on SOA growth.
Peroxyhemiacetal Formation. Many of the semivolatiles
in Figure 5 are hydroperoxide species including (1) the second-
generation hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH, Channel 3;
Figure 5 “k”), (2) the third-generation carbonyl hydroperoxide
(CARBROOH, Channels 1 and 2; Figure 5 “n” and “l”), (3)
the fourth-generation hydroxycarbonyl hydroperoxide (OH-
CARBROOH, Channel 2a; Figure 5, “v” and “x”), and (4) the
fifth-generation dicarbonyl hydroperoxide (DICARBROOH,
Channel 2b; Figure 5, “y”). Once these semivolatiles have
partitioned into the particle phase, reaction with aldehydes
generated from decomposition of the photolyzed α-carbonyl
hydroperoxide (Channel 1a) can occur to form PHAs. A
general mechanism summarizing some possible reactions for
the current system is shown in Figure 6. If the first-generation
hydroperoxide (ROOH) reacts with an aldehyde, an α-alkyl-α′-
hydroxyalky peroxide (hereafter referred to as AHAP) will be
generated. If the β-carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH)
reacts with an aldehyde, a γ-keto-α-alkyl-α′-hydroxyalky
peroxide is formed (hereafter referred to as KAHAP). Similarly,
if a hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH) reacts with an
aldehyde, a δ-hydroxy-α-alkyl-α′-hydroxyalky peroxide (here-
after referred to as HAHAP) will be formed. If a dicarbonyl
hydroperoxide (DICARBROOH) reacts with an aldehyde, a ε-
γ-diketo-α-alkyl-α′-hydroxyalky peroxide is formed (hereafter
referred to as DKAHAP). Finally, if a hydroxycarbonyl
hydroperoxide (OHCARBROOH) reacts with an aldehyde, a
ε-hydroxy-γ-keto-α-alkyl-α′-hydroxyalky peroxide is formed
(hereafter referred to as HKAHAP). There is also the
possibility of cyclization of the KAHAP, DKAHAP, or
HKAHAP because of the carbonyl groups, similar to the
mechanisms proposed in previous studies,52−54 although being
isomers the cyclic and noncyclic forms would be hard to
distinguish. Of course, alternative functional group placement
on the compounds presented in Figure 6 is expected, and the
compounds shown are examples.
PHA volatility will depend on the length of the aldehyde that
originally reacted with the particle-phase incorporated hydro-
peroxide. Progression of the O:C and volatility of three select
PHAs with increasing length of the aldehyde is marked by the
series of “t” through “td” markers for HAHAP, “u” through
“ud” for KAHAP, and “z” through “zd” for HKAHAP in Figure
5. The gray dotted lines are intended to guide the eye along
these progressions toward lower O:C and lower vapor pressure,
labeled “PHA2” for the KAHAP, “PHA3” for the HAHAP, and
“PHA5” for the HKAHAP for visual clarity. PHA formation
effectively converts semivolatiles into lower volatility products
that approach the ELVOC region.
Evidence of PHA Formation Comparing Gas-Phase and
Particle-Phase Mass Spectra. PHA formation is complex, as it
involves reaction of a fourth-generation aldehyde (of varying
carbon length) with second- to fifth-generation but lower vapor
pressure hydroperoxy compounds at/in the particle. Figure 7
shows that aerosol growth follows after gas-phase formation of
the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH, Channels 1 and 2),
but more importantly it is delayed until photolysis of the
carbonyl hydroperoxide, p(jCARBROOH). The aldehydes
could not be measured directly with CIMS because of their
nonpolar nature, but the simulated p(jCARBROOH) can be
used as a proxy for their expected formation according to
Channel 1a in the mechanism. The aldehydes would precede
acid formation, which is very quick after photolysis of the
carbonyl hydroperoxide, when comparing the C6CARBACID
trace with the p(jCARBROOH) trace in Figure 7. From the
trends presented in Figure 7, it appears that aerosol growth is
timed with aldehyde formation, making PHA formation a
potential mechanism for aerosol growth. This is further
supported in species-specific comparisons of the CIMS and
AMS.
Comparisons of the gas-phase mechanism predictions and
CIMS traces were made with selected ion fragments from the
HR-ToF-AMS mass spectra. The AMS utilizes vaporization and
electron impact (EI) ionization resulting in fragmentation of
aerosol species, but the prevalence of high amu (m/z > 100) in
the spectra suggests that some stable high MW ions retain more
of the original backbone and functionality of the initial product
molecule. The selected ions discussed are those that would
result from a PHA severed at either C−O bond of the peroxide
RC1−OO−C2R. Scission at C1−O results in the ion RC1+.
Figure 5. Span of O:C values versus log of the pure subcooled liquid
vapor pressures in units of μg m−3 (Ci
o) for predicted compounds
from dodecane low-NOx photoxidation. Colored markers indicate the
product generation, and black markers indicate compounds thought to
participate in heterogeneous chemistry. Letter data labels correspond
with the compounds listed in Table S2. Regions of volatility previously
defined50 are denoted along the top axis for reference. The overall
progression is upward to the left; vapor pressure drops from the
starting dodecane, “a”, at log(Ci
o) = 6.3 to log(Ci
o) = 0.19 for
C12H24O4, “v”, and O:C increases to a max at 0.33. AMS measured
O:C of 0.22−0.30 during the experiment. The gray dashed lines
indicate the progression of increasing carbon length on the aldehyde
that reacts with a hydroperoxy compound to form PHAs. PHA2
represents formation of the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH)
derived PHA, γ-keto-α-alkyl-α′-hydroxyalky peroxide (KAHAP);
PHA3 the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH) derived PHA, δ-
hydroxy-α-alkyl-α′-hydroxyalky peroxide (HAHAP); and PHA5 the
hydroxycarbonyl hydroperoxide derived PHA, ε-hydroxy-γ-keto-α-
alkyl-α′-hydroxyalky peroxide (HKAHAP). Increasing carbon length
leads to convergence to a lower O:C and lower vapor pressure
approaching the ELVOC region.
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Scission at C2−O results in the ion RC1OO+, 32 amu greater
than the RC1
+ ion. The RC1
+ ion was observed in previous
studies of α-substituted hydroperoxide-derived PHAs,52,55
although not the RC1OO
+, which we propose for the PHAs
in this study. The hydroperoxides we discuss in this study are
not α-substituted, which may be cause for the different
fragmentation pattern. Note that the RC1
+ ion would be the
equivalent ion generated from a hydroperoxide compound,
RC1−OOH, by loss of the hydroperoxy group to generate the
m/z = [M-33]+ ion, where M = mass of the hydroperoxide, also
previously observed.52,55 This fragmentation pathway was
observed in identifying the C18 hydroperoxide during the
standard experiment described previously in the Experimental
section. Examination of [M-33]+ ions and their exact masses
from this fragmentation pathway alone suggests incorporation
of the gas-phase carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH),
hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH), and other multifunc-
tional long chains (OHCARBROOH, DICARBROOH) into
the aerosol phase. However, the predominance of their
respective RC1
+ ions trending closely with their respective
RC1OO
+ ions strongly supports that these compounds are
incorporated into the aerosol phase via PHA formation. The
following discussion focuses on the pairing of m/z < 200 ions
and their m/z > 200 (+ 32 amu) counterparts. For simplicity,
we refer to the nominal mass of an ion rather than its exact
Figure 6. Scheme for forming five types of PHAs from reaction of an aldehyde of carbon length n, with various hydroperoxy compounds. (1)
Reaction with a hydroperoxide generates an AHAP. (2) Reaction with a β-carbonyl hydroperoxide forms a KAHAP. (3) Reaction with a hydroxy
hydroperoxide generates a HAHAP. (4) Reaction with a dicarbonyl hydroperoxide forms a DKAHAP. (5) Reaction with a hydroxycarbonyl
hydroperoxide forms a HKAHAP.
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mass, but the exact mass was used to obtain the chemical
formula of the ion.
The AMS ions at m/z = 183 (C12H23O
+) and m/z = 215
(C12H23O3
+) dominate the early SOA growth, suggesting that
they may be characteristic fragments of the carbonyl hydro-
peroxide (CARBROOH)-derived PHA (KAHAP in Figure 6).
Comparison of the simulated and measured gas-phase carbonyl
hydroperoxide and AMS ions m/z = 183 and m/z = 215 is
shown in Figure 8a along with the simulated gas-phase trend
for photolysis of the carbonyl hydroperoxide, p(jCARBROOH)
in Channel 1a. The growth of these ions in the aerosol phase is
delayed from the onset of the carbonyl hydroperoxide
formation in the gas phase until aldehyde formation begins,
as proxied by the simulated p(jCARBROOH) trace in teal
representing Channel 1a of the mechanism in Figure 1. As
further reactions of the carbonyl hydroperoxide dominate, the
gas-phase trace peaks and decays, followed as well by a decrease
in these characteristic ions in the AMS mass spectrum. An
analysis of the dynamics of the particle-phase AMS spectra will
be addressed in a subsequent study.
AMS ions consistent with hydroxy hydroperoxide (OH-
ROOH)-derived PHAs (HAHAP in Figure 6) at m/z = 185
(C12H25O
+) and m/z = 217 (C12H25O3
+) grow in similarly with
m/z = 183 and m/z = 215, although they peak later with their
corresponding gas-phase trace (See Figure 8a and Figure 8b).
Again, the appearance of these hydroxy hydroperoxide-derived
PHA ions are contingent upon aldehyde formation as
represented by the simulated p(jCARBROOH) trace in Figure
8b. If gas-to-particle partitioning was partially responsible for
the simulated versus measured discrepancy for hydroxy
hydroperoxide (OHROOH) Figure 2f, we would expect to
see the m/z = 185 ion grow into the aerosol-phase before m/z
= 217 and before aldehyde formation. That is, m/z = 185
growing in earlier to the aerosol-phase would indicate uptake of
the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH) itself without
conversion to PHA. With little SOA at this time and no
aldehyde formation, partitioning of the hydroxy hydroperoxide
early on is unlikely to account for this model-measurement
discrepancy. It is possible that the hydroxy hydroperoxide
lingers in the gas phase before aldehyde formation and
undergoes vapor-phase wall loss as discussed previously.
The incorporation of the dicarbonyl hydroperoxide (DICAR-
BROOH, C12H22O4) into the particle phase is tracked with the
AMS ion fragment at m/z = 197 (C12H21O2
+) paired with m/z =
229 (C12H21O4
+) in Figure 8c but after aldehyde formation.
Note that, on a unit normalized scale, the p(jCARBROOH)
overlaps the p(CARBROOH + OH) trend. This implies that
dicarbonyl hydroperoxide (DICARBROOH) formation is
practically simultaneous with aldehyde formation, although
not necessarily in the same amount. The other thrice-
functionalized chain, a hydroxycarbonyl hydroperoxide (OH-
CARBROOH, C12H24O4) is tracked with AMS ion fragments
m/z = 199 (C12H23O2
+) and m/z = 231 (C12H23O4
+). The ion
trace at m/z = 199 is within the variation of the noisy CIMS
marker at (−) m/z = 317 (Figure 8d).
Thus far, we observe that in the progression of increasing
oxygenation (decreasing volatility) of the starting hydro-
peroxide there is less time between the gas-phase formation
of a species and its incorporation into the particle phase. For
example, there are a few hours between carbonyl hydroperoxide
(CARBROOH) formation in the gas-phase measured by the
CIMS at (+) m/z = 204 and the growth of the derived PHA
AMS ions at m/z’s 183 and 215 (Figure 8a). This is partially
due to the delay in aldehyde formation. Still, once aldehyde is
present, this time is significantly reduced for the delay between
the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH) growth in the gas-
phase measurement and its derived PHA ions (Figure 8b).
While this also holds for the dicarbonyl hydroperoxide
(DICARBROOH) in Figure 8c and the hydroxycarbonyl
hydroperoxide (OHCARBROOH) in Figure 8d, there is a
delay in the appearance of the AMS ions expected from their
derived PHAs. That is, even though aldehyde is present and the
thrice multifunctional compounds have been produced in the
gas-phase, their incorporation as PHAs to the aerosol-phase is
not timed with aldehyde formation as is the case for
CARBROOH- and OHROOH-derived PHAs. This lag may
be due to limiting reactant effects. That is, although the unit
normalized simulations in Figure 8c suggest that DICAR-
BROOH and aldehyde formation are practically simultaneous,
it may be that the aldehyde produced is in lower quantity than
the stoichiometric amount needed for reaction compared to the
total semivolatile hydroperoxides available. Another possibility
may be decreased reactivity of the dicarbonyl hydroperoxide
(DICARBROOH) with another aldehyde since it already
contains two carbonyl groups that may compete for or
deactivate reaction with the hydroperoxy group, depending
on their placement. Cyclization of carbonyl containing α-
substituted hydroperoxides via intramolecular reaction of the
carbonyl with the hydroperoxy group has been observed,
setting up potential competition between cyclization and PHA
formation.52 Further study would be required to test for
deactivation effects. Steric effects due to intramolecular
hydrogen bonding56 may also play a role for compounds like
the hydroxy carbonyl hydroperoxide (OHCARBROOH). A
previous study on the kinetics of α-hydroxy peroxides
(RCH(OH)OOR) in solution noted that tetralin hydro-
peroxide is more reactive to acetaldehyde over cumene
Figure 7. Aerosol growth occurs between formation of the carbonyl
hydroperoxide (CARBROOH) and the onset of acid formation
(observations in teal squares and simulated result, p(jCARBROOH),
in teal) in the gas-phase. It is likely that initial aerosol growth can be
supported by PHA formation since hydroperoxide containing species
in the gas phase form within 5 h of lights on, and aldehyde formation
will precede acid formation after photolysis of the carbonyl
hydroperoxide.
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hydroperoxide and other hydroperoxides because the peroxy
group is surrounded by α-hydrogens.56
We note that the m/z = 183 and m/z = 185 (Figure 8a,b) ion
fragments may be derived from other molecules containing
similar functionalities to the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CAR-
BROOH) and hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH). For
example, the fourth-generation hydroxycarbonyl hydroperoxide
multifunctional (OHCARBROOH, Channel 2a) shares two of
its functional groups with the carbonyl hydroperoxide
(CARBROOH) and two with the hydroxy hydroperoxide
(OHROOH), suggesting that there may be contributions to
these ion signals from later incorporation of this multifunc-
tional compound into the particle. This is similar to the case of
the dicarbonyl hydroperoxide (DICARBROOH, Channel 2b)
sharing two functionalities with the carbonyl hydroperoxide
(CARBROOH), so it may contribute to the signal at m/z =
183. However, because the m/z = 183 and m/z = 185 ions are
distinct and dominant components of the initial organic
growth, and since their trends do not deviate from their
respective +32 amu ion partners (m/z = 215, m/z = 217) with
later incorporation of the suggested ions for the multifunc-
tionals (m/z’s 197, 199, 229, and 231), they are still likely
representative ion fragments from the carbonyl hydroperoxide-
derived PHA (KAHAP) and the hydroxy hydroperoxide-
derived PHA (HAHAP).
Particle-Phase Peroxyhemiacetal Formation. The surface
matrix of an aerosol particle probably enhances PHA
generation by lowering energetic barriers or chemically
catalyzing the reaction at the surface,55 similar to dihydrofuran
(DHF) formation.38 Still, a lower energy barrier was not
sufficient to see evidence of AHAP formed from the second-
generation hydroperoxide (ROOH) in the AMS spectra. Its
higher vapor pressure, further reaction with OH or photolysis,
as well as the delay to aldehyde formation are all likely reasons
why the fate of the ROOH is purely gas-phase oxidation. The
nature of the particle interface and bulk are difficult to establish
when considering such heterogeneous processes in the current
study, but some insights into the chemistry behind PHA
formation come from the study by Antonovskii and
Terent’ev.56 First, they find that aldehydes are more likely
than ketones to participate in α-hydroxy peroxide formation
because they exhibit greater polarity and polarizability in their
Figure 8. (a) AMS high-resolution fragments at m/z = 183 and m/z = 215 are possible characteristic fragments of the carbonyl hydroperoxide
(CARBROOH)-derived PHA. (b) AMS high-resolution fragments at m/z = 185 and m/z = 217 are possible characteristic fragments of the hydroxy
hydroperoxide (OHROOH)-derived PHA. (c) AMS high-resolution fragments at m/z = 197 and m/z = 229 are possible characteristic fragments of a
multifunctional compound, dicarbonyl hydroperoxide (DICARBROOH)-derived PHA. (d) AMS high-resolution fragments at m/z = 199 and m/z =
231 are possible characteristic fragments of a multifunctional compound, hydroxycarbonyl hydroperoxide (OHCARBROOH) and its derived PHA.
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CO containing π bond. Hence, PHA formation from the
second-generation carbonyl is not considered for this
discussion. Second, they observed that the forward reaction
to α-hydroxy peroxide dominated over backward dissociation
when run in polar solvents (chloroform, diisopropyl ether, or
hexanol). Considering earlier discussion on the characteristic of
the aerosol chemistry, PHA formation may be hindered if the
aerosol matrix is not sufficiently polar, as there is a large mass
fraction of organic described by CH family ions. Lastly,
Antonovskii and Terent’ev observed stable α-hydroxy peroxides
at 20 and 40 °C, but they note that α-hydroxy peroxides are less
thermally stable than the hydroperoxide. This could mean the
peroxides do not survive well through the thermal vaporization
(600 °C) and ionization process in the techniques here. This
may possibly explain the small mass concentrations for the
characteristic PHA ions relative to the total organic mass. Still,
in this study we keep in mind that the aldehyde formation relies
on photolysis of a well-positioned α-carbonyl hydroperoxide.
So, concentration, timing, and chemistry of the aerosol all have
to be in harmony to facilitate PHA formation.
Cyclic Hemiacetal Formation. The 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl
(OHCARB) has been theorized38 and found experimentally to
heterogeneously react, isomerizing to a cyclic hemiacetal
(CHA) in the particle9,11 or on chamber walls in an acid-
catalyzed process.15 These heterogeneous reactions have been
found to happen within a time frame of approximately 1
h.9,11,15 Conversion of the CHA to a DHF is sensitive to water
vapor;57 under low relative humidity environments, it will
dehydrate to form a higher vapor pressure DHF compound
that can partition back to the gas-phase and undergo further
reaction with OH or O3. A summary of these reactions is shown
in Channel 3, Figure 1. Higher relative humidity conditions will
slow the dehydration process, and OH reaction with the 1,4-
hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB) will more likely be its fate.58
Under the current experimental conditions, DHF reaction with
O3 is expected to dominate after 2.5 h of irradiation when O3
produced over time surpasses 5 ppb, the limit at which reaction
with O3 is competitive with reaction of the available OH radical
(∼2 × 106 molecules cm−3). This is based on reaction rate
coefficients available in the literature on 4,5-dihydro-2-
methylfuran, using kDHF−OH = 2.18 × 10
−10 molecules cm−3
s−1 and kDHF−O3 = 3.49 × 10
−15 molecules cm−3 s−1.59 This
provides an interesting problem to consider when thinking of
the true lifecycle of the starting alkane and its ultimate
generation of a higher vapor pressure unsaturated compound
susceptible to oxidation and relevant for further SOA
formation. Kinetic study of this heterogeneous conversion
under OH radical initiated photoxidation of C11−C17 alkanes in
the presence of NOx suggests that the conversion to the CHA
is fast in dry air, while the dehydration of the CHA to the DHF
occurs on the order of ∼15 min.12
CHA formation may be possible via the photolysis of the
hydroperoxide (ROOH) in Channel 3 or through a fifth-
generation multifunctional commpound analogously cyclizing
(Channel 2aii), though the resulting CHA has an extra carbonyl
group as seen in Figure 1. Sufficient evidence does not exist to
confirm CHA formation for this study despite low relative
humidity experimental conditions. If the CHA is formed as
C12H24O2, an AMS fragment at m/z = 183 (C12H23O
+)
generated from loss of the −OH group9 is possible. However,
this fragment is more appropriately assigned as a characteristic
ion of the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH)-derived
PHA instead as discussed earlier. In experiments carried out in
the presence of NOx, which are not reported here, the m/z =
183 ion is observed distinctly and does not pair with m/z = 215,
making the current assignment consistent with the expected
gas-phase mechanism under low-NOx conditions. Since a
distinct time trend indicating formation of the CHA in the
particle-phase is not yet fully distinguished from the nominal
mass at m/z = 183, the kinetics under the current experimental
conditions cannot be modeled. On another note, the nature of
the particle acidity is different than that of previous studies, as it
is thought that adsorbed HNO3 on the particle surface
catalyzed the heterogeneous conversion to the DHF.11,12
Under these low-NOx conditions, HNO3 formation is not
considered. While the particle character shows enhancement of
acidity as tracked by the AMS ion CO2
+ at m/z = 44, there is
still a large mass fraction described by the CH family ions,
consistent with the many reduced fragments that could be
derived from these long chain products. Considering that the
simulated production of the 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl is only around
0.6 ppb in the gas-phase (without sinks) and the unclear nature
of the particle acidity, if the cyclization and dehydration to the
DHF does occur, the amount that formed was probably small,
indiscernible in the AMS signal.
Heterogeneous Chemistry versus Gas-Phase Oxida-
tion. We have currently considered two routes to formation of
SOA through heterogeneous reactions. We see evidence of
PHA formation derived from many semivolatile hydroperoxide
species formed in all reaction channels, but we cannot confirm
formation of the CHA from the 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl
(OHCARB) at this time. Furthermore, the contributions to
the SOA mass from pure gas-particle partitioning and
heterogeneous chemistry of the hydroperoxide compounds to
the SOA mass are unclear. To explore this, we roughly estimate
the mass contributions of organic from five select semivolatiles
that have been highlighted in a previous discussion: (1)
carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH), (2) hydroxy hydro-
peroxide (OHROOH), (3) hydroxycarbonyl hydroperoxide
(OHCARBROOH), (4) dicarbonyl hydroperoxide (DICAR-
BROOH) and (5) 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB). Using the
roughly estimated gas-phase concentrations of these species as
monitored by the CIMS, the subcooled pure component liquid
vapor pressure estimates (Ci
o), and the organic mass
concentration from the AMS (as shown in Figure 2a), we
assume that gas-particle equilibrium is established quickly so
that the instantaneous contribution of each compound in the












where Cpi is the mass concentration of species i in the particle
phase [μg m−3], Corg is the mass concentration of organic
aerosol in [μg m−3], Cgi is the mass concentration of species i in
the gas phase [μg m−3], γi is the activity coefficient of species i
in the bulk aerosol solution (assumed as 1 here), and Ci
0 = the
subcooled pure component liquid vapor pressure of species i
[μg m−3].
The result of this analysis is presented in Figure 9. Note that
we estimate the organic mass only up to 18 h because we
utilized species monitored at m/z ≥ 300, available only from
the January experiment. We see that just under 10 μg m−3 of
organic is expected each from the dicarbonyl hydroperoxide
(DICARBROOOH), carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH),
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and the hydroxy hydroperoxide (OHROOH). The 1,4-
hydroxycarbonyl (OHCARB) makes negligible mass, and this
is consistent with the small amount expected to form from the
gas-phase chemistry and the absence of an AMS ion for the
CHA. The hydroxycarbonyl hydroperoxide (OHCARBROOH)
is expected to make up the majority of the organic mass (∼ 60
μg m−3). The total contributions of these species to organic
mass is Cptot = ∑iCpi. Thus, partitioning from just four
semivolatile hydroperoxides could explain the majority of the
organic growth observed after 5 h of irradiation. However, a
small amount of organic was formed previously and is not fully
described by equilibrium partitioning of these semivolatiles.
The uncertainty in the estimated gas-phase concentrations
could resolve the appearance of organic growth prior to
significant contributions from partitioning, but based on the
well-paired m/z < 200 and m/z > 200 ions that differ by 32
amu, it is overwhelmingly likely that the fragments come from
the same compound (their respective PHA). These ions also
begin to appear prior to 5 h with aldehyde formation in the case
of the carbonyl hydroperoxide (CARBROOH) and the hydroxy
hydroperoxide (OHROOH) (see Figure 8a,b). So the early gap
between the measurement and estimated organic mass may be
due to PHA formation initiating aerosol growth. In light of the
AMS measurements of characteristic PHA ions and the
estimated mass from partitioning of the same hydroperoxide
semivolatiles, it is difficult to tell whether these semivolatiles
would be completely in the particle-phase as PHAs or in
molecular form. In addition, later more functionalized
compounds may partition in without conversion to PHA
formation right away, as in the lag between gas-phase aldehyde
formation and PHA ion appearance observed for the
hydroxycarbonyl hydroperoxide (OHCARBROOH) and for
that of the dicarbonyl hydroperoxide (DICARBROOH).
However, since aldehyde formation is fairly coincident with
most of the higher generation multifunctionals (OHCAR-
BROOH, DICARBROOH) in the gas-phase, PHA formation as
a mechanism for their incorporation into the particle phase
cannot be ruled out. Full treatment of the kinetics of the
heterogeneous chemistry require mass closure on the
contribution of PHA mass to the organic present. While the
AMS ions presented support PHA formation, their mass
concentration signals do not account for the total mass of the
derived PHA in the particle phase. Recall that the ions
discussed do not include the side of the molecule that contains
varying carbon lengths from the aldehyde that reacted with the
hydroperoxide species. This provides a multitude of possible
PHA structures. Second, being such a large molecule, PHA
mass would certainly be distributed in the AMS spectrum
among many possible fragmentation pathways. To truly
understand these aspects, synthesis of these compounds
would be required as an AMS standard to understand the full
spectrum distribution.
■ ATMOSPHERIC IMPLICATIONS
Presented here is the first experimental study of SOA formation
from the long-chain alkanes under low-NOx conditions, such
that RO2 + HO2 chemistry dominates the fate of the RO2
radical. This regime of chemistry is typical of a region relatively
isolated from NOx sources and where trace VOC concen-
trations are too low to sustain RO2 self-reaction. It is a
challenge to simulate this chemistry in most laboratory
chambers under atmospherically pristine conditions at which
NOx levels are typically tens to low hundreds of pptv. The gas-
phase measurements of this study are consistent with chemistry
expected for NOx levels toward this range. Further, a regime of
“slow” chemistry that lengthens the RO2 lifetime sufficiently to
allow for alkyl peroxy radical rearrangement through a 1,6-H
shift is relevant to pristine conditions (ppt levels of NOx, HO2,
and low [OH] ∼ 1.2 × 105 molecules cm−3).46 Achieving such
conditions further challenges the design of environmental
chamber studies. Although many challenges remain in
simulating and spanning the range of “atmospherically relevant”
conditions using environmental chambers, fundamental studies
such as that described here address the fundamental chemistry
in a regime relevant for closing the gap in the VOC and SOA
budgets.
A myriad of compounds is formed in long-chain alkane
photooxidation via functionalization and fragmentation path-
ways in the gas phase. For dodecane, 19 gas-phase species were
monitored by the CIMS, and many compared well to a
simulation with an abbreviated chemical mechanism based on
the MCM 3.2. The gas-phase mechanism generally captures the
observations only using four generations of explicit chemistry.
Further work on empirical quantification and branching ratios
of the gas-phase routes in the mechanism is needed, but was
hindered for this study due to the lack of available standards
and difficulties associated with experimental handling. None-
theless, this study fundamentally captures the chemical
framework representative of low initial organic loading of a
longer-lived species (in terms of reaction with OH) while in the
relative absence of NOx that can be extended to alkanes of
different lengths and structures. Current work is ongoing to
understand the chemistry of SOA formation from other C12
alkanes of branched and cyclic conformations.
Mechanisms of particle formation emerge from comparison
of the gas-phase mechanism and known heterogeneous
chemistry. While there is evidence supporting the formation
Figure 9. Rough estimate of total organic mass attributed to gas-to-
particle phase partitioning from select semivolatiles (pink circles with
line) as compared to the AMS organic trace (bright green). Individual
contributions from each species are shown: (1) carbonyl hydro-
peroxide (CARBROOH, wine-colored circles), (2) hydroxy hydro-
peroxide (OHROOH, purple circles), (3) 1,4-hydroxycarbonyl
(OHCARB, orange circles), (4) hydroxycarbonyl hydroperoxide
(OHCARBROOH, teal circles), and (5) dicarbonyl hydroperoxide
(DICARBROOH, blue circles).
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of PHAs, confirmation of the heterogeneous conversion of the
1,4-hydroxycarbonyl to the CHA is lacking, but the amount
that formed was probably small. A powerful approach to
confirming direct partitioning of specific gas-phase compounds
is through comparison of CIMS gas-phase time trends and
corresponding characteristic ion fragments from the AMS. The
paired (32 amu difference) high m/z > 100 AMS fragments
identified were instrumental in deriving more molecular
structure information in support of PHA formation. Compar-
isons of time trends provide insight into the chemistry of the
partitioning, as seen, for example, with the decreasing delay
between appearance of characteristic AMS ions and gas-phase
product growth with increasing oxidation of the parent
molecule. A rough estimate shows that much of the organic
growth can be described by theoretical partitioning estimates of
select semivolatile hydroperoxides. Still, better mass closure on
the semivolatiles in the system in the gas and particle-phases
could provide greater insight into the kinetic and equilibrium
effects on SOA formation from dodecane.
The degree of generational development in the gas-phase
photooxidation of this long-chain alkane over the extended
chamber experiments is quite remarkable. While the majority of
the gas-phase product distribution (almost two-thirds of the
carbon) is developed within the first 20 h of photoxidation,
SOA formation clearly involves the further oxidation of the
third-generation carbonyl hydroperoxide, which peaks about 8
h earlier. This chemical development occurs much later than
typical experimental time scales for chamber experiments,
which highlights the need for simulating extended oxidation to
truly capture the SOA formation process.
While the chemical composition of the gas and aerosol
phases was well resolved with the techniques used in this study,
challenges still exist in understanding the nature of the particle
phase, as this can have profound effects on the further chemical
aging of the particles.60 This aging could be manifested in the
formation of alkane-derived PHAs. In regards to time scale, the
current work focuses on oxidative processes in the gas phase
affecting the chemical development of the particle phase,
although the possibility of photolysis or reactions with OH of
the aerosol products may become more important under
extended photoxidation time scales. A better understanding of
these and other factors that potentially affect SOA chemical
evolution might address issues such as the observed “glassy”
nature of some SOA.61,62 Extrapolating the present study to the
atmosphere suggests that (1) hydroperoxide and PHA species
are likely to be in the particle phase for alkane-derived aerosol
under low-NOx conditions, and (2) with the possibility of
viscous phases that affect further chemical aging in the aerosol
phase, the lifetimes of these products could be extended,
lending themselves to long-range transport and a more
complicated assessment of the SOA life cycle.
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Abstract. Positive matrix factorization (PMF) of high-
resolution laboratory chamber aerosol mass spectra is ap-
plied for the first time, the results of which are con-
sistent with molecular level MOVI-HRToF-CIMS aerosol-
phase and CIMS gas-phase measurements. Secondary or-
ganic aerosol was generated by photooxidation of dode-
cane under low-NOx conditions in the Caltech environmental
chamber. The PMF results exhibit three factors representing
a combination of gas-particle partitioning, chemical conver-
sion in the aerosol, and wall deposition. The slope of the
measured high-resolution aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-
ToF-AMS) composition data on a Van Krevelen diagram is
consistent with that of other low-NOx alkane systems in the
same O : C range. Elemental analysis of the PMF factor mass
spectral profiles elucidates the combinations of functionality
that contribute to the slope on the Van Krevelen diagram.
1 Introduction
The processes by which the atmospheric oxidation of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) leads to low volatility products
that partition into the aerosol phase, forming Secondary Or-
ganic Aerosol (SOA), are complex and not thoroughly under-
stood. Gas-phase oxidation processes are key in SOA forma-
tion, but there is increasing evidence that chemistry occur-
ring in the particle phase, as well, may be important in pro-
ducing the low-volatility, oxygenated compounds that char-
acterize SOA. Laboratory chamber studies are essential to
understand the lifecycle of organics involved in the forma-
tion of SOA. In such chamber experiments, measurements
of both gas- and particle-phase chemical composition pro-
vide a window into the complex chemistry of SOA forma-
tion. While measurement of the complete suite of compounds
involved in SOA formation is generally not feasible, key
observations can provide considerable insight into the na-
ture of the multi-generation gas-phase oxidation that char-
acterizes SOA formation. High-Resolution Time-of-Flight
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) measurements
of aerosol composition enable derivation of a number of key
SOA properties; these include the atomic oxygen-to-carbon
and hydrogen-to-carbon ratios (O : C and H : C), from which
one can infer the overall oxidation state of the aerosol. The
full HR-ToF-AMS spectrum, over the course of SOA for-
mation and evolution, comprises a large number of mass-
to-charge ratios (m/z), which contain time-dependent infor-
mation on the overall processes occurring. Positive Matrix
Factorization (PMF) has proved to be a powerful procedure
for analyzing HR-ToF-AMS spectra in terms of the evolu-
tion of major mass spectral factors (Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich
et al., 2009; Aiken et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2010; Hersey et al.,
2011; Fry et al., 2011). The factor profile extracts the con-
tributions from a number of masses that are co-correlated,
providing information on the time evolution of the aerosol
composition that is not immediately evident from the com-
plex aerosol spectrum. We present here the first application
of PMF to HR-ToF-AMS spectra obtained in a laboratory
chamber investigation of SOA formation.
The present study is part of a comprehensive investiga-
tion of SOA formation from large alkanes. Historically, alka-
nes have been considered a significant atmospheric compo-
nent of the unresolved complex mixture (UCM) of organ-
ics (Schauer et al., 2001, 2002). With the advent of a re-
cently developed soft ionization gas chromatography tech-
nique, the unresolved complex mixture has been character-
ized at the molecular level to contain n-alkanes, cycloalka-
nes, bicycloalkanes, tricycloalkanes, and steranes (Isaacman
et al., 2012). Pye and Pouliot (2012) predict from the Com-
munity Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model the SOA
yield from alkanes and PAHs to be 20 to 30 % of that from
anthropogenic hydrocarbons. In particular, the linear alkane
is predicted to dominate the SOA yield for the C12 alkanes.
This first phase of the comprehensive investigation of alka-
nes focuses on high-resolution HR-ToF-AMS spectra of do-
decane (C12H26) SOA. In conjunction with Chemical Ioniza-
tion Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) measurements, and Micro-
Orifice Volatilization Impactor Coupled to a Chemical Ion-
ization Mass Spectrometer (MOVI-HRToF-CIMS), the ap-
plication of PMF provides insight into the multi-generational
and multi-phase processes involved in SOA formation and
aging.
2 Experimental
Experiments were carried out in the Caltech environmental
chamber facility, which is comprised of dual 28 m3 teflon
chambers (Table 1, Cocker et al., 2001). Experiments were
carried out in a low-NOx environment with hydrogen per-
oxide (H2O2) photolysis as the OH source. For each experi-
ment, 280 µl of 50 % wt aqueous H2O2 solution was evapo-
rated into the chamber, followed by atomization of 0.015 M
aqueous ammonium sulfate (AS) solution for seed particles,
which were subsequently dried. Finally, the specific volume
of liquid dodecane necessary to achieve the desired gas-
phase concentration was evaporated into the chamber. The
oxidant, seed, and hydrocarbon mixed for 1 h prior to irradi-
ation.
2.1 High-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass
spectrometer
In the Aerodyne high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass
spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS), aerosol is sampled at atmo-
spheric pressure through an aerodynamic lens into a par-
ticle time-of-flight chamber, at the end of which the par-
ticles impact a 600 ◦C heater and 70 eV filament assem-
bly where they are vaporized and ionized. The aerosol
ion fragments are then orthogonally extracted into the ion
time-of-flight chamber where they are sampled in either V
(higher signal) or W (higher resolution) mode. For these
experiments, both modes were utilized at a 1 min sequen-
tial sampling rate. The V-mode was utilized for PMF anal-
ysis, as the higher m/z values exhibit a more favorable
signal-to-noise ratio; the W-mode was used for ion identi-
fication, clarification, and elemental analysis. The V-mode
and W-mode can be set to measure bulk aerosol compo-
sition in which all of the particles within the transmission
of the instrument (60–600 nm with 100 % transmission effi-
ciency) are measured. This is commonly referred to as mass
spec.-mode (MS-mode). The HR-ToF-AMS can also mea-
sure size-resolved chemistry by employing the particle time-
of-flight-mode (PTOF-mode) in which the aerosol beam is
chopped in the particle time-of-flight chamber and single par-
ticles are sized and sampled. All HR-ToF-AMS data were
processed with “Squirrel”, the ToF-AMS Unit Resolution
Analysis Toolkit (http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/
ToFAMSResources/ToFSoftware/index.html), in Igor Pro
Version 6.22A (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). Adjust-
ments to the fragmentation table were made to correct for
air interferences based on measurements made at the begin-
ning of each experiment with a particle filter in-line with the
chamber sample line and the HR-ToF-AMS (Allan et al.,
2004). The ToF-AMS High Resolution Analysis software
tool PIKA (Peak Integration by Key Analysis) was employed
for high-resolution analysis (DeCarlo et al., 2006). Elemental
ratios were calculated using the technique outlined by Aiken
et al. (2008) and Chhabra et al. (2010).
2.2 Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer
A Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) was em-
ployed for the measurement of gas-phase photooxidation
products, including key intermediates contributing to the
particle phase. The CIMS consists of a Varian 1200 triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer that has been modified to ac-
commodate a custom ionization region. Sample air from the
environmental chamber flows at 190 sccm into a glass flow
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/
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Table 1. Experimental conditions for dodecane low-NOx photooxidation.
Exp # duration initial hydrocarbon conc. seed type initial seed volume HR-ToF-AMS mode
(h) (ppb) (µm3 cm−3)
1 18 34 AS 9.1 MS-mode, (V and W)
2 34 34 AS 11.4 (MS-mode (V and W)
3 18 33 AS 12.0 (MS-mode (V and W)
4 18 50 AS 14.1 MS-mode (V and W), PTOF-mode (V)
5 18 300 AS 34.7 MS-mode (V and W), turned heater off
tube, where it is diluted by a factor of nine with N2 gas.
It then enters the chemical ionization region. The CIMS
uses CF3OOCF3 reagent gas, generating cluster products at
[X.CF3O]− and fluoride transfer products at [X.F]−, where
X is the analyte. Hydroperoxide-containing species are de-
tected as a cluster product, and strongly acidic species are
primarily detected as the transfer product. More weakly
acidic species can be detected as both a cluster and transfer
product. In these experiments, such products were tracked
with the CIMS as discussed previously (Yee et al., 2012).
Additional details of the instrument and its general operation
have been described elsewhere (St. Clair et al., 2010; Paulot
et al., 2009; Crounse et al., 2006).
2.3 Micro-orifice volatilization impactor coupled to a
high-resolution time-of-flight chemical ionization
mass spectrometer
A micro-orifice volatilization impactor coupled to a high-
resolution time-of-flight chemical-ionization mass spectrom-
eter (MOVI-HRToF-CIMS) was employed. Analysis in the
MOVI-HRToF-CIMS is a two-step cycle in which (i) gas-
phase compounds are measured by the high-resolution
TOFMS while aerosols are collected, and (ii) collected
aerosols are then thermally vaporized with composition mea-
sured by the spectrometer. Chemical ionization (CI) pre-
serves the parent ion in most cases, which, when combined
with a high-resolution TOF analyzer, allows determination
of the elemental composition of the molecular ions in the
mass range of 17–550m/z with a mass resolution of 4500
for mass to charge > 100 (Yatavelli and Thornton, 2010;
Yatavelli et al., 2012).
2.4 Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF)
Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) has emerged as a pow-
erful technique for source apportionment of HR-ToF-AMS
measurements of ambient aerosol (Paatero and Tapper, 1994;
Jimenez et al., 2009; Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009;
Aiken et al., 2009; Hersey et al., 2011; Ng et al., 2010;
Allan, 2003; Zhang et al., 2011). Here, the application of
PMF to HR-ToF-AMS spectra to investigate SOA forma-
tion in a laboratory chamber is reported for the first time.
The factors are groups of ions (or fractions of ions) that
vary together in time. For chamber experiments, this vari-
ation could result from processes such as gas-particle par-
titioning, chemical conversion in the aerosol, or wall loss
of either individual molecules, or more likely a group of
molecules with similar chemical character, such as the gas-
phase products from a specific generation of gas-phase ox-
idation. Gas-phase measurements support and the dodecane
low-NOx mechanism predicts the multi-generation produc-
tion of increasingly oxidized gas-phase products, which are
expected to condense at different times. The AMS-PMF
time series results are compared with molecular level detail
of the CIMS gas-phase and MOVI-HRToF-CIMS aerosol-
phase measurements, linking the HR-ToF-AMS high time-
resolution electron impact ion information to the com-
plex aerosol molecular level composition. The PMF re-
sults are explored using the PMF Evaluation Tool Version
2.04 in Igor Pro (http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/
wiki/index.php/PMF-AMS Analysis Guide, Ulbrich et al.,
2009). The details of implementing PMF are given in the Ap-
pendix A.
3 Results
SOA formation and aging comprise a number of atmospheric
processes: (1) gas-phase reactions involving the primary or-
ganic and its oxidation products that involve functionaliza-
tion and fragmentation; (2) gas-particle partitioning of lower
volatility products; (3) chemical reactions in the aerosol
phase that can lead to even lower volatility compounds or, in
some cases, fragmentation and return to the gas phase. In in-
terpreting the results of laboratory chamber experiments, one
must also consider the effect of deposition of gases and parti-
cles to the chamber walls. In the present study we seek, via a
combination of HR-ToF-AMS and CIMS measurements, to
evaluate both gas- and particle-phase routes to formation of
oxidized compounds.
3.1 Elemental ratios
Figure 1 shows the evolution of total organic aerosol mass
during the longer experiment (Table 1). The O : C and H : C
elemental ratios of the aerosol provide information on the
bulk chemical evolution over the course of the experiment.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012
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Fig. 1. Total organic aerosol mass and O : C and H : C elemental ratios for experiment 2. The C2H+4 ion has been removed from the mass
spectra due to its interference with the large signal from the N+2 ion. The triangles are 30 min averages of the data.
The first reliable O : C measurement yields a value near 0.22,
which is consistent with the predicted early aerosol prod-
uct, the C12 carbonyl hydroperoxide (product formula of
C12H24O3, O : C of 0.25). Upon further OH exposure, the
O : C ratio grows to about 0.3. The H:C ratio is initially at
1.7, reflecting the oxidized nature of the aerosol composi-
tion at a relatively early stage of formation. The H : C ratio
then increases after early growth to 1.79 and then decreases
to 1.69 at 34 h. Dodecane itself has an H : C of 2.17 and an
O : C of 0, so the initially high H : C and low O : C reflect the
early oxidation stage of aerosol. The C2H+4 ion was removed
from the mass spectra owing to large interference with the
N+2 ion, but with little effect on the absolute value and time
trend of the elemental ratios. Individual high resolution ions
provide further information on those masses in the spectrum
that are driving the evolution of the aerosol chemical compo-
sition.
3.2 High-resolution ion analysis
The higher mass ions (>m/z 100) in the HR-ToF-
AMS spectrum provide key information regarding the low-
volatility SOA constituents. Owing to the fragmentation
caused by electron impact ionization, numerous ion combi-
nations contribute to each nominal mass; the larger the mass,
the greater the potential information regarding molecular de-
tail, but the greater challenge in extracting that information.
An explicit chemical mechanism of dodecane oxidation is
critical in identifying individual ions, as well as patterns in
the HR-ToF-AMS spectrum. A simplified schematic of the
low-NOx mechanism presented by Yee et al. (2012) is shown
in Fig. 2.
At early growth,m/z 183 andm/z 215 dominate the signal
for m/z > 100 (Figs. 3 and 4). At the outset, the only appar-
ent ion at m/z 183 is C12H23O+, but by the end of oxida-
tion, C10H15O+3 has clearly grown in as a “left-side” neigh-
bor to the original ion. This same type of behavior occurs for
m/z 215 and, indeed, for almost all of the other masses in the
spectrum. These developing patterns allow for a systematic
identification of the ions at each mass. In each case, the later
neighboring ion(s) have fewer carbons and more oxygens,
as expected from continuous multi-generation oxidation. The
unit mass resolution signals of m/z 183 and m/z 215, shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, emphasize the difference in information be-
tween the unit mass and high-resolution analysis. The high
resolution ions well past m/z 100 provide ion trend informa-
tion (see Sect. 3.3), even if these ions do not influence the
overall H : C and O : C ratios owing to small mass contribu-
tions.
3.3 Varying time trends for C12 ion fragments
The ions at higher m/z provide unique time traces from
which inferences about the aerosol composition can be
drawn. For example, the time series of C12 fragments in
Fig. 5 shows distinct maxima during the course of the ex-
periment. Since the parent hydrocarbon is a C12 molecule,
the fragments shown in Fig. 5 are close to molecular level
detail. The steady increase in signal of the less oxidized
ion C12H23O+ at m/z 183, followed by the increase of
C12H21O+2 at m/z 197, and then C12H19O
+
3 at m/z 211 re-
flect the incorporation of increasingly oxidized products to
the aerosol. The processes by which each ion reaches a max-
imum and then decreases are more challenging to infer. De-
position of aerosol to the chamber walls will cause the ion
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/
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Fig. 2. Simplified chemical mechanism for dodecane photooxidation under low-NOx, adapted from Yee et al. (2012). Shaded portions of the
mechanisms are possible assignments for the PMF factors 1, 2 and 3, as discussed in Sects. 3.4 and 3.5.
signals to decrease (Sect. 3.6). A decreasing trend could also
be the result of partitioning of products back to the gas-
phase as their gas-phase equivalent reacts. Then, upon fur-
ther oxidation in the gas-phase, the product re-condenses as
a more oxidized species. Chemical conversion of the con-
densed products would provide another explanation for some
ions to be decreasing, at the same time other ions are increas-
ing. In electron impact ionization a particular ion fragment
can be produced from two different compounds. This effect
is magnified in the smaller m/z’s, for example, the C2H+3 ion
at m/z 27, which is dominant throughout the entire experi-
ment and a common fragment for alkyl molecules.
The ions identified in the HR-ToF-AMS spectra are a lin-
ear combination of the molecules in the aerosol; positive
matrix factorization is well suited for long-duration cham-
ber experiments, especially with ions that have unique time
trends. The PMF results are an attempt to rebuild the molecu-
lar trend information that is lost from electron impact ioniza-
tion in the HR-ToF-AMS. The less harsh ionization methods
of both the heating mode of the MOVI-HRToF-CIMS and
gas-phase measurements from the CIMS provide molecular
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012
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Fig. 4. Time series of ions and the raw data for “early growth” and “most oxidized growth” for m/z 215.
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Fig. 6. Three-factor PMF solution, total organic mass, and O : C ratio. The dashed line denotes the point at which factor 3 grows in and the
O : C begins to rise appreciably.
level information that the HR-ToF-AMS is unable to obtain,
but to which the PMF results show similarity. From this com-
parison, molecular information can be inferred about the HR-
ToF-AMS spectra, and how compounds fragment in the HR-
ToF-AMS. Moreover, PMF results can be applied to obtain
insight into the partitioning of the populations of oxidized
molecules and the aerosol composition that evolves with con-
tinued oxidation.
3.4 Three-factor PMF solution
The PMF results for low-NOx SOA formation from dode-
cane oxidation exhibit three distinct time traces with their
correlating factor mass spectral profiles (Figs. 6 and 7) . The
three factor time series, shown in Fig. 6, are overlaid with
the total organic loading to emphasize the relationship of
each factor to the total SOA mass. The O : C ratio traces the
overall oxidation state in the aerosol, and the PMF factors
help explain that behavior. Factor 1, in grey, is dominant in
the early aerosol growth and contains the least oxidized ions
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012
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Fig. 7. The 3-factor mass spectra profiles in terms of their families. The ions past m/z 100 are multiplied by 30 to amplify signal strength.
(has the highest H:C ratio) of the factors. Factor 2 grows in
next, peaks after factor 1, and then decreases. Factor 3 con-
tains the highest contribution to the CO+ and CO+2 ions and
other O2, O3, O4, and O5 – containing ions, explaining the
steady increase in O:C over the course of the experiment.
The CO+2 ion is the tracer for carboxylic acid in the HR-ToF-
AMS (Aiken et al., 2008), which could explain the increase
in O : C; however, the existence of the > 2 oxygen ion frag-
ments indicates the O : C ratio increase could also be due to
highly functionalized compounds, and not solely carboxylic
acids, an observation supported by the chemical mechanism
(Fig. 2) and the Van Krevelen Diagram (Sect. 3.7).
The mass spectral profiles of the factors are presented in
Fig. 7, in which ions with different oxygen contents (different
ion families) are highlighted by different colors. The mass
percentage of each family to the total factor is presented in
each factor’s legend. Each factor profile has distinct, unique
masses in the >m/z 100 range. While it is difficult to iden-
tify an ion unique to one factor, certain ions have a higher
contribution to one factor than another. Pearson’s r correla-
tion of each ion in the spectrum to each factor time series
was used to identify which unique ions contribute the most
to each factor. The 10 ions with the highest correlation in
time with the factor profiles are tagged in the figure, with the
top ion surrounded by a box. These are also listed in Table 3.
The time trends of the top 3 ions correlating with each factor
are displayed in Fig. 8. These ions provide the basis for iden-
tifying HR-ToF-AMS tracer ions for different generations of
oxidation products. The interpretation of these factor time se-
ries and mass spectral profiles is aided by a chemical mech-
anism of dodecane oxidation, as well as comparison of time
series to CIMS and MOVI-HRToF-CIMS data and individual
HR-ToF-AMS ions.
3.5 Chemical interpretation of PMF solution
Factor 1 mass spectra and time series correlations with CIMS
(Fig. 10) and MOVI-HRToF-CIMS (Fig. 11) ion time traces
suggest that factor 1 could be C12 carbonyl hydroperoxide
or C12 dihydroperoxide gas-to-particle partitioning (CAR-
BROOH or DIROOH, Fig. 2, see grey shaded box) and pos-
sibly peroxyhemiacetal formation (see inset from Fig. 2). A
C18H38 low-NOx photooxidation experiment was carried out
to produce a hydroperoxide standard and to understand the
hydroperoxide fragmentation pattern in the HR-ToF-AMS
(Fig. 9 and Table 4). The first product from C18H38 low-NOx
photooxidation is the hydroperoxide, which because of its
long carbon chain, is expected to condense immediately onto
the aerosol. Removal of HO2 from the C18 hydroperoxide
is supported by the C18H+37 ion in the HR-ToF-AMS spec-
trum; this ion is considered a tracer for the C18 hydroperox-
ide. Fraser et al. (1970) also saw alkyl ions with 70 eV elec-
tronic impact ionization mass spectrometry measurements of
alkyl hydroperoxides and attributed these peaks to HO2 elim-
ination from the hydroperoxide. The C3H7O+2 ion is also
considered to be a tracer for the hydroperoxide-like com-
pound since it has the highest percent difference between
the C18H38 condensation spectrum before irradiation and the
mass spectrum immediately after irradiation.
For dodecane, we do not expect the C12 hydroperoxide
to partition to the particle phase, but we do expect the C12
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/
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Fig. 8. Factor time series with the top three highest Pearson’s r correlating HR-ToF-AMS ions.
Table 2. Ion fragments.
m/z Ion possible identification
169 C12H25+ hydroperoxide, hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
201 C12H25O+2 hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
185 C12H25O+ hydroxy hydroperoxide, hydroxy hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
217 C12H25O+3 hydroxy hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
183 C12H23O+ carbonyl hydroperoxide, carbonyl hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
215 C12H23O+3 carbonyl hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
197 C12H21O+2 dicarbonyl hydroperoxide, dicarbonyl hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
229 C12H21O+4 dicarbonyl hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
199 C12H23O+2 hydroxy carbonyl hydroperoxide, hydroxy carbonyl hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
231 C12H23O+4 hydroxy carbonyl hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
211 C12H19O+3 tricarbonyl hydroperoxide, tricarbonyl hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
243 C12H19O+5 tricarbonyl hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal
carbonyl hydroperoxide to partition (Yee et al., 2012). The
presence of ion fragment C12H23O+ at m/z 183 supports
this explanation (Fig. 3). The C12H23O3+ ion at m/z 215
(a 32 m/z and O+2 difference from the carbonyl hydroperox-
ide ion) trends with the C12H23O+3 ion with a Pearson’s r of
0.986 and is the ion with the highest correlation in the entire
spectrum to C12H23O+. A possible assignment of C12H23O+3
in correlation with C12H23O+ is the peroxyhemiacetal corre-
sponding to the carbonyl hydroperoxide (possible fragmen-
tation at site 2 of peroxyhemiacetal, see inset in Fig. 2). Al-
though the fragmentation of a peroxyhemiacetal standard in
the HR-ToF-AMS can not be confirmed, the chemical mech-
anism prediction of aldehyde formation in the gas-phase and
evidence for hydroperoxides in the gas- and particle-phase
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Table 3. HR-ToF-AMS ions with highest Pearson’s r values for fpeak = 0.2 solution.
Pearson’s r with Ion Formula Ion Mass Pearson’s r with Ion Formula Ion Mass Pearson’s r with Ion Formula Ion Mass
factor 1 (µg m−3) factor 2 (µg m−3) factor 3 (µg m−3)
0.888964 C12H23O 183.175 0.992157 C12H23O2 199.17 0.978408 C10H15O3 183.102
0.858995 C12H23O3 215.165 0.975248 C8H13 109.102 0.970308 C4H5O3 101.024
0.854958 C3H7O2 75.0446 0.973654 C7H13O 113.097 0.95434 C8H11O3 155.071
0.851494 C6H12 84.0939 0.973188 C7H13 97.1017 0.953511 C5H7O3 115.039
0.835077 C5H11O2 103.076 0.972338 C8H15O 127.112 0.949821 C9H13O3 169.087
0.830188 C4H9O2 89.0603 0.972216 C7H11 95.0861 0.947504 C7H11O3 143.071
0.83002 C5H10 70.0782 0.970214 C12H21O2 197.154 0.94481 C12H19O3 211.133
0.819021 C7H14 98.1096 0.969585 C9H15 123.117 0.943721 C10H16O3 184.11
0.812879 C2H5O2 61.0289 0.969189 C6H11 83.0861 0.941672 C10H13O3 181.087
0.775934 C4H8 56.0626 0.968232 C6H11O 99.081 0.939138 C3H3O3 87.0082
suggest that peroxyhemiacetal formation or other oligomer-
ization processes are possible.
Figure 8 shows the PMF factor time series with the top 3
correlating HR-ToF-AMS ions. The C3H7O+2 ion at m/z 75,
which is a suggested hydroperoxide tracer (Table 4), nearly
overlaps factor 1 for the first 15 h, after which the time trend
of C3H7O2+ decays more slowly than factor 1; this is be-
cause the hydroperoxide functionalization could also have
a contribution to factor 2, or later generations of oxidation
products. C12H23O+ at m/z 183 and C12H23O+3 at m/z 215
also have a high correlation, although these ions grow in
slightly after the hydroperoxide ion atm/z 75. The difference
between the individual ions trends and the PMF time trace is
expected since the PMF factor represents the bulk variation
of the aerosol composition over time and is not necessarily
expected to exactly overlap with individual ion trends. Addi-
tionally, due to the fragmentation in the HR-ToF-AMS, sin-
gle ions can contribute to multiple factors. The top 10 ions
with the highest Pearson’s r values for each factor show this
effect (Fig. A1). The chemical interpretation of factor 1 is
also supported by comparison to the CIMS gas-phase mea-
surement of positive mode m/z 204, the suggested product
being the carbonyl hydroperoxide (Fig. 10, Yee et al., 2012)
as well as the MOVI-HRToF-CIMS heating-mode measure-
ment of the C12H21O3+ ion, which is likely the chemical
ionization product of a C12 dihydroperoxide (Fig. 11).
HR-ToF-AMS, CIMS, and MOVI-HRToF-CIMS mea-
surements suggest that factor 2 represents the gas-phase par-
titioning of tri-functionalized products and their correspond-
ing peroxyhemiacetals (see pink shaded boxes in Fig. 2). Fac-
tor 2 correlates highly with HR-ToF-AMS ion C12H23O+2
at m/z 199, which is the suggested ion tracer for the hy-
droxy carbonyl hydroperoxide (OHCARBROOH). Factor 2
also correlates well with the CIMS gas-phase positive mode
m/z 219, which is the suggested dicarbonyl hydroperox-
ide product (Fig. 10) and the MOVI-HRToF-CIMS heating-
mode ion C9H15O+4 (Fig. 11). The MOVI-HRToF-CIMS ion
has higher oxygen content than ions trending with factor 1,
which could suggest an additional functional group from fur-
ther oxidation.
Factor 3 is likely the gas-particle partitioning of multi-
functional (4 or more functional groups) products, as in-
dicated by HR-ToF-AMS ion C10H15O+3 at m/z 183 and
C12H19O+3 at m/z 211 (Fig. 7), which could be the tri-
carbonyl hydroperoxide product (TRICARBROOH). MOVI-
HRToF-CIMS data also support the addition of a highly
oxidized product to the aerosol with the ion C10H15O+3
trend (Fig. 11). Although the CIMS did not measure in the
high m/z range necessary for identifying greater than tri-
functionalized gas-phase products, the CIMS gas-phase C8
carboxylic acid trace shows continual increase. This is con-
sistent with factor 3 growth, the potential for acid forma-
tion in the chemical mechanism, and HR-ToF-AMS CO+2
ion, which could be from either acid formation or multifunc-
tional products (Fig. 10). These results support factor 3 con-
taining highly functionalized compounds, and acidic com-
pounds, either from gas-to-particle partitioning of highly ox-
idized products or possibly from condensed chemical con-
version from products in factors 1 and 2.
Factors 1 and 2 both exhibit a maximum with respect to
time. A decrease after the maximum owing to wall depo-
sition alone, addressed in Sect. 3.6, does not fully explain
the decrease of these factors. The extent of evaporation of
aerosol products is difficult to interpret from the gas-phase
data. Other processes, such as cyclization or peroxyhemi-
acetal oligomerization, are possible (Tobias and Ziemann,
2000; Ziemann, 2003) but cannot be established unequiv-
ocally from HR-ToF-AMS data, as the fragments resulting
from oligomerization are not unique. Masses greater than
m/z 300 are observed in the MOVI-HRToF-CIMS spectra,
which although difficult to assign exact elemental formu-
las, may suggest that products greater than C12 exist in the
aerosol. Chemical conversion likely contributes to the de-
crease in factors 1 and 2 and increase in factor 3 (although
gas-phase partitioning of highly oxidized compounds could
also be contributing to the increase in factor 3). The percent-
ages of mass greater than m/z 100 for factors 2 and 3 are
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/
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Fig. 9. Mass spectrum of octadecane condensing onto the seed before irradiation, and the relative mass spectrum just after lights on. The






















































































































































































































 AMS Factor 1, (particle-phase)
CIMS (+) m/z 204 (gas-phase)
 AMS Factor 2 (particle-phase)
 CIMS (+) m/z 219 (gas-phase)
 AMS Factor 3 (particle-phase)
 CIMS (-) m/z 163 and m/z 229 (gas-phase)
Fig. 10. Particle-phase HR-ToF-AMS factor time series with gas-phase CIMS time traces.
8 % and 5 %, respectively. The decrease of mass concentra-
tion of ions correlating with factor 2 may be a result of frag-
mentation in the aerosol. Molecular level identification of in-
dividual species from further MOVI-HRToF-CIMS analysis
would be necessary to confirm this.
Other HR-ToF-AMS ions with 32 m/z difference that sup-
port a C12 functionalized hydroperoxide reacting with an
aldehyde to form peroxyhemiacetal are listed in Table 2.
Other 32 m/z pairs with fewer than 12 carbons exist, and
may come from hydroperoxide formation in Channel 1 of the
mechanism containing fragmentation of carbon chains fewer
than 12.
The proposed peroxyhemiacetal tracer ions behave differ-
ently under reduced HR-ToF-AMS temperature. In exper-
iment 5 in Table 1, the HR-ToF-AMS 600 ◦C heater was
turned off and only ionization (no vaporization) was used
to sample the aerosol. During the time when the heater was
turned off, the bulk of the organic ions decreased, since the
ionization of the aerosol is contingent upon its vaporization.
However, signal generated by the ions for the hypothesized
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012
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Pearson's r = 0.993
 AMS Factor 2







Pearson's r = 0.991
 AMS Factor 3







Pearson's r = 0.915
Fig. 11. Factor time series with MOVI-HRToF-CIMS heating-mode, aerosol-phase traces. Only the first 18 h of data is available for the
MOVI-HRToF-CIMS data.
peroxyhemiacetal actually increased (Fig. 12). Since peroxy-
hemiacetals are unstable at high temperature, the decrease in
temperature would stabilize peroxyhemiacetal, allowing the
molecules to be more available for ionization.
It is important to note that the latter half of experiment 2
provides useful information in interpreting the chemistry of
the aerosol. In the first 17 h, all of the factors show only an
increase (see Figs. 11 and A1). The time trends of factors 2
and 3 look very similar in the first 17 h, but distinction be-
comes possible in the latter half of the experiment in which
factor 2 decreases and factor 3 increases (Fig. 6). This ex-
plains perhaps why in a shorter experiment, two factors ex-
plain the data better (see Appendix A for further explanation
on the effect of PMF on different lengths of experiment).
3.6 Chamber processes
Deposition of aerosol to the chamber walls decreases the sus-
pended aerosol mass. PTOF-mode data are not available for
the 34 h experiment discussed above. Experiment 4 was car-
ried out, with a similar initial dodecane concentration, to ex-
plore the contribution from wall loss to the decrease in mass
of the PMF factor time series. As expected, the average di-
ameter of the aerosol mass distribution grew with increasing
OH exposure (Fig. 13 and panel a1, a2 and a3 in Fig. 14).
Since the wall loss rate is a function of diameter (Fig. 13,
Loza et al., 2012), the size of the aerosol and composition
at that size are important for factor dependent wall-loss cor-
rections. Panel b of Fig. 14 shows the PMF factors (only 2
for a shorter experiment, see Sect. A2) as a function of time.
“Time 1” is early in the experiment when the mass distribu-
tion is expected to have a major contribution from factor 1.
“Time 2” is at maximum growth in time of factor 1 and a
large contribution from factor 2, and “Time 3” is when factor
2 has passed factor 1 in overall mass. The PMF results for the
mass distributions (diameter is the independent variable now
instead of time) are shown with the overall organic mass dis-
tribution to emphasize the contribution from factors 1 and 2
to each size bin (panel a1, a2, and a3 with b on Fig. 14). Since
factor 1 is the first to condense onto the aerosol, some of its
mass is lost more rapidly than factor 2, which condenses later
onto larger particles (which are lost by deposition at a slower
rate). The mass fractions of factors 1 and 2 were calculated
for each size bin for 12 mass distributions; this information
was used to adapt the wall deposition calculations carried out
by Loza et al. (2012) for individual factor wall loss correc-
tions.
Even with wall loss correction, factor 1 shows a decrease,
while factor 2 shows an increase; the cumulative mass loss
by wall deposition for factor 1 at the end of the experiment
is 18 µg m−3, which accounts for approximately 50 % of the
decrease in mass from the peak of factor 1 (panel c from
Fig. 14). These results further support the hypothesis that the
mass in the aerosol is undergoing chemical conversion. It is
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/
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Fig. 13. The aerosol mass distribution grows from smaller diameter sizes to larger diameter sizes with increasing OH exposure (purple is low
OH exposure, red is high OH exposure). The wall deposition rate coefficient is overlaid for comparison.
also important to note that the effects of wall loss on factors
1 and 2 differ as a result of the size distribution of the aerosol
when the factor emerges.
3.7 Van Krevelen diagram
The Van Krevelen diagram has been used to represent the
evolution of HR-ToF-AMS elemental ratios, H : C vs. O : C,
for both ambient and chamber-generated organic aerosols
(Heald et al., 2010; Ng et al., 2011; Chhabra et al., 2011;
Lambe et al., 2011, 2012). A slope of 0 on the diagram is
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012
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Fig. 14. Mass distributions (A1, A2 and A3) and time series (B) of total organic mass (green) broken down into 2 factors (black and grey).
The average diameter for each mass distribution is highlighted by the yellow bar, and the time associated with each distribution is outlined
with the two blue bars on the time series graphs. The wall-loss corrected versions of the individual factor time series are also shown (C).
consistent with peroxide or alcohol functionalization without
carbon chain fragmentation. A slope of−1 is consistent with
carboxylic acid or ketone/aldehyde and alcohol addition on
the same carbon chain, and a slope of −2 is consistent with
ketone/aldehyde addition (Van Krevelen, 1950; Heald et al.,
2010). Lambe et al. (2012) report the slopes for low-NOx
photooxidation of long chain alkanes (C10, C15, and C17) in
a PAM reactor in two regimes in terms of the O : C ratio. For
O : C< 0.3, the slope is relatively steep (−1.3± 0.2), while
for O : C> 0.3 the slope becomes less negative (−0.7± 0.1).
Lambe et al. (2012) attribute this change in slope to a transi-
tion from functionalization to fragmentation dominated reac-
tions. The dodecane aerosol composition data presented here
lie primarily in the regime where O : C< 0.3, with a slope of
−1.16 that is consistent with Lambe et al. (2012) in this O : C
range.
As discussed by Ng et al. (2011) and Lambe et al. (2012),
the slope on a Van Krevelen diagram can represent a com-
bination of several functionalities and generally requires
molecular level information for further interpretation. The
PMF analysis links the HR-ToF-AMS aerosol spectrum to
molecular level detail when compared to measurements from
CIMS and MOVI-HRToF-CIMS. Concurrent with our chem-
ical understanding, over 34 h of oxidation, the dodecane low-
NOx system is characterized by the addition of peroxides
and ketone/aldehyde functionalization, as opposed to solely
carboxylic acid formation. PMF factor 1 (black marker in
Fig. 15) overlaps the bulk composition data (grey mark-
ers) near the initial growth at low OH exposure. Factor 2
(red marker in Fig. 15) has a similar H : C ratio as factor 1,
but higher O : C ratio. The slope between factors 1 and 2,
m12 = 0.12, is characteristic of either hydroxy or peroxide
addition. We have already shown that factor 2 describes the
gas-phase partitioning of hydroperoxide species (Sect. 3.5).
The addition of hydroperoxide functional groups is not ob-
vious from the bulk H : C and O : C ratios (slope=−1.16),
but only from the PMF factor elemental ratios. The H:C and
O : C ratios of factor 3 (green marker in Fig. 15) overlaps
the data (grey markers) at the end of the experiment. The
slope from factor 2 to 3, m23 =−1.78, is characteristic of
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/
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Fig. 15. Van Krevelen diagram for low-NOx photooxidation of dodecane. HR-ToF-AMS bulk composition data are indicated by the grey
markers and PMF factors 1–3 are shown by the black, red, and green circle markers. C12 ions, which are the ions retaining the most
molecular-level detail, with high correlation to each factor are also displayed by the black, red, and green star markers.
the addition of products with carbonyl or ketone function-
alization. The slope between factor 1 and 3, m13 =−1.19,
is consistent with either carboxylic acid formation or ke-
tone/aldehyde and alcohol addition to a product in factor 1.
The slopes between the factor elemental ratios help indicate
the combinations of functionality in the aerosol, with more
clarity than one slope from the bulk elemental analysis. The
C12 ion fragments correlating the highest with each factor
and hypothesized to be mono-, di-, or tri- functionalized C12
hydroperoxides and/or functionalized peroxyhemiacetals are
also displayed on Fig. 15.
4 Conclusions
In the present work, PMF has been applied to high-resolution
chamber HR-ToF-AMS mass spectra to deduce the chemi-
cal and physical processes associated with low-NOx dode-
cane SOA formation and aging. PMF untangles some of the
complexity of SOA mass spectra by providing a mass spec-
tral signature, with ion tracers, associated with a group of
molecules at a distinct oxidation level. Factor 1 represents
the gas-phase partitioning of initial oxidation products with
two functional groups, factor 2 is the further oxidized, tri-
functionalized products incorporating into the particle phase,
and factor 3 is the partitioning of extended oxidation products
quadruply functionalized. All three factors could also include
oligomerization processes and contributions from wall-loss.
An octadecane low-NOx photooxidation experiment was
conducted to develop a hydroperoxide standard for the HR-
ToF-AMS, from which the alkyl-ion C18H+37 at m/z 253 and
C3H7O+2 at m/z 75 were identified as hydroperoxide ion
tracers. With the PMF factor results, in combination with the
SOA mechanism, CIMS, and MOVI-HRToF-CIMS measure-
ments, the peroxyhemiacetal ion tracers were proposed, such
as the C12H23O+ at m/z 183 and C12H23O+3 at m/z 215 for
the carbonyl hydroperoxide-peroxyhemiacetal.
The Van Krevelen diagram of the data, supported by the
chemical interpretation of the dodecane low-NOx oxida-
tion, is consistent with the addition of peroxides and ke-
tone/aldehyde functionalization rather than solely carboxylic
acids. While the bulk experimental elemental ratios exhibit
a slope of −1.16, the change in H : C and O : C ratios from
factors 1 to 2 reveals a slope of 0.12, strongly indicating
hydroperoxide addition to the aerosol. The elemental ratios
between factors 2 and 3 have a slope of −1.78, indicat-
ing adding of aldehyde/carbonyl functionalization, and the
slope between factor 1 and 3 is −1.19, indicating either
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Table 4. Distinct ions present in early C18 SOA formation.
Ion Exact % Difference from C18 Mass Fraction in
Formula Mass Condensation MS∗ SOA Spectrum
C3H7O2 75.0446 0.99 0.0005
CO 27.9949 0.99 0.0007
CO2 43.9898 0.99 0.0007
C 12.0000 0.99 0.0006
C2H2O 42.0106 0.99 0.0017
CHO2 44.9977 0.99 0.0006
CH 13.0078 0.99 0.0006
CH3 15.0235 0.99 0.0048
C5H3 63.0235 0.99 0.0006
C18H37 253.2900 0.98 0.0005
C5H7O 83.0497 0.98 0.0024
C4H9O 73.0653 0.98 0.0014
C2H3O 43.0184 0.97 0.0174
C6H6 78.0470 0.96 0.0014
CH3O 31.0184 0.95 0.0027
C2H2 26.0156 0.95 0.0066
C3H7O 59.0497 0.95 0.0036
C2H5O 45.0340 0.94 0.0084
C3H 37.0078 0.94 0.0008
C4H2 50.0157 0.94 0.0009
C3H3O 55.0184 0.94 0.0072
CHO 29.0027 0.93 0.0103
C4H4 52.0313 0.93 0.0012
C2H5O2 61.0289 0.93 0.0007
C3H6O 58.0419 0.93 0.0118
C3H4O 56.0262 0.93 0.0010
C5H5O 81.0340 0.92 0.0010
C4H5 53.0391 0.92 0.0074
C3H4 40.0313 0.92 0.0041
C5H10O 86.0732 0.92 0.0005
C5H11O 87.0810 0.92 0.0005
C9H7 115.0550 0.92 0.0006
C4H6O 70.0419 0.92 0.0019
C2H4O 44.0262 0.92 0.0167
C6H8 80.0626 0.92 0.0013
C3H2 38.0157 0.91 0.0020
C2H3 27.0235 0.91 0.0390
C5H5 65.0391 0.91 0.0020
C6H11O 99.0810 0.91 0.0015
C4H7O 71.0497 0.91 0.0089
C3H3 39.0235 0.91 0.0271
C4H3 51.0235 0.91 0.0016
C3H5O 57.0340 0.90 0.0158
∗ Early Oxidation MS-Condensation MS)/Condensation MS
carboxylic acid formation or aldehyde/ketone and alcohol
addition. With the aid of the PMF results, the experimental
data displayed on the Van Krevelen diagram can be broken
down into contributions from different types of functionality.
Size-dependent composition was utilized to determine the
extent of wall-loss deposition affecting factors 1 and 2. The
wall deposition contributed differently to each factor, but
does not entirely explain the factor mass decrease; the de-
crease unexplained by wall loss deposition is attributed to
chemical aging of the aerosol.
The chamber photooxidation HR-ToF-AMS PMF results
facilitate the interpretation of SOA chemical and physical
processes by linking the bulk AMS aerosol composition
data to molecular level information provided by CIMS and
MOVI-HRToF-CIMS measurements.
Appendix A
SOA formation from a single source in a laboratory is char-
acterized by smooth aerosol growth (Fig. A1); the well-
behaved nature of ion signals and their associated errors is
ideal for application of PMF. The size of the organic sig-
nal input matrix for PMF of experiment 2 in Table 1 is
1050×325. The columns of the matrix correspond to individ-
ual identified ions. High resolution stick intensities for iden-
tified ions at fractional m/z’s from 12–300 were used. AMS
ion identification in the m/z 101–300 range was aided by the
dodecane low-NOx chemical mechanism, CIMS gas-phase
measurements, and MOVI-CIMS aerosol measurements. Not
all of the individual ions identified were included in PMF
analysis, due to S/N constraints.
The ions included in PMF analysis and the solution jus-
tification are discussed here. The organic matrix was calcu-
lated using PIKA’s “Open” minus “Closed” option for high-
resolution ions with an average signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
greater than 0.2. Signals with a S/N between 0.2 and 2 were
down-weighted by a factor of 3, as recommended by Paatero
and Hopke (2003). The error matrix was calculated in PIKA
in the standard way using “Open” minus “Closed” errors.
The errors (σ ) normalize the residuals (e) for the minimiza-
tion function routine of PMF, Q; therefore, good quantifica-
tion of errors is needed. For an input matrix of n×m, the








Careful consideration was given when choosing the ions
for PMF. Even though the ion may appear to be present in
the ion fitting window in PIKA, sometimes the time trend of
this ion is too noisy for PMF. Noisiness in the time trend can
be introduced when there are: (a) ions that are in the shoulder
of a larger ion at the same nominal mass (i.e., C3H3O+5 is in
the shoulder of the much larger ion C8H7O+ at m/z 119),
(b) ions that are in the valley of two larger ions at the same
nominal mass (i.e., the C3H+7 ion is in-between C3H3O+3 and
C4H7O+2 at m/z 87), (c) ions that exhibit a strong signal in
the closed spectra, but only a small signal in the difference
spectra (i.e., C10H+7 at m/z 127), and/or (d) an ion is coin-
cident with another ion that is expected to be there (i.e., the
isotope of N+2 ion and CHO+ ion are extremely close in ex-
act mass). If ions like the ones mentioned above are included
in PMF, then there is considerable noise in the time trend
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/
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 AMS ions that correlate highly with Factor 1
 AMS ions that correlate highly with Factor 2
 AMS ions that correlate highly with Factor 3
 AMS Factor 1
 AMS Factor 2
 AMS Factor 3
<-- After 17 Hours of Irradiation
Fig. A1. Normalized mass signals from the AMS PMF factor time series are plotted with the AMS ions that have the highest correlations














































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. A2. Average error vs. the average noise for each ion is plot-
ted along with the y = x line. The marker is labeled by the ion it
represents and is colored and sized by the S/N ratio of that ion. If
the marker lies directly on the y = x line, this means the calculated
errors have captured the noise in the ion signal, which is critical for
PMF analysis.
of Q/Qexpected. This noisiness results from peak fitting ions
that experience large interference from other (often larger)
ions, and should not be considered for PMF. An effective di-
agnostic to determine which ions to exclude from PMF is to
calculate the S/N of each ion using the errors generated in















p, number of factors
 Q for seed 1
 Current Solution
 min Q for p
Fig. A3. Q/Qexp vs. p, number of factors. The solution chosen is
highlighted by the yellow circle.
observed noise (S/Nnoise). The observed noise is calculated
by smoothing the data using the binomial smoothing function
in Igor (order of smoothing is chosen by user) and then sub-
tracting the data from the smoothed data at each time point.
Since the equation for errors in PIKA does not consider noise
introduced by ion fitting (in the a., b., c., and d. scenarios de-
scribed above), the S/Nnoise is a good way to asses how well
the ion is quantified. If S/Nerror is much different than the
S/Nnoise, then either the ion should not be fit because it is a
minor ion, or it is an ion described by a., b., c., or d. above,
and should be removed from PMF analysis. Figure A2 shows
the time-averaged error vs. time-averaged noise for each ion.
The marker is labeled by the ion it represents and is sized and
colored by its S/N . A marker lying on the y = x line means
that the calculated errors in PIKA captured the noisiness of
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012
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Fig. A4. The ratio of Q/Qexpected for p = 1, 2, 3, and 4 is used as a diagnostic in determining the number of factors in PMF analysis. Time
series trend of Q/Qexpected for p = 1 through p = 4 solutions (A) and (B) clearly show that at least three factors are needed to describe the
solution. The difference between the p = 3 and 4 solutions is minor, with the p = 4 solution having the same trend as the p = 3, but with less
noise. The Q/Qexpected at each m/z for p = 1 through p = 4 solutions and (C) and (D) show similar results, just for the m/z dependence.
The overall time trend and m/z contributions to the Q/Qexpected at each factor are also presented (E).
the ion, which is essential for PMF analysis. The noisiness in
the Q/Qexpected time trend results from some noisy ions that
were selected to remain in the input PMF analysis because
the time trend of the ions, albeit noisy, appears to contain
useful time trend information. This must be decided by the
user for each system analyzed with PMF. No smoothed or
averaged data were used for PMF, albeit averaging is recom-
mended for future chamber PMF studies (Paatero, 2012).
The optimization function, Q, for PMF involves the min-
imization of the scaled residual at each mass over time (Ul-
brich et al., 2009). Figure A3 shows the initial decrease
in Q/Qexpected with the addition of one factor from p = 1
to p = 2, which is expected for any data set with enough
variability to run PMF. And then there is a slight decrease
between p = 2 and p = 3. After p = 3, the decrease in
Q/Qexpected is small and continues to decrease by the same
amount with each increase in p and never flattens out. At
p = 3, the solution has reached a point at which no additional
information is gained in adding another factor. It is useful
to remember that in PMF, the factor mass spectral profiles
are constant, and so one has to assume that the same is true
for the actual SOA. The numerous processes associated with
continuous oxidation of the gas and aerosol phase may invali-
date this assumption, and so this may be why theQ/Qexpected
never flattens out. This behavior can make it difficult to select
a solution. A good strategy is to examine how both specific
ions and the majority of the ions are reconstructed by the fac-
torization and if individual high m/z ions (tracer ions) trend
with each factor time series (see Fig. 8).
The time series of the sum of the residuals and the
Q/Qexpected is also useful in determining a solution. Any ma-
jor structure in either of these parameters would suggest that
additional factors are needed to describe the data. Figure A4
shows these two parameters for the p = 1, p = 2, p = 3 and
p = 4 solution for the all ion iteration of PMF. There is clear
structure in both the p = 1 and p = 2 solutions, whereas the
p = 3 and p = 4 solutions have a flat sum of residuals and a
relatively flat and smallQ/Qexpected. There is little difference
between the p = 3 and p = 4 solutions, so the addition of an-
other factor would not enhance the information learned from
the factorization from a residual point of view. The reason
why the Q/Qexpected has a slightly curved shape for both the
p = 3 and p = 4 solutions arises from variability in the mass
spectra that is beyond what is explained by the input noise.
This may be a consequence of the composition of the aerosol
becoming more complex, combined with the assumption of
PMF that the factor must have a constant mass spectral pro-
file (which does not hold with these systems).
Map plots were made for the p = 2 and p = 3 solutions
(Figs. A5 and A6). In these plots, a red dot indicates the
residualij > errorij , a blue dot is where residualij <−errorij ,
and a white dot is where −errorij < residualij < errorij . For
a two factor solution (Fig. A5) there is clearly a non-random
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/
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Fig. A5. The map plot for the two factor solution displays a red dot where the residualij > errorij , a blue dot where residualij < −errorij ,
and a white dot where−errorij < residualij < errorij . For a two-factor solution there is clearly a non-random pattern, indicating two factors
do not adequately describe the data.
Fig. A6. The map plot, as described in Fig. A5 is shown for 3 factors. The pattern is random, indicating 3 factors describe the data variation
well.
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Fig. A7. The change in fpeak affects factors 1 and 2 more than factor 3. The increase in factor 1 explains the decrease in factor 2 when fpeak
changes from 0 to 1. The same effect occurs when the fpeak changes from 0 to −1. There is a small change in factor 3, but overall trend and
magnitude remain the same for factor 3. The minimum in Q is associated with an fpeak of 0.2.
pattern, whereas for the 3 factor solution (Fig. A6), the pat-
tern is random. This further supports a three factor solution.
The solution was chosen by running several iterations of
PMF on the same dataset. As explained by Ulbrich et al.
(2009), the PMF solution can be systematically explored
by varying p, the factor number, and two other parameters,
the seeds and the fpeaks. The 3-factor solution was uniform
across many seeds, but not across fpeaks. Figure A7 shows
the effect of fpeak for the three factor solution. Factor 3
shows little difference for varying solutions, however fac-
tors 1 and 2 seem to trade off mass between the different
types of solutions. The minimum of Q/Qexpected which oc-
curs at fpeak = 0.2 (see inset of Fig. A7) was chosen as the
solution. This solution had good agreement with the time se-
ries comparison with high m/z HR-ToF-AMS molecular ion
tracers (Fig. 8) and with the CIMS and MOVI-HRToF-CIMS
measurements (Fig. 10). However, as emphasized by Ulbrich
et al. (2009), fpeak does not explore all possible rotations
(Paatero et al., 2002). In the current experiment, it is possible
that factor 1 time trend goes to zero, however, as indicated by
the positive fpeaks (Fig. A7), the factor 1 decrease could also
taper toward the end of 34 h and perhaps not reach zero. A
longer experiment may have clarified this ambiguity, and/or
comparison with aerosol molecular-level information out at
this time range. If an external comparison (i.e. MOVI-CIMS
molecular trace) for factor 1 did not go to zero, then it would
be necessary to pull up the last few elements of the time trend
of factor 1. If the increase in factor 1 at the end of the exper-
iment did not increase Q too intensely, then the desired ro-
tation would have been found (Paatero, 2012). Although not
reported here, a full exploration of rotational ambiguity re-
quires induced rotations, such as the example just described,
by explicitly pulling individual factor elements in desired di-
rections. For PMF2, this is described in Paatero et al. (2002).
The solution of PMF will only be as descriptive as the
data matrix itself. In a chamber experiment, the initial mass
spectra reflect the chemistry of early aerosol formation and
are not necessarily the same as those later in the oxidation.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 11795–11817, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/11795/2012/
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 First 18 hours
 Last 18 hours
Fig. A8. Q/Qexp vs. p for 3 types of solutions.
Figure A8 shows the Q/Qexpected versus factor number, p,
for the 1 seed solution from experiment 2 for “all h”, “first
18 h”, and the “last 18 h”. For the 1 factor solution (p = 1),
the “first 18 h” solution has the lowest Q/Qexpected, the “all
h” solution has the highest Q/Qexpected, and the “last 18 h”
is in between. This trend is the same for p = 2. The first 18 h
solution is lower than the last 18 h because chemically the
mass spectra are less complex at the beginning of the exper-
iment, and p = 1 or p = 2 describes much of the data (there
is less variability earlier on, in comparison to the full 34 h so-
lution). As the oxidation progresses, the aerosol composition
becomes more complex, as higher m/z oxygen-containing
ions appear in the mass spectra, in addition to those observed
at initial aerosol growth. For the same Q/Qexpected value, the
last 18 h (and all h) requires more factors to describe the data
to the same degree as the “first 18 h”. Three factors best de-
scribe the “all h” solution and the “last 18 h” solution since
the third factor grows in at about 18 h. The “first 18 h” so-
lution, would not “see” this third factor (since it covers only
the first 18 h), so only 2 factors are necessary to describe the
variability in the input data matrix.
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Abstract. Biomass burning (BB) is a major global source
of trace gases and particles. Accurately representing the pro-
duction and evolution of these emissions is an important goal
for atmospheric chemical transport models. We measured a
suite of gases and aerosols emitted from an 81 hectare pre-
scribed fire in chaparral fuels on the central coast of Cali-
fornia, US on 17 November 2009. We also measured physi-
cal and chemical changes that occurred in the isolated down-
wind plume in the first ∼4 h after emission. The measure-
ments were carried out onboard a Twin Otter aircraft outfit-
ted with an airborne Fourier transform infrared spectrome-
ter (AFTIR), aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS), single par-
ticle soot photometer (SP2), nephelometer, LiCor CO2 an-
alyzer, a chemiluminescence ozone instrument, and a wing-
mounted meteorological probe. Our measurements included:
CO2; CO; NOx; NH3; non-methane organic compounds; or-
ganic aerosol (OA); inorganic aerosol (nitrate, ammonium,
sulfate, and chloride); aerosol light scattering; refractory
black carbon (rBC); and ambient temperature, relative hu-
midity, barometric pressure, and three-dimensional wind ve-
locity. The molar ratio of excess O3 to excess CO in the
plume (1O3/1CO) increased from −5.13 (±1.13)× 10−3
to 10.2 (±2.16)× 10−2 in ∼4.5 h following smoke emis-
sion. Excess acetic and formic acid (normalized to excess
CO) increased by factors of 1.73± 0.43 and 7.34± 3.03 (re-
spectively) over the same time since emission. Based on
the rapid decay of C2H4 we infer an in-plume average OH
concentration of 5.27 (±0.97)× 106 molec cm−3, consistent
with previous studies showing elevated OH concentrations
in biomass burning plumes. Ammonium, nitrate, and sulfate
all increased over the course of 4 h. The observed ammo-
nium increase was a factor of 3.90± 2.93 in about 4 h, but
accounted for just ∼36 % of the gaseous ammonia lost on
a molar basis. Some of the gas phase NH3 loss may have
been due to condensation on, or formation of, particles be-
low the AMS detection range. NOx was converted to PAN
and particle nitrate with PAN production being about two
times greater than production of observable nitrate in the first
∼4 h following emission. The excess aerosol light scattering
in the plume (normalized to excess CO2) increased by a fac-
tor of 2.50± 0.74 over 4 h. The increase in light scattering
was similar to that observed in an earlier study of a biomass
burning plume in Mexico where significant secondary forma-
tion of OA closely tracked the increase in scattering. In the
California plume, however, 1OA/1CO2 decreased sharply
for the first hour and then increased slowly with a net de-
crease of∼20 % over 4 h. The fraction of thickly coated rBC
particles increased up to ∼85 % over the 4 h aging period.
Decreasing OA accompanied by increased scattering/particle
coating in initial aging may be due to a combination of par-
ticle coagulation and evaporation processes. Recondensation
of species initially evaporated from the particles may have
contributed to the subsequent slow rise in OA. We compare
our results to observations from other plume aging studies
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and suggest that differences in environmental factors such as
smoke concentration, oxidant concentration, actinic flux, and
RH contribute significantly to the variation in plume evolu-
tion observations.
1 Introduction
Biomass burning (BB) is the largest global source of primary,
fine carbonaceous particles; the second largest source of trace
gases; and a key element of the carbon cycle (Crutzen and
Andreae, 1990; Fearnside et al., 1993; Bond et al., 2004;
Akagi et al., 2011). Globally, dry season deforestation and
savanna fires in the tropics are the most dominant, and most
studied, type of open burning (Yokelson et al., 2003a; van
der Werf et al., 2010). However, the comparatively smaller
amount of BB that occurs year-round in the contiguous US
is a prominent domestic source of gas and particle emissions.
These fires may be prescribed or ignited naturally. Prescribed
burning is a significant fraction of US BB and it is used to re-
store or maintain the natural, beneficial role of fire in many
terrestrial ecosystems; reduce fire risk by consuming accu-
mulated wildland fuels under preferred weather conditions;
and accomplish other land management objectives (Biswell,
1989; Hardy et al., 2001; Carter and Foster, 2004; Wied-
inmyer and Hurteau, 2010). These burns are often recur-
rent, sometimes near populated areas, and despite being con-
trolled may occasionally have negative air quality impacts.
Together, wild and prescribed fires are thought to produce
about one-third of the total PM2.5 (particle mass with aero-
dynamic diameter <2.5 µm) in the US (Watson, 2002; Park
et al., 2007). The particles can impact local to regional air
quality, health, and visibility (McMeeking et al., 2006). In
addition, fires can influence regional levels of ozone (O3),
which is an air toxic (Pfister et al., 2006). Large areas of
the US commonly have O3 mixing ratios not far below the
US national ambient O3 air quality standard (75 ppb 8-h av-
erage). Thus, in these areas even modest production of O3 in
a smoke plume can potentially lead to O3 levels that exceed
air quality criteria. Because fire has both benefits and draw-
backs, the optimum amount and timing of prescribed fire is
an area of active research and better information on the ini-
tial chemistry and evolution of BB emissions is a major need
(Haines and Cleaves, 1999; Sandberg et al., 2002; Yoder et
al., 2003; Kauffman, 2004; Stephens et al., 2007; Akagi et
al., 2011).
Next we summarize the limited amount of data available
on the emissions and downwind chemical evolution of trace
gases and particles from BB in the contiguous US. Ground-
based measurements of prescribed fire emissions from vari-
ous temperate fuel types in the US were carried out by Hardy
and Teesdale (1991). Hardy et al. (1996) measured smoke
emissions from chaparral fires in southern California (CA)
and reported emission factors (EF, g compound emitted per
kg dry biomass burned) for PM (total PM, PM2.5, PM10),
CO, CO2, CH4, and non-methane hydrocarbons by combus-
tion process (i.e. flaming or smoldering). Prescribed fire
emissions have also been measured from airborne platforms
(Cofer III. et al., 1988; Radke et al., 1990; Yokelson et al.,
1999). Ward et al. (1993) compiled the first extensive in-
ventory of particulate matter and trace gas EF for prescribed
fires in the US, which estimated EF based on combustion effi-
ciency from field and laboratory measurements for the differ-
ent classes of biomass consumed. Numerous laboratory stud-
ies of the initial emissions from burning temperate ecosystem
fuels have been conducted (e.g. Yokelson et al., 1996, 1997;
Goode et al., 1999; McMeeking et al., 2009; Veres et al.,
2010; Burling et al., 2010; Hosseini et al., 2010). The stud-
ies discussed above focused on measuring fresh smoke emis-
sions, which can help properly initialize models that predict
the evolution of BB smoke as it ages downwind. However,
they did not directly observe post-emission photochemical
and heterogeneous processes. Recently, several laboratory
studies investigated the post emission processing of smoke
from temperate fuels (Grieshop et al., 2009; Heringa et al.,
2011; Hennigan et al., 2011; Cubison et al., 2011), but the ag-
ing of smoke from real fires is difficult to reproduce in a lab-
oratory. The behavior and fate of these emissions are impor-
tant, as air pollutants from fires can remain in the atmosphere
for many days and they can also be transported thousands of
kilometers (Lee et al., 2005; Yokelson et al., 2007a; Warneke
et al., 2009). The PM2.5 emissions interact with trace gases
via heterogeneous chemistry and gas-particle interconversion
processes as smoke plumes age (Mu¨hle et al., 2007; Phule-
ria et al., 2005). The gas-particle interactions can increase
or decrease the amount of PM2.5 and also change the aerosol
mixing state and lifetime (Petters et al., 2009). Some trace
gases in BB smoke are rapidly depleted post-emission via re-
action with the hydroxyl radical (OH), while others (e.g. O3,
HCHO) are created from oxidation of non-methane organic
compounds (NMOC). Most previous field studies of smoke
aging focused on major biomass burning regions such as the
tropics (Reid et al., 1998; Hobbs et al., 2003; Yokelson et
al., 2009), where ∼70–80 % of biomass burning is thought
to occur (Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; van der Werf et al.,
2010). The only field study that tracked the evolution of an
isolated aging plume from a fire in temperate fuels that we
know of followed the evolution of the plume from the Quinalt
prescribed fire in the US Pacific Northwest for only 30 min
(Trentmann et al., 2003). Thus, more field measurements of
plume evolution in temperate ecosystems are needed to im-
prove our understanding of the trade-offs between air quality
and ecosystem health and between wild and prescribed fires
(Sandberg et al., 2002).
Two plume evolution processes are especially important,
both domestically and globally, but are poorly understood:
(1) secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation, and (2) O3
formation. The atmospheric influence of pollution sources is
studied by modeling the dispersion and chemical evolution
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of the emissions with local to global scale models (e.g. Al-
varado and Prinn, 2009; Byun and Schere, 2006; Heald et al.,
2005). Recently, numerous studies in urban plumes have ob-
served rapid production of SOA in amounts up to ten times
the original emissions of primary organic aerosol (POA),
which greatly exceeds the predictions of standard aerosol
modules in atmospheric chemistry models (de Gouw and
Jimenez, 2009). This has spurred the development of new,
largely empirical modeling approaches that can cope with the
large increases (Robinson et al., 2007). In contrast, measure-
ments of organic aerosol (OA) evolution in biomass burning
smoke are rare and have thus far shown smaller and variable
SOA formation compared to urban plumes. In an airborne
study of a BB plume in Mexico (Yokelson et al., 2009) and
a laboratory study of wood smoke (Grieshop et al., 2009)
the OA/POA ratio increased to greater than two in about 1
and 3 h, respectively. Capes et al. (2009) did not observe evi-
dence of SOA formation in African BB emissions on the time
scale of several days. Cubison et al. (2011) observed modest
SOA formation that averaged about 25 % of POA in boreal
BB smoke. The laboratory study of Hennigan et al. (2011)
observed OA/POA between 0.7 and 2.9 in BB smoke aged
for 3–4.5 h, while Heringa et al. (2011) found that OA/POA
rose to 4.1± 1.4 after 5 h for wood smoke aged in a smog
chamber. We also note that biomass burning is known to
emit species that are precursors for aqueous phase SOA such
as glycolaldehyde and phenol (Yokelson et al., 1997; Perri et
al., 2009; Lim et al., 2010) and that a large fraction of the
organic gases emitted by BB are still unidentified (Karl et
al., 2007; Warneke et al., 2011) and may play a role in sev-
eral types of SOA formation. Many more measurements of
OA evolution in BB plumes are needed to determine the rela-
tive importance of the different OA/POA outcomes at various
time scales and to understand the factors driving the variabil-
ity.
A second major issue is understanding O3 production in
biomass burning plumes. O3 production is evidently the
norm in tropical BB plumes, but both production and destruc-
tion of O3 occurs in boreal BB plumes and little is known
about O3 chemistry in temperate BB plumes (Akagi et al.,
2011). The few available time-resolved observations of O3
formation in isolated plumes have proven difficult to repro-
duce even in specialized photochemical models (Trentmann
et al., 2005; Alvarado and Prinn, 2009). Additional mea-
surements of the O3 formation rate in various plume environ-
ments are needed to further develop the specialized models
and ultimately guide the implementation of reasonably accu-
rate O3 formation mechanisms into air quality models cur-
rently in wide use, such as CMAQ (Byun and Schere, 2006).
Here we report new field measurements that address the is-
sues discussed above. We acquired the measurements during
the San Luis Obispo Biomass Burning (SLOBB) experiment,
which was carried out in November 2009 primarily in mid-
coast California. The main goal of SLOBB was to study the
emissions and the evolution of gases and particles produced
by prescribed burns on US Department of Defense lands. We
measured many new emission factors for US prescribed fires
during SLOBB and related field studies as detailed by Burl-
ing et al. (2011). In addition, a prescribed fire near Buell-
ton, CA named the Williams Fire proved particularly oppor-
tune for the study of gas-phase photochemistry and particle
transformations in a smoke plume. These processes are dif-
ficult to simulate in a laboratory and frequently inaccessible
even for airborne platforms. The Williams Fire produced a
long, clearly-identifiable, isolated plume above the boundary
layer where the smoke evolved without influence from fac-
tors such as clouds, mixing with plumes from other pollution
sources, or complex meteorology. Thus, the measurements
provide an ideal case study to test the chemical mechanism
of a smoke model. To our knowledge the Williams Fire is the
first temperate zone fire for which the evolution of numerous
trace gases and aerosol species in the plume was continu-
ously tracked for smoke ages of more than one-half hour. Ex-
tensive particle and trace gas measurements in fresh and aged
smoke (for ages up to 4.5 h old) were performed to quantify
the changes in NMOC, O3, NOx, PAN, NH3, light scatter-
ing, inorganic and organic aerosol, refractory black carbon
(rBC), and the rBC mixing state. We describe and discuss
these measurements in detail in the following sections.
2 Experimental details
2.1 Instrument details
2.1.1 Airborne Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer (AFTIR)
The University of Montana AFTIR system and the instru-
ments described below were deployed on a US Forest Ser-
vice (USFS) Twin Otter. The AFTIR was used to measure
21 gas-phase species: water vapor (H2O), carbon dioxide
(CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), nitric oxide
(NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ammonia (NH3), hydrogen
cyanide (HCN), nitrous acid (HONO), peroxy acetyl nitrate
(PAN), ozone (O3), glycolaldehyde (HCOCH2OH), ethy-
lene (C2H4), acetylene (C2H2), propylene (C3H6), formalde-
hyde (HCHO), methanol (CH3OH), furan (C4H4O), phe-
nol (C6H5OH), acetic acid (CH3COOH), and formic acid
(HCOOH). Ram air was directed through a halocarbon-wax
coated inlet and into a Pyrex multipass cell. The IR beam was
directed into the cell where it traversed a total path length of
78 m and was then focused onto an MCT detector. The cell
exchange time was about ten seconds when the flow con-
trol valves were open and IR spectra were collected at 1 Hz.
“Grab samples” of air were selected by closing the valves for
1–2 min to temporarily stop system flow to allow signal aver-
aging on the smoke or background samples. The IR spectra
were analyzed to identify and quantify all detectable com-
pounds (Sect. 2.4.1). More details of the AFTIR system are
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given by Yokelson et al. (1999, 2003a). In this project, up-
grades to the spectrometer electronics, transfer optics, and
multipass cell led to a factor of three increase in sensitivity
compared to the original system.
2.1.2 Aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS)
An Aerodyne compact time-of-flight (CToF) aerosol mass
spectrometer (herein referred to as AMS) measured aerosol
chemical composition in a repeating cycle for 4 out of ev-
ery 12 s during flight, including within the smoke plume. An
isokinetic particle inlet sampling fine particles with a diam-
eter cut-off of a few microns (Yokelson et al., 2007b) sup-
plied the AMS and a single particle soot photometer (SP2,
Sect. 2.1.3). The AMS and SP2 do not measure super-micron
particles, so the inlet transmission should not have affected
our results. In addition, particles smaller than 1 µm diame-
ter account for nearly all the fine particle mass emitted by
biomass fires (Radke et al., 1991; Reid et al., 2005b), so our
composition analyses for fine particles should not be affected
by the lack of sensitivity to super-micron particles. The AMS
collected sub-micron particles via an aerodynamic lens into
a high vacuum particle sizing chamber. At the end of the
particle sizing chamber, the particles impact a 600 ◦C vapor-
izer and filament assembly where they are vaporized and ion-
ized by electron impact. The resulting molecular fragments
are then extracted into an ion time-of-flight chamber where
they are detected and interpreted as mass spectra. The AMS
has been described in great detail elsewhere (Drewnick et al.,
2005; Canagaratna et al., 2007). A collection efficiency of
0.5 (Huffman et al., 2005; Drewnick et al., 2003; Allan et al.,
2004) was applied to the AMS data, which were processed
with the ToF-AMS Analysis Toolkit in Igor Pro 6 (Wavemet-
rics, Lake Oswego, OR) to retrieve the mass concentration at
standard temperature and pressure (µg sm−3, 273 K, 1 atm)
for the major non-refractory particle species: OA, non-sea
salt chloride, nitrate, sulfate, and ammonium, with <36 %
uncertainty. Adjustments to the default AMS unit mass reso-
lution (UMR) fragmentation table were made for sulfate and
nitrate concentrations. For instance, nitrate was corrected for
organic interference at the nitrate peak at m/z 30 based on the
results of Bae et al. (2007).
2.1.3 Single particle soot photometer (SP2)
Refractory black carbon (rBC, µg sm−3) was measured us-
ing a single particle soot photometer (SP2) (Stephens et al.,
2003). The isokinetic particle inlet that supplied the AMS
was followed by a three-way splitter and also supplied the
SP2 with carefully matched flow rates. Particles were then
drawn through a 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser cavity where light
scattered by the particles was measured by two avalanche
photodiode detectors. Sufficiently light-absorbing particles
(at 1064 nm) were heated and eventually vaporized when
passing through the beam. The emitted incandescent light
was detected by two photomultiplier tubes with optical fil-
ters to measure light over two wavelength ranges. The in-
candescence signal was related linearly to the mass of rBC,
regardless of the presence or type of rBC coating (Moteki
and Kondo, 2007). The sample flow into the SP2 was diluted
with filtered air at a ratio of 7:1 for smoke plume samples
near the source with high concentrations of particles. A di-
lution of 0.35:1 or no dilution was used for the less concen-
trated downwind samples. Information on the rBC mixing
state was inferred from the time delay between the peak of
the scattering and incandescence signals, which is a proxy
for the time taken for coatings to evaporate before incandes-
cence can occur (Schwarz et al., 2006). Particles with long
time delays were considered “thickly coated”, while those
with shorter delays were “thinly coated” following Shiraiwa
et al. (2007). The critical delay time needed for classifica-
tion was based on the observed minimum in the bimodal fre-
quency distribution of delay times for the rBC particles be-
tween 120 and 315 nm volume equivalent diameter and was
1.1 µs. The SP2 data products were collected at >1 Hz and
later averaged as needed to match the sampling rates of the
other instruments.
2.1.4 Other simultaneous measurements
A 25 mm i.d. forward facing elbow “fastflow” inlet, co-
located with the isokinetic and AFTIR inlets, fed air to
a Radiance Research Model 903 nephelometer fit with a
2.5 µm cut-off cyclone that measured the dry particle light
scattering coefficient (bscat) at 530 nm at 0.5 Hz. The bscat
was converted to bscat at STP and then to a mass of PM2.5
(µg sm−3) using a conversion factor (for fresh smoke) of
208 800 µg sm−2 (equivalent to a mass scattering efficiency
of ∼4.8 sm2 g−1) obtained by a gravimetric calibration of
the type described by Trent et al. (2000). The nephelome-
ter inlet also supplied air to a non-dispersive infrared instru-
ment (NDIR, LiCor model 6262), which measured CO2 at
the same time as bscat. Since the AFTIR also measured CO2,
this allowed the PM2.5 measurements to be normalized to
the trace gas data as described in detail below. A second
NDIR (LiCor model 7000) measured CO2 (at 0.5 Hz) from
the third channel on the isokinetic particle inlet that also sup-
plied the AMS and SP2 allowing the data from the latter in-
struments to be coupled to the trace gas data. Measurements
of the ambient three-dimensional wind velocity, tempera-
ture, relative humidity, and barometric pressure at 1-Hz were
obtained with a wing-mounted Aircraft Integrated Meteoro-
logical Measuring System probe (AIMMS-20, Aventech Re-
search, Inc.). Details of the AIMMS-20 probe and a perfor-
mance evaluation are provided by Beswick et al. (2008). A
chemiluminescence instrument measured ozone at 0.5 Hz.
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Fig. 1. (a) Photograph of the high- and low-altitude smoke plumes from the Williams Fire taken at 12:20 LT on 17 November 2009 from
the USFS Twin Otter. (b) HYSPLIT forward trajectories starting at 11:00 LT at the Williams Fire (Draxler and Rolph, 2010; Rolph, 2010).
Eight 24 h trajectories show air at 600–1000 m a.m.s.l. (green) drifting SE and air at 1100–1700 m a.m.s.l. (purple) drifting NE. (c) Vertical
profile of windspeeds from Flights 1 (green) and 2 (blue).
2.2 Vegetation and fire development
The Williams prescribed fire was carried out on 17 November
2009. The 81 hectare site (∼10 km north of Buellton, Cal-
ifornia; 34◦41′45′′ N, 120◦12′23′′ W) covered several hill-
sides with various aspects. The land cover can be classified
as chaparral and the vegetation burned consisted of scrub
oak woodland understory and coastal sage scrub, which is
a mixture of California sagebrush (Artemisia californica)
with coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis), black sage (Salvia
mellifera), and California buckwheat (Eriogonum fascicula-
tum). Dead fuel moisture ranged from 9 to 15 % with higher
moisture in the larger diameter fuels. Live fuel moisture
was 70 %, which is below average compared to normally
observed values. Ground level winds were light and vari-
able at 2–8 km h−1. Ground level relative humidity (RH)
ranged from 26–11 % between 09:00–13:00 LT (PST, UTC-
8). Surface temperature ranged from 19 ◦C at 09:00 LT to
24 ◦C at 12:20 LT. Skies were clear all day. (Fuels and sur-
face weather information, J. McCarty, personal communica-
tion, Santa Barbara County Fire Department, 2009.) Igni-
tion of the Williams Fire began at approximately 09:57 LT.
The plume built up gradually and most of the smoke rose
to ∼1200–1336 m above mean sea level (m a.m.s.l.) and
then drifted northeast. Some smoke detrained at lower al-
titudes (below ∼600 m a.m.s.l.) and drifted southeast, set-
tling into nearby valleys (Fig. 1a). Our visual observa-
tions were consistent with air parcel forward trajectory sim-
ulations using HYSPLIT (NOAA Air Resources Labora-
tory, http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php), which shows
low-altitude trajectories (600–1000 m a.m.s.l., Fig. 1b) orig-
inating at the source traveling southeast, while higher al-
titude trajectories (1100–1700 m a.m.s.l.) traveled north-
east (Fig. 1b). The upwind vertical profiles of temperature
and water vapor mixing ratio from the AIMMS-20 (Sup-
plement Fig. S1) showed that the top of the boundary layer
was located at ∼800 m a.m.s.l. (∼450 m above ground level,
or a.g.l.) and the AIMMS-20 wind direction data con-
firmed the shift in wind direction modeled by HYSPLIT
at 1100± 100 m a.m.s.l. The bulk of the smoke was suffi-
ciently buoyant to penetrate the temperature inversion and
rose to ∼1200 m a.m.s.l. where it encountered an average
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Fig. 2. (a) Side view of the Williams Fire high altitude plume at 12:40 LT from ∼58 km downwind. (b) HYSPLIT trajectory for source air
starting at 11:00 LT and 1200 m a.m.s.l. No significant altitude gain is modeled in the first ∼4 h since emission.
windspeed of ∼5 m s−1 (Fig. 1c). Low-altitude smoke dis-
persed slowly (∼2.5 m s−1 was the average windspeed at al-
titudes <1200 m a.m.s.l. during Flights 1 and 2) and tended
to collect in low-lying areas as discussed further in Sect. 3.5.
The high altitude plume that drifted northeast from the
source was isolated from other pollution sources and unim-
peded by topography as seen in the photograph taken
from ∼58 km downwind (Fig. 2a). The high altitude
plume gradually rose from ∼1200 m a.m.s.l. at the source
to ∼1800 m a.m.s.l. at ∼58 km (4.5 h) downwind, but HYS-
PLIT trajectories starting at 1200 m a.m.s.l. failed to cap-
ture this observed behavior, showing no substantial altitude
gain/loss for at least 4 h following fire ignition (Fig. 2b). The
observed rise might have been due to self lofting since the
high levels of O3 and black carbon in the plume would read-
ily absorb significant amounts of solar energy. By 14:30 LT
the fire had transitioned to mainly smoldering combustion
with minimal plume rise.
2.3 Flight details
Two flights (mid-morning and afternoon) were conducted on-
board the Twin Otter aircraft to sample initial emissions and
aged smoke. Table 1 summarizes the times, locations, and
meteorological conditions for AFTIR samples taken during
both flights. For every plume sample on both flights we also
collected a background sample at similar altitude just outside
the plume.
Flight 1 occurred from 10:29–13:10 LT. We arrived at the
site of the fire approximately 30 min after initial ignition, at
which time the fire was beginning to produce a large plume
of thick, white and brown smoke. From 10:50–12:19 LT we
collected ten samples of “nascent” smoke (smoke “just cre-
ated” or “emerging from another form”) (Samples 1–6, 8,
10–12 in Table 1). The source samples were collected∼600–
1300 m a.m.s.l. at the center and top portions of the single up-
draft core. After 12:30 LT we concentrated on sampling the
smoke downwind at∼1200 m a.m.s.l., making perpendicular
plume transects in an “S” shaped pattern and sampling the
smoke eight times 4.5–16.1 km from the source (see flight
path and AFTIR smoke sample locations in Fig. 3).
Flight 2 was conducted from 14:20–15:47 LT and sam-
pled the high altitude plume at 1200–1900 m a.m.s.l. and
27–58 km from the source. From 14:45–15:16 LT we col-
lected 10 grab samples of aged smoke 2.4–4.5 h old. We ob-
tained estimated emission times by first calculating the aver-
age windspeed for incremental altitude bins of 100 m a.m.s.l.
The smoke sample distance from the plume source was then
divided by the average windspeed at the sample altitude. Es-
timated times since emission, or smoke “ages”, were calcu-
lated for all the downwind samples from both flights (Ta-
ble 1) using this methodology. This method implies that the
oldest smoke sample had aged approximately 4.5 h. In ad-
dition, based on the estimated emission time of each down-
wind sample: 14 of the 18 downwind samples from the two
flights were likely emitted during the time we were sampling
the source (10:50–12:19 LT) and the other 4 downwind sam-
ples were emitted within 20 min of our source sampling pe-
riod, supporting that the data are pseudo-Lagrangian. The
Williams Fire plume was visible in GOES images and the
position of the plume in the last daytime image (∼16:45 LT,
acquired after Flight 2) is indicated in yellow in Fig. 3. Our
measurements covered∼70 % of the distance the plume trav-
eled the first day.
2.4 Data processing and synthesis
2.4.1 FTIR spectral analysis
We use nonlinear least squares, multi-component fits to re-
gions of the IR spectra with the HITRAN spectral database
(Rothman et al., 2009) and reference spectra from the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (Sharpe et al., 2004; John-
son et al., 2006, 2010) to obtain mixing ratios in both the
smoke and background spectra for most compounds (Grif-
fith, 1996; Burling et al., 2010). For these compounds the
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Table 1. Smoke samples from the Williams Fire obtained during Flights 1 and 2.
Sample Time Latitude Longitude Altitude Pressure Relative Outside Air Distance Time Since Estimated
(LT) (◦ N) (◦ W) (m a.m.s.l.) (hPa) Humidity Temperature From Fire Emission Emission
(RH %) (◦C) Source (km) (h:min:s) Time (LT)
Flight 1
1 10:51:13 34◦41′40′′ 120◦12′13′′ 817 923.0 13.0 16.6 0.31 0:02:04 10:49:09
2 10:55:45 34◦41′41′′ 120◦12′18′′ 819 919.2 14.0 17.3 0.21 0:01:25 10:54:20
3 11:02:01 34◦41′42′′ 120◦12′18′′ 871 918.0 12.4 17.3 0.16 0:01:05 11:00:56
4 11:07:39 34◦41′42′′ 120◦12′23′′ 676 938.8 14.2 17.2 0.12 0:00:59 11:06:40
5 11:11:54 34◦41′42′′ 120◦12′28′′ 748 925.9 15.9 17.9 0.18 0:00:58 11:10:56
6 11:20:47 34◦42′4′′ 120◦12′11′′ 1336 865.3 11.2 15.4 0.65 0:03:05 11:17:42
7 11:31:55 34◦46′35′′ 120◦10′59′′ 1230 877.6 15.5 15.3 9.21 0:37:27 10:54:28
8 11:55:25 34◦42′39′′ 120◦12′41′′ 1196 882.3 13.4 15.2 1.71 0:07:35 11:47:50
9 11:59:58 34◦43′42′′ 120◦10′35′′ 1192 881.8 16.8 15.3 4.55 0:20:08 11:39:50
10 12:08:08 34◦41′44′′ 120◦12′30′′ 621 938.7 26.3 17.8 0.18 0:01:23 12:06:45
11 12:15:24 34◦41′45′′ 120◦12′23′′ 624 936.3 25.9 18.3 0.00 0:00:00 12:15:24
12 12:18:55 34◦42′6′′ 120◦12′33′′ 901 911.4 23.6 16.5 0.68 0:04:17 12:14:38
13 12:30:30 34◦45′28′′ 120◦9′22′′ 1198 880.3 15.4 15.5 8.28 0:36:38 11:53:52
14 12:34:01 34◦46′40′′ 120◦11′48′′ 1202 879.9 15.0 15.7 9.15 0:37:13 11:56:48
15 12:38:50 34◦49′28′′ 120◦9′58′′ 1195 879.9 15.6 15.4 14.8 1:05:26 11:33:24
16 12:44:57 34◦52′18′′ 120◦10′44′′ 1196 879.9 14.4 15.6 19.7 1:27:21 11:17:36
17 12:47:56 34◦50′50′′ 120◦6′26′′ 1210 884.0 12.5 15.8 19.1 1:17:44 11:30:12
18 12:55:27 34◦48′21′′ 120◦10′57′′ 1163 888.6 16.3 15.9 12.4 0:55:03 12:00:24
Flight 2
19 14:45:06 34◦55′28′′ 120◦6′15′′ 1259 879.9 14.7 15.4 27.1 3:17:12 11:27:54
20 14:49:08 35◦4′34′′ 120◦6′40′′ 1744 825.8 12.4 14.0 43.2 3:03:30 11:45:38
21 14:50:06 35◦6′31′′ 120◦7′33′′ 1790 821.2 15.3 12.7 46.5 3:17:35 11:32:31
22 14:52:41 35◦8′16′′ 120◦5′52′′ 1898 810.1 13.7 12.9 50.2 3:20:17 11:32:24
23 14:56:11 35◦9′40′′ 120◦2′56′′ 1899 813.2 13.5 12.7 53.7 3:34:29 11:21:42
24 14:56:48 35◦10′52′′ 120◦3′42′′ 1882 813.3 14.3 12.2 55.6 3:41:56 11:14:52
25 14:59:48 35◦11′56′′ 120◦2′37′′ 1979 801.2 13.1 12.3 57.9 4:29:44 10:30:04
26 15:07:59 35◦5′18′′ 120◦6′7′′ 1423 867.7 14.2 13.9 44.7 2:26:20 12:41:39
27 15:12:00 34◦57′51′′ 120◦3′46′′ 1377 864.7 20.3 13.9 32.6 2:43:56 12:28:04
28 15:16:26 34◦57′28′′ 120◦4′13′′ 1376 864.3 16.6 13.9 31.7 2:39:22 12:37:04
excess mixing ratio for any species “X” (denoted 1X) is
the mixing ratio of species “X” in the plume sample minus
its mixing ratio in the background air. For HCN, NO, and
NO2 we determine the excess mixing ratios directly from ab-
sorbance spectra via spectral subtraction or peak integration
(Yokelson et al., 1997). The absorbance spectra are made us-
ing background spectra acquired at nearly the same pressure.
The NO detection limit is ∼25 ppb and all excess mixing ra-
tios below this concentration were omitted. The detection
limit for the other compounds reported here is 1–10 ppb.
2.4.2 Estimation of excess mixing ratios, normalized ex-
cess mixing ratios (NEMR), emission ratios (ER),
and emission factors (EF)
The procedure to calculate excess mixing ratios for the AF-
TIR data is given above. Excess mixing ratios can also
be calculated from the continuous data (SP2, CO2, bscat)
and repetitive discrete samples (AMS). In both these cases,
we compute the background value from the average of a
large number of points at the plume altitude (but outside the
plume) and then subtract that background from the values
obtained in the plume.
The normalized excess mixing ratio (NEMR) is obtained
by dividing 1X by the excess mixing ratio of another species
(1Y ) measured at the same time and location; usually a fairly
long-lived plume “tracer” such as 1CO or 1CO2. For the
Williams Fire, the NEMRs for all species (except 1NH3 ref-
erenced to 1CO or 1CO2) measured at the source of the
fire did not vary greatly as the fire progressed through the
available fuels. We incorporated the ten measurements of
the source NEMR into an estimate of the fire-average ini-
tial molar emission ratio (ER) as described below. The ER
has two important uses: (1) Since the CO or CO2 tracers di-
lute at the same rate as the other species, differences between
the ERs and the NEMRs measured downwind allow us to
quantify post-emission gas-phase chemistry and gas-particle
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Fig. 3. The flight paths and the location of smoke samples for Flight 1 (blue) and Flight 2 (orange). The approximate position of the
densest smoke in the Williams Fire plume (yellow) during the last daytime GOES image (∼16:45 LT) captured after our second flight on
17 November 2009. The overlay shows that our measurements probed most of the daytime plume evolution that occurred on 17 November
(plume image from http://www.firedetect.noaa.gov).
partitioning; and (2) The ER can be used to calculate emis-
sion factors (EF) as described below.
The measurement of a NEMR is most accurate when both
species were measured simultaneously on the same instru-
ment (e.g. two gases in the AFTIR cell or two particle species
on the AMS). When comparing NEMR that were determined
using data from two different instruments, error can be intro-
duced due to the different time responses of the instruments.
However, this error can be largely eliminated for continuous
instruments by deriving the NEMR from a comparison of the
integrals over the whole plume sample. In addition, in the
dispersed, downwind plume, the excess mixing ratios tended
to vary slowly in time and space compared to measurement
frequency. In this work, we most often use NEMR relative
to 1CO since CO has a lifetime of several months at∼35◦ N
in November, low background variability, and there were no
other major sources of CO noted in the vicinity. In some
cases we show downwind NEMR to CO2 since that was the
relevant co-measured species.
We computed fire-average initial emission ratios as our
best estimate of the starting conditions in the plume using our
ten source samples as follows. For grab samples we take the
fire-average ER as the slope of the linear least-squares line
with the intercept forced to zero when plotting 1X against
1Y (Yokelson et al., 1999). For example, the slope of the
plot of 1X vs. 1CO yields the initial molar emission ratio
for compound “X” to CO and the uncertainty is the 1σ stan-
dard error in the slope (Fig. 4a, b). The intercept is forced
to zero since the background concentration is typically well
known and variability in the plume can affect the intercept if
it is not forced. This method heavily weights the large values
that may reflect more intense combustion and were collected
with higher signal-to-noise. Smoke samples collected more
than 1.8 km from the source showed signs of aging (O3 for-
mation) and were not used to derive the initial ER. We ob-
tained initial mass emission ratios for the AMS species, rBC,
and PM2.5 to CO2 since CO2 was measured on the same in-
let. These ratios were computed by comparing the integrated
excess amounts as the aircraft passed through the nascent
smoke as mentioned above. For the set of passes through the
fresh smoke we plot the integrals of the excess values from
the AMS and continuous instruments versus the integrals of
excess CO2 and obtain the ER from the slope, analogous to
the grab sample plots (Fig. 4c, d). To test the robustness of
our integral-based AMS ERs to CO2, we compared them to
ER obtained by plotting the excess values from the 4 s dis-
crete samples versus the values of 1CO2 measured during
the same 4 s interval. In nearly all cases we obtained agree-
ment within 5 %, except for sulfate, which was reconstructed
based on samples of smoke with low levels of organic load-
ing where the AMS fragmentation table gave reasonable re-
sults. The major sulfate fragments in the AMS spectrum are
m/z 48 (has minor organic interference based on unpublished
high resolution data of a similar fuel type), m/z 64, m/z 80,
m/z 81 and m/z 98. The ratios of m/z 64, m/z 80, m/z 81
and m/z 98 to m/z 48 were calculated for low smoke levels
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Fig. 4. Emission ratio plots for (a) 1CH3COOH/1CO and (b) 1C2 H4/1CO measured by AFTIR. (c) 1OA/1CO2 measured by AMS and
NDIR. (d) 1rBC/1CO2 measured by SP2 and NDIR.
where organic interference at these masses is low, and were
then applied to the higher loading smoke samples. The is-
sues related to calculating inorganic aerosol concentrations
from UMR AMS data during episodes of high organic load-
ing is an active area of research and will be presented in fu-
ture work.
For any carbonaceous fuel, the source ERs can be used to
calculate emission factors (EF) expressed in grams of com-
pound emitted per kilogram of biomass burned (on a dry
weight basis) using the carbon mass-balance method (as ex-
plained in Yokelson et al., 1996, 1999). The carbon mass
balance method is most accurate when the fraction of car-
bon in the fuel is precisely known and all the burnt carbon
is volatilized and detected. Based on carbon content analysis
of about 50 chaparral vegetation samples during a companion
study (Burling et al., 2010) and literature values for similar
fuels (Susott et al., 1996; Ebeling and Jenkins, 1985), we
assumed a carbon content of 50 % by mass on a dry weight
basis for the fuels that burned in the Williams Fire. The ac-
tual fuel carbon percentage likely varied from this by less
than a few percent. EF scale linearly with the assumed fuel
carbon fraction. Total C in this study was determined from
the sum of the C from AFTIR species, rBC, and an organic
carbon (OC) value based on the assumption that OA/OC was
1.6 in fresh smoke (Yokelson et al., 2009). This sum could
underestimate the total carbon by 1–2 % due to unmeasured
C. That would lead to a slight, across the board overestimate
of our calculated EF by a factor of 1–2 % (Akagi et al., 2011).
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Initial emissions compared to other chaparral fires
The fire-average molar emission ratios for the Williams Fire
(computed as described in Sect 2.4.2) are presented in Ta-
ble 2. A detailed comparison of the Williams Fire initial
emissions (ER and EF) to the emissions from other chaparral
fires sampled during SLOBB and chaparral fires sampled in
other studies is presented by Burling et al. (2011). Here we
simply note that the Williams Fire had similar ERs, EFs, and
modified combustion efficiency (MCE, 0.933) to those re-
ported in the literature for other chaparral fires (Radke et al.,
1991; Hardy et al., 1996; Burling et al., 2011). The one ex-
ception is that Radke et al. (1991) reported a study-average
EF(PM2.5) (15.93± 6.88 g kg−1) that is significantly higher
than our EF(PM2.5) or the literature average (Burling et al.,
2011, ∼8 g kg−1), which likely reflects that they sampled
more of the smoldering phase near the end of the fires, as
smoldering normally produces higher EF(PM) (Ferek et al.,
1998). Radke et al. (1991) note that their spot measurements
of particle EF increased by as much as a factor of three as the
fraction of smoldering combustion increased. Rather than
measure samples of smoldering combustion as the fire died
down, we focused first on characterizing the emissions that
were produced by the bulk of the fuel consumed and then on
the evolution of those emissions in the downwind plume.
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3.2 Plume evolution
Many chemical and physical changes can affect nascent
smoke as it begins to mix with ambient air. These changes in-
clude photochemical transformations, mixing with biogenic
and/or anthropogenic pollutants, cloud processing, coagu-
lation, and gas-to-particle conversion (Reid et al., 1998).
The complexity of the aging scenario can vary greatly, de-
pending on factors such as temperature, dispersion altitude,
time of day, humidity, cloud cover, the initial emissions,
and the proximity of other emission sources. In this study,
the Williams Fire produced an isolated, nearly “undisturbed”
plume, which provides a rare, valuable opportunity to test
the mechanism of a photochemical model. A companion
paper will use our observations of the Williams Fire to test
and evaluate an advanced smoke plume chemistry model (Al-
varado and Prinn, 2009).
The evolution of the reactive species we could measure
over the course of 4 h following emission is summarized in
Table 2. To illustrate photochemical changes in the plume
it is useful to have a best estimate of the starting NEMR
and uncertainty to compare to downwind NEMR. We use the
slope-based fire-average ER as our best estimate of the likely
starting NEMR for primary species measured in any individ-
ual smoke parcel downwind. Sloped based initial NEMRs
were also calculated for secondary species such as ozone
and PAN (shown in Table 2) though the concept of an ER
does not strictly apply to these species. We use the stan-
dard deviation in the mean of the ten source NEMRs as our
best estimate of the uncertainty in the starting NEMR for all
species with downwind data (also shown in Table 2). Stable
species that did not change significantly for 4 h after emis-
sion and species that dropped below our detection limit in
that time are also included in Table 2 just to provide a more
complete reference. The uncertainty in the ER shown for
these species is the standard error in the slope and no down-
wind data is shown except for rBC. Absolute uncertainties
in the ERs and NEMRs have a component from random and
systematic instrumental errors, sampling representativeness,
and other issues; but many of these errors should not greatly
impact the study of plume evolution. As an example we note
that downwind smoke was only sampled in the high altitude
plume and the low-altitude source samples could potentially
represent smoke that instead detrained in the low elevation
plume. However, the source ERs were not significantly de-
pendent on altitude. In a few cases we will illustrate this by
comparing the downwind NEMRs to an alternate ER based
solely on the high altitude source samples and show that the
impact of this was small.
At this point it should be clear that fires do not produce
“ideal” plumes. Instead there is some temporal and spatial
fluctuation about the average ER and smoke parcels mix with
both background air and other parts of the plume, which ex-
plains some of the variation in the downwind NEMRs. We fit
the evolution of the NEMRs to various “best fit” functions to
Fig. 5. 1O3/1CO vs. time since emission (h). Individual source
samples are not shown and we instead show the initial negative
1O3/1CO NEMR (solid circle). The error bar reflecting the stan-
dard deviation in the mean of the ten source measurements is too
small to be visible. The downwind error bar is an estimate of the
uncertainty in the oldest individual downwind sample.
estimate the final NEMR at the age of the last measurement
(4–4.5 h time since emission), to assist in discerning differ-
ences between the final downwind NEMR and the ER, and
to estimate lifetimes. We report the final downwind NEMR
and estimated uncertainty for the measured reactive species
in Table 2. The uncertainty shown for the final NEMR is the
uncertainty in individual downwind samples, but the uncer-
tainty in whether a trend is occurring is smaller than shown
by these uncertainties. We note that the functions used were
selected empirically based on how well they fit the data and
cannot necessarily be rigorously derived from the complex,
sometimes unknown, underlying chemistry. Nor do we as-
sume that these fits describe the behavior beyond the time
since emission measured here. We show relative growth fac-
tors that compare the downwind and initial NEMRs (or ERs)
over this time period to summarize the magnitude of species
evolution that occurred in this photochemically active plume.
Detailed discussions of these changes are presented in the re-
mainder of this section.
3.2.1 Ozone
Ozone is an important secondary product formed in biomass
burning smoke. Figure 5 shows the 1O3/1CO NEMR
tracked over the course of estimated times since emission of
0 h to ∼4.5 h. The initial 1O3/1CO NEMR (solid circle)
is negative because the background air contained ∼50 ppb
of ozone that was quickly destroyed by fast reaction with
NO emitted by the fire. Negative initial 1O3/1CO NEMRs
are common when sampling fresh smoke (Yokelson et al.,
2003a). The y-intercept of a linear trendline was forced to the
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Table 2. Emission ratios (ER), initial and downwind NEMR for the Williams Fire.
ER (mol mol−1) Uncertaintya Downwind NEMR Uncertaintyb Factor Change Uncertainty
or initial NEMR (4–4.5 h since emission) after 4–4.5 h
Ratioed to 1CO2
CO 7.13× 10−2 5.50× 10−3
Ratioed to 1CO
Methane (CH4) 8.72× 10−2 2.40× 10−3
Acetylene (C2H2) 2.72× 10−3 2.10× 10−4
Propylene (C3H6) 4.80× 10−3 8.00× 10−5
Phenol (C6H5OH) 1.48× 10−3 1.70× 10−4
Furan (C4H4O) 1.46× 10−3 8.00× 10−5
Methanol (CH3OH) 1.67× 10−2 7.00× 10−4
Hydrogen Cyanide (HCN) 1.30× 10−2 1.10× 10−3
Nitrous Acid (HONO) 4.00× 10−3 6.10× 10−4
Ethylene (C2H4) 1.28× 10−2 1.10× 10−3 6.01× 10−3 7.15× 10−4 0.47 0.07
Glycolaldehyde (HCOCH2OH) 1.87× 10−5 1.18× 10−5 2.52× 10−3 2.12× 10−3 135 142
Formic Acid (HCOOH) 6.59× 10−4 1.53× 10−4 4.84× 10−3 1.65× 10−3 7.34 3.03
Acetic Acid (CH3COOH) 1.41× 10−2 1.19× 10−3 2.45× 10−2 5.69× 10−3 1.73 0.43
Formaldehyde (HCHO) 1.65× 10−2 2.59× 10−3 2.42× 10−2 4.74× 10−3 1.47 0.37
Ammonia (NH3) 3.84× 10−2 9.69× 10−3 1.91× 10−2 2.65× 10−3 0.50 0.14
Ozone (O3) −5.13× 10−3 1.13× 10−3 1.02× 10−1 2.16× 10−2 N/A N/A
Ratioed to 1CO2
Peroxy Acetyl Nitrate (PAN) 4.75× 10−5 2.04× 10−5 5.10× 10−4 1.21× 10−4 10.74 5.27
Nitric Oxide (NO) 8.21× 10−4 1.17× 10−4
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) 1.64× 10−3 9.00× 10−5
NOx (as NO) 2.30× 10−3 3.62× 10−4 4.60× 10−4 2.30× 10−4 0.20 0.10
PM2.5 (light scattering)c,d 5.15× 10−3 1.33× 10−3 1.29× 10−2 1.89× 10−3 2.50 0.74
OCc 2.22× 10−3 5.36× 10−4
OAc 3.55× 10−3 8.57× 10−4 2.83× 10−3 2.52× 10−4 0.80 0.21
Sulfate (SO2−4 )c 3.58× 10−6 3.28× 10−6 6.72× 10−6 2.42× 10−6 1.88 1.85
Nitrate (NO−3 )c 9.61× 10−5 7.09× 10−5 3.87× 10−4 1.39× 10−4 4.03 3.30
Ammonium (NH+4 )c 6.00× 10−5 3.95× 10−5 2.34× 10−4 8.42× 10−5 3.90 2.93
Chloride (Cl−)c 4.97× 10−5 2.15× 10−5 1.33× 10−5 4.79× 10−6 0.27 0.15
rBCc 7.83× 10−4 3.48× 10−4 7.30× 10−4 1.51× 10−4 0.93 0.46
fTC rBCe 0.54 0.07 0.85 0.01 1.57 0.20
a Error calculated as the standard error in the slope when no downwind NEMR data shown. Otherwise, uncertainty was calculated as the standard deviation in the mean of the source
measurements collected.
b Downwind errors shown are an estimate of the uncertainty in individual downwind samples. The uncertainty in whether a trend is occurring is smaller.
c Reported as a mass ratio.
d Converting light scattering to PM2.5 with constant mass scattering efficiency not valid for aged smoke, see Sect. 3.3.
e Fraction of “thickly coated” rBC particles. All numbers reported as fractions.
initial slope-based 1O3/1CO NEMR at time t = 0 h and the
individual source measurements are not shown. The down-
wind error bar is an estimate of the uncertainty in the old-
est individual downwind sample. As shown, 1O3/1CO in-
creased from −5.13 (±1.13)× 10−3 to 10.2 (±2.16)× 10−2
in ∼4.5 h since smoke emission. Ozone production in a
temperate forest BB plume in the Pacific Northwest of the
US was noted previously by Hobbs et al. (1996), who re-
ported that 1O3/1CO reached 1.5× 10−2 in 30 min. Akagi
et al. (2011) assessed the literature on O3 measurements in
BB plumes and concluded that O3 formation is ubiquitous in
tropical BB plumes, but O3 formation or destruction can oc-
cur in extratropical BB plumes. Global models consistently
conclude that BB is a major global source of tropospheric O3
(Fishman et al., 2003; Sudo and Akimoto, 2007). However,
detailed plume scale studies find that reproducing detailed
observations of O3 formation is difficult (Trentmann et al.,
2005; Alvarado and Prinn, 2009). The data we report here
provides a rare opportunity to test the photochemical mech-
anism in a model with low uncertainty in transport (M. Al-
varado, personal communication, 2012).
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Fig. 6. Ln(1ethylene/1CO) vs. time since emission (h)× (kethylene
−kCO). Average OH in the plume from ∼10:30–15:16 LT is
initially estimated from the absolute value of the slope (5.70 ±
1.05 × 106 molec cm−3) and then corrected for O3 oxidation (see
Sect. 3.2.2).
3.2.2 Alkenes and estimated OH
Propylene mixing ratios dropped to levels near our detection
limits within ∼30 min due to oxidation and dilution. The
low signal-to-noise for C3H6 in the aged smoke made it dif-
ficult to quantify the decay rate. We also observed a rapid,
but readily quantifiable, decrease in 1C2H4/1CO (Fig. 6).
We estimate the average OH concentration in the plume by
considering both main oxidation processes for C2H4. Re-
action with OH is the primary removal process (kethylene =
8.32×10−12 cm3 molec−1 s−1; Sander et al., 2006). Ozone
oxidation is a competing reaction, but the loss of C2H4
is relatively small (∼7.6 %) given the lower rate constant
(kozone = 1.7×10−18 cm3 molec−1 s−1; Sander et al., 2006)
and the typical O3 levels (∼100 ppb) measured in the plume.
As a first step, following the procedure derived by Hobbs et
al. (2003), we fit a line to the decay of ln(1C2H4/1CO) ver-
sus (time since emission)× (kethylene−kCO), where kCO =
1.74×10−13 cm3 molec−1 s−1 (Sander et al., 2006) (Fig. 6).
The slope in the plot implies an average OH concentration
of 5.70 (±1.05)× 106 molec cm−3. We reduce this average
OH by 7.6 % to account for the ethylene lost via the O3
oxidation channel resulting in a corrected OH estimate of
5.27 (±0.97)× 106 molec cm−3. If we use only the high-
altitude source samples it raises the initial 1C2H4/1CO by
∼12 % and that would also raise the OH estimate. The OH
and O3 were unlikely to be constant in the plume and the
background CO was as high as 22 % of total CO in the most
dilute sample. However, omitting the 2–4 most dilute sam-
ples or the oldest samples had only a small effect on the OH
retrieval. Thus, we use the O3 corrected OH concentration of
5.27 (±0.97)× 106 molec cm−3 as a reasonable estimate of
average OH in this plume.
Fig. 7. Increase in 1CH3COOH/1CO (blue) and 1HCOOH/1CO
(green) vs. time since emission (h). Individual source samples are
not shown and we instead show ERs (solid blue and solid green
circles, respectively) with an error bar reflecting the standard devia-
tion in the mean of the ten source measurements. The ER(HCOOH)
error bar is too small to be visible. Downwind error bars are an esti-
mate of the uncertainty in the oldest individual downwind samples.
The OH levels largely govern the lifetime of VOCs and
semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) and the rate of
formation of soluble or less volatile secondary products (Se-
infeld and Pandis, 2006). Other oxidants such as HO2 and
RO2 are also likely elevated in high OH environments (Ma-
son et al., 2001). Similarly high concentrations of OH, some
greater than 107 molec cm−3, have been inferred or measured
in African and Mexican biomass burning plumes within the
first hour of plume processing (Hobbs et al., 2003; Yokel-
son et al., 2009). The Williams Fire OH was likely lower
than that in the African and Mexican plumes largely be-
cause of less intense solar radiation that would occur in mid-
November at ∼35◦ N (Tables 3.7 and 3.9 in Finlayson-Pitts
and Pitts, 2000). However, the Williams Fire OH is by
no means depleted and likely contributes to the O3 produc-
tion described above and many of the additional rapid post-
emission changes described in the following sections.
3.2.3 Organic acids and aldehydes
The aging plots for AFTIR and AMS species from this point
forward (Fig. 7–11) show the ER of 1X/1CO or 1X/1CO2
at an estimated time since emission of t = 0 h with the y-
intercept of a best-fit trendline forced to the initial slope-
based, fire-average ER, shown in Table 2. The uncertainty
in the ER is an estimate of source variability from the 1σ
standard deviation in 1X/1CO in the ten source samples
(described in Sect. 3.2). The uncertainty shown for the down-
wind samples is an estimate of the uncertainty in individual
downwind samples.
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We measured formation of both acetic acid and formic acid
over the course of 4.5 h (Fig. 7). The 1CH3COOH/1CO ra-
tio increased from 1.41 (±0.119) × 10−2 to 2.45 (±0.569)
× 10−2 over 4.5 h, a factor of ∼1.73± 0.43 (Table 2).
Over the same aging period 1HCOOH/1CO increased from
6.59 (±1.53)× 10−4 to 4.84 (±1.65)× 10−3, a factor of
7.34± 3.03. Organic acids are a major component of
biomass burning plumes and their post-emission behavior in
BB plumes is summarized in Yokelson et al. (2009). The in-
crease in acetic acid in the Williams Fire plume was slower
than the rapid increase in 1CH3COOH/1CO to ∼0.09 in
less than 1 h seen in African savanna fire plumes (Yokelson et
al., 2003a). However, formic acid did not increase downwind
of those savanna fires. In the Williams Fire plume, and many
other studies, the post-emission increases in organic acids
were greater than the amount of known precursors, which
suggests that organic acids may be the oxidation products
of currently unidentified co-emitted NMOC (Yokelson et al.,
2009). At higher RH, heterogeneous reactions may also be a
source of formic acid (Tabazadeh et al., 1998).
The glycolaldehyde NEMR to 1CO increases by a small
total amount downwind, but with a high uncertainty (Ta-
ble 2). Glycolaldehyde is a major product of cellulose py-
rolysis (Richards, 1987; Radlein et al., 1991) and smolder-
ing combustion (Yokelson et al., 1997), and also a known
byproduct of hydroxyl initiated oxidation of ethylene and
isoprene. Being highly water soluble, aqueous-phase reac-
tions of glycolaldehyde may be important in the formation
of secondary organic aerosol (Perri et al., 2009) via the for-
mation of lower volatility compounds. Formaldehyde can
be produced post-emission in plumes from the oxidation of
NMOC, but also lost by photolysis and reaction with OH or
HO2. HCHO photolysis is an important source of OH (Ma-
son et al., 2001). In the Williams Fire plume, 1HCHO/1CO
increased during the first hour after emission and then leveled
off (Table 2, graph not shown).
3.2.4 Gas-particle conversion and formation of
reservoir species: nitrogen-containing compounds
Fitting an exponential decay to the molar ratio of
1NH3/1CO (not shown) implies that roughly half of the ini-
tial NH3 was lost in ∼4.5 h. Much of the decrease between
the downwind NEMRs and the ER occurs in the first hour
following emission, suggesting rapid, initial NH3 removal
by chemical and physical aging. In Fig. 8 we compare the
decrease in the molar ratio of 1NH3/1CO2 (derived from
AFTIR data) to the molar increase in 1NH+4 /1CO2 (mea-
sured by the AMS and NDIR) over 4 h, which is the ap-
proximate time since emission of the oldest AMS sample.
The fit implies a significant decay in 1NH3/1CO2 along
with a clear increase in 1NH+4 /1CO2 (Fig. 8a and b, re-
spectively). We note the apparent high variability in the
source measurements for NH3 and emphasize that this is
an artifact arising from compression to “time zero” of all
Fig. 8. (a) 1NH3/1CO2 molar ratio vs. time since emission (h).
The decay in 1NH3/1CO vs. time since emission is slightly better
correlated, but we show 1NH3/1CO2 here for direct comparison
to the AMS data in Fig. 8b. Points were fit to an exponential trend-
line. (b) 1NH+4 /1CO2 molar ratio vs. time since emission (h).
Note difference in y-scale. Points were fit to a logarithmic trend-
line. For both (a) and (b), ERs (solid circles) are shown with an
error bar reflecting the standard deviation in the mean of the ten
source measurements. We retain all source samples to show the in-
herent variability in source measurements. Downwind error bars
are an estimate of the uncertainty in the oldest individual downwind
samples.
the 1NH3/1CO2 ER samples, which increased in mono-
tonic fashion from the beginning to end of the source sam-
pling period. The 1NH+4 /1CO2 ratio increases post emis-
sion by a factor of 3.90± 2.93 (Table 2), with this growth
accounting for a fraction of 0.36± 0.31 of the gaseous am-
monia lost on a molar basis. NH3 reacts quickly with HNO3
to form solid NH4NO3 and NH3 may also react with or-
ganic acids to form other ammonium compounds in both the
solid and liquid phases (though the low RH in the Williams
Fire plume favors reactions in the solid phase, see below).
However, since only about one-third of the ammonia lost
was detected as ammonium, other loss processes must be
considered. Ammonia removal pathways competing with
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ammonium formation include the oxidation of NH3 by OH
(Dentener and Crutzen, 1994), but this reaction proceeds at
a relatively slow rate at typical plume concentrations (k =
1.6×10−13 cm3 molec−1 s−1; Sander et al., 2006) and would
not significantly reduce the amount of free ammonia over
the course of 4 h. No precipitation or even clouds impacted
the plume so wet deposition was not a factor, but a plausi-
ble loss process was the dry deposition of NH3 since it is a
“sticky” molecule known to adhere on surface sites (Yokel-
son et al., 2003b) and undergo dry deposition readily (Sein-
feld and Pandis, 2006). Dry deposition of NH3 to any water
coating that could be present on the surface of aerosol par-
ticles can remove ammonia from the gaseous state (Asman
et al., 1998), however, over 99 % of gaseous ammonia ab-
sorbing into the liquid phase would exist as ammonium and
be detected by the AMS. Dry particles can also provide sur-
face sites for ammonia adsorption to occur. However, NH3
adsorbed to particles would also likely be detected by the
AMS as ammonium, since particulate ammonium fragments
to m/z 17, 16, and 15, following vaporization and ionization.
Thus, it is not likely that dry deposition accounts for the ma-
jority of the observed NH3 loss.
Other plausible fates of NH3 may have involved the for-
mation of new ammonium nitrate particles at the plume tem-
peratures of 12–15 ◦C or condensation of ammonium nitrate
onto existing particles that, in either case, are outside the
most efficient detection range of the AMS (50–800 nm). Due
to the low RH environment of the Williams Fire, nascent
particles were probably not water coated and grew very
slowly. While Semuniuk et al. (2007) observed rapid hy-
groscopic growth of fresh smoke particles in the range of
55–100 % RH, the Williams Fire RH range of ∼11–26 % is
much lower, and also lower than the deliquescence and efflo-
rescence points of most common salts (>60 %) (Tang and
Munkelwitz, 1993, 1994a, b). Thus, new particle forma-
tion and condensation on those particles could have been
occurring without being detected if particles were growing
slow enough to evade AMS detection even after several hours
since emission. We also can not discount the possibility that
ammonium nitrate was incorporated in particles that were
larger than 800 nm.
We roughly compare the Williams Fire observations with
those in a Yucatan BB plume in a 70–100 % RH environment
where ammonium formation accounted for roughly 32 % of
the estimated starting NH3 in just 1.4 h (Yokelson et al.,
2009). Ammonium formation accounted for only ∼13 %
of the measured initial NH3 over 1.4 h in the Williams Fire
plume. Faster ammonium formation accounting for more
of the initial ammonia may have occurred in the Yucatan
due to increased deposition to wetter particles, faster particle
growth, or faster HNO3 formation under tropical photochem-
ical conditions.
Figure 9 shows the decrease in 1NOx/1CO2 (blue) and
corresponding increases in both 1NO−3 /1CO2 (green) and
1PAN/1CO2 (light blue) during 4 h after emission. Pro-
Fig. 9. 1NOx (blue), 1PAN (light blue), and 1NO−3 (green) ra-
tioed to 1CO2 (molar) vs. time since emission (h). Corresponding
emission ratios (ER) are shown as solid blue, light blue, and green
circles, respectively. ER error bars show the standard deviation in
the mean of the ten source measurements. The ER(PAN) error bar
is too small to be visible. Downwind error bars are an estimate of
the uncertainty in oldest individual downwind samples. Points were
fit to logarithmic trendlines.
cesses that remove NOx from the plume or transfer it to
reservoir species such as PAN or alkyl nitrates are impor-
tant, as NOx is a precursor for O3 formation. A major NOx
loss process is the association reaction of OH with NO2 to
form HNO3, which can condense to form particle nitrate. At
the average temperature and pressure of the Williams Fire
plume, the NO2 association reaction occurs with a pseudo
second order rate constant of 1.04× 10−11 cm3 molec−1 s−1
(Sander et al., 2006) and a pseudo first order rate con-
stant (using our derived average OH concentration from
Sect. 3.2.2) of 5.47× 10−5 s−1 for an NO2 lifetime of
∼5.1 h. Thus, in the 4 h that we monitored the plume this re-
action would be expected to convert roughly 54 % of the ini-
tial NOx to HNO3 (and potentially nitrate). Gas-phase nitric
acid was not measured in the Williams Fire plume, however
other studies have reported that there was no measureable
enhancement of gas-phase HNO3 in any of the BB plumes
measured (Yokelson et al., 2009; Alvarado et al., 2010). The
reason for this is likely because HNO3 can react rapidly with
NH3 to form NH4NO3 (as discussed above), and HNO3 (or
NH4NO3) have high deposition velocities to wet and dry sur-
faces. In the Williams Fire, all these processes could theoret-
ically remove HNO3 from the plume, but loss by deposition
to wet surfaces is unlikely due to the low RH.
The 1NO−3 /1CO2 molar ratio was initially very low, but
secondary formation of nitrate occurred rapidly as can be
seen from the logarithmic trendline in Fig. 9 (green). The
trend in 1NO−3 /1CO2 is similar to that of 1NH
+
4 /1CO2,
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suggesting an initial burst in these inorganic particle species
in the first hour since emission. After 4 h, AMS-detected
nitrate accounted for only ∼22 % of the HNO3 (molar ba-
sis) predicted to form based on our derived average OH con-
centration. The unaccounted for HNO3 comprises ∼42 %
of the initial NOx. Some of the missing HNO3 could have
been present in the plume as nitrate in particles that disso-
ciated in the AMS inlet. However, inlet losses in the AMS
due to evaporation probably did not significantly affect our
measurements given the modest temperature increase within
the aircraft (3–11 ◦C) and the inlet residence time of ∼2.5 s.
Huffman et al. (2009) outfitted their airborne AMS inlet with
a thermodenuder and measured nitrate evaporation rates of
∼0.2 % C−1 s−1. As mentioned above, it is plausible that
NH3 and HNO3 formed new (or condensed on existing) par-
ticles that were outside the AMS size detection range. Miss-
ing HNO3 ratioed to missing ammonium (∼1.3) does sug-
gest that small or large particles containing ammonium ni-
trate could account for substantial undetected signal due to
both ions, but that some gas phase HNO3 may have also been
present that we were unable to measure with the instruments
onboard the Twin Otter. The possible importance of ammo-
nium nitrate in small particles in fresh BB plumes is further
supported by the observations of Yokelson et al. (2009). In
that study, 49± 16 % of HNO3 expected to form from the
reaction of NO2 and OH was observed as nitrate in a high
RH BB plume after 1.4 h since emission. Further, HNO3
was measured, but not elevated above background in the
plume. Thus, in that high RH environment (70–100 %), par-
ticle growth could have been approximately six times faster
than in the Williams Fire, but still slow enough that half
the nitrate mass was in particles too small to detect with the
AMS.
Formation of reservoir species such as PAN also causes
NOx to decrease from its initial level (Seinfeld and Pandis,
2006; Alvarado et al., 2010). PAN ratioed to CO2 shows
rapid initial growth (Fig. 9, light blue) similar to nitrate and
ammonium. Overall, 1PAN/1CO2 increases by a factor of
10.7± 5.3 in 4 h since emission (Table 2) and accounts for
22± 6 % of initial NOx on a molar basis after 4 h. Thus, the
total NOx decrease due to the observed PAN formation plus
the calculated NOx loss via reaction with OH is 76 %, which
agrees remarkably well with the observed total NOx decrease
of ∼80 % seen in Fig. 9. However, the uncertainties are high
enough that formation of other reservoir species such as gas-
phase HNO3, alkyl nitrates, or other peroxy nitrates could
also be significant. The decrease in 1NOx/1CO2 over 4 h
shows how NO2, which is available for photolysis and O3
formation in the fresh plume, was quickly converted to PAN,
which can then be transported considerable distances before
thermally decomposing and releasing NO2 for O3 produc-
tion far from the source (Val Martin et al., 2006). After 4 h
since emission, the excess PAN is roughly double the excess
NO−3 . Alvarado et al. (2010) also observed a PAN/nitrate
ratio of 2 in boreal forest fire plumes of qualitatively sim-
ilar time since emission. In the case of the Williams Fire,
we are hesitant to interpret the PAN/nitrate ratio as a mea-
sure of the 1PAN/1HNO3 branching ratio since the nitrate
fails to account for all the NOx calculated to be converted
to HNO3. Smoke plume simulation studies by Mason et
al. (2001) found that PAN formation becomes increasingly
dominant over HNO3 formation further downwind. While
we cannot account for all NOx lost to the HNO3 channel, we
do observe that the 1PAN/1NO−3 ratio grew by a factor of∼2 over the course of 4 h since emission.
3.2.5 Evolution of sulfate and chloride
The 1SO2−4 /1CO2 mass ratio steadily increased nearly two-
fold from 3.58 (±3.28)× 10−6 to 6.72 (±2.42)× 10−6 in
4 h since emission (Table 2, Fig. 10a). The high uncer-
tainty reported is due to the large variability in the source
measurements, but a clear increasing trend with time since
emission is evident. Unlike the rapid initial formation of
nitrate and ammonium, the sulfate growth is gradual. This
is expected since OH reacts relatively slowly with SO2
(8.8× 10−13 cm3 molec−1 s−1, Sander et al., 2006), and the
plume was too dry for aqueous sulfate formation to be sig-
nificant. In a Yucatan BB plume characterized by high initial
emissions of SO2 and high RH, Yokelson et al. (2009) ob-
served that 1SO2−4 /1CO increased by a factor of 8.8± 2.7
in just 1.4 h. This suggests that the higher RH, OH, and ini-
tial SO2 contributed to much faster sulfate formation in the
Yucatan plume. In addition, Yokelson et al. (2009) observed
1NH+4 to be about equal to the sum of twice the 1SO
2−
4 plus
the 1NO−3 (on a molar basis) in that plume. Additionally,
sulfate had accounted for ∼60 % as much negative charge as
nitrate. For the Williams Fire, a graph of 1NO−3 vs. 1NH
+
4
on a molar basis (Fig. 10b) yields a slope of 0.466± 0.010
(R2= 0.95), which is almost identical to the ratio observed in
the Yucatan plume, but the Williams Fire 1NO−3 to 1SO
2−
4
molar ratio was >100. This suggests sulfate was not a sig-
nificant counter-ion for ammonium in this plume and that the
particle ammonium was pairing with negative ions other than
nitrate and sulfate.
The 1Cl−/1CO2 ratio decreases with time since emission
in a well correlated fashion (Fig. 10c), except for one sample
collected during Flight 1. Chloride may decrease because it
is replaced by other anions such as nitrate as they form (Pos-
fai et al., 2003; Li et al., 2003) although nitrate formation
greatly exceeds chloride losses. The fate of the chloride re-
leased from the particles is unknown, but it is unlikely that
most of the released chloride constitutes a rapid source of
Cl atoms. The Cl atom has an appreciable rate coefficient
with C2H2 (Tabazadeh et al., 2004), and we did not observe
a change in 1C2H2/1CO over 4.5 h since emission. In any
case, the amount of 1Cl− is insufficient to pair with a signif-
icant fraction of the 1NH+4 during the later stages of plume
evolution (Fig. 10d) and the total charge from measured inor-
ganic anions (Cl− + twice sulfate + nitrate) is only sufficient
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Fig. 10. (a) 1SO2−4 /1CO2 mass ratio vs. time since emission (h). (b) 1NO−3 /1CO2 vs. 1NH+4 /1CO2 on a molar basis. (c) 1Cl−/1CO2
mass ratio vs. time since emission (h) fit to a power curve. (d) 1Cl−/1CO2 vs. 1NH+4 /1CO2 on a molar basis. In both (a) and (c) individual
source samples are not shown and we instead show ERs (solid circles) with an error bar that is the standard deviation in the mean of the ten
source measurements. Downwind error bars are an estimate of the uncertainty in oldest individual downwind samples.
to pair with ∼50 % of the ammonium suggesting that the lat-
ter may also be pairing with unmeasured organic anions such
as formate or acetate. The possible significance of organic
anions is further supported by the fact that ammonium is not
the only significant cation in BB plumes. For instance high
levels of K+ are normally reported in BB plumes and it is
often used as a tracer for BB (Zhang et al., 2010).
3.3 Evolution of light scattering and organic aerosol
The trends in light scattering and organic aerosol (OA) were
similar when we used source ER based on all the source
samples or only those obtained at high altitudes. In general,
1bscat (or 1light scattering)/1CO2 increased by a factor of
2.50± 0.74 (Table 2) and 1bscat/1CO increased by a sim-
ilar factor of 2.45± 0.55 over the course of 4 h. If we as-
sume a constant conversion factor with time since emission
(208 800 µg sm−2, Sect. 2.1.4) between scattering (at 530 nm
wavelength) and PM2.5, then this implies a factor of ∼2.50
increase in 1PM2.5 (ratioed to 1CO2) as shown in Fig. 11.
This increase is comparable to the 2.6± 1.5 growth factor
in 1light scattering/1CO seen in ∼1.4 h in an isolated BB
plume in the Yucatan (Yokelson et al., 2009). In the case
of the Yucatan plume, the particle growth inferred from in-
creased scattering (derived using the same methodology as
above) was confirmed by a growth factor of ∼2.4 in the sum
of species measured by AMS ratioed to 1CO. The growth in
AMS species was driven mostly by significant secondary OA
(SOA) formation in the Yucatan plume, with an increase in
1OA/1CO of 2.3± 0.85 in 1.4 h (Yokelson et al., 2009).
However, in the Williams Fire, although light scattering in-
creased significantly with time since emission, 1OA/1CO2
dropped initially, followed by a slow increase after∼1.5–2 h.
The net result was a decrease in 1OA/1CO2 by a factor of
0.80± 0.21 when assessing all samples up to 4 h since emis-
sion (Table 2). In addition, the assumption of a constant ratio
between light scattering and particle mass would imply that
1OA/1PM2.5 decreased from 0.69± 0.24 to 0.22± 0.04 af-
ter 4 h since emission. This is inconsistent with the change
in OA normalized by the sum of the species measured by
the AMS, which decreased from a fraction of 0.94 to 0.82
over this 4 h time period (where the sum of the measured
AMS species should account for approximately 0.8–0.9 of
PM2.5 mass). Thus it seems unlikely that the relationship
between light scattering and PM2.5 was constant with aging.
We therefore cannot determine changes in PM2.5 over the 4 h
following emission using a constant conversion factor.
Next we describe a plausible physical model to rational-
ize both the Yucatan and Williams Fire observations. It is
possible that the increased light scattering in the Yucatan
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Fig. 11. 1Light scattering/1CO2 (green) and 1OA/1CO2 (blue)
mass ratios are shown vs. time since emission (h). ER(PM2.5) (solid
green circle) and ER(OA) (solid blue circle) are shown with er-
ror bars depicting the standard deviation in the mean of the ten
source measurements. We show all the source samples to illus-
trate the variability in the source measurements. The log-normal
(1light scattering/1CO2) and second order polyfit (1OA/1CO2)
trendlines shown best correlate with the data. Error bars shown on
downwind samples are an estimate of the uncertainty in individual
downwind samples. 1Light scattering/1CO2 is shown converted
to the mass ratio 1PM2.5/1CO2 under the assumption that the ra-
tio between bscat and PM2.5 is constant with time since emission.
The assumption that the conversion between bscat and PM2.5 is con-
stant with smoke age would imply an unrealistic 1OA/1PM2.5 of
<25 % at a plume age of 4 h. The increase in light scattering dur-
ing the first 1.5 h since emission is probably due to particle growth
via coagulation and then chiefly by condensation soon thereafter
(Sect. 3.3).
plume was due to growth in the average particle diameter
towards the measurement wavelength. The diameter growth
could have occurred by both condensation and coagulation
and the mass growth confirmed by the AMS in the Yucatan
plume implies that condensation dominated over evapora-
tion and coagulation. The similar increase in light scat-
tering and the AMS mass may have been coincidental. In
contrast, the increased scattering in the Williams Fire plume
could have been caused by growth in average particle diam-
eter mainly due to coagulation while, in contrast to the Yu-
catan plume, evaporation of organics initially exceeded con-
densation. A simple polydisperse coagulation scenario can
explain the Williams Fire observations. We start by assum-
ing that, at the source, there are many more particles in the
50–100 nm diameter range (which do not contribute substan-
tially to the measured scattering) than particles in the 100–
300 nm diameter range. Collisions between the small and
large particles then decrease the small particle number (with-
out reducing scattering), but increase the average diameter
of the larger particles towards the measurement wavelength
(530 nm in this case), thus increasing scattering efficiency
according to Mie theory. Coagulation may also account for
most of the increase in the fraction of thickly coated rBC par-
ticles we observed in the Williams Fire plume (discussed in
the next section). At the same time, ∼20–30 % of the OA
could have evaporated causing the small decrease in OA that
is observed. We note that this explanation invokes the pres-
ence of large quantities of small (∼50–100 nm) particles in
the fresh smoke. Particles∼30–50 nm in diameter dominated
the number distribution in some laboratory BB studies (Hos-
seini et al., 2010; Chakrabarty et al., 2006), but there are no
airborne measurements of particles in this size range in BB
plumes to our knowledge.
We also note that the probability of observing fast, initial
coagulation was much higher in the Williams Fire plume.
The Yucatan plume was from a small fire and the freshest
sample was at an altitude of 1700 m a.g.l. when the smoke
was already 10–30 min old and the 1CO reading on a fast
1-s instrument was 823 ppb. We did not have 1-s CO instru-
mentation during the Williams Fire, but our 2-s CO2 instru-
ment observed a maximum 1CO2 of 390 ppm. The 1CO2
maximum multiplied by the fire-average 1CO/1CO2 ratio
(0.0713, Table 2) for the Williams Fire implies a maximum
1CO in our freshest smoke of at least 28 ppm. Thus, the
smoke at the beginning of the aging sequence observed in
the Williams Fire plume was about 34 times more concen-
trated than at the beginning of the observations for the Yu-
catan plume and coagulation would likely have been about
1000 times faster.
We point out that the decrease in 1OA/1CO2 in the
Williams Fire plume continues only to the samples col-
lected around ∼1.5–2 h following emission. After this time,
1OA/1CO2 increases at about the same rate as scattering
suggesting that some of the organics that initially evaporated
from the particles may have undergone homogeneous oxida-
tion in the gas-phase leading to products with lower vapor
pressure that then recondensed on the particles (Robinson et
al., 2007). In any case, condensation is evidently dominating
over evaporation from 1.5–2 h onward.
The OA evolution observed in the Yucatan plume is more
likely to be the norm for most global biomass burning than
the OA evolution observed in the Williams Fire plume since
the Yucatan observations were made in the tropical bound-
ary layer where most of the global smoke evolution occurs.
However, the difference in OA evolution between the Yu-
catan and Williams Fire plume presents an opportunity to
better understand the factors controlling OA evolution in
smoke plumes. Here, we propose that the different balance
between evaporation and condensation in the Yucatan plume
and the Williams Fire plume could be rooted partly in the re-
spective ambient conditions. In the case of the Williams Fire,
the smoke penetrated above the boundary layer and diluted
in the free troposphere where there was low RH (∼11–26 %,
Table 1). In the Yucatan, the plume diluted in the bound-
ary layer at 70–100 % RH, where particles would be more
likely to have thick aqueous coatings. Hennigan et al. (2008)
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found that particle water soluble organic carbon (WSOC, a
surrogate for SOA) may substantially increase upon reach-
ing a threshold RH of ∼70 % (though particle liquid water
content may be strongly affected by particle hygroscopicity
and not just RH). Furthermore, aqueous phase SOA forma-
tion results in a higher OA/OC ratio than straight gas-phase
SOA formation and the high OA/OC in the Yucatan plume is
consistent with some of the SOA being formed in the aque-
ous phase (Lim et al., 2010; Yokelson et al., 2009). The con-
centration of the hydroxyl radical in the plume should also
affect how fast the gas-phase organic precursors for SOA are
oxidized. In the Yucatan plume, the measured OH concentra-
tion was nearly twice our estimate of the OH in the Williams
Fire plume. Both higher OH and the higher light intensity ex-
pected for the tropical (Yucatan) plume should speed up SOA
formation in both the gas phase and aqueous phase. This
speculation is further supported when comparing the rate of
ozone formation: 1O3/1CO increased∼4 times faster in the
Yucatan plume than in the Williams Fire plume (Sect. 3.2.1).
Thus, conditions in the Yucatan were significantly more fa-
vorable for the formation of SOA.
We have not ruled out the possibility that the different OA
evolution observed between the Williams Fire and Yucatan
plumes could be partly due to the different fuels and/or differ-
ent volatilities of the initial POA. In a laboratory study of ag-
ing BB smoke Hennigan et al. (2011) observed the most SOA
formation (growth factor of almost three) for black spruce
fuel and minimal SOA formation for white spruce fuel. Thus,
nominally similar fuels sometimes gave widely different out-
comes in an experiment where the environmental variables
were monitored, but not fixed to a narrow range. In assess-
ing global SOA production from biomass burning it may be
significant that the Yucatan plume evolved under conditions
with more light, more OH, and more chemical pathways for
SOA formation than the Williams Fire plume and substan-
tially more SOA was formed. Finally, we point out that the
large increase in light scattering with plume age observed in
both the Williams Fire and Yucatan plumes has important im-
plications for visibility impacts and climate forcing regard-
less of the underlying mechanism (McMeeking et al., 2006;
Reid et al., 2005a). More research would be useful to deter-
mine if the optical properties of moderately aged smoke are
better suited for assessing the visibility and climate impacts
of biomass burning.
3.4 Evolution of the black carbon mixing state
A fraction of 0.54± 0.07 of the initially emitted rBC par-
ticles are “thickly coated” as shown in Fig. 12 (solid cir-
cle, see Table 2). The remaining particles are classified as
either “thinly coated” or “not coated” at the time of emis-
sion. However, the fraction of thickly coated (fTC) particles
grew quickly and a fraction of ∼0.70± 0.10 of rBC parti-
cles were thickly coated within the first hour following emis-
sion. The fraction of thickly coated rBC particles for both
Fig. 12. Fraction of “thickly coated” (fTC) rBC particles vs. time
since emission (h). Individual source sample fTC fractions are not
shown and we instead show the mean fraction of source samples at
t = 0 h (solid circle) with an error bar reflecting the standard devi-
ation of the mean. The downwind error bar is an estimate of the
uncertainty in the oldest individual downwind sample. Points were
fit to a logarithmic trendline.
the fresh and 1 h old emissions was higher than in SP2 mea-
surements from urban sources and the rate of increase in the
Williams Fire plume was also faster than was observed in
those urban plumes (McMeeking et al., 2011b). Schwarz et
al. (2008) also found a higher fraction of rBC particles were
thickly coated in BB plumes when compared to urban plumes
that they measured nearby. Kondo et al. (2011) used an al-
ternative analysis to show that rBC coatings in boreal BB
plumes increased over several days, in some cases leading to
increases in the volume of the coatings by a factor of two.
Similar coating development most likely also occurs on
the nascent inorganic and organic particles. The coating for-
mation on the rBC particles (a flaming product) likely formed
in large part due to coagulation with OA particles produced
by smoldering combustion. In addition, since ammonium
and nitrate exhibit rapid initial increases, the coatings likely
contain some inorganic material from gas-particle conversion
involving precursors produced both by flaming (NOx) and
smoldering (NH3). Kondo et al. (2011) speculated that OA
could be redistributed from non-rBC-containing particles as
the plume aged through evaporation and recondensation and
they also showed that coagulation alone can lead to substan-
tial increases in rBC coatings.
Regardless of the exact mechanism, as the rBC (and other)
particles become coated they may scatter light more effi-
ciently due mostly to size increases, but also due to changes
in the index of refraction of the particle surface layer. Thus,
the observed increase in rBC coatings is consistent with
the observed increase in 1light scattering/1CO2 (Sect. 3.3).
The evolution of the BC mixing state is also important
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because the addition of organic coatings can increase the
mass absorption efficiency of the BC particles, though the
magnitude of this effect may be lower if the coatings ab-
sorb light (Lack and Cappa, 2010). In addition, coating for-
mation with salts and soluble organics increases the hygro-
scopicity of the particles (Petters et al., 2009; McMeeking et
al., 2011a; Zhang et al., 2008) and this likely increases their
contribution to indirect effects on clouds (Koch et al., 2011)
as well as decreasing their lifetime and availability for long
range transport to sensitive snow/ice covered regions (Petters
et al., 2009). Finally, black carbon affects human health and
visibility, and contributes both to warming due to its abil-
ity to absorb light and decrease surface albedo (Ramanathan
and Carmichael, 2008), and cooling due to indirect effects on
clouds (Koch et al., 2011). Our observations in the Williams
Fire plume suggest that the evolution of the BC mixing state
could significantly affect the overall impact of black carbon
emitted by biomass fires.
3.5 Dispersion of the low altitude plume
Our measurements of the high-altitude (1200–1900 m
a.m.s.l.) plume generated by the Williams Fire detail the evo-
lution of the bulk of the emissions produced by the fire and
these emissions would contribute to the burden on the re-
gional air shed along with many other sources. As discussed
earlier (Sect. 2.2); a small fraction of the smoke from the
Williams Fire detrained below 600 m a.m.s.l., drifted south-
east, and settled into low lying areas (Fig. 2). We observed
that this smoke was noticeably whiter in color and was proba-
bly more dominated by smoldering emissions, which implies
a significant difference in chemical composition (Bertschi et
al., 2003). Flight safety considerations prevented us from
sampling this low-lying smoke. Thus, we examined data
collected by county health departments (http://www.arb.ca.
gov/aqmis2/aqdselect.php) for possible signatures of the low
altitude Williams Fire plume. The nearest air quality sta-
tion southeast of the Williams Fire was in Santa Ynez, but
only O3 was monitored there and no clear influence of the
Williams Fire was evident. The next closest station was in
Santa Barbara where PM10, PM2.5, and O3 were monitored.
A possible influence of the Williams Fire low-altitude plume
was evident only in the nighttime PM2.5 maxima; which
were 20, 29, and 13 µg m−3 for 16, 17, and 18 November,
respectively. The modest increase in PM2.5 the night after
the Williams Fire (17 November) may have been partly at-
tributable to the fire, but the peak was below the air quality
standard. In contrast, an extreme peak in PM10 (118 µg m−3)
on the night of 18 November that was not accompanied
by an increase in PM2.5 was almost certainly due to non-
combustion sources. A comprehensive network of ground-
based samplers would have been needed to quantify the dis-
persion and chemistry of the low-altitude smoke and deter-
mine the contribution of the Williams Fire to pollution lev-
els on the ground. The expected post-emission transport of
smoke is already a critical factor when choosing prescribed
burn locations and times in the US (Hardy et al., 2001). This
case study illustrates that air quality predictions could benefit
from research that elucidates both the rate of smoke produc-
tion and the distribution of injection altitudes as a function of
time.
4 Conclusions
In this work we describe detailed pseudo-Lagrangian mea-
surements of the chemical evolution of an isolated biomass
burning plume generated by a prescribed fire in a temperate
chaparral ecosystem. Despite occurring approximately one
month before the winter solstice, the plume was photochem-
ically active and significant amounts of ozone formed within
a few hours. Rapid formation of organic acids was also ob-
served with the precursors likely being unidentified NMOC
species. The measured decay in ethylene was consistent with
an in-plume average OH of 5.27 (±0.97)× 106 molec cm−3.
This is a factor of two or more lower OH than some obser-
vations in tropical BB plumes, but sufficiently high to af-
fect large changes in plume chemistry within several hours.
The calculated loss of NOx due to the reaction of NO2 with
OH (∼54 %) and the observed formation of PAN (22± 6 %
of initial NOx) accounted for all the observed NOx loss
(80± 10 %) within the measurement uncertainty. Roughly
half of the gas-phase NH3 was also lost within the 4 h since
emission. While both particle ammonium and nitrate in-
creased rapidly in the aging plume, the amount of the in-
crease was significantly smaller than that required to balance
the loss of the associated gas-phase precursors. We specu-
late that much of the “missing” ammonium and nitrate could
have been present in small particles that grew slowly due to
the low RH (11–26 %) and were thus too small to be detected
efficiently by the AMS. In addition, a charge balance sug-
gests that perhaps∼40 % of the ammonium was pairing with
organic anions that were also not measured. In contrast to the
rapid initial growth in some particle inorganic species, evap-
oration of OA dominated condensation for the first 1.5–2 h
since emission. Thereafter OA increased slowly, but overall
1OA/1CO2 decreased by a factor of 0.80± 0.21 over 4 h. In
contrast, in an isolated tropical BB plume, rapid SOA forma-
tion was observed. We speculate that drivers for the higher
SOA formation in the tropical plume include: higher OH,
higher incident UV radiation, and higher RH (70–100 %)
where the latter would promote more SOA formation path-
ways. The sum of the excess values of the species measured
by the AMS normalized to excess CO2 decreased slightly
over 4 h, suggesting a net loss of particulate matter. How-
ever, 1light scattering/1CO2 increased by a factor of ∼2.50
over 4 h, which may have been due to mostly to rapid, initial
coagulation-induced increases in particle diameter. The in-
crease in scattering has implications for climate forcing and
visibility even if it accompanied a decrease in particulate
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matter. We found that as much as 85 % of the BC parti-
cles may have been thickly coated after 4 h following emis-
sion; most likely with a mix of organic and inorganic species.
The coatings are likely to strongly influence the BC radiative
forcing, increase the BC hygroscopicity and cloud impacts,
and reduce the BC lifetime.
Supplementary material related to this
article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/1397/2012/
acp-12-1397-2012-supplement.pdf.
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Abstract. The Pasadena Aerosol Characterization Observa-
tory (PACO) represents the first major aerosol characteriza-
tion experiment centered in the Western/Central Los Angeles
Basin. The sampling site, located on the campus of the Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology in Pasadena, was positioned
to sample a continuous afternoon influx of transported ur-
ban aerosol with a photochemical age of 1–2 h and gener-
ally free from major local contributions. Sampling spanned
5 months during the summer of 2009, which were broken
into 3 regimes on the basis of distinct meteorological condi-
tions. Regime I was characterized by a series of low pressure
systems, resulting in high humidity and rainy periods with
clean conditions. Regime II typified early summer meteorol-
ogy, with significant morning marine layers and warm, sunny
afternoons. Regime III was characterized by hot, dry condi-
tions with little marine layer influence. Regardless of regime,
organic aerosol (OA) is the most significant constituent of
nonrefractory submicron Los Angeles aerosol (42, 43, and
55 % of total submicron mass in regimes I, II, and III, re-
spectively). The overall oxidation state remains relatively
constant on timescales of days to weeks (O:C = 0.44±0.08,
0.55± 0.05, and 0.48± 0.08 during regimes I, II, and III,
respectively), with no difference in O:C between morning
and afternoon periods. Periods characterized by significant
morning marine layer influence followed by photochemically
favorable afternoons displayed significantly higher aerosol
mass and O:C ratio, suggesting that aqueous processes may
Correspondence to: J. H. Seinfeld
(seinfeld@caltech.edu)
be important in the generation of secondary aerosol and ox-
idized organic aerosol (OOA) in Los Angeles. Online anal-
ysis of water soluble organic carbon (WSOC) indicates that
water soluble organic mass (WSOM) reaches maxima near
14:00–15:00 local time (LT), but the percentage of AMS or-
ganic mass contributed by WSOM remains relatively con-
stant throughout the day. Sulfate and nitrate reside pre-
dominantly in accumulation mode aerosol, while afternoon
SOA production coincides with the appearance of a dis-
tinct fine mode dominated by organics. Particulate NH4NO3
and (NH4)2SO4 appear to be NH3-limited in regimes I and
II, but a significant excess of particulate NH+4 in the hot,
dry regime III suggests less SO2−4 and the presence of ei-
ther organic amines or NH+4 -associated organic acids. C-
ToF-AMS data were analyzed by Positive Matrix Factor-
ization (PMF), which resolved three factors, corresponding
to a hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), semivolatile OOA (SV-
OOA), and low-volatility OOA (LV-OOA). HOA appears to
be a periodic plume source, while SV-OOA exhibits a strong
diurnal pattern correlating with ozone. Peaks in SV-OOA
concentration correspond to peaks in DMA number concen-
tration and the appearance of a fine organic mode. LV-OOA
appears to be an aged accumulation mode constituent that
may be associated with aqueous-phase processing, corre-
lating strongly with sulfate and representing the dominant
background organic component. Periods characterized by
high SV-OOA and LV-OOA were analyzed by filter analy-
sis, revealing a complex mixture of species during periods
dominated by SV-OOA and LV-OOA, with LV-OOA peri-
ods characterized by shorter-chain dicarboxylic acids (higher
O:C ratio), as well as appreciable amounts of nitrate- and
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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sulfate-substituted organics. Phthalic acid was ubiquitous in
filter samples, suggesting that PAH photochemistry may be
an important SOA pathway in Los Angeles. Aerosol com-
position was related to water uptake characteristics, and it
is concluded that hygroscopicity is largely controlled by or-
ganic mass fraction (OMF). The hygroscopicity parameter κ
averaged 0.31±0.08, approaching 0.5 at low OMF and 0.1
at high OMF, with increasing OMF suppressing hygroscopic
growth and increasing critical dry diameter for CCN activa-
tion (Dd ). An experiment-averaged κorg of 0.14 was calcu-
lated, indicating that the highly-oxidized organic fraction of
aerosol in Los Angeles is appreciably more hygroscopic than
previously reported in urban areas. Finally, PACO will pro-
vide context for results forthcoming from the CalNex field
campaign, which involved ground sampling in Pasadena dur-
ing the spring and summer of 2010.
1 Introduction
Over half the world’s population lives in urban areas, and that
fraction is expected to increase in coming decades (Bremner
et al., 2009). There have been a number of recent coordi-
nated studies focused on characterizing particulate air qual-
ity in major urban areas, such as Pittsburgh, PA (Pittsburgh
Air Quality Study, PAQS; e.g., Pekney et al., 2006; Bein
et al., 2006; Wittig et al., 2004; Cabada et al., 2004; Modey
et al., 2004), Los Angeles, CA (Southern California Air
Quality Study, SCAQS; e.g., Eldering et al., 1994; Watson
et al., 1994; Chow et al., 1994; Turpin and Huntzicker, 1991;
Southern California Ozone Study 1997, SCOS97-NARSTO;
e.g., Croes and Fujita, 2003; Liu et al., 2000; Pastor et al.,
2003; Hughes et al., 2002; Secondary Organic Aerosol in
Riverside, SOAR; e.g., Docherty et al., 2008; Eatough et al.,
2008; Denkenberger et al., 2007), Mexico City, Mexico
(Megacity Initiative: Local and Global Research Observa-
tions, MILAGRO; e.g., DeCarlo et al., 2008; Stone et al.,
2008; Aiken et al., 2009), and Beijing, China (Campaign of
Air Quality Research in Beijing, CAREBEIJING; e.g., Mat-
sui et al., 2009; Yue et al., 2009; van Pinxteren et al., 2009).
The Los Angeles metropolitan area, with a population of
over 17 million people, has long been considered a labo-
ratory for air quality. Once the quintessential example of
classic photochemical smog, the Los Angeles area has, as
a result of decades of aggressive emission controls, reached
a point where 8-h US National Ambient Air Quality Standard
ozone exceedances have decreased from over 200 days/year
in the 1980s to 120 in 2008 (AQMD, 2010). Nonetheless,
this area remains one in which particulate matter levels con-
tinue to regularly exceed air quality standards, with annual
PM2.5 averages exceeding the national standard every year
from 2000–2008 in Los Angeles County (CARB, 2010).
The Los Angeles Basin is generally characterized as
source-rich in its western area, with prevailing west and
southwest winds transporting emissions downwind toward
the east and northeast (Lu and Turco, 1995). Three major co-
ordinated studies have been undertaken to characterize Los
Angeles air quality, in addition to ongoing work to describe
facets of Los Angeles aerosol (Table 1). The majority of pre-
vious studies in the Los Angeles Basin have been centered
in the downwind, eastern part of the basin, roughly 60 km
east of downtown Los Angeles. The aerosol in this region is
predominantly aged, with local contributions as well.
A major source of gaseous and particulate pollution in
the Los Angeles area is mobile source emissions. The Los
Angeles aerosol undergoes dramatic evolution from night-
time/morning periods to the photochemically active after-
noon, characterized by changes in both its microphysical
properties and composition. Overall, the submicron aerosol
is dominated by organic aerosol (OA), which is predom-
inantly secondary in origin (SOA), and nitrate (Docherty
et al., 2008), with smaller amounts of sulfate and a minor
chloride contribution. Primary marine and secondary sulfate
aerosol are expected to contribute a relatively uniform load-
ing of sulfate across the Los Angeles Basin (Watson et al.,
1994). Marine sulfate is expected to be contributed by natu-
ral primary processes (biological, sea spray, bubble bursting),
with anthropogenic shipping-related emissions contributing
a varied and often significant loading of sulfate (Ault et al.,
2010).
The Pasadena Aerosol Characterization Observatory ex-
periment (PACO) was conducted from May–August 2009 in
Pasadena, CA, in the north-central/north-western portion of
the Los Angeles Basin, 16 km NE of downtown Los Angeles.
Aerosol physics, composition, and hygroscopicity were mea-
sured during 54 days that spanned three distinct regimes of
the annual meteorological cycle. A major forest fire occurred
at the end of the sampling period, starting on 26 August
and consuming over 160 000 acres of the Angeles National
Forest before containment on 16 October. Named the “Sta-
tion Fire”, its southernmost extent was roughly 8 km from
the sampling site, and emissions from the fire impacted the
sampling site with periodic heavy smoke, soot, and ash. Re-
sults from PACO sampling during the Station Fire will be
presented in subsequent work.
PACO represents the first prolonged experiment aimed
at characterizing the aerosol near the source-rich west-
ern/central part of the Los Angeles basin; comparisons with
previous studies in downwind areas will help determine the
rate of aerosol generation from Los Angeles sources, as
well as the nature of aerosol transformations with downwind
transport. Further, the PACO study was well-timed to pre-
cede the 2010 CalNex field campaign (http://www.esrl.noaa.
gov/csd/calnex/).
This paper presents an overview of the PACO experiment.
Aerosol number and volume distributions measured by a dif-
ferential mobility analyzer (DMA) exhibit distinct diurnal
patterns, and composition data from an Aerodyne Compact-
Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (C-ToF AMS)
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Table 1. Previous Los Angeles air quality studies and major findings relative to particulate matter.
Study Date Major aerosol findings
Southern California Summer/ - SOA/OA ∼ 40 % in summer afternoon (Turpin and Huntzicker, 1991)
Air Quality Study fall - Primary vehicle exhaust is the major aerosol component
(SCAQS) 1987 near PACO sampling site (Watson et al., 1994)
- 20- 32 % of PM10 is SO2−4 and NO
−
3 (Watson et al., 1994)
Southern California Summer - Submicron organic mode evolves during periods of intense photochemistry,
Ozone Study 1997 coincident with maximum O3 (Pastor et al., 2003)
- NH4NO3 and organics added to submicron aerosol with photochemical age
(Pastor et al., 2003)
(SCOS97-NARSTO) - NH3 sources in eastern basin enhance particulate NH4NO3 (Hughes et al., 2002)
Secondary Organic Aug, - Significant diurnal changes in organic aerosol, with species more reduced in
Aerosol in River- Nov the morning and more oxidized in the afternoon (DeCarlo et al., 2006)
side (SOAR-1, 2) 2005 - Oligomers detected in aged, acidic particles (Denkenberger et al., 2007)
- SOA/OA = 70- 90 % at midday and ∼ 45 % during morning commute;
SOAR average = 74 % (Docherty et al., 2008)
Individual studies 1999, - Complex, multi-modal GF data in Pasadena (Cocker et al., 2001)
2001- 2002 - SOA > 50 % of total PM2.5 in eastern basin (Sawant et al., 2004; Na et al., 2004)
indicate that these patterns are associated largely with the
production of semivolatile oxidized organic species during
photochemically active daytime periods. AMS-based Posi-
tive Matrix Factorization (PMF) results indicate that the char-
acter of OA in Los Angeles is overwhelmingly oxidized and
secondary, and the high time resolution data allow for in-
vestigation of the daily evolution of OA components. Ul-
tra Performance Liquid Chromatography/Electrospray Ion-
ization Time-of-Flight High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry
(UPLC/ESI-TOFMS) analysis of high-volume filter samples
provides further evidence for diurnal changes in the char-
acter of OA, while thermal-optical analysis of low-volume,
denuded filter samples reveals the magnitude of organic
and elemental carbon in morning versus afternoon sam-
pling periods. A particle-into-liquid sampler with offline
ion chromatography analysis (PILS-IC) provides quantita-
tive water-soluble inorganic ion composition during PACO,
while a PILS coupled with online total organic carbon anal-
ysis (PILS-TOC) measured total water soluble organic car-
bon measurements during the third regime. Finally, trends in
aerosol hygroscopicity indicate the degree to which changes
in the magnitude and character of OA affect particle water
uptake. PACO results are compared with previous aerosol
characterization experiments in the Los Angeles Basin, with
major differences attributed to regional variations in both
source profiles and degree of aging.
2 Methods
Sampling was conducted on the Caltech campus in Pasadena,
at 34.138◦ N, 118.124◦ W. Caltech is located in the west-
ern/central portion of the Los Angeles Basin, 8 km south of
the San Gabriel Mountains and 16 km NE of downtown Los
Angeles in the San Gabriel Valley. The 210 freeway is lo-
cated 1.5 km north of the site, with heavy traffic between the
hours of 08:00 and 09:00 LT, and then again between 15:00
and 19:00 LT. Prevailing daytime winds are from the W or
SW, minimizing the impact of primary emissions from the
210 freeway at the sampling site, but overnight NW winds
occasionally bring freeway emissions to Caltech. Other
than this periodic impact from local primary emissions, the
Pasadena aerosol is representative of transported urban par-
ticulate pollution from near the source-rich downtown area
of the Los Angeles Basin.
PACO sampling took place between May and August of
2009, spanning the transition from spring to summer mete-
orological regimes. PACO was separated into three distinct
analysis periods on the basis of meteorology, as summarized
in Table 2.
2.1 Meteorology
Hourly meteorological data were downloaded from the Re-
mote Automatic Weather Stations (RAWS) archive from the
Western Regional Climate Center at the Desert Research In-
stitute (DRI, Reno, Nevada). Data are from the Santa Fe
Dam station, approximately 16 km east of the sampling site
in the San Gabriel Valley, and are available online: http:
//www.raws.dri.edu/cgi-bin/rawMAIN.pl?caCSFD.
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Table 2. PACO sampling regimes (2009).
Regime Dates Characteristics
Springtime 22 May - Basin impacted by a series of low pressure systems
meteorology to 12 Jun - Cutoff low brought rare springtime precipitation and cleaner atmosphere
- Persistent cloudcover, unstable atmosphere
- Low daytime temperatures, high RH, and limited photochemistry
- High visibility with low O3
Early 18 Jun - Limited impact from low pressure systems
summer/ to 7 Jul - Morning marine layer eroded several hours after sunrise
marine - Higher daytime temperatures, slightly lower RH, and photochemically
influence active afternoons
- Hazy afternoons with increased O3
Photo- 10 Jul - Semi-permanent high pressure over Southern California
chemically to 4 Aug - Little marine moisture and infrequent, quickly-eroded marine layer
active - High daytime temp. (often exceeding 35 ◦C), very low daytime RH (≤ 15 %),
photochemically active days
- Decreased visibility, high afternoon O3
2.2 Gas-phase data
Hourly O3, NOx, and CO data were obtained from the Cali-
fornia Air Resources Board’s Pasadena (South Wilson) mon-
itoring site located on the Caltech campus. Data are available
online at http://www.arb.ca.gov/adam/hourly/hourly1.php.
2.3 Differential mobility analyzer
Particle size distribution measurements were performed with
a cylindrical scanning differential mobility analyzer (TSI
Model 3081) upstream from a condensation particle counter
(TSI Model 3760). A logarithmic scan from a mobility
diameter of 15 nm to 815 nm was completed every 237 s.
The sheath and excess flows of 2.5 l min−1 were used, with
a 10 : 1 flow rate ratio of sheath-to-aerosol.
2.4 Aerosol mass spectrometer
An Aerodyne compact time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrom-
eter (C-ToF-AMS; Drewnick et al., 2005; Canagaratna et al.,
2007) measured aerosol composition and size information
for 54 days during PACO. The AMS collects sub-micron par-
ticles via an aerodynamic lens into a particle sizing chamber,
after which particles are vaporized and ionized by a heater
and filament assembly. Aerosol fragments are then orthogo-
nally extracted into an ion time-of-flight chamber where they
are detected and interpreted as mass spectra. Adjustments
to the AMS fragmentation table were made regularly, based
on 21 filter sample periods over the course of PACO (Allan
et al., 2004b). Additionally, thirteen ionization efficiency cal-
ibrations were made using ammonium nitrate solutions. The
AMS sulfate measurement was compared to sulfate concen-
trations from the PILS-IC, resulting in an AMS collection
efficiency (CE) of 0.5. This CE is in agreement with previ-
ous ambient studies (Huffman et al., 2005; Drewnick et al.,
2003; Allan et al., 2004a). AMS data were processed with
the ToF-AMS Analysis Toolkit in Igor Pro 6 (Wavemetrics,
Lake Oswego, OR).
2.5 Positive matrix factorization analysis
The dominant fraction of submicron nonrefractory aerosol
is organic in most urban areas (Zhang et al., 2007). OA
comprises a multitude of compounds, such that characteri-
zation by identification of each component is not currently
possible (Schauer et al., 1996). Positive Matrix Factorization
(PMF) has been used to deconvolve AMS mass spectra in
order to identify classes of organic compounds that consti-
tute OA (Paatero and Tapper, 1994; Paatero, 1997; Ulbrich
et al., 2009). PMF solutions represent linear, positive com-
binations of mass spectra that describe variability in data,
and AMS-based PMF results from most sites resolve factors
whose mass spectra have characteristics of hydrocarbon-like
OA (HOA) and oxygenated OA (OOA), with other factors
such as biomass burning OA (BBOA) occurring in some ar-
eas (Zhang et al., 2007). OOA can often be further decon-
volved into low-volatility OOA (LV-OOA) and semivolatile
OOA (SV-OOA), broadly representing aged, transported, and
highly oxidized OA and fresher, local, and less oxidized OA,
respectively (Ng et al., 2010). AMS measurements, in con-
junction with PMF analysis, allow for investigation of the
diurnal evolution of OA and rapid changes in OA occurring
during photochemically intense periods. Further, the com-
bination of PMF solutions with analysis of the relative abun-
dance of mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios 43 and 44 can be used as
an aerosol aging diagnostic that allows comparison between
locations (Ng et al., 2010).
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For the PACO dataset, bulk AMS organic aerosol was
prepared and then processed using the PMF2.exe algorithm
(Paatero and Tapper, 1994). Solutions from the PMF algo-
rithm were compared to meteorological variables and chem-
ical tracers, as well as previously published mass spectra,
using the PMF Evaluation Tool (PET Ulbrich et al., 2009).
The strategic procedure for probing the PMF solution space
is provided in Appendix A.
2.6 PILS-IC
A particle-into-liquid sampler coupled with off-line ion chro-
matography (PILS-IC, Sorooshian et al., 2006) sampled dur-
ing 4-h periods (07:00–11:00 and 15:00–19:00 LT), provid-
ing quantitative measurements of inorganic and organic ions.
The PILS samples ambient air through a 1 µm cut size im-
pactor and three denuders (URG and Sunset Laboratory) de-
signed to remove inorganic and organic gases that might bias
aerosol measurements. Sampled air is then exposed to high
water supersaturation in a steam chamber, where particles
grow sufficiently large to be collected by inertial impaction
before being delivered to vials held on a rotating carousel.
Samples were collected every 30 min, and were stored at 2 ◦C
until analysis by a dual IC system (Dionex ICS-2000). PILS-
IC data from PACO are used primarily to determine collec-
tion efficiency corrections for the AMS and are not presented
in detail here.
2.7 PILS-TOC
Water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) was quantified during
12-h periods (07:00–19:00 LT) using a PILS (Brechtel Man-
ufacturing Inc.) coupled to a Sievers Model 800 Total Or-
ganic Carbon (TOC) Analyzer (PILS-TOC). Details of this
technique are described in detail by (Sullivan et al., 2004,
2006). Briefly, particles smaller than 2.5 µm in diameter are
sampled by the PILS and passed immediately through an or-
ganic carbon denuder (Sunset Laboratory Inc.) to remove
organic vapors. Particles are grown into droplets, collected
by inertial impaction, and delivered to a TOC analyzer for
quantification of WSOC, with data reported every 6 min. To
account for dilution of the PILS liquid wash flow to the TOC
analyzer owing to collected drops and condensation on the
PILS droplet impactor, a constant dilution factor of 1.15 is
assumed. This factor is based on measurements with an inde-
pendent PILS system coupled to ion chromatography, a tech-
nique that can more precisely quantify the dilution factor.
The reported WSOC levels are the difference between the
measured and background concentrations. Contamination in
the MQ water was the main component of the background
levels, which were assumed to be constant between periodic
background measurements. The overall measurement uncer-
tainty is estimated to be approximately 10 %. The PILS-
TOC was employed during the final, photochemically active
regime of PACO, from 10 July to 4 August.
2.8 Filter sampling
Both high- and low-volume filter samples were collected dur-
ing 4-h sampling periods (07:00–11:00 and 15:00–19:00 LT).
High-volume (1250 l min−1) samples were collected with
a Tisch TE-6001 sampler fitted with a PM2.5 fraction-
ater, using Whatman Quartz Microfibre Filters (cat. #1851-
865). Low volume (15.9 l min−1) samples were collected on
47 mm PALL Life Sciences Pallflex membrane filters, down-
stream from a Sunset Laboratory parallel-plate carbon filter
denuder. Sampling was carried out according to the IM-
PROVE A protocol, except that oven limitations forced fil-
ters to be pre-baked at 300 ◦C before sampling. Despite the
lower pre-baking temperature, subsequent analysis of pre-
baked filters revealed ≤ 0.01 µg of organic carbon (OC) and
elemental carbon (EC). After sampling, filters were wrapped
in two layers of aluminum foil and stored at −20 ◦C until
analysis.
Low- and high- volume samples were analyzed for OC
and EC via thermal-optical analysis (TOA) with a Sunset
OC-EC TOA analyzer, following the IMPROVE A temper-
ature and calibration protocols. High volume quartz fil-
ters were also analyzed by Ultra Performance Liquid Chro-
matography/Electrospray Ionization Time-of-Flight High-
Resolution Mass Spectrometry (UPLC/ESI-TOFMS). One-
eighth of each filter was extracted with high-purity methanol
under ultrasonication for 45 min. Filter extracts were filtered
through a PALL Life Sciences Acrodisc CR 25-mm syringe
filter (PTFE membrane, 0.2-mm pore size) into a scintilla-
tion vial. The filtered extracts were blown dry under a gentle
nitrogen stream at ambient temperature. The residue was re-
constituted with 50 : 50 v/v methanol with 0.1 % acetic acid
and water. Blank filters were extracted and treated in the
same manner as the field samples. Extracts were analyzed
by a Waters ACQUITY ultra performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (UPLC) system, coupled with a Waters LCT Premier
TOF mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ion-
ization (ESI) source, allowing for accurate mass measure-
ments (i.e., determination of molecular formulas) to be ob-
tained for each observed ion. Extracts were analyzed by
UPLC/ESI TOFMS operated in both negative and positive
ion modes. Details of operation protocols, including column
information and chromatographic method for the UPLC/ESI-
TOFMS are given by Surratt et al. (2008).
2.9 Hygroscopicity
Hygroscopicity measurements were carried out with the Dif-
ferential Aerosol Sizing and Hygroscopicity Spectrometer
Probe (DASH-SP, Brechtel Mfg), which is described by
Sorooshian et al. (2008). Briefly, ambient particles pass
through a nafion dryer before size-selection by a cylindrical,
single-classification differential mobility analyzer (DMA).
The resulting monodisperse aerosol is split into five sepa-
rate flows – one providing a redundant measurement of total
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/7417/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 7417–7443, 2011
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Fig. 1a. Regime I (wind direction marker size proportional to wind speed; max size= 20 km/h).
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Fig. 1b. Regime II (wind direction marker size proportional to wind speed; max size= 20 km/h).
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Fig. 1b. Regime II (wind direction marker size proportional to wind speed; max size = 20 km h−1).
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Fig. 1c. Regime III (wind direction marker size proportional to wind speed; max size= 20 km/h).
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Fig. 1c. Regime III (wind direction marker size proportional to wind speed; max size = 20 km h−1).
particle concentration at the DMA-selected size with a wa-
ter condensation particle counter (TSI Model 3831), and the
remaining four channels consisting of parallel nafion humid-
ification chambers (Perma Pure, LLP, Model MD-070-24FS-
4), followed by correspondingly humidified custom optical
particle counters (OPCs). In the OPC sample volume, parti-
cles pass through a focused laser beam (λ= 532 nm, World
Star Technologies, Model TECGL-30) and scatter light in
proportion to size (Dp) and refractive index (RI). Forward-
scattered light is collected and focused on a photomulti-
plier tube, and the resulting electrical pulse is recorded by
a high-speed data acquisition computer. An iterative data
processing algorithm, based on laboratory calibrations with
salts of known refractive indices, is used to determine the
best fit on a solution surface relating electrical pulse height,
size, and refractive index. The hygroscopic growth factor
(GF=Dp,wet/Dp,dry) is corrected for the RI change caused
by particulate liquid water at elevated RH.
In the current study, the DASH-SP sampled for 4-h peri-
ods (07:00–11:00 and 15:00–19:00 LT). Hygroscopicity was
measured at dry sizes corresponding to Dp,em of 150, 175,
200, and 225 nm. Multiple RH sensors in the nafion tubes
and OPCs controlled RHs to dry (≤ 8 %), 74 %, 85 %, and
92 %, with RH uncertainty of 1.5 %. Because calculated RI
varied little during sampling periods, GF calculations were
made with a single RI for each sampling period, represent-
ing the average RI calculated for the entire period. The error
introduced by this assumption is small, as light scattering in
the DASH is far more sensitive to size than RI. Overall un-
certainty in GF calculations is calculated to be 4.5 %.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Atmospheric conditions
Figure 1a–c is a compilation of meteorological data, as
well as gas- and aerosol-phase composition for regimes I,
II, and III, respectively. Wind speed and direction dis-
play distinct diurnal patterns, with stagnant or very light
winds from the N/NE in the overnight to early morning
hours (20:00–06:00 LT) changing direction to come from
the W/SW shortly after sunrise (06:00–07:00 LT). Between
06:00 and 16:00 LT, wind speed increases from 3–4 km h−1
to 13–15 km h−1 out of the W/SW before decreasing back
to very light or stagnant out of the N/NE by 20:00 LT. One
effect of these wind patterns is to allow local emissions to
build up in the Los Angeles Basin during the nighttime and
early morning hours, leading to significant carryover of aged
aerosol in the background Los Angeles air, as proposed by
(Blumenthal et al., 1978). When sea breezes develop, fresh
emissions in source-rich areas are gradually transported from
the Western Los Angeles Basin toward downwind areas in
the E/NE. Situated 16 km from downtown Los Angeles,
Pasadena can be considered as a receptor site that first re-
ceives transported pollution between 10:00 and 11:00 LT, af-
ter roughly 4–5 h of transport. During the afternoon hours
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(13:00–18:00 LT), the sampling site receives a steady influx
of air from the W/SW with photochemical age of 1–2 h.
There are no significant freeways or point sources of particu-
late pollution in close W/SW proximity to the sampling site,
and so it is expected that air sampled during PACO is repre-
sentative of transported urban air in Los Angeles. A major
freeway with significant diesel and gasoline mobile sources
is located 1.5 km to the north of the sampling site, and so
overnight N/NE winds may have periodically impacted the
site with primary particulate emissions. Daytime variation
in gas- and aerosol-phase composition is expected to result
from three sources: (1) temporal changes in emissions from
source-rich areas, (2) diurnal variations in the intensity of
photochemistry, and (3) the age of transported pollution.
A clear diurnal trend is observed in RH and solar radia-
tion, with RH increasing to near 100 % on most nights and
remaining at or near saturation until sunrise. The incidence
of nighttime and morning marine cloudcover was common
during regimes I and II, while regime III was typically drier,
with clear nighttime skies more common. Periods of more
significant marine layer influence are indicated by longer pe-
riods of saturated RH and more gradual decrease in RH (and
slower increase in solar radiation) after sunrise. Regime I
has been classified as “springtime meteorology” due to the
impact of several low pressure systems in Southern Califor-
nia, bringing periodic drizzle and leading to several days of
cloudcover and significantly diminished solar radiation (i.e.
6 to 12 June). Daytime RH rarely fell below 50 % during
regime I. Regime II exhibited the strongest summertime ma-
rine layer influence, with heavy cloudcover persisting until
late morning (10:00 to 12:00 LT) nearly every day before
making way for sunny, hazy afternoons with daytime RH be-
tween 25 and 40 %. Regime III observed the least marine
layer influence, with many mornings of clear skies and day-
time RH typically between 10 and 30 %. Despite differences
in meteorology, the diurnal wind patterns described above
were robust, with stagnant morning winds giving way to af-
ternoon sea breezes and pollutant transport from the W/SW.
Gas-phase data give a sense of the atmospheric chemical
environment during sampling. O3 exhibits a strong diurnal
pattern correlated with solar radiation and serves as a tracer
for photochemical activity. During periods of relatively dry
atmospheric conditions, the O3 concentration peak increases
in magnitude over subsequent days (see 17 to 19 July and 27
July to 2 August in regime III), suggesting that either pollu-
tants accumulate or photochemical activity increases during
periods of consistent, stable atmospheric conditions, result-
ing in photochemical episodes. CO and NOx display more
random behavior, exhibiting periodic peaks in concentration
indicative of plumes of fresher emissions.
Fig. 2. Average diurnal DMA number concentrations (cm−3) for regimes I, II, and III.
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Fig. 2. Average diurnal DMA number concentrations (cm−3) for
regimes I, II, and III.
3.2 Aerosol co position
OC and EC mass concentrations, in addition to OC:EC ra-
tios from representative days in each regime, are presented
in Table 3. OC is higher in afternoon periods when com-
pared with mornings in each regime (27, 18, and 4 % higher
in regimes I, II, and III, respectively), while EC is lower dur-
ing afternoons (7, 35, and 22 % lower in regimes I, II, and III,
respectively). Further, OC:EC ratios are significantly higher
during afternoon periods. These diurnal trends in OC are
expected, given the importance of photochemical SOA pro-
duction, and the percentage increase in OC mass between
morning and afternoon periods is similar to that observed by
the AMS (15, 17, and 10 % higher in regime I, II, and III,
respectively). Discrepancies may arise due to the different
size ranges measured by the AMS and filter sampling (upper
limits of measurement are 1.0 and 2.5 µm for the AMS and
filters, respectively), in addition to potential volitalization of
semivolatile organics relating to the thermo-optical OC/EC
analysis technique. The modest increase in OC between
morning and afternoon periods during the photochemically
intense regime III may indicate that significant OC existed
in the background aerosol during this period. The decrease
in EC observed between morning and afternoon periods sug-
gests that primary organics are a more significant portion of
the Los Angeles aerosol in the mornings, and the relatively
low concentrations of EC suggest that the dominant source
of organic aerosol in Los Angeles is secondary.
DMA data are presented in panel 8 of Fig. 1a–c. Diurnal
patterns are evident in both DMA volume and number in all
regimes. DMA volume tends to reach a maximum in the mid-
to-late morning (10:00, 11:00, 08:00 LT in regime I, II, and
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Table 3. OC/EC concentrations (µg m−3) for representative days from each regime.
OC EC OC:EC
Regime AM PM AM PM AM PM
I 3.88±0.32 4.92±1.18 0.43±0.02 0.40±0.27 9.1 12.4
II 4.24±0.46 5.01±1.62 0.80±0.31 0.52±0.40 5.3 9.6
III 6.16±1.40 6.41±1.44 0.83±0.47 0.65±0.22 7.4 9.9
III, respectively), when RH is still high and particles have
presumably undergone cloud processing. The early maxima
in regime III underscore the absence of significant marine
layer influence persisting into the late morning. On average,
DMA number concentration reaches a maximum between
14:00 and 15:00 LT during each regime, roughly 3 h after
transported pollution is expected to first arrive at the sam-
pling site (Fig. 2). This indicates that increases in fine parti-
cle mass at the PACO sampling site are not the result of trans-
port alone, but also affected by photochemical production in
transported, polluted air from source-rich areas. There was
no significant difference in wind patterns between regimes,
so the slightly earlier peak in DMA number in regime II
suggests that marine moisture and aqueous-phase processes
(most prevalent in regime II) may hasten secondary aerosol
production. Figure 2 indicates that appreciable concentra-
tions of fine particles (< 100 nm) are present in late nights
and early mornings (particularly in regimes II and III), possi-
bly comprised of fresh emissions, nighttime-generated NO−3 ,
or fine particle carryover residing in a shallow mixed layer.
With the exception of a high-volume filter sampler located
outdoors on the roof, instruments sampled from inlets con-
nected to a main sampling line drawing in ambient air at
a 16 l per minute (l min−1) laminar flow rate. Sample flow to
each instrument was supplemented with pumps to be isoki-
netic with flow in the main sampling line, and sample lines
were designed to draw from the center of flow through the
main line. Ambient air was dried by nafion driers upstream
of each instrument.
The third and fourth panels of Fig. 1a–c show time traces
of bulk AMS aerosol mass concentration and mass frac-
tion, respectively, while the sixth panel shows a time trace
of approximate O:C ratio, based on Aiken et al. (2008), as
well as WSOC concentration from the PILS-TOC (regime
III). Organics dominated the aerosol sampled during PACO,
and except for short episodes in regime I, the approximate
O:C ratio remained relatively constant during each regime
(0.44±0.08, 0.55±0.05, and 0.48±0.08 during regimes I,
II, and III, respectively). Organic aerosol in regime II ap-
pears to be more oxidized than I and III, suggesting that the
marine moisture and presumed aqueous processing may en-
hance the rate of organic oxidation in Los Angeles. From
bulk AMS time traces it is evident that organics increase in
both magnitude and mass fraction each afternoon, particu-
larly during the more photochemically active regimes II and
III. It is noteworthy that there are no distinct trends in approx-
imate O:C between mornings and afternoons (morning ap-
proximate O:C = 0.44±0.08, 0.54±0.08, and 0.49±0.07 for
regimes I, II, and III, respectively, while afternoon approxi-
mate O:C = 0.44±0.08, 0.53±0.06, 0.50±0.08 for regimes
I, II, and III, respectively). This suggests that there is lit-
tle change in overall oxidation state of Los Angeles aerosol,
even on timescales of weeks. It is unlikely that all organics
are uniformly oxidized at all times in Los Angeles, but rather
that there exists a continuum of OA oxidation, with more re-
duced and more oxidized ends of that continuum maintaining
a relatively constant ratio for extended periods of time.
Trends in aerosol mass fraction are presented in Fig. 4.
Organics dominate the Los Angeles submicron aerosol, con-
tributing 42, 43, and 55 % of aerosol mass in regimes I, II,
and III, respectively. Diurnal trends are evident in Fig. 4,
with organic mass fraction increasing significantly from
morning (07:00–11:00 LT) to midday (11:00–15:00 LT) to
afternoon (15:00–19:00 LT) in each regime. Sulfate is a sig-
nificant component in marine/moisture-influenced regimes I
and II, and is a more minor component in regime III, suggest-
ing that cloud processing and marine influence may be an im-
portant source of sulfate aerosol in Los Angeles. Nitrate con-
tributes equal mass fractions in each regime, with a minimum
in the afternoon and a maximum in the morning. Ammo-
nium contributes a remarkably constant mass fraction to the
aerosol, despite significantly less inorganic sulfate in regime
III, suggesting an ammonium surplus for aerosol sampled in
regime III. The significant peak in AMS masses during the
early morning of 5 July (regime II) corresponds to a total sub-
micron mass of over 200 µg m−3, and resulted from a myriad
of fireworks displays in the area surrounding the sampling
site. This plume has been removed from further analysis.
Diurnal trends in bulk composition are highlighted in the top
panel of Fig. 3. It is noteworthy that during the significantly
marine-layer-impacted regime II, bulk organic, sulfate, ni-
trate, and ammonium masses are all enhanced. This is fur-
ther evidence that aqueous processing associated with ma-
rine layer influence may be an important factor in generating
aerosol mass in Los Angeles. Typically, organics increase
in magnitude to a maximum near 14:00–15:00 LT in each
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/7417/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 7417–7443, 2011
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Fig. 3. Bulk AMS diurnal mass averages for regimes I, II, and III. Bottom panel shows size-resolved PToF
AMS data for a representative morning and afternoon period in each regime, where morning = 07:00–11:00 LT
and afternoon = 15:00–19:00 LT.
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Fig. 3. Bulk AMS diurnal mass averages for regimes I, II, and III. Bottom panel shows size-resolved PToF AMS data for a representative
morning and afternoon period in each regime, where morning = 07:00–11:00 LT and afternoon = 15:00–19:00 LT.


































































Organic Sulfate Nitrate Ammonium Chloride
Fig. 4. AMS bulk mass fractions for AM (07:00–11:00 LT), midday (11:00–15:00 LT), PM (15:00–19:00 LT),
and night (19:00–07:00 LT) for regimes I, II, and III.
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Fig. 4. AMS bulk mass fractions for AM (07:00–11:00 LT), mid-
day (11:00–15:00 LT), PM (15:00–19:00 LT), and night (19:00–
07:00 LT) for regimes I, II, and III.
regime, corresponding to a maximum in ozone, solar radi-
ation, and DMA number – evidence of photochemical SOA
production. Sulfate exhibits slight enhancements during peri-
ods of peak photochemical activity in all three regimes, but as
suggested by Kleeman et al. (1999), it appears to be predom-
inantly a background marine species. Nitrate mass is highest
in the nighttime and morning periods, likely resulting from
ozone-NOx production of HNO3 at night and HOx-NOx pro-
duction of HNO3 after rush hour in the mornings. As men-
tioned in Sect. 3.1, there were periods of high O3 observed
during PACO, and during several of these periods there also
appeared to be significantly elevated levels of aerosol nitrate
during nighttime sampling (e.g. 30 July to 3 August). Fur-
ther, morning peaks in aerosol nitrate varied significantly in
magnitude, suggesting that there may be significant varia-
tion in the amount of gas-phase HNO3 production from day
to day.
Ammonium mass generally follows the combined trends
of SO2−4 and NO
−
3 , but appears to be in excess in regime III.
Defining an ammonium ratio as:
(moles of NH+4 measured by AMS)
(moles of NH+4 required to neutralize SO2−4 and NO−3 )
, (1)
aerosol sampled in regimes I and II was found to be gen-
erally neutralized (average ammonium ratio = 0.96± 0.21
and 0.94± 0.17 for regimes I and II, respectively), while
aerosol from regime III was characterized by significant am-
monium excess (ammonium ratio = 1.28± 0.30). These
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 7417–7443, 2011 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/7417/2011/
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results suggest that aerosol phase NH4NO3 was ammonia-
limited during regimes I and II, but ammonia may have been
in excess during regime III. Investigating molar ratios of in-
organic species, it is apparent that the role of SO2−4 is signifi-
cantly diminished in regime III, corresponding to the absence
of marine layer influence. The ratio of NO−3 to NH
+
4 remains
relatively constant across regimes (0.32, 0.29, and 0.34 in
regimes I, II, and III, respectively), while the ratio of SO2−4
to NH+4 exhibits a marked decrease in regime III (0.42, 0.41,
and 0.24 in regimes I, II, and III, respectively). The AMS has
difficulty distinguishing whether NH,NH2, and NH+3 (m/z
15, 16, and 17, respectively) are contributed by inorganics or
organic amines. One explanation for these trends is that am-
monium may be chiefly inorganic during the moister, marine-
layer-influenced regimes I and II, serving primarily to neu-
tralize SO2−4 and NO
−
3 , while there may be an influence from
organic amines in the absence of marine layer influence dur-
ing regime III. While particulate amines have been observed
in the particle phase, it is unclear why they would appear
to be more prevalent in regime III, as amines are typically
associated with cooler, moister environments. Another ex-
planation is that the “excess” NH+4 may be associated with
organic anions. An enhancement in acidic organic species,
which would not be unexpected in a hot, dry, photochemi-
cally active regime, may lead to a corresponding enhance-
ment in neutralizing NH+4 . Since the AMS does not specif-
ically quantify organic anions, such an enhancement in both
organic acids and associated NH+4 would lead to an increased
ammonium ratio.
The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows size-resolved PToF-
AMS composition for a representative morning and after-
noon period in each regime, with 9 June, 19 June, and 19 July
representing regimes I, II, and III, respectively. Size-resolved
data indicate that aerosol in regime I is typically internally-
mixed, with the mode centered at ∼ 400–500 nm. Afternoon
PToF data from regime I indicate that photochemical organic
production typically results in organics condensing on exist-
ing accumulation mode aerosol. Regime II is characterized
by significantly higher aerosol mass and more complex size
distributions. While there is a significant internally-mixed
accumulation mode present and centered at ∼ 600–700 nm,
there is also significant aerosol mass at sizes smaller than
300 nm in both morning and afternoon sampling periods,
though the mass at smaller sizes does not comprise a dis-
tinct mode. Afternoon PToF data from regime II indicate that
a fine mode appears coincident with photochemistry, sug-
gesting that fine mode aerosol is predominately comprised
of secondary species. Nitrate, sulfate, and ammonium are
generally confined to accumulation mode aerosol in regime
II. Regime III PToF data reveal an aerosol that is dominated
by organics at all sizes and is distinctly bimodal. In ad-
dition to an internally mixed accumulation mode centered
at ∼ 500–600 nm, distributions from regime III also reveal
a significant fine mode centered at ∼ 100–200 nm. The ac-
cumulation mode tends to be comprised of sulfate, nitrate,
and ammonium (in addition to organics) in the morning pe-
riods, with less nitrate in afternoons. Afternoon PToF data
from regime III, like those from regime II, reveal fine-mode
aerosol growth resulting from production of secondary or-
ganic species. Numerous studies have shown that the crit-
ical species for new particle formation in the atmosphere
is H2SO4. The extent to which the observed fine mode
aerosol might have originated from the nucleation of gas-
phase species during PACO is unclear. However, given the
relatively large amount of pre-existing aerosol surface area,
as well as the relatively low concentration of SO2, the pre-
cursor to H2SO4, it is unlikely that new particle formation
by nucleation is an important process in Los Angeles. In-
stead, the growth of fine-mode organics is proposed to oc-
cur by condensation of SOA on existing ultrafine primary
aerosol. This tentative conclusion is contrasted with results
from Pittsburgh, in which Stanier et al. (2004) found new
particle formation to be an important process, strongly corre-
lated with SO2 concentrations. Whether condensing on nu-
cleated sulfate or existing ultrafine primary aerosol, growth
of fine mode particles in Los Angeles is predominantly due
to SOA.
Figure 5 shows the hourly average for WSOC mass (top
panel, representing WSOC organic mass) and % of AMS
organic accounted for by WSOC (bottom panel) for regime
III. A factor of 1.8 was used to convert water soluble car-
bon (WSOC) mass to water soluble organic mass (WSOM),
within the range of factors presented by Turpin and Lim
(2001), and matching the factor used by Docherty et al.
(2008) for aerosol in the Los Angeles Basin. Averaged
hourly data reveal a trend in WSOM, increasing from a min-
imum in the late evening and early morning to a maximum
at 15:00 LT, corresponding to maxima in O3 concentration,
solar radiation, AMS organic, and DMA number concentra-
tion. This suggests that photochemical production of SOA in
air transported from source-rich areas is a significant source
of WSOM in the Los Angeles Basin. While there is a diur-
nal trend in WSOM, the fraction of AMS organic accounted
for by WSOM is relatively constant at 0.44± 0.16 during
regime III, with a slight enhancement between 15:00 and
19:00 LT. This suggests that while significant WSOM is pho-
tochemically generated during the course of a day, water sol-
uble organics comprise a relatively constant percentage of
organic aerosol in Los Angeles. WSOC has been found to
correlate well with oxidation state of organic aerosol (e.g.,
Kondo et al., 2007). Given the relatively constant approxi-
mate O:C ratio observed in regime III and steady afternoon
influx of polluted air on the order of 1–2 h old, the constant
WSOM:AMS organic ratio is not unexpected.
3.3 PMF results
AMS data from PACO were combined into a single continu-
ous dataset for analysis by the PMF method. PMF produced
several non-unique solutions that were compared with known
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/7417/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 7417–7443, 2011
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Fig. 5. WSOC magnitude (squares) and % of AMS organic (circles). Black markers represent the average over
regime III.
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Fig. 5. WSOC magnitude (squares) and % of AMS organic (cir-
cles). Black markers represent the average over regime III.
mass spectra and external time traces in order to choose fi-
nal solutions. Figure 6 presents a summary of PMF factors,
while panel 6 of Fig. 1a–c represents time traces for PMF fac-
tors for regimes I, II, and III, respectively. Details of the PMF
method and solution selection are presented in Appendix A.
Three factors were resolved from the PMF method,
and comparisons with previously published spectra indicate
that they correspond to a hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol
(HOA) and semivolatile- and low-volatility-oxygenated or-
ganic aerosol (SV-OOA and LV-OOA, respectively). PMF
analysis was also performed on each regime separately, to
determine the sensitivity of solutions to the assumption that
OA is comprised of factors with constant mass spectra. In
each case (HOA, SV-OOA, and LV-OOA), the factors re-
solved in the bulk analysis displayed a high degree of cor-
relation (Pearson’s R generally on the order of 0.94–0.99 for
LV-OOA, SV-OOA, and HOA) with those resolved in analy-
sis of individual regimes. The HOA factor is closely corre-
lated with previously published spectra from periods domi-
nated by reduced, primary organics (Zhang et al., 2005; Lanz
et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009), and has significant signal
at m/z 41 and 57. The LV-OOA factor is closely correlated
with previously-published OOA-1 factors and OOA-like
factors observed in highly oxidizing environments (Zhang
et al., 2005; Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Alfarra
et al., 2004). The SV-OOA factor is also correlated with
previously-published OOA factors, but has a higher degree
of correlation with previously-published factors expected to
represent less-aged, less-oxidized, semivolatile oxygenated
organic aerosol, or SV-OOA (Zhang et al., 2005; Lanz et al.,
2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Bahreini et al., 2005; Alfarra et al.,
2004). The LV-OOA factor has a larger ratio of m/z 44 to m/z
43, an indication of a more aged, oxidized organic compo-
nent (Ng et al., 2010). The SV-OOA factor, on the other
hand, has a smaller m/z 44 to m/z 43 ratio. PACO PMF fac-
tors correlated closely with “standard” HOA, SV-OOA, and
LV-OOA factors reported by Ng et al. (2011), based on an
average of results from 15 sites.
As seen in Fig. 1a–c, the HOA factor has the character
of a periodic plume source, with low background concentra-
tions punctuated by sudden, significant increases in concen-
tration that remain high for several hours at a time. These
increases in HOA concentration occurred primarily during
regime I and are typically correlated with or just following
peaks in CO concentration (panel 3 in Fig. 1a–c), though the
low time- and concentration-resolution of CO measurements
made statistical analysis difficult. HOA is typically associ-
ated with primary organic aerosol (POA) (e.g., Ulbrich et al.,
2009; Ng et al., 2010), and the only significant local source
of POA is expected to be the 210 freeway, 1.5 km north of the
sampling site. There appears to be a trend of HOA plumes
coinciding with or immediately following periods of light
winds out of the N, which suggests that the HOA-like fac-
tor may represent primary freeway emissions. It is unclear
why this HOA factor does not appear during every period
of light winds out of the N. Low correlation between the
HOA factor and ozone (Pr= 0.39) suggests that HOA pro-
duction is not a photochemical process, and low correlations
with inorganic AMS traces (Pr= 0.18, 0.15, 0.21, and 0.02
for sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and chloride, respectively)
suggest that HOA production is independent of formation of
inorganic aerosol, and that HOA may comprise an externally
mixed mode, separate from the accumulation mode aerosol
that is typically comprised of inorganic constituents.
The more dominant LV-OOA factor is most significantly
correlated with inorganic AMS traces (Pr= 0.75, 0.46, 0.65,
and 0.46 for sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and chloride, re-
spectively). As discussed in Sect. 3.2, inorganics are most
prevalent in accumulation mode aerosol (rather than fine
mode), and their loadings appear to be associated with signif-
icant marine layer influence in the Los Angeles Basin (e.g.,
regimes I and II). The high degree of correlation between LV-
OOA and inorganic constituents suggests that the LV-OOA
factor represents an organic component that typically resides
in accumulation mode aerosol and may be associated with
marine layer/cloud processing influence. The correlation be-
tween LV-OOA and ozone is relatively low (Pr= 0.39), in-
dicative of an aged background organic species, as opposed
to a rapidly-produced photochemical product that exhibits
a distinct diurnal trend. Examining time traces for LV-OOA
in Fig. 1a–c reveals that the LV-OOA factor exhibits rela-
tively high background levels in the mornings and at night,
while periodically showing moderate increases in magni-
tude during midday periods of photochemistry. These pe-
riodic photochemical trends in LV-OOA correspond to pe-
riods of intense photochemistry (e.g., 18–19 July), charac-
terized by midday ozone concentrations near 80–100 ppb.
This suggests that while LV-OOA appears to be the ma-
jor constituent of the aged background aerosol discussed in
Sect. 3.2, it can be photochemically produced on relatively
short timescales during periods of intense photochemical ac-
tivity. Its strong correlation with SO2−4 , consistent presence
during humid overnight and morning hours, coincidence
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 7417–7443, 2011 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/7417/2011/
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Fig. 6. Mass spectra for the three factors identified in PMF analysis (HOA, SV-OOA, and LV-OOA; left) and
Pearson’s R correlations of those solution mass spectra with previously reported mass spectra (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6:
Zhang et al., 2005; Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Bahreini et al., 2005; Alfarra et al., 2004; Ng et al.,
2011, respectively).
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Fig. 6. Mass spectra for the three factors identified in PMF analysis (HOA, SV-OOA, and LV-OOA; left) and Pearson’s R correlations of
those solution mass spectra with previously reported mass spectra (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6: Zhang et al., 2005; Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009;
Bahreini et l., 2005; Alfarra e al., 2004; Ng et a ., 2011, re pectively).
with accumulation mod aerosol, and greater prevalence in
moisture-impacted regimes I and II suggest that there may
be significant aqueous processing sources for LV-OOA in
Los Angeles.
Figure 1a–c show a regular diurnal trend in SV-OOA, with
overnight minima increasing to maximum concentrations
daily at approximately 14:00–15:00 LT, correlating with
maxima in solar radiation, AMS organic, and DMA num-
ber concentration. The SV-OOA factor exhibits a reasonable
degree of correlation with ozone (Pr= 0.53), suggesting that
semivolatile organics are products of short-timescale photo-
chemical oxidation of VOCs. Correlations with inorganic
traces are lower than those for LV-OOA (Pr= 0.42, 0.31,
0.45, and 0.19 for sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and chlo-
ride, respectively). As discussed in Sect. 3.2, aerosol size
distributions exhibit significant enhancements in fine mode
aerosol in afternoon periods, with the fine mode comprised
almost entirely of organics (particularly in regimes II and
III). Further, SV-OOA correlates strongly with DMA num-
ber concentration (Pr= 0.62, vs. 0.00 and 0.33 for HOA and
LV-OOA, respectively). The regular, significant enhance-
ments in SV-OOA during peak photochemical periods, high
correlation with DMA number concentration combined with
lower correlations with inorganics (which typically comprise
accumulation mode aerosol), and the regular appearance of
fine organic modes during afternoons suggests that the SV-
OOA factor is comprised of early-generation photochemical
products that are chiefly responsible for the growth of fine-
mode aerosol in the afternoons. Based on wind patterns dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.1, SV-OOA is proposed to consist of sec-
ondary organic products on the order of 1–2 h old, based on
the transport time from source-rich areas near downtown to
the sampling site.
Traditional PMF analysis correlates LV-OOA with sulfate,
since SO2−4 is essentially nonvolatile, and SV-OOA with ni-
trate since NO−3 is more volatile. These correlations are not
necessarily based on mechanistic chemistry, but rather a sim-
ilarity in volatilities. So there is no reason, on a fundamen-
tal chemical basis, that NO−3 should correlate better with
SV-OOA than with LV-OOA. That is, the routes by which
semivolatile organics and NO−3 reach the particle phase are
distinctly different chemically. In the Los Angeles aerosol,
these distinct pathways result in a relatively poor correlation
between SV-OOA and NO−3 . A better correlation between in-
organics and LV-OOA suggests that the pathways by which
they reach the aerosol phase are more similar than for SV-
OOA in transported Los Angeles Aerosol.
Ng et al. (2011) applied a simple method for making real-
time estimates of OA components, based on an empirical
scaling factor that relates HOA and OOA (further segregated
as SV-OOA and LV-OOA) to signal at fragments m/z 57
and m/z 44. HOA is estimated by b× (C57 − 0.1×C44),
where b for PACO was found to be 14.0, compared with
13.4 (range= 8.5−19.2) for Ng et al. (2011). PACO OOA
(combined SV-OOA and LV-OOA) is estimated by c×C44,
where c was found to be 8.1 for PACO, compared with 6.6
(range = 2.9− 9.0) by Ng et al. (2011). The PACO SV-
OOA and LV-OOA factors are estimated by 3.3×C44 and
4.8×C44, respectively.
Figure 7 shows the mass fraction of organic accounted for
by each organic component during each regime. OA in Los
Angeles is overwhelmingly oxidized in nature, with LV- and
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/7417/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 7417–7443, 2011
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SV-OOA combined contributing 77, 92, and 86 % of OA dur-
ing regimes I, II, and III, respectively. HOA contributed the
largest fraction to OA during regime I, in large part due to
episodically high HOA concentrations during May and early
June. HOA is a minor factor during regimes II and III. SV-
OOA is a major constituent of OA during periods of photo-
chemistry, with the hot, dry, photochemically intense regime
III seeing the most significant contribution of SV-OOA to
OA. LV-OOA dominates in regimes I and II, which were both
periods of significant marine/moisture influence and cloud
processing.
3.4 Filter analysis
PMF factors are mathematical solutions that return constant
mass spectra that are combined linearly to describe variabil-
ity in AMS data, and it is important to compare PMF re-
sults to physical, independent characterizations of OA. For
PACO, UPLC-ESI-(+ and −)-MS analysis of high-volume
filter samples was performed on 9 selected filters represent-
ing periods of high HOA, SV-OOA, and LV-OOA concen-
trations, in order to distinguish chemical profiles associated
with the PMF factors. Periods distinguished as “high SV-
and LV-OOA” were chosen such that those species were the
single, dominant component of OA. PACO filter sampling
did not include any periods in which HOA was the isolated,
dominant species, as periods distinguished as “high HOA”
were also impacted by high background levels of LV-OOA.
Functional groups of interest in UPLC-ESI-(+)-TOF-MS
analysis were basic nitrogen groups (i.e. amines, imines) as
well as oxygen-containing moieties (i.e. carbonyls, alcohols,
ethers). The complexity of the samples made complete spe-
ciation by this technique difficult, but it was possible to iden-
tify the majority of the base peaks. Non-oxygenated nitroge-
nous compounds likely to be amines were detected in signif-
icant concentrations and with some variety of carbon chain-
length (C8–C16) in the high HOA + LV-OOA periods, as well
as during morning periods in which background LV-OOA
dominated the organic fraction. This suggests that amines
may be an important class of organic compounds in aged,
background Los Angeles aerosol. The most prominent class
of compounds in all filters was oxygenated organic species,
with increased variety of oxygenated species during periods
of significant photochemical organic production.
UPLC-ESI-(−)-TOF-MS offered better mass spectral res-
olution and more complete identification of base peaks than
(+)-mode, allowing for more complete chemical profiles. Ph-
thalic acid is ubiquitous in appreciable quantities in the ex-
tractable fraction of Los Angeles OA. Phthalic acid has been
identified as a significant product of poly-aromatic hydrocar-
bon (PAH) photochemistry (Kautzman et al., 2010), so this
result suggests that PAHs may be a significant class of pre-
cursor VOCs to OA in Los Angeles. The high HOA + LV-
OOA samples were characterized by appreciable quantities


















Fig. 7. Mass fraction of total organic accounted for by each PMF factor during regimes I, II, and III.
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Fig. 7. Mass fraction of total organic accounted for by each PMF
factor during regimes I, II, and III.
extractable, identifiable fraction), which is unique to periods
in which both HOA and LV-OOA were high in magnitude.
Carboxylic acids were significant during both SV- and LV-
OOA periods (> 15 % of extractable, identifiable fraction),
though the carboxylic acids identified during SV-OOA peri-
ods tended to be longer-chain (C7-C10, as opposed to C4-C9
for LV-OOA periods). Additionally, aerosol in LV-OOA peri-
ods tended to have a more complex chemical profile, with no
single class of compounds dominating the extractable frac-
tion identified by UPLC. This suggests that while the SV-
and LV-OOA periods contain many of the same chemical
compounds, LV-OOA tends to be characterized by smaller
organic acids (higher O:C ratio), as well as a more com-
plex profile of organonitrates, organosulfates, and oxidized
acids. As explained in Ulbrich et al. (2009), aerosol par-
titioning with a bilinear PMF model is inherently limited
in fitting a dynamic organic component. With a dataset
as large as that represented by PACO, it is not unexpected
that the organic component undergoes numerous and signif-
icant changes over the course of a single regime. Thus, two
unique, constant mass spectra used to describe variability
in a bilinear model may be more accurately viewed as two
points on a continuum of volatility, rather than two distinct
components of differing volatility. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by the commonality of compound classes identified by
UPLC analysis for SV- and LV-OOA periods. The continuum
of oxygenation is further illustrated in Fig. 8, a plot of m/z 44
(CO+2 ) vs. m/z 43 (mostly C2H3O+) proposed by Ng et al.
(2010) as a mass spectral diagnostic for the age of organic
aerosol. It is hypothesized that LV-OOA components tend to
have a higher ratio of m/z 44 to m/z 43 and represent a lower-
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 7417–7443, 2011 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/7417/2011/
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Fig. 8. f44 vs. f43 for PACO, with color scale corresponding to date. Square markers represent values for
HOA, SV-OOA, and LV-OOA factors identified in PACO.
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Fig. 8. f44 vs. f43 for PACO, with color scale corresponding to
date. Square markers represent values for HOA, SV-OOA, and LV-
OOA factors identified in PACO.
volatility, more-aged organic component with a higher de-
gree of oxidation. Results from PACO indicate that the or-
ganic component of Los Angeles aerosol produces a contin-
uum of f44 values during each regime and that the most aged
organic fraction may actually be characterized by a predomi-
nance of longer-chain, oxidized monoacids, complex amines,
and nitrate- and sulfate- containing organics. It is concluded
that for the Los Angeles aerosol, a bilinear PMF model, with
mass spectra assumed to be constant over an entire regime,
is helpful in qualitatively assessing the degree of aging of the
organic component, but represents a broad simplification of
a dynamic organic fraction of aerosol.
3.5 Hygroscopicity
The intensity of scattered light is a strong function of particle
diameter (Dp), and since aerosol water uptake largely deter-
mines particle size, it is a major variable determining the in-
teraction of particles with radiation. Urban aerosol tends to
be dominated by organic material, which is often hydropho-
bic, leading to overall growth factors (GFs, Dp,wet/Dp,dry)
that are smaller than those for pure inorganic aerosol. At RH
above the deliquescence RH of common inorganic aerosol
constituents, the comparatively low hygroscopicity of organ-
ics tends to result in an inverse correlation between organic
mass fraction and overall aerosol hygroscopicity (Shinozuka
et al., 2009; Quinn et al., 2005; Hersey et al., 2009).
Because urban aerosol is, in part, an external mixture of or-
ganic and inorganic components, hygroscopic behavior is of-
ten complex, with several GF modes observed (e.g., Cocker
et al., 2001; Massling et al., 2005, 2009; Swietlicki et al.,
2008; Meier et al., 2009; Tiitta et al., 2010; Rose et al., 2010).
The optical sizing method utilized by the DASH-SP provides
rapid measurements on timescales suitable for aircraft stud-
ies, but does not allow resolution of more than two modes
(a nonhygroscopic and hygroscopic mode). During PACO,
two modes were typically distinguishable: a nonhygroscopic
mode (1<GF< 1.15 at 92 % RH) identified during morning
sampling (≤ 30 % of aerosol), decreasing to very minor sig-
nificance in the afternoon, in addition to a dominant hygro-
scopic mode that will be the focus of the rest of this section.
This suggests that aerosol sampled in the morning included
an appreciable fraction of nonhygroscopic particles, with af-
ternoon photochemistry and SOA production resulting in an
aerosol of more uniform, unimodal hygroscopicity. Since it
was not possible to resolve multiple growth modes, GF data
represent the overall subsaturated water uptake behavior for
hygroscopic particles.
The DASH-SP measured GF at dry particle sizes of 150,
175, 200, and 225 nm. There was no statistically significant
difference between GF at these dry sizes, and so data were
averaged to give GFs representative for particles between 150
and 225 nm dry diameter. Particles sampled during morn-
ing periods (07:00–11:00 LT) were significantly more hygro-
scopic at 74 and 92 % than those sampled during afternoon
periods (15:00–19:00 LT); morning GF averaged 1.14±0.13,
1.37±0.10, and 1.97±0.45 at 74, 85, and 92 % RH, respec-
tively, while afternoon GF averaged 1.06±0.04, 1.37±0.07,
and 1.74±0.20 at 74, 85, and 92 % RH, respectively. Sup-
pressed GF at 74 and 92 % during afternoon sampling but
constant GF at 85 % suggests that the hygroscopic growth
curve (GF vs. RH) for morning-sampled aerosol is one with
a higher GF at lower RHs, combined with a steep ascending
section at RH > 85 %, suggestive of a predominantly inor-
ganic aerosol with a small hygroscopic organic component
and little nonhygroscopic aerosol.
These GF values are significantly higher than those mea-
sured during the 1987 SCAQS study in the eastern Los An-
geles Basin (1.23±0.08 for 200 nm particles at 90±3 % RH;
Zhang and McMurray, 1993), and are more consistent with
the most hygroscopic mode measured in Pasadena in 1999
(1.6 at 89 % RH; Cocker et al., 2001).
Figure 9 shows GF at 74, 85, and 92 % plotted against or-
ganic mass fraction (OMF), with markers colored by sam-
pling date and time. PACO data show a clear trend of
suppressed GF with increasing organic mass fraction (Pr=
−0.56, −0.78, −0.71 for 74, 85, and 92 %, respectively).
The lowest GFs and highest values of organic mass fraction
occur late in PACO, during the dry and photochemically in-
tense regime III characterized by significant photochemical
production of SV-OOA.
An increasingly popular representation of aerosol hygro-
scopicity is the κ parameter, developed by Petters and Krei-
denweis (2007). As outlined in Shinozuka et al. (2009), one
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Fig. 9. GF at 74, 85, and 92% RH plotted against organic mass fraction, with color scale corresponding to date.
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Fig. 9. GF at 74, 85, and 92 % RH plotted against organic mass
fraction, with color scale corresponding to date.











for κ , where S is the saturation ratio over an aqueous droplet
(0.74, 0.85, or 0.92), D and Dd are the humidified and dry
diameters, respectively, σ is the surface tension at the inter-
face of air and pure water (0.072 J m−2), Mw is the molecu-
lar weight of water (18 g mol−1), R is the gas constant (8.3
J mol−1K−1), T is the temperature (298 K), and ρw is the
density of water (1 g cm−3). Because the effect of organ-
ics on surface tension is not explicitly accounted for in this
model, the κ here may be regarded an “effective hygroscop-
icity parameter”, which includes both solute-induced water
activity changes and surface tension effects (Petters and Krei-
denweis, 2007; Rose et al., 2010).
Using the calculated κ values, one may estimate critical
dry diameter (Dd), or the diameter above which aerosol par-
ticles activate as cloud consenation nuclei (CCN) at a given










Following Shinozuka et al. (2009) and assuming a supersat-
uration (Sc) of 0.2 %, the relationship between κ and Dd be-
comes:
Dd = κ(−1/3) ·70 nm (5)
Values of κ and critical dry diameter at 0.2 % supersaturation
were calculated based on GFs at 85 % RH and dry particle
diameter of 200 nm. Uncertainties are estimated to be 25 %,
based on sizing uncertainties in the DASH-SP and RH vari-
ation in the instrument (Sorooshian et al., 2008). Figure 10
shows κ (left axis) and critical dry diameter (right axis; Dd)
plotted against organic mass fraction (OMF), colored by time
and date. Kappa values range from 0.15 to 0.51, with an av-
erage of 0.31±0.08, while critical diameters ranged from 87
to 131 nm, with an average of 105±10 nm. As with GF data,
there is a clear trend of decreasing κ and increasing criti-
cal dry diameter with increasing organic mass fraction, with
the lowest hygroscopicity and CCN activity occurring dur-
ing regime III. Earlier periods characterized by more marine
influence and higher RH exhibited more hygroscopic behav-
ior. At low values of organic mass fraction, κ approaches
that of nitrate and sulfate salts (0.53–0.67), while approach-
ing 0.1 at high organic fracion. Cubison et al. (2008) found
that CCN concentrations in eastern Los Angeles were best
modeled by treating organics (including the oxidized frac-
tion) as nonhygroscopic. GF- and CCN- derived κ values
for hygroscopic organics range from 0.01 to 0.5 (Petters and
Kreidenweis, 2007), with only the most hygroscopic organ-
ics (i.e. malonic acid) approaching the high end of that range.
Results from PACO suggest that organics are moderately hy-
groscopic, with κ values on the lower end of the range cited
by Petters and Kreidenweis (2007).
Shinozuka et al. (2009) presented paramaterizations for
calculating as a function of organic mass fraction for 100 nm
Dp, dry aerosol in Central Mexico and the North American
West Coast (κ = 0.34–0.20 ·OMF and κ = 0.47–0.43 ·OMF,
respectively), and these parameterizations are shown in
Fig. 10. Overall, aerosol sampled during PACO are more hy-
groscopic at a given OMF than those presented in Shinozuka
et al. (2009), and are parameterized as κ = 0.50−0.29·OMF.
This suggests that the organic fraction measured by Shi-
nozuka et al. (2009) inhibits hygroscopicity significantly
more than in Los Angeles. It is possible that the organics
measured in Central Mexico and off the N. American West
Coast exhibit more surface-active behavior, inhibiting hygro-
scopic activity, or that those organics are predominantly non-
hygroscopic. In order to further investigate the hygroscop-
icity of organics, κ calculations were combined with AMS
data giving mass fractions of individual aerosol species in
order to estimate a κ value for organics, κorg. If the overall
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 N. American West Coast
 Central Mexico
         (Shinozuka et al., 2009)
 
Fig. 10. κ and critical dry diameter plotted against mass fraction organic, with color scale corresponding to
date; lines represent empirical parameterizations from PACO, Central Mexico, and N. American West Coast.
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Fig. 10. κ and critical dry diameter plotted against mass fraction or-
ganic, with color scale corresponding to date; lines represent empir-
ical parameterizations from PACO, Central Mexico, and N. Ameri-
can West Coast.
where n is the number of chemical constituents, i, with mole
fraction χi and hygroscopicity parameter κi , then the organic








where ninorg is the number of inorganic constituents, i, with
hygroscopicity parameter κi and mole fraction χi , and χorg
is the mole fraction of organics in the aerosol. Previous
publications have assumed κorg of 0.1 for “hygroscopic” or-
ganics, and 0 for “nonhygroscopic” organics (Dusek et al.,
2010; Wang et al., 2010; Wex et al. , 2010). Assuming κi
for inorganics to be 0.6 and κi for sea salt to be 1.3 (Wex et
al. , 2010), Eq. (7) gives κorg of 0.16 for urban background
aerosol transported to the PACO sampling site. Assuming
κi for inorganics to be 0.7 (Dusek et al., 2010) gives κorg of
0.12. Taking a median κorg of 0.14, it is clear that the or-
ganics measured during PACO are significantly more hygro-
scopic than those previously measured in urban areas. This
is not unexpected, given the consistently high O:C ratios of
organics and the dominance of SV-OOA and LV-OOA dur-
ing all three regimes of PACO. Further, the PACO sampling
site is relatively free from the influence of local sources of
primary aerosol, which would have the effect of reducing
κorg. Given that organics dominate aerosol in most urban
areas, it is potentially significant to find that organics in an
important urban center such as Los Angeles would have a
value of κorg appreciably higher than previously calculated
for urban aerosol.
4 Conclusions
A major ambient sampling experiment was conducted at
a site in Pasadena, CA positioned to sample a constant after-
noon influx of transported Los Angeles pollution with a pho-
tochemical age of roughly 1–2 h and generally free from the
influence of local point sources. Sampling spanned 4 months
during the summer of 2009, and was characterized by three
distinct meteorological regimes: a “springtime” period char-
acterized by clean conditions coincident with low pressure
systems (regime I), a typical early-summer period character-
ized by significant morning marine layer followed by warm,
photochemically active afternoons (regime II), and a late-
summer period characterized by little marine layer influence,
hot and dry conditions, and elevated photochemical activity
(regime III).
Chemical analysis of aerosol revealed that OC dominates
particulate carbon in Los Angeles (OC:EC average of 8.04),
and is enhanced relative to EC by an average of 47 % in
the afternoon, suggesting significant SOA production. High
RH during marine-layer-influenced morning sampling peri-
ods resulted in aqueous processing of aerosol particles and
high aerosol volume, while drier afternoon periods saw in-
creased aerosol number and volume due to SOA production.
Maxima in aerosol volume occured in the mid-late morn-
ing, reflecting a balance between RH-induced hygroscopic
growth and SOA production. Maxima in aerosol number
tended to occur near 14:00–15:00 LT, indicating that daytime
photochemistry tended to generate a fine aerosol mode.
Organics are the most significant constituent of trans-
ported Los Angeles aerosol, contributing an average of 42,
43, and 55 % of total submicron mass in regimes I, II, and
III, respectively. Interestingly, there was no significant dif-
ference between morning and afternoon O:C ratios, suggest-
ing that the constant influx of 1–2 h old aerosol results in an
overall organic oxidation state at the sampling site varying
little despite significant SOA production. Regime II, char-
acterized by significant morning marine layer influence fol-
lowed by photochemically active afternoons, displayed sig-
nificantly higher aerosol mass and 15–25 % higher average
O:C ratio, suggesting that aqueous processes may be impor-
tant in the generation of secondary aerosol and OOA in Los
Angeles. Afternoons during regime II and III are character-
ized by the appearance of a fine organic mode, suggesting
that SOA contributes significantly to growth of fine particles.
It is unclear whether these fine particles are the result of sul-
fate nucleation and subsequent SOA growth or SOA conden-
sation on existing primary aerosol.
Water soluble organic mass (WSOM) reaches maxima
near 14:00–15:00 LT, coincident with markers for photo-
chemistry and suggesting significant SOA contribution to
WSOM. Sulfate is predominantly an accumulation mode
constituent, and its magnitude appears to depend on the de-
gree of marine influence. Nitrate is similarly a predominantly
accumulation mode species, reaching maxima after morning
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rush hour periods. Nighttime nitrate production is observed
during periods in which maximum ozone levels indicated
significant photochemical events. An ammonium ratio, de-
fined as the moles of ammonium measured divided by the
moles of ammonium required to neutralize sulfate and ni-
trate as (NH4)2SO4 and NH4NO3, respectively, revealed
that ammonia limits particulate (NH4)2SO4 and NH4NO3
in regimes I and II. An ammonium ratio of 1.28± 0.30 in
regime III suggests that ammonium was in excess and that
organic amines may have been an important constituent of
submicron aerosol during this hot, dry, photochemically in-
tense sampling period with reduced marine sulfate influence.
PMF analysis of C-ToF-AMS data resolved three factors,
corresponding to HOA, SV-OOA, and LV-OOA, and corre-
lating well with the “standard” factors presented in Ng et al.
(2011). The HOA factor appears to be a periodic plume
source, generally appearing during or shortly after peaks in
CO concentration. SV-OOA displays a strong diurnal pat-
tern, correlating strongly with ozone and the appearance of
a fine mode (< 100 nm) in the aerosol size distribution, sug-
gesting that these SOA products are generated on timescales
of 1–2 h and tend to comprise a fine aerosol mode. LV-OOA
is correlated with inorganic nitrate and sulfate and appears
to be an aged carryover organic component that resides in
accumulation mode aerosol, but may be generated on short
timescales (1–2 h) under extremely oxidizing conditions. Its
prevalence during humid overnight and morning hours and
enhanced importance in moisture-influenced regimes I and II
suggest that there may be significant aqueous-phase sources
for LV-OOA. Overall the organic fraction of Los Angeles
aerosol is overwhelmingly oxidized, with LV- and SV-OOA
contributing 77, 92, and 86 % of OA in regimes I, II, and III,
respectively.
Filter analysis by both (+) and (−) mode UPLC-ESI-
TOF-MS reveals a complex mixture of organic compounds
dominated by oxygenated species. Long (C8-C16), non-
oxygenated nitrogenous compounds likely to be amines are
detected during periods impacted by high concentrations of
background LV-OOA, suggesting that amines may be an im-
portant constituent of aged organic aerosol in Los Angeles.
Phthalic acid represents a ubiquitous, appreciable fraction
of extractable OA, suggesting that PAH photochemistry may
be an important pathway for SOA production in Los Ange-
les. Organo-nitro-sulfate species are observed during periods
when aerosol appears to be a mixture of aged background
species and freshly emitted particles. Carboxylic acids ap-
pear to be major contributers to both SV- and LV-OOA, with
LV-OOA tending to be associated with shorter (C4-C9) car-
boxylic acids and thereby higher O:C ratio.
The organic fraction of transported Los Angeles aerosol
is dynamic and undergoes numerous and significant changes
on timescales of days to weeks, despite exhibiting consis-
tency in the overall degree of oxidation. Many compounds
are common to periods identified as distinct by PMF anal-
ysis, and PACO data suggest that Los Angeles OA is best
described as a complex, dynamic mixture of compounds that
represent a continuum of oxidation. Thus, a bilinear PMF
model that assumes constant mass spectra representative of
classes of OA is a useful tool in qualitatively assessing the
degree of OA aging and oxidation, but is a dramatic simplifi-
cation of a complex organic fraction.
Finally, aerosol water uptake characteristics measured by
the DASH-SP indicate that a bimodal distribution becomes
more unimodal during periods of photochemical SOA pro-
duction. The degree of hygroscopicity of the main hygro-
scopic mode is highly anti-correlated with organic mass frac-
tion, as indicated by decreasing GF and κ , as well as increas-
ing critical diameter with increased organic fraction. Val-
ues for κ averaged 0.31±0.08, approaching 0.5 at low OMF
and 0.1 at high OMF. It appears that organics in Los Ange-
les inhibit hygroscopicity less than those measured in Cen-
tral Mexico and off the N. American West Coast, potentially
owing to less surface-active behavior or an organic fraction
comprised of more water soluble species.
PACO represents the first major aerosol characterization in
the Western Los Angeles Basin, and comparison with SOAR
will help identify spatial variation in Los Angeles aerosol and
determine the nature of aerosol evolution as it is transported
from source-rich (western) to downwind (eastern) parts of
Los Angeles. Further, its timing will serve to contextual-
ize and compare forthcoming results from the CalNex field




PMF was initiated using 50 seed values, and then again using
a range of fpeak values from −1 to 1 varying by 0.1. Fig-
ures A1 and A2 show the Q/Qexpected values for the differ-
ent solutions. The PMF results were sorted by regime, num-
ber of factors, and seed (only where it caused the solution
to vary) and compared to previously published mass spectra
in the AMS online Spectral Database explained in Ulbrich
et al. (2009). Table A1 shows Pearson’s r values compar-
ing the PMF mass spectral profile solutions to existing mass
spectra. Table A2 shows Pearson’s r values comparing the
PMF time series solutions to gas phase tracers, AMS inor-
ganic tracers, PILS tracers, and WSOC. Figure A3 shows
total residuals of all masses over time for solutions with dif-
ferent factor numbers. Figure A4 shows the scaled residuals
at each mass for the presented 3 factor solution. The 2 and
4 factor solution profiles and time series contributions are
shown in Figs. A5a, b.
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Fig. A1. Q/Qexp values for varying number of factors (p values). The circled marker is the presented solution.
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Fig. A1. Q/Qexp values for varying number of factors (p values).
The circled marker is the presented solution.
The difference in the total residuals was noticeable be-
tween the 1 and 2 factor solution and the 2 and 3 factor so-
lution, but negligible between the 3 and 4 factor solution. In
the 2 factor solution there is evidence of an HOA-like fac-
tor and OOA-like factor from the mass spectral comparison,
but the when compared to the 3 factor solution, the time se-
ries correlations with AMS inorganic and certain gas phase
tracers is improved. In the 3 factor case, 3 solutions were
explored, and were representative of the 50 possible solu-
tions from the PMF results. Regarding the mass spectral pro-
file, the seed¯ 6 solution was chosen since it has very strong
correlations with the real mass spectra, and each of the pro-
files are least similar to one another (see the right hand side
of Table A2) when compared to the two other 3 factor so-
lutions. When considering the time series comparison, the
seed= 6 LV-OOA like factor (factor 1) has the highest cor-
relation with the AMS inorganic species. The p-ToF data
suggests the organic profile of LV-OOA has similar particle
size distributions to the AMS inorganic species (this was in-
vestigated in areas of known LV-OOA like factor and low
SV-OOA like factor, since PMF was not performed on pToF
data). When the afternoon sun reaches a maximum, there is
another, smaller mode that is believed to be SV-OOA, with-
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fpeak value
Fig. A2. Q/Qexp for varying fpeak values for p= 3. The circled marker is the presented solution.
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Fig. A2. Q/Qexp for varying fpeak values for p= 3. The circled
marker is the presented solution.
factor correlates best with ozone when compared
to the two other solutions. The tracers for
HOA were limited in this study since the resolution
for the CO and NOx were poor and the r values are very
low. However, when comparing the seed= 6 and seed= 1
solutions, the correlations of the HOA-like factor to CO and
NOx are slightly larger. Additionally, the HOA-like factor
was compared to m/z 57, which is higher for the seed= 6
solutions. The HOA correlations for the seed= 4 solutions
are slightly higher than in the seed = 1 and seed = 6 so-
lutions, but this solution is not as strong mass spectrally,
and when comparing the tracers for the two other factors.
The four factor situation provided two different solutions,
representative of the 50 seeds. In addition to the residuals
not changing dramatically, in the mass spectral comparison,
for both solutions, two of the factors have very similar r
values (factor 1 and 4 for seed 1 and factor 2 and 4 for seed
4). Also, the time series correlations are worse in the four
factor solutions, when compared the the presented 3 factor
solution.
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1 1 0.96 0.68 0.68 0.51 0.97 0.85 0.97 0.99 0.77 0.44 0.95 0.58 0.64 0.66 0.97 0.81
1 1 0.94 0.55 0.54 0.35 0.98 0.80 0.98 0.96 0.65 0.30 0.98 0.47 0.62 0.50 0.98 0.76 0.64
2 1 0.77 0.94 0.97 0.91 0.67 0.78 0.66 0.78 0.96 0.78 0.57 0.76 0.51 0.90 0.61 0.73 0.64
1 1 0.92 0.50 0.49 0.29 0.98 0.77 0.98 0.94 0.60 0.25 0.98 0.44 0.61 0.42 0.98 0.74 0.56 0.56
2 1 0.74 0.91 0.95 0.88 0.63 0.73 0.62 0.74 0.93 0.76 0.53 0.71 0.51 0.88 0.56 0.69 0.56 0.94
3 1 0.74 0.95 0.97 0.93 0.63 0.79 0.63 0.76 0.97 0.79 0.54 0.75 0.48 0.92 0.58 0.70 0.56 0.94
1 4 0.93 0.66 0.66 0.49 0.93 0.79 0.93 0.93 0.73 0.42 0.89 0.56 0.64 0.55 0.92 0.81 0.92 0.57
2 4 0.92 0.51 0.50 0.30 0.98 0.78 0.98 0.95 0.61 0.26 0.99 0.45 0.61 0.44 0.98 0.74 0.92 0.39
3 4 0.59 0.93 0.97 0.96 0.46 0.67 0.45 0.61 0.93 0.83 0.35 0.72 0.39 0.95 0.38 0.58 0.57 0.39
1 6 0.93 0.52 0.51 0.32 0.98 0.78 0.98 0.95 0.62 0.27 0.98 0.46 0.62 0.45 0.98 0.75 0.41 0.90
2 6 0.61 0.92 0.96 0.95 0.47 0.65 0.46 0.60 0.92 0.81 0.35 0.71 0.43 0.93 0.39 0.60 0.41 0.73
3 6 0.94 0.81 0.82 0.68 0.92 0.89 0.92 0.97 0.89 0.58 0.88 0.67 0.62 0.80 0.91 0.82 0.90 0.73
1 1 0.94 0.57 0.56 0.37 0.98 0.81 0.98 0.97 0.67 0.32 0.98 0.49 0.63 0.54 0.98 0.76 0.89 0.49 0.93
2 1 0.90 0.60 0.59 0.43 0.89 0.74 0.89 0.87 0.66 0.37 0.84 0.54 0.65 0.43 0.87 0.80 0.89 0.53 0.86
3 1 0.61 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.48 0.67 0.48 0.63 0.93 0.81 0.38 0.68 0.41 0.94 0.41 0.58 0.49 0.53 0.56
4 1 0.93 0.69 0.66 0.51 0.95 0.86 0.94 0.96 0.75 0.46 0.92 0.62 0.58 0.60 0.95 0.82 0.93 0.86 0.56
1 4 0.90 0.60 0.59 0.43 0.89 0.74 0.89 0.87 0.66 0.37 0.85 0.54 0.65 0.43 0.88 0.80 0.89 0.53 0.87
2 4 0.94 0.57 0.56 0.37 0.98 0.81 0.98 0.97 0.67 0.32 0.98 0.49 0.63 0.54 0.98 0.76 0.89 0.49 0.93
3 4 0.61 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.48 0.67 0.48 0.63 0.93 0.81 0.38 0.68 0.41 0.94 0.41 0.58 0.53 0.49 0.56
4 4 0.93 0.69 0.66 0.51 0.95 0.87 0.94 0.96 0.76 0.46 0.92 0.63 0.58 0.60 0.95 0.82 0.87 0.93 0.56
























Fig. A3. Sum of the residuals for 1, 2, 3, and 4 factor solutions.
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Fig. A3. Sum of the residuals for 1, 2, 3, and 4 factor solutions.
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Table A2. Time series comparison of several PMF solutions.


























































1 1 0.51 0.38 0.24 0.66 0.45 0.63 0.35 0.58 0.79 0.70 0.67 0.76
1 1 0.46 0.33 0.14 0.73 0.45 0.64 0.43 0.53 0.54 0.74 0.69 0.79 0.51
2 1 0.41 0.34 0.30 0.37 0.31 0.44 0.12 0.30 0.91 0.56 0.56 0.63 0.51
1 1 0.47 0.33 0.16 0.71 0.44 0.63 0.42 0.56 0.53 0.73 0.68 0.79 −0.02 0.73
2 1 −0.06 0.15 −0.03 0.23 0.18 0.24 0.06 −0.39 0.61 0.22 0.22 0.20 −0.02 0.00
3 1 0.51 0.34 0.30 0.43 0.32 0.47 0.18 0.50 0.77 0.60 0.59 0.67 0.73 0.00
1 4 0.07 0.12 −0.14 0.22 0.29 0.30 0.02 −0.19 0.22 0.10 0.25 0.14 −0.19 −0.02
2 4 0.47 0.32 0.19 0.66 0.39 0.58 0.40 0.58 0.54 0.71 0.66 0.77 −0.19 0.64
3 4 0.42 0.35 0.30 0.42 0.31 0.45 0.15 0.36 0.93 0.59 0.58 0.65 −0.02 0.64
1 6 0.39 0.31 0.09 0.75 0.46 0.65 0.46 0.47 0.49 0.76 0.73 0.81 0.05 0.60
2 6 0.39 0.17 0.04 0.18 0.15 0.21 0.02 −0.29 0.70 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.05 −0.08
3 6 0.53 0.31 0.28 0.42 0.31 0.45 0.19 0.56 0.62 0.60 0.58 0.67 0.60 −0.08
1 1 0.43 0.30 0.15 0.71 0.39 0.58 0.43 0.53 0.52 0.73 0.66 0.79 −0.14 0.26 0.56
2 1 0.01 0.15 −0.07 0.16 0.29 0.26 0.01 −0.22 0.07 0.03 0.20 0.04 −0.14 0.06 −0.18
3 1 0.24 0.29 0.22 0.28 0.19 0.30 0.04 0.16 0.94 0.43 0.43 0.46 0.26 0.06 0.44
4 1 0.51 0.28 0.27 0.31 0.34 0.44 0.13 0.39 0.58 0.57 0.58 0.66 0.56 −0.18 0.44
1 4 0.01 0.15 −0.07 0.16 0.29 0.26 0.01 −0.23 0.07 0.02 0.20 0.04 −0.15 0.06 −0.18
2 4 0.43 0.30 0.15 0.70 0.39 0.58 0.43 0.54 0.52 0.73 0.66 0.79 −0.15 0.26 0.56
3 4 0.24 0.29 0.22 0.27 0.19 0.30 0.04 0.16 0.94 0.43 0.43 0.46 0.06 0.26 0.43





















Fig. A4. Scaled residuals for the 3 factor solution (seed= 6).
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Fig. A4. Scaled residuals for the 3 factor solution (seed= 6).
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Fig. A5a. Mass spectral profiles for the 2 factor solution.
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Fig. A5b. Mass spectral profiles for the 4 factor solution.
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Fig. A5b. Mass spectral profiles for the 4 factor solution.
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Fig. A6. Time series contributions for the 2-factor solution.
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Fig. A6. Time series contributions for the 2-factor solution.
Fig. A7. Time series contributions for the 4-factor solution.
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Fig. A7. Time series contributions for the 4-factor solution.
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[1] Refractory black carbon (rBC) mass and number concentrations were quantified
by a Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2) in the CalNex 2010 field study on board
the Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) Twin
Otter in the Los Angeles (LA) Basin in May, 2010. The mass concentrations of rBC
in the LA Basin ranged from 0.002–0.530 mg m3, with an average of 0.172 mg m3.
Lower concentrations were measured in the Basin outflow regions and above the inversion
layer. The SP2 afforded a quantification of the mixing state of rBC aerosols through
modeling the scattering cross-section with a core-and-shell Mie model to determine coating
thickness. The rBC particles above the inversion layer were more thickly coated by a
light-scattering substance than those below, indicating a more aged aerosol in the free
troposphere. Near the surface, as the LA plume is advected from west to east with the sea
breeze, a coating of scattering material grows on rBC particles, coincident with a clear
growth of ammonium nitrate within the LA Basin and the persistence of water-soluble
organic compounds as the plume travels through the outflow regions. Detailed analysis of
the rBC mixing state reveals two modes of coated rBC particles; a mode with
smaller rBC core diameters (90 nm) but thick (>200 nm) coating diameters and a mode
with larger rBC cores (145 nm) with a thin (<75 nm) coating. The “weekend
effect” in the LA Basin results in more thickly coated rBC particles, coinciding with
more secondary formation of aerosol.
Citation: Metcalf, A. R., J. S. Craven, J. J. Ensberg, J. Brioude, W. Angevine, A. Sorooshian, H. T. Duong, H. H. Jonsson, R. C.
Flagan, and J. H. Seinfeld (2012), Black carbon aerosol over the Los Angeles Basin during CalNex, J. Geophys. Res., 117,
D00V13, doi:10.1029/2011JD017255.
1. Introduction
[2] Black carbon is an important atmospheric constituent
owing to its role in both air pollution and climate. Refractory
black carbon (rBC), alternatively referred to as elemental car-
bon, light-absorbing carbon, or simply black carbon, is emitted
from a variety of incomplete combustion sources, including
diesel and gasoline-burning vehicles, residential fuel use,
ships, and biomass burning. rBC refers to the strongly light-
absorbing component of soot, which may contain other con-
stituents such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, aliphatic
hydrocarbons, and other volatile compounds. rBC, as defined
here, is the quantity reported in emission inventories
[Dentener et al., 2006] and simulated in regional air quality
models [Binkowski and Roselle, 2003]. While the majority of
atmospheric particulate chemical constituents primarily scatter
sunlight, producing an overall cooling effect on climate, rBC
absorbs strongly in visible and ultraviolet wavelengths and is
the dominant component of light-absorbing atmospheric
aerosol. A significant presence of rBC in ambient aerosol can
lead to heating of the atmosphere, with effects on atmospheric
transport and cloud dynamics [e.g., Jacobson, 2002; Menon
et al., 2002; Chung and Seinfeld, 2005; Bond, 2007;
Ramanathan et al., 2007;Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008;
Bauer et al., 2010; Ramana et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2011].
[3] After emission, rBC particles generally become coated
by inorganic and organic (non-absorbing) components via
coagulation with other particles and condensation of vapors
[e.g., Riemer et al., 2004]. Fresh urban-emitted rBC has
typically been shown to be thinly coated with secondary
material, while rBC in aged air masses tends to be more
thickly coated [Johnson et al., 2005; Moteki et al., 2007;
Shiraiwa et al., 2007, 2008; Schwarz et al., 2008a;
Subramanian et al., 2010]. In addition, rBC at higher alti-
tudes is found to be more thickly coated than that near the
ground [Schwarz et al., 2008b]. Layers of rBC above
reflective clouds have an increased radiative forcing per unit
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mass relative to those below cloud [Zarzycki and Bond,
2010].
[4] Available data indicate that a high fraction of atmo-
spheric rBC particles are mixed with other species [Pósfai
et al., 1999; Park et al., 2004; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006;
Schwarz et al., 2008a; Huang et al., 2011]. A coating of
non-absorbing components onto rBC increases the light
scattering and absorption cross sections of these mixed-
phase particles [Fuller et al., 1999; Schnaiter et al., 2005;
Bond et al., 2006; Mikhailov et al., 2006; Lack and
Cappa, 2010]. The overall single scattering albedo (the
fraction of total light extinction due to scattering) of an
internally mixed rBC and non-absorbing aerosol population
(all particles of a given size have the same composition) is
smaller than that of an externally mixed aerosol population
(no mixing of species in individual particles) of the same
overall composition and concentration, resulting in a net
increase in light absorption by the internally mixed aerosol
population. In addition, the mixing state of atmospheric
aerosols affects the hygroscopic properties of those aerosols,
cloud formation, and atmospheric lifetime by wet deposition
[Weingartner et al., 1997; Jacobson, 2006]. In short, the
extent to which rBC is mixed with non-absorbing aerosol
components, such as sulfate, nitrate, and organics, exerts a
strong influence on its interaction with radiation and water
[Stier et al., 2007; Cubison et al., 2008].
Table 1. Urban Black Carbon Measurement Studies
Region Dates BC Levelsa (mg m3) Measurement Method Reference
Asia
Sapporo, Japan 1982 5.1 (2.3–8.0) ground, filter Ohta and Okita [1990]
Nagoya, Japan 1984–1986 5.3–34.4 ground, filter Kadowaki [1990]
Uji, Japan 1989–1999 2.6 ground, filter Hitzenberger and Tohno [2001]
Sapporo, Japan 1991–1992 3.9 (2.25–6.93) ground, filter Ohta et al. [1998]
Seoul, Korea 1994 7.6 (4.86–9.86) ground, filter Kim et al. [1999]
Kaohsiung City, Taiwan 1998–1999 2.2–5.2 ground, filter Lin and Tai [2001]
Mumbai, India 1999 7.5–17.5 ground, filter Venkataraman et al. [2002]
Seoul, Korea 1999 8.4 ground, filter Park et al. [2001]
Beijing, China 1999–2000 6.3–11.1 ground, filter He et al. [2001]
Bangalor, India 2001 0.4–10.2 ground, aethalometer Babu et al. [2002]
Guangzhou, China 2004 7.1 (3.1–19.4) ground, filter Andreae et al. [2008]
Kanpur, India 2004 6–20 ground, aethalometer Tripathi et al. [2005]
Nagoya, Japan 2004 0.5–1.1 aircraft, SP2 Moteki et al. [2007]
Europe
Orleans, France 1985 2.9 ground, filter Del Delumyea and Kalivretenos [1987]
Paris, France 1985 7.9 ground, filter Del Delumyea and Kalivretenos [1987]
Clermont, France 1985 2.4 ground, filter Del Delumyea and Kalivretenos [1987]
Strasbourg, France 1985 2.9 ground, filter Del Delumyea and Kalivretenos [1987]
Görlitz, Germany 1988–1990 1.3–11.8 ground, filter Zier [1991]
Halle, Germany 1988–1990 1.6–12.0 ground, filter Zier [1991]
Kap Arkona, Germany 1988–1990 0.4–3.5 ground, filter Zier [1991]
Neuglobsow, Germany 1988–1990 0.6–5.2 ground, filter Zier [1991]
Neuhaus, Germany 1988–1990 0.5–3.5 ground, filter Zier [1991]
Potsdam, Germany 1988–1990 1.0–12.3 ground, filter Zier [1991]
Radebeul, Germany 1988–1990 1.4–12.6 ground, filter Zier [1991]
Dushanbe, Russia 1989 4–20 ground, filter Hansen et al. [1993]
Vienna, Austria 1989–1999 2.8 ground, filter Hitzenberger and Tohno [2001]
Arnhem, Netherlands 1994 2.95 ground, filter Janssen et al. [1997]
Po Valley, Italy 1996 1.0 (0.5–1.5) ground, filter Zappoli et al. [1999]
Paris, France 1997 13.6 ground, filter Ruellan and Cachier [2001]
Thessaloniki, Greece 1997 3.3 ground, filter Ruellan and Cachier [2001]
Thessaloniki, Greece 1997 3.5–8.9 ground, filter Chazette and Liousse [2001]
Liverpool/Manchester, England 2008 0.3 aircraft, SP2 McMeeking et al. [2010]
Barcelona, Spain 2009 1.7 (0.7–3.8) ground, absorption Reche et al. [2011]
Bern, Switzerland 2009 3.5 (1.3–7.1) ground, absorption Reche et al. [2011]
Huelva, Spain 2009 0.7 (0.1–2.3) ground, absorption Reche et al. [2011]
London, England 2009 1.9 (0.8–3.4) ground, aethalometer Reche et al. [2011]
Lugano, Switzerland 2009 1.8 (0.6–3.6) ground, absorption Reche et al. [2011]
Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Spain 2009 0.8 (0.1–2.6) ground, absorption Reche et al. [2011]
Paris, France 2010 1.66 ground, aethalometer Healy et al. [2012]
North America
Akron, Ohio 1985 2.6 ground, filter Del Delumyea and Kalivretenos [1987]
Chicago, Illinois 1985 4.6 ground, filter Del Delumyea and Kalivretenos [1987]
Norfolk, Virginia 1985 3.0 ground, filter Del Delumyea and Kalivretenos [1987]
Chicago, Illinois 1994–1995 0.19–0.45 ground, filter Offenberg and Baker [2000]
Baltimore, Maryland 1997 0.53–2.60 ground, filter Brunciak et al. [2001]
Atlanta, Georgia 1999 1.5 (0.5–3.0) ground, filter Modey et al. [2001]
Mexico City, Mexico 2003, 2005 0.5–3.0 ground, SP2 Baumgardner et al. [2007]
Dallas/Houston, Texas 2006 0.7 (0.65–0.74) aircraft, SP2 Schwarz et al. [2008a]
Mexico City, Mexico 2006 0.276–1.100 aircraft, SP2 Subramanian et al. [2010]
South America
Santiago, Chile 1991 30.6 (11–75) ground, filters Didyk et al. [2000]
aBC levels are campaign average values (and/or range) depending on availability.
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[5] Extensive measurements of rBC in urban locations
around the globe exist (see Table 1). Wide variability exists
in rBC concentrations owing to proximity to emission
sources, the environment into and time of year during which
the rBC is emitted, the type of combustion source, and the
measurement technique used. The extent to which sulfate,
nitrate, organics and other species are co-mixed in rBC
particles depends on many factors. Sulfate is the dominant
secondary component with rBC in many of the locations in
which measurements are available. Mexico City and River-
side, CA are two locations, for example, in which nitrate
dominates sulfate as the companion species. Regardless of
the total concentrations of rBC and other components, the
fraction of rBC particles mixed with some amount of sec-
ondary material tends to be appreciable in all regions where
data are available.
[6] While California has well-documented air quality pro-
blems, the state has also taken a leading role in efforts to
address air quality and climate change issues. California has
ambitious programs to control emissions of pollutants despite
the challenges of increased population and demands for
goods and services. Studies of the Los Angeles (LA) area are
exemplary in terms of the evolution of our understanding of
particulate matter in the atmosphere, from the quantification
of the contribution of primary emissions from vehicles (die-
sel and gasoline) [Schauer et al., 1996], to establishing the
importance of secondary aerosol formation [Turpin and
Huntzicker, 1995; Zhang et al., 2007]. Many studies (see
Table 2) have measured rBC levels at various locations in
California. The first 3D modeling study to treat size-resolved
internal mixing of rBC suggested that aerosols containing
rBC in LA led to a decrease in daytime surface temperatures
but increased nighttime temperatures to a greater extent,
causing a net warming [Jacobson, 1997]. In the LA Basin,
rBC particles are emitted directly from a variety of sources
into a rich background of inorganic and organic airborne
gaseous and particulate species. Understanding the evolution
of rBC-containing particles as they undergo atmospheric
Table 2. California Black Carbon Measurement Studies
Region Dates BC Levelsa (mg m3) Measurement Method Reference
Bakersfield area
Edison July–September, 1990 2.95 ground, filter Chow et al. [1996]
Caliente July–September, 1990 3.33 ground, filter Chow et al. [1996]
Bakersfield May, 2010 0.050 (0.040–0.072) aircraft, SP2 this study
San Joaquin Valley
Academy July–September, 1990 1.43 ground, filter Chow et al. [1996]
Buttonwillow July–September, 1990 1.86 ground, filter Chow et al. [1996]
San Joaquin Valley May, 2010 0.041 (0.014–0.087) aircraft, SP2 this study
Long Beach area
Long Beach Jan–Dec, 1982 3.75 ground, filter Gray et al. [1986]
Long Beach Jun–Sep, 1987 0.99 ground, filter Chow et al. [1994]
Long Beach May, 2010 0.126 (0.010–0.467) aircraft, SP2 this study
West Los Angeles Basin
Lennox Jan–Dec, 1982 4.51 ground, filter Gray et al. [1986]
Downtown LA Jan–Dec, 1982 4.87 ground, filter Gray et al. [1986]
West Los Angeles Jan–Dec, 1982 3.61 ground, filter Gray et al. [1986]
Lennox Jul–Sep, 1984 1.7 ground, filter Turpin et al. [1991]
Downtown LA Jun–Sep, 1987 2.37 ground, filter Chow et al. [1994]
Hawthorne Jun–Sep, 1987 0.70 ground, filter Chow et al. [1994]
Diamond Bar Jan, 1995–Feb, 1996 3.08 ground, filter Kim et al. [2000]
Downtown LA Jan, 1995–Feb, 1996 3.81 ground, filter Kim et al. [2000]
West LA Basin May, 2010 0.175 (0.029–0.526) aircraft, SP2 this study
Pasadena area
Azusa Jan–Dec, 1982 3.30 ground, filter Gray et al. [1986]
Burbank Jan–Dec, 1982 5.04 ground, filter Gray et al. [1986]
Pasadena Jan–Dec, 1982 3.95 ground, filter Gray et al. [1986]
Duarte Jan–Dec, 1983 4.35 ground, filter Pratsinis et al. [1988]
Azusa Jul–Sep, 1984 4.1 ground, filter Turpin et al. [1991]
Pasadena Jul–Sep, 1984 2.5 ground, filter Turpin et al. [1991]
Azusa Jun–Sep, 1987 2.64 ground, filter Chow et al. [1994]
Burbank Jun–Sep, 1987 2.21 ground, filter Chow et al. [1994]
Pasadena May, 2010 0.179 (0.097–0.381) aircraft, SP2 this study
East Los Angeles Basin
Upland Jan–Dec, 1982 3.14 ground, filter Gray et al. [1986]
Rubidoux Jan–Dec, 1982 3.03 ground, filter Gray et al. [1986]
Upland Jul–Sep, 1984 2.8 ground, filter Turpin et al. [1991]
San Bernardino Jul–Sep, 1984 1.4 ground, filter Turpin et al. [1991]
Claremont Jun–Sep, 1987 1.92 ground, filter Chow et al. [1994]
Rubidoux Jun–Sep, 1987 1.73 ground, filter Chow et al. [1994]
Fontana Jan, 1995–Feb, 1996 3.49 ground, filter Kim et al. [2000]
Rubidoux Jan, 1995–Feb, 1996 3.25 ground, filter Kim et al. [2000]
Riverside Feb–May, 2001 0.5–2.7 ground, aethalometer Fine et al. [2004]
Rubidoux Jun–Aug, 2001 0.8–3.8 ground, aethalometer Fine et al. [2004]
Claremont Oct, 2001–Mar, 2002 0.3–5.2 ground, aethalometer Fine et al. [2004]
East LA Basin May, 2010 0.179 (0.047–0.445) aircraft, SP2 this study
aBC levels are campaign average values (and/or range) depending on availability.
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aging in this important region provides a unique window on
atmospheric gas and particle phase processes.
2. CalNex 2010
[7] The California Research at the Nexus of Air Quality
and Climate Change (CalNex) study is a multiagency col-
laboration aimed at tackling problems related to both air
quality and climate change in California (www.esrl.noaa.
gov/csd/calnex/). The CalNex study was conductedMay–July
2010 in the Los Angeles Basin and southern San Joaquin
Valley, involving the NOAA WP-3D aircraft, the CIRPAS
Twin Otter aircraft, the NOAA Twin Otter aircraft, the NOAA
R/VRonald H. Brown ship, and two ground-based super-sites,
one in Pasadena (34.1405N, 118.1225W) on the campus of
the California Institute of Technology and one near Bakersfield
(35.3463N, 118.9654W) in the southern San Joaquin
Valley. We report here comprehensive airborne measure-
ments of rBC-containing aerosols in the Los Angeles Basin
during May 2010 on the CIRPAS Twin Otter aircraft. Par-
ticular focus is paid to rBC concentrations in the Basin, in its
outflow regions, and above the inversion layer, as well as the
extent to which rBC-containing particles are coated with other
species and how this degree of coating varies with location in
the Basin and altitude above the surface. The present work is
devoted to the actual rBC measurements; subsequent work
will address comparison of model predictions and data.
2.1. Climatology of the Los Angeles Basin
[8] The Los Angeles Basin, with a population of about
18 million people, exhibits unique air pollution characteristics
and dynamics. Because of the mountainous terrain surround-
ing the Basin (see Figure 1), airborne species occupy an area of
about 1300 km2, confined near the ground by a relatively
shallow day-time mixed layer under 1 km deep [Robinson,
1952; Edinger, 1959; Neiburger, 1969]. The typical daytime
sea breeze from the southwest advects emissions toward the
north and northeast, exiting the Basin through passes in the
Figure 1. All flight paths (colored lines) of the CIRPAS Twin Otter during CalNex. The star denotes the
location of the CalNex LA ground site at Caltech and the triangle denotes the CalNex ground site at
Bakersfield. Terrain is shaded brown, with darker colors indicating higher elevation.
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San Gabriel and San Bernardino mountain ranges to the high
desert regions [Lu and Turco, 1995]. The two main eastern
outflows, the El Cajon and Banning (San Gorgonio) Passes,
and one less prominent northern outflow, the Tejon (Newhall)
Pass, are not sufficient to completely drain the Basin of its
atmospheric contents each day, leading to some degree of
carry-over from one day to the next [Harley et al., 2005]. In
addition, mountain-flow circulations coupled to the sea breeze
can produce multiple layers of pollution in and above the
temperature inversion; such layers may mix down to the sur-
face on subsequent days as the boundary layer deepens during
its diurnal cycle [Blumenthal et al., 1978; Wakimoto and
McElroy, 1986; Moore et al., 1991; Lu and Turco, 1994,
1995; Collins et al., 2000] or may be subject to long-range
transport [Jaffe et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2003; Liang et al.,
2004]. Thus, barring a precipitation event, the atmosphere
sampled in the LA Basin on any given day contains a mix of
fresh and aged material.
[9] For the analysis presented in this work, we have
defined several regions of interest in and around the LA
Basin (see Figure 2). Given the climatology of the region,
we expect the Long Beach and West LA Basin regions to be
near major sources of fresh emissions and the Banning Pass
and Outflow regions to contain the “LA plume” that has
been transported from west to east during the daytime hours.
2.2. FLEXPART Modeling
[10] To track the origins of the specific air masses sam-
pled in the Los Angeles basin during CalNex, a modified
version of the FLEXPART Lagrangian particle dispersion
model [Stohl et al., 2005] is used to calculate back trajec-
tories of air masses based on advection and turbulent mix-
ing processes. FLEXPART has been used extensively to
quantify the impacts of meteorological processes on pollu-
tion transport [e.g., de Foy et al., 2006; Palau et al., 2006;
Brioude et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2009; Langford et al.,
2012]. The main modification for this work consists of
using time-averaged winds from the Weather Research
Forecasting (WRF version 3.3) meteorology model instead
of snapshot winds to improve mass consistency within the
FLEXPARTmodel [Nehrkorn et al., 2010]. TheWRF output
has a spatial grid of 4 km  4 km, with a temporal reso-
lution of 30 min and 60 vertical levels. In reverse mode,
FLEXPART releases virtual tracer particles at receptors, in
this case at the instantaneous spatial and temporal location of
the Twin Otter aircraft, and integrates their trajectories
backward in time using predicted wind fields combined with
random turbulent motion. FLEXPART computes the average
residence time of the particles in each grid cell (8 km 8 km)
every 2 h over a 24-h period. Surface level contributions to
air masses are determined by averaging the residence times of
particles between the surface and 200 m altitude.
[11] Figures 3 and 4 present FLEXPART back-trajectory
analysis results from three representative flights, May 14 and
15 in Figure 3, and May 25 in Figure 4. In Figure 3, the
12-h integrated residence times reveal the surface history
of the air masses sampled in the chosen locations within
the LA Basin. The model results for locations on both the
western side (Figures 3a and 3b) and the eastern side
(Figures 3c and 3d) of the Basin indicate that the dominant
airflow in the Basin is the daytime southwesterly sea breeze
that advects air masses from Long Beach and downtown LA
toward the northeast side of the Basin. FLEXPART results
from other LA Basin flights (not shown) paint a similar
picture of airflow throughout the LA Basin during the
CalNex flights.
Figure 2. Regional definitions used in Table 4 and elsewhere in the text. Only measurements below the
inversion layer are considered.
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[12] Figure 4 displays the FLEXPART results for several
locations on the May 25 flight. The left panels are the sur-
face residence times at 4 h prior to sampling and the right
panels are the 12-h integrated surface residence times.
Figures 4a and 4b show a location approximately halfway
between the El Cajon Pass and the farthest sampling point in
the El Cajon Outflow region. The surface contribution clearly
tails back toward the El Cajon Pass, showing the connection
between the LA Basin and the El Cajon Outflow. Figures 4c
and 4d show the farthest sampling point in the El Cajon
Outflow. At this farthest point from the El Cajon Pass, the tail
back toward the Pass is faint, showing that, for this particular
day, it takes longer than 12 hours for LA Basin air to reach
this location. Figures 4e and 4f show back-trajectories for a
location in approximately the center of the Banning Outflow
region. The 4-h residence times (Figure 4e) clearly show
a connection to the Banning Pass and LA Basin. The
12-h integrated residence times (Figure 4f) show this con-
nection in addition to a smaller circulation within the
Coachella Valley. The FLEXPART results for the Imperial
Valley sampling location, in Figures 4g and 4h, show no
connection to the LA Basin, with both the 4-h (Figure 4g)
and 12-h integrated (Figure 4h) back-trajectories indicating
flow from the southeast.
2.3. Twin Otter Flights
[13] The Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted
Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS, Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, CA, USA) Twin Otter conducted a total of 18
research flights during the month of May, 2010 as part of the
CalNex field campaign. Figure 1 shows all 18 Twin Otter
flight tracks during CalNex, and Table 3 gives a brief syn-
opsis of each flight. All flights originated from the Ontario
International Airport (Ontario, CA, USA). Most sampling
was performed at an altitude of about 300 m above ground
level at an airspeed of about 50 m s1. Exceptions were the
transits over the San Gabriel and Tehachapi Mountains on
the way to the CalNex Bakersfield ground site and the
southern San Joaquin Valley. All measurements presented in
this work are from instruments inside the unpressurized
cabin of the Twin Otter. All instruments are serviced by a
two-stage diffusion inlet with a transmission efficiency near
unity for particle diameters up to about 3.5 mm [Hegg et al.,
2005]. Sampling lines inside the cabin are kept reasonably
uniform to all instruments, so further corrections for diffu-
sional losses in these lines have not been made. Owing to a
hardware adjustment on the SP2 after the second flight, only
data from the final 16 of 18 flights during CalNex are pre-
sented here.
[14] A typical flight in the LA Basin consisted of two or
three counter-clockwise loops around the Basin, beginning
in Ontario and traveling west to Pasadena (passing over the
CalNex-LA ground site at Caltech) between the 10 and 210
freeways, then heading south to Long Beach along the 710
freeway to do a loop of missed approaches at the Long
Beach and Torrance Airports, then east along the 91 freeway
Figure 3. The 12-h integrated surface residence times from FLEXPART during (a and c) the Friday,
May 14 flight and (b and d) the Saturday, May 15 flight. Figures 3a and 3b are points on the western side
of the LA Basin; Figures 3c and 3d are points on the eastern side of the LA Basin. The red bow-ties denote
the location of the Twin Otter aircraft and the stars denote the CalNex LA ground site at Caltech.
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Figure 4. Surface residence time back-trajectories from FLEXPART for the May 25 flight at various
regions in the flight: (a and b) midway between the El Cajon Pass and the farthest sampling location in
the El Cajon outflow, (c and d) the farthest sampling location in the El Cajon Outflow, (e and f )
the Banning Outflow, and (g and h) the Imperial Valley. Figures 4a, 4c, 4e, and 4g are surface resi-
dence times at 4 h, showing where the sampled air mass was 4 h prior to sampling. Figures 4b, 4d, 4f,
and 4h are 12-h integrated surface residence times, showing the surface contributions for the previous
12 h to the sampled air mass. The red bow-ties denote the location of the Twin Otter aircraft and the
stars denote the CalNex LA ground site at Caltech.
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to Riverside, turning west along the 210 freeway just before
the San Bernardino mountains. During the first two flights,
missed approaches were carried out at additional airports
throughout the Basin, including Fullerton, Corona, River-
side, Flabob, Banning, Redlands, San Bernardino, Rialto,
Cable, Brackett, and El Monte, but these were deemed
unnecessary, as little variation in concentrations between an
altitude of 15 m and 300 m above ground level were found.
Several flights included north–south tracks in order to sam-
ple the interior of the Basin, and several flights probed the
two main eastern outflows, the El Cajon Pass and the Ban-
ning Pass, into the Mohave Desert and Coachella Valley,
respectively (see Figure 1).
3. Refractory Black Carbon Measurement
3.1. Single Particle Soot Photometer
[15] rBC mass measurements were made onboard the
Twin Otter aircraft with a Droplet Measurement Technolo-
gies (DMT, Boulder, CO, USA) Single Particle Soot Pho-
tometer (SP2). The SP2 affords measurements of both the
particle-by-particle rBC mass as well as the thickness of
non-rBC coating on each particle [Stephens et al., 2003;
Baumgardner et al., 2004; Schwarz et al., 2006; Moteki and
Kondo, 2007; Slowik et al., 2007]. The theory of operation
and setup of similar SP2 instruments are detailed elsewhere
[Stephens et al., 2003; Schwarz et al., 2006, 2010]. Briefly,
for each particle traversing the optical cavity of the SP2,
36 ms of signal at 0.2 ms resolution on four detectors, two
incandescence and two scattering, are saved for offline
analysis. The two incandescence channels detect refractory
black carbon mass by measuring the thermal emission from
single rBC-containing particles heated to their boiling point
when passing through the intense intracavity Nd:YAG laser
beam (l =1064 nm). The two scattering channels detect the
scattering cross-section of each particle and are used to
determine the mixing state of rBC-containing particles, as
detailed below. Note that throughout this work, the rBC
volume-equivalent diameter (VED) is calculated from the
detected rBC mass by assuming this mass is compacted to a
spherical particle with a density of 1.8 g cm3 [Bond and
Bergstrom, 2006].
[16] Appendix A details the calibration of the Twin Otter
SP2. Briefly, the incandescence signals were calibrated with
Aquadag (Aqueous Deflocculated Acheson Graphite,
Acheson Colloids Company, Port Huron, MI, USA) using
the density given by Gysel et al. [2011]. The detection range
of single-particle rBC mass is 0.48–317 fg (80–696 nm
VED). We estimate the uncertainty in mass determination to
be 40%, based largely on the uncertainty in Aquadag mass
during calibration, which translates to a12% uncertainty in
VED. These uncertainties were determined in a similar
fashion to previous SP2 studies [Schwarz et al., 2008b;
Shiraiwa et al., 2008]. Other rBC standards were tested and
the results presented in Appendix A; however, Aquadag is
used here because the density is known and samples of
Aquadag have been distributed to most SP2 users by DMT,
facilitating the inter-comparison of SP2 instruments. Recent
results suggest that the SP2 may be up to 40% more sensitive
to Aquadag than to ambient rBC particles [Moteki and
Kondo, 2010; Laborde et al., 2012], but no attempt has
been made to correct for this potential bias because it is not
yet known how Aquadag relates to ambient rBC particles in
the LA Basin. A three-point inter-comparison of the Twin
Otter SP2 with the NOAA SP2, which was calibrated with
well-characterized Fullerene soot, found that the Twin Otter
SP2 response yielded a 12% smaller mass measurement than
the NOAA instrument (A. E. Perring, personal communi-
cation, 2012). With this potential bias, the mass concentra-
tions reported in this work may be lower than the true
ambient values, but the number concentrations are unaf-
fected by this artifact.
[17] The scattering channels were calibrated with dioctyl
sebecate (DOS, refractive index = 1.45-0.0i), and scattering
cross-sections were related to the SP2 signal using Mie
theory, as detailed below. For purely scattering ambient
particles, we assume a refractive index of 1.5-0.0i, in the
middle of observed ambient values [Ensor et al., 1972;
Stelson, 1990; Stolzenburg et al., 1998] and consistent with
coating material refractive indices used in this work. The
detection range of optical diameter with these assumptions is
169–600 nm. The estimated uncertainty in retrieved scat-
tering amplitude is 22%, which propagates through Mie
theory to an uncertainty of 5% in optical diameter for
purely scattering particles.
3.2. Mixing State Determination
[18] Figure 5 shows the time traces of signal on the four
measurement channels of the SP2 for three single particles:
an uncoated rBC particle (Figure 5a), a purely scattering
particle (Figure 5b), and a coated rBC particle (Figure 5c).






(Local Timeb) Region Sampled
May 4 Tues 11:01–14:23 LA Basin, missed approachesc
May 5 Wed 11:04–15:10 LA Basin, missed approachesc
May 6 Thu 12:06–15:59 LA Basin
May 7 Fri 11:02–14:57 LA Basin
May 10 Mon 12:00–16:05 LA Basin, western edge
May 12 Wed 10:56–15:08 LA Basin, Imperial Valley
May 13 Thu 11:05–14:54 LA Basin, Imperial Valley
May 14 Fri 10:59–15:01 LA Basin
May 15 Sat 11:13–15:13 LA Basin
May 18 Tue 11:59–15:53 San Joaquin Valley
May 19 Wed 11:40–15:45 LA Basin
May 20 Thu 11:33–15:58 San Joaquin Valley
May 21 Fri 10:57–15:05 LA Basin, outflow regions
May 22 Sat 11:01–15:12 San Joaquin Valley
May 24 Mon 11:01–15:03 LA Basin, outflow regions
May 25 Tue 11:27–15:31 LA Basin, outflow regions
May 27 Thu 10:59–14:45 LA Basin
May 28 Fri 10:58–15:03 LA Basin
aThe month of May, 2010, in particular, was slightly cooler than normal
with a relatively strong coastal marine layer present much of the time. The
average high temperature in downtown LA for the month was 19C, with a
maximum high of 24C on May 29. The average low was 12C, with the
lowest minimum of 10C on May 25. There were three days (May 17, 18,
and 27) with measurable precipitation in downtown LA totaling just 0.11
inches of rain; these days had a particularly strong marine layer leading to
measurable drizzle. One day (May 10) had a weak offshore flow, but all
others exhibited the typical day-time sea-breeze from the southwest.
bLocal time is 7 hours behind UTC time.
cThe missed approaches on the first two flights took place at various
small airports scattered throughout the LA Basin. Beginning with May 6
flight, we performed missed approaches only at the Long Beach and
Torrance Airports.
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An uncoated rBC particle has little or no discernible signal
on the scattering channel and, if present, the scattering peak
coincides with the incandescent peak, indicating that the
scattering arises from the rBC particle itself. A purely scat-
tering particle has no incandescent signal whatsoever, and
the scattering signal has the shape of a Gaussian curve. A
coated rBC particle exhibits both scattering and incandesc-
ing signals.
[19] Typically, as a coated rBC particle heats up in the
laser beam of the SP2, the coating material will evaporate,
causing the scattering signal to peak and decrease before the
onset of the incandescent signal. A parameter often used to
describe the coating thickness is the lag time between the
peak scattering signal and the peak incandescent signal
(labeled in Figure 5c) [Schwarz et al., 2006; Moteki and
Kondo, 2007]. Previous studies have classified a thickly
coated rBC particle as one with a lag time ≥2 ms [Moteki
et al., 2007]. In this study, we will classify a thickly
coated particle as one with a lag time ≥1.8 ms, a shift of
one data point, or time step, in the single-particle data
(Figure 5). This shift is made to reflect the observation (not
shown) that there are two distinct populations of lag time in
the single-particle data for CalNex, similar to the two popu-
lations shown byMoteki et al. [2007, Figure 3]. A lag time of
1.8 ms is the point that most clearly separates these two
populations in our data set.
[20] Because the coating on rBC particles evaporates
before the particle passes through the entire laser beam, the
scattering signal is not a true Gaussian shape, as in
Figure 5b, and is smaller in amplitude than it should be for
the full, unperturbed coated rBC diameter (see the difference
in Figure 5c). To retrieve an accurate scattering cross-section
and, therefore, optical size for this particle, we use the
leading-edge only (LEO) part of the scattering signal to fit
the scattering data to the calibration, as outlined by Gao
et al. [2007]. Figure 5c shows a LEO fit compared to
the raw signal, which clearly would have under-sized this
coated rBC particle had this correction not been made.
Appendix A provides more details of how LEO fitting was
calibrated and implemented for the Twin Otter SP2.
3.3. Mie Scattering Model
[21] For purely scattering particles detected by the SP2,
we calculate scattering cross-section with Mie theory for a
given particle diameter and refractive index, for which we
have adapted a version of BHMIE [Bohren and Huffman,
1998]. This adaptation involves integrating the scattering
function over the solid angles subtended by the SP2
Figure 5. Raw spectra of three single particles measured by the SP2: (a) a 149 nm VED uncoated rBC
particle, (b) a 286 nm optical diameter purely scattering particle, and (c) an 83 nm VED rBC core coated
by a 237 nm thick layer of a purely scattering substance. “Position Time” labeled in Figure 5b is the time
between the zero-crossing of the split-detector signal and the peak of the scatter signal and is used to deter-
mine the position of the scatter peak for particles evaporating in the laser beam. “Lag Time” labeled in
Figure 5c is the distance between the detected scatter peak and incandescent peak and is used to assess
the coating thickness on rBC particles. See the text for a description of the LEO Fit calculation.
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avalanche photodiodes (APDs) to calculate the differential
scattering cross-section specifically detected by those APDs
rather than the total scattering cross-section. To calculate
scattering cross-section for coated rBC particles, we have
replaced the scattering coefficients with those for stratified
spheres from Toon and Ackerman [1981] to create a core-
and-shell Mie model. Because the rBC mass is detected with
the SP2 incandescence channels, the VED from this mass,
with assumed rBC refractive index of 1.95-0.79i [Bond and
Bergstrom, 2006] is treated as a known quantity in the core-
and-shell Mie model. An assumed coating refractive index
of 1.5-0.0i, consistent with earlier published works [Schwarz
et al., 2008a, 2008b], leaves coating thickness diameter as
the only unknown when comparing measured scattering
cross-sections to core-and-shell Mie model scattering cross-
sections. The measurements are then fit to the core-and-shell
Mie calculations to determine coating thickness diameters.
Given an uncertainty in retrieved scattering amplitude of
22% and an uncertainty in rBC VED of 12%, uncer-
tainties in coating thicknesses are 40%, with uncertainty
decreasing with increasing coating thickness. For the 1-min
average SP2 data, in addition to reporting mean coating
thicknesses, the Mie model-derived total coated rBC particle
diameter is used to calculate the total particle volume, from
which we calculate the coating-only volume by subtracting
the calculated rBC core volume.
[22] Previous SP2 studies have emphasized lag time as
a way of presenting rBC mixing state [e.g., Subramanian
et al., 2010]. Figure 6 relates mean lag times to mean
coating thicknesses for all measurements taken during
CalNex. The black line is a linear fit of the data (R2 =
0.797; the actual slope and intercept are unimportant)
showing a strong correlation between these two variables, as
expected. Both measurements are reported because both
suffer from limitations. Interpretations of lag times to infer
coating thicknesses rely on the aerosol to follow a core-
and-shell physical model and for all coatings to evaporate
in the SP2 laser at equal rates such that time is related to
thickness only and not to coating material as well. Mean
coating thicknesses calculated with Mie theory suffer from
limited detection range, additional uncertainties in extracting
the true scattering peak signal from an evaporating particle,
and, again, relies on the core-and-shell physical model to
apply.
3.4. The rBC Number and Mass Concentrations
[23] Histograms of single-particle rBC mass onto 500
logarithmically-spaced mass bins between 0.48 and 398 fg
(80–750 nm VED) were made for every 1-min of single-
particle data. Accumulation mode rBC particle size dis-
tributions in the atmosphere have been observed to be single
lognormal in nature [Pueschel et al., 1992; Clarke et al.,
2004; Moteki et al., 2007; Schwarz et al., 2008a, 2008b];
thus, a single lognormal function is fit to each 1-min number
distribution to determine the full distribution over the range
of 9.4  107 to 942 fg (1–1000 nm VED). The fitted mass
distributions are implied from the fitted number distributions.
[24] Figure 7 shows examples of typical number and mass
distributions measured and fitted for various regions. At very
large rBC masses (>300 nm VED), the measurements devi-
ate from the fitted distribution, because at these large masses
a single count becomes a significant differential mass (dM)
in the distribution. This potential error illustrates the
importance of fitting the number distribution to a lognormal,
rather than the mass distribution, in order to avoid biasing
the fit of the mass distribution. The rBC mass median
diameter (MMD) is the VED at the peak of the mass
distribution.
[25] The bulk number and mass concentrations are found
by integrating each distribution over all sizes and dividing
by the sampled volume of air for that 1-min period. The bulk
Figure 6. Mean lag time versus mean coating thickness for
all 1-min average measurements during CalNex. Marker
color indicates rBC mass concentration. Coating thickness
is the diameter increase from the rBC VED. The solid black
line is a linear fit to the data (R2 = 0.797).
Figure 7. Campaign-average rBC number (left trace) and
mass (right trace) distributions by region. Solid lines denote
single lognormal fits to the data.
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values reported here are derived from the fitted distributions.
Uncertainties in the bulk concentrations are dominated by
the single-particle mass uncertainty; thus, additional uncer-
tainties due to flow fluctuations are negligible. Because the
fitted range captures a wider diameter range than the detec-
tion limits of the SP2, the calculated rBC number and mass
concentrations are higher than those corresponding to the
strict detection range of the instrument. The number con-
centration nearly doubles because of this adjustment, while
the mass concentration is about 15–20% larger.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Regional Variability in rBC Aerosol
[26] Over the entire monthlong campaign, rBC mass
concentrations in the LA Basin varied from 0.002 to
0.530 mg m3, with smaller values measured in regions
outside of the Basin (see Table 4). rBC-containing parti-
cle number concentrations ranged from as low as 3 cm3
up to 1180 cm3. Figure 8 shows rBC mass concentra-
tions for 12 flights in the LA Basin. On the May 28 flight
(Figure 8l), the spikes in mass concentration on the southeast
corner of the sampling pattern are the result of flying through
a dense smoke plume from a tanker truck fire on the 91
freeway. These spikes have been removed for the calculated
values in Tables 2 and 4. The anomalously low concentra-
tions on the southern side of the LA Basin on May 6
(Figure 8a), in the central Basin on May 15 (Figure 8g), and
on the northeast corner of the Basin onMay 21 (Figure 8i) are
a result of sampling above the inversion layer; all other
measurements were made at 300 m above ground level.
Figure 9 shows a typical flight contrasting the measurements
between the LA Basin and its two eastern outflow regions.
[27] From Figure 8, together with Figure 9a, a pattern of
higher rBC mass concentrations occurring on the north side
of the Basin emerges. These larger concentrations to the
north are the result of a southwesterly sea breeze during the
day (see Figure 3) that transports rBC emissions up against
the San Gabriel mountains, where the terrain and typically
shallow mixed layer collect the air mass prior to exiting the
Basin. One might expect enhanced emissions from the Port
of Long Beach and the industries (refineries) in the area;
however, except for a few spikes in the data near Long
Beach, this region is generally characterized by lower
concentrations of rBC as compared with the northern side of
the LA Basin (see also Table 4).
[28] Table 4 presents a detailed regional breakdown of the
SP2 measurements during CalNex. Except for the free tro-
posphere, all measurements are from below the inversion
layer, with region definitions given in Figure 2. Within the
LA Basin, rBC concentrations are fairly uniform throughout,
because the region definitions do not distinguish north and
south Basin as discussed above. The rBC mass concentra-
tions in the LA Basin are higher than in the outflow regions
(Figure 9a). The mean coating thickness and percent thickly
coated both increase from west to east, indicating that the
rBC particles are becoming more thickly coated. Moving
into the outflows, the rBC continues to become more thickly
coated, with the thickest coatings (except for the free tro-
posphere) occurring at the farthest points from the LA Basin
(see also Figures 9c and 9d). rBC mass fraction increases in
the outflows, despite a decrease in rBC number and mass
concentrations, owing to the evaporation of volatile species
from the aerosol as the plume is diluted over the desert
regions.
[29] Minor differences exist in the mass median diameter
of the rBC core aerosol between regions (see Figures 7 and
9b). The MMD is the smallest in the LA Basin, at about
122 nm, indicating the rBC in the Basin is characteristic of
fresh urban emissions that tend to have smaller rBC cores
[e.g., McMeeking et al., 2010; Schwarz et al., 2008a]. The
MMD is smaller by 30–70 nm than most other urban
measurements found in the literature [see McMeeking et al.,
2010, Table 5]. Most comparable to the Los Angeles values
observed are those of fresh rBC emissions at Cranfield
airfield in England, which exhibited values near 130 nm
[McMeeking et al., 2010], and of the Tokyo, Japan outflow,
which exhibited values of 145–150 nm [Shiraiwa et al.,
2007]. The MMD of rBC in the Imperial Valley is larger
than that in the LA Basin and its outflow regions, indicat-
ing an air mass of a different origin. Figures 4g and 4h
support this conclusion, showing that the air mass origi-
nates from the southeast of its sampling location.
4.2. Secondary Aerosol Chemical Composition
[30] Particle mass and composition measurements were
made by an Aerodyne compact time-of-flight aerosol mass
spectrometer (C-ToF-AMS, Aerodyne Research, Inc.,














LA Basin 267 (288  136) 0.154 (0.167  0.0828) 99 (20) 37 (11) 2.4 (1.3) 122 (7)
Long Beach 187 (199  121) 0.112 (0.126  0.0777) 99 (23) 38 (13) 2.8 (0.9) 130 (7)
Pasadena 289 (321  109) 0.164 (0.179  0.0647) 94 (14) 29 (9) 2.8 (1.2) 120 (3)
West LA Basin 280 (309  149) 0.159 (0.175  0.0873) 93 (20) 32 (10) 2.4 (1.0) 123 (7)
East LA Basin 274 (295  119) 0.159 (0.179  0.0782) 102 (20) 41 (10) 2.1 (1.2) 122 (4)
Banning Pass 162 (162  77) 0.0907 (0.0954  0.0445) 135 (29) 55 (13) 2.0 (1.0) 126 (6)
Basin Outflows 136 (165  104) 0.0792 (0.0978  0.0619) 138 (33) 47 (15) 4.5 (2.3) 127 (7)
Banning Outflow 129 (136  71) 0.0703 (0.0690  0.0265) 144 (28) 54 (15) 4.9 (1.7) 130 (10)
El Cajon Outflow 130 (173  110) 0.0868 (0.105  0.0662) 136 (34) 52 (13) 4.4 (2.3) 129 (7)
Imperial Valley 93 (107  61) 0.0616 (0.0671  0.0293) 156 (17) 65 (8) 5.3 (2.6) 141 (10)
San Joaquin Valley 60 (67  33) 0.0408 (0.0414  0.0143) 153 (20) 58 (13) 1.0 (0.6) 130 (8)
Bakersfield 86 (82  19) 0.0472 (0.0502  0.0102) 145 (14) 52 (6) 1.3 (0.5) 127 (5)
Free Troposphere 14 (54  90) 0.0167 (0.0346  0.0454) 188 (31) 76 (13) 1.7 (2.8) 161 (41)
aThe concentrations are campaign medians (mean  1s); all other values are campaign-average values (1s).
bRegion definitions are given in Figure 2.
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Billerica, MA USA) [Drewnick et al., 2005; Murphy et al.,
2009] that was deployed on the final nine Twin Otter
flights. The AMS measures sub-micron, non-refractory size-
resolved aerosol composition over the diameter range 60 to
600 nm (with unit transmission efficiency) [Jayne et al.,
2000]. For the purposes of comparison to SP2 measure-
ments, bulk composition AMS data are averaged to 1-min
time intervals. Water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) was
quantified by a particle-into-liquid sampler (PILS; Brechtel
Manufacturing, Inc., Hayward, CA) coupled to a Total
Figure 8. All rBC mass (marker color) and number (marker size) concentrations observed in the LA
Basin during CalNex, with the exception of the May 25 flight, which can be found in Figure 9a. The stars
denote the CalNex LA ground site at Caltech.
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Organic Carbon (TOC) Analyzer (Sievers Model 800)
[Sullivan et al., 2006]. The major findings on the nature of
WSOC in Los Angeles during CalNex have been presented
elsewhere [Duong et al., 2011]. The WSOC data presented
here have been converted to water-soluble organic mass
(WSOM) by applying a correction factor of 1.7, which is
within range of previous measurements made in Southern
California [Turpin and Lim, 2001; Docherty et al., 2008;
Wonaschütz et al., 2011].
[31] Figure 10 presents the region-averaged ratios of the
mass concentration of various chemical species to the
rBC mass concentration during the May 25 flight. The
regions are ordered from west to east, which coincides with
the direction of the general LA airflow; thus, for daytime
sampling, plume age increases from left to right on Figure 10
with the exception of the Imperial Valley, which Figures 4g
and 4h show to be isolated from the LA Basin for at least the
12 hours prior to measurement. Within the LA Basin, the
rBC mass concentration decreases slightly from west to east
and decreases sharply in the Banning Outflow and Imperial
Valley regions, largely due to dilution of the air mass with
the cleaner, desert air. In the absence of any major rBC
sources over the desert, rBC can be considered a tracer for
the LA plume and the mass ratios reveal the occurrence of
secondary formation of these chemical species as the LA
plume ages.
[32] The overall mass ratio of measured chemical species
to rBC increases from west to east within the LA Basin and
is at a maximum in the Banning Pass region, reflecting the
build-up of secondary aerosol species, particularly nitrate
and organics, relative to rBC. The Banning Pass is a rela-
tively narrow mountain pass on the east side of the LA Basin
(see Figures 1 and 2) where the LA plume is advected
through this region and out of the Basin by the daytime sea
breeze. Figure 9c shows the mean coating thicknesses and
Figure 9d shows the percent thickly coated (defined using
single-particle lag times) for this flight. Mean coating
thicknesses for this flight do not show much increase within
the Basin, much like the campaign-average values in Table 4;
however, percent thickly coated shows an increase from west
to east within the LA Basin with an area of larger percentages
in the Banning Pass region. Figure 10 indicates that these
more thickly coated particles in the Banning Pass region are
likely a mix of ammonium nitrate and organics. A previous
study found that coating materials on rBC in Nagoya, Japan
were likely ammonium sulfate and secondary organic com-
pounds formed during transport away from the urban center
Figure 9. The 1-minute average SP2 data from Research Flight 16 on May 25, 2010: (a) rBC mass
(marker color) and number (marker size) concentrations, (b) mass-median diameter of rBC cores (marker
color) and width of the mass distributions (marker size), (c) mean coating thickness on rBC particles
(marker color) and total volume concentration of the coating on rBC particles in SP2 detection range
(marker size), and (d) percent of mixed-phase rBC particles thickly coated (marker color) and number con-
centration of coated rBC particles in SP2 detection range (marker size). The stars denote the CalNex LA
ground site at Caltech.
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Figure 10. The rBC mass-normalized concentration ratios of aerosol chemical compounds broken down
by region from west to east in and near the Los Angeles Basin for the May 25 flight. See text for details on
the calculation of water-soluble organic mass (WSOM) and Figure 2 for region definitions.
Figure 11. (a, b, and c) Fraction of total signal contributions to each PMF input parameter for each factor
of the three-factor PMF model and (d, e, and f) fraction of total signal contributions from each factor to the
total signal for the May 25 flight.
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[Moteki et al., 2007]. In the LA Basin, sulfate is a minor
constituent of the secondary aerosol relative to nitrate.
[33] In the Banning Outflow region, the overall mass ratio
is the smallest, reflecting loss of the volatile species from the
aerosol, particularly ammonium nitrate, relative to rBC. For
comparison, the Imperial Valley region data are also shown;
however, as mentioned above, the timescales over which LA
Basin air may mix into this region are unknown. Figures 9c
and 9d both show that rBC coating thicknesses increase at
the farthest sampling points outside of the LA Basin in both
the Banning Outflow and El Cajon Outflow regions. The
more noticeable increase in coating thicknesses occurring
outside the LA Basin may be due to the timescales necessary
for the coatings to grow on rBC. Moteki et al. [2007] found
that rBC particles become internally mixed on a timescale of
about 12 h in urban plumes. Figure 4f shows a sampling
location during the May 25 flight in the Banning Outflow
region in which the 12-h integrated surface history of the air
mass shows a clear link to the eastern LA Basin. The data in
Figure 10 show that the water-soluble organics continue to
remain high relative to rBC in both the Banning Outflow and
Imperial Valley regions and, therefore, likely contribute to
any coatings on rBC particles in these regions.
[34] To explain the variation in rBC coating thicknesses,
we used Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) [Paatero and
Tapper, 1993; Paterson et al., 1999; Ulbrich et al., 2009]
with input parameters of mean rBC coating thickness and
AMS masses normalized by rBC mass for the May 25 flight.
Although Figure 10 shows the presence of two dominant
species available as coating materials, nitrate and organics,
we used a three-factor PMF model in order to compare
with similar previous studies [Shiraiwa et al., 2007, 2008].
The predicted parameters (ammonium/rBC, nitrate/rBC,
organics/rBC, sulfate/rBC, and mean rBC coating thickness)
by the PMF model agree well with the measured values
(R2 = 0.934, 0.999, 1.000, 0.625, and 1.000, respectively),
indicating that the PMF model sufficiently describes the
variance in the data. The three factors are shown in
Figures 11a–11c. The fraction of signal is the contribution of
each parameter to the overall signal and is, thus, weighted by
the relative abundances of each parameter over the entire
May 25 flight. Thus, the ammonium and sulfate fractions
are small, because they have small loadings compared to the
nitrate, organics, and mean coating thickness signals. If we
look at the average fraction of measured signal accounted
for by each factor, Factor 1 (Figure 11a) describes 90%
of the measured nitrate/rBC signal, 28% of the organics/
rBC, but only 9% of the mean coating thickness. Factor
2 (Figure 11b) describes 57% of the organics/rBC and
22% of the mean coating thickness, while Factor 3
(Figure 11c) describes 15% of the organics/rBC and
69% of the mean coating thickness. Factors 2 and 3 each
only describe 5% of the nitrate/rBC signal. The cumu-
lative explained fraction of measured signal by the PMF
model of nitrate/rBC, organics/rBC, and mean coating
thickness are 1.008, 0.999, and 1.000, respectively.
[35] Figures 11d–11f show the spatial pattern of the frac-
tion of total signal contributed by the three factors on the
May 25 flight. Factor 1 (Figure 11d) has the largest contri-
bution to the signal in the Banning Pass, coincident with the
largest loadings of nitrate measured on this flight. Although
the overall explained signal of mean coating thickness for
the entire flight is small for this factor, the dominance of the
total factor signal in this region means that the coatings are
likely nitrate and organics within the Banning Pass. Factor 2
(Figure 11e) has a more highly variable pattern throughout
the flight; however, there are noticeable local maxima in
several locations, particularly downwind of the Banning
Pass in the Banning Outflow region, where this factor makes
up 50% of the total signal. The areas of high Factor 2
signal are characterized by a largely organic rBC coating,
consistent with the ammonium nitrate having largely evap-
orated in this region (Figure 10). Factor 3 (Figure 11f ) is
dominant, by far, over most of the flight, with the exception
of the two areas mentioned above. Because Factor 3 is
essentially mean coating thickness by itself (Figure 11c), this
factor is, in essence, the residual variation in mean coating
thickness not described by Factors 1 and 2. Given its
importance over most of the flight, it is clear that the PMF
model does not contain enough parameters that vary with
mean coating thickness to fully describe, in a physical
interpretation, the cause for the variation in coating thickness
in most regions. However, in the Banning Pass and Outflow
regions, the PMF results support the conclusions from
Figure 10 that the available coating materials are largely
nitrate and organics, especially in regions where these
compounds have relatively high loadings.
4.3. The rBC Mixing State
[36] Figure 12 presents a 2D histogram of all particles
measured in the West LA Basin region (see Figure 2) during
Figure 12. The 2-D histogram of all particles detected in
the West LA Basin region as defined in Figure 2. Optical
diameter is calculated with a Mie model (assuming a refrac-
tive index of 1.5-0.0i) fit to the scattering cross-section
detected by a LEO fit of these particles’ scattering signal.
The solid lines denote the results of a core-and-shell Mie
model forced with the rBC core diameters on the x axis and
fit to the equivalent scattering cross-sections on the y axis.
The numbers denote the shell thickness diameters in nm.
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CalNex. rBC core diameters (VED) from 90–260 nm are
binned according to their optical diameter (175–410 nm)
determined with the LEO method. Optical diameter, calcu-
lated using Mie theory assuming that the particle is purely
scattering with a refractive index of 1.5-0.0i, is used instead
of scattering cross-section in this figure for convenience of
relating the scattering signal to particle diameter. Given the
assumed rBC core sizes of these particles in Figure 12, solid
lines representing a core-and-shell Mie model have been
overlaid with the shell thickness diameters given in nm.
Presented this way, the x- and y-axes limits on Figure 12 are
the limits of detection for coated rBC of the Twin Otter SP2.
As shown earlier, the MMD peaks below 130 nm for much
of the measurements during CalNex, and Figure 12 clearly
shows that one cannot determine the mixing state of the
majority of these particles unless they have a coating thick-
ness greater than 50 nm in diameter.
[37] Despite these limitations, we can examine how the
behavior of coated rBC particles within the detection range
of the SP2 change with region. To simplify the presentation
of these data, Figure 13a is calculated directly from
Figure 12 by re-binning the 2D histogram in terms of the
core-and-shell Mie model scattering cross-sections to put the
measurement in terms of coating thickness diameter.
Figure 13a again shows the limits of detection at small rBC
core sizes, as the major mode of coated rBC particles is cut
off in the lower-left corner of the plot.
[38] Of particular interest is the evolution of the mixing
state of the rBC aerosol as it is transported into the outflow
regions. Figures 13a and 13b demonstrate this evolution
from the source-rich area of the western LA Basin to the
more aged Banning Outflow region. Figure 13 clearly shows
that a second mode of particles at small rBC VED’s but with
thick (≥150 nm) coatings become more important relative to
the main mode of more thinly-coated, larger rBC in the
outflows. In the source-rich region of the western LA Basin,
this second mode is barely visible as compared to the main
mode of thinly coated rBC, indicating a dominance of thinly
coated rBC particles, largely outside the detection range of
the SP2.
4.4. Variability of rBC Levels With Altitude
[39] Figure 14a shows the 1-min resolution rBC mass
concentration for all research flights as a function of altitude
with single soundings presented in Figures 14b and 14c. In
general, rBC mass concentration decreases with altitude,
with the smallest concentrations measured in the free tro-
posphere. In contrast, the mean coating thickness increases
with altitude, with a dramatic increase above the inversion
layer. The trend of lower rBC concentrations with increasing
coating thickness is also shown in Figure 6. That the more
thickly coated rBC particles lie in the free troposphere is
consistent with a more aged aerosol, on which secondary
species have condensed. A dramatic shift in MMD occurs
above the inversion layer, indicating the rBC cores them-
selves are larger in the free troposphere. The characteristic
time for coagulation by rBC-containing particles only in the
free troposphere is about 82 days, but that of all particles in
this region is about 7 days (using a coagulation coefficient
K = 6.41  109 cm3 s1 calculated from the measure-
ments) [Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006]. While this seems
excessively long for the rBC particles, it is likely that rBC
concentrations were much higher at their source, meaning
Figure 13. The 2-D histogram of all particles detected in (a) the West LA Basin region and (b) the Ban-
ning Outflow region, defined in Figure 2. Coating thickness is derived from a core-and-shell Mie model fit
with the detected scattering cross-section by a LEO fit of the scattering signal.
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coagulation would have proceeded much faster initially
before being transported above the inversion. Another
possible explanation is that the rBC above the inversion
layer is from a different combustion source (biogenic vs.
anthropogenic) than for the fresh rBC particles in the
Basin, which may have caused larger rBC core sizes to
begin with [Schwarz et al., 2008a].
[40] Figures 14b and 14c show single soundings out of
and back into the LA Basin on May 20. These soundings are
for the same time periods as those presented in Figure 5 of
Duong et al. [2011]. The ascent took place before noon local
time on the east side of the LA Basin near the El Cajon Pass,
and the temperature profile indicates the presence of a weak
inversion layer (DT = 0.5C at 1800 m) and a layer of
elevated rBC levels (an increase of 0.05 mg m3) around
the same level. The decrease in dew point temperature
(6.4C) over this same layer is more dramatic and continues
to decrease above this layer, indicating a much drier air mass
aloft. Three hours later, on the descent into the LA Basin,
again near the El Cajon Pass, rBC levels below the inversion
layer are higher overall, especially near the base of the
inversion layer (DT = 1.6C at 2400 m). Again, the dew
point temperature profile shows a sharp decrease (9.3C)
indicating a much drier air mass aloft. Although Raga et al.
[2001] argue that the presence of an absorbing aerosol layer
just above the temperature inversion helps to strengthen
the inversion layer near Mexico City, we do not have
enough soundings at sufficiently high resolution to evaluate
this for the LA Basin. In fact, the data show that the rBC
mass concentrations on this flight are higher below the
inversion, especially later in the afternoon. Figures 14b
and 14c also show the presence of rBC layers with differ-
ent mean coating thicknesses. On the ascent out of the
LA Basin, there is a layer of rBC at 1400 m altitude with
a mean coating thickness of 200 nm surrounded above
and below by rBC layers with mean coating thicknesses
of 115 nm. On the descent into the LA Basin later in the
day, just below the inversion layer, at 2350 m altitude,
the local maxima in rBC mass concentration (an increase
of 0.08 mg m3) coincides with a mean coating thickness
of 115 nm with surrounding layers >160 nm in coating
thickness. The descent also records the presence of a sec-
ond inversion (DT = 2.4C) much closer to the surface
(600 m altitude) in which a layer of rBC with mean
Figure 14. Vertical distribution of (a) all SP2 measurements, (b) ascent out of LA on May 20, and
(c) descent into LA 3 h later. Each marker is a 1-min average data point indicating rBC mass con-
centration (x axis), mean coating thickness on rBC particles (marker color), and MMD (marker
size). The gray shaded region in Figure 14a denotes the range of inversion layer altitudes observed during
CalNex. The dashed lines in Figures 14b and 14c are the ambient temperature profiles and the dotted lines
are the dew point temperature profiles.
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coating thickness 150 nm is surrounded by layers with
coating thicknesses of 105 nm. The complicated vertical
structure in Figures 14b and 14c is likely the result of the
“mountain-chimney effect” described by Lu and Turco
[1994, 1995]. In both soundings, the rBC just above the
inversion layer is dramatically different than below; the
rBC is much more thickly coated and the mass median
diameters are much larger.
4.5. Case Study: “Weekend Effect” on rBC Aerosol
[41] Ozone levels in the LA Basin are subject to the well-
documented weekday-weekend effect [e.g., Marr and
Harley, 2002; Pollack et al., 2012]. This so-called “week-
end effect” is a result of the dramatically reduced amount of
heavy-duty truck traffic (diesel truck emissions decrease by
60–80%), as reflected primarily in NOx levels [Harley et al.,
2005].
[42] To examine the possible effects on rBC in the LA
Basin as a result of the weekend effect, Figure 15 presents
the percent change of several measurements from Friday,
May 14 to Saturday, May 15. We define the percent change
referenced to the measurements from May 14; thus, positive
values denote measurements that are higher on the weekend
flight of May 15. The size of the markers is proportional to
the measured values on May 14, revealing the weekday
pattern of larger values in the Basin. Figure 15a shows rBC
mass concentration changes in the Basin (see Figures 8f and
8g for actual measurements). By flight average, there is
virtually no change in rBC levels from May 14 to 15
(+0.01%), but there are regions within the Basin of increase
and decrease. Figure 15b shows change in the WSOC/rBC
ratio, which is indicative of secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) formation, increasing everywhere in the Basin by a
large percent. This observation is consistent with previous
observations that the highest levels of SOA formation in the
LA Basin occur on weekends [Turpin and Huntzicker, 1991,
1995]. Figure 15c shows that mean coating thicknesses also
increase everywhere on May 15 throughout the LA Basin.
Finally, Figure 15d shows that in the far northeast corner of
the LA Basin the coating volume concentration is smaller on
May 15, in contrast to the rest of the Basin which has more
coating volume on this particular Saturday. While this may
seem to conflict with Figure 15c, note that mean coating
thickness is a particle-by-particle average, which gives the
mean state of single rBC particles, whereas coating volume
concentration is a bulk measurement that reflects total
number concentration as well as average coating thickness.
Thus, on Friday, May 14, there were more particles in the
LA Basin, and thus more total coating volume on rBC in the
northeast corner of the Basin, where pollution accumulates,
Figure 15. Percent change between Friday, May 14 and Saturday, May 15 measurements displayed as
percent change from the May 14 values (marker color) for: (a) rBC mass concentration, (b) WSOC/rBC
ratio, (c) mean coating thickness, and (d) coating volume concentration. The SP2 measurements are aver-
aged over a grid spacing of 0.12 longitude by 0.1 latitude. The size of the markers in each plot is pro-
portional to the May 14 measurement value. The stars denote the CalNex LA ground site at Caltech.
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despite the fact that per rBC particle, there was a thinner
coating of material.
5. Summary
[43] The present work reports rBC measurements during
May 2010 as part of the CalNex 2010 field experiment in
California. The measurements were carried out onboard the
CIRPAS Twin Otter aircraft during 18 research flights, using
the Single Particle Soot Photometer. The dominant feature
controlling the regional variability of rBC aerosol in the LA
Basin is the daytime southwesterly sea breeze. The sea
breeze advects the fresh LA plume inland, where mountain
ranges and a shallow inversion layer collect the pollution
before exiting the Basin through two narrow mountain pas-
ses. While rBC mass concentrations remain fairly uniform
west-to-east within the Basin, there is clear growth of sec-
ondary organics and ammonium nitrate as the LA plume is
advected eastward in the Basin. This secondary growth
coincides with an increase in the coating thickness on rBC
particles from west to east. In the outflow regions, the vol-
atile ammonium nitrate largely evaporates, leaving WSOC
as the most abundant secondary material available to con-
tribute to the growing mean rBC coating thicknesses.
Detailed analysis of the rBC mixing state reveals two
modes of coated particles, one with an rBC VED 145 nm
with a coating that grows from 50 nm to 70 nm from the
western LA Basin to the Banning Outflow region and one
with an rBC VED 90 nm, on the edge of the SP2
detection range, with a coating that grows from <100 nm
(out of detection range) to >200 nm. In general, rBC mass
concentrations decrease with altitude, while the coating
thickness increases dramatically above the inversion layer,
consistent with a more aged aerosol in the free tropo-
sphere. The “weekend effect” on rBC resulted in more
thickly coated rBC particles on a Saturday versus the
preceding Friday everywhere in the LA Basin, coinciding
with higher WSOC/BC ratios, indicating more secondary
formation of aerosol on Saturday.
Appendix A: Calibration of the SP2
A1. The rBC Mass Calibration
[44] The SP2 has two incandescence channels, a broad-
band (l = 350–800 nm) and a narrowband (l = 630–800 nm)
channel. The Twin Otter SP2 was additionally configured
such that the broadband incandescence channel was set to a
higher gain setting than the narrowband channel, to increase
the total range of detectable refractory black carbon mass.
Figure A1 presents the incandescence calibration for the two
channels, showing the clear overlap in signal ranges and
deviation of the signal from the linear fit at larger particle
masses. A comparison is made to other rBC aerosol stan-
dards, Fullerene soot (stock #40971, lot #G25N20, Alfa
Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA) and glassy carbon spheres
(GCS, Type II, stock #38008, lot #C14K07, Alfa Aesar). The
mass of generated Fullerene particles is calculated using the
relation from Gysel et al. [2011]; however, we note that
our batch of Fullerene is different from that used in their
study. GCS mobility diameter is converted to mass using the
manufacturer-reported density of 1.42 g cm3. The Fullerene
and GCS calibration slopes are both 37% larger than the
Aquadag slope, meaning that these calibrations would yield
larger rBC masses. When more data becomes available
relating these three rBC standards to ambient rBC in the LA
Basin, corrections to the calibration can be made.
[45] The SP2 incandescence channels were calibrated with
Aquadag by nebulizing a solution of Aquadag and milliQ
water through a differential mobility analyzer (DMA, TSI
Model 3081) used to classify the mobility of the generated
particles. The mass of those particles was calculated from
the mobility diameter using the relation from Gysel et al.
[2011], who showed that Aquadag mobility density is
independent of production batch and specific aerosol gen-
eration procedures. We have chosen to use Aquadag as our
calibration standard because of this published density and
because the different production lots of Aquadag have been
distributed to most SP2 users by DMT; thus, providing a
means to inter-relate the many SP2 instruments. Recent
work by Laborde et al. [2012] instead recommend the use of
Fullerene soot, as has been recommended previously
[Moteki and Kondo, 2010]. However, the mobility density of
Fullerene soot is not consistent across different production
lots and may vary by up to 14% between specific batches
[Laborde et al., 2012]. For this study, we did not have access
to a particle mass analyzer and, therefore, could not verify
the mobility density of our batch of Fullerene.
Figure A1. Calibration data for the high-gain (upper-left
trace) and low-gain (lower-right trace) incandescence chan-
nels. The rBC mass (bottom x axis) is calculated from the
selected mobility diameter with mobility density for Aqua-
dag and Fullerene from Gysel et al. [2011] and density =
1.4 g cm3 for glassy carbon spheres (GCS). rBC diameter
(top x axis) is volume-equivalent diameter (VED) calculated
as for ambient particles, assuming a spherical particle with a
density = 1.8 g cm3. The solid line is the calibration curve
used in this study, calculated from the Aquadag data only.
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[46] It has been previously shown that the incandescence
response of the SP2 is linear up to particle masses of 10 fg
and independent of particle shape or mixing state [Moteki
and Kondo, 2007, 2010; Slowik et al., 2007]. We have
found a linear response over a slightly larger range, up to at
least a 50 fg particle (see Figure A1), before surface area
effects lead to a power law dependence in the signal. The
coefficients of determination (R2 = 0.993, 0.996, and 0.997
for Aquadag, Fullerene, and GCS, respectively) clearly
demonstrate the linearity in the response of the SP2 to rBC
mass. We have chosen to fit both incandescence channels
with a linear function and note that errors will be greatest at
the extreme large end of the rBC mass spectrum, where few
particles were detected in this study. The detection limit of
the high-gain broadband incandescence channel was 0.48–
11.1 fg rBC per particle (80–227 nm VED) and of the low-
gain narrowband incandescence channel was 3.66–317 fg
rBC per particle (157–696 nm VED).
A2. Scattering Calibration
[47] The SP2 has two scattering channels, a high-gain
and a low-gain channel, which are filtered to detect scat-
tered light at l = 1064 nm. The Twin Otter SP2 was
configured with a split-detector on the high-gain scatter
channel, which is used to obtain particle position infor-
mation for use in a leading-edge only (LEO) fit of the
scattering data on the low-gain channel [Gao et al., 2007].
The scattering channels were calibrated with both dioctyl
sebecate (DOS, refractive index = 1.45-0.0i) and polysty-
rene latex spheres (PSL, refractive index = 1.59-0.0i) size-
selected by a DMA. Figure A2 shows the results of the
calibration for a full Gaussian fit to the scattering signal
and for the LEO fits to the scattering signal, detailed
below. A Mie scattering model is used to relate diameter
and refractive index to the scattering cross-section. In
Figure A2, each data point represents the median of a
sample of about 10,000 particles. The error bars are one
standard deviation of the LEO fit amplitude, indicative of
the spread in the data for each size. The linear fit was
found by forcing a zero intercept, but very little change in
slope occurs if this criterion is relaxed. The data used to
generate the linear fit were the DOS data only. Both DOS
and PSL calibration curves demonstrate the linearity of the
scattering response of the SP2 to scattering cross-section
(R2 = 0.996 and 0.999, respectively). Uncertainty in the
full Gaussian fit amplitude is 14%.
A3. LEO Fitting
[48] We desire to use only the leading-edge of the scat-
tering signal so that coated rBC particles, which have a
scattering signal that begins as a Gaussian shape but then is
perturbed as the coating evaporates, may be sized according
to their full, unperturbed diameter. We have chosen the cri-
terion for determining the last point in the leading-edge
signal consistent with Gao et al. [2007]; that is, an amplifi-
cation factor of 30, which means signals up to the point
where the signal is 3.33% of the maximum observed signal
for that particle are used in the LEO fit.
[49] In addition to using only a limited portion of the
scattering signal for each particle, we simplify the Gaussian
fit based on calibration results. The Gaussian-shaped scatter
signal, S, as a function of time, t, on the low-gain scatter
channel is written as




where a is the height of the peak, b is the position of the
center of the peak, c is the full width at half maximum, and d
is the baseline or offset. Owing to the constant flow rate and
width of the laser in the instrument, purely scattering parti-
cles of all sizes exhibit the same full width at half maximum
(c) and peak position (b) relative to the zero-crossing of the
split-detector (labeled as “Position Time” on Figure 5) [Gao
et al., 2007]. Thus, equation (A1) can be simplified to
S tð Þ ¼ aX tð Þ þ d ðA2Þ
where X ¼ exp 4ln2 tbc
 2 
can be calculated directly
from calibration data and S, a, and d are defined above. In
fitting equation (A2), we do not restrict the value of d, the
signal baseline, but keep it as a free parameter and compare
the fitted d to the baseline value estimated as the minimum
average of the first or last 20 signal data points on the single-
particle time trace (Figure 5). This comparison ensures that
the fit to the scattering data yields realistic values for a. Due
to fluctuations in sample flow and laser profile, LEO fitting
increases uncertainty in the retrieved scattering amplitude
to 22%.
[50] To validate the LEO method of fitting, we compared
the full Gaussian fit amplitude to the leading-edge fits for the
Figure A2. PSL and DOS scattering calibration data. Each
data point is the median of about 10,000 particles, and the
error bars indicate one standard deviation. For reference,
both the full Gaussian and the leading-edge only fits are
shown, but operationally, only the leading edge fits are used
to determine an optical diameter.
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DOS and PSL calibration data as well as for a subset of
purely scattering particle data from several of the research
flights. The results are given in Figure A3. For clarity, the
fits from a segment of only one of the flights is shown, but
all flights gave similar results. Although the slope between
the two methods is not ideally unity, the linearity of the plot
(R2 = 0.998 and 0.999 for DOS and PSL, respectively)
validates this as an effective method for sizing particles.
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1. Introduction
[2] The Los Angeles mega-city has consistently experi-
enced among the highest particulate matter levels in the
United States and the highest ozone levels (http://www.
stateoftheair.org/2012/city-rankings/most-polluted-cities.html).
Several measurement campaigns have focused on characteriz-
ing particulate air quality in the Los Angeles Basin (e.g. Appel
et al. [1982]; Turpin and Huntzicker [1991]; Chow et al.
[1994]; Watson et al. [1994]; Eldering et al. [1994]; Liu et al.
[2000]; Hughes et al. [2002]; Pastor et al. [2003]; Croes
and Fujita [2003]; Neuman et al. [2003]; Jacob et al. [2010];
Docherty et al. [2011]), and in other urban areas, such as
Pittsburgh, PA (Pittsburgh Air Quality Study, PAQS; e.g.
Wittig et al. [2004]; Cabada et al. [2004]; Modey et al.
[2004]; Pekney et al. [2006]; Bein et al. [2006]), Mexico City,
Mexico (Mega-city Initiative: Local and Global Research
Observations, MILAGRO; e.g. Salcedo et al. [2006]; DeCarlo
et al. [2008]; Querol et al. [2008]; Molina et al. [2010]),
Houston, Texas (2006 TexasAir Quality Study, TexAQS; e.g.
Parrish et al. [2009]; Nowak et al. [2010]; Washenfelder
et al. [2010]), and Beijing, China (Campaign of Air Quality
Research in Beijing, CAREBEIJING; e.g. van Pinxteren
et al. [2009]; Yue et al. [2009, 2010]; Ianniello et al. [2011];
Zheng et al. [2011]). Many studies have used data gathered
during these field campaigns to evaluate the fidelity of three-
dimensional atmospheric chemical transport models (CTMs)
(e.g. Sarwar and Bhave [2007]; Fountoukis and Nenes
[2007]; Nolte et al. [2008]; Matsui et al. [2009]; Fountoukis
et al. [2009]; McKeen et al. [2009]; Fast et al. [2009]; Foley
et al. [2010]; Renner and Wolke [2010]; Zhang and Ying
[2010]; Karydis et al. [2010]; Kelly et al. [2010]; Lee et al.
[2011]; Huang et al. [2011]; Pfister et al. [2011]).
[3] The California Research at the Nexus of Air Quality and
Climate Change (CalNex) study was conducted during May–
June 2010 to address both air quality and climate change
through coordination and collaboration between several gov-
ernment agencies, such as the California Air Resources Board
(CARB), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA), and academic institutions (www.esrl.noaa.
gov/csd/calnex/). During CalNex, state-of-the-art airborne,
ship-based, and ground-based measurements of atmospheric
species, and of their transport over and off the coast of Califor-
nia, were conducted with the goal of understanding the impact
of airborne pollutants on air quality and climate.
[4] The motivation for the present work is to evaluate the
extent to which we understand the observed behavior of
inorganic aerosols in the Los Angeles airshed, one of the
world’s most important urban areas from the point of view
of air quality. The suite of ground-level and airborne mea-
surements made during CalNex represent, by far, the most
complete characterization of Los Angeles air quality yet
carried out. Such a complex suite of measurements, gas
and particle, surface and aloft, can only be placed in a
unified context through the integration of chemistry and phys-
ics provided by a state-of-the-science atmospheric chemical
transport model, driven by appropriate meteorology for the
days of the experiment and operating on the emissions inven-
tory of the region assembled by the relevant governmental
agencies. In many respects, the current work can be seen
as a parallel to the Mexico City MILAGRO study [Molina
et al., 2010].
[5] To evaluate the extent to which predictions of a state-of-
the-science CTM, driven by current emission inventories and
resolved meteorological fields, agree with measured concen-
trations, we employ the Community Multiscale Air Quality
(CMAQ) model version4.7.1 (http://www.cmaq-model.org/,
Foley et al. [2010]) to simulate the three-dimensional distribu-
tion of aerosols and gases over Southern California during the
CalNex field campaign. Predictions are compared to a suite of
airborne and ground-based meteorological measurements,
gas- and aerosol-phase inorganic measurements, and black
carbon (BC) measurements over Southern California during
the CalNex field campaign. Airborne measurements took
place onboard the Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-
Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) Navy Twin Otter aircraft
(hereafter referred to as the Twin Otter) and the NOAA
WP-3D (hereafter referred to as the P3) aircraft during
May and June 2010. A Lagrangian particle dispersion
model, FLEXPART (http://transport.nilu.no/flexpart, Stohl
et al. [2005]), is used to track the origins of measured and
predicted species in the Los Angeles Basin during CalNex
by calculating back trajectories based on advection and turbu-
lent mixing processes. Our goal is to identify the major sources
of measurement/model disagreement for BC and various
inorganic aerosol species and to suggest additional measures
that address these sources of error. The organic component
of the particulate matter will be addressed in a future study.
2. Model description and application
2.1. CMAQ
[6] In this study, we use CMAQ version 4.7.1 [Foley et al.,
2010] on a domain that includes a large portion of Southern
California as well as parts of Mexico (Figure 1), covering
the area from (31.83∘N, 121.43∘W) to (35.69∘N, 114.43∘W)
with 4 km by 4 km horizontal grid cells (102 x 156 grid
points). Simulations cover the time period of May 2010. All
simulations include a minimum spin-up period of four days
to mitigate the influence of initial conditions, except for the
P3 flight during 4 May 2012 which included only three days
of spin up due to lack of MM5 meteorology for 30 April
2010. The meteorological fields used to drive the model were
generated by the 5th generation Penn State/National Center for
Atmospheric Research Meso-scale Model (MM5 version
3.7.4; Grell et al. [1995]). Three nested grids, with horizontal
resolutions of 36, 12, and 4 km, were used to generate meteo-
rological fields at the desired resolution (Figure S1). Nesting is
the process by which a model simulation is run over a certain
domain (the parent domain) at a given resolution. From the
predicted concentrations within the parent domain, boundary
conditions are extracted and used to drive a separate finer-
resolution model simulation that is run over a portion of the
parent domain (the nested domain). The MM5 model was
initialized from NARR analysis data (http://nomads.ncdc.
noaa.gov/data/narr/) with analysis nudging option, but obser-
vational nudging was not used. The 36 km and 12 km grids
were first run together, via two-way nesting, using the Grell
cumulus, simple ice microphysics, NOAH soil scheme,
MRF PBL, and RRTM radiation options. The 4 km grid was
then run, via one-way nesting, using boundary conditions
derived from the 12 km grid with all options identical to the
coarse domain simulations, except that the cumulus parame-
terization was turned off since the sufficiently fine horizontal
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resolution of the 4 km grid is expected to capture the smaller
cloud scale atmospheric motions. CMAQ-compatible meteo-
rological fields were then generated by processing MM5
output using the Meteorology-Chemistry Interface Program
(MCIP) version 3.6 [Otte and Pleim, 2010]. Vertically,
the meteorological fields extend from the surface to 100 mb
(18 km above sea level) using 30 layers. This vertical
resolution is typical for regional-scale and meso-scale model-
ing studies such as this. For instance, Kelly et al. [2010]
configured CMAQ to use 30 vertical layers for the coast of
Florida. Similarly, Foley et al. [2010] tested CMAQ4.7 over
the eastern United States using 12, 24, and 34 vertical layers.
In the present study, there are 11 layers in the lowest 1000
m, and the surface layer is 30 m deep.
[7] The emission inventory used in this study is a modified
version of the day-specific ARCTAS-CARB inventory from
June 2008. The modification consists of averaging June
emissions to produce emissions for one representative
week-day and one representative weekend-day for use dur-
ing May 2010. In so doing, it is implicitly assumed that
emissions did not change appreciably from 2008 to 2010.
This assumption may be in question due to the recent emis-
sions control programs, such as the diesel truck rules and
ocean going vessel (OGV) fuel regulations (http://www.
arb.ca.gov/msprog/operators.htm). As a result, emissions of
BC and sulfur containing compounds may have decreased
significantly from 2008 to 2010 [Dallmann et al., 2011;
Lack et al., 2011]. The CARB recognizes this limitation
and is working toward releasing a newer version of the emis-
sion inventory. Daily total emission rates for each species
are given in Tables S4 and S5, and the emission inventory
used in this study is available from the authors upon request.
The limitations of the current CARB inventory are expected
to impact agreement between observations and predictions of
anthropogenic BC and sulfur containing compounds, but not
sea-salt emissions of SO24 which are modeled interactively
in CMAQ [Gong, 2003; Sarwar and Bhave, 2007; Kelly
et al., 2010]. All meteorological fields and gridded emission
inventories were prepared and provided by CARB.
[8] Gas-phase predictions are based on a modified version
of the Statewide Air Pollution Research Center (SAPRC)
chemical mechanism (version SAPRC07TC, Carter [2010])
implemented in CMAQ with the Rosenbrock numerical
solver. The main modification consists of using an updated
isoprene photooxidation mechanism based on Paulot et al.
[2009a, 2009b]. Atmospheric mass distributions of particu-
late matter by size are represented in CMAQ as the superpo-
sition of three log-normal distributions, referred to as
modes. These are the Aitken mode (typical Dp range is
20 nm to 90 nm), the accumulation mode (typical Dp range
is 90 nm to 1-2.5 mm), and the coarse aerosol mode (typical
Dp range is 1-2.5 to 10 mm) [Binkowski and Roselle, 2003].
Each mode is defined by its geometric standard deviation,
geometric mean diameter, and the magnitude of mass within
the mode. All particles are assumed to be spherical and each
mode is assumed to be internally mixed chemically. Aerosol
processes such as evaporation, condensation, coagulation,
nucleation, advection, and wet and dry deposition affect
the total number of particles, total surface area, and total
mass within each mode. The majority of primary PM2.5
emissions (99.9% by mass), including BC, are assigned to
the accumulation mode, and a small fraction (0.1% by mass)
is assigned to the Aitken mode according to section 1.3 of
Binkowski and Roselle [2003].













































Figure 1. CMAQmodeling domain (colored area) used for simulations during the CalNex Field Campaign.
The domain covers the area from (31.83∘N, 121.43∘W) to (35.69∘N, 114.43∘W)with 4 km x 4 km horizontal
grid cells (102 x 156 grid points). The star represents the Pasadena ground site and the triangle represents
Bakersfield.
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[9] The thermodynamic model ISORROPIA-II [Fountoukis
and Nenes, 2007] is used in CMAQ to compute the thermody-





sol system. The assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium
between fine inorganic particulate nitrate and ammonium with
gas-phase nitric acid and ammonia is commonly invoked in
atmospheric CTMs. The validity of this assumption for fine
particles (Dp typically < 2.5 mm) was confirmed on the basis
of data obtained during the 1999 Atlanta Supersite Experiment
[Zhang et al., 2002]. Karydis et al. [2010] used the PMCAMx
model with ISORROPIA-II to model inorganic aerosol
measured during the Mexico City MILAGRO campaign.
They concluded that explicitly treating mass transfer to
and from coarse aerosol as a dynamic process is essential
for capturing the competition between small and large parti-
cles for condensible inorganic vapors. To account for this
competition, CMAQ partitions mass between the gas and
aerosol phases according to the hybrid method [Capaldo
et al., 2000], in which instantaneous equilibrium is assumed
between the gas and aerosol phases in the two fine modes,
and dynamic mass transfer governs the coarse aerosol mode.
Since ISORROPIA-II is capable of simulating aerosol systems
that include K+-Ca2+-Mg2+, we conduct an additional sensi-
tivity simulation on the impact of dust emissions and crustal
species on inorganic aerosol concentrations in the L.A. Basin.
2.2. GEOS-Chem
[10] Dynamic chemical boundary conditions (1-h temporal
resolution) used in the CMAQ simulations were generated
from the GEOS-Chem global chemical transport model
(version 9-01-01, http://acmg.seas.harvard.edu/geos/) via one-
way nesting. GEOS-Chem was used to simulate global gas-
and aerosol-phase concentrations at 2∘ latitude x 2.5∘ longitude
horizontal resolution, with 47 vertical levels. Boundary condi-
tions were extracted from the global simulation and used to
drive a nested GEOS-Chem simulation over North America
at 0.5∘ latitude x 0.667∘ longitude horizontal resolution, with
47 vertical levels. Finally, CMAQ-consistent boundary condi-
tions were then extracted from the nested GEOS-Chem simula-
tions for the domain shown in Figure 1. All three domains are
shown on a single map in Figure S2. The coarse GEOS-Chem
parent grid simulation spin-up period was 1 year, and the spin-
up period for the nested GEOS-Chem grid simulation was 4
months (Jan-Apr 2010). Goddard Earth Observing System
(GEOS-5) assimilated meteorological data from the NASA
Global Modeling andAssimilation Office (GMAO)were used
for all GEOS-Chem model simulations, which included
ozone-NOx-hydrocarbon chemistry [Bey et al., 2001] coupled
with sulfate-nitrate-ammonium aerosol chemistry [Park et al.,
2004]. Outside North America, global emissions used in the
coarse simulations are from the Emissions Database for
Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) inventory [Olivier
and Berdowski, 2001]. Anthropogenic emissions data for the
United States, used in GEOS-Chem, were from the EPA
National Emissions Inventory (NEI) 2005, scaled to the
simulation period according to trends in the EPA Acid Rain
Program (http://camddataandmaps.epa.gov/gdm/) and the
NEI Air Pollutant Emissions Trends Data (http://www.epa.
gov/ttn/chief/trends/). The nested GEOS-Chem simulation
also includes aircraft, biofuel and natural emissions of inor-
ganic aerosol precursors, as described by Park et al. [2004].
[11] Since the nested GEOS-Chem horizontal grid resolu-
tion of 0.5∘ latitude x 0.667∘ longitude (55 km x 60 km
at latitude 33∘N) is considerably coarser than the 4 km x 4
km resolution of CMAQ, and the domain shown in Figure 1
is relatively small compared to the North American continent,
the potential double-counting of species in the L.A. Basin was
taken into consideration. Coarse resolution acts to smooth
concentration gradients via dilution, thereby reducing peak
values within the region and increasing species concentrations
at the boundaries. These species can then partially reenter the
L.A. Basin as boundary conditions, while simultaneously
being emitted within the L.A. Basin via the ARCTAS-CARB
emission inventory, which is physically unrealistic. However,
it is possible for species emitted in the L.A. Basin to be trans-
ported outside the domain (Figure 1), and then reenter via
recirculation. To determine the impacts of both of these
potential issues, additional sensitivity simulations have been
conducted with CMAQ using two sets of boundary condi-
tions: (1) one set is derived from a nested GEOS-Chem
simulation over North America that includes emissions in
the L.A. Basin, and (2) one set is derived from the same
nested GEOS-Chem simulation over North America with
emissions in the domain shown in Figure 1 set to zero (the
latter set was used in the results to be presented). The results
(not shown) indicate that the impact of turning off emissions
in the L.A. Basin in the nested GEOS-Chem simulation has
virtually no impact on black carbon concentrations, and
only a very slight impact on the boundary inflow of sulfate.
Therefore recirculation and the potential double-counting of
species are not issues in the current model configuration,
although this may not be true for modeling configurations
with different domain sizes and different grid-cell sizes, or if
there are significant emissions sources near the boundaries of
the nested domain.
2.3. FLEXPART
[12] To trace the origins of measured and predicted species
during CalNex, a modified version of the FLEXPART
Lagrangian particle dispersion model [Stohl et al., 2005] is
used to calculate back trajectories of air masses. FLEXPART
has been used extensively to quantify the impacts of meteoro-
logical processes on pollution transport (e.g., de Foy et al.
[2006]; Palau et al. [2006]; Ding et al. [2009]; Brioude
et al. [2009]). A detailed description of the FLEXPARTmodel
used in this study can be found in the SupplementaryMaterial.
3. Observations
3.1. Pasadena Ground-Site Data
[13] Planetary boundary layer (PBL) heights were measured
at the Pasadena ground site with a Vaisala Ceilometer CL31,
which uses the minimum-gradient method to determine aero-
sol backscatter profiles [Emeis and Schafer, 2006; Schafer
et al., 2004]. Observed PBL heights are compared to predicted
PBL heights in Figure 2. Previous studies have shown overall
agreement between this technique as compared to radiosonde
and sonic detection and ranging estimates of PBL height
[Haman, 2011; van der Kamp et al., 2010; Martucci et al.,
2007;Münkel et al., 2006]. For this study, the average PBL height
uncertainty and the minimum detection limit are 5m and
80 m, respectively. A detailed description of the instruments
and settings used in this study can be found in Haman [2011].
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[14] Refractory black carbon (BC) aerosol mass was mea-
sured at the Pasadena ground-site with a Droplet Measurement
Technologies (DMT, Boulder, CO, USA) Single Particle Soot
Photometer (SP2). Briefly, the SP2 detects refractory BC mass
by measuring the incandescence signal emitted from single
BC-containing particles heated to their boiling point when
passing through an intense Nd:YAG laser beam (l =1064
nm). BC volume-equivalent diameter (VED) is calculated from
the detected mass assuming a spherical particle with density of
1.8 g cm 3 [Bond and Bergstrom, 2006]. The SP2 incandes-
cence channels were calibrated in the same way as described
in Section 2 of the Supplemental Material to McMeeking et
al. [2010], with the main difference being that Alfa Aesar
glassy carbon spheres were used instead of Aquadag. The data
have been corrected for mass above and below the detection
limit of the instrument by fitting a log-normal distribution to
the primary mode in the BC mass distribution and another
log-normal distribution to the residual of this fit (i.e. a second-
ary mode). The two fits were then added together, and the frac-
tion of the fits above and below the SP2 detection limit were
calculated as 8.0% of BC mass below the detection limit and
1.9% above. The measured BC mass concentrations have been
divided by (1- 0.099). Based on Shiraiwa et al. [2008] and
Schwarz et al. [2008b], the uncertainty in the determination
of the mass of a single BC particle measured at the Pasadena
ground site is estimated to be 30%. All BC measurements
from the Pasadena ground site are shown in Figure 3.
[15] Inorganic aerosol measurements were made by the
University of Colorado-Boulder Aerodyne high-resolution
time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (Aerodyne HR-
ToF-AMS, Aerodyne Research, Inc., Billerica, MA USA,
[DeCarlo et al., 2008]) at the CalNex Pasadena ground site.
The inlet is designed to transmit particles with vacuum-
aerodynamic diameters (Dva) of 60 to 600 nm with unit
transmission efficiency, although particles with Dva above
600 nm are also detected [Canagaratna et al., 2007;
DeCarlo et al., 2004]. A composition-dependent collection



















































Figure 2. Observed (black) and predicted (red) planetary
boundary layer (PBL) heights, temperature, and relative





























































Figure 3. Measured (black dots) and predicted (red dots) BC concentrations at the Pasadena ground site
from 19 May – 31 May 2010.
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recent work [Middlebrook et al., 2012]. The composition
based method for collection efficiency addresses the issue
of particle bounce in the AMS and that particle bounce is
a function of particle phase. The technique presented by
Middlebrook et al. [2012] encompasses the four main
factors influencing particle phase: relative humidity in the
sampling line, acidity/neutralization of the sulfate content,
ammonium nitrate content, and organic liquid content. For
this data set, there were several instances where ammonium
nitrate dominated the aerosol mass, and as shown in Figure 3
in Middlebrook et al. [2012], when the ammonium nitrate
fraction exceeds 0.4, the CE for the aerosol increases from
0.45 to 1. Using a constant CE value during these periods
would cause an overprediction of aerosol mass. The
ground-site AMS measurements are reported as 5-min
averages and have an uncertainty <30%. NH3 was
measured at 1 Hz by quantum cascade tunable infrared laser
differential absorption spectroscopy (QC-TILDAS from
Aerodyne Inc.) with an overall uncertainty during the
CalNex campaign of 10% + 0.42 ppbv. [Ellis et al., 2010].
HNO3 measurements were made with the acetate ion CIMS
described by Roberts et al. [2010]. Data were acquired every
10 seconds, and were averaged to one minute. The calibrations
were performed with permeation tubes calibrated as described
by [Neuman et al., 2002]. The time constant for transmission
of HNO3 through the inlet was found to be several minutes.
The overall uncertainty of the HNO3 measurement was 34%
+ 0.05 ppbv. SO2mixing ratios weremeasured at the Pasadena
site with a commercial pulsed fluorescence detector (Model
43i-TL, Thermo Electron Corp) operated as described in Luke
[1997]. All inorganic species measurements from the
Pasadena ground site are shown in Figure 4. Hourly measure-
ments of NOx and SO2 at three ground sites in the L.A. Basin
are also reported by the CARB ground network (http://www.
arb.ca.gov/aqmis2/aqmis2.php) and shown in Figure 5.
3.2. CIRPAS Twin Otter
[16] BC aerosol mass was measured onboard the Twin
Otter aircraft with a Droplet Measurement Technologies
(DMT, Boulder, CO, USA) Single Particle Soot Photometer
(SP2). The major findings from this SP2 during CalNex, in-
cluding calibration of the instrument, are detailed elsewhere























































































Figure 4. Observed (black) and predicted (red) particulate sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, sulfur dioxide, nitric
acid, and ammonia concentrations from the CalNex Pasadena ground site. In the legend, “Boundaries" refers
to sulfate attributable to boundary conditions, “(Aq,Gas),OX" refers to secondary sulfate produced by
aqueous-phase (Aq) or gas-phase (Gas) oxidation of SO2 by oxidant OX. “Primary SO24 " refers to sulfate
emitted within the basin.
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[Metcalf et al., 2012]. In Metcalf et al. [2012], 1-min aver-
age data are reported, but in this study, we have re-sampled
the dataset at 1 Hz to take advantage of the highest time-
resolution available. To account for the BC mass outside
the SP2 detection range, a single log-normal function is fit
to each 1-s histogram of single-particle BC mass between
0.48 and 290 fg (50-675 nm VED, assuming a spherical
particle density of 1.8 g cm 3), and integrated to give bulk
BC mass concentrations. Unlike the SP2 measurements at the
Pasadena ground site, a single log-normal mode is sufficient
to adjust the measured BC size distributions for mass above
and below the Twin Otter SP2 detection limits [Metcalf et al.,
2012]. As discussed in Metcalf et al. [2012], this adjustment
increases bulk BC mass concentrations by 15–20%. Based
on the calibration standards available, uncertainty in single-
particle BC mass determination and bulk mass concentrations
is estimated to be 40%.
[17] Non-refractory particle mass and composition mea-
surements were made by an Aerodyne compact time-of-flight
aerosol mass spectrometer (C-ToF-AMS, Aerodyne Research,
Inc., Billerica, MA USA) [Drewnick et al., 2005; Murphy
et al., 2009]. The AMS onboard the Twin Otter measures
sub-micron, non-refractory, size-resolved aerosol composi-
tion. The inlet and collection efficiency of the AMS onboard
the Twin Otter were similar to those of the AMS at the
Pasadena ground site. In an effort to measure aerosol mass
distributions, the AMS onboard the Twin Otter was periodi-
cally run in particle-time-of-flight (PToF) mode. Due to
relatively low aerosol loadings, the signal-to-noise ratio was
not of sufficient quality for a meaningful comparison to size
distributions predicted by CMAQ. Instead, we focus on bulk
particulate ammonium (NHþ4 ), particulate nitrate (NO

3 ), and
particulate sulfate (SO 24 ) mass concentrations reported as
10-s averages. We note that due to the attempted size-resolved
measurements, narrow plumes may have been missed by the
AMS onboard the Twin Otter.
[18] All Twin Otter measurements reported here are from
instruments inside an unpressurized cabin. All instruments
sampled downstream of a two-stage diffusion inlet with a
transmission efficiency near unity for particle diameters up
to about 3.5 mm [Hegg et al., 2005]. Sampling lines inside
the cabin are kept reasonably uniform to all instruments, so
further corrections for diffusional losses in these lines have


























































L.A. North Main Street
North Long Beach
Figure 5. Measured (black) and predicted (red) NOx and SO2 mixing ratios for May 2010 at three loca-
tions in the Los Angeles Basin. Gaseous measurements were taken from the Air Quality and Meteorolog-
ical Information System (AQMIS, http://www.arb.ca.gov/aqmis2/aqmis2.php).
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flights from Ontario, CA between 4 May and 28 May 2010
during CalNex. The AMS was onboard during 8 of the flights,
three of which were to San Joaquin Valley, which is outside
the domain shown in Figure 1. Therefore, this analysis makes
use of 5 Twin Otter flights during which inorganic aerosol
concentrations were measured within the L.A. Basin.
3.3. NOAA P3
[19] The P3 aircraft conducted 18 research flights from
Ontario, CA between 4 May and 20 June 2010 during CalNex
2010 (esrl.noaa.gov/csd/calnex/). This study uses daytime
measurements from 5 P3 flights that focused on sampling L.





3 , and SO
2
4 , and various meteorolog-
ical parameters were measured onboard the P3 aircraft. NH3
was measured at 1 Hz (equivalent to 100 m spatial resolution)
by chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS) with typi-
cal uncertainties of (30% + 0.2 ppbv) and a 1s imprecision
of 0.08 ppbv [Nowak et al., 2010]. HNO3 was measured at 1
Hz by a separate CIMS instrument with an uncertainty of
(15% + 0.040 ppbv) and a 1s imprecision of 0.012 ppbv
[Neuman et al., 2012]. CO measurements were made by a
vacuum ultraviolet fluorescence instrument with 5%
uncertainty and 1 ppbv imprecision [Holloway et al., 2000].
SO 24 , NH
þ
4 , and NO

3 were measured from a pressure-
controlled region downstream of a low turbulence inlet
using a compact time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer
(Aerodyne, Billerica, Massachusetts) [Bahreini et al., 2009].
The AMS data are reported as 10-s averages with 2s uncer-
tainty (1-s imprecision) of 34% (0.06 mg m 3), 34% (0.01
mg m 3), and 36% (0.01 mg m 3) for ammonium, nitrate,
and sulfate, respectively. BC measurements in the size range
of 95-720 nm VED (still assuming a BC void-free density of
1.8 g cm 3) were made by an SP2 similar to that used onboard
the Twin Otter [Schwarz et al., 2006]. As with the SP2 mea-
surements onboard the Twin Otter, a single log-normal func-
tion is sufficient to account for mass above and below the P3
SP2 detection limits, and this adjustment increases bulk BC
mass concentrations by 10–25%. As described in detail in
Metcalf et al. [2012], due to differences in calibration, mea-
surements from the SP2 onboard the Twin Otter are poten-
tially biased low by 12%, as compared to those from the
SP2 onboard the P3 (e.g. if the P3 measurement is 1 mg
m 3, the Twin Otter measurement would be 0.88 mg m 3).
[20] The AMSs used in this study, both ground-based and
airborne, measured only particles with vacuum aerodynamic
diameters between 60 nm and 600 nm diameter with 100%
efficiency. Particles with aerodynamic diameters above 600
nm were also measured, but with reduced collection effi-
ciency. However, since the predicted Aitken, accumulation,
and coarse aerosol modes are expressed in CMAQ in terms
of log-normal functions, each mode is defined for particle
diameters ranging from zero to infinity. Therefore, all aerosol
predictions are adjusted to match the transmission efficiency
of the AMS based on the following piece-wise defined trans-
mission function:
• 0% transmission below Dva = 40 nm;
• linear increase in transmission vs ln(Dva), from 0% at Dva
= 40 nm to 100% at Dva = 100 nm;
• 100% transmission from Dva = 100 nm up to Dva = 550 nm;
• linear decrease in transmission vs ln(Dva), from 100% at
Dva = 550 nm to 0% at Dva = 2 mm.
• 0% transmission above Dva = 2 mm;
[21] This transmission function is an average of the trans-
mission curves used in several AMS studies as described in
Knote et al. [2011] and references therein, and is applied to
all inorganic aerosol predictions (CMAQ) that are compared
to AMS measurements from the Pasadena site, the Twin
Otter aircraft, and the P3 aircraft. We note that due to varia-
tion between specific aerodynamic lenses in different instru-
ments, the exact transmission efficiencies of the AMS at the
Pasadena site, onboard the Twin Otter, and onboard the P3
will be slightly different than the one used in this study.
Appendix B presents the equations used to modify CMAQ
predictions based on the AMS transmission window and
efficiencies, and a derivation of these equations is given in
the Supplemental Material. Measured BC concentrations from
all platforms, adjusted for mass above and below the SP2
detection limits, are compared directly to the unmodified
predicted BC concentrations in all results to be presented.
4. Results and Discussion
[22] The Aerosol Modeling Testbed analysis toolkit [Fast
et al., 2011] was used to map three-dimensional CMAQ
meteorological parameters, predicted gas-phase concentra-
tions, and predicted aerosol-phase concentrations onto each
flight path (as well as for various ground sites). The temporal
resolution of the CARB emission inventory and MM5 meteo-
rology is 1 h. In this work, CMAQ predicted species concen-
tration fields, averaged over the previous hour, are compared
to observations according to observational time-stamps (i.e.
observational points with time-stamps of 12:20 and 12:40
would both be compared to predictions averaged between
the hours of 12:00-13:00). The discrepancy betweenmeasured
and simulated species concentration fields and meteorological











Pi Mið Þ mean biasð Þ (2)
NME ¼
XN
i¼1 Pi Mij jXN
i¼1Mi
normalized mean errorð Þ (3)
NMB ¼
XN
i¼1 Pi Mið ÞXN
i¼1Mi
normalized mean biasð Þ (4)
where N, P, and M stand for the number of data points, pre-
dicted quantity, and measured quantity, respectively.
4.1. Meteorological Variables
4.1.1. Ground Site
[23] Observed and predicted temperature, relative humid-
ity (RH), and planetary boundary layer (PBL) height from
the Pasadena ground site are shown in Figure 2 and statisti-
cal metrics are given in Table 1. Overall, the agreement
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between observed and predicted PBL height in Pasadena has
a 15-day average bias of -80 m (-9%). Agreement between
observed and predicted temperature has a 15-day average
bias of 1.06∘C. The agreement between observed and pre-
dicted RH has a 15-day average bias of -10.3%. The discre-
pancies in RH are most likely a combination of underpredicted
water vapor mixing ratios and of the exponential dependence
of saturation-vapor pressure on errors in temperature (1∘C
temperature error leads to approximately 5% RH error). Addi-
tional ground-site comparisons of predicted and observed
meteorology are given in the Supplemental Material. The
results show that temperature and RH are consistently overpre-
dicted and underpredicted, respectively, during the first week
of May, with much better agreement during the last three
weeks. Predicted wind speeds and wind directions agree to
within 2 m/s and 60∘, respectively, at all surface sites.
4.1.2. Twin Otter and P3
[24] The Twin Otter and P3 flight paths and altitudes are
shown in Figures 6–11 and Appendix A Figures A1, A2,
A3, A4. Temperature and relative humidity (RH) measure-
ments from the Twin Otter and P3 flights are compared to
Table 1. Statistical Metrics Based onMeasurements and Predictions
at the Pasadena Ground Site During May 2010
Parameter N ME MB NME NMB
PBL Height (m) 1179 129 -80 0.14 -0.09
Temperature (k) 24697 1.88 1.06
RH (%) 24697 11.6 -10.3
BC (mg m 3) 3918 0.19 0.03 0.48 0.07
SO24 (mg m
 3) 1860 0.93 -0.36 0.44 -0.17
NO3 (mg m
 3) 1860 2.15 -1.50 0.72 -0.50
NHþ4 (mg m
 3) 1860 1.07 -0.76 0.35 -0.25
SO2 (ppbv) 22491 0.72 0.64 2.50 2.01
HNO3 (ppbv) 22761 0.98 -0.38 0.85 -0.38
NH3 (ppbv) 366 1.51 0.45 0.74 0.22
ME = Mean Error, MB = Mean Bias, NME = Normalized Mean Error,
NMB = Normalized Mean Bias. N is the number of data points collected
during May 2010.



































































































































































































































Figure 6. From left to right and top to bottom: Twin Otter aircraft flight path for May 24, Twin Otter
altitudes (with respect to sea level) with the flight track and altitude trace are colored by the time (Pacific
Standard Time) of day and time-stamps printed along each flight path in 30 min increments, Fraction of
predicted particulate ammonium within the AMS transmission window, Fraction of predicted particulate
nitrate within the AMS transmission window, predicted (red) and observed (black) sulfate concentrations,
predicted (red) and observed (black) black carbon concentrations, predicted (red) and observed (black) ni-
trate concentrations, predicted (red) and observed (black) ammonium concentrations, predicted sulfate
source apportionment, Pie chart indicating the relative contribution from routes to sulfate averaged over
a given flight. In the bottom legend, “Boundaries" refers to sulfate attributable to boundary conditions,
“(Aq,Gas),OX" refers to secondary sulfate produced by aqueous-phase (Aq) or gas-phase (Gas) oxidation
of SO2 by oxidant OX. “Primary SO24 " refers to sulfate emitted within the basin.
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MM5 predictions in Table 2. Observed and predicted tempera-
tures (averaged over each flight) typically agree to within 4∘C,
while observed and predicted RH (averaged over each flight)
typically agree to within 15%. Zhang et al. [2006] evaluated
MM5 meteorology coupled with CMAQ against measure-
ments taken during the Southern Oxidants Study, and found
similar levels of agreement between predicted and observed
temperature and RH. In the present study, the largest disagree-
ment occurred during the 21 May Twin Otter flight and the
14 May P3 flight, during which predicted RH was biased
low by 26.6% and 22.1%, respectively. Wind speed and
wind direction measurements onboard the Twin Otter and
the P3 are shown in Table 3. Predicted and observed wind
speeds generally agree to within 50% when averaged over
each flight. Although the mean discrepancy between predicted
and observed wind direction ranges between 22-65∘, the
average predicted and observed wind direction is that of the
daytime southwesterly sea breeze which advects emissions
towards the north and northeast, exiting the Basin through
passes in the San Gabriel and San Bernardinomountain ranges
[Lu and Turco, 1995]. However, it is difficult to quantify
errors in species concentrations attributable to discrepancies
between measured and observed wind vectors.
4.2. Black Carbon
4.2.1. Pasadena Ground Site
[25] Measured and predicted BC concentrations at the Pasa-
dena ground site are shown in Figure 3. The overall agreement
between predicted and observed BC concentrations is very
good, with a CalNex-average NME and NMB of 47.8% and
6.6%, respectively (Table 1). This NME of 47.8% is slightly
higher than the measurement error inherent to the SP2
(30–40%) owing mostly to large missing peaks in predicted
BC on specific days (e.g. 27 and 28 May). Because predicted
BC is chemically inert, the Pasadena ground-site is fixed, and
all weekday emissions are assumed to be identical, day-to-day
variations in BC predictions at the Pasadena ground site can
only be caused by variations in the predicted meteorological
fields (e.g. wind fields). For instance, May 20 and May 27
were both Thursdays. However, the 1-h average BC predic-
tions on 27May did not get above 0.4 mg 3, while BC predic-
tions on 20May were up to 1.1 mg 3. Since the predicted PBL
heights on these days were comparable (Figure 2), variation in
the predicted wind fields is the primary cause of the day-to-day
variation in predicted BC concentrations. Therefore, if the
differences between the predicted and observed wind fields
on any given day are comparable to the day-to-day differences
in the predicted wind fields, large errors in BC predictionsmay
occur at any given point (e.g. Pasadena ground site). However,
the overall agreement between predicted and observed BC at
the Pasadena ground site (NMB = 6.6%) suggests that on
average, both wind fields and upwind BC sources are repre-
sented well by CMAQ.
4.2.2. Twin Otter and P3
[26] Measured and predicted BC concentrations from the
Twin Otter flights and the P3 flights during May 2010 are
shown in Figures 6–11 and Figures A1, A2, A3, A4. The
illusory differences in noise levels of the Twin Otter BC

















































































































































































































Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, but for the Twin Otter May 25 flight.
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measurements and the P3 BC measurements exist because (1)
the P3 aircraft transitioned between high and low altitudes
many times during each flight, which creates the appearance
of less noise due to very low BC concentrations at high
altitudes, and (2) the average P3 flight was roughly 1.5 times
longer than the average Twin Otter flight, but the x-axes in
all time-series plots are the same length. Therefore, the P3
time-series are more compressed and the true level of noise
in the measurements is somewhat obscured. To illustrate this,
all measurements from both aircraft made above 1000 m a.s.l.
have been removed and the resulting data-set is plotted as a
function of data-point number, as opposed to time, so that
the series plots are continuous (Figure S3). In addition, the
x-axis limits for all subplots in Figure S3, regardless of
the length of the flight, are identical. Figure S3 shows that
the actual noise for both instruments is essentially comparable
during most flights.
[27] A statistical comparison, at all altitudes and below
1000 m above sea level (a.s.l.) where local emissions influ-
ence BC concentrations most, between BC predictions and
observations is given in Table 4. Although the extent of
agreement between observations and predictions varies from
flight to flight, the overall agreement (i.e. the 5-flight aver-
age) indicates that predicted BC concentrations have a slight
positive bias (19.2%) when compared to P3 measurements
below 1000 m a.s.l., and a significant positive bias (78.2%)
when compared to Twin Otter measurements. Visual inspec-
tion of Figures 6–11 and Figures A1, A2, A3, A4 suggests that
the CMAQ predictions capture the spatial distribution of BC
during many flights, although the predicted concentration
range is biased by 53 to 116% as compared to Twin Otter
measurements below 1000 m a.s.l., and biased by -27% to
52% as compared to P3 measurements below 1000 m a.s.l.
FLEXPART back trajectory analyses indicate that highest
predicted BC concentrations exist in air masses influenced
by emissions in the Long Beach industrial area. For example,
the trajectory paths shown in Figure S4 suggest that during the
24 May flight, both observed and predicted concentrations of
BC, at 11:21 (downtown Los Angeles) and 14:59 (Fontana),
occurred in air masses that were influenced by emissions near
Long Beach and downtown Los Angeles. We note that since
WRF meteorological fields were used to drive FLEXPART,
whereas MM5 meteorological fields were used to drive
CMAQ, potential inconsistencies may exist between between
the two sets of meteorology. Nevertheless, both the FLEX-
PART back trajectories and the extent of agreement between
observed and predicted BC concentrations from both aircraft
suggests that the locations of the BC sources are accurately
accounted for in the CARB BC inventory used in this study.
[28] As mentioned previously, the calibration of the SP2
onboard the Twin Otter biased BC measurements low by
12% as compared to those of the SP2 onboard the P3 [Metcalf
et al., 2012]. Since the normalized statistical metrics used in
this study are nonlinear functions of observed concentrations,
the 12% measurement bias will cause higher than 12% bias
when compared to predictions. As an example, in a 1-point
data set, if the predicted BC concentration is 1 mg m 3 and


























































































































































































































Figure 8. Same as Figure 6, but for the Twin Otter May 27 flight.
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will be 76.1%. However, if the measured concentration is
reduced to 0.5 mg m 3 due to the 12% instrument bias (88%
of 0.568 is 0.5), the NMB becomes 100%, which is a differ-
ence inNMB of 23.9%. Taking this difference into account
brings the NMBs from several of the Twin Otter flights into
closer agreement with the higher NMBs from the P3 flight.
For instance, dividing all Twin Otter measurements by 0.88
reduces the NMBs from the May 25, 27, and 28 Twin Otter
flights (below 1000 m a.s.l.) to 56.5%, 34.6%, and 40.6%,
respectively, making them comparable to the NMBsmeasured
during the May 8 and 16 P3 flights, which are 52.3%
and 39.5%, respectively. The precise reason for Twin Otter
observations being a factor 2 lower than predictions during
the May 21 and 24 flights cannot be pinpointed at this time.
[29] Additional results showing measured and predicted
CO mixing ratios (available only for P3 flights), as well as
predicted and observed ΔBC/ΔCO ratios (Figure S5), are
included in the Supplemental Material. For the comparison
shown in Figure S5, ΔBC/ΔCO values are calculated by
subtracting the minimum BC and CO measurements (back-
ground values) below 1000 m a.s.l. from all BC and CO
measurements, respectively, below 1000 m a.s.l. Data
points for which ΔCO< 1 ppbv are also removed. Note that,
owing to data points lying on top of each other in Figure S5,
the average ΔBC/ΔCO ratios (horizontal lines) can appear
lower than the spread of individual data points may suggest.
Since the accuracy of the ARCTAS-CARB CO emissions
has already been established by Wunch et al. [2009], using
measured and observed ratios of ΔBC/ΔCO reduces the
impact of inaccuracies in meteorology at locations other
than Pasadena. As shown in Figure S5, the comparisons of
ΔBC/ΔCO are in general agreement with observations, with
ratios being overpredicted during the May 8 and 16 flights,
and underpredicted during the May 4, 14, and 16 flights.
The agreement between surface measurements and the
P3 measurements suggests that no systematic bias exists
in the ARCTAS-CARB emission inventory, or the MM5
meteorology used in this study.
4.3. Sulfate
[30] To characterize the sources of the predicted sulfate, the
CMAQ sulfate tracking system was employed, in which sepa-
rate tracers are used to keep track of the sulfate contributions
from the formation pathways listed in Table S1. Due to the
transmission window of the AMS, the mass contributions
from the Aitken mode and the coarse mode sulfate are a
negligible fraction of the total predicted sulfate aerosol mass
(< 1%) in the applicable size range and are not shown in
Figure 4. Sulfate predicted to be formed by aqueous-phase
oxidation by methyl hydrogen peroxide (MHP) and peroxya-
cetic acid (PAA) is also predicted to be negligible. However,
Stein and Saylor [2012] show that the relative contributions
of sulfate formation pathways depend critically on the chemi-
cal mechanism used. Specifically, during the ICARTT 2004
campaign, up to 30% of the sulfate in certain locations is
attributable to the aqueous-phase oxidation of MHP when
using CMAQv4.6 with the CBIV mechanism, and very little




























































































































































































































Figure 9. Same as Figure 6, but for the Twin Otter May 28 flight.
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an overestimation since the MHP concentrations were over-
predicted by an order of magnitude with that mechanism.
Furthermore, when using the CB05 or SAPRC99 mechan-
isms, very little sulfate is attributable to MHP oxidation,
and up to 20% is attributable to PAA oxidation. However,
this is also likely an overestimation since the PAA was
overpredicted by up to a factor of 4 when using the CB05
or SAPRC99. We are not aware of any sulfate tracking
assessments based on the SAPRC07 mechanism combined
with the ARCTAS-CARB inventory. Although Fe3 + and
Mn2+ are not model-predicted species in CMAQv4.7.1
(although they are in CMAQv5.0), prescribed background
concentrations of 0.01 mg m 3 Fe3+ and 0.005 mg m 3
Mn2+ still lead to a small, but non-negligible, portion (up to
5%) of accumulation mode sulfate forming via these routes
[Walcek and Taylor, 1986; Chang et al., 1987]. The pre-
dominant predicted accumulation mode sulfate comes from
four sources (no particular order): the inflow of sulfate
from the boundaries (e.g. Asian inflow [Lin et al., 2012]),
aqueous-phase oxidation of S(IV) by H2O2 and O3, gas-phase
photooxidation of SO2, and direct sulfate emission.
4.3.1. Pasadena Ground Site
[31] Observed and predicted sulfate and sulfur dioxide
concentrations from the CalNex Pasadena ground site are
shown in Figure 4, and statistical metrics are given in Table 1.
In addition, ground-site SO2 measurements from three loca-
tions within the L.A. Basin, taken from the CARB AQMIS
are compared to CMAQ predictions in Figure 5. As at the
Pasadena ground site, SO2 mixing ratios are over-predicted
at all locations within the L.A. Basin.
[32] Despite over-predictions in SO2, predicted sulfate
concentrations are actually biased low compared to sulfate
measurements at the Pasadena ground site, mostly due to
underestimations during the first few days of comparison.
The relative sulfate contributions are listed in Table 5. Few
clouds are present during daylight hours, but an MM5 pre-
dicted nighttime coastal marine layer facilitates aqueous-


















































































































































































































































































































































Figure 10. From left to right and top to bottom: P3 aircraft flight path for May 8, P3 altitudes (with re-
spect to sea level) with the flight track and altitude trace are colored by the time (Pacific Standard Time) of
day and time-stamps printed along each flight path in 30 min increments, Fraction of predicted particulate
ammonium within the AMS transmission window, Fraction of predicted particulate nitrate within the
AMS transmission window, predicted (red) and observed (black) sulfate concentrations, predicted (red)
and observed (black) black carbon concentrations, predicted (red) and observed (black) nitrate concentra-
tions, predicted (red) and observed (black) ammonium concentrations, predicted sulfate source apportion-
ment, Pie chart indicating the relative contribution from routes to sulfate averaged over a given flight. In
the bottom legend, “Boundaries" refers to sulfate attributable to boundary conditions, “(Aq,Gas),OX"
refers to secondary sulfate produced by aqueous-phase (Aq) orgas-phase (Gas) oxidation of SO2 by oxi-
dant OX. “Primary SO24 " refers to sulfate emitted within the basin.
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marine layer evaporates during the day, but the cloud-processed
sulfate remains airborne. At the Pasadena ground-site,
enhancements in the relative sulfate contributions from
aqueous-phase oxidation of SO2 are not directly propor-
tional to over-predictions in SO2 emissions owing partially
to the nonlinear pH dependence of the rate of S(IV) oxida-
tion by O3. More specifically, the second-order reaction rate
constant for the S(IV)-O3 reaction varies by up to four
orders of magnitude for aerosol pH ranging from 1 to 6
[Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006]. Production of sulfate via this
reaction lowers the pH and slows down the reaction. In
addition, if the oxidants H2O2 and O3 are the limiting
reactants, the impacts of overestimated SO2 emissions will
also be lessened. Sulfate formation via gas-phase oxidation
of SO2 should respond more linearly to increases in SO2
concentrations. However, the lifetime of SO2 against the
hydroxyl radical is relatively long (1 week, Seinfeld and
Pandis [2006]) and only represents 7% of the average
predicted sulfate at the Pasadena ground site. Long-range
transport of sulfate is predicted (CMAQ) to account for
26% of the sulfate measured at the Pasadena ground-site.
4.3.2. Twin Otter and P3
[33] Observed and predicted sulfate concentrations from the
Twin Otter and P3 flights are shown in Figures 6–11 and
Figures A1, A2, A3, A4. A statistical comparison between
sulfate predictions and observations is given in Table 6. The
average predicted sulfate concentration is biased high by
55% to 268% as compared to Twin Otter measurements, and























































































































































































































































































































Figure 11. Same as Figure 10, but for the P3 May 14 flight.
Table 2. Statistical Metrics Based on Measured and Predicted
Temperature and Relative Humidity for Twin Otter and P3 Flights
During May 2010
Flight Date N ME [∘C] MB [∘C]
Temperature (Twin Otter)
21 189 3.89 3.88
24 167 3.33 3.32
25 334 2.21 2.21
27 219 1.55 -1.23
28 239 0.75 -0.23
Temperature (P3)
4 17219 2.12 0.60
8 25439 2.10 1.60
14 22258 3.77 3.33
16 27899 2.17 0.92
19 24239 1.67 0.71
Flight Date N ME [%] MB [%]
Relative Humidity (Twin Otter)
21 189 26.7 -26.6
24 167 9.99 -9.13
25 334 5.76 -5.12
27 219 10.5 5.67
28 239 7.16 -0.33
Relative Humidity (P3)
4 17219 12.3 -0.47
8 25439 14.6 -1.00
14 22258 24.9 -22.1
16 27899 16.1 -7.91
19 24239 8.89 -2.49
ME = Mean Error, MB = Mean Bias. N is the number of data points
collected during a given flight.
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(Table 6). Moreover, the relative contributions predicted
from each sulfate source vary considerably for both aircraft
depending on the individual flight path.
[34] A significant fraction of the predicted sulfate (airborne
and ground-based) comes from direct sulfate emission and
boundary inflow of sulfate, both of which are independent of
SO2 concentrations (Table 5 and Figures 6–11). That direct
sulfate emission contributes a significant fraction of the
predicted sulfate in the L.A. Basin can be understood via anal-
ysis of the CARB sulfur emission inventory (Tables S4
and S5). The CARB sulfur emission inventory includes gas-
phase SO2 emissions, gas-phase H2SO4 emissions, and
particle-phase SO24 emissions (i.e. direct sulfate emission).
Since, sulfuric acid is highly water-soluble and has an
extremely low vapor pressure, it is assumed to enter the
particle-phase immediately upon emission. Therefore, direct
sulfate emissions include both direct emission of sulfate and
direct emission of sulfuric acid. The ratio (by mass) of the
different sulfur emissions in the CARB inventory, (H2SO4 +
SO24 )/(H2SO4 + SO
2
4 + SO2) within the Basin is5%. How-
ever, since only a fraction of the SO2 emitted is converted to
sulfate, the sulfate from primary emissions will account for
more than 5% of the total sulfate measured at the ground site
and by the aircraft [Dominguez et al., 2008]. As shown in
Figure 10 and 11, sharp increases in predicted sulfate were
predicted but not measured by the P3 near Long Beach (e.g.
8 May just before 13:00 and 14 May just after 13:00). Simi-
larly, FLEXPART back trajectories suggest that during the
21 May flight (at 11:23 and 13:57, specifically), the Twin
Otter intercepted air masses that had been influenced by emis-
sions near Long Beach (Figure S6) and should have contained
high concentrations of primary sulfate. Since such hot spots
of primary sulfate near Long Beach were generally not
observed by the Twin Otter (Figures A1, 6, and 7), one
concludes that the major source of disagreement between
predicted and observed sulfate is most likely attributable
to the emission inventory.
[35] Sulfate concentrations measured onboard the Twin
Otter were below 1 mg m 3 on 21, 24, and 25 May and
showed little spatial variation. For these three flights, the
predicted sulfate attributable to the GEOS-Chem boundary
conditions represents 43-58% of the total predicted sulfate
and accounts for almost the entire measured sulfate. Boundary
Table 4. Statistical Metrics Based on Measured and Predicted
Black Carbon Concentrations, at All Altitudes and Below 1000 m






[mg m 3] NME NMB
Black Carbon (Twin Otter, all altitudes)
21 8537 0.23 0.19 1.08 0.90
24 6503 0.13 0.15 1.16 1.04
25 8256 0.13 0.11 0.84 0.70
27 8133 0.12 0.09 0.73 0.53
28 8700 0.14 0.11 0.79 0.60
5-flight average 40129 0.15 0.12 0.91 0.74
Black Carbon (Twin Otter, below 1000 m a.s.l.)
21 6794 0.27 0.25 1.20 1.09
24 4117 0.17 0.16 1.26 1.16
25 5406 0.16 0.14 0.89 0.78
27 8133 0.12 0.09 0.73 0.53
28 8656 0.14 0.11 0.80 0.60
5-flight average 33106 0.17 0.14 0.94 0.78
Black Carbon (P3, all altitudes)
4 16923 0.07 0.00 0.58 0.01
8 25257 0.08 0.04 0.74 0.32
14 18974 0.14 0.05 0.83 0.30
16 21273 0.10 0.07 1.32 1.01
19 23610 0.08 -0.03 0.47 -0.12
5-flight average 106037 0.09 0.03 0.79 0.31
Black Carbon (P3, below 1000 m a.s.l.)
4 3527 0.13 -0.04 0.48 -0.13
8 11184 0.13 0.09 0.75 0.52
14 10803 0.16 0.02 0.62 0.09
16 9791 0.08 0.06 0.60 0.40
19 7518 0.17 -0.12 0.40 -0.27
5-flight average 42823 0.13 0.02 0.60 0.19
ME = Mean Error, MB = Mean Bias, NME = Normalized Mean Error,
NMB = Normalized Mean Bias. N is the number of data points collected
during a given flight.
Table 3. Statistical Metrics Based on Measured and Predicted
Wind Magnitudes and Directions for Twin Otter and P3 Flights
During May 2010
Flight Date N ME [m/s] MB [m/s] NME NMB
Wind Magnitudes (Twin Otter)
21 180 1.89 1.19 0.38 0.23
24 167 1.79 -0.61 0.36 -0.12
25 334 1.89 0.49 0.37 0.10
27 219 2.04 0.98 0.56 0.27
28 239 2.00 2.11 0.55 0.52
Wind Magnitudes (P3)
4 17219 2.33 -0.48 0.48 -0.10
8 25439 2.15 1.06 0.27 0.14
14 22258 1.69 0.57 0.55 0.19
16 27899 2.10 -0.26 0.41 -0.05
19 24239 4.03 -2.63 0.48 -0.31
Flight Date N ME [deg] θobs [deg] θmod [deg]
Wind Directions (Twin Otter)
21 180 23.8 242 254
24 167 40.7 228 253
25 334 28.8 209 223
27 219 36.9 225 242
28 239 22.5 240 246
Wind Directions (P3)
4 17219 64.0 263 239
8 25439 24.2 263 276
14 22258 65.1 203 206
16 27899 54.5 224 230
19 24239 25.2 278 267
ME = Mean Error, MB = Mean Bias, NME = Normalized Mean Error,
NMB = Normalized Mean Bias, and θ = average wind direction. N is the
number of data points collected during a given flight. The wind directions θobs
and θmod are the observed and modeled wind directions, respectively, in units
of degrees (0∘≤ θ≤ 360∘ ). Wind direction, θ, is defined as the direction from
which the wind is blowing, and is measured in degrees clockwise from true
north.
Table 5. Relative Contributions to Predicted Sulfate Concentra-
tions at the Pasadena Ground Site Averaged Over 15-30 May 2010




Aq, O2 (FEMN) 4
Gas, OH 7
Primary SO24 28
“Boundary inflow" refers to sulfate attributable to boundary conditions,
“(Aq,Gas),OX" refers to secondary sulfate produced by aqueous-phase (Aq)
or gas-phase (Gas) oxidation of SO2 by oxidant OX. “Primary SO24 " refers
to sulfate emitted within the basin. “FEMN" refers to catalysts Fe3+ and Mn2+
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inflow of sulfate affects predicted sulfate concentrations along
P3 flight paths in a similar manner. That the sulfate boundary
conditions exert a noticeable impact on sulfate concentrations
within the basin is not totally unexpected. For instance,Huang
et al. [2011] evaluated the inflow of sulfur oxides (SOx = SO2
+ SO24 ) to the South Coast (SC) of California by comparing
predictions from the STEM atmospheric chemical transport
model against aircraft measurements during the ARCTAS-
CARB campaign [Jacob et al., 2010] in June 2008. They esti-
mated that elevated SOx levels at altitudes between 1-4 km
enhanced SO24 surface levels by a maximum of 0.13 ppb
(0.13 ppb SO24 ’ 0.5 mg m 3 at 1 atmosphere and 300 K)
during this time period. Despite the influence of long-range
SOx transport, Huang et al. [2011] found that near-surface
SOx concentrations were mostly influenced by local emissions
and estimated that the 2005 CARB sulfur emissions were low
by about a factor of two. This is in contrast to our findings
which suggest that the 2008 CARB SO2 emissions are overes-
timated (Figure 5). Since the sulfur emission inventory used in
Huang et al. [2011] is similar to that used in this study, the
most likely explanation is that SO2 emissions have decreased
from 2008 to 2010, which is consistent with sulfur emission
regulations that went into effect during those two years.
[36] The CMAQ sulfate source apportionment presented
in this study suggests that, with the current sulfur emission
inventory based on emission factors from 2008, long-range
transport of sulfate accounts for 22-82% of the sulfate in
the L.A. Basin. However, if the reductions in sulfur emis-
sion factors reported by Lack et al. [2011] (90%) were to
be included in the simulations, unlike the results presented
inHuang et al. [2011], the boundary inflow of sulfate would
become the single largest contributor to predicted sulfate
concentrations in the L.A. Basin. Future work should
continue to quantify the impact of foreign and domestic
emissions on Southern California air quality as this is
crucial for determining the potential efficacy of emission
control strategies, and establishing the necessity for interna-
tional collaboration.
4.4. Ammonium and Nitrate
[37] Ammonium nitrate aerosol is semivolatile and con-
tinuously partitions between the gas- and aerosol-phase.
The distributions of total ammonium (NH3 + NH
þ
4 ) and total
nitrate (NO3 + HNO3) between the gas- and aerosol-phases
are sensitive to the relative concentrations of other ions such
as sulfate, sodium, and chloride, as well as meteorological
factors such as temperature and relative humidity.
4.4.1. Pasadena Ground Site
[38] Particulate ammonium and nitrate predictions are
generally biased low at the Pasadena ground site (Table 1).
Aside from the large over-prediction on 24 May, NH3 con-
centrations are well predicted (average bias of 22%), and
predicted HNO3 concentrations have a 15-day average bias
of -38%. Nowak et al. [2012] used observations from the
P3 aircraft during CalNex to show that the NH3 emissions
from automobiles in the CARB inventory are fairly accurate
and contribute 60 metric tons day 1 to the NH3 budget
within the L.A. Basin. Nowak et al. [2012] also found the
NH3 emissions from dairy facilities in the eastern part of
the L.A. Basin are likely understated by up to a factor of
20. Since, strictly during the daytime, the Pasadena ground
site is downwind of downtown L.A., but upwind of the dairy
facilities, the predicted and observed NH3 at this location is
represented well within CMAQ.
[39] Ground-site NOx (NO + NO2) measurements taken
from the CARB AQMIS are compared to CMAQ predictions
in Figure 5. NOx mixing ratios are over-predicted by a factor
of2 at the three locations (North Long Beach, L.A.Westche-
ster, and L.A. North Main Street location). Although slight
over-predictions of temperature and under-predictions of RH
artificially shift particulate ammonium and nitrate to the gas-
phase, both particulate nitrate and nitric acid concentrations
are underpredicted from 15-20 May. Since SO 24 , HNO3,
NO3 , and NH
þ
4 are underpredicted during the first week of
comparison, but are in better agreement with predictions
during the second week, and since these species have different
upwind sources, it is likely that errors in predicted wind fields,
as opposed to uncertainties in the CARB emission inventory,
are responsible for disagreement during the first week of
comparison. Uncertainties/inaccuracies in predicted sea-salt
emissions may also influence the agreement between predic-
tions and observations at the Pasadena ground site, as will be
discussed in the next section.
Table 6. Statistical Metrics Based on Measured and Predicted
Particulate Sulfate, Ammonium, and Nitrate Concentrations for
Twin Otter and P3 Flights During May 2010
Twin Otter
Flight Date N ME [mg m 3] MB [mg m 3] NME NMB
Sulfate
21 185 1.30 1.30 2.68 2.68
24 172 0.28 0.27 0.84 0.82
25 337 0.39 0.39 1.11 1.11
27 224 0.50 0.44 0.62 0.55
28 244 0.53 0.46 0.77 0.65
Ammonium
21 185 0.92 -0.77 0.62 -0.52
24 172 0.29 -0.14 0.68 -0.33
25 337 0.54 -0.51 0.60 -0.56
27 224 0.59 -0.47 0.46 -0.36
28 244 0.42 -0.20 0.46 -0.22
Nitrate
21 185 1.64 -1.47 0.73 -0.65
24 172 0.80 -0.50 0.84 -0.52
25 337 1.17 -0.94 0.72 -0.58
27 224 1.24 -0.85 0.52 -0.35
28 244 0.93 -0.37 0.61 -0.24
P3
Flight Data N ME [mg m 3] MB [mg m 3] NME NMB
Sulfate
4 1722 0.26 0.24 0.79 0.71
8 2544 0.41 0.20 0.65 0.32
14 2226 0.47 0.16 0.59 0.20
16 2790 0.33 0.00 0.33 0.00
19 2424 0.20 0.02 0.33 0.02
Ammonium
4 1722 0.23 -0.11 0.77 -0.36
8 2544 0.27 -0.17 0.65 -0.42
14 2226 0.33 -0.15 0.64 -0.28
16 2790 0.47 -0.38 0.65 -0.52
19 2424 0.70 -0.65 0.71 -0.65
Nitrate
4 1722 0.50 -0.31 0.99 -0.62
8 2544 0.51 -0.38 0.93 -0.68
14 2226 0.62 -0.37 0.91 -0.55
16 2790 0.94 -0.77 0.94 -0.76
19 2424 2.03 -1.99 0.80 -0.78
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4.4.2. Twin Otter and P3
[40] Observed and predicted particulate nitrate and ammo-
nium concentrations from the Twin Otter and P3 flights are
shown in Figures 6–11 and Figures A1, A2, A3, A4. Statis-
tical metrics for inorganic aerosol species from both aircraft
are given in Table 6. The fraction of simulated mass the
AMS would measure is determined by taking the ratio of
predictions that have been modified to match the AMS trans-
mission efficiency to the total, unmodified inorganic aerosol
concentration predictions. As shown in Figures 6–11 and
Figures A1, A2, A3, A4, application of the AMS transmission
efficiency results in the removal of 35% of the total
predicted particulate sulfate and ammonium, and 20-100%
(higher removal at low altitudes where sea-salt is present) of
the total predicted nitrate during all flights. Since all predicted
inorganic components are assumed to be in a metastable state
(i.e. an aqueous electrolyte solution), predicted coarse mode
particulate nitrate forms when HNO3 reversibly condenses
onto coarse NaCl particles via solution thermodynamics
[Kelly et al., 2010]. This causes a significant fraction of the
predicted particulate nitrate to reside in the coarse aerosol
mode, while ammonium and sulfate reside primarily within
the accumulation mode. Since sea-salt emissions are modeled
online in CMAQv4.7.1, variations in wind speed lead to fluc-
tuations in sea-salt emissions, and therefore different distribu-
tions of nitrate between the accumulation mode and the coarse
mode. As shown in Figure S7, the day-to-day differences in
sodium emissions can be substantial. Therefore, the differ-
ences in the fraction of nitrate removed by the AMS transmis-
sion curve along somewhat similar flight paths is likely
attributable to the amount of sea-salt emitted. For instance,
the amount of predicted nitrate removed as a result of the
AMS transmission efficiency curve is 40% on the 27 May
flight and55% on the 28May flight, which is consistent with
the sea-salt emissions on May 28 being much greater than on
May 27 (Figure S7). Adding size-resolved sodium and nitrate
measurements, up to 10 mm, at various monitoring sites in the
L.A. Basin would help unravel the impacts of anthropogenic
and natural emissions on inorganic aerosol formation.
[41] Gas-phase measurements of HNO3 and NH3 were not
conducted on the Twin Otter, so one cannot determine based
on that data set alone if discrepancies between particulate
ammonium and nitrate observations and predictions are the
result of errors in the NOx (NO + NO2) emissions, NH3
emissions, or predictions of HNO3 within the SAPRC07TC
chemical mechanism. However, HNO3 and NH3 measure-
ments were conducted onboard the P3 aircraft (Figures 10,
11 and Figures A2, A3 and Table 7). As stated previously,
Nowak et al. [2012] estimated, via mass balance, that the
NH3 emissions from automobiles in the CARB inventory
are consistent with their measurements (60 metric tons
day 1), but that the CARB inventory underestimates NH3
emissions from dairy facilities by a factor of 3-20. By con-
ducting a formal 3-D simulation, we not only corroborate
the conclusions of Nowak et al. [2012], but also show that
NH3 mixing ratios can be under-predicted by factors as high
as 102 103 (Figure 16). Moreover, sharp increases in submic-
rometer ammonium and nitrate measurements downwind of
dairy facilities (e.g. Figure 11 just before 14:00) can be attrib
uted entirely to point-source dairy NH3 emissions. As these
sharp increases in ammonium and nitrate are consistently
missed by predictions, severely underpredicted NH3 emissions
from dairy facilities is identified as the dominant source of mea-
surement/model disagreement in the eastern L.A. Basin.
Upwind of dairies, predicted NH3 mixing ratios are in better
agreementwith observations (see “no dairy"metrics in Table 7).
Similarly, HNO3 mixing ratios are generally predicted well
during the P3 flights (NME typically0.5) with the most nota-
ble exception being 14May between 11:00 and 12:00 when the
aircraft flew off the coast. HNO3 and NOx contour maps (not
shown) suggest that the over-predictions on 14 May are caused
by overstated coastal NOx emissions (Figure 5).
[42] Even though gas-phase measurements were not taken
onboard the Twin Otter, the impact of understated ammonia
emissions and underpredicted total nitrate concentrations can
be seen in the particulate ammonium and nitrate measurements
(Figures 6–8). For instance, as shown in Figures 6 and 7,
particulate ammonium and nitrate concentrations are signifi-
cantly under-predicted in the eastern part of the L.A. Basin
before the Twin Otter flew into the outflow regions at 12:30
and 14:30 during the 21 May flight. These under-predictions
are exacerbated by an under-prediction of RH by 26.6%
(flight average, Table 2). Particulate ammonium and nitrate
concentrations are also under-predicted in the eastern part of
the L.A. Basin during the 24 (between 13:00 and 15:00), 25
(between 13:30 and 15:30), and 27 (just after every hour)
flights. Both predicted and observed nitrate concentrations
are 2 times higher in the eastern part of the L.A. Basin on
25 May as compared to 24 May. The differences in nitrate
concentrations are potentially attributable to warmer
temperatures and lower RHs (predicted and observed) that
shift both predicted and observed particulate nitrate to the
gas-phase during the 24 May flight.
[43] Given that surface-level NOx concentrations are gen-
erally over-predicted (Figure 5), one might expect the total
nitrate mixing ratios to be over-predicted. However, as
shown in Figure S8 and given in Table S2, the predicted total
nitrate mixing ratios (within the AMS transmission window)
agree with observations to within 50% NME, but tend to be
Table 7. Statistical Metrics Based on Measured and Predicted
Ammonia and Nitric Acid Mixing Ratios for P3 Flights During May
2010
P3
Flight Date N ME [ppbv] MB [ppbv] NME NMB
Nitric Acid
4 17219 0.92 -0.54 0.46 -0.27
8 25439 0.86 0.15 0.56 0.09
14 22258 2.50 2.32 1.96 1.82
16 27899 0.60 0.09 0.41 0.06
19 24239 0.96 -0.31 0.46 -0.15
Ammonia
4 17219 2.96 -2.00 0.81 -0.55
8 25439 3.37 -3.00 0.98 -0.60
14 22258 3.80 -3.11 0.72 -0.59
16 27899 2.78 -2.05 0.86 -0.63
19 24239 12.38 -12.31 0.91 -0.90
Ammonia (no dairy)
4 17219 1.39 -0.15 0.78 -0.09
8 25439 2.17 -1.98 0.60 -0.55
14 22258 1.25 -0.83 0.47 -0.31
16 27899 0.82 -0.34 0.77 -0.32
19 24239 2.80 -2.73 0.67 -0.68
Statistical metrics based on ammonia measurements in the “no dairy"
column are calculated excluding all data points east of longitude 117.7∘W.
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under-predicted. There are several potential explanations
for this. (1) Since the daytime production of HNO3 occurs
via gas-phase oxidation of NO2 (OH + NO2 ! HNO3), the
predicted OH concentration, which is highly dependent on
the concentrations of hydrocarbons and other oxidants, may
be too low. (2) The rate of conversion of NO to NO2, which
is also highly dependent on the concentrations of hydrocar-
bons and other oxidants, may be limiting. (3) The nighttime
heterogeneous reaction of N2O5 (N2O5(g) + H2O(s) !
2HNO3) may be understated. (4) If the predicted particulate ni-
trate mass concentrations are correct, but the size distributions
predicted by CMAQ are inaccurate, the amount of predicted
particulate nitrate could be biased low once predictions are
adjusted to match the size-dependent transmission effi-
ciency of the AMS. (5) Inaccurate shifting of total nitrate
from the particle phase to the gas phase for various potential
reasons (e.g. over-predicted temperature, under-predicted
RH, over-predicted SO24 concentrations, under-predicted
NH3 emissions) may artificially enhance the removal of
total nitrate from the system due to faster dry deposition
rates for gas-phase HNO3 [Dzepina et al., 2009]. (6) Coarse
cations (either from sea-salt particles or crustal species from
dust emissions) may significantly reduce HNO3 concentra-
tions via condensation of HNO3 onto deliquesced particles
to form non-refractory coarse nitrate [Fountoukis et al.,
2009; Hsu et al., 2007; Moya et al., 2002; Jacobson, 1999].
[44] We focus on the possibilities (4) and (6) regarding total
nitrate underpredictions and defer a detailed analysis regard-
ing the extent to which the other four sources of inaccuracy/
uncertainty impact the amount of total nitrate predicted as
the subject of future work. We note, however, that positive
temperature biases and negative RH biases (Table 2), as
well as positive sulfate biases (Table 6) and negative ammo-
nia biases (Table 7), suggest that several of these possible
factors contribute to shifting of predicted particulate nitrate
to the gas-phase, thereby artificially enhancing total nitrate
removal via dry deposition. To examine the hypothesis that
total nitrate concentrations are underpredicted during most
flights due to inaccurate distribution of total nitrate between
the gas-phase, the fine aerosol-phase, and the coarse aerosol-
phase, we present statistical metrics for all five P3 flights
(Table S2) with and without the AMS transmission curve
applied to predictions. When the AMS transmission efficiency
is taken into consideration, total nitrate concentrations are
underpredicted during four of the five P3 flights by 0-42%
(Table S2). However, when full transmission (i.e. all predicted
particulate nitrate and gas-phase nitric acid) is assumed, total
nitrate concentrations are still underpredicted by up to 33%
during the 4, 16, and 19 May flights. Since coarse particles
were not measured onboard the Twin Otter or P3, the accuracy
of the coarse mode nitrate predictions cannot be assessed.
However, by comparing predicted and observed concentra-
tions of total nitrate, assuming full transmission (Table S2),
we show that regardless of whether nitrate is predicted to
form ammonium nitrate, nitric acid, or coarse nitrate (e.g.
sodium nitrate, calcium nitrate, potassium nitrate, etc.), on
most days predicted total nitrate concentrations are simply
not high enough. We deduce that the two likeliest causes
of this are: (1) there is a missing source of HNO3, or (2) the
inaccurate distribution of total nitrate between the gas-phase
and the two aerosol modes artificially enhances the removal
of nitrate via dry deposition.
4.4.3. Impact of Crustal Species on Ammonium and
Nitrate
[45] Several studies have shown that crustal species
(Mg2+, K+, Ca2 +), from both anthropogenic emissions and
fugitive dust, can potentially influence the thermodynamic
partitioning of ammonium and nitrate aerosol between the
gas-phase and both fine and coarse aerosol modes [Fountoukis
et al., 2009; Moya et al., 2002; Jacobson, 1999]. Dominant
sources of crustal species include unpaved and paved roads,
agricultural tilling, construction dust, and sand and gravel
from mining and quarry operations [Reff et al., 2009]. Asses-
sing the impacts of crustal species requires representation of
fugitive dust emissions, anthropogenic dust emissions, and
chemical speciation profiles to determine the mass fraction
of crustal elements within the dust. All three of these inputs
are not well constrained on regional and global scales. For
example, in a modeling study of the April 2001 dust storm
episode over the trans-Pacific domain, Wang et al. [2012]
assume that 10% of emitted crustal species reside in the fine
mode and 90% reside in the coarse mode based on results pre-
sented in Midwest Research Institute, 2005, and use a static
speciation profile based on Van Pelt and Zobeck [2007] to
map 0.10%, 0.17%, and 0.071% of fugitive dust to K+,
Ca2+, and Mg2+, respectively. In contrast, in CMAQv5.0,
80% of fugitive dust emissions are assumed to reside in
the coarse mode and 20% in the fine mode. In CMAQv5.0,
a static speciation profile is used to map 3.8%, 7.9%, and
0.0% of all windblown dust to K+, Ca2 +, and Mg2+, respec-
tively (http://www.cmaq-model.org/cmaqwiki/index.php?
title=CMAQv5.0_PMother_speciation), while fine mode soil
dust requires source specific speciation profiles available from
the EPA SPECIATE database (http://www.epa.gov/ttnchie1/
software/speciate/). One concludes that simulating dust emis-
sions of crustal species is quite uncertain. Despite this high
uncertainty, the potential influence of crustal species on aerosol
formation suggests that this be addressed, if only approximately.
[46] Crustal species are not represented explicitly in the
standard CMAQv4.7.1 model, and the ARCTAS-CARB
emission inventory does not contain speciated crustal emis-
sion rates. However, the ARCTAS-CARB emission inventory
does include two species, PMfine and PMcoarse, which repre-
sent primary, unspeciated, fine and coarse mode particulate
emissions, respectively.Within CMAQv4.7.1, 90% of PMcoarse
emissions are assigned to the inert species ASOIL, which
represents all coarse-mode, soil-derived, fugitive dust emis-
sions, and 10% are assigned to the inert species ACORS,
which represents non-fugitive dust emissions from anthropo-
genic sources such as diesel trucks. All fine dust emissions
are assigned to the unspeciated accumulation-mode species
Table 8. Speciation of Primary PMfine and PMcoarse Emissions
Into Ca2 +, K+, and Mg2+




Coarse Mode Species CMAQv5.01
Ca2+ 0.0838ASOIL + 0.0562ACORS
K+ 0.0242ASOIL + 0.0176ACORS
Mg2+ 0.0000ASOIL + 0.0032ACORS
1ASOIL = 0.9PMcoarse, ACORS = 0.1PMcoarse, A25J = PMfine
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A25J (A = aerosol, 25 = PM2.5, J = accumulation mode).
Long-range transport of fine and coarse dust is accounted
for via nested GEOS-Chem simulations of chemically inert
dust species (http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.
php/Mineral_dust_aerosols).
[47] Due to a lack of information, we use static speciation
profiles to assign the fractions of ACORS/ASOIL and A25J
to coarse and fine mode crustal species, respectively (Table 8).
Fine mode speciation profiles listed in Table 8 are taken
directly from Figure 3 of Reff et al. [2009], and are based on
average speciation profiles from the U.S. National Emission
Inventory (2001). Coarse mode speciation profiles listed in
Table 8 are taken directly from the static speciation profiles
used in CMAQv5.0, which are based on a combination of
speciation profiles from the EPA SPECIATE database. We
have modified CMAQv4.7.1 to use ISORROPIAII, which
allows for the inclusion of crustal species in thermodynamic
calculations. We have not modified any other simulated pro-
cesses (e.g. dry deposition, wet deposition, sea-salt emissions,
aqueous-phase chemistry) to account for the chemical specia-
tion of dust aerosol. As in the unmodified CMAQv4.7.1
model, mass is partitioned between the gas- and aerosol-
phases according to the hybrid method [Capaldo et al., 2000]
[48] For the sake of brevity, we restrict our analysis of
crustal species to the P3 flights. Figure 12 shows particulate
(still corrected for AMS transmission window) predicted
along P3 flight paths, with and without crustal species. The
results suggest that, with the inclusion of crustal species,
ammonium concentrations consistently decrease, while nitrate
concentrations can increase, decrease, or remain virtually
unchanged. Jacobson [1999] showed that, depending on the
environment (e.g. ammonia limited, nitric acid limited),















































































































































































































Figure 12. Scatter plots showing predicted ammonium and nitrate concentrations, with and without crustal
species, along five P3 flight paths. Ammonium and nitrate predictions have been corrected to account for the
transmission window of the AMS. The 1–1, 1–2, and 2–1 lines are included for reference.
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coarse crustal species can increase, decrease, or have virtu-
ally no effect on the predicted amount of coarse-mode nitrate.
Nitrate concentration increases are caused by crustal cations
driving nitric acid into the particle phase to maintain charge
balance. Nitrate concentration decreases are caused by crustal
cations increasing mixed activity coefficients and driving
ammonium nitrate aerosol into the gas phase. When these
two effects roughly cancel each other, nitrate concentrations
remain unchanged and ammonium also gets shifted to the
gas phase, or to a different aerosol mode (e.g. coarse aerosol
phase). Figure S9 shows time-series plots of Ca2+, K+, and
Mg2+ concentrations predicted along the five P3 flight paths,
as well as the amount of additional fine and coarse mode nitrate
that could potentially be neutralized by the crustal cations. Us-
ing the speciation profile listed in Table 8, predicted coarse
mode Ca2+ concentrations are typically higher than fine mode
concentrations, fine and coarse mode K+ concentrations are
comparable, andMg2+ is present only in the fine aerosol mode.
Since crustal species are predicted to be present in both fine and
coarse modes, it is difficult to decouple the impacts aerosol
modes have on each other. Overall, the inclusion of crustal spe-
cies tends to decrease submicrometer ammonium aerosol, and
increase or decrease submicrometer nitrate aerosol depending
on the relative concentrations of dust. However, other than
the May 4 P3 flight, the results presented in Figure 12 indicate
that the impact of crustal species is not very substantial, most
likely due to low crustal species concentrations predicted
along the P3 flight paths. Moreover, these results would be
even less pronounced if the speciation factors from Van Pelt
and Zobeck [2007] were to be used since they are roughly an
order of magnitude lower than those listed in Table 8. These
results suggest that the exclusion of crustal species in ther-
modynamic calculations is not the dominant source of error
between predicted and observed fine ammonium and nitrate
concentrations. Future work should focus on acquiring
chemically-resolved and size-resolved (up to 10 mm) mea-
surements of crustal species, sea-salt, and nitrate.
5. Summary and Conclusions
[49] A detailed three-dimensional chemical transport
model (CMAQ version 4.7.1), which contains state-of-the-
science gas-phase chemistry and aerosol thermodynamics,
was applied during the May 2010 CalNex campaign in the
Los Angeles Basin. Boundary conditions were extracted from
a nested global-scale GEOS-Chem model (version 9.1.1)
simulation. Input meteorology and emission inventories were
provided by the CARB. Inorganic and BC aerosol predictions
were compared against the suite of ground-based and air-
borne measurements taken from various CIRPAS Twin
Otter and WP-3D flights. The FLEXPART Lagrangian
particle dispersion model is used to determine the trajecto-
ries of air parcels that reached the aircraft.
[50] Comparisons of predicted and observed BC measure-
ments at the Pasadena ground site suggest that potentially
large peaks in measured BC concentrations may be missed
on any given day, owing most likely to inaccuracy in the
predicted wind fields, but are generally represented well by
CMAQ. BC predictions are consistently higher than obser-
vations onboard the Twin Otter, which is at least partially
due to a systematic bias inherent to the SP2 onboard. How-
ever, predicted and observed BC concentrations and ΔBC/
ΔCO ratios along P3 flight paths suggests that no systematic
bias exists in the ARCTAS-CARB BC emission inventory
or the MM5 meteorology.
[51] SO2 concentrations are consistently overpredicted at
surface sites, while the agreement between predicted and
observed sulfate concentrations is variable. Sulfate is over-
predicted by 55%-268% as compared to Twin Otter measure-
ments, 0%-71% as compared to P3 measurements, and is
actually under-predicted by 17% as compared to observations
at the Pasadena ground site. The sulfate source apportionment
presented in this study suggests that, with the current sulfur
emission inventory based on emission factors from 2008,
long-range transport of sulfate accounts for a substantial frac-
tion (22-82%) of the sulfate in L.A. Basin. However, if the
reductions in sulfur emission factors reported by Lack et al.
[2011] (90%) were to be included in simulations, unlike
the results presented in Huang et al. [2011], the boundary
inflow of sulfate would become the single largest contributor
to predicted sulfate concentrations in the L.A. Basin.
[52] Severely underpredicted NH3 emissions from dairy
facilities are identified as the dominant source of measurement/
model disagreement in the eastern L.A. Basin. By comparing
predicted and observed concentrations of total nitrate, with
and without applying the AMS transmission window, we
show that, regardless of whether nitrate is predicted to form
ammonium nitrate, nitric acid, or coarse nitrate (e.g. sodium
nitrate, calcium nitrate, potassium nitrate, etc.), on most days
predicted total nitrate concentrations are simply not high
enough. We deduce that the two likeliest causes of this are:
(1) there is a missing source of HNO3, or (2) the inaccurate
distribution of total nitrate between the gas-phase and the
two aerosol modes artificially enhances the removal of nitrate
via dry deposition. We estimate that, for most P3 flights, the
exclusion of crustal species in thermodynamic calculations
is not the dominant source of error between predicted and
observed fine ammonium and nitrate concentrations. How-
ever, as stated previously, there is considerable uncertainty in
all parameters used in the crustal sensitivity simulation, and
we are reluctant to draw conclusions based on this study alone.
[53] This work, as part of the CalNex campaign, provides
an up-to-date characterization of the inorganic and black
carbon fraction of the Los Angeles Basin particulate matter.
Adding gas-phase NH3 measurements and size-resolved
measurements, up to 10 mm, of nitrate and various cations
(e.g. Na+, Ca2 +, K+, Mg2+) to routine monitoring stations
in the L.A. Basin would facilitate interpreting day-to-day fluc-
tuations in fine and coarse inorganic aerosol greatly. Future
work will focus on improving and assessing the treatment of
anthropogenic and fugitive dust emissions, as well as charac-
terizing the nature of organic aerosol formation and evolution
in the Los Angeles Basin.
Appendix A: Additional Flights
[54] Appenix A contains Figures A1, A2, A3, A4.
Appendix B: AMS Transmission Efficiencies
[55] The AMS transmission curve used in this study is
piece-wise defined for three diameter ranges: (a) linear in-
crease in transmission vs ln(Dva), from 0% at Dva = 40 nm
to 100% at Dva = 100 nm, (b) 100% transmission from
Dva = 100 nm up to Dva = 550 nm, (c) linear decrease in trans-
mission vs ln(Dva), from 100% at Dva = 550 nm to 0% at Dva =
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2 mm, and zero elsewhere. This transmission curve can be
applied analytically to any log-normal mass distribution:
40 nm < Dva < 100 nm:












































































































































































































































Figure A1. Same as Figure 6, but for the Twin Otter May 21 flight.
Mð40 nm < Dva < 100nmÞ ¼
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100 nm < Dva < 550 nm:
f Dvað Þ ¼ 1 (B3)
550 nm < Dva < 2000 nm:



















































































































































































































































































Figure A2. Same as Figure 10, but for the P3 May 4 flight.
M 100 nm < Dva < 550 nmð Þ
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where f is the transmission efficiency as a function of Dva, Mtot
is the unmodified, total amount of predicted species mass (e.g.
nitrate, sulfate, ammonium) in the mode, andM(Dva,min< Dva
< Dva,max) is the modified amount of species mass, within the
mode, in the given vacuum-aerodynamic diameter range. The
vacuum-aerodynamic diameter limits of the AMS transmission
curve are converted to particle (Stokes) diameters for each data
point by usingDp ¼ rordry
 
Dva [DeCarlo et al., 2004], where Dp
is the physical (Stokes) diameter of the particle, Dva is the
vacuum-aerodynamic diameter, ro is the standard density
(1 g cm 3), and rdry is the density of the particle predicted
by CMAQ not including water. The total mass from each
mode (using this specific AMS transmission efficiency
curve) is then:
MAMSmode ¼ M 40 nm < Dva < 100 nmð Þ
þM 100 nm < Dva < 550 nmð Þ
þM 550 nm < Dva < 2000 nmð Þ
(B7)
where MAMSmode is the total amount of predicted species mass in
the mode that has been adjusted to match the transmission
curve of the AMS. The total amount of predicted species






































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A3. Same as Figure 10, but for the P3 May 16 flight.
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mass that should be compared to the AMS is then the sum of





I, J, and K are the Aitken mode, the accumulation mode, and
the coarse mode, respectively. The derivation of the equa-
tions for transmission curve adjustment are presented in
the supplementary section.
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Abstract 
Aircraft-based measurements of aerosol composition, either bulk or single-particle, and both 
sub- and supersaturated hygroscopicity were made in the Los Angeles Basin and its outflows 
during May 2010 during the CalNex field study.  Aerosol composition evolves from source-
rich areas in the western Basin to downwind sites in the eastern Basin, evidenced by transition 
from an external to internal mixture, as well as enhancements in organic O:C ratio, the amount 
of organics and nitrate internally-mixed on almost all particle types, and coating thickness on 
refractory black carbon (rBC). Transport into hot, dilute outflow regions leads to significant 
volatilization of semivolatile material, resulting in a unimodal aerosol comprising primarily 
oxygenated, low-volatility, water-soluble organics and sulfate. The fraction of particles with 
rBC or soot cores is between 27 and 51% based on data from a Single Particle Soot Photometer 
(SP2) and Aerosol Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer (ATOFMS). Secondary organics appear 
to inhibit water uptake in aged particles, while CCN activity is enhanced with photochemical 
age. A biomass-burning event resulted in suppression of subsaturated hygroscopicity but 
enhancement in CCN activity, suggesting that BB particles may be nonhygroscopic at 
subsaturated RH but important sources of CCN.  Aerosol aging and biomass burning can lead 
to discrepancies between sub-and supersaturated hygroscopicity that may be related to mixing 
state. In the cases of biomass burning aerosol and aged particles coated with secondary 
material, more than a single parameter representation of subsaturated hygroscopicity and CCN 
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1. Introduction 
Despite significant improvements in air quality resulting from decades of aggressive emission 
controls, annual PM2.5 averages exceeded the national standard every year from 2000-2010 in 
the Los Angeles Basin [AQMD, 2012]. Several major coordinated studies have investigated air 
quality in Los Angeles, including the Southern California Air Quality Study (SCAQS) 
[Eldering et al., 1994; Watson et al., 1994; Chow et al., 1994; Turpin and Huntzicker, 1991], 
Southern California Ozone Study 1997 (SCOS97-NARSTO) [Croes and Fujita, 2003; Liu et 
al., 2000; Pastor et al., 2003; Hughes et al., 2002], Secondary Organic Aerosol in Riverside 
(SOAR) [Docherty et al., 2008; Eatough et al., 2008; Denkenberger et al., 2007], and 
Pasadena Aerosol Characterization Observatory (PACO) [Hersey et al., 2011; Wonaschütz et 
al., 2011]. The CalNex field study (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/calnex/), conducted from 
May-June 2010, was aimed at addressing both air quality and climate change through multi-
agency collaboration to intensively sample gas and particulate pollutants from aircraft-, ship-, 
and ground-based platforms in both the San Joaquin Valley and Los Angeles Basin. 
 
A major fraction of aerosol mass in the Los Angeles Basin results from gas-phase oxidation of 
anthropogenic emissions, leading to condensation of secondary organics, sulfate, nitrate, and 
ammonium [Docherty et al., 2008], with primary black carbon (rBC or soot) particles serving 
as condensation sites for significant amounts of secondary material [Pratt and Prather., 2009; 
Metcalf et al., 2012]. The Basin may be characterized as source-rich in the west, with 
prevailing W/SW winds transporting emissions primarily from motor vehicles, diesel engines, 
and shipping to downwind receptor sites in the east. Aerosols evolve during transport, leading 
to significant changes in composition and thereby affecting optical and physical properties of 
particles. As aerosol composition and mixing state evolve during downwind transport in the 
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nuclei (CCN) properties of the aerosol likewise undergo changes. In the current study we seek 
to understand: (1) regional trends in aerosol composition in the Los Angeles Basin, (2) the 
characteristics of aging during downwind transport, (3) the impact of aerosol composition and 
evolution on both sub- and supersaturated aerosol hygroscopicity, and (4) the impact of 
biomass burning emissions on aerosol composition and hygroscopicity. Analysis is based on 
measurements made onboard the Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Studies 
(CIRPAS) Twin Otter aircraft during the CalNex field study during May 2010. With high-
time-resolution measurements of composition from an Aerosol Time-of-Flight Mass 
Spectrometer (ATOFMS), Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS), Single Particle Soot 
Photometer (SP2), Particle-into-Liquid Sampler with Total Organic Carbon (PILS-TOC), 
Differential Aerosol Sizing and Hygroscopicity Spectrometer Probe (DASH-SP) and Cloud 
Condensation Nuclei Counter (CCNC), we combine measurements of aerosol composition, 
mixing state, and sub- and supersaturated hygroscopicity in a single comprehensive study of 
aerosol characteristics in the Los Angeles Basin. The large area covered by measurements 
made onboard the Twin Otter (Figure 1) complements previous studies on aerosol composition 
and hygroscopicity at localized ground sites in the Los Angeles Basin, and allows for direct 
characterization of evolution of the Los Angeles Aerosol during downwind transport. 
 
2. Methods 
2.1 CalNex Experiment 
The California Research at the Nexus of Air Quality and Climate Change (CalNex) 
experiment, conducted from May-July 2010 in the Los Angeles Basin and San Joaquin Valley, 
sought to address the impacts of anthropogenic pollutants on both air quality and climate 
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sites (Pasadena, CA in the western Basin on the campus of the California Institute of 
Technology (34.1405°N, 118.1225°W), and near Bakersfield, CA in the San Joaquin Valley 
(35.3463°N, 118.9654°W)), and onboard the Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely Piloted 
Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA) Twin Otter aircraft, the 
NOAA Twin Otter aircraft, the NOAA WP-3D aircraft, the NASA King Air aircraft, and the 
NOAA R/V Ronald H. Brown.  
 
We report here on data collected onboard the CIRPAS Twin Otter aircraft over 18 flights 
during May 2010. Metcalf et al. [2012] outline CIRPAS Twin Otter flights in detail. The 
aircraft, hangared at the Ontario International Airport (Ontario, CA, USA), sampled 
extensively in the Los Angeles Basin, desert outflows, and southern San Joaquin Valley at an 
altitude of 300 m above ground level. Typical flight duration was 4 h and covered 700-800 km. 
We focus here on flights that circled the Los Angeles Basin and probed the outflow of the Los 
Angeles plume as it was transported through the Banning Pass in the eastern Basin. Regions of 
study in the Los Angeles Basin are identified in Figure 1, while Metcalf et al. [2012] show the 
entire CalNex study area, including the San Joaquin Valley, on a topographic map. A summary 
of the instruments sampling onboard the Twin Otter during CalNex, including the size ranges 
measured, is presented in Metcalf et al. [2012]. The operating dates for each instrument are 
described below, and mission averages described in the results refer to averages over the entire 
operating time of the respective instrument during CalNex. The ATOFMS and AMS split time 
on the Twin Otter, which is why data are available for fewer days from those instruments. 
Gaps in data availability from other instruments indicate that instrument malfunction prevented 
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2.2 Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) 
Chemical composition of submicrometer non-refractory aerosol was measured with an 
Aerodyne compact Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (C-TOF-AMS, Aerodyne 
Research, Inc., Billerica, MA, USA) [Jayne et al., 2000; Drewnick et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 
2009] during the final nine flights (18-22, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010) onboard the CIRPAS Twin 
Otter. The instrument was operated in PTOF mode during five of those flights (21, 24-25, 27-
28 May 2010). Particles with vacuum aerodynamic diameters (dva) 50 nm ≤ dva ≤ 800 nm, pass 
through a 2% chopper and are subsequently vaporized at 600° C. The chopper is operated in 
three modes, detecting background mass spectra, ensemble average mass spectra over all 
particle sizes, or size-resolved mass spectra. After vaporization, particles are ionized by 70 eV 
electron impact and pulsed orthogonally into a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Mass spectral 
deconvolution resolves sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, chloride, and organic mass loadings. 
Approximate organic O:C ratios are calculated by using mass fraction of organic at m/z 44 to 
total organic and a parameterization presented by Aiken et al. [2008]. During CalNex, both 
bulk and size-resolved particle time-of-flight (PTOF) AMS data were collected and averaged 
to 1 min resolution. Comparison of PTOF-AMS to differential mobility analyzer (DMA; 
section 2.8) size distributions assumes density of 1.3 g cm-3 for organics and 1.8 g cm-3 for 
inorganic species. 
 
2.3 Aerosol Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer (ATOFMS) 
Chemical characterization of individual aerosol particles was performed in-situ using an 
aircraft-aerosol time-of flight mass spectrometer (A-ATOFMS) [Pratt et al., 2009a] during the 
first five flights during CalNex (6-7, 10, 14-15 May 2010). The A-ATOFMS uses an 
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only particles with vacuum aerodynamic diameters between 100-300 nm were included in this 
analysis, to correspond to the size range of hygroscopicity measurements. The particles are 
aerodynamically sized by measuring the time it takes for the particle to pass through two 532 
nm scattering lasers positioned a known distance apart. Particle speeds are converted to 
aerodynamic diameters using a calibration curve created with polystyrene latex spheres of 
known size. The sized particles are then desorbed and ionized using a pulsed 266 nm Nd-YAG 
laser. Positive and negative ion mass spectra from each particle are acquired using a dual 
polarity time-of-flight mass spectrometer.  YAADA (www.yaada.org), a toolkit for Matlab 
(The MathWorks, Inc.), is used to facilitate data analysis. The mass spectra are clustered based 
on ion peak patterns and intensities using the ART-2a neural network [Song et al., 1999].  
Clusters are then hand classified and grouped into particle types based on similar mass spectral 
characteristics. The ion peaks are labeled as the most probable ions based on previous source 
and laboratory studies at each mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio.   
 
2.4 Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2) 
Single-particle refractory black carbon (rBC) mass, as well as the thickness of coating that is 
non-refractory at 4000 K on each rBC particle, was measured by a Droplet Measurement 
Technologies (DMT, Boulder, CO, USA) Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2) [Stephens et 
al., 2003; Baumgardner et al., 2004; Schwarz et al., 2006; Moteki and Kondo, 2007; Slowik et 
al., 2007] during 15 flights (6-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18-22, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010). In the SP2, 
rBC-containing particles are heated to their vaporization point as they pass through the active 
cavity of an Nd:YAG laser beam (λ = 1064 nm), with incandescence detected by two channels. 
Two scattering channels detect the scattering cross section of particles before incandescence, 
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signal and the assumption of a core-shell morphology.  Metcalf et al. [2012] details the 
calibration of this particular SP2 and the measurement techniques applied during Twin Otter 
flights.  The rBC mass concentrations reported here are derived from lognormal fits to the 
single-particle size distributions, a correction which yields ~15-20% larger mass concentration 
than the raw data.  The SP2 was calibrated with Aquadag (Aqueous Deflocculated Acheson 
Graphite, Acheson Colloids Company, Port Huron, MI, USA), which recently has been shown 
to yield calibration factors different than ambient soot would yield (Baumgardner et al, 2012; 
Laborde et al 2012).  As reported by Metcalf et al. 2012, total rBC mass concentrations are 
~12% smaller than comparable SP2s operated during CalNex.  This potential bias has not been 
corrected for in the data presented here because the calibration standards have not yet been 
definitively linked to ambient rBC in the LA Basin.  In addition, coating thickness diameters 
reported here may also be biased high, because each optical diameter may be assigned to a 
smaller rBC core particle.  These potential biases will not change the spatio-temporal 
distribution of the measurements during CalNex. 
 
The refractory, light-absorbing fraction of combustion aerosol is referred to as either refractory 
black carbon (rBC) or soot, depending on whether it is detected by incandescence or 
thermochemical characteristics, respectively. The ATOFMS (Section 2.3) identifies soot 
particles as those producing mass spectra with a simple carbon pattern often extending up to 
C12+ [Moffet and Prather, 2009]. In the SP2, particles, heated to their vaporization point, 
incandesce as they pass through a 1 MW Nd:YAG laser [Schwarz et al., 2006]. rBC particles 
are identified based on comparison of their ambient particle incandescence signature to those in 
laboratory-generated rBC particles. During CalNex, the number of soot particles detected by 
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based on comparing time averages of data from each instrument over each region (Pearson’s R 
correlation coefficient, Pr, equal to 0.91), and the two measurements are thus considered to 
provide similar estimates of the regional variability in soot-type combustion particles in Los 
Angeles. Nonetheless, for accuracy, rBC and soot will be defined respectively as the amount of 
light-absorbing material that incandesces with a signature that matches that of laboratory-
generated rBC particles (rBC) and as the number of particles that produce mass spectral 
signature with simple carbon patterns (soot).  
 
2.5 Particle into Liquid Sampler with Total Organic Carbon (PILS-TOC) 
WSOC was quantified during 16 flights, using a particle-into-liquid sampler (PILS; Brechtel 
Manufacturing Inc.) coupled to a Total Organic Carbon (TOC) Analyzer (Sievers Model 800) 
[Sullivan et al., 2006; Duong et al., 2011], and data are presented here for 13 flights (6-7, 10, 
12, 14-15, 18-21, 25, 27-28 May 2010). Particles smaller than 2.5 µm in diameter are sampled 
by the PILS and passed immediately through an organic carbon denuder (Sunset Laboratory 
Inc.) to remove organic vapors. Particles are grown into droplets, collected by inertial 
impaction, and delivered through a 0.5 µm PEEK (polyetheretherketone) liquid filter prior to 
entering a TOC analyzer for quantification of WSOC approximately every 4 s. Reported 
WSOC concentrations represent the difference between the measured and background 
concentrations, which were obtained by passing sampled air through a high efficiency 
particulate air (HEPA) filter. The overall measurement uncertainty is estimated to be 
approximately 10%, with a minimum detection limit of 0.1 g C m-3.  Synchronization of 
WSOC measurements with the other aircraft instrument data takes into account well-
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2.6 Differential Aerosol Sizing and Hygroscopicity Spectrometer Probe (DASH-SP) 
The Differential Aerosol Sizing and Hygroscopicity Spectrometer Probe (DASH-SP, Brechtel 
Mfg.) was used to measure subsaturated aerosol water uptake at 74 and 92% RH for 17 flights 
(4-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18-22, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010) during CalNex. The DASH-SP was 
operated as described by Sorooshian et al. [2008], except that the 85% RH humidification 
channel was not functioning. Ambient particles are dried in a nafion dryer before being size-
selected in a cylindrical differential mobility analyzer (DMA) to generate a monodisperse 
aerosol of 150, 175, 200, or 225 nm dry diameter (ddry) particles. After size-selection, the flow 
of monodisperse aerosol is split into four separate flows, one providing a redundant 
measurement of particle number concentration via a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI 
Model 3831), with the other three channels consisting of parallel nafion humidification 
chambers (Perma Pure, LLP, Model MD-070-24FS-4) operated at dry (< 10), 74, and 92% RH, 
followed by custom-built optical particle counters (OPCs). Within the OPCs, particles pass 
through a focused laser beam (λ = 532 nm, World Star Technologies, Model TECGL-30), 
where all forward-scattered light is collected and focused on a photomultiplier tube, and the 
resulting electrical pulse is recorded by a high-speed data acquisition computer. A dry 
refractive index is calculated from the dry OPC response to particles of known DMA size and 
used as an initial condition in an iterative data processing algorithm based on laboratory 
calibrations with salts of known refractive indices.  The algorithm determines the best fit on a 
solution surface relating electrical pulse height, size, and refractive index, thereby accounting 
for the change in refractive index with particle water uptake. Temperature, pressure, and RH 
are monitored and controlled at several locations in the DASH-SP, ensuring that variability in 
these parameters does not impact growth factor measurements. RH was controlled to within 
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Two factors may result in volatilization of semivolatile species in the DASH-SP. First, sheath 
gas entering the DASH-SP is filtered through a Pall Life Sciences HEPA filter (p/n 12144). 
The large surface area of packing material is expected to effectively scrub the sheath gas of 
NH3 (g), but is not expected to adsorb HNO3 (g) or organic gases (personal correspondence with 
Pall), and is therefore expected to result in volatilization of NH4NO3. Next, utilization of a 
heating element to humidify DASH sample flows results in a temperature increase of 8 ºC 
between the aircraft inlet and DASH optical sizing, likely resulting in volatilization of both 
particulate NH4NO3 and semivolatile organics. Volatilization is expected to be modest, due to 
the short residence time in the DASH-SP (7 s total), but an explicit treatment of NH4NO3 
volatilization and its effect on calculated water uptake of the organic fraction of particles is 
presented in Section 3.4. 
 
2.7 Scanning Flow Cloud Condensation Nuclei Analyzer (CCNC) 
CCN measurements were made with a Droplet Measurement Technologies streamwise, 
thermal-gradient cloud condensation nuclei counter (CCNC) [Roberts and Nenes, 2005; Lance 
et al., 2006] for 16 flights (5-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18-22, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010). Particles are 
introduced into the centerline of a cylindrical tube with wetted walls on which a streamwise, 
linear thermal gradient is applied. Owing to the difference in diffusivity between water and air 
molecules, a supersaturation is generated in the column, the maximum of which is located at 
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During CALNEX, the CCNC was operated as a CCN spectrometer using Scanning Flow CCN 
Analysis [SFCA; Moore and Nenes, 2009]. In SFCA operation, dynamically changing the 
instrument flow while maintaining constant pressure and temperature gradients produces a 
nearly instantaneous change in supersaturation. The instrument temperature gradient was 
nominally held at 10 K and the pressure maintained at 700 mb by use of a flow orifice and 
active flow control system, as described by Moore et al. [2011]. Nominal flow upscan and 
downscan times of 20 s were used. 
 
Instrument supersaturation was calibrated following the procedure in Moore and Nenes [2009]. 
Multiple calibrations were performed throughout the campaign to account for the effect of 
ambient temperature on the flow rate range. The uncertainty in CCNC supersaturation is 
estimated to be ± 0.04%.  The uncertainty in CCN number concentration due to counting 
statistics and variations in temperature, pressure, and flow rates is estimated to be ~12% for 
CCN concentrations above 100 cm-3 STP. 
 
2.8 DMA Size Distributions 
Particle size distribution measurements were made with a cylindrical scanning differential 
mobility analyzer (TSI Model 3081) coupled to a condensation particle counter (TSI Model 
3010) for 17 flights (4-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18-22, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010). An exponential scan 
from a mobility diameter of 10 nm to 800 nm is completed every 90 s. The sheath and excess 
flows of 2.5 liters per minute were used, with a 5:1 flow rate ratio of sheath-to-aerosol. The 
data are inverted following the method outlined by Collins et al. (2002), which corrects for the 
DMA transfer function smearing as a result of a faster-than-normal scan time at a resolution of 
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parameters is expected to be minimal compared to the effect of sampling narrow plumes and 
changing air masses during flight. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Los Angeles Basin Meteorology 
Winds tend to display distinct and predictable diurnal patterns in the Los Angeles Basin 
[Blumenthal, 1978; Lu and Turco, 1995; Hersey et al., 2011]. Under the most frequent 
meteorology, stagnant or light offshore N/NE winds in the overnight hours (20:00-6:00 LT; 
UTC - 8 h) give way to light onshore W/SW winds shortly after sunrise as surface heating 
generates a pressure gradient between cool coastal and warm inland areas. As solar heating 
intensifies through the day, the magnitude of the ocean-land pressure gradient increases and 
W/SW winds correspondingly increase in velocity to near 15 km/h by 15:00-16:00 LT. After 
16:00 LT, winds decrease in velocity again to become stagnant, eventually changing direction 
as N/NE return flow increases in overnight hours. This local diurnal meteorology results in 
downwind transport of air from source-rich western portions of the Los Angeles Basin to 
receptor sites in the eastern Los Angeles Basin [Lu and Turco, 1995], with eventual transport 
out the El Cajon and Banning Passes and into desert outflow regions. Stagnant overnight winds 
can lead to pollutant buildup and carryover from one day to the next, resulting in an aged 
background aerosol in the Basin characterized by accumulation mode particles (0.1-1.0 µm 
diameter) containing a significant fraction of highly oxidized organic species [Blumenthal, 
1978; Hersey, 2011]. Metcalf et al. [2012] found that meteorological conditions during May 
2010 were more characteristic of springtime than classical summer meteorology in the Los 
Angeles Basin, but FLEXPART modeling of air parcel histories indicates similar airmass 
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meteorological conditions are characterized by similar overall patterns as the summer, but 
generally weaker coast-land pressure gradients and onshore winds, cooler temperatures, and 
less intense photochemical conditions [Hersey et al., 2011]. Average ambient temperature (at 
flight altitude) over 18 flights during CalNex varied regionally, increasing from 16.1 ± 2.0°C in 
the western Basin to 18.3 ± 3.4°C in the eastern Basin and 24.3 ± 1.8°C in desert outflows 
(Figure 2 (k)).  
 
Composition and hygroscopicity can vary spatially to a great extent within the Los Angeles 
Basin, and so discussion of trends will focus on averages over the sum of sampling hours for 
each respective instrument for each of 8 regions defined in Figure 1. The flight on 13 May 
2010 was influenced by biomass burning emissions from a brush fire in the eastern Basin, and 
will be considered separately. 
 
3.2 Aerosol Bulk Composition 
Because diurnal wind patterns result in downwind transport of airborne species in the Los 
Angeles Basin, one may consider regional trends from west to east as representative of aerosol 
aging. Further aerosol aging between the Basin itself and outflow regions is expected to occur, 
as well as processes of dilution and volatilization. Analysis of bulk, non-refractory, 
submicrometer aerosol composition from the AMS (average over 9 flights; 18-22, 24-25, 27-28 
May 2010), SP2 (average over 15 flights; 6-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18-22, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010), 
and PILS-TOC (average over 13 flights; 6-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18-21, 25, 27-28 May 2010), with 
averages comprising total sampling hours for each instrument (Figure 2 (a-k)) will focus on 
regional, west-to-east trends in order to highlight aerosol evolution during downwind transport 
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analysis of the organic fraction of aerosol (OA) by positive matrix factorization of AMS data 
will follow in a separate manuscript. 
 
Total submicrometer aerosol mass (Figure 2 (a)), taken as the sum of non-refractory mass 
detected by the AMS and rBC mass detected by the SP2, displays distinct regional trends. 
Within the Los Angeles Basin, total submicrometer mass over May 2010 was relatively 
constant from west to east, averaging 7.7 ± 3.9 µg m-3 in source-rich western areas and 8.2 ± 
4.6 µg m-3 in downwind eastern Basin receptor sites. This constant mass concentration was 
observed despite warmer temperatures in the eastern Basin (Fig. 2 (k); 16.1 ± 2.0°C in the 
western Basin, versus 18.3 ± 3.4°C in the eastern Basin) that are expected to lead to 
volatilization of semivolatile species and decreased aerosol mass. This suggests that as 
particles are transported downwind, secondary species are photochemically produced in the gas 
phase and condense onto particles. A sharp decrease in aerosol mass is observed from that in 
the Banning Pass (4.9 ± 3.8 µg m-3) to that in outflow regions (1.2 ± 0.2 µg m-3), as the Los 
Angeles plume is diluted upon transport into hot desert areas (24.3 ± 1.8°C). Because there are 
no significant industrial sources of rBC in outflow areas and only one freeway in the region, 
rBC may be considered a conservative, nonvolatile tracer in outflow areas, and one may 
estimate the importance of volatilization by comparing the mass fraction of rBC (rBCMF; 
Figure 2 (g)) in upwind versus downwind regions, according to the ratio: 
 
, 
            (1) 
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where rBCEnhancement is the enhancement in rBCMF between upwind (rBCMFUpwind) and 
downwind (rBCMFDownwind) sites. rBCMF is enhanced in outflow regions, and rBCEnhancement 
approaches 2.2 when comparing Basin aerosol with particles in outflows, underscoring the 
importance of volatilization during transport to outflows. 
 
Individual non-refractory species exhibit behavior consistent with condensation of secondary 
material during downwind transport (Table 1, Figure 2 (b-f)). The western Basin is 
characterized by relatively high sulfate and chloride mass fractions (SMF and CMF, 
respectively), owing to their marine sources and the highest concentration of shipping and 
industrial SO2 emissions occurring in the western Basin and near Long Beach. The downwind 
eastern Basin is significantly enhanced in nitrate and ammonium mass fraction (NMF, AMF, 
respectively), compared to SMF and CMF, owing to photochemical production of nitrate 
during downwind transport and the presence of a large concentration of bovine NH3 emissions 
in the area [Neuman et al., 2003; Docherty et al., 2008]. The local maximum in AMF in the 
Long Beach region may be associated with industrial selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and 
selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) NOx emission control strategies - both of which are 
associated with ammonia emissions [Heck, 1999]. Further, there are local maxima in sulfate 
mass in the Long Beach region, which would serve to drive ammonia into the particulate phase 
as (NH4)2SO4 and NH4HSO4 and thereby enhance AMF relative to organics, nitrate, and 
chloride. 
 
After traversing the narrow Banning Pass, NMF and AMF decrease quickly in outflows, as 
temperature increases by ~ 6°C (Fig. 2 (k)). Owing to rapid volatilization of ammonium nitrate, 
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been described for Los Angeles and Mexico City aerosols [Huffman et al., 2009]. The mass 
ratio of organics to conservative, nonvolatile rBC is surprisingly constant between the Basin 
(131) and outflows (129), indicating that much of the secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formed 
in the Los Angeles Basin is relatively low in volatility, as previously reported for Los Angeles 
and Mexico City aerosol [Huffman et al., 2009]. SMF is also enhanced in outflow regions 
while the ratio of sulfate to rBC does not decrease, as expected by the low volatility of sulfate 
species.  
 
The relative mass fractions of non-refractory submicrometer species are compared with those 
reported in other megacity field experiments in Table 2. Total aerosol mass measured in the 
Basin during CalNex is relatively low when compared with more characteristically polluted 
megacities (e.g. Beijing, China; Mexico City, Mexico), and is also lower than previously 
reported in the Los Angeles Basin during SOAR [Docherty et al., 2008; 2011] and PACO 
[Hersey et al., 2011]. One reason for this discrepancy is that the month of May tends to be less 
photochemically active than months in the mid to late summer (July-September), and is 
associated with less production of SOA [Hersey et al., 2011]. Additionally, Metcalf et al. 
[2012] noted that Twin Otter CalNex flights were carried out during atypical May meteorology 
in Los Angeles, which resulted in one of the least polluted months of May in the last 25 years. 
The mass fractions of organics and sulfate are lower during CalNex sampling, while the 
fractions of nitrate and ammonium are appreciably higher than previous studies, potentially 
owing to less intense photochemical conditions and cooler temperatures during May 2010. The 
results presented here, therefore, should be considered characteristic of mild springtime 
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Section 3.1, but weaker pressure gradients and onshore winds, cooler temperatures, and less 
intense photochemistry. 
 
The nature and evolution of organic aerosol (OA) are of particular interest, owing to the 
prevalence of organic species in ambient particles [Zhang et al., 2007] and uncertainties about 
their formation pathways and aging. Figures 2 (h-i) highlight the nature of OA in the Los 
Angeles Basin and outflows. The oxidation state of organics (O:C ratio; Figure 2 (i)) is 
relatively constant throughout the Basin, with regional averages between 0.38 and 0.43. The 
mass fraction of aerosol comprised of WSOC (WMF) is similarly relatively constant 
throughout the Basin (0.16-0.24), as is the ratio of WMF to total organic mass (0.06-0.08). 
Further transport and evolution of aerosol into the outflow regions lead to significantly higher 
O:C ratio (0.49-0.55), WMF (0.51-0.60), and ratio of WMF to total organic mass (0.51-0.56), 
and Hanh et al. [2012] found that the fraction of PM2.5 consisting of WSOC is enhanced in 
outflows. Overall, aging of Los Angeles OA appears to be associated with an enhancement in 
the oxidiation state of organics, as has been reported in other studies of urban aerosol [Alfarra 
et al., 2004; de Gouw et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2007; Aiken et al., 2008; Kleinman et al., 
2008], as well as a significant enhancement in the mass fraction of WSOC in comparison with 
total organic mass. Hersey et al. [2011] found O:C ratios ranging from 0.44 to 0.55 at the 
Pasadena site relatively free from influence of primary emissions, with the highest values 
measured during photochemically intense conditions. Docherty et al. [2011] reported O:C 
ratios between 0.28 and 0.44 in Riverside in the eastern Basin at a site 0.5 km from a major 
freeway, which was influenced by reduced organics from primary vehicle emissions. The O:C 
ratios measured during CalNex lie between those reported by Hersey et al. [2011] and 
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and those more representative of regional OA. Detailed analysis of the organic fraction of 
aerosol sampled onboard the Twin Otter during CalNex will follow in a subsequent 
manuscript. 
 
Condensation of secondary species during aging and downwind transport is further supported 
by observations of significant downwind enhancement of rBC coating thickness diameter of 
rBC particles between 90 and 270 nm, as measured by the SP2 [Metcalf et al., 2012]. Figure 2 
(j) indicates that the diameter of coating on rBC aerosol increases consistently from the 
western to eastern Basin, and increases significantly as the Los Angeles plume passes through 
the Banning Pass and into outflows. The most dramatic increases in rBC coating thickness 
diameter occur in outflow regions, which are also the areas where bulk composition 
measurements indicate significant volatilization of semivolatile species and enhancement in 
OMF. These trends may be evidence of production and subsequent condensation of low-
volatility SOA in outflow regions, and may alternately result from dilution of the Los Angeles 
plume with air containing aged aerosol with thick coatings on rBC cores. 
 
In many urban areas, a smaller mode in the aerosol number distribution is dominated by OA or 
soot while inorganic species and OA comprise a larger mode [Moore et al., 2007; Shields et 
al., 2008; Titta et al., 2010, Sun et al., 2009]. In Los Angeles, fine organic modes are 
commonly present in morning hours and during photochemically active periods in source-rich 
areas [Moore et al., 2007; Hersey et al., 2011], and are associated with vehicle exhaust [Shields 
et al., 2008]. Aged aerosol, such as that observed in the downwind eastern Basin, is often 
characterized by unimodal distributions and the presence of aged species including oligomeric 
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refractory AMS composition and DMA size distribution averaged over 5 flights (21, 24, 25, 
27, 28 May; Figure 3) indicates that aerosol in the western Basin is characterized by a 
distinctly bimodal distribution, with the smaller of two modes (centered at 80-90 nm dva) 
dominated by organics and the larger mode (centered at 500-600 nm dva) dominated by nitrate 
in addition to containing sulfate, ammonium, and chloride. After transport to the eastern Basin, 
nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, and chloride still reside in the larger mode, but organics are 
distributed bimodally, comprising the dominant fraction of a smaller mode (60-110 nm dva), as 
well as contributing a significant fraction to the larger mode (200-400 nm dva). After transport 
into outflows, all species generally reside in a unimodal distribution centered at 300-400 nm 
dva. One overall impact of the aging of Los Angeles aerosol appears to be that organics 
transition from comprising a largely separate fine mode to contributing to a single, larger 
mode, while inorganic species consistently reside in larger particles. Transition of an externally 
mixed aerosol to an internal mixture with photochemical age has been observed for bulk 
composition in Los Angeles [Bhave et al., 2001], and results here suggest that such changes in 
mixing state are the result of size-dependent condensation of secondary species [Alfarra et al., 
2004].  
 
3.3 Single Particle Composition 
AMS measurements address the overall composition of an aerosol population but are limited in 
their ability to determine mixing state and cannot detect refractory species. The Aerosol Time-
of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (ATOFMS) measures single-particle aerosol composition for both 
refractory and non-refractory species and provides a direct measure of both size and mixing 
state. In ATOFMS analysis, single particles are classified into particle types based on dominant 
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particles in the size range 100-300 nm dva (Table 3), whose representative mass spectra are 
represented in Figure 4. The major particle types detected were soot, soot-OC, biomass 
burning, highly processed, sea spray, biological, aged organic carbon, and ship emissions. Soot 
particles, most likely produced by vehicles [Sodeman et al., 2005; Toner et al., 2006; Shields et 
al., 2007], contained C ion subunits, Cn+ (12C+, 24C2+, 36C3+, 48C4+, 60C5+, etc.), whereas soot-
organic carbon (Soot-OC) particles were mixtures of carbon ions and smaller organic carbon 
ions (27C2H3+, 43C2H3O+) internally mixed with nitrate (62NO3-). Biomass burning particles 
contained a large potassium ion (39/41K+), potassium ion clusters (104K2CN+, 113/115K2Cl+, 
213/215K3SO4+), elemental carbon, and organic carbon ions [Silva et al., 1999; Pratt et al., 
2011]. Highly processed particles produced only negative ion mass spectra primarily 
containing sulfate (97HSO4-) and/or nitrate (46NO2- , 62NO3-) ions. Sea spray was characterized 
by the presence of sodium (23Na+), sodium clusters (46Na2+, 62Na2O+, 63Na2OH+, 81/83Na2Cl+) 
and chloride (35/37Cl-) and internally mixed with nitrate (62NO3-) [Gaston et al., 2011; Gard et 
al., 1998]. Biological particles contained sodium (23Na+), potassium (39K+), organic nitrogen 
(26CN-, 42CNO-) and phosphate (79PO4-) ions, and some were enriched in metals (24Mg+, 40Ca+, 
56Fe+ or 52Cr+) [Pratt et al., 2009b; Russell et al., 2009; Fergenson et al., 2003]. Aged organic 
carbon particles were classified based on an intense oxidized organic carbon ion (43C2H3O+) in 
addition to elemental and organic carbon ions [Qin et al., 2012]. These particles were primarily 
internally mixed with sulfate (97HSO4-). Ship emissions were characterized by intense 
vanadium (51V+) and vanadium oxide (67VO+) ions which were internally mixed with sulfate 
(97HSO4-) [Ault et al., 2010]. While soot was present in most particle types, characteristic soot 
peaks are not labeled in all mass spectra in Fig. 4 because their presence is often masked by 
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Regional averages of the ATOFMS data are based on measurements of ~1000 particles in the 
smallest geographical regions in Fig. 1 (Pasadena, Long Beach, Banning Pass), and > 4000 in 
larger regions (western, central, and eastern Basin). ATOFMS data are available for only one 
flight that sampled in outflow regions, which was heavily influenced by biomass burning 
emissions from a brush fire in the eastern Basin (13 May 2010) and will be considered 
separately. Thus, average non-biomass-burning-influenced ATOFMS data are based on 5 
flights for which it collected data onboard the Twin Otter (6-7, 10, 14-15 May 2010) within the 
Basin, with data on 13 May 2010 presented separately and including results from sampling in 
outflow regions. 
 
Characteristic particle types were identified in each region of the Basin and outflows, 
indicating that Los Angeles aerosol is an external mixture in the sense that not every particle 
has the same composition. However, each particle type identified by the ATOFMS represents 
an internal mixture of many different species, with nitrate and organics ubiquitous as 
condensed secondary material in all particle types except for pure, newly-emitted soot-type 
particles. The areas of nitrate and organic peaks in mass spectra are enhanced in the eastern 
Basin relative to the western Basin, indicating that nitrate and organics become internally-
mixed with all particle types during downwind transport. This finding is consistent with those 
from the AMS and SP2, indicating that a major characteristic of aging during downwind 
transport is the production and condensation of secondary organic and nitrate species. 
 
Following trends in single-particle aerosol composition from west to east in the Basin and 
outflows allows analysis of the effect of aging during downwind transport on both aerosol 
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and ship emissions all decrease from west to east and into outflows. The flight on 16 May 2012 
was heavily influenced by sulfate particles throughout the Basin, and the small sample size in 
Pasadena resulted in a disproportionate enhancement in sulfate fraction in that region when 
compared with other regions, explaining the greater than expected influence of sulfate there. 
The soot+OC, Aged OC, and biomass burning particle types show little variation within the 
Basin, which suggests that these types of particles either have relatively uniform sources across 
the Basin or that they exist as background species that become well-mixed throughout the 
Basin over hours to days. Nitrate increases in influence in eastern portions of the Basin 
downwind of dairies, consistent with findings from the AMS and SP2. The influence of nitrate 
is significantly diminished in outflows, owing to volatilization of ammonium nitrate.  
 
One would expect that soot particles become increasingly coated with secondary material 
during downwind transport and evolution; thus the constant fraction of particles identified as 
purely soot suggests relatively uniform emissions of soot-type particles in the Basin - likely 
from on-road fuel combustion and widespread diesel engine use. Pratt and Prather [2009] 
heated particles to volatilize semivolatile species and found that nearly 80% of particles in the 
eastern Los Angeles Basin contained soot cores. To determine the fraction of particles between 
100 and 300 nm dva possessing soot cores in the Los Angeles Basin during CalNex, single 
particle data were searched for soot markers in the mass spectra (m/z 12, 36, -36, -48, 
corresponding to C+, C3+, C3+, and C4+, respectively). Particles with soot cores were defined as 
those containing soot markers at an absolute area of at least 50 on the mass spectrum [Spencer 
et al., 2006], and comprised 51% of particles. This result is slightly lower than reported by 
Cahill et al. [2012], who analyzed particles collected across the Basin during the 2010 CalNex 
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cores over the entire ATOFMS size range (100-1000 nm).  Another estimate of the fraction of 
particles with rBC cores was obtained from the SP2 by comparing the number of particles with 
purely scattering signatures to the total number of particles detected by the instrument. Results 
indicate that the fraction of 100-300 nm particles containing rBC cores was 27 ± 15% across 
the Basin, with the discrepancy from ATOFMS likely due to the higher sensitivity of 
ATOFMS to soot (lower detection limit of ~50 nm soot cores, compared with 90 nm for the 
SP2) and the slightly narrower size range of SP2. We conclude that it is not possible to assign a 
single number to the fraction of particles with soot cores in the Los Angeles Basin, but instead 
bracket that fraction with estimates from the SP2 and ATOFMS of 27 and 51%, respectively.  
 
3.4 Subsaturated Aerosol Hygroscopicity 
Hygroscopicity is a function of chemical composition. Generally, inorganics are associated 
with a higher degree of water uptake and organics with suppressed water uptake [Shinozuka et 
al., 2009; Quinn et al., 2005; Hersey et al., 2009; Hersey et al., 2011]. Urban aerosol often 
exhibits complex hygroscopic behavior, with externally-mixed particles resulting in multiple 
hygroscopic modes with distinct water uptake characteristics [Cocker et al., 2001; Massling et 
al., 2005; Swietlicki et al., 2008; Massling et al., 2009; Meier et al., 2009; Tiitta et al., 2010; 
Rose et al., 2010]. The optical sizing method employed by the DASH-SP during CalNex is 
limited in its ability to resolve multiple growth modes, and so subsaturated hygroscopic data 
reported here are for the main hygroscopic mode of particles, as is common in studies of 
aerosol hygroscopicity [Wex et al., 2010]. Subsaturated data represent particles between 175 
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The κ single-parameter measure of aerosol hygroscopicity presented by Petters and 
Kreidenweis [2007] has been widely adopted, the value of which can be derived from 
measurements of either subsaturated growth factor or supersaturated CCN activation. The 
DASH-SP measures hygroscopic growth factor, which is the ratio of wet to dry particle 
diameter (GF = dwet/ddry), at a range of ddry and RH values. Considering that  dwet = ddry * GF, 
κ may be calculated from:  
,         (2) 
where S is the equilibrium water vapor saturation above the particle (i.e. RH/100), K is the 
Kelvin term accounting for droplet curvature, aw is the activity of water, and κ is the 
hygroscopicity parameter. The Kelvin term includes the droplet surface tension, to which 
subsaturated hygroscopicity measurements are relatively insensitive. Therefore, the surface 
tension of water was assumed for this study. There was no systematic difference between κ at 
74 and 92% RH, and so κ reported here is the average of the two. Size-dependent hygroscopic 
behavior was not observed for particles between 175 and 225 nm during CalNex, and results 
here represent average hygrosopicity for particles in the DASH size range. Uncertainty in 
individual κ calculations is estimated to be ± 0.05, based on uncertainty in particle diameters 
measured by the DASH. In all regions the standard deviation (SD) in κ values is greater than 
propagated uncertainty and results are reported as κ ± SD.  
 
Overall, subsaturated κ of 0.37 ± 0.10 in the Basin and 0.24 ± 0.07 in outflows during CalNex 
is consistent with κ of ~ 0.3 reported in other megacity studies [Shinozuka et al., 2009; Chang 
et al., 2010; Rose et al., 2010; Wex et al., 2010]. DASH-SP averages represented in Figure 6 
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as Basin aerosols age during downwind transport. GF-derived κ is largest in the western Basin, 
where a distinctly bimodal aerosol exists and AMS and SP2 indicate that the amount of organic 
coating material is at a minimum. In the bimodal distribution, the separate, fine mode 
comprises primarily organics, while inorganic species constitute the majority of aerosol mass 
in the DASH-SP size range. Because DASH-SP measurements represent hygroscopicity for the 
main hygroscopic mode for particles between 175 and 225 nm dry diameter, and because 
organics appear to comprise a separate mode in the aerosol, it is expected that subsaturated κ 
values in the western Basin are representative of a predominantly inorganic aerosol, with a less 
significant contribution from condensed organic species. This characterization is consistent 
with an observed κ of ~ 0.41 ± 0.10 for the western Basin, assuming inorganic nitrate and 
sulfate species to have a representative κ between 0.45 and 0.65 and organics to be between 0 
and 0.1 [Kreidenweis et al., 2008;  Massoli et al., 2009; Duplissy et al., 2011].  
 
Hygroscopicity is suppressed in the eastern Basin relative to that in the western Basin, with an 
average κ of 0.32 ± 0.09, corresponding to reduced SMF and CMF, condensation of significant 
amounts of both secondary nitrate and SOA, and a transition of much of the organic fraction to 
the larger mode.  
 
As noted in Section 3.2, aerosols are transformed significantly during transport into outflow 
regions, where temperature is significantly higher and dilution is important. Volatilization 
results in particles that are enriched in low-volatility organic species, and continued aging 
causes particles to become unimodal and thickly coated with what AMS data indicate to be 
predominantly organic species. Particles measured by the SP2 are not exactly in the same size 
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(~27% of particles in CalNex). However, the processes by which secondary species condense 
onto rBC particles in the 90-270 nm size range of the SP2 will similarly tend to coat particles 
in the 175-225 nm size range of the DASH-SP. These general transformations by condensation 
of secondary coating material result in significant reduction in subsaturated hygroscopicity to κ 
~ 0.24 ± 0.06 in outflows.  
 
To further investigate the hygroscopic behavior of organics in aerosol between 175 and 225 nm 
ddry, κ values calculated from DASH-SP data were combined with representative size-resolved 
PTOF composition data from the AMS (Fig. 3). Assuming linearly additive water uptake of 
each species and no interaction between aerosol constituents and representative density of 1.77 
g cm-3 for inorganics and 1.35 g cm-3 for organics, it is possible to estimate the k for organics. 
If the overall hygroscopicity parameter, κ is given by: 
 
             (3)
  
where n is the number of aerosol constituents, i, each comprising volume fraction χ and having 
hygroscopicity represented by κi, then the organic hygroscopicity parameter, κorg can be 
estimated by:           
 
            (4) 
where ninorg is the number of inorganic constituents, i, with hygroscopicity parameter κi and 
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Eq. 4 because its volume fraction is insignificant compared with inorganic and organic species. 
Assuming that ammonium is associated with nitrate and sulfate according to molar ratios (i.e. 
33% as ammonium nitrate and 67% as ammonium sulfate), and assuming κi for ammonium 
nitrate, ammonium sulfate, and sea salt to be 0.67, 0.56, and 1.2, respectively, and with 
propagated uncertainty estimated to be ± 0.1, Eq. 4 gives κorg of 0.1 ± 0.1 and 0.0 ± 0.1 for 
aerosol sampled in the western Basin and outflows, respectively. Eq. 4 indicates that in the 
eastern Basin organics suppress water uptake below what would be expected based on the 
assumption of additive water uptake – a result that falls outside the range of uncertainties. 
 
Because the sheath flow is free of NH3(g) (Section 2.6), and the DASH operates at a 
temperature 8°C higher than the Twin Otter inlet, the extent to which ammonium nitrate is 
expected to evaporate from the particles in the form of ammonia (NH3) and nitric acid (HNO3) 
is an issue that must be addressed. Here we calculate an estimate of the volatilization of 
ammonium nitrate (AN) in the DASH-SP by combining predictions from the thermodynamic 
model AIOMFAC (Aerosol Inorganic-Organic Mixtures Functional groups Activity 
Coefficients) [Zuend et al., 2008; 2011] and the kinetic model KM-GAP (kinetic multi-layer 
model of gas-particle interactions in aerosols and clouds) [Shiraiwa et al., 2012]. AN 
volatilization is modeled as a series of two distinct stages in the DASH-SP (Figure 8): 1. A 
drying and sizing stage, where the partial pressure of ammonia vapor (pNH3) is initially equal to 
zero, the partial pressure of nitric acid vapor (pHNO3) is equal to ambient, RH = 10%, and 2. A 
humidification stage, where pNH3 and pHNO3 are modeled as in stage 1, but RH is increased to 
either 74 or 92%. The residence times of particles in stage 1 and 2 are 3 and 4 s, respectively. 
The temperature in both stages is assumed to be 28 ºC, or 8 ºC higher than the characteristic 
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Based on AMS observations from CalNex, the particles are assumed to be 30% NH4NO3, 20% 
(NH4)2SO4, and 50% organics in terms of dry mass fractions, with organics residing in a 
separate phase at all RH [Song et al., 2012b]. Vapor-liquid equilibrium of ammonium nitrate is 
described by the relationship K(T) = (a(m) NH4+ × a(m)NO3-) / (pNH3 × pHNO3), with the 
temperature-dependent equilibrium constant K(T) taken from Seinfeld and Pandis [2006]. The 
a(m) are molality-based activities calculated using AIOMFAC for the aqueous salt solutions at 
given RH. Using DHNO3 = 0.120 cm2 s-1 [Durham and Stockburger, 1986] and DNH3 = 0.306 
cm2 s-1 [Wu et al., 2003] for the diffusivities in air at 28 ºC, the vapor pressure of ammonia 
over the salt solutions is estimated to be 6.9×10-4 Pa at 10 % RH, 2.9×10-4 Pa at 74 % RH, and 
1.3×10-4 Pa at 92 % RH. The mass loss of NH4NO3 from the particles is assumed to be 
stoichiometrically related to the net evaporation of ammonia. The estimated equilibrium values 
are used as input parameters for the mass transfer simulations with KM-GAP. The surface 
accommodation coefficients of NH3 and HNO3 are assumed to be unity. The particle aqueous 
phase is treated as a liquid with a bulk diffusivity of 10-6 cm2 s-1. Based on AMS results, the 
initial particle mass concentration and diameter are set to be 5 μg m-3 of air and 300 nm, 
respectively.  
 
Figure 8 shows the results of the KM-GAP simulation. The red lines indicate the particle phase 
mass of NH4NO3 normalized by the initial mass. About 8 % by mass of NH4NO3 is estimated 
to evaporate in the first stage (drying and DMA size selection) at 10% RH. Evaporation of 
NH4NO3 is diminished during stage 2 (humidification and optical sizing) because the 
equilibrium vapor pressure of NH3 is inversely proportional to RH. At the outflow of stage 2, 
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thermodynamic modeling of the DASH-SP does not explicitly account for potential 
interactions with nafion and metal tubing in the instrument, which may potentially lead to 
additional nitrate loss in the instrument. However, it is expected that these losses would be less 
significant than those associated with removal of ammonia by filtering and temperature 
increases in the DASH-SP. 
 
Considering this loss of NH4NO3 in the DASH-SP, κorg was re-calculated according to Eq. 4, 
giving values of 0.2 ± 0.1 and 0.1 ± 0.1 in the western Basin and outflows, respectively. 
Accounting for NH4NO3 loss, this analysis indicates that organics suppress water uptake in the 
eastern Basin, and this result is outside the range of uncertainty. The same result is obtained 
whether regional averages for GF-derived κ are based on all 17 flights or limited to the 5 
flights for which PTOF AMS data are available. 
 
Typical values for κorg range from 0 to 0.1, depending on oxidation state [Dusek et al., 2010; 
Wex et al., 2010]. Duplissy et al. [2011] found a simple relationship between κorg and the 
fraction of organic signal accounted for by m/z 44 in the AMS spectrum (f44) in Mexico City, 
resulting in enhanced κorg in oxidized organics with high f44. Such a trend is not observed in 
CalNex data, with κorg appearing to be independent of organic oxidation state.  
 
While κorg for the western Basin and outflows are within the range of expected values for urban 
OA, organics appear to inhibit water uptake into particles in the eastern Basin. Lower-than-
expected hygroscopicity may arise from a number of factors, including potential unidentified 
instrument artifacts. One possible explanation for apparent inhibition of water uptake in the 
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aerosol phase [Saxena et al., 1995, Clegg et al., 2001, Zuend et al., 2008] that have been 
associated with separation of amorphous organic-rich and aqueous electrolyte phases in 
particles [Pankow, 2003; Erdakos and Pankow, 2004; Chang and Pankow, 2006; Marcolli and 
Krieger, 2006]. Such liquid-liquid phase separations (LLPS) are, in fact, expected to be 
common in tropospheric aerosol at RH < 85%, with less pronounced impact as RH approaches 
saturation [Zuend et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011; Bertram et al., 2011; Song et al., 2012a, You 
et al., 2012, Bones et al., 2012], and may be expected to form in aerosol like that observed in 
the eastern Basin - thickly coated particles comprising dissolved ammonium nitrate and 
ammonium sulfate with an organic fraction with relatively low O:C ratio (< ~0.4) [Song et al., 
2012b]. If the organic-rich phase adopts semi-solid state [Virtanen et al., 2010; Koop et al., 
2011, Song et al., 2012b, Zuend and Seinfeld, 2012] the rate of diffusion of water and reactive 
gases by several orders of magnitude, effectively isolating the aqueous electrolyte core of 
particles from the surrounding gas phase and inhibiting establishment of thermodynamic 
equilibrium on the timescale of DASH-SP humidification (4 s) [Zobrist et al., 2011; Shiraiwa 
et al., 2011, Tong et al., 2011]. It is possible that the observed suppression of water uptake by 
organics in the eastern Basin and outflows may be the result of LLPS and kinetic limitation of 
water vapor accommodation, resulting in more effective suppression of hygroscopicity than 
predicted by models based on assumptions of internally-mixed, single-phase aerosol in a 
liquid, low-viscosity state.  
 
3.5 Supersaturated (CCN) Hygroscopicity 
Like subsaturated hygroscopicity, CCN behavior of a population of particles of the same size is 
governed by chemical composition, with inorganics enhancing CCN activity and organics 
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to be correlated [e.g. Prenni et al., 2001], with more hygroscopic particles measured in the 
subsaturated regime corresponding to a higher degree of CCN activity in the supersaturated 
regime.  
 
By integrating the DMA number distribution from large to small sizes (since Köhler theory 
predicts that larger particles activate before smaller ones) and comparing to the measured 
droplet concentration in the CCNC, one may obtain a value for the critical diameter (Dcrit) - the 
diameter above which particles are expected to activate. The single-parameter κ representation 
of Köhler theory [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007] relates Dcrit to the hygroscopicity parameter 
κ. Once Dcrit is determined, κ is calculated for particles corresponding to that diameter. 
According to Köhler theory, given an internally-mixed aerosol, higher SS will correspond to 
CCN activation of smaller particles. Thus, the κ values calculated at different SS give a 
measure of size-dependent hygroscopicity. And because hygroscopic activity is a function of 
particle composition, the supersaturation-resolved Dcrit and κ measurements provide an indirect 
measure of size-resolved composition.  
 
Figure 9 displays regional averages of CCN-derived κ versus Dcrit for each SS measured by the 
SFCA instrument, averaged over the 16 flights during which it collected data (5-7, 10, 12, 14-
15, 18-22, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010). Gray lines represent average DMA number distributions 
for each region. Enhanced CCN activity may result from three sources: (1) increasing SS, (2) 
increasing κ (representing increased solubility), or (3) changes in mixing state (because Dcrit is 
calculated by integrating a DMA distribution from large to small sizes until the integrated 
number matches the concentration of activated particles, an external mixture with primarily 
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region, Dcrit decreases with increased supersaturation. Because CCN activity is a function of 
SS, hygroscopicity, and mixing state, the extent to which Dcrit decreases with increased SS 
indicates whether an aerosol is impacted by insoluble material or an external mixture. Within 
the Basin, Dcrit decreases significantly as SS increases from 0.275 to 0.375%, and the most 
hygroscopic particles (κ ~ 0.4-0.6) correspond to 60-70 nm particles measured at 0.425% < SS 
< 0.475%. Further increases in supersaturation do not result in significant decreases in Dcrit, 
suggesting an externally-mixed aerosol with particles smaller than 60 nm comprising 
nonhygroscopic material. This conclusion is consistent with previous findings in Los Angeles 
and Beijing that small organics behave as nonactivating or only slightly hygroscopic in CCN 
activity [Cubison et al., 2008; Gunthe et al., 2011]. Indeed, overall κ calculated for particles < 
60 nm at SS > 0.475% is low in the Basin (0.2-0.3). These results are consistent with the 
observation of a small mode in the aerosol comprised predominantly of organics condensed 
onto soot particles (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Particles that activate at SS < 0.375% in the LA 
Basin are significantly larger (~ 100 nm), corresponding roughly to the DASH-SP size range. 
CCN-derived κ of these particles is 0.2-0.4, comparing favorably with GF-derived κ (0.3-0.4). 
Size-resolved AMS and ATOFMS data for 100-300 nm particles indicate that these particles 
comprise several distinct types, including pure soot and organic-coated soot at the smallest 
sizes. 
 
In the Banning Pass and outflow regions, Dcrit similarly decreases with increased SS from 
0.275 to 0.375%. Further increases in SS from 0.375 to 0.625% do not correspond to 
significant decreases in Dcrit, suggesting that the majority of particles in this size range (50-70 
nm) are relatively non-hygroscopic. This observation is consistent with that from PToF AMS 
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evidence of an external mixture dominated by biomass burning particles in the outflow regions. 
Further increases in SS (> 0.625%) in outflows correspond to significant decreases in Dcrit 
(approaching 30 nm) and increases in κ (approaching 0.7), suggesting an external mixture with 
the smallest particles containing hygroscopic inorganic material. 
  
Figures 10 and 11 display west-east trends in CCN-derived hygroscopicity for particles that 
activate at 0.325% and 0.725% SS (~ 70-120 and 30-60 nm Dcrit, respectively), as well as 
regionally-averaged size-resolved composition and coating thickness. As noted in Section 3.4, 
the size range measured by the SP2 is 90-270 nm rBC cores. While this size range does not 
directly compare with the CCN diameters measured at 0.325 and 0.725% SS, the processes that 
result in condensation of secondary coatings on these rBC particles will also result in 
significant coatings on particles in the CCN size range. Thus, comparison of coating thickness 
on rBC particles in the SP2 size range with CCN particles of 30-120 nm can provide a valuable 
framework for understanding the types of transitions to which these fine particles are subject  
during downwind transport. At 0.325% SS, there is a clear trend of increasing hygroscopicity 
from west to east in the Basin, corresponding to an increase in coating thickness diameter and 
the fraction of nitrate and ammonium on particles. Further transport and evolution into 
outflows correspond to decreased prevalence of nitrate, enhanced coating thickness, and 
suppressed CCN-derived hygroscopicity. At 0.725% SS, particles similarly increase in 
hygroscopicity during downwind transport from the western to eastern Basin, corresponding to 
an increase in coating thickness and the fraction of nitrate in small particles. Volatilization of 
semivolatile species, leaving low volatility organics and sulfate, translate to relatively constant 
hygroscopicity in outflows. These supersaturated hygroscopicity results suggest that the nitrate 
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enhance CCN activity, despite tending to suppress subsaturated hygroscopicity (Section 3.4). 
Overall, CCN-derived κ averaged 0.35 ± 0.12 in the Basin and 0.38 ± 0.11 in Outflows – 
values that are 15-25% higher than previous studies that have suggested urban aerosol 
hygroscopicity may be estimated by κ ~ 0.3 [Shinozuka et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2010; Rose 
et al., 2010, Wex et al., 2010]. 
 
Hygroscopicity of the organic fraction (κorg) was estimated for CCN particles by employing 
Eq. 4 and the method described in Section 3.4 and utilizing size-resolved PTOF AMS data for 
particles between ~30-60 nm (0.725% SS) and ~70-120 nm (0.325% SS). Results indicate that 
κorg is independent of region for CCN-derived hygroscopicity, remaining a constant 0.1 ± 0.1 
throughout the western and eastern Basin and outflows. These values are comparable to 
subsaturated GF-derived κorg except in the eastern Basin, where organics appear to suppress 
water uptake in the subsaturated regime but contribute somewhat to supersaturated 
hygroscopicity. 
 
3.6 Influence of Biomass Burning from a Localized Brush Fire 
On 13 May 2010, a brush fire was sparked at ~ 13:30 LT in Riverside County in the eastern 
Los Angeles Basin, burning 500 acres before being contained later that evening. Twin Otter 
takeoff time on 13 May was 11:06 and landing was at 14:51 PM. The Twin Otter sampled in 
biomass-burning-influenced air for nearly 90 min near the end of the flight. The Twin Otter 
sampled within both the Basin and outflow regions and was positioned to sample both the 
immediate vicinity of the brush fire and the downwind, aged biomass burning aerosol. On 13 
May ATOFMS data indicate that the biomass burning particle type number was enhanced by ~ 
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particles in the west and east Basin, respectively, as compared with ~ 7 and 5% during non-
biomass-burning-influenced flights. In outflow regions on 13 May biomass burning particles 
represented 58% of particles between 100 and 300 nm dva (Figure 12 a, b). These 
enhancements in biomass burning particles are associated with significant suppression of 
subsaturated hygroscopicity, but an enhancement in CCN concentration, CCN activation ratio 
(AR), and CCN-derived hygroscopicity (Table 4). Biomass burning particles have been 
identified as important sources of CCN [Hennigan et al., 2012]. Petters et al. [2009] 
determined that biomass burning particles tend to be CCN active at the point of emissions, but 
subsaturated κ of particles tend to be suppressed under the influence of biomass burning 
[Petters et al., 2009; Rose et al., 2010, Dusek et al., 2011]. Dusek et al. [2011] found that 
biomass burning influence can result in surface-active organics and phase separation of species 
in aerosols. This leads to discrepancies between subsaturated and CCN-derived hygroscopicity 
(with subsaturated κ suppressed relative to CCN κ). Under the influence of biomass burning, 
CCN concentrations and activation ratios tend to be enhanced by the production of new CCN-
active particles, while if surface-active organic species induce phase separation, hygroscopicity 
is suppressed at subsaturated RH.  
 
3.7 Comparison of GF- and CCN- Derived Hygroscopicity 
One would expect sub- and super- saturated hygroscopicity to be correlated, with higher 
subsaturated κ tending to correspond to lower critical diameters for cloud droplet activation. 
Aerosols in the Los Angeles Basin are compositionally complex, with significant evolution in 
bulk and size-resolved composition and mixing state between source-rich and downwind areas. 
This evolution in composition results in complex hygroscopic behavior and discrepancies 
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In the western and Central LA Basin, sub- and supersaturated hygroscopicity measurements 
display relatively good agreement when hygroscopicity is calculated for similarly-sized 
particles (GF-derived κ 0.3-0.4 for Dp,dry 175-225 nm, versus 0.2-0.4 for CCN measurements 
at 0.275-0.375% SS and corresponding to particles ~100 nm in diameter). In the nitrate-rich 
eastern Basin, sub- and supersaturated hygroscopicity measurements disagree. Disagreements 
between sub- and super-saturated estimates of the hygroscopicity parameter κ have been noted 
in a number of studies and have been attributed to factors such as differences in size-resolved 
composition and instrument operating conditions, adsorption of gases in sampling lines, as well 
as non-ideal effects of solutes on water activity and surface tension [Good et al., 2010; Irwin et 
al., 2010, 2011, Sareen et al., 2012]. In CalNex there is some evidence of size-dependent 
differences in composition between particles in the CCN and DASH size ranges – despite their 
residing in the same mode of the DMA distribution (Fig. 3). Also, as discussed in Section 3.2, 
evolution in aerosol from the western to eastern Basin is associated with a transition of the 
organic-soot fraction from a small mode in the aerosol to a larger, unimodal fraction. Pratt and 
Prather [2009] observed similar evidence of internally-mixed aerosols in aged plumes in the 
eastern Los Angeles Basin, owing to condensation of secondary species onto primary 
particulates. CCN measurements of hygroscopicity may be biased low in the case where 
aerosol exists as an external mixture with the smallest particles composed primarily of 
insoluble organic material. The transition from externally- to internally-mixed aerosol from 
west to east in the Basin and elimination of this small insoluble mode by growth and 
condensation of secondary material would tend to enhance CCN activity, but the condensation 
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in suppressed subsaturated hygroscopicity as measured by the DASH-SP, thus leading to a 
disagreement between the two measurements. 
 
The discrepancy between subsaturated hygroscopicity and CCN activity in areas of the eastern 
Basin and the disagreement between sub- and super-saturated RH estimates of κorg suggests 
that the delay of water uptake by organics is more pronounced at RH < 100%. As discussed in 
Section 3.4, LLPS and the presence of an amorphous organic layer is one possible explanation 
for the observed suppression of subsaturated hygroscopicity evidenced by estimates of κorg. 
Dusek et al. [2011] found similar disagreement between subsaturated hygroscopicity and CCN 
activity under the influence of LLPS, but general agreement between the two when aerosols 
appeared to be comprised of a single liquid phase. While results here are not conclusive 
evidence of LLPS, it is possible that condensation of secondary organics onto particles during 
aging in the Los Angeles Basin results in separate organic coating layers that form a barrier to 
water vapor accommodation. However, this effect is primarily observed in subsaturated 
measurements of hygroscopicity with short humidification residence times, as opposed to 
supersaturated measurements of CCN activity. 
 
Conclusions 
Aerosols age as they are transported from source-rich sites in the western Los Angeles Basin to 
downwind receptor sites in the eastern Basin and desert outflow regions. Within the Basin, this 
aging is associated with increased rBC coating thickness and increased mass of ammonium, 
nitrate, and organics, owing to the production and condensation of secondary species. In the 
relatively source-rich western areas of the Basin, the aerosol distribution comprises a small 
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consisting primarily of inorganics coated on soot-organic cores. Condensation of secondary 
species results in a unimodal aerosol at downwind receptor sites in the eastern Basin and 
outflows. With increasing age in the Basin, aerosols become internally mixed, with secondary 
nitrate and organics detected on most particles. Transport into desert outflow regions is 
associated with dilution and volatilization of semivolatile species, and the resulting aerosol 
consists of predominantly low-volatility, oxidized, water-soluble organics and sulfate. It is not 
possible on the basis of the available measurements to infer a single number for the overall 
fraction of particles with soot cores in Los Angeles; results from the SP2 and ATOFMS 
indicate a range of 27-51%. 
 
Transformations in aerosol composition during downwind transport and aging have different 
effects on hygroscopicity at subsaturated and supersaturated RH. Sub- and supersaturated 
hygroscopicity measurements tend to agree in the western Basin, but at subsaturated RH, κ is 
suppressed significantly in the eastern Basin and outflows as secondary nitrate and organics 
condense onto particles in the 175-250 nm size range. Calculations of κorg suggest that 
organics inhibit water uptake in the eastern Basin and are nonhygroscopic in outflows. 
Subsaturated water uptake appears to be inhibited by organics in the eastern Basin, and one 
possible explanation for this behavior is the formation of separate, organic layers that inhibit 
water uptake on humidification timescales similar to those in the DASH-SP. Supersaturated 
hygroscopicity is highest for particles on the order of 60-70 nm in the Basin, with smaller 
particles (identified organics mixed with soot) appearing to be nonhygroscopic. CCN-derived 
hygroscopicity is enhanced when rBC coating thickness increases, and CCN-derived κorg is 
spatially invariant at 0.1 ± 0.1, suggesting that the potential inhibition of water uptake by layers 
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discrepancy between sub- and supersaturated hygroscopicity measurements include size-
dependent variation in composition within the small aerosol mode, as well as the apparent 
conversion of externally-mixed aerosol to one that is internally-mixed, which tends to enhance 
CCN activity but result in suppressed subsaturated water uptake of the main hygroscopic 
mode. 
 
Finally, a small brush fire in the eastern Basin on 13 May 2010 quickly (on the order of 1-2 h) 
and significantly enhanced the concentration of the biomass burning particle type throughout 
much of the Los Angeles area. Enhancements in biomass burning aerosols resulted in 
significant suppression of water uptake at subsaturated RH, but enhanced CCN activity, 
consistent with previous findings that biomass burning particles are relatively nonhygroscopic 
but yet are CCN-active. 
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Table 1: Regional averaged AMS mass concentrations and O:C ratio for 9 flights (18-22, 24-























Long Beach 7.81 (± 3.02) 2.54 (± 0.74) 1.33 (± 0.64) 2.21 (± 1.36) 1.49 (± 0.69) 0.07 (± 0.06) 0.41 (± 0.10) 
West Basin 7.71 (± 3.85) 2.54 (± 0.99) 0.92 (± 0.45) 2.55 (± 2.04) 1.42 (± 0.80) 0.10 (± 0.07) 0.38 (± 0.08) 
Pasadena 6.96 (± 4.33) 2.38 (± 0.99) 0.68 (± 0.29) 2.41 (± 2.47) 1.24 (± 0.93) 0.08 (± 0.07) 0.39 (± 0.07) 
Central 
Basin 7.44 (± 4.12) 2.48 (± 0.99) 0.63 (± 0.33) 2.80 (± 2.39) 1.35 (± 0.86) 0.09 (± 0.08) 
0.41 (± 
0.08) 
East Basin 8.24 (± 4.63) 2.60 (± 0.99) 0.43 (± 0.17) 3.56 (± 2.77) 1.48 (± 0.95) 0.09 (± 0.08) 0.43 (± 0.05) 
Banning 
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Table 2: Total mass and relative mass fractions of non-refractory submicron species measured 
by Aerosol Mass Spectrometry in megacity studies and onboard the Twin Otter during CalNex. 
Megacity  
Study 
Total mass  
conc. [µg m-3] OMF SMF NMF AMF CMF 
Beijing, PRC 
[Su et al., 2009] 71 0.35 0.25 0.22 0.16 0.01 
Mexico City, Mexico 
[Aiken et al., 2008; 
DeCarlo et al., 2009] 
31 0.61 0.15 0.13 0.09 0.02 
Pittsburgh, PA, USA  
[Zhang et al., 2005 ] 15 0.3 0.47 0.06 0.16 0.01 
Pasadena, CA 
(West LA Basin) 
[Hersey et al., 2011] 
8-20 0.42-0.55 0.16-0.30 0.14-0.15 0.13-0.14 0-0.01 
Riverside, CA 
(East LA Basin) 
[Docherty et al., 2008; 
Huffman et al., 2009] 
19 0.68 0.13 0.12 0.06 0.01 
W. Basin 
[this study] 7.7 0.35 0.13 0.3 0.18 0.01 
E. Basin 
[this study] 8.2 0.35 0.06 0.38 0.17 0.01 
Outflows 
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Table 3: ATOFMS particle types, typical sources, and commonly co-emitted species. 
Type Source Co-emitted 
Soot-OC Combustion Sources, Fossil fuels 
Soot, Semi-volatile organics, SO2, 
NOx, CO, CO2 
Soot Combustion Sources, Fossil fuels 
Soot-OC, Semi-volatile organics, 
SO2, NOx, CO, CO2 
Biomass Burning, Biomass 
Burning-Soot, Biomass 
Burning-Soot-OC 
Biomass Burning Soot, Semivolatile organics, CH4, CO, CO2, N2O, NH3, NOx, SO2 
Biological Ocean, Soil, Spores Dust, Sea Salt 
Ship Emissions Ship/bunker Fuel Soot, Semivolatile organics, SO2, NOx, CO, CO2 
Sea Spray Ocean Biological 
Highly Processed-Sulfate Secondary Aerosol Soot, Semivolatile organics, SO2, NOx, CO, CO2, NH3 
Highly Processed-Nitrate Secondary Aerosol Soot, Semivolatile organics, SO2, NOx, CO, CO2, NH3 
Aged Organic Carbon Secondary Aerosol Soot, Semivolatile organics, SO2, NOx, CO, CO2 
Amines, Dust, Fe, 
unclassified spectra 
Organic Nitrogen, Arid 
Regions 
Semivolatile organics, CH4, CO2, 
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Table 4: Influence of Biomass Burning on subsaturated hygroscopicity, CCN concentration, 
and activation ratio (AR) and CCN-derived κ at 0.325% SS. 







W. Basin GF κ 0.39 0.20 -0.49% 
 
CCN cm-3 1569 1714 + 9% 
 
0.325% SS AR 0.14 0.24 + 67% 
  0.325% SS κ 0.26 0.35 + 35% 
E. Basin GF κ 0.32 0.18 -0.44% 
 
CCN cm-3 2116 3064 + 45% 
 
0.325% SS AR 0.29 0.47 + 65% 
  0.325% SS κ 0.33 0.78 + 138% 
Outflows GF κ 0.24 0.13 -0.46% 
 
CCN cm-3 274 1189 + 335% 
 
0.325% SS AR 0.07 0.29 + 310% 
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Figure 1: Definitions used in calculating regional averages of CalNex data. Only data below 
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Figure 2: Bulk aerosol composition - regional trends from the AMS (average over 9 flights; 18-
22, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010), SP2 (average over 15 flights; 6-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18-22, 24-25, 
27-28 May 2010), and PILS-TOC (average over 13 flights; 6-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18-21, 25, 27-28 
May 2010). Circles represent 1 min resolution data, while squares represent mission averages 
for the entirety of each instrument’s operating period (Sec. 2.2-2.8) for each region. For clarity, 
color scales for mass fraction are different for each species. 
(a) Total Mass 
(b) Organic Mass Fraction 
(c) Sulfate Mass Fraction 
(d) Nitrate Mass Fraction 
(e) Ammonium Mass Fraction 
(f) Chloride Mass Fraction 
(g) Refractive Black Carbon Mass Fraction 
(h) WSOC Mass Fraction 
(i) Organic O:C Ratio 
(j) Refractive Black Carbon Coating Thickness 
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Figure 2. (continued) 
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Figure 2. (continued) 
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 Figure 2. (continued) 
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Figure 3: Size-resolved AMS composition and DMA volume, comparing the (a) western Basin, 
(b) eastern Basin, and (c) outflows, averaged over 5 flights (21, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010). 
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Figure 4: Representative positive and negative mass spectrum for each particle type identified 
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Figure 5: Region-averaged ATOFMS results for 100-300 nm particles, averaged over 5 flights 
(6-7, 10, 14-15 May 2010). Numbers in parentheses are the total number of particles sampled 
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Figure 6: 1 min resolution GF-derived κ (gray circles), and regionally-averaged κ (squares) for 
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Figure 7: GF-derived hygroscopicity and rBC coating thickness trends with Longitude over 17 
flights, from source-rich western Basin to downwind eastern Basin. Pie charts represent size-
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Figure 8. Upper-bound of modeled normalized mass of ammonium nitrate (red lines) in the 
particle phase as a function of residence time in the DASH instrument operated at 28 ºC. 
Relative humidity (black lines) is 10 % up to 3 s in stage 1 (drying and DMA) and then 
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Figure 9: Regional averages over 16 flights (5-7, 10, 12, 14-15, 18-22, 24-25, 27-28 May 2010) 
of aerosol hygroscopicity, κ, calculated from mean size distributions (gray line) and measured 
CCN concentrations, plotted against critical diameter (Dcrit), for supersaturation (SS) ranging 
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Figure 10: Average over 16 flights of CCN-derived κ (0.325% SS) and rBC coating thickness 
trends with longitude from source-rich western to downwind eastern areas of the LA Basin. Pie 
charts represent size-resolved AMS data for 70-120 nm particles averaged over 5 flights (21, 
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Figure 11: Average over 16 flights of CCN-derived  (0.725% SS) trends with longitude from 
source-rich western to downwind eastern areas of the LA Basin. Pie charts represent size-
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Figure 12: Comparison of ATOFMS particle type fraction, GF-derived κ, CCN-derived κ 
(0.325% SS), and activation ratio for (a) 13 May2010 and (b) 5 non-biomass-burning-
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Abstract.
We report airborne organic aerosol (OA) measurements over Los Ange-
les carried out in May 2010 as part of the CalNex field campaign. The prin-
cipal platform for the airborne data reported here was the CIRPAS Twin
Otter (TO); airborne data from NOAA WP-3D aircraft and Pasadena Cal-
Nex ground-site data acquired during simultaneous TO fly-bys are also pre-
sented. Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) measurements consti-
tute the main source of data analyzed. The increase in organic aerosol ox-
idation from west to east in the Basin was sensitive to OA mass loading, with
a greater spatial trend in O:C associated with lower mass concentration. Three
positive matrix factorization (PMF) components (HOA, SVOOA, and LVOOA)
were resolved for the one flight that exhibited the largest variability in es-
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timated O:C ratio. Comparison of the PMF factors with two optical modes
of refractory black carbon (rBC)– containing aerosol revealed that the coat-
ing of thinly coated rBC–containing aerosol, dominant in the downtown re-
gion, is likely composed of HOA, whereas more thickly coated rBC–containing
aerosol, dominant in the Banning pass outflow, is composed of SVOOA and
LVOOA. The correlation of WSOM to OOA is higher in the outflows than
in the Basin, due to the higher mass fraction of OOA/OA in the outflows.
By comparison, the average OA concentration over Mexico City MILAGRO
campaign was ∼7 times higher than the airborne average during CalNex. The
CalNex OA data reflect the effect of decades of air pollution control in Los
Angeles.
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1. Introduction
Organic matter contributes substantially to the mass of submicron atmospheric aerosols
[Zhang et al., 2007; de Gouw and Jimenez , 2009]. The lifecycle of atmospheric organic
aerosol is complex and continued characterization through laboratory chamber studies,
modeling, and field studies is necessary [Jimenez , 2009; Rudich et al., 2007]. The 2010
CalNex field campaign (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/projects/calnex/) was designed to
address sources of air pollution and guide air-quality regulation in the state of California,
as well as address science questions related to climate change [Ryerson et al., 2012]. The
Los Angeles Basin has been a historical site for field studies of air pollution, initially
motivated by photochemical smog [Haagen-Smit et al., 1952; Blumenthal et al., 1977].
Air quality in Los Angeles has been steadily improving [Warneke et al., 2012], and the
aerosol concentrations measured during CalNex 2010 are among the lowest in the last
decade (Figure 1).
The Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) has emerged as an important analytical
tool to characterize the chemical nature of ambient organic aerosol [Jayne et al., 2000;
Drewnick et al., 2005; DeCarlo et al., 2006; Canagaratna et al., 2007]. Several recent field
campaigns in which organic aerosol (OA) was characterized by the AMS are summarized
in Table 1 [Aiken et al., 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2008, 2010; Morgan et al., 2010; Docherty
et al., 2008, 2011; Hersey et al., 2011; Hayes et al., submitted]. When combined with
measurements of relatively long-lived atmospheric tracers, such as black carbon, and a
source apportionment model, such as Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) [Paatero and
Tapper , 1994], ground- and aircraft-based AMS data can provide useful constraints on the
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composition and transport of the organic aerosol (OA) in a region [Zhang et al., 2011].
Additionally, the quantification of the OA oxidation, with AMS O:C atomic ratio, in the
ambient atmosphere has become increasingly important with the advent of recent models
that utilize O:C, along with OA mass concentrations and volatility of gas-phase species,
to constrain SOA formation [Dzepina et al., 2009, 2011; Cappa et al., 2013].
Receptor modeling of OA using AMS PMF can help identify different sources of aerosol
mass. When sources are known, AMS PMF factors can elucidate the extent to which the
aerosol has undergone atmospheric processing and can separate OA by chemical charac-
teristics such as water solubility, as shown by Kondo et al. [2007] who observed strong
correlations between OOA and water soluble organic carbon (WSOC). For the Los Ange-
les Basin, AMS PMF is helpful in determining the contribution to organic aerosol from
freshly emitted primary versus secondary sources, as well as the extent to which the aerosol
is locally produced versus transported regionally. The hydrocarbon–like organic aerosol
(HOA) fraction is associated with fresh diesel and gasoline emissions; unit mass resolution
AMS PMF results alone are not able to separate the contributions from these sources to
OA. Other fresh emissions, such as from biomass burning or cooking, have mass spectra
that differ from HOA and can often be separated using PMF. As the aerosol ages in the
atmosphere, the AMS–derived OA composition appears less variable, as measured by its
increased oxidation state and decreased volatility [Ng et al., 2010; Kroll et al., 2011]. Typ-
ically, low volatility oxidized organic aerosol (LVOOA) is achieved after primary volatile
and/or semi volatile organic compound emissions have undergone several generations of
atmospheric oxidation leading to SOA formation, and the aerosol itself has experienced a
relatively prolonged period of atmospheric processing.
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The focus of the present study is a detailed analysis of the airborne non-refractory sub-
micron organic aerosol composition in the Los Angeles Basin during the 2010 CalNex field
campaign. Questions that will be addressed concerning OA in Los Angeles are: (1) How
oxidized is Los Angeles OA and is there a spatial trend of OA oxidation? (2) Can OA
PMF factors aid in interpretation of the sources of coating for black carbon containing
aerosol? (3) Is there a correlation between PMF factors and water soluble organic mass
(WSOM)? (4) To what extent is the airborne OA mass concentration and oxidation con-
sistent with that measured in recent ground-based LA area campaigns [Docherty et al.,
2011; Hersey et al., 2011; Hayes et al., submitted] as well as in campaigns in Mexico City
and Europe [Aiken et al., 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2010; Morgan et al., 2010]?
2. Airborne and Ground-Based Measurements
2.1. Airborne Measurements
Eighteen research flights were carried out in May 2010 using the Center for Interdis-
ciplinary Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS, Naval Postgraduate School, Mon-
terey, CA, USA) Twin Otter (TO). Description of the complete instrument payload and
individual flights of the TO and meteorology of the Basin during CalNex appears in
Duong et al. [2011] and Metcalf et al. [2012]. The instruments onboard the TO are in an
unpressurized cabin and sample from small individual lines that extend from the main
inlet, running through the entire length of the aircraft. The air is sampled with a two
stage diffuser inlet designed for the nominal airspeed of the TO (50 m s−1) and has no
significant loss for aerosol less than 3.5 µm diameter [Hegg et al., 2005]. Of the two aerosol
mass spectrometers deployed onboard the Twin Otter during CalNex, the University of
California, San Diego A-ATOFMS [Cahill et al., 2012] and the Caltech Aerodyne AMS,
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the AMS was deployed on 9 flights, 6 of which focused on the LA Basin and are the
subject of the present study (Table 2). Duong et al. [2011], Metcalf et al. [2012], and
Hersey et al. [in press] report the airborne water soluble organic carbon, refractory black
carbon (rBC), rBC coating thickness, hygroscopicity, and aerosol composition and size
distribution measurements for the TO flights.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) P-3 aircraft was de-
ployed during CalNex [Ryerson et al., 2012; Bahreini et al., 2012]; the NOAA AMS average
mass spectrum from a coordinated flight path on May 19, 2010 is included in the present
analysis.
2.1.1. Compact Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer
Aerodyne compact time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometers (C-ToF-AMS) [Drewnick
et al., 2005; Canagaratna et al., 2007] were deployed to measure submicron aerosol compo-
sition onboard both the CIRPAS Twin Otter and NOAA P-3. The C-ToF-AMS sampled
at constant pressure (maintained via a pressure-controlled inlet [Bahreini et al., 2008])
through an aerodynamic lens that focuses the aerosols into a beam which is then passed
down the particle time-of-flight chamber. Particles ranging 60 – 600 nm in vacuum aero-
dynamic diameter have a 100 % transmission [Jayne et al., 2000]. The effect of the
transmission efficiency on measurement of total inorganic mass for both AMS instru-
ments is estimated and discussed in Ensberg et al. [in press]. At the end of the particle
time-of-flight chamber, the aerosol is vaporized by a 600 ◦C heater and ionized with 70
eV electron ionization.
Mass concentrations have been converted to standard temperature and pres-
sure (STP, 273 K and 1 atm) and are reported in units of µg/sm3, micro-
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grams of aerosol per standard cubic meter of air. The data reported are for
altitudes below 400 meters above ground level. Analysis of the mass spec-
tra was carried out in the Squirrel ToF toolkit (http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-
group/ToFAMSResources/ToFSoftware/index.html) in Igor Pro (WaveMetrics Inc., Lake
Oswego, Oregon, USA). Adjustments to the fragmentation table from air interferences
were made to the mass spectra based on filter periods taken at the beginning and end of
each flight [Allan et al., 2004]. The modifications to the fragmentation table for organic
mass at m/z 18 and 28 were included [Aiken et al., 2008]. The effect of a change in gas-
phase CO2 on the organic aerosol signal at m/z 44 was investigated for the May 19 P3
flight. The variation in gas-phase CO2 was on the order of 30 ppmv and its contribution to
the organic aerosol signal at m/z 44 by the AMS was negligible, so a time-dependent gas-
phase CO2 interference correction was not necessary. An aerosol composition-dependent
collection efficiency (CE) was applied to all of the data [Middlebrook et al., 2012]. The
time resolution of the Twin Otter AMS measurement was either every 10 s in mass spec
(MS) mode or 10 s of MS mode and 50 s of particle time-of-flight (PToF) mode every
minute. The time resolution of the P-3 AMS was every 5 s in MS mode and 5 s in PToF
mode.
Strong correlations of the fraction of organic mass at m/z 44 (f44) versus O:C, as mea-
sured by HR-ToF-AMS, have been reported for the MILAGRO, SOAR, and CalNex-LA
campaigns [Aiken et al., 2008; Docherty et al., 2011; Hayes et al., submitted]. In this work,
the O:C reported by the C-ToF-AMS is estimated based on the average of the previously
reported regressions of f44 versus O:C atomic ratio. The equation used to calculate O:C
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for the C-ToF-AMS datasets is:
O:C = 3.74× f44 − 0.0348 (1)
where the organic mass at m/z 44 is assumed to be predominantly the CO2
+ ion fragment.
For example, for the aerosol sampled at the Pasadena ground-site, the average contribution
from CO2
+ to m/z 44 is 95% [Hayes et al., submitted].
The aerosol volume calculated from the AMS data is in good agreement with the vol-
ume as calculated by the differential mobility analyzer (DMA) onboard the Twin Otter
(see Supplemental Material). A comparison of the AMS measurements and other mass
measurements onboard the NOAA-P3 aircraft is discussed in Bahreini et al. [2012].
2.1.2. Aerosol Volume Measurement
Aerosol size distribution measurements were made on the Twin Otter by a custom-
built, scanning differential mobility analyzer (DMA) system. The data inversion is based
on Collins et al. [2002]. The electric mobility diameter range for the DMA is 10 to 800
nm. Total aerosol volume is calculated from the inverted size distributions.
2.1.3. Single Particle Soot Photometer
Single-particle refractory black carbon mass and coating thickness measurements were
made onboard the Twin Otter [Metcalf et al., 2012] with a Droplet Measurement Tech-
nologies Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2, DMT, Boulder, CO, USA). The size range
for the black carbon mass reported, based on lognormal fits of single-particle size distribu-
tions, is 1 nm – 1 µm volume equivalent diameter (dve). The calibration of the rBC mass
has been re-analyzed from Metcalf et al. [2012] following recommendations of Laborde et
al. [2012] and Baumgardner et al. [2012]. In this work we report the rBC coating thick-
ness diameter, which is derived from the scattering signals in the SP2 by fitting a Mie
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scattering model to the data [Metcalf et al., 2012]. The optical diameter detection range,
assuming a purely scattering particle with a refractive index of 1.5-0i, is 174 – 420 nm
(dve).
2.1.4. PILS-TOC
Water soluble organic carbon (WSOC) was collected using a particle-into-liquid sampler
(PILS; Brechtel Manufacturing Inc.,) coupled to a Total Organic Carbon (TOC) Analyzer
(Sievers Model 800) [Sullivan et al., 2006]. Water soluble organic mass (WSOM) was
estimated from WSOC using a conversion factor of 1.8 [Docherty et al., 2008].
2.2. Ground-Based Measurements
Meteorology, gas-phase, and aerosol-phase measurements were made as part of the
CalNex campaign at a Supersite on the California Institute of Technology campus in
Pasadena, California from May 14 through June 16, 2010. The Pasadena ground-site HR-
ToF-AMS organic aerosol [Hayes et al., submitted] and planetary boundary layer (PBL)
height measurements are utilized here to provide context for the airborne measurements.
The PBL height data was acquired using a Vaisala CL31 ceilometer using a method
described previously [Haman et al., 2012].
3. Results
3.1. Airborne OA Mass and Composition Measurements
Airborne AMS OA mass concentrations measured on the TO ranged from 0.2 to 12
µg/sm3 (Figure 2). Table 2 summarizes the OA average, minimum, and maximum mass
loadings for each flight, as well as the limit of detection of OA mass. The greatest variation
of OA level is between May 19 and the remaining flights. The May 19 flight observed the
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highest average (6.94 µg/sm3) and maximum (12.0 µg/sm3) mass concentration of the 6
flights, and did not identify a discernible spatial trend within the Basin. The May 24 and
May 25 flights sampled both the Basin and its outflows. The OA mass concentrations in
the Basin are similar to that sampled immediately above the Banning pass, after which the
mass concentration decreases (in both the Banning and El Cajon passes) due to dilution
of a polluted airmass into a cleaner airmass.
The atomic O:C ratio of the OA (Figure 3, shown as the marker color) for May 19, 21,
and May 25 is relatively high in the southwestern Basin, near Long Beach. Back trajectory
analysis shows that the oxidized aerosol mass in this region of the Basin originates from an
aged airmass that was transported up the coast [Ensberg et al., in press]. The relatively
high O:C in this region was not observed on May 28. On May 21, 24, and 25, OA
in the airborne outflow regions exhibited a higher O:C than in the Basin, indicative of
photochemical processing and dilution in the outflows.
To determine the extent to which an increase in O:C exists from west to east in the
Basin, O:C is plotted against longitude, to which a linear fit is applied (Figure S7). The
results of the fit vary, depending on the flight. The slopes and uncertainties on the slope
for each flight’s regression line are shown in Figure 4. There was no significant trend in
O:C from west to east within the Basin on May 19 (slope of 0.005 ∆O:C/∆◦longitude
on Figure 4). The highest average mass loadings were observed on this day, and the lack
of spatial variability in O:C could be the result of a relatively well-mixed Basin airmass
of fresh and aged emissions. Also, this flight had the latest take-off time, 11:40 local
time, which was 40 minutes later than most of the other flights, and had the lowest daily
maximum planetary boundary layer height (979 m). Emissions would have had more time
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to oxidize, decreasing some of the variability in the fresh emissions measured. On May
21, 24, and 28, the slopes of the O:C versus longitude were ∼0.05 ∆O:C/ ∆◦longitude.
On May 21, high O:C (0.50 – 0.55) was present in the southwestern Basin, as well as in
the outflows, whereas over the downtown LA region and Pasadena ground-site, the O:C
was slightly lower (∼0.30). On May 24, the O:C is relatively low again in downtown
LA region and Pasadena ground-site (0.25 – 0.3), and then increases slightly to ∼0.35
in the eastern Basin and in the outflows. If only the data in the Basin are considered,
the slope for the May 24 flight is much higher (0.17 ∆O:C/ ∆◦Longitude, Figure S7).
May 24 was preceded by a day with an anomalously high boundary layer in which the
Basin was essentially cleaned out (Figure 5A). Thus, the May 24 Basin and outflow trend
could reflect the single day O:C trend for SOA formation, rather than from multi-day
pollution build-up. On May 28, the OA in the western part of the Basin has a low O:C
(close to 0.20), likely due to fresh mobile emissions from the 710 freeway or Port of Long
Beach, and then the O:C increases only slightly in the eastern Basin. The May 25 and
27 flights found slopes of ∼0.10 ∆O:C/ ∆◦longitude (Figure 4). May 25 exhibited the
largest increase in O:C from west to east for an entire flight. This also was the flight
with the lowest average mass concentration (1.03 µg/sm3). Compared to May 24, which
had the same flight path as May 25, O:C in the southern part of the Basin, as well as
in the outflows, exhibited a higher O:C. The increase in O:C between May 24 and May
25 is likely a result of the fact that the Basin contents and outflow sampled on May
25 represented a combination of aged emissions from May 24 and and fresh emissions
from May 25. The difference in slope of increase in O:C from west to east appears to be
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anti-correlated with the flight-averaged mass concentration (green markers in Figure 4),
making the O:C spatial variability sensitive to organic mass concentration.
3.2. Airborne and Ground-Based AMS OA Mass Loading and Spectrum
Comparison
Airborne AMS OA mass loadings, OA/Sulfate ratio, O:C, and altitude are compared
with the Pasadena ground-site AMS and PBLH measurements over the duration of the
CalNex-LA campaign in Figure 5. The TO AMS sampled on days with relatively high
maximum boundary layer heights and relatively low Pasadena ground-site AMS OA mass
concentration, as compared to the entire Pasadena ground-site campaign (Figure 5A and
D). During the Pasadena ground-site fly-overs (fly-over location given in Figure 5E), the
aircraft was sampling within the boundary layer (Figure 5A). AMS measurements on
five of the six flights for which the AMS was onboard are compared to the ground-site
AMS OA measurements (May 25, 2010 ground-site AMS measurements were not available
for comparison). The ground-site OA mass concentrations exceed those measured aloft,
except for the May 19, 2010 fly-over. The average ratio of OA airborne : OA ground is 0.61.
The ratio between the airborne and ground OA mass concentration is consistent with that
reported for Mexico City MILAGRO for which the mid-day airborne OA measurements
were approximately 2/3 of those measured at the ground-site [Aiken et al., 2009]. The
OA/sulfate ratio is in good-agreement between the airborne and ground samples. The
O:C of the airborne samples is slightly lower than the ground measurements, however
most data from the fly-overs lie within the uncertainty for O:C based on high-resolution
ion analysis, 30% [Aiken et al., 2007], and within the uncertainty for f44 (see below).
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The TO and NOAA P3 flew a coordinated flight path in the Basin on May 19. The
flight map of the locations of the two instruments is shown in Figure S8. The average
mass spectrum for each instrument and the difference between the two spectra are shown
in Figure 6. The largest difference between the two spectra is in m/z 44. The TO f44 is
slightly lower, by about 20% of the P3 f44. This provides a measure of uncertainty on the
f44 measurement. The dominant m/z ’s are labeled and strongly resemble a mixture of
aerosol resulting from hydrocarbon combustion (high m/z 27, m/z 29, m/z 41, m/z 43,
m/z 55, m/z 57, m/z 69, m/z 91) and atmospheric oxidation (high m/z 44).
3.3. Deconvolution of Organic Aerosol Mass Spectra
Positive matrix factorization (PMF) has been widely used as a tool to identify the
components of organic aerosol [Lanz et al., 2007; Ulbrich et al., 2009; Aiken et al., 2009;
DeCarlo et al., 2010; Morgan et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011; Docherty et al., 2011; Hersey
et al., 2011; Ng et al., 2011; Brown et al., 2012]. In the present work, application of PMF
was used to separate the mixture of fresh and aged OA in the Basin and outflows. The
results for Twin Otter AMS data were evaluated using the PMF Evaluation Tool (PET)
(http://tinyurl.com/PMF-guide) [Ulbrich et al., 2009]. See Supplemental Material for
details regarding the solution.
PMF analysis of the data obtained on May 25, during which the largest variation in O:C
vs longitude was observed, resolved an HOA, an SVOOA, and an LVOOA factor (Figure
7). The HOA factor is highest in the western Basin, due to proximity to fresh emission
sources, such as refineries, the Port of Long Beach, and the concentrated motor vehicle
traffic associated with downtown LA (Figure 8A). The average mass fraction of HOA/OA
for the entire flight is 0.19. The HOA/OA mass fraction is higher when only the Basin
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is considered (0.27) and lower when only the outflows are considered (0.15). Formation
of SOA from volatile, semi–volatile and intermediate volatility species is expected to
proceed substantially in a few hours at typical summer OH concentrations [Robinson et
al., 2007], and can continue even for multiple days [Dzepina et al., 2011]. All of the TO
flights considered here occurred mid-day, so the morning rush hour emissions (diesel and
gasoline) would have undergone a period of oxidation. Late morning and afternoon traffic
emissions would contain substantial fractions of both POA and SOA. The OA in the
Basin is dominated by OOA, which has a mass fraction of 0.73, in which SVOOA/OA
is 0.55 and LVOOA/OA is 0.18. The amount of OOA, specifically SVOOA, is also high
for the ground-site PMF results in the 11:00 – 16:00 (local time) time range [Hayes et
al., submitted]. The OOA/OA mass fraction in the outflows, 0.85, is higher than that
in the Basin. The SVOOA/OA and LVOOA/OA is 0.43 and 0.42 in the outflows. The
flight average OOA/OA, which includes the Basin and outflows is 0.81 (SVOOA/OA flight
average is 0.44 and LVOOA/OA flight average is 0.37, Figure 8B and 8C).
In lieu of gas-phase CO, rBC is used as a tracer for fresh emissions. Figure 8D shows
the ratio of HOA/rBC, SVOOA/rBC, and LVOOA/rBC from the Basin and the Banning
Pass data only. The data have been averaged into 0.5 degree longitude bins to better
quantify the trend in oxidation from west to east. Back trajectory analysis confirms that
most of the air sampled in the El Cajon and Banning passes originated in the Basin
[Metcalf et al., 2012; Ensberg et al., in press]. Only the data east of longitude -116.5 has
influence from air masses coming from the south. These data are highlighted in Figure
8D. The trend from west to east for HOA/rBC is flat with perhaps a small decrease, which
is expected since this factor represents primary emissions and is likely co-emitted with
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black carbon, for which processing in the atmosphere is not especially rapid. The ratio
of SVOOA/rBC is higher than HOA/rBC and LVOOA/rBC, indicating most of the OA
in the 11:00 – 16:00 time frame is processed, oxidized aerosol. SVOOA/rBC increases in
the northeastern part of the Basin and into the outflows by approximately 58% (Table
3). LVOOA/rBC is smallest in the Basin, which means that during mid-day, most of the
OOA in the Basin is not the result of long-range transport or lengthy photooxidation.
The LVOOA/rBC steadily increases from west to east by 355% (Table 3).
From the PM 2.5 daily averages in Figure 1, May 25 2010 exhibited one of the low-
est mass concentrations, not only in May 2010, but also for May in the years 1999 –
2012. These results highlight the potential for SOA formation even from low pollution
conditions, perhaps from a single day of megacity emissions.
3.4. Oxygenated Organic Aerosol and Water Soluble Organic Mass in the
Basin versus the Outflows
Here we discuss the correlations of the organic aerosol components from PMF with
WSOM and compare the results between the data collected in the Basin and in the
outflows. Figure 9 summarizes the correlations of the OA components with the WSOM
from Basin and outflow separately from the May 25 flight. Also shown is the correlation of
HOA vs OOA (SVOOA + LVOOA) (r = 0.77 and r = 0.80). The high correlation between
HOA and OOA can exist because the two components were sampled from a well–mixed
airmass, such as in the region downwind of downtown LA, in which high levels of both
HOA and SVOOA were observed. In the outflow region, all components are expected to
correlate because the plume from LA is diluting and everything decreases with distance
from the Basin. Keeping that in mind, a high correlation between one of the components
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of OA and WSOM may exist due to mixing. OOA and WSOM have a high correlation in
the outflows (r = 0.88 and slope = 1.03± 0.05). This correlation is close to that reported
by Kondo et al. [2007] for Tokyo, who found that OOA and WSOC were correlated with
r2 values between 0.77 – 0.91. The OA versus WSOM in the outflows has a similar
correlation (r = 0.87 and slope = 1.21± 0.05) as that of the OOA, but the slope is higher
than 1:1. Also, it is not expected that HOA would contribute substantially to WSOM.
The correlation of SVOOA to WSOM (r = 0.86) in the outflows is higher than that of
HOA to WSOM (r = 0.73).
The correlation between OOA and WSOM in the Basin is lower than in the outflows (r =
0.69 and slope = 0.41 ± 0.03). When only the correlation of SVOOA versus WSOM in the
Basin is considered, r = 0.78 and slope = 0.42± 0.02, the r value increases compared to the
correlation of OOA with WSOM. The change in slope of the regression between SVOOA
and WSOM compared to that of OOA is minor, since the concentration of LVOOA in the
Basin is below 0.5 µg/sm3. No correlation between LVOOA with WSOM exists in the
Basin primarily because the mass concentration is so small. The correlation and slope
between HOA and WSOM in the Basin (r = 0.69 and slope = 0.18 ± 0.01) is lower that
that between SVOOA and WSOM. The correlation for HOA vs WSOM reported here is
higher than the correlation of HOA vs WSOC reported by Kondo et al. [2007] (r2 = 0.22 –
0.23), likely because of the aircraft sampling of well-mixed air masses in polluted regions.
The OOA in the outflows is composed of a significant mass fraction of LVOOA, which
could be why the correlation with WSOM is higher [Duong et al., 2011]. The OOA in the
basin is composed of mostly SVOOA, and the correlation with WSOM is weaker, which
could indicate that some of the freshly formed SOA in the LA Basin is not water soluble.
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3.5. Composition of Aerosol Coating Thickness of rBC containing particles
Within the SP2 detection limits, only a small fraction of optically detected particles also
contain detectable black carbon. For May 25, the average fraction was 0.08. Metcalf et
al. [2012] observed two different modes of black carbon aerosol with detectible scattering
signals, mode 1, which contained an rBC core diameter of 90 – 125 nm (dve) with a
coating thickness diameter greater than 100 nm, and mode 2, which contained an rBC
core diameter of 150 – 200 nm (dve) and a coating thickness diameter less than 100 nm.
These modes were chosen to represent thickly coated particles (mode 1) and thinly coated
particles (mode 2). Because of the detection limits on the SP2, it was not possible to
choose thickly and thinly coated modes of the same rBC core diameter. Flight maps
highlighting mode 1 and mode 2 are shown alongside those for SVOOA, LVOOA and
HOA in Figure 10.
On May 25, the two regions with the highest number concentrations of optically active
rBC occurred the region downwind of downtown LA and the Banning pass outflow. The
number concentration of mode 2 particle was highest near downtown LA, indicating that
thinly coated particles dominate in the source-rich region of the Basin. Mode 2 is relatively
low in the rest of the Basin. The number concentration of mode 1 is high downwind of
downtown (although not as high as mode 2) and then again in the Banning pass outflow
region. Mode 1 is the dominant mode in the outflow region. The downtown region contains
high amounts of both modes, although the thinly coated rBC particles dominate, whereas
in the outflow, the thickly coated rBC particles dominate.
The correlation between mode 2 and HOA is r = 0.73 (Figure 10). The highest mass
concentration of HOA occurs downwind of downtown LA, and is low in the remainder of
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the Basin, which is similar to mode 2. SVOOA is compared to mode 1 in the top of Figure
10 and has a correlation of r = 0.83. Similar to mode 1, SVOOA is high in both the region
downwind of downtown LA and in the Banning outflow. Regions exist where SVOOA is
high and mode 1 is not, i.e. the eastern Basin, and this can be explained by aerosol
measured by the AMS that did not contain an rBC core, or from particles outside of the
SP2 range. LVOOA is high only in the Banning outflow, and although the correlation
with mode 1 is low (r = 0.43), LVOOA may contribute to mode 1 in this region. Table 4
shows a summary of the correlations between the number concentration of modes 1 and
2 and the mass concentrations of HOA, SVOOA, and LVOOA for May 25.
The correlation with HOA and SVOOA with mode 2 and 1 respectively, links the
mixing state information of the rBC containing aerosol to the sources of organic that
coat it. Well characterized coatings may help interpret radiative absorption enhancement
of coated black carbon discrepancies found in the lab versus what is measured in the
atmosphere [Cappa et al., 2012].
4. Comparison to Other Campaigns
Some of the previous urban characterizations of OA are listed in Table 1. The average
O:C of the airborne OA sampled by the TO during the CalNex campaign is 0.31 (± 0.09),
which is lower than those of the other LA area and Mexico City ground-based campaigns,
SOAR, PACO, CalNex-LA, and MILAGRO. These campaigns reported average mid-day
O:C of 0.42 (PACO and SOAR), 0.41 (CalNex-LA), and 0.48 (MILAGRO). The average
O:C values during the TO fly-over times only were 0.27 and 0.37 for airborne and ground-
site AMS respectively. Given the 30% uncertainty in O:C reported by the high-resolution
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AMS [Aiken et al., 2007] and the uncertainty of the f44 of the CTOF AMS, these O:C’s
are not significantly different.
The airborne average OA concentration measured by the TO during CalNex, 2.4
µg/sm3, was less than those measured in the three previous LA ground-based campaigns
(PACO – 3.2 µg/sm3 and SOAR – 19.9 µg/sm3 ). Comparison of CalNex to the PACO
campaign is appropriate since sampling for both occurred in the month of May, while
SOAR measurements were made later in the summer. The difference between the ground
and air OA mass concentrations during CalNex are consistent with measurements in
Mexico City. The average OA loading for the airborne and ground-based Mexico City
MILAGRO campaign was ∼7 times higher than the airborne average OA on the TO
during CalNex. The range of airborne OA reported for the LONGREX and ADIENT
Northern Europe campaign is twice that reported for the airborne CalNex. In summary,
compared to other airborne and ground-based campaigns, the airborne OA concentrations
in Los Angeles are some of the lowest reported. The PM 2.5 measurement taken in at the
North Main Street Los Angeles CARB monitoring station confirms that the days sampled
during May 2010 were indeed lower for LA (Figure 1).
The final two columns of Table 1 list the average mass fraction for HOA and OOA for
the various campaigns. The ground-based LA campaigns yielded average HOA fractions of
12% (Pasadena ground-site), 20% (SOAR), and 23% (PACO). In Mexico City MILAGRO,
the HOA fraction was reported to be 20% (airborne) and 29% (ground-based). The
HOA fraction for the LONGREX and ADIENT campaigns exhibited a range of 5 - 20%.
The HOA fraction reported for the May 25 CalNex flight, 19%, lies within the range of
previously reported values. The OOA fraction for the May 25 CalNex flight, 81%, is
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consistent with the LONGREX and ADIENT, SOAR, and PACO campaigns that report
OOA fractions of 80-95%, 77.8% and 77%, respectively. In the MILAGRO campaigns,
and at the CalNex Pasadena ground-site, lower OOA fractions (ranging from 46% - 70%)
were found, as compared to the airborne CalNex measurements. Even with low OA mass
loadings during May 2010, the fraction of submicron aerosol mass attributed to HOA and
OOA based on the airborne measurements is consistent with that of previous LA area
campaigns and those in Mexico City and Northern Europe.
In most ambient data sets in the northern hemisphere, the dominant AMS OA mass
spectral signals are m/z 44 and m/z 43. The OA signals at m/z 44 and m/z 43 are
mostly from the CO2
+ ion (a tracer for carboxylic acid [Alfarra et al. 2004]) and the
C2H3O
+ ion, respectively. Although the gas-phase CO2 contribution to the organic mass
signal at m/z 44 can be significant at low OA loadings [Setyan et al., 2012], the gas-phase
CO2 interference during the CalNex campaign was negligible. The f44 vs f43 space (Figure
11) provides a context for comparing the extent to which OA has undergone atmospheric
processing [Ng et al., 2010]. The airborne CalNex HOA factor (black hexagon marker in
Figure 11) has a similar f44 as the PACO HOA, average HOA from Ng et al. [2011], and
three of the LONGREX/ADIENT HOA flights, indicating a similarly low level of oxidation
in the HOA between cities. The airborne CalNex SVOOA (green hexagon marker) lies
near the middle of the range of SVOOA solutions, and is closest to the SVOOA for
PACO, CalNex-LA, and one of the LONGREX/ADIENT flights. The airborne CalNex
LVOOA (orange hexagon marker) lies in the lower range of f44 for the majority of the
LVOOA solutions (MILAGRO, SOAR, CalNex Pasadena ground-site) and several of the
LONGREX/ADIENT results exhibit a higher f44 contribution to the LVOOA solution.
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The relatively low f44 in the LVOOA airborne CalNex PMF solution is a result of only
modest photochemical processing and/or transport from sources before sampling.
5. Conclusions
The May 2010 Los Angeles OA mass concentration measurements from the CIRPAS
Twin Otter AMS were made during periods of a relatively deep boundary layer, and are
lower than the measurements made during previous LA area campaigns, MILAGRO, and
in Northern Europe.
Despite these relatively clean conditions, observations regarding the spatial variability
of oxidized mass in the LA Basin can still be made. Higher loadings, perhaps from multi-
day build up of pollution, make this spatial pattern difficult to establish, whereas under
“clean” conditions in which the PBL height is high, single-day pollution build up and
increase of O:C from west to east in the Basin is observed.
The increase in oxidation vs longitude was investigated further with PMF results from
the May 25 flight, which exhibited the highest variation in O:C from west to east for 1
flight. The ratio of HOA/rBC remained nearly flat from west to east within the Basin
and into the outflows, suggesting that any primary aerosol formed was not evaporat-
ing. The ratio of SVOOA/rBC was dominant in the Basin, and both SVOOA/rBC and
LVOOA/rBC increased in the outflows, suggesting that SOA is being formed.
The OOA in the Basin has a weaker correlation with WSOM, than with the OOA in
the outflows, which could suggest that some of the freshly formed SOA in the LA Basin
is not water soluble.
The two optical modes with different coating thickness diameters identified using SP2
data correlate well with the HOA and SVOOA factors, despite the small fraction of rBC
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particles with a detectable optical coating. The high correlation of mode 1, particles
with coating thickness diameter greater than 100 nm, with SVOOA suggests that the
thickly coated particles in the region downwind of downtown LA and in Banning pass are
composed of freshly formed SOA. The presence of mode 1 particles and LVOOA in the
Banning pass suggest that mode 1 may also be composed of highly oxygenated mass that
originated in the Basin. The high correlation of mode 2, particles with coating thickness
diameter less than 100 nm, with HOA suggests that the thinly coated particles in the
region downwind of downtown LA are composed of HOA, which is co-emitted with rBC.
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Table 3. rBC Normalized Oxidized Factors
Normalized OOA Type Avg (stdev, std err) for Avg (stdev, std err) for % Change
118.5 - 118.01 117.0 - 116.51
SVOOA/rBC 3.84 (0.77, 0.22) 6.07 (1.98, 37) 58.0
LVOOA/rBC 0.67 (0.42, 0.12) 3.08 (1.16, 0.22) 354.7
1 longitude
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Table 4. Pearson’s r of SP2 number concentrations of Mode 1 and Mode 2 with mass
concentrations of PMF Factors
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 2010
 Location ofMay 2010
A
B
Figure 1. Fourteen years of daily-average PM 2.5 measurements at the Los Angeles - North
Main Street (H) CARB monitoring station shown in panel A, and the same data shown for the
range of days in May measured by the Twin Otter reported here in panel B.
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Figure 2. AMS OA mass concentration for each TO flight. Markers are colored and sized
according to the mass concentration. The color bar scale are the same except for the May 19
flight, which had higher loadings than the 5 remaining flights.
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Figure 3. O:C for each TO flight. Markers are colored by O:C and sized according to the
mass loading.
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Figure 4. The slope and slope uncertainty from the linear regression of O:C vs longitude are
shown in black and the average OA mass concentration is shown in green for each flight.
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Figure 5. A) PBLH measurements from the Pasadena ground-site and Twin Otter altitude (red
markers) during fly-overs versus time. B) Ground (grey line) and airborne fly-over only (black
markers) O:C versus time. C) Ground (red line) and airborne fly-over only (black markers) AMS
organic/sulfate versus time. D) Ground (green line) and airborne fly-over only (black markers)
AMS organic mass concentration versus time. E) Fly-over region is highlighted by pink rectangle.
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Figure 6. Average AMS mass spectra during the May 19, 2010 intercomparison flight for the
CIRPAS TO and NOAA P3. The difference spectrum appears in the bottom panel.
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HOA, Hydrocarbon-like Organic Aerosol, O:C = 0.02
SVOOA, Semivolatile Oxidized Organic Aerosol, O:C = 0.36

















Figure 7. Airborne HOA, SVOOA, and LVOOA factor mass spectral profiles for May 25.
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Figure 8. HOA, SVOOA, and LVOOA for May 25. The rBC normalized factors are shown
for the Basin and Banning pass data in the right panel. Data to the east of the Banning Pass
outflow were influenced by air from the south and are boxed. The data have been averaged into
0.5 ◦ longitude bins, and both the average and standard deviation (error bars) are shown. The
raw data are also displayed to emphasize the variability of the data, especially for the SVOOA
and LVOOA normalized factors in the eastern Basin and outflows.
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 Linear Fit Outflows
slope = 1.21± (0.06)
Pearson's r = 0.87
 Linear Fit Basin
slope = 0.59 (± 0.04)
r = 0.72422
 1:1 line
 Linear Fit Outflows
slope = 0.18 (± 0.01)
Pearson's r = 0.73
 Linear Fit Basin
slope = 0.18 (± 0.01)
r = 0.69
 1:1 line
 Linear Fit Outflows
slope = 0.22 (± 0.03)
r = 0.56
 Linear Fit Basin
slope =-0.006 (± 0.01)
r = -0.03
 1:1 line
 Linear Fit Outflows
slope = 0.81 (± 0.04)
Pearson's r = 0.86
 Linear Fit Basin
slope = 0.42 (± 0.02)
r = 0.78
 1:1 line
 Linear Fit Outflows
slope =1.03 (± 0.05)
 r = 0.88
 Linear Fit Basin
slope = 0.41 (± 0.03)
r = 0.69
slope = 3.5406 (± 0.24)
r = 0.80
slope = 1.80 (± 0.11)
r = 0.77 
 Outflows
 Basin
Figure 9. Correlation of OA, HOA, SVOOA, LVOOA, and OOA (SVOOA+LVOOA) vs
WSOM and the correlation of HOA with OOA. The best fit line, r, and slope for the Basin
(black) outflow (red) are also shown.
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slope = 6.2 (± 0.22)
r = 0.73
slope = 11.5 (± 0.60)
LVOOA 
r = 0.43
slope = 8.17 (± 0.92)
 CA Interstates
 CA Coastline
Figure 10. The flight maps of number concentration of mode 1 and mode 2 are plotted with
the mass concentration of SVOOA, LVOOA and HOA for May 25. Mode 1 and mode 2 are
colored and sized by number concentration, and SVOOA, LVOOA and HOA are colored and
sized by mass concentration. The scatter plot of mode 1 vs SVOOA, mode 1 vs LVOOA, and
mode 2 vs HOA are also shown with the slope and r value of the best fit line. Note, the PMF
factors are colored by organic mass, where as in Figure 8 they are colored by OA mass fraction.
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Figure 11. Fraction of OA at m/z 44 (f44) versus the fraction of OA at m/z 43 (f43) for the
Twin Otter data (grey circular points). The three factors from the May 25 flight are shown as
hexagon markers. The black, green, and orange markers are the HOA, SVOOA, and LVOOA
from the CalNex-LA, SOAR, PACO, and MILAGRO ground-based campaigns, the PMF factor
averages from Ng et al. [2011], and additionally the MILAGRO and LONGREX/ADIENT aircraft
campaigns [DeCarlo et al., 2010; Morgan et al., 2010].
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1. AMS and DMA Volume Comparison
he AMS + rBC volume is compared to the DMA volume for the 6 TO flights (Figures




(1.75)(χinorganic) + (1.25)(χorganic) + (1.8)(χrBC)
(1)
where χinorganic, χorganic, and χrBC , are the mass fractions of inorganic, organic and black
carbon as measured by the AMS and the SP2. The slope of the AMS + rBC volume to
the DMA volume is 0.75, with an r2 of 0.77. The DMA volume is slightly higher than the
volume predicted by the AMS and SP2, however the best fit line is within ± 30% (AMS
error) of the 1:1 line. The May 21st flight has the highest offset between the two volumes,
and if these data are removed, the remaining data produce a slope of 0.85 with an r2 of
0.71 (not shown).
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2. Positive Matrix Factorization Solution
Signal and error matrices were generated in the Squirrel ToF-AMS Analysis Toolkit
(http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/ToFAMSResources /ToFSoftware/index.html)
in IgorPro (WaveMetrics Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, USA), and further matrix preparation
was carried out using the PMF evaluation tool (PET) and following recommendations by
Ulbrich et al. [2009] (http://tinyurl.com/PMF-guide). The size of the matrix for the May
25 PMF was 339 x 73. The columns of the matrix correspond to the signal of organic mass
attributed at each m/z according to the UMR fragmentation table [Allan et al., 2004].
The m/z signals with a S/N between 0.2 and 2 were down weighted by a factor or 3, as
recommended by Paatero and Hopke [2003], and the model error was 0. The m/z 16, 17,
18, 28, and 44 were further down weighted due to m/z 16, 17, 18, and 28 dependence on
m/z 44 in the fragmentation table. The time trend in the signals beyond m/z 100 was
noisy and removed from PMF analysis.
The PMF was initiated by 50 seeds, and for the p = 1 through p = 4 solu-
tions explored, there was negligible difference between the 50 seeds. The May 25
flight factor profiles for Los Angeles are compared to those from the ground-based
CalNex (Pasadena, CA), ground-based and aircraft-based MILAGRO (Mexico City),
SOAR (Riverside, CA), and PACO (Pasadena, CA) campaigns [Hayes et al., submit-
ted; Docherty et al., 2011; Aiken et al., 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2010; Hersey et al., 2011],
as well as the average PMF factor profiles for 15 urban AMS data sets presented in
Ng et al. [2011]. The reference mass spectra used in this analysis are available on
the Aerosol Mass Spectrometer Database (Unit Mass Resolution) and High Resolution
AMS Spectral Database websites (http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/AMSsd/ and
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http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/HRAMSsd/). The uncentered r correlations for
the mass spectral profiles are presented in Table S1. The largest r value for each solution
is bolded.
The May 25 flight factor time series are compared to the AMS inorganic mass loadings
[Hersey et al., in press], as well as the rBC mass loading [Metcalf et al., 2012]. The person’s
r for this comparison is listed in Table S2. The largest r value for each solution is bolded.
The Q/Qexpected values for the p = 1 though p = 4 solutions are shown in Figure S3.
The overall contribution to Q/Qexpected versus factor number (p) is shown in the inset
(Figure S3). The time trend of Q/Qexpected shows that at least 2 factors are needed to
describe the variation in the May 25 dataset. The spike just before 11:00 AM and noon
is not described well with the p = 1 solution, but is with the p = 2 solution. The change
in the time trend of Q/Qexpected between p = 2 though p = 4 is minimal. The change in
the Q/Qexpected for each m/z is significant between the p = 1 and p = 2 solutions. With
the additional factor (p = 3 solution) m/z’s 29, 30, and m/z 43 are described better. The
addition of another factor (p = 4 solution) makes minimal changes in m/z.
The number of factors was chosen to be at least 2 based on the contributions to
Q/Qexpected. The additional factor solution (p= 3) was chosen in part because of the
evidence of an HOA factor that was not obvious in the p = 1 and p = 2 solutions. The
HOA factor (third factor in the p = 3 solution) had an uncentered r value of 0.98 with the
PACO HOA profile (highest r value for all of the solutions), and had consistently higher
r values for all reference HOA profiles compared to the remaining OOA reference mass
spectra. The correlation in time with rBC had the same r value for the p = 2 and p =
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3 solutions. This same factor appeared in the four factor solution (factor 4), indicating
that this factor is robust even when the PMF solution is extended to four factors.
The p = 1 solution mass spectral profile has an r value of 0.96 with both the CalNex-
Ground SVOOA and the MILAGRO SVOOA mass spectrum, and a high time correlation
with nitrate (r=0.84). According to Figure S3, this factor describes most of the variation
in the data, and is consistent with ground-based PMF results for the same noon - 4
pm time frame in the LA Basin [Hayes et al., submitted]. However, in the three factor
solution, an HOA factor is present (describes the structure in the residual in Figure S3),
and an LVOOA factor is resolved in the basin outflows, where O:C is highest and more
highly oxidized aerosol is expected from previous analysis [Duong et al., 2011; Metcalf et
al., 2012; Hersey et al., in press]. Sulfate and LVOOA have been shown to correlate well
when the sulfate represents secondary atmospheric processes [Lanz et al., 2007]. Ensberg
et al. [in press] estimate that approximately 50% of sulfate on May 25 is attributable
to primary and secondary sources within the Basin, and the other 50% is sulfate from
boundary conditions. The sulfate contribution from sources within the Basin is likely
an upper limit due to potential over estimation of these sources within the Community
Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ version 4.7.1) model. Nevertheless, the contribution of
local sources make the correlation between sulfate and LVOOA poor (r = 0.28, Figure S4)
. The LVOOA correlates best with nitrate (r = 0.55), but is a weaker correlation than
that with the SVOOA and nitrate (r = 0.82). The correlation with LVOOA and nitrate
exists likely because of well mixed air masses that the aircraft was sampling.
The 3 factor solution was not uniform across many fpeaks; however, the variation did
not change the results and the solution with no rotation was still retained. The mass
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spectral profiles and time series for each factor at varying fpeak values is shown in Figures
S5 and S6. The different fpeak solutions were correlated to the fpeak = 0 solution, and
the time trends in rBC, nitrate, and sulfate as well as the average mass spectral profile
solutions for 15 ambient datasets [Ng et al., 2011] in Table S3.
The HOA solution has three fpeak solutions which are essentially the same (fpeak =
0, 0.5 and 1). This is supported by their common mass spectra and correlations in time
with rBC (uncentered r and Pearson’s r values are on Table S3). The two other solutions
for the HOA factor (fpeak = 01 and -0.5) have a worse uncentered r value (r = 0.86 and
0.92) and persons r value (r = 0.74 andr = 0.76) than than with the fpeak = 0 solution.
The LVOOA solution has four fpeak solution which have similar mass spectra (fpeak
= -1, -0.5 0, and 0.5), and one that is completely different due to a large increase in m/z
29 (fpeak = 1, see Figure S5, red sticks in second graph.) Pearson’s r of LVOOA with
sulfate increased with the fpeak = 0.5 and 1 solutions, however since the mass spectral
profile is unreasonable, this rules out the fpeak = 1 solution as being feasible. The fpeak
= 0.5 solution, which has an improved correlation with sulfate for the LVOOA solution,
and has no negative effect on the HOA solution, produces an unreasonable SVOOA mass
spectrum and the lowest uncenter r value when compared to the SVOOA average mass
spectrum (Table S3 and see Figure S5, yellow sticks in first graph).
The SVOOA solution has an improved uncentered r value for the fpeak = -1 solution,
however the Pearson’s r with nitrate is decreased, compared to the fpeak = 0 solution.
Since there was no consistent improvement across the factors with varying fpeaks, the
fpeak = 0 solution was retained.
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1 1 0.73 0.86 0.71 0.76 0.57 0.83 0.91 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.79 0.84 0.88 0.81 0.86 0.96 0.92 0.96 0.91 0.67 0.90 0.82 0.91 0.63
1 1 0.52 0.72 0.51 0.56 0.36 0.86 0.81 0.94 0.93 0.86 0.79 0.84 0.92 0.94 0.86 0.93 0.96 0.78 0.94 0.97 0.47 0.96 0.75 0.96 0.41
2 1 0.91 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.81 0.69 0.93 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.98 0.64 0.62 0.67 0.65 0.65 0.92 0.78 0.86 0.71 0.88 0.69 0.80 0.71 0.85
1 1 0.60 0.76 0.61 0.62 0.45 0.79 0.86 0.89 0.92 0.85 0.86 0.79 0.79 0.89 0.81 0.83 0.96 0.94 0.86 0.84 0.52 0.82 0.93 0.83 0.47
2 1 0.47 0.69 0.45 0.51 0.31 0.83 0.74 0.94 0.89 0.82 0.72 0.81 0.95 0.91 0.83 0.93 0.91 0.97 0.71 0.84 0.47 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.40
3 1 0.96 0.87 0.95 0.98 0.94 0.47 0.78 0.65 0.65 0.73 0.84 0.39 0.35 0.34 0.39 0.36 0.67 0.47 0.88 0.52 0.47 0.45 0.45 0.48 1.00
1 1 0.46 0.68 0.44 0.49 0.30 0.83 0.73 0.93 0.88 0.81 0.71 0.80 0.96 0.91 0.82 0.94 0.90 0.96 0.69 0.82 1.00 0.45 0.54 0.99 0.39
2 1 0.56 0.66 0.59 0.57 0.46 0.63 0.76 0.69 0.77 0.72 0.79 0.63 0.54 0.71 0.65 0.60 0.82 0.75 0.80 0.93 0.57 0.45 0.54 0.55 0.42
3 1 0.48 0.69 0.46 0.52 0.32 0.82 0.74 0.93 0.87 0.81 0.73 0.78 0.93 0.89 0.81 0.91 0.91 0.96 0.71 0.83 1.00 0.48 0.99 0.55 0.42
4 1 0.96 0.85 0.94 0.97 0.94 0.43 0.76 0.60 0.60 0.70 0.81 0.36 0.29 0.28 0.35 0.30 0.63 0.41 0.85 0.47 0.40 1.00 0.39 0.42 0.42
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1 1 0.84 0.80 0.85 0.78 0.72 -0.72 0.79 0.93 0.94 0.42 0.87 0.62 0.94 0.59 0.87
1 1 0.83 0.61 0.83 0.73 0.38 -0.51 0.79 0.51 0.83 0.70 0.40 0.71 0.85 0.62 0.39
2 1 0.68 0.76 0.69 0.65 0.77 -0.70 0.93 0.51 0.82 0.17 0.99 0.45 0.81 0.46 0.99
1 1 0.82 0.77 0.82 0.76 0.61 -0.66 0.94 0.83 0.82 0.28 0.73 0.68 0.97 0.48 0.73
2 1 0.55 0.28 0.54 0.45 0.17 -0.26 0.42 0.70 0.17 0.28 0.14 0.38 0.36 0.67 0.12
3 1 0.61 0.71 0.62 0.59 0.77 -0.67 0.87 0.40 0.99 0.73 0.14 0.37 0.73 0.44 1.00
1 1 0.66 0.45 0.65 0.57 0.36 -0.42 0.62 0.71 0.45 0.68 0.38 0.37 0.59 -0.02 0.39
2 1 0.82 0.77 0.83 0.77 0.59 -0.66 0.94 0.85 0.81 0.97 0.36 0.73 0.59 0.56 0.71
3 1 0.55 0.48 0.55 0.50 0.36 -0.40 0.59 0.62 0.46 0.48 0.67 0.44 -0.02 0.56 0.41
4 1 0.60 0.70 0.61 0.58 0.77 0.68 0.87 0.39 0.99 0.73 0.12 1.00 0.39 0.71 0.41
Table S3. Correlations of Factors with varying fpeak values
n = -1 n = -0.5 n = 0 n = 0.5 n = 1
Mass Spectral Profile Correlation uncentered r
Factor 3 (fpeak = 0) with Factor 3 (fpeak= n) 0.82 0.90 1.00 0.99 0.98
Factor 2 (fpeak = 0) with Factor 2 (fpeak= n) 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.05
Factor 1 (fpeak = 0) with Factor 1 (fpeak= n) 0.98 0.99 1.00 0.63 0.82
HOA (avg Ng 2011) with Factor 3 (fpeak= n) 0.86 0.92 0.96 0.96 0.96
LVOOA (avg Ng 2011) with Factor 2 (fpeak= n) 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.80 0.30
SVOOA (avg, Ng 2011) with Factor 1 (fpeak= n) 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.48 0.73
Time Series Correlation Pearson’s r
Factor 3 (fpeak = 0) with Factor 3 (fpeak= n) 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98
Factor 2 (fpeak = 0) with Factor 2 (fpeak= n) 0.71 0.91 1.00 0.66 0.33
Factor 1 (fpeak = 0) with Factor 1 (fpeak= n) 0.81 0.95 1.00 0.99 0.92
rBC with Factor 3 (fpeak = n) 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77 0.77
CO with Factor 3 (fpeak = n) 0.70 0.68 0.67 0.65 0.64
NO3 with Factor 1 (fpeak = n) 0.70 0.79 0.82 0.82 0.89
SO4 with Factor 2 (fpeak = n) -0.05 0.06 0.28 0.73 0.77
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May 19, 2010  May 21, 2010  May 24, 2010  May 25, 2010  May 27, 2010  May 28, 2010  
 DMA Volume
 AMS + rBC Volume
Figure S1. The AMS + rBC and DMA volume for each flight versus time.
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 y = x line (± 30 % shaded area)
Best Fit 
Slope = 0.73
pearson's r = 0.78
Figure S2. The AMS + rBC volume versus the DMA volume for all 6 flights. The best fit line
is shown, in addition to the 1:1 line and the ± 30% shaded area. The blue dots that lie outside
of this shaded region are from the May 21, 2010 flight.
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Figure S4. HOA, SVOOA, and LVOOA factors on May 25 with rBC, AMS nitrate, and AMS
sulfate.
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Figure S5. Mass spectrum profile for factors 1, 2, and 3 for varying fpeak values. The
contribution to Q/Qexpected versus fpeak is also inset. The colors correspond to the different
fpeak values.
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 fpeak = -1.0
 fpeak = -0.5
 fpeak = 0
 fpeak = 0.5
  fpeak = 1.0
 
Figure S6. The time series for factors 1, 2, and 3 for varying fpeak values. The colors
correspond to the different fpeak values, and match that of figure S5
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Slope = 0.005 ± 0.014 
r = 0.036
May 21, 2010
Slope = 0.051 ± 0.013 
r = 0.307
May 24, 2010
(Basin and Outflows )
Slope = 0.056 ± 0.010 , r = 0.458
(Basin Only  )
Slope = 0.17 ± 0.018 , r = 0.812
May 25, 2010
(Basin and Outflows )
Slope = 0.115 ± 0.010, r =0.599
(Basin Only  )
Slope = 0.110 ± 0.028, r = 0.408
May 27, 2010
Slope = 0.107 ± 0.013
r = 0.489
May 28, 2010
Slope = 0.051 ± 0.012
r = 0.282
Figure S7. O:C vs longitude for each TO flight.
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Figure S8. Location of TO and P3 aircraft during airborne mass spectral inter comparison
on May 19. The P3 sampled 15 minutes after the TO.




Conclusions and Future Work
The focus of this thesis is the quantification of submicron aerosol composition using
the Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer, both in field and chamber studies, in an
effort to better understand how atmospheric aerosol are formed and age. The organic
mass spectrum is further characterized using the receptor model, positive matrix
factorization. Several important scientific questions regarding aerosol formation and
aging are answered using the data gathered by the AMS including confirmation of the
chemical mechanism of dodecane SOA formation under low NO conditions, proposal
of AMS tracer ions for peroxyhemiacetal formation in the aerosol, calculation of
organic and inorganic aerosol emission ratios from a wildfire plume, quantification of
the amount of freshly produced versus transported organic aerosol in Pasadena and in
the greater Los Angeles Area, validation of CMAQ regional model outputs, calculation
of rBC coating composition, and calculation of the hygroscopicity parameter, κorg,
for atmospheric organic aerosol in Pasadena and greater Los Angeles.
10.1 Dodecane Secondary Organic Aerosol Forma-
tion under Low NO Conditions
In chapter 2, the chemical mechanism for dodecane oxidation under RO2 + HO2
is discussed. The gas-phase CIMS ions are compared to a photooxidation model
and also to high-resolution ions from the AMS, confirming the gas-phase chemistry.
The particle-phase composition exhibits many distinct ions greater than m/z 100,
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many of which contain 12 carbons, indicating close to molecular level fragments being
identified in the AMS. Strong evidence of PHA formation is provided by tracer ions
in the particle-phase mass spectra.
While traditionally used to deconvolve the sources of pollution in ambient mea-
surements, PMF is utilized to better understand secondary organic aerosol formation
from dodecane under low NO conditions. The PMF results, discussed in chapter
3, exhibit three factors, that correlate with MOVI-CIMS particle-phase molecular
ion traces and CIMS gas-phase molecular ion traces, linking the variation in the
AMS mass spectra to molecular-level information. Factor 1, 2, and 3 represent the
gas-phase partitioning of initial oxidation products with two functional groups, fur-
ther oxidized tri-functionalized products, and extended oxidation products quadruply
functionalized respectively. The three factors also include evidence of oligomerization
in the aerosol, perhaps from PHA formation. The PMF results on the Van Krevelen
diagram reveal that the slope of -1.78 for dodecane low NO oxidation results from a
combination of organic hydroperoxide and ketone/aldehyde functionalization, rather
than solely due to carboxylic acid formation with increased oxidation in the chamber.
10.1.1 Future Work: Chemical Conversion in the Condensed-
Phase
Condensed-phase chemical conversion is important in the alkane chemical mechanism.
Many atmospheric chemistry models do not account for condensed-phase chemistry,
because it is so difficult to isolate and unravel in the laboratory. Aerosol phase
mechanisms will likely be important to closing the gap between model predictions
and observations. There is ongoing work that involves including PHA formation in a
kinetic model for SOA formation of dodecane under low NO. The size distributions
predicted by the model do not compare well unless the condensed phase chemical
reactions, such as PHA formation and oligomerization, are included.
It is difficult to obtain high time-resolution molecular level information from of-
fline analysis techniques, but the high-resolution AMS PMF analysis provides a good
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platform for understanding the important variations in the aerosol-phase, something
that cannot be learned from the total organic mass trace and O:C and H:C param-
eters alone. Although the AMS does not provide molecular level information, more
chamber studies could be analyzed using the PMF to aid in chemical interpretation
and discovery of tracer ions for the AMS mass spectrum.
In the chamber, the initial source of the aerosol is known (the hydrocarbon that
was injected), however the subsequent oxidation products may or may not be known.
If particle-products are hypothesized, one can use this information and do a mixed
chemical mass balance (sources are known) and PMF analysis to help tease out addi-
tional information on the products partitioning into the particle. Sampling standards
of the known particle-phase products would help constrain the mixed CMB-PMF
analysis.
An additional future work involves analyzing gas-phase CIMS measurements in
tandem with the aerosol-phase AMS measurements using PMF. In chapters 2 and
3, the particle-phase PMF is compared to single ions from the CIMS, but it would
helpful in future work to see if the PMF factors compared.
10.2 Field Studies: San Luis Obispo Biomass Burn-
ing Experiment (SLOBB, 2009), Pasadena Aerosol
Characterization Observatory (PACO, 2009), and
California Nexus: Research at the Nexus of Air
Quality and Climate Change (CalNex, 2010)
In Chapter 4 the submicron aerosol composition for an isolated wildfire plume in cen-
tral California during the San Luis Obispo Biomass Burning Experiment (SLOBB,
2009) is discussed. The smoke plume rose to 1700 m and was clearly visible 4 hours
after ignition, which allowed for sampling of both fresh and aged smoke, and study
of biomass burning aerosol evolution in the atmosphere. The organic and inorganic
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aerosol samples closest to the source of the fire were utilized to calculate initial emis-
sion ratios, which are important parameters for constraining atmospheric chemical
transport models. In the zero - 1.5 h smoke age the OA/CO2 ratio decreased and
evaporation was dominant, whereas after 2 h, the OA/CO2 ratio had a slight increase.
This is compared to samples from the tropical Yucatan plume [Yokelson et al. 2007],
where an increase of OA/CO2 was observed. These plume samples were, however,
already 30 minutes old, had a twice the OH concentration, the RH was higher, and
there was higher incident UV radiation. Clearly there are several factors influencing
organic aerosol formation in a wildfire plume.
In chapter 5, size-resolved aerosol composition, gas-phase, and meteorology mea-
surements are reported for Pasadena during PACO in Summer 2009 and in chapters
6 - 9 for the greater LA Basin during CalNex in May 2010. The aerosol measure-
ments made during summer 2009 are split into three regimes based on meteorological
and chemical characteristics: spring time (May 22 - June 12), Early Summer/Marine
influence (Jun 18 - Jul 7), Photochemically active (Jul 10 - August 4), and Station
Fire influence (Sept 28 - June 2 ). The organic aerosol during May 2010 was rela-
tively clean, although spatial patterns of OA oxidation are made within the Basin
and into the outflows. In both PACO and CalNex, the organic aerosol is deconvolved
into HOA, SVOOA, and LVOOA. Sized resolved aerosol composition measurements
are used to calculate the κorg from DASH measurements, which measures the wet
and dry diameters at RH values of 74% and 92%. The κorg for Pasadena during the
summer of 2009 was higher (0.14) than previously reported values. During CalNex,
κorg and found to be 0.1 in the western Basin and 0.0 in the outflows. For the CalNex
study, a bimodal rBC-containing aerosol distribution reveal two types of aerosol: one
thickly coated, and one thinly coated. The thinly coated aerosol correlats with the
HOA, while the thickly coated aerosol correlats with the SVOOA. The correlation of
different types of organic links the aerosol composition to its mixing state. Sulfate
measurements from the CalNex 2010 study are compared to predicted sulfate mea-
surements in chapter 7. The Twin Otter sulfate is overpredicted by 55% - 268 %.
The CMAQ results reveal that long-range transport of sulfate constitutes 22 - 82 %
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of the sulfate measured in the basin. Updated emission inventories of sulfate make
this fraction even higher.
10.2.1 Future Work Motivated by Field Measurements
During the wildfire plume evolution, the ammonium nitrate increased, but the in-
crease did not fully explain the decrease in HNO3 and NH3 in the gas-phase. It is
hypothesized that these gases could have condensed on smaller particles to form am-
monium nitrate, outside of of the AMS range, that had slow growth due to the low
relative humidity (11–26 %). Future work involves design and testing a specialized
inlet to improve the transmission of the smaller sizes (in the sub-50 nm dva range)
for the AMS. Also, making airborne measurements of number concentrations of small
particles in wildfire plumes may help clarify the evaporation versus condensation pro-
cesses that could be occurring in early wildfire plume evolution.
There are many factors that can contribute to and help explain varying biomass
burning OA plume evolution, and these include: smoldering vs flaming condition of
the burn, fuel type burned, incident UV light, surrounding relative humidity, and
amount of OH generated. The effect of these conditions on biomass burning aerosol
formation are being explored in ongoing analysis of data acquired during the 2009 Los
Angeles Station Fire. In the AMS there are two wildfire smoke tracers, potassium
(K+) and levoglucosan (C2H4O2 at m/z 60). A high fraction of potassium in the
AMS spectrum has been shown in flaming conditions, whereas a high fraction of
levoglucason is consistent with a mixture of flaming and smoldering [Lee et al. 2010].
The future work will be to design a metric where the relative amount of these two
aerosol tracers can help explain the amount of biomass burning aerosol produced
based on the flaming and/or smoldering conditions of their emission. This will require
the design of a technique for better quantification of potassium in the AMS since it
is a slowly vaporizing species.
One of the unanswered questions remaining from the CalNex study is if there is a
difference in refractive index between fresh versus aged OA, and if this would change
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the radiative absorption enhancement of black carbon-containing aerosol. Currently,
there is a discrepancy between laboratory and atmospherically observed radiative ab-
sorption enhancements [Cappa et al. 2012]. Future work would involve running black
carbon seeded experiments in the chamber where the coating composition is aged, an-
alyzed, and categorized into HOA, SVOOA, and LVOOA-like levels of oxidation, and
then compared to any changes in absorbance.
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Appendix A
Electronic Noise Identification and
Removal of AMS Data during CalNex
During the CalNex campaign, the Caltech c-ToF-AMS experienced occasional elec-
tronic noise interference. The source of the noise was not identified; however, a com-
mon source of electronic noise is cell phone interference. The data are still usable as
long as the effect of the noise on the data is identified and the noise is systematically
isolated from the data processing. The noisiness was first realized during processing
of particle time of flight data (PTOF), and then again during PMF processing. In the
PTOF sticks data processing, the electronic noise presents itself as a unusual wave-
form at every m/z (a sample from one m/z is shown in Figure A.1), and manifests
itself in negative or unusual mass distributions (squirrel TOF toolkit functions). In
order to get a usable mass distribution, the runs with this type of noise need to be
identified and removed.
The electronic noise was an issue again during PMF diagnostics, in which the user
has to decipher the structure in the Q time series plot. If there is structure, then
another factor may be required to adequately describe the variation in the data. The
structure becomes questionable when the Q versus time graph has spikes in it two
orders of magnitude higher than expected (Figure A.2C). One tool to systematically
remove data that is affected by electronic noise is to plot up the integrated baseline
for an m/z with a large signal (m/z 43 in the CalNex dataset) in the open, closed,
and difference mass spectra. An elevation in the integrated baseline could indicate a
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spike in electronic noise. Figure A.2A shows an illustration example of the integrated
baseline at m/z 43 in the closed spectrum. The integrated baseline is not a usual step
in AMS mass spectra analysis, but is in the ‘Misc.’ Tab of the ToF-AMS Analysis
Toolkit. Figure A.2 shows that the integrated baseline and the Q versus time plot
clearly overlap. Notice that the structure in organic mass loading versus time at m/z
43 does not necessarily reflect this electronic noise (Figure A.2D). The length of time
the noise persisted can affect the data. The PMF results with and without the noise
show a large difference in the Q diagnostics (Figure A.3). The effect of noise is not
obvious from the mass spectra and time series results of each factor (lower portion of
Figure A.3), but the factors are different with the noise removed. The effect of noise
is clearly seen in the Q versus time series plot (top left part of Figure A.3), and Q
versus m/z plot (top right part of Figure A.3).
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Figure A.1: The PTOF sticks data for one mass is plotted in time (the bottom axis
is the particle time-of-flight space). A signal here usually means that either air or
aerosol is being detected at this particular mass. This signal however, is indicative


























































































Figure A.2: Integrated baseline for the open, closed, and difference spectrum for
m/z 43, organic mass loading at m/z 43 and Q/Qexpected versus time for the May 19
flight. The integrated baseline is a diagnostic for identifying electronic noise that can




















































































































 and  With Electronic Noise
 and  Without Electronic Noise
Figure A.3: Q/Qexpected and factor profiles versus time (left side) and versus m/z
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Abstract. Laboratory chamber experiments are the main
source of data on the mechanism of oxidation and the sec-
ondary organic aerosol (SOA) forming potential of volatile
organic compounds. Traditional methods of representing the
SOA formation potential of an organic do not fully capture
the dynamic, multi-generational nature of the SOA formation
process. We apply the Statistical Oxidation Model (SOM) of
Cappa and Wilson (2012) to model the formation of SOA
from the formation of the four C12 alkanes, dodecane, 2-
methyl undecane, cyclododecane and hexylcyclohexane, un-
der both high- and low-NOx conditions, based upon data
from the Caltech chambers. In the SOM, the evolution of
reaction products is defined by the number of carbon (NC)
and oxygen (NO) atoms, and the model parameters are (1)
the number of oxygen atoms added per reaction, (2) the de-
crease in volatility upon addition of an oxygen atom and (3)
the probability that a given reaction leads to fragmentation
of the molecules. Optimal fitting of the model to chamber
data is carried out using the measured SOA mass concentra-
tion and the aerosol O:C atomic ratio. The use of the kinetic,
multi-generational SOM is shown to provide insights into the
SOA formation process and to offer promise for application
to the extensive library of existing SOA chamber experiments
that is available.
1 Introduction
Organic aerosol (OA) comprises a major fraction of the at-
mospheric sub-micron aerosol burden (Zhang et al., 2007;
Jimenez et al., 2009), and the dominant portion of OA is
formed from condensation of oxidation products of gas-
phase reactions of volatile organic compounds, termed sec-
ondary organic aerosol (SOA). The extent to which a given
parent organic compound forms SOA depends on a variety
of factors, including the carbon chain length, structure and
reactivity, as well as external factors such as temperature,
the abundance of NOx (= NO + NO2) and the identity of the
oxidant (OH, O3, NO3) (Kanakidou et al., 2005). Addition-
ally, the properties of the SOA, e.g. hygroscopicity, volatility
and atomic composition, depend on all of the above factors
(Jimenez et al., 2009).
Understanding SOA formati n via photooxidation (i.e. re-
actions with OH) presents a unique challenge in that not
only is the precursor SOA species (i.e. the parent organic)
reactive towards OH, but so are the oxidation products. The
extent to which each generation of products contributes di-
rectly to SOA formation depends intimately on the details of
the atmospheric chemistry for the particular organic. Labora-
tory chamber experiments are the main source of data on the
mechanism of oxidation and the SOA forming potential of
a parent organic. Because SOA forms via gas-particle parti-
tioning, the amount of SOA depends on the mass of absorb-
ing material in the aerosol phase, in addition to the unique
chemistry. For comparison of SOA formation from different
organics, especially in atmospheric models, an SOA model is
required. Traditional methods of representing the SOA for-
mation potential, or yield, of an organic do not fully cap-
ture the dynamic, multi-generational nature of photooxida-
tion, as they generally treat SOA formation as a one-step
process from precursor to products. This includes both the
2-product model (Odum et al., 1996) and static volatility
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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Table 1. Experimental conditions and results from photooxidation experiments.
Alkane [HC]0 [OH]a CbOA Yieldb Yieldc O:C O:C
(ppbv) (molecules cm−3) (µg m−3) (%) (%) max min
Low NOx
dodecane 34.0 2.5× 106 21.6 10.3 6.1 0.28 0.21
2-methylundecane 28.1 2.4× 106 18.1 10.8 7.2 0.28 0.20
hexylcyclohexane 15.6 2.95× 106 28.9 29.6 15.4 0.32 0.22
cyclododecane 9.8 2.7× 106 15.8 24.4 17.2 0.24 0.15
High NOx
dodecane 32.2 4.5× 107 / 1.85 10.6 6.8 6.2 0.33 0.33
2-methylundecane 72.4 3.3× 107 / 1.85 23.5 7.8 5.1 0.26 0.26
hexylcyclohexane 22.1 4.1× 107/1.7 17.5 16.4 12.3 0.32 0.32
cyclododecane 13.8 2.7× 107/0.92 29.5 41.5 38.3 0.27 0.27
a For high-NOx conditions, [OH] is time dependent and has the form [OH]t = [OH]t=0exp(-kt), where t is the time elapsed (in
hours) and k is the decay constant. The [OH]t=0 and kvalues are reported in the table.
b COA and yield values are reported after 15 h (low-NOx ) and 3 h (high-NOx ) of reaction, respectively.
c Yield values are reported for COA = 10 µg m−3.
basis-set (Donahue et al., 2006). Recently, methodologies
have been developed that represent photooxidation and sub-
sequent SOA formation within more dynamic frameworks
(Aumont et al., 2005; Robinson et al., 2007; Lane et al.,
2008; Barsanti et al., 2011; Valorso et al., 2011; Cappa and
Wilson, 2012; Donahue et al., 2012). Depending on the spe-
cific methodology employed, these models allow for reaction
of the first (and later) generation oxidation products, frag-
mentation and tracking of the detailed composition of the
particle and gas-phase.
Here, we apply the Statistical Oxidation Model (SOM) of
Cappa and Wilson (2012) to model the formation of SOA
from the photooxidation of a series of C12 alkanes of varying
structure, two of which are linear (dodecane and 2-methyl
undecane) and two of which have ring structures (cyclodo-
decane and hexylcyclohexane). Experiments were conducted
under both high- and low-NOx conditions to explore the im-
portant influence of NOx on the SOA formation. The best-fit
model is found to capture the time-evolution of the observed
SOA mass concentration and, to a reasonable extent, the O:C
atomic ratio under both high- and low-NOx conditions. Best-
fit SOM parameters are reported, and indicate that, per reac-
tion with OH, photooxidation leads to more rapid oxygen ad-
dition under high-NOx conditions than low-NOx conditions.
Despite the more rapid oxygen addition under high-NOx con-
ditions, the nature of the functional groups added lead to a
smaller decrease in volatility (per oxygen added) than under
low-NOx conditions. The success of fitting the SOM to these
alkane SOA formation data offers promise to apply the SOM
to the extensive library of existing chamber experiments that
is available.
2 Experimental methods
Experiments were conducted in the Caltech dual 28-m3
Teflon chambers. Details of the facility have been described
previously (Cocker et al., 2001). Prior to each experiment,
the chambers were flushed with dried, purified air for >24
h, until the particle concentration was <100 cm−3 and the
volume concentration was <0.1 µm3 m−3.
For all experiments, neutral ammonium sulfate seed
aerosol was used to provide surface area for condensation
of the semi-volatile oxidation products. Particle size distri-
butions were measured using a differential mobility anal-
yser (DMA, TSI, 3081) coupled with a condensation particle
counter (CPC, TSI, CNC-3760).
Photooxidation experiments were run under both high
and low-NOx conditions. Low-NOx (<1 ppb) experiments
were conducted using photolysis of H2O2 as the OH rad-
ical source. High-NOx experiments were conducted using
photolysis of HONO as the OH radical source. The pri-
mary NOx source is direct photolysis of HONO, although
some NO and NO2 formed as part of the HONO prepara-
tion. The gas-phase concentration of the SOA precursor was
measured throughout the experiments. Initial concentrations
are given in Table 1. Four alkanes are considered here, each
with 12 carbon atoms: dodecane (C12H26), 2-methyl unde-
cane (C12H26), hexylcyclohexane (C12H24) and cyclodode-
cane (C12H24).
Photooxidation was initiated by irradiating the chamber
with blacklights. Output from the lights is between 300 and
400 nm, with a maximum at 354 nm. Importantly, HONO
photolysis is efficient in this wavelength range, and thus the
concentration of HONO (and OH) decays towards zero over
a period of∼3 h once the lights are turned on. H2O2 photoly-
sis is comparably much slower, which facilitates operation at
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 1591–1606, 2013 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/1591/2013/
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a nearly constant [OH] throughout the low-NOx experiments.
To access long oxidation times (up to 32 h) in the low-NOx
experiments, the methodology set out by Loza et al. (2012)
was followed. As a result, the time series of OA mass con-
centrations (COA) under low-NOx conditions have a “gap” of
∼6 h (typically from hours 18–24).
Chemically-resolved aerosol mass concentrations were
measured using an Aerodyne high-resolution time-of-flight
aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS, henceforth re-
ferred to as AMS). Real-time mass spectra of the parti-
cles were collected alternating between “V-mode” and “W-
mode”. The “V-mode” provides higher sensitivity while the
“W-mode” provides higher resolution. The “W-mode” data
were analysed using the software toolboxes PIKA (DeCarlo
et al., 2006) and APES (Aiken et al., 2007; Aiken et al.,
2008; Chhabra et al., 2010). Through consideration of ions
with specific molecular formulas, as determined from the
“W-mode” spectra, the elemental composition of the SOA
can be determined (in particular, the O:C and H:C atomic ra-
tios). The estimated uncertainty in the O:C is ±30 % and in
the H:C is 10 %.
A correction for wall loss needs to be applied to determine
the SOA mass concentration. Two limiting assumptions can
be employed to bound the interactions between particles de-
posited to the wall and vapors in the chamber. Here we use
a lower bound, in which particles deposited on the wall are
assumed to cease interaction with suspended vapors after de-
position (Loza et al., 2012). The total organic mass deposited
to the wall was calculated based on the particle number-
weighted size distribution. The wall loss rates for particles
of different sizes are obtained from separate characterization
experiments. The deposited particle number distribution is
added to the suspended particle number distribution to give
a wall-loss corrected number distribution, which is then con-
verted to a volume concentration and then mass concentra-
tion, assuming spherical particles. For the low-NOx experi-
ments reported on here, wall loss corrections at long times
require extrapolation of the COA across the “gap”, which de-
creases the certainty of the correction and, as a result, the
accuracy of the wall-loss corrected COA values after the gap.
Thus, only the pre-gap COA data are used quantitatively here.
3 Statistical Oxidation Model
The statistical oxidation model (SOM) simulates the oxida-
tion of a parent hydrocarbon and its reaction products in time,
and is described in detail in Cappa and Wilson (2012). In the
SOM, the evolution of the gas and particle phase composi-
tion is followed through a space in which all product species
are defined solely by their number of carbon (NC) and oxy-
gen (NO) atoms. Equilibrium partitioning between the gas
and particle phases is assumed to hold at each time-step of
the model (∼1–2 min) (Pankow, 1994). It is assumed that the
properties of each species (i.e. NC/NO pair) can be repre-
sented by some mean values that account for the actual dis-
tribution of functional groups within the group of molecules
that make up an SOM species. There are a few adjustable pa-
rameters within the SOM: (1) the number of oxygen atoms
added per reaction, which is represented as an array of proba-
bilities of adding 1, 2, 3 or 4 oxygen atoms, termed Pfunc, (2)
the decrease in volatility upon addition of an oxygen atom,
termed 1LVP, which is the difference in the log of the satu-







and (3) the probability that a given reaction leads to fragmen-
tation of the product molecule into two smaller molecules,
termed Pfrag. Note that positive values of 1LVP correspond
to a decrease in vapour pressure upon oxygen addition. These
parameters can be adjusted to determine a best fit of the
model to the observations. The SOM also includes heteroge-
neous reactions with OH radicals (Cappa and Wilson, 2012).
It is assumed that each heterogeneous OH reaction leads to
the addition of one oxygen atom, that the fragmentation prob-
ability is assumed equivalent to the gas-phase, and that the
reactive uptake coefficient is unity. The model additionally
requires as input the initial concentration of the parent hydro-
carbon, [HC]0, and the (potentially time-dependent) oxidant
concentration. In this study, for the low-NOx experiments the
[OH] was constant (or nearly constant) throughout, while for
the high-NOx experiments the [OH] decayed rapidly. In ei-
ther case, the model [OH] was specified so that the observed
temporal decay of [HC] was reproduced (see Table 1).
It is not yet clear what the most appropriate func-
tional form is for the fragmentation probability, Pfrag.
Therefore, two parameterizations are considered here:
Pfrag(O:C) = (O:C)mfrag and Pfrag(NO = cfragNO), where mfrag
and cfrag are adjustable parameters, and there is an upper
limit of Pfrag = 1. Smaller values of mfrag and larger values
of cfrag indicate more extensive fragmentation, respectively.
It is assumed that the generated fragments are randomly dis-
tributed in terms of where the carbon bond scission occurs.
Best-fit values for Pfunc, 1LVP and Pfrag are determined
by simultaneously fitting the time-dependent model predic-
tions to observations of wall-loss corrected organic aerosol
mass concentrations (COA) and O:C for each system (in
this case, C12 compounds reacting with OH radicals under
high- or low-NOx conditions). Alternatively, the SOM was
fit only to the COA observations. The data fitting was per-
formed using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm built into
the data analysis program Igor. Uncertainties in the mea-
sured COA were assumed to be the larger of 0.5 µg m−3 or
10 %. Uncertainties in the O:C were +/−30 %. An upper
limit of 1LVP = 2.2 was applied. The functional group that
contributes most to the decrease of vapour pressure per O
atom added is the –OH group. The EVAPORATION model
(Compernolle et al., 2011) predicts that 1LVP upon addi-
tion of –OH to primary, secondary and tertiary C is 2.23,
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1.70 and 1.16, respectively, whereas the SIMPOL.1 model
(Pankow and Asher, 2008) predicts 2.76, 2.10 and 1.49, re-
spectively. Here we take the average between the two vapour
pressure models as the upper limit to 1LVP. For low-NOx
experiments, which have a gap in the COA data from ∼18–
24 h of reaction, the data are fit only prior to this gap. As
noted above, the reason for this is that the uncertainty in the
wall-loss correction across the gap leads to larger uncertainty
in the COA after the gap.
Variation in the H:C atomic ratio with oxidation is charac-
terized within the SOM by specifying the average number of
hydrogen atoms lost per oxygen atom added, which is equal
to the negative slope in a Van Krevelen diagram (a graph of
H:C vs. O:C) (Heald et al., 2010). Here, the H-loss-per-O-
added is specified a priori based on the observed Van Krev-
elen slope, although it should be noted that the specification
of this relationship has a negligible influence on the evolution
of either the COA or O:C.
Condensed phase reactions (besides heterogeneous OH re-
actions) are not explicitly accounted for in the SOM. Thus, to
the extent that condensed phase reactions (e.g. oligomeriza-
tion, dehydration, cyclization) alter the observed SOA prop-
erties, this will be reflected in the best-fit model parameters.
4 Results
4.1 Low-NOx conditions
The time-evolution of the observed wall-loss corrected
SOA mass concentrations (COA) and the particle-phase O:C
atomic ratios are shown in Fig. 1, along with the tuned model
results obtained using both Pfrag parameterizations and af-
ter fitting simultaneously to both COA and O:C. In general,
as oxidation proceeds, the observed COA increases until the
parent [HC] decays to around 10 % of its initial value (which
occurs around 15–20 h of oxidation). After this point, the
COA starts to level off, or even decrease slightly, even though
there is still OH present in the system. The observed SOA
O:C atomic ratio at early times tends to decrease slightly un-
til the parent [HC] decays to around 30 % of its initial value
(at 5–10 h of oxidation), after which time it begins to slowly
increase. Aerosol mass yields for the two ring-containing
compounds are larger than for the non-ring containing com-
pounds (Table 1), consistent with previous results from Lim
and Ziemann (2009).
The SOM, after fitting, captures the general time-
dependent behaviour of the observed COA, with the model
COA exhibiting a levelling off or slight decrease at long
times for many of the simulations (Fig. 1). The exact time-
dependence of the model COA depends somewhat on the as-
sumed fragmentation parameterization and method. In gen-
eral, the Pfrag(NO) parameterization tends to show a more
pronounced turnover in the COA at long times than the
Pfrag(O:C) parameterization. The Pfrag(NO) results appear
slightly more consistent with the observations, which is an
unexpected result given that the more physically intuitive be-
havior is that the probability of fragmentation for a given
molecule should depend on the relative oxygen abundance
(i.e. O:C) rather than the absolute oxygen abundance (i.e.
NO). However, the uncertainty in the observed COA after the
data gap limits our ability to definitively make this assess-
ment.
The SOM captures the general shape of the observed O:C
time-dependence, with the model O:C typically first decreas-
ing before increasing with time, similar to the experimental
results (Fig. 1). Despite the satisfactory shape of the model
O:C time-dependence, for all of the hydrocarbons considered
the absolute value of the model O:C is somewhat greater
than the observed O:C, although typically within the ex-
perimental uncertainty. Cyclododecane is the notable excep-
tion, with a model O:C that is substantially higher than the
observed value (although the shape of the calculated and
observed time-dependencies are quite similar). The over-
prediction is, in part, a consequence of setting an upper limit
for 1LVP = 2.2 during fitting; allowing for larger values of
1LVP can lead to better model/measurement agreement for
most compounds (although not for cyclododecane) and can
still allow for a good fit to the observed COA. The Pfrag(NO)
parameterization generally yields somewhat lower absolute
O:C values compared to Pfrag(O:C). An additional reason for
the over-prediction of the model O:C relative to the obser-
vations could be that the HR-ToF-AMS underestimates the
oxygen derived from hyderoperoxides, with these species in-
stead detected with the –OOH removed (Craven et al., 2012).
This would lead to a measured O:C that is somewhat lower
than the actual O:C, with the extent of this disparity poten-
tially dependent upon the hydroperoxide fraction of the oxy-
genated functional groups.
When the model is fit to both the COA and O:C, the best-
fit 1LVP is 2.2 for all compounds, i.e. the imposed upper-
limit (Fig. 2 and Table 2). This is not surprising given that
the model O:C is particularly sensitive to the 1LVP parame-
ter (Cappa and Wilson, 2012). When the model is fit to only
the COA data, the best-fit values remain high, with 2 <1LVP
<2.2. For all compounds considered, the addition of 1 oxy-
gen atom per reaction was most probable, with some smaller
fraction of reactions requiring the addition of 2, 3 or 4 oxygen
atoms (Fig. 2 and Table 2). The model results indicate that
fragmentation is extensive, and the non-ring-containing com-
pounds have larger cfrag and smallermfrag values compared to
the ring-containing compounds, suggesting more extensive
fragmentation of the non-ring containing compounds. For
all compounds, the cfrag values (for Pfrag(NO)) were ≥0.33,
which indicates that any molecule already containing 3 or
more oxygen atoms will exclusively fragment upon reaction.
Note that this does not preclude formation of species with>3
oxygen atoms because some reactions add more than 1 oxy-
gen atom and because fragmentation also leads to oxygen
addition. It does, however, limit the rate and overall extent
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the SOA mass concentration, COA, (black lines, left axes) and O:C atomic ratio (gray lines, right axes) for low-NOx
(left panels) and high-NOx (right panels) for dodecane, 2-methylundecane, hexylcyclohexane and cyclododecane (top-to-bottom). The light
gray bands on the O:C indicate the estimated uncertainty range (±30 %). The model results using Pfrag(NO) and Pfrag(O:C) are shown as
red and blue lines, respectively. Solid lines are model fits for COA and dashed lines for O:C. The model has been fit simultaneously to the
COA and O:C data for t <15 h (low-NOx, black lines) or t <3 h (high-NOx). For the low-NOx conditions, the orange lines correspond to
data collected after a pause in sampling (indicated by a gap in the COA time series).
to which such highly oxygenated species can form. Similar
conclusions are reached if the Pfrag(O:C) parameterization
is instead considered, although the exact details are changed
somewhat due to the different functional form of the param-
eterization.
The observed co-variation of H:C with O:C, shown as a
Van Krevelen diagram, indicates that the number of H atoms
lost per O atom added, or the negative slope on the graph,
ranges from 1.45 to 2.2 (Fig. 3); this parameter is specified
within the SOM so as to match the model to the observa-
tions. The model aerosol exhibits a continuous evolution of
the H:C and O:C throughout the reaction, consistent with the
observations, which is indicated by the wide range of values
that fall along a line with a constant slope (Fig. 3).
The distribution of molecules in NC/NO space at the
end of the dodecane + OH reaction is shown for both Pfrag
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Table 2. Statistical oxidation model best-fit parameters when fit to both COA and O:C.
Alkane 1LVP cfrag or mfrag Oxygen Addition
Probabilitiesa
Low-NOx; Pfrag = cfragNO
dodecane 2.20b 0.423 [0.57,0.12,0.00,0.31]
2-methylundecane 2.20b 0.455 [0.79,0.00,0.10,0.11]
hexylcyclohexane 2.20b 0.333 [0.80,0.05,0.12,0.03]
cyclododecane 2.20b 0.333 [0.86,0.02,0.12,0.0]
Low-NOx; Pfrag = (O:C)m frag
dodecane 2.20b 0.077 [0.79,0.17,0.03,0.0]
2-methylundecane 2.20b 0.110 [0.96,0.0,0.04,0.0]
hexylcyclohexane 2.20b 0.214 [0.75,0.17,0.08,0.0]
cyclododecane 2.20b 0.250 [0.88,0.0,0.0,0.11]
High-NOx; Pfrag=cfragNO
dodecane 1.46 0.279 [0.31,0.41,0.07,0.19]
2-methylundecane 1.68 0.397 [0.24,0.50,0.27,0.0]
hexylcyclohexane 1.54 0.233 [0.0,0.50,0.43,0.06]
cyclododecane 2.01 0.279 [0.0,0.0,0.73,0.26]
High-NOx; Pfrag = (O:C)m frag
dodecane 1.69 0.105 [0.26,0.38,0.31,0.05]
2-methylundecane 1.80 0.113 [0.30,0.57,0.13,0.0]
hexylcyclohexane 1.67 0.191 [0.18,0.23,0.59,0.0]
cyclododecane 2.06 0.251 [0.0,0.0,0.88,0.12]
a The relative probabilities of adding 1, 2, 3 or 4 oxygen atoms per reaction.
b Constrained as an upper limit.
parameterizations (Fig. 4a,b). Overall, the OA is dominated
by compounds that have NC = 12 (Fig. 4e), although there
are interestingly contributions from compounds with as few
as 2 carbons at the 0.1 % level. Although the two Pfrag pa-
rameterizations give generally similar results with respect
to the temporal variation in the COA and O:C, the distribu-
tion of molecules that make up the OA differ. The Pfrag(O:C)
parameterization allows for a fragmentation probability that
asymptotically approaches 1 (at O:C = 1), and thus it is possi-
ble to produce molecules with NC = 12 and with a relatively
large number of oxygen atoms, although the contribution of
species with NO >3 to the total OA mass is small. For the
Pfrag(NO) parameterization the probability of fragmentation
linearly varies with NO and, given cfrag = 0.42 coupled with
a Pfunc array dominated by 1 oxygen per reaction, there is
similarly not substantial production of NC = 12 species with
NO >3.
4.2 High-NOx conditions
The observed variations in wall-loss corrected COA and O:C
with reaction time for high-NOx conditions for each of the
alkanes considered are shown in Fig. 1. It is important to note
that the OH concentration during these experiments was time
dependent and decayed rapidly from >107 molecules cm−3
to zero (by around 3 h). This is in contrast to the low-NOx
experiments, where the OH concentration was constant at
around 3× 106 molecules cm−3. The time-dependence of the
[OH] was accounted for in the SOM fit to the observations.
The observed COA in each experiment rapidly increased be-
fore reaching a plateau by around 2–3 h. Unlike the low-NOx
experiments, this plateau behaviour results primarily from
the loss of OH radicals and the cessation of photochemi-
cal reactions and not from an evolution in the distribution
of gas-phase photooxidation products. The observed SOA
O:C were essentially constant with time. Aerosol mass yields
were larger for the ring-containing compounds (Table 1).
The SOM reproduces the observed time-dependent be-
haviour of the COA and O:C, both in terms of shape and ab-
solute magnitude. Note that the close match between the ob-
served and predicted O:C is different than for the low-NOx
conditions, where O:C was over-predicted. Fitting to either
COA and O:C simultaneously or only to COA gave gener-
ally similar results. The best-fit 1LVP values ranged from
1.46 to 2.06 (Fig. 2 and Table 2) and are overall substantially
lower compared to the low-NOx systems, with the excep-
tion of cyclododecane. Under high-NOx conditions the op-
timal fit of the SOM indicates that the majority of reactions
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Fig. 2. Best-fit SOM parameters for dodecane, 2-methylundecane, hexylcyclohexane, and cyclodecane under low-NOx (hashed) and high-
NOx (solid) conditions for different parameterizations for fragmentation: (A–C) used Pfrag(NO) while (D–F) used Pfrag(O:C). Results
are shown for 1LVP (A and D), the fragmentation parameter (B and E) and the oxygen addition array (C and F). The model was fit
simultaneously to the observed COA and O:C. The two fragmentation parameterizations give generally similar results. Note that for the
fragmentation parameter, larger values of cfrag correspond to greater fragmentation while smaller values of mfrag correspond to greater
fragmentation. The grey line in (A) and (D) indicates the upper-limit constraint on 1LVP.
added 2 to 4 oxygen atoms per reaction, with the exact prob-
ability distribution varying for each alkane considered and
some probability of adding 1 oxygen per reaction (with the
exception of cyclododecane). This is in distinct contrast to
the low-NOx systems, where predominately only 1 oxygen
is predicted to be added per reaction. The Pfunc distributions
are generally similar between the two fragmentation param-
eterizations. In general, the non-ring-containing compounds
require larger cfrag (or smaller mfrag) than the ring-containing
compounds, indicating more extensive fragmentation. Addi-
tionally, the best-fit cfrag values are generally larger (and the
mfrag smaller) under high-NOx conditions than under low-
NOx conditions for a given compound, although the extent
to which the values differ depends on the specific alkane and
whether cfrag or mfrag is considered; in some cases the differ-
ences are slight (Fig. 2 and Table 2).
The observed co-variation of H:C with O:C indicates that
the number of H atoms lost per O atom added ranges from
1.25 to 1.83, which is slightly less than for low-NOx con-
ditions (Fig. 3). The SOM captures the observed behaviour
(after specifying the H-per-O relationship), namely that the
H:C and O:C are both nearly constant throughout the reac-
tion, unlike the low-NOx systems (Fig. 3).
The distribution of molecules in NC/NO space at the end
of the reaction is shown for dodecane (Fig. 4c,d). As in the
low-NOx systems, the overall SOA composition is domi-
nated by compounds with NC = 12 (Fig. 4e), although the
fractional contribution of compounds with NC <12 is less
than in the low-NOx experiments. This is likely the result of
a greater number of oxygen atoms being added per reaction
for the high- vs. low-NOx case. This predicts that compounds
with NC = 12 more rapidly add oxygen, leading to a volatility
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Fig. 3. Van Krevelen diagrams (H:C vs. O:C) for the observed SOA (gray points) and the model SOA using the Pfrag(NO) (red lines) and
Pfrag(O:C) (blue lines) fragmentation parameterizations. The top row shows results for low-NOx conditions and the bottom row for high-NOx
conditions. The Van Krevelen slopes (defined according to the parent hydrocarbon y-intercept) are given in each panel.
sufficiently low that condensation is efficient even though the
1LVP tends to be smaller for the high-NOx mechanisms.
5 Discussion
The observations indicate that aerosol mass yields, defined
as COA/1HC (where 1HC is the amount of precursor re-
acted), are larger for the ring-containing compounds than for
the non-ring-containing compounds for both high- and low-
NOx conditions (Table 1). For equivalent amounts of aerosol
formed (specifically, 10 µg m−3), the mass yields for each
species under high- and low-NOx conditions are reasonably
similar, with the exception of cyclododecane, for which the
high-NOx yield is greater (Table 1). Low-NOx conditions
typically have greater H-loss per O-added (i.e. more nega-
tive Van Krevelen slopes) than high-NOx conditions and also
exhibit a more continuous evolution through the Van Krev-
elen space as the reactions proceed. Considering the model
results, the SOM indicates that the decrease in volatility per
oxygen added is substantially larger for low-NOx vs. high-
NOx conditions. The magnitude of the fragmentation param-
eter, cfrag, is generally larger (and mfrag smaller) for low- vs.
high-NOx. Under high-NOx conditions a greater number and
broader distribution of oxygen atoms are added, on average,
per reaction. Low-NOx conditions lead to a slightly broader
distribution of compounds with NC <12 in the particle phase
compared to high-NOx conditions.
To facilitate further comparison between the low-NOx and
high-NOx experiments, which were conducted using dif-
ferent [OH] temporal profiles and different [HC]0, time-
dependent SOA growth simulations were run under the same
reaction conditions using the best-fit parameters determined
above (Fig. 5). Specific reaction conditions and model inputs
were: [OH] = 2.5× 106 molecules cm−3, [HC]0 = 33.5 ppb,
the Pfrag(NO) parameterization was used and the model was
run for 32 h of oxidation. For all except 2-methylundecane,
the COA formed after a given reaction time is initially some-
what greater for the high-NOx conditions, but with an even-
tual cross-over to where the COA becomes larger for the low-
NOx conditions, often substantially so, at long times. For 2-
methylundecane the yield under low-NOx conditions is al-
ways greater than under high-NOx conditions, with the dif-
ference growing with time.
For high-NOx conditions there tends to be a more pro-
nounced turnover in the COA with time and with the turnover
occurring at shorter times compared to low-NOx conditions.
The overall time-dependent evolution of the gas + particle
system reflects the combined influence of all of the param-
eters (Pfrag and Pfunc and 1LVP). Thus, the observed NOx-
dependence on the time-dependent aerosol yields can be un-
derstood through the influence of NOx on both the probabil-
ities of fragmentation vs. functionalization reactions and on
the nature of the functional groups formed, specifically the
decrease in volatility that occurs upon functional group addi-
tion.
There are no clear, systematic differences in the evolu-
tion of the O:C with oxidation between the low- and high-
NOx cases, although O:C tends to be slightly higher for
high-NOx. In general, for low-NOx the O:C first decreases
then increases, consistent with the experiments (which were
conducted under similar conditions as these simulations).
For high-NOx, both 2-methylundecane and hexylcyclohex-
ane exhibit a noticeable increase in the O:C with oxida-
tion, similar to the low-NOx cases, whereas dodecane and
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Fig. 4. Distribution of molecules comprising the model dodecane
SOA at the end of the experiment for low-NOx (A, B) and high-
NOx (C, D) for the Pfrag(NO) (A, C) and Pfrag(O:C) (B, D) pa-
rameterizations. The colors correspond to the log of the fractional
molecular abundance, i.e. log([X]j /6[X]j ), with a lower-limit of
−4 (= 0.01 %). (E) The distributions, binned by NC, for low-NOx
(red) and high-NOx (blue).
cyclododecane exhibit comparably small variations in O:C
with oxidation.
5.1 Time-evolution of individual SOA species
The SOM can be used to follow the time-evolution of the in-
dividual species (i.e. NC/NO pairs) that comprise the model
SOA. Tracking of each SOM species can help to understand
which species contribute most to the SOA mass at any given
time during the experiment, and thus how the composition
is evolving. An example of such a time-trace is shown for
the low-NOx dodecane system using the Pfrag(NO) param-
eterization, where the individual species have been normal-
ized to their maximum concentration (Fig. 6). It can be seen
that there is some clustering of different species with respect
to their specific time-evolution, and species that exhibit sim-
ilar time-dependent behaviour have been colored similarly.
The NC = 12 species with 1 and 2 oxygen atoms have unique
time-profiles while the NC = 8 to 11 species with 1 or 2 oxy-
Fig. 5. Simulated time-evolution of COA and O:C for each
of the parent alkanes using the same reaction conditions but
with compound-specific best-fit SOM parameters. Results are
shown for low-NOx (solid) and high-NOx (dashed), assuming
[OH] = 2.5× 106 molecules cm−3 and [HC]0 = 33.5 ppb.
gens cluster together into one predominant mode. Similarly,
there is a clustering of species with NC = 6–7 and NO = 2–3,
and of species with NC = 8–12 with NO = 3. Finally, species
with NO ≥4 cluster together nearly independent of NC. This
type of clustering behaviour is consistent with the identifica-
tion of unique “factors” associated with the formation and
ageing of low-NOx dodecane SOA (Craven et al., 2012).
In general, the concentrations of individual particle-phase
species with greater numbers of oxygen atoms and smaller
carbon atom numbers peak later in time, consistent with their
formation occurring only after many generations of oxida-
tion. (Note that the assumption of random fragmentation and
the use of a single SOM “grid” preclude direct, quantitative
connections between NC, NO and generation number to be
made.) The clustering of particular species in terms of their
particle-phase concentrations is related to the combined in-
fluence of gas-phase formation rates and the volatility of each
species.
It is also important to consider the actual time-dependent
contributions from each species to the total SOA mass, as
the above discussion (which uses normalized traces) might
place undue focus on species that contribute negligibly to
the SOA mass. Figure 7a shows the actual time-evolution of
the particle phase mass concentration for each SOM species,
and Fig. 7b–d show snapshots of the concentrations of each
species after 5 h, 15 h and 25 h of reaction, normalized to
the total particle mass at that time. It is evident that at
early times the SOA is dominated by the NC = 12, NO = 2
species and the cluster of NC = 8–12, NO = 3 species. As the
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Fig. 6. Simulated time-evolution of each SOM species (i.e. NC/NO
pair) during the low-NOx photooxidation of dodecane. Species
that exhibit a similar temporal dependence have been grouped into
“clusters” and are shown in individual panels with the same color;
the NC and NO of the species that belong to each “cluster” for each
panel are indicated as labels. Each species profile has been normal-
ized to its maximum concentration. For reference, the dashed black
trace in each panel shows the time-evolution of the normalized total
SOA mass. The bottom panel shows all traces together so that the
time-evolution of the various clusters can be compared.
Fig. 7. (A) Simulated mass concentrations of each SOM species,
with each species stacked on the previous. The colors correspond to
those in Fig. 6 and indicate species of a particular “cluster”. (B), (C)
and (D) show snapshots at 5, 15 and 25 hours of reaction, respec-
tively, of the normalized mass concentration of all SOM species on
an oxygen/carbon grid, with concentration indicated by the color of
each cell in the grid (see legend). For each snapshot, the mass con-
centration of each species is normalized by the total SOA mass con-
centration as in Fig. 4; species with a normalized abundance <10−4
are shown as gray and species with O:C >2 are shown as white.
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reaction progresses, the cluster of NO = 4 species begins to
contribute significantly while the abundance of the NC = 12,
NO = 2 species decreases as it is converted into more oxi-
dized species. This illustrates the dynamic nature of the SOA
composition as it forms and ages.
5.2 Relationship of 1LVP and oxygen addition
In principle, the addition of different functional groups corre-
sponds to different values for 1LVP in the SOM. For exam-
ple, the SIMPOL model of Pankow and Asher (2008) sug-
gests the following: 1LVP(alcohol) ∼2.23; 1LVP(ketone)
∼0.94; 1LVP(aldehyde) ∼1.35; 1LVP(nitrate) ∼0.74;
1LVP(hydroperoxide) ∼ 1.24. (Recall that 1LVP is defined
on a per-oxygen basis.)
Under low-NOx reaction conditions, likely products from
gas-phase pathways are hydroperoxides, carbonyl hydroper-
oxides, hydroxyl hydroperoxides, carboxylic acids, hydrox-
ylcarboxylic acids, hydroxyperacids and hydroxyl carbonyls
(Yee et al., 2012). For the low-NOx systems the best-fit SOM
1LVP values are all >2, which would suggest the addition
of predominately hydroxyl (–OH) functional groups. How-
ever, addition only of alcohols seems unlikely, both from a
mechanistic perspective (Yee et al., 2012) and from consid-
eration of the observed H-loss per O-added (or Van Kreve-
len slope). Strict alcohol addition would correspond to a Van
Krevelen slope of 0, which can be compared with the ad-
dition of a ketone or aldehyde (slope =−2) or hydroperox-
ide (slope = 0). The observed low-NOx Van Krevelen slopes
ranged from−1.45 to−2.2. Such values are more suggestive
of substantial ketone or aldehyde addition, as opposed to ad-
dition of alcohols, ketones and hydroperoxides as suggested
by Yee et al. (2012). Thus, there appears to be some incon-
sistency between the model 1LVP values, the observed Van
Krevelen slopes and the expected products.
One potential reconciliation between these differing indi-
cations of functional group addition is the presence of con-
densed phase reactions. The above functional group/1LVP
relationships do not account for condensed phase reactions
that can alter the nature of the functional groups comprising
the SOA (and thus the H:C and O:C relationship) and the ap-
parent volatility of the condensed-phase compounds. Impor-
tantly, certain condensed phase reactions involve a change in
the Van Krevelen slope while others preserve the slope. De-
hydration reactions involve loss of water molecules and lead
to a change in the observed H:C vs. O:C slope, moving it to-
wards steeper values. For example, ester formation, typically
from the reaction of a carboxylic acid and alcohol, involves
loss of a water molecule:
R(O)OH + R′OH↔ R(O)OR′ + H2O (R1)
Assuming that this water does not influence the SOA O:C
measurement, esterification leads to an overall Van Kreve-
len slope of −2 relative to the unreacted hydrocarbon and,
by forming a longer-chain species (i.e. an oligomer), a de-
crease in vapour pressure despite the loss of functional group
(the magnitude of this vapour pressure decrease will depend
on the carbon chain length of the molecules involved). Cy-
clization reactions of hydroxycarbonyl species to form cyclic
hemiacetals followed by dehydration to form a dihydrofu-
ran also involve loss of water molecules, again leading to
a shift in the Van Krevelen slope towards steeper values.
However, such reactions do not lead to oligomerization, and
thus the volatility of the dihydrofuran product may be sub-
stantially higher than the cyclic hemiacetal. The increased
vapour pressure could lead to evaporation of the dihydrofu-
ran, which could undergo further gas-phase processing and,
potentially, re-condensation as a more oxidized species. Ul-
timately, if the dihydrofuran does not remain or end up back
in the particle, the Van Krevelen slope of the SOA will be
unaffected. It is worth noting that such dehydration reactions
will lead to a decrease in the observed SOA O:C, and could
provide an explanation for the model over-estimate. Alto-
gether, consideration of the observations and the model re-
sults suggest that condensed-phase reactions occur that al-
ter not only the apparent volatility of the SOA species, but
also their atomic composition. However, it is possible that
a bias against detection of hydroperoxides could also have
influenced the observed Van Krevelen slope. Addition of hy-
droperoxides should yield a slope of 0. Thus, if hydroperox-
ides are primarily detected following loss of –OOH, the ob-
served slope would be shifted towards more negative values.
To the extent that this occurs, the need to invoke condensed
phase reactions to explain the differing indications of func-
tional group addition would be lessened.
Under high-NOx conditions, the model 1LVP values
ranged from 1.46 to 2.06 (or 1.46 to 1.80 if cyclodode-
cane is excluded). Interestingly, these values are signifi-
cantly larger than that associated with organonitrate addi-
tion (1LVP = 0.74) even though the best-fit Pfunc array in-
dicates a substantial fraction of reactions add up to 3 or
4 oxygen atoms per reaction, which is consistent with ni-
trate addition. The mean H-loss-per-O added ranged from
1.25 to 1.83, also significantly larger than expected if ni-
trate functional group addition dominates (−0.33). Again,
these results suggest that condensed phase reactions are al-
tering the observed SOA properties, and thus the interpreta-
tion of the SOM best-fit parameters. As with the low-NOx
case, condensed phase reactions that make the Van Krevelen
slope more negative (steeper) are suggested to reconcile the
observations, expected mechanism and SOM results. In the
condensed phase, organonitrates can undergo hydration re-
actions followed by acid-catalyzed nitrate loss to form alco-
hols. However, such reactions are unlikely under the very low
RH conditions of these experiments, and furthermore would
move the slope in the wrong direction (i.e. towards zero). Es-
terification (dehydration) reactions may also be occurring in
the high-NOx particles, moving the slope towards more neg-
ative values and, likely, decreasing the apparent volatility of
the condensed species. Taken together, the low and high-NOx
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 1, but where the high-NOx and low-NOxcfrag and mfrag parameters have been constrained; see text for details.
results illustrate the broader point that interpretation of Van
Krevelen diagrams in terms of how the SOA composition
relates to the associated gas-phase composition is not nec-
essarily straightforward since the measurements may likely
be affected by condensed phase reactions. This conclusion
is consistent with the findings of Craven et al. (2012), who
determined that movement between the different identified
SOA “factors” occurs along multiple Van Krevelen slopes.
When interpreting the best-fit SOM parameters in terms of
chemical mechanisms, as above, it is important to consider
the robustness of the fit parameters. This is examined here
by re-fitting the SOM to observations of COA only (as op-
posed to COA and O:C), but where the Pfrag parameters (i.e.
cfrag and mfrag) for the high-NOx reactions are constrained to
be equal to the best-fit values from the low-NOx reactions,
and vice versa. The extent to which the constrained cfrag and
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Fig. 9. Best-fit SOM parameters for dodecane, 2-methylundecane, hexylcyclohexane, and cyclodecane under high-NOx conditions for both
the overall best-fit (solid bars, as in Fig. 2) and the best-fit when the cfrag and mfrag parameters are constrained to be equal to the low-NOx
overall best-fit values (hashed bars). Results are shown for both the Pfrag(NO) (A–C) and Pfrag(O:C) (D–F) parameterizations and include
(A and D) 1LVP, (B and E) the fragmentation parameter, and (C and F) the oxygen addition array. The constrained model was fit only to
the observed COA. The grey line in (A) and (D) indicates the upper-limit constraint on 1LVP.
mfrag values differ from the best-fit values differs for each
alkane, although in general the constrained high-NOxcfrag is
larger (and mfrag smaller) compared to the overall best-fit,
while for low-NOx reactions the opposite is true (Table 2). In
most cases, it is still possible to fit the SOM to the observed
COA growth, although there are a few exceptions where the
COA is under-predicted after fitting (Fig. 8). In general, the
extent to which the best-fit 1LVP and Pfunc array differ be-
tween the constrained and overall fit depends on how differ-
ent the cfrag and mfrag parameters are. For the high-NOx reac-
tions, many of the resulting 1LVP values for the constrained
fits are increased to offset the greater fragmentation, while,
importantly, the oxygen distributions are reasonably similar
between the constrained and overall best-fit (Fig. 9). The pre-
dicted O:C for the constrained fit does not match the observa-
tions quite as well as the overall best-fit (although remaining
within the ±30 % uncertainty for all cases; Fig. 8). For the
low-NOx reactions, some of the resulting 1LVP values for
the constrained fits are decreased, although for many cases
the differences are small, while the oxygen distributions are
generally unchanged (Fig. 10). This comparison illustrates
that the 1LVP and Pfrag parameters can have compensating
effects, which indicates that care must be taken in their inter-
pretation. Nonetheless, the results from the constrained and
overall best-fits are sufficiently similar that the general con-
clusions reached above are unchanged.
6 Summary and conclusions
For a comprehensive series of SOA formation experiments
from photooxidation of four NC = 12 alkanes, two straight
chain and two ring-containing, observations indicate that the
SOA yield is larger for these compounds under low- vs. high-
NOx conditions, with the exception of cyclododecane. The
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Fig. 10. Best-fit SOM parameters for dodecane, 2-methylundecane, hexylcyclohexane, and cyclodecane under low-NOx conditions for both
the overall best-fit (solid bars, as in Fig. 2) and the best-fit when the cfrag and mfrag parameters are constrained to be equal to the high-NOx
overall best-fit values (hashed bars). Results are shown for both the Pfrag(NO) (A–C) and Pfrag(O:C) (D–F) parameterizations and include
(A and D) 1LVP, (B and E) the fragmentation parameter, and (C and F) the oxygen addition array. The constrained model was fit only to
the observed COA. The grey line in (A) and (D) indicates the upper-limit constraint on 1LVP.
O:C atomic ratio is generally similar between high- and low-
NOx, although the low-NOx experiments exhibit a continu-
ous increase in O:C as oxidation proceeds. This difference
results primarily from the differing oxidation conditions: the
[OH] during low-NOx experiments was approximately con-
stant around 2× 106 molecules cm−3, whereas the [OH] dur-
ing high-NOx experiments started higher but rapidly decayed
due to efficient photolysis of the OH precursor (HONO).
The observed COA temporal growth curves have been fit
to the statistical oxidation model (Cappa and Wilson, 2012)
to derive values for the mean decrease in volatility per oxy-
gen added (1LVP), the probability of fragmentation and the
distribution of oxygens added per reaction. In general, there
is excellent model/measurement agreement in terms of the
time-evolution of the COA. This work demonstrates that the
use of a kinetic, multi-generation model to represent SOA
formation during photooxidation can provide insights into
the SOA formation process and facilitate the interpretation
of smog chamber observations.
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We report a protocol for using black carbon (BC) aerosol as
the seed for secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation in an en-
vironmental chamber. We employ a single-particle soot photome-
ter (SP2) to probe single-particle SOA coating growth dynamics
and find that SOA growth on nonspherical BC aerosol is diffusion-
limited. Aerosol composition measurements with an Aerodyne high
resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) con-
firm that the presence of BC seed does not alter the composition
of SOA as compared to self-nucleated SOA or condensed SOA
on ammonium sulfate seed. We employ a 3-wavelength photoa-
coustic soot spectrometer (PASS-3) to measure optical properties
of the systems studied, including fullerene soot as the surrogate
BC seed, nucleated naphthalene SOA from high-NOx photooxida-
tion, and nucleated α-pinene SOA from low-NOx photooxidation.
A core-and-shell Mie scattering model of the light absorption en-
hancement is in good agreement with measured enhancements for
both the low- and high-NOx α-pinene photooxidation systems, re-
inforcing the assumption of a core-shell morphology for coated
BC particles. A discrepancy between measured and modeled ab-
sorption enhancement factors in the naphthalene photooxidation
system is attributed to the wavelength-dependence of refractive in-
dex of the naphthalene SOA. The coating of high-NOx α-pinene
SOA decreases after reaching a peak thickness during irradiation,
reflecting a volatility change in the aerosol, as confirmed by the
relative magnitudes of f43 and f44 in the AMS spectra. The protocol
described here provides a framework by which future studies of
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SOA optical properties and single-particle growth dynamics may
be explored in environmental chambers.
[Supplementary materials are available for this article. Go to
the publisher’s online edition of Aerosol Science and Technology
to view the free supplementary files.]
1. INTRODUCTION
Refractory black carbon (rBC), alternately referred to as el-
emental carbon, is the dominant component of light-absorbing
atmospheric aerosol. While rBC refers to the strongly light-
absorbing component of soot, emission sources containing rBC,
such as diesel exhaust, may contain other constituents such as
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), aliphatic hydrocar-
bons, and other volatile compounds (Schauer et al. 1996; Klee-
man et al. 2000; Fruin et al. 2004). These organic compounds
co-emitted with rBC evaporate substantially upon dilution from
the tailpipe to ambient conditions (Robinson et al. 2007).
The traditional understanding is that fresh, urban-emitted
rBC is almost entirely composed of hydrophobic rBC and is un-
likely to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (Weingartner
et al. 1997). After emission, rBC particles can become coated
by inorganic and organic non-light-absorbing components via
coagulation with other particles and condensation of vapors
(Abel et al. 2003; Po´sfai et al. 2003; Riemer et al. 2004; Moffet
and Prather 2009). Recent studies with a single-particle soot
photometer (SP2) have revealed that fresh, urban-emitted rBC
particles may be thinly coated with light-scattering material,
while rBC in aged air masses tends to be more thickly coated
(Moteki et al. 2007; Shiraiwa et al. 2007, 2008; Schwarz et al.
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for the transition from a fresh to a more aged state have been
estimated to range from 12 h to a day (Johnson et al. 2005;
Moteki et al. 2007; Khalizov et al. 2009a; Park et al. 2012).
Interactions with gas and aerosol species transform rBC into an
internally mixed state, where it may eventually serve as a CCN
(Zuberi et al. 2005). Hygroscopic coatings also enhance the
wet deposition rate of these particles (Weingartner et al. 1997;
Saathoff et al. 2003; Jacobson 2006; Stier et al. 2006). A coat-
ing of non-light-absorbing components onto rBC increases the
light scattering and absorption cross sections of these particles
(Fuller et al. 1999; Saathoff et al. 2003; Schnaiter et al. 2005;
Bond et al. 2006; Mikhailov et al. 2006; Stier et al. 2006; Slowik
et al. 2007a; Zhang et al. 2008; Wehner et al. 2009; Khalizov
et al. 2009b; Cross et al. 2010; Lack and Cappa 2010; Shiraiwa
et al. 2010). At least one ambient study, however, found no ev-
idence of an enhancement of light absorption by condensation
of secondary material (Chan et al. 2010b). A study of ambient
rBC in Toronto showed no detectable change in absorption en-
hancement between fresh and aged aerosol but attributed this
observation to the fact that the fresh rBC had a sufficient coating
such that additional coatings did not further enhance absorption
(Knox et al. 2009).
While ambient rBC measurements have revealed valuable
insights into the aging process, namely coating thicknesses and
growth timescales, important questions still remain. What mech-
anisms govern the transition from externally to internally mixed
rBC aerosol? Does rBC, acting as a site for condensation of
secondary organic aerosol (SOA), affect the composition of the
SOA as compared to SOA condensed onto other aerosol types
or nucleated homogeneous aerosol? To what extent are the coat-
ings on rBC sufficiently volatile to evaporate upon dilution?
Of what physical structure is the rBC and its “coating” and how
might this affect interpretation of absorption enhancements seen
(or not seen) in ambient data?
Controlled laboratory experiments of rBC aging can isolate
some of the complexities of the aging process. The absorption
enhancement that arises from coating nascent soot particles with
a variety of non-light-absorbing materials is readily measured
(Saathoff et al. 2003; Schnaiter et al. 2003, 2005; Mikhailov et al.
2006; Slowik et al. 2007a; Zhang et al. 2008; Khalizov et al.
2009b; Cross et al. 2010). Initially fractal soot agglomerates tend
to compact substantially after a coating has formed (Saathoff
et al. 2003; Slowik et al. 2007b; Zhang et al. 2008; Khalizov
et al. 2009a,b; Cross et al. 2010; Bueno et al. 2011). In addition,
rBC and polystyrene latex spheres (PSL) of the same mobility
are observed to acquire sulfuric acid coatings at the same rate,
indicating that the coating mechanism is independent of particle
composition and shape (Khalizov et al. 2009a).
Limited laboratory chamber studies of SOA growth in the
presence of soot seed particles exist. Studies at the University
of North Carolina Ambient Air Research Facility have focused
on how the presence of soot affects gas-particle partitioning and
found that diffusional mass transfer is the limiting control on
gas-particle partitioning (Strommen and Kamens 1997, 1999),
and that the polarity of the seed particles, including diesel and
wood soot, and the gas-phase organic compounds can affect the
gas-particle equilibrium partitioning (Leach et al. 1999). These
studies have focused on the partitioning between gas and particle
phases rather than any unique chemical or physical properties of
either the gases or the soot. Studies at the Aerosols, Interactions
and Dynamics in the Atmosphere (AIDA) chamber facility re-
port the enhancement of light absorption by soot seed particles
coated with α-pinene ozonolysis SOA (Saathoff et al. 2003)
and evaluate absorption enhancements by particle coagulation
and growth of SOA (Schnaiter et al. 2003, 2005). These studies
have focused primarily on the optical and morphological prop-
erties of the soot as growth of SOA or coagulation with other
particles occurs in the chamber. Studies at the Carnegie Mellon
University environmental chamber found that SOA formed by
the photooxidation of evaporated diesel exhaust exceeded by
a wide margin the SOA mass predicted by a model including
the classified hydrocarbons (Weitkamp et al. 2007). A study
at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) smog chamber character-
ized the chemical composition and emission factors of primary
and secondary organic aerosol from three diesel vehicles with
various engine after-treatment systems (Chirico et al. 2010).
These studies have focused on characterizing SOA from the
many gas-phase precursors found in diesel exhaust or on the
efforts to clean up the exhaust from diesel engines. Most of
the studies listed above used fresh diesel or wood soot, which
typically has a thin layer of nonrefractory material on the rBC
or has soot co-emitted with many gas-phase species, such as
PAHs. Uncoated spark-generated soot was also used and has
been found to be chemically and optically different than diesel
soot and is, therefore, not a good surrogate for atmospheric
rBC (Kirchner et al. 2003; Schnaiter et al. 2003). Commercially
available fullerene soot is a fractal, hydrophobic particle that
most resembles ambient rBC in the SP2 instrument (Moteki and
Kondo 2010; Laborde et al. 2012) and is structurally similar to
diesel soot (Moteki et al. 2009), although chemical and optical
comparisons to ambient soot have yet to be reported.
A principal goal of this study is to demonstrate the utility of
chamber experiments that employ fullerene soot as a refractory
black carbon seed aerosol in conjunction with the single-particle
soot photometer, the photoacoustic soot spectrometer, and the
aerosol mass spectrometer to probe the dynamics of secondary
aerosol formation. Three SOA systems were studied to demon-
strate the utility of this experimental protocol on a variety of
chemical and optical properties. To distinguish this study from
previous chamber studies with soot, the rBC surrogate used in
this study is dry, uncoated fullerene soot to avoid artifacts from
coatings and additional hydrocarbons that are present with,
for example, diesel soot. Particle-by-particle measurements
of the coating thickness of SOA on the rBC seed by the SP2
directly reveal dynamic growth and evaporation processes.
Once SOA growth has reached a point at which the coating
thickness is no longer changing appreciably, chamber dilution
can be used to provide a driving force for SOA evaporation and
an assessment of SOA volatility through decrease of coating
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composition measurements provide data that can relate growth
and evaporation behavior to SOA chemical composition. A
fundamental chemical examination of the composition changes
during SOA growth is beyond the scope of this study; however,
demonstrating that composition changes occur coincidentally
with changes in rBC coating thicknesses and aerosol optical
properties provide a framework by which future mechanistic
studies may be carried out.
2. METHODS
2.1. Experimental Protocols
Experiments (Table 1) were conducted in the Caltech dual
28-m3 Teflon chambers. Details of the facilities are given
elsewhere (Cocker et al. 2001; Keywood et al. 2004). Before
each experiment, the chambers were flushed with dried, pu-
rified air for >24 h, until the particle number concentration
(<10 cm−3), mass concentration (<0.1 μg m−3), and hydro-
carbon mixing ratios were below detection limits of the instru-
ments. Seeded experiments were conducted with two types of
seeds; fullerene soot (stock #40971, lot #L20W054, Alfa Aesar,
Ward Hill, MA, USA) as a fractal, rBC surrogate and ammo-
nium sulfate (AS) as a spherical inorganic particle alternative.
Fullerene soot particles were generated by nebulizing a suspen-
sion of fullerene soot and milliQ water until the desired particle
volume concentration in the chamber was reached. Prior to neb-
ulizing, the fullerene soot suspension was sonicated for ∼20 min
to facilitate the mixing of the hydrophobic soot particles in wa-




Experiment [HC]o OH volumea mass
number [ppb] source Seed [μm3 cm−3] [μg m−3] Description
Naphthalene
1 16.6 ± 0.1 CH3ONOb rBCc 10.1 ± 0.7 13.0 ± 0.20 SOA condensation followed by
chamber dilution
2 10.7 ± 0.1 CH3ONO ASd + rBC 34.4 ± 2.8 14.2 ± 0.14 SOA condensation with seed
competition followed by
chamber dilution
3 21.9 ± 0.1 CH3ONO naphe 43.6 ± 0.5 – SOA nucleation with rBC
injection and coagulation
4 27.5 ± 0.1 CH3ONO naph + rBC 62.3 ± 1.5 22.0 ± 0.34f SOA nucleation followed by
rBC injection and SOA
growth then chamber dilution
α-pinene
5 27.0 ± 0.1 CH3ONO rBC 14.4 ± 0.5 29.2 ± 0.70g SOA condensation followed by
chamber dilution
6 24.1 ± 0.1 CH3ONO AS + rBC 28.9 ± 1.1 9.4 ± 0.36 SOA condensation with seed
competition followed by
chamber dilution
7 10.8 ± 0.2 H2O2h rBC 18.2 ± 1.0 23.0 ± 0.12 SOA condensation followed by
chamber dilution
8 11.6 ± 0.2 H2O2 AS + rBC 32.6 ± 1.5 16.2 ± 0.14 SOA condensation with seed
competition followed by
chamber dilution
9 18.0 ± 0.1 H2O2 α-pi + rBC 28.2 ± 1.0 49.8 ± 0.16f SOA nucleation followed by
rBC injection and SOA
growth then chamber dilution
aCalculated from DMA data assuming spherical particles. bCH3ONO was used for high-NOx experiments, to which extra NO was added
prior to irradiation to bring [NO]o to 369–416 ppb. crBC = fullerene soot aerosol. dAS = ammonium sulfate aerosol. enaph = nucleated SOA
from naphthalene-OH photooxidation prior to rBC injection. fSOA mass after the second growth period with SOA mass from the first period
subtracted. gMeasurement taken after some evaporation of SOA had occurred. hH2O2 was used for low-NOx experiments, to which no extra NO
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(AS), a commonly used seed particle in environmental cham-
bers, was injected into the chamber by atomizing a 0.015 M
aqueous ammonium sulfate solution. In the “AS + rBC” exper-
iments denoted in Table 1, ammonium sulfate was injected into
the chamber and allowed to mix for ∼30 min while gas-phase
species were loaded into the chamber before injection of the
fullerene soot. Upon injection of rBC in these dual seed exper-
iments, an attempt was made to match the calculated particle
surface areas of the AS and rBC from online scanning mobility
particle sizer measurements. The median mobility diameter of
the AS seed was ∼90 nm while for the fullerene soot the median
mobility diameter was ∼140 nm (Figure S1b).
Experiments were run under both low- and high-NOx con-
ditions using hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and methyl nitrite
(CH3ONO) as the OH sources, respectively. H2O2 was injected
into the chamber by evaporating 280 μL of 50% wt aqueous so-
lution into the chamber with 5 L min−1 of purified air. CH3ONO
was vaporized into an evacuated 500 mL glass bulb and intro-
duced into the chamber with 5 L min−1 of purified air. CH3ONO
was synthesized following the method described by Taylor et al.
(1980) and modified by Chan et al. (2010a).
Two SOA precursors were studied: naphthalene and α-
pinene. Naphthalene is an important polycyclic aromatic hy-
drocarbon (PAH) that, like rBC, is a product of incomplete
combustion in diesel engines and biomass burning (Schauer
et al. 1999, 2001; Ravindra et al. 2008). PAHs, in general, may
account for as much as one-half of SOA from diesel emissions
(Chan et al. 2009). Napthalene (99%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) was introduced into the chamber by flowing 1 L
min−1 purified air through an FEP Teflon tube packed with
solid naphthalene (Chan et al. 2009). α-Pinene, the most abun-
dantly emitted monoterpene, is an important biogenic volatile
organic compound (VOC), with global emissions of 34–50 Tg
C yr−1 (Guenther et al. 1995; Chung and Seinfeld 2002; Pye
et al. 2010). α-Pinene was introduced into the chamber by in-
jecting a volume of liquid into a glass bulb, and the vapor was
carried into the chamber with 5 L min−1 of purified air. All
naphthalene experiments were conducted in the same cham-
ber, while all but one α-pinene experiment (Experiment 8 in
Table 1) were conducted in the other chamber. In all experi-
ments, the chamber contents, seed particles, parent hydrocar-
bon, and OH source, were allowed to mix for 1 h before begin-
ning irradiation. In most experiments, after maximum particle
growth was obtained, the UV lights were turned off and the
chamber was diluted ∼12–18 h while sampling continued. Af-
ter irradiation was stopped and before chamber dilution began,
cyclohexane, injected by a method similar to α-pinene injection,
was introduced to the chamber to be used as a tracer for dilution.
2.2. Instrumentation
A suite of instruments was used to study the evolution of the
gas and particle phases. The parent hydrocarbons and dilution
tracer were measured using a gas chromatograph with flame ion-
ization detector (GC/FID, Model 6890N, Agilent Technologies,
Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA), equipped with an HP-5 column
(15 m × 0.53 mm ID × 1.5 μm thickness, Agilent). The GC/FID
response to naphthalene was calibrated by dissolving a known
mass of naphthalene in dichloromethane and vaporizing into a
55 L Teflon chamber. The GC/FID response to α-pinene and cy-
clohexane was calibrated by vaporizing a small volume of liquid
into a 50 L chamber and diluting aliquots of that sample into a 55
L chamber. NO and NOx were measured with a chemilumines-
cence NO/NOx analyzer (Model APNA 360, HORIBA Instru-
ments Incorporated, Irvine, CA, USA). Relative humidity (RH),
temperature (T), and O3 were continuously monitored. RH of
the chamber was typically <5% during irradiation periods, ris-
ing to ∼10% during the overnight chamber dilution. The initial
chamber temperature was typically ∼20–24◦C; however, heat-
ing from the UV lights caused a rise in temperature of ∼4–6◦C
during irradiation. Initial O3 concentration was typically <5
ppb. Varying amounts of NO were added from a gas cylinder
(Scott-Marrin, Riverside, CA, USA) to ensure high NOx con-
ditions at the start of most experiments, except where noted
in Table 1. Aerosol size distribution and number concentration
were measured continuously using a custom-built scanning mo-
bility particle sizer consisting of a differential mobility analyzer
(DMA, Model 3081, TSI Incorporated, Shoreview, MN, USA)
coupled to a condensation particle counter (CPC, Model 3010,
TSI), henceforth referred to as the DMA.
Refractory black carbon (rBC) mass measurements were
made with a Droplet Measurement Technologies (DMT, Boul-
der, CO, USA) Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2). The SP2
affords measurements of both the particle-by-particle rBC mass
as well as the thickness of non-rBC coating on each particle
(Stephens et al. 2003; Baumgardner et al. 2004; Schwarz et al.
2006; Moteki and Kondo 2007; Slowik et al. 2007a). This par-
ticular SP2 was used in a previous study (Metcalf et al. 2012)
and the only difference in configuration was an increase in the
gain setting on the narrowband incandescence channel to in-
crease sensitivity to rBC mass. Calibrations, as detailed by Met-
calf et al. (2012), were repeated just prior to this set of cham-
ber experiments. Aquadag (Aqueous Deflocculated Acheson
Graphite, Acheson Colloids Company, Port Huron, MI, USA)
was mobility-selected by a DMA and sampled by the SP2.
Because the SP2 is known to be more sensitive to Aquadag
than to other rBC standards (Laborde et al. 2012), a correc-
tion factor of 25% is used to relate the SP2 signals to fullerene
soot mass (Baumgardner et al. 2012). Estimated uncertainty
in single-particle mass determination is ∼40%, based largely
on the uncertainty in Aquadag mass during calibration and the
relationship to fullerene soot mass. To relate rBC mass to par-
ticle size, the volume-equivalent diameter (VED) is calculated
assuming the rBC is a void-free sphere with an effective mo-
bility density given by Gysel et al. (2011). Note that there is
additional uncertainty in the fullerene mobility density because
not all batches of fullerene soot have the same effective den-
sity (Laborde et al. 2012); the batch used in this study differs
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errors through the calculations, estimated uncertainty in VED is
∼12%.
Real-time particle mass spectra were collected continuously
by an Aerodyne high resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass
spectrometer (AMS) (Jayne et al. 2000; DeCarlo et al. 2006;
Canagaratna et al. 2007). The AMS was operated predomi-
nantly in the lower resolution, higher sensitivity “V-mode,” but
was manually switched periodically to the high resolution “W-
mode.” “V-mode” data were analyzed using a fragmentation
table to separate sulfate, ammonium, and organic spectra and to
time-trace specific m/z ratios. “W-mode” data were analyzed in
IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, USA) using
the PIKA 1.10H module to determine the chemical formulas
contributing to distinct m/z ratios (DeCarlo et al. 2006). The
AMS ionization efficiency was calibrated at the beginning of the
study using dried, 350 nm NH4NO3 particles. AMS collection
efficiency is assumed to be 0.5 to account for particle bounce off
the heater inside the instrument (Huffman et al. 2005; Middle-
brook et al. 2012); however, because the collection efficiency
could not be explicitly determined for the systems studied, the
mass-weighted optical properties calculated in this work use
aerosol mass calculated from particle volume concentrations
determined by the DMA measurements. Aerosol densities were
determined by comparing DMA volume distributions with AMS
particle time-of-flight mass distributions following the method
described by DeCarlo et al. (2004). AMS mass loadings re-
ported in the figures and in Table 1 have an overall uncertainty
of ∼30% (Bahreini et al. 2009). AMS bulk masses are averaged
over 3 min intervals.
Aerosol absorption and scattering coefficients (babs and bsca)
were measured with a DMT 3-λ photoacoustic soot spectrom-
eter (PASS-3), which is an instrument based on several pre-
vious prototypes (Lewis et al. 2008, and references therein).
Briefly, submicron aerosol scattering coefficient is determined
by an integrating sphere/photodetector at each wavelength,
405 nm, 532 nm, and 781 nm. Aerosol absorption is deter-
mined by the photoacoustic method, which uses a microphone
to measure sound/pressure waves emanating from heated gas
around aerosols absorbing laser light. The PASS-3 scattering
signal was calibrated with a concentrated stream of 220 nm
polystyrene latex spheres (PSL) and the absorption signal with
aerosol from a concentrated Nigrosin dye (product #198285
lot #MKBD9679V, Sigma-Aldrich) solution. Calibrations were
performed at particle concentrations much higher than those
used in the chamber experiments in order to make use of the laser
power meter onboard the instrument and calculate extinction us-
ing Beer’s Law. The linear response of the PASS-3 is appropri-
ately extrapolated to experiment-relevant values because of the
linearity of the detectors (Cross et al. 2010, supplement). Dur-
ing this study, data from the λ = 532 nm channel were deemed
unreliable due to a hardware malfunction and have been omitted
from the analysis. Lower detection limit is estimated by three
times the standard deviation of signal noise during particle-free
sampling. The lower detection limits for babs are 24.62 ± 0.36
and 3.89 ± 0.65 Mm−1 and for bsca are 10.40 ± 1.42 and 8.20
± 1.64 Mm−1 for λ = 405 and 781 nm, respectively. Abso-
lute accuracy at aerosol levels relevant to this study was not
determined; however, other PASS-3 instruments have reported
absolute accuracy well within 20% (Flowers et al. 2010, supple-






where babs,λ(t) is the measured aerosol absorption coefficient as
a function of time, t, and babs,λ(t0) is the measured absorption
coefficient of the (uncoated) fullerene soot seed particles prior
to chamber irradiation. Because the mass of rBC in the cham-
ber remains relatively constant during the irradiation periods
of the experiments, this formulation is equivalent to defining
enhancement using the mass absorption cross section (MAC).
A prototype instrument was used to detect particle sphericity
by single-particle laser light scattering (see the online supple-
mental information). Briefly, single particles are brought into a
circularly-polarized laser beam (λ = 532 nm) and the angular
pattern of light scattered off the particle is detected with a pho-
tomultiplier tube (PMT) assembly. Eight detectors positioned at
a polar angle of 50◦ in the forward scattering direction measure
light scattered onto lenses at one end of fiber optic cables, the
other ends of which are mounted in front of a PMT assembly
that has a single channel devoted to each cable.
According to Mie theory, homogeneous spherical particles
scatter circularly polarized light uniformly around the azimuth
of a given polar angle. Particle sphericity, the degree to which a
given particle acts like a sphere when scattering light, has been
measured and analyzed previously with instruments similar to
that used here (Dick et al. 1994, 1998; Sachweh et al. 1995).
Our analysis follows the same logic as that of previous authors,
although our mathematical formulation of sphericity is different
(see the online supplemental information). To determine the de-
gree of sphericity, we quantify the deviation among eight sensors
at a fixed polar angle, which we call “nonsphericity” (). Little
deviation and smaller nonsphericity values are indicative of a
spherical particle, while a large deviation and larger nonspheric-
ity values indicate a nonspherical particle. Because the optical
fibers differ in length and in radii of curvature between the lenses
and the PMT, these artifacts are accounted for in the nonspheric-
ity calculation by quantifying the extent to which each channel
has the same deviation from its respective median signal.
2.3. Mie Scattering Model
For determination of single-particle coating thicknesses from
SP2 light-scattering measurements and for comparison to bulk
optical properties measured by the PASS-3, the Mie scatter-
ing model is used to calculate scattering and absorption cross
sections for single particles. The Mie scattering model in this
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a version of BHMIE (Bohren and Huffman 1998) to compute
scattering coefficients for a stratified sphere (Toon and Ack-
erman 1981). For interpretation of SP2 scattering signals, the
scattering function is integrated over the solid angles subtended
by the SP2 detectors to compare the measured and modeled
signals (scattering cross section) to derive an optical diameter,
from which the coating thickness on the rBC core is determined.
Note that coating thicknesses reported in this work are in terms
of diameter and are, thus, the particle diameter increase as a
result of the coating. Mean coating thicknesses are reported as
a number-weighted mean over all detected coating thicknesses
over all rBC core sizes. The measured peak scattering signal
is derived from a leading edge-only (LEO) fit of the scattering
signal in order to correct for evaporating coatings as particles
traverse the laser in the SP2 (Gao et al. 2007). The rBC refractive
index is assumed to be 1.95 + 0.79i (Bond and Bergstrom 2006),
and a coating refractive index of 1.5 + 0.0i is used, matching
previous studies (Schwarz et al. 2008a,b; Metcalf et al. 2012).
Uncertainty in retrieved coating thickness from the SP2 scatter-
ing signal is ∼40% (Metcalf et al. 2012). The Mie scattering
model of SP2 signals is also used to determine the size of purely
scattering particles. Again, a refractive index of 1.5 + 0.0i and
the LEO fitting method on the measured scattering signal are
used, and the optical size range of detection is 169–600 nm.
Estimated uncertainty in retrieved optical diameter is ∼5% for
purely scattering particles.
For comparison to the measured absorption enhancement
factors, the Mie model is used to calculate a time-dependent ab-
sorption enhancement factor from the mean coating thicknesses
retrieved from SP2 measurements. Because total scattering and
absorption is considered, integration over the SP2 detection an-
gles is not carried out in this calculation. At each time interval,
rBC core sizes from SP2 incandescence signals are binned into
36 core size bins spanning 90–265 nm VED and into 37 coating
thickness bins of −60–300 nm diameter, based on the detected
scattering cross sections. Note that negative coating thicknesses
at a given rBC VED represent scattering cross sections smaller
than what the core-shell Mie model calculates for a particle
with zero coating thickness on those rBC cores. These values
are necessary to include due to the uncertainties in assumed re-
fractive index and in SP2 calibration. From these binned number
of particles, N, a time- and rBC-core-size-dependent mean coat-
ing thickness, Dcoat, is calculated, from which the Mie model is
used to calculate the absorption cross sections, σ abs,λ, at λ = 405
and 781 nm. The rBC core-size-dependent enhancement factors,
E
c
abs,λ, are calculated from these mean coating thicknesses by
E
c





σabs,λ (VED,Dcoat = 0) . [2]
The fraction, fσabs,λ , of total absorption cross section present at
each rBC core size relative to the total absorption cross section


















Finally, the calculated time-dependent absorption enhancement
factor, Ecabs,λ, is calculated by weighting the rBC core-size-
dependent enhancement factors by the fraction of absorption




fσabs,λ (t, VED) × E
c
abs,λ (t, VED). [4]
In the final calculation of size-dependent absorption enhance-
ments, only rBC VED of 160–265 nm are considered in the
equations above. At rBC VEDs smaller than 160 nm, the scatter-
ing cross section of uncoated rBC particles is below the optical
detection limit of the SP2, and, therefore, mean coating thick-
nesses will be biased high at these rBC core sizes. Although the
size range of detection of the SP2 is narrower than that of the
PASS-3, the weighting done here should give proper importance
to the fewer but larger and more optically active coated rBC par-
ticles that most influence the PASS-3 signal. Uncertainty in the
calculations of absorption enhancements are likely dominated
by the uncertainty in rBC VED.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Fullerene Soot Characteristics
3.1.1. Sphericity
Figure 1 presents distributions of nonsphericity values calcu-
lated for dry, uncoated fullerene soot (BC), ammonium sulfate
(AS), and polystyrene latex spheres (PSL). Lognormal fits to
each histogram were calculated to determine the mean non-
sphericity values for these populations of particle types (Ta-
ble 2). PSL exhibits the smallest mean nonsphericity value
(0.070), while dry, uncoated rBC has the largest (0.353), in-
dicating nonsphericity. The AS sample in Figure 1 was taken
from a chamber wall-deposition experiment in which AS seed
was injected into a dry (<10% RH) chamber. AS mean non-
sphericity is slightly larger than that for PSL, likely indicating
that some AS particles do not retain water in the dry cham-
ber. Calibrations with oxalic acid particles (data not shown in
Figure 1, but statistics reported in Table 2) generated with a
collision atomizer and sampled directly into the prototype in-
strument yield a mean nonsphericity similar to that of AS. Dried,
cubic salt particles (statistics reported in Table 2), generated by
atomizing a solution of NaCl and water and sampling through
a nafion dryer directly into the instrument, yield a nonspheric-
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FIG. 1. Distributions of nonsphericity values for ammonium sulfate (AS),
fullerene soot (BC) particles, and polystyrene latex spheres (PSL). Each dis-
tribution represents ∼10,000 particles sampled at various times throughout the
respective experiments. “Relative number” is the number of particles in each
bin divided by the maximum number in any bin for the given distribution. Solid
lines denote a lognormal fit to a single distribution; only one fit per particle
type is shown. Mean nonsphericity values corresponding to lognormal fits to all
distributions are given in Table 2. (Color figure available online.)
soot sample was measured during wall-deposition experiments
in which only rBC was present in the chamber. These measure-
ments confirm that the fullerene soot, as we have prepared and
loaded into the chamber as seed particles, is nonspherical.
3.1.2. Particle Wall Deposition
In environmental chamber studies, wall-deposition rates must
be known in order to calculate SOA yields from a parent hy-
drocarbon (Keywood et al. 2004; Ng et al. 2007; Loza et al.
2012). Wall deposition processes have been well-described in
the literature (Crump and Seinfeld 1981; McMurry and Rader
1985; Park et al. 2001; Pierce et al. 2008). Particles in the bulk of
the chamber can diffuse or settle through a boundary layer near
the chamber wall and deposit on the wall. Electrostatic effects
can enhance deposition rates, especially for intermediate-sized
particles (50–1000 nm diameter) (McMurry and Rader 1985).
TABLE 2
Summary of nonsphericity values
Particle type Mean nonsphericity (±1σ )
BC 0.353 ± 0.042
NaCl 0.303 ± 0.057
AS 0.173 ± 0.091
Oxalic acid 0.150 ± 0.030
PSL 0.070 ± 0.029
Typically, wall-deposition rates are determined by atom-
izing seed aerosol into a clean chamber and measuring the
decay of particle concentration over ∼24 h. From these data,
size-dependent, first-order loss coefficients, β, are obtained.
Measured wall-deposition rates for both AS seed and fullerene
soot seed exhibit differences, as shown in Figure 2. The wall-
deposition rates presented in Figure 2, calculated from DMA
size distribution data, are presented with respect to particle mass
rather than mobility diameter in order to better relate the nearly
spherical AS with the nonspherical rBC. The different range














































FIG. 2. Particle wall deposition rate coefficients, β, for the two chambers with
ammonium sulfate and fullerene soot as the seed particles. Data are displayed by
single-particle mass rather than mobility diameter to directly compare AS and
BC. Ammonium sulfate mass is calculated from mobility diameter assuming a
spherical particle and a density of 1.77 g cm−3. Fullerene soot mass is calculated
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of the smaller effective density (0.6–0.35 g cm−3 for mobility
diameters 300–800 nm [Gysel et al. 2011]) for fullerene soot
than for AS (1.77 g cm−3) over all mobility diameters displayed.
The characteristic “V”-shape of the wall deposition rate
curves in Figure 2 arises because of two competing processes:
diffusion dominates wall deposition at smaller-size (and mass)
particles and gravitational settling dominates wall deposition at
larger-size (and mass) particles. The fact that the rBC deposition
rate achieves a minimum at nearly the same single-particle mass
as that for AS particles indicates a similar balance between
these effects. At larger masses, where gravitational settling
dominates, AS and rBC have similar values of β, indicating
reduced effect of particle shape in this range. At smaller masses,
however, the significant difference in β reflects differences
in diffusion rates to the chamber walls or an invalid assump-
tion of a first-order wall-deposition rate with unit sticking
probability.
Because effective density measurements from a coupled
DMA-SP2 system are used (Gysel et al. 2011), any artifacts
in the DMA data used to calculated β in these experiments
due to particle nonsphericity should be consistent during the
entire wall-deposition experiment. Therefore, the differences in
wall-deposition rates between AS and fullerene soot are likely
not the product of measurement artifacts. The diffusion rate of
the fullerene soot could be less than that for AS particles of the
same mass owing to the larger size of the fullerene soot particles.
Sticking probabilities may also be smaller for the dry fullerene
soot than for the AS particles, which likely retain some water,
even in a dry chamber. The implication for the current chamber
experiments is that the rate of wall deposition can be expected
to change over the course of an experiment as initially uncoated
rBC particles become coated. For this reason, SOA yields are
not calculated in this study.
3.2. General Experimental Results
Figure 3 shows the reaction profile during naphthalene pho-
tooxidation, Experiment 1 (Table 1), in the presence of rBC seed
particles. The rapidly formed SOA deposits onto the fullerene
soot, as indicated by the immediate increase in mean coating
thickness. A modest amount (∼30% by number in the SP2 de-
tection range) of purely scattering particles, presumably from
nucleation, are present after growth initiates, indicated by an
increase in total number concentration just after the start of
irradiation (Figure 3a). Despite the temperature increase that
occurs once the UV lights are turned on (Figure 3b), the coating
thickness rapidly increases early in the irradiation. Temperature
decreases once the lights are turned off, accompanied by only a
small increase in mean coating thickness. Single-particle mean
coating thickness does not decrease at any point during Exper-
iment 1, indicating that the decrease of aerosol mass during
dilution of the chamber is the result of flushing the particles
out of the chamber and wall deposition within the chamber and
is not due to evaporation of the aerosol itself. The temperature
decrease during dilution favors condensation and could influ-
ence mean coating thickness; however, the rate of temperature
decrease varies during Experiment 1 while the rate of mean coat-
ing thickness increase does not vary in the same manner. Thus,
it is unlikely that temperature alone is the dominant control of
condensation of SOA in this system.
The evolution of coating thickness as a function of rBC core
diameter is presented in Figure 4. About 30 min after the start
of irradiation (Figure 4a), rBC particles of all core sizes already
have an organic coating growing. As organic growth progresses
(Figures 4b and c), the smaller rBC cores have markedly thicker
coatings than the larger rBC cores. After ∼7.5 h of chamber
dilution (Figure 4d), there is no clear, systematic evidence of
evaporation of these coatings.
In Figure 4, lines representing a diffusion-controlled growth






where Dp is the rBC VED. The parameter A varies with time and
was determined by matching the value of dDp
dt
to the coating
thickness of 160 nm VED rBC cores (thicknesses of 35, 120,
130, and 150 nm for Figures 4a–d, respectively). The agreement
between the model and measurement indicate that the coating
thickness diameters follow a diffusion-controlled growth rate.
During chamber dilution (Figure 4d), there is some deviation
from the diffusion-controlled growth law for particles with rBC
core VED <100 nm, but this deviation is likely due to a faster
wall deposition rate of larger particles (Figure 2). These rBC
size-dependent results are consistent with ambient measure-
ments by Moteki et al. (2007) over the western Pacific who
also found that the rate of coating growth onto rBC particles
follows a diffusion-controlled growth law. These results also
support the findings of a recent modeling study that the aging
of rBC by condensation of hygroscopic layers is rBC-size de-
pendent (Park et al. 2012). That this simple, one-hydrocarbon
system produces results that resemble ambient rBC aging by
condensation of SOA supports this experimental protocol as a
viable way to probe rBC aging dynamics in more detail with
controlled environmental chambers.
Figure 5 presents results from Experiment 5 (Table 1), high-
NOx α-pinene photooxidation in the presence of fullerene seed
particles. Growth of SOA is rapid, indicated by immediate in-
crease of organic mass (Figure 5a), coating thickness (Figure
5b), and change in optical properties (Figure 5c). What differ-
entiates this experiment from the others is that mean coating
thickness reaches a peak and then decreases during the irradi-
ation period. Throughout the irradiation period, temperature in
the chamber increases, but there is no distinct change in tem-
perature near the peak in coating thickness that would indicate
that the aerosol should suddenly start evaporating. Thus, it is
likely that the evaporation of coating material is indicative of a
chemical change causing particle-phase loss of higher-volatility
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FIG. 3. Experiment 1, naphthalene photooxidation in the presence of rBC seed particles. The shaded regions denote periods of irradiation and dilution of the
chamber. (Color figure available online.)
number of oxidation lifetimes (defined in Section 3.4.1) were
reached, which may have provided the necessary conditions
to allow more chemical aging than the other experiments. The
coating evaporation continues after irradiation is stopped, and
mean coating thickness does not level off until ∼4.25 h into the
dilution period. Examination of the evolution of coating thick-
ness for this system (not shown) reveals that a diffusion-limited
growth law continues to be valid, and all rBC core sizes ex-
hibit evaporation of coatings. At the very end of the dilution
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FIG. 4. Evolution of coating thickness in Experiment 1, presented as 2-D histograms of coating thickness determined by fitting the SP2 scattering signal to a
core-and-shell Mie model binned versus rBC volume-equivalent diameter. The times are in hours after the onset of irradiation. The gray lines are diffusion-controlled
growth laws matched to the coating thickness diameter at an rBC VED of 160 nm. (Color figure available online.)
experiment leads to a coating thickness decrease of ∼5 nm
(calculated from 10-min averaged data, not shown), possibly
highlighting the role of temperature in SOA volatility. SOA
evaporation during chamber irradiation in this system will be
further discussed in Section 3.4.2.
Figure 6 presents the results from Experiment 7 (Table 1),
low-NOx α-pinene photooxidation in the presence of fullerene
seed particles. In this system, SOA growth proceeds more slowly
than in the high-NOx photooxidation systems as a result of a
lower OH concentration produced by H2O2 versus CH3ONO.
Total particle number concentration (Figure 6a) gives no evi-
dence of SOA nucleation and shows a steady decline during
irradiation, owing to wall-deposition and particle coagulation.
Wall- deposition rates are slightly faster in the α-pinene cham-
ber versus the naphthalene chamber (Figure 2) and characteristic
time for coagulation is shorter (∼1.8 d versus ∼3.4 d, respec-
tively) (Seinfeld and Pandis 2006) owing to higher initial par-
ticle number concentration. Despite a temperature decrease,
which favors condensation of SOA (Figure 6b), there is a slight
decrease in mean coating thickness during chamber dilution
(∼8 nm in ∼10 h). The flushing rate of the chamber does not
change during dilution (see cyclohexane curve in Figure 6a), and
the rate of decline in mean coating thickness remains constant
as well (Figure 6b) despite the change in temperature trend
from the first 5 h of flushing (−6.2◦C) to the second 5 h of
flushing (−0.2◦C). A distinguishing feature of this SOA system
is the change in SOA growth rate (see organic mass trace in
Figure 6a) coincident with a change in optical properties (see
the change in slope of the curves in Figure 6c) ∼4 h into the
chamber irradiation. The change in particle composition dur-
ing SOA growth in this system will be discussed in Section
3.4.3.
In this work, we focus on results from these three SOA sys-
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FIG. 5. Experiment 5, high-NOx α-pinene photooxidation in the presence of rBC seed particles. The shaded regions denote periods of irradiation and dilution of
the chamber. (Color figure available online.)
Table 1 lists all experiments performed for this study. Although
not shown in this work, each experiment in Table 1 was char-
acterized by growth of organic layers on the rBC aerosol. In
Experiment 3, the growth of coating by coagulation is estimated
to be small (∼20 nm coating diameter in ∼16 h), owing to
the modest particle number concentration (∼11,000 cm−3) and
coagulation timescale (∼1.3 d). In the dual seed experiments
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FIG. 6. Experiment 7, low-NOx α-pinene photooxidation in the presence of rBC seed particles. The shaded regions denote periods of irradiation and dilution of
the chamber. (Color figure available online.)
nucleated SOA (Experiments 4 and 9), growth of coatings oc-
curred during irradiation of the chamber at a faster rate than
during the period of mixing prior to irradiation, indicative that
growth by condensation of SOA was dominant.
3.3. Aerosol Optical Properties
Table 3 presents optical properties of the seed particles and
nucleated SOA in this study, including the mass scattering
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TABLE 3
Optical properties of particles in this study (mean ± 1σ a)
λ Fullerene soot Ammonium sulfate Naphthalene SOA α-pinene SOAb
MSCc [m2 g−1] 405 nm 8.39 ± 0.26 7.74 ± 0.35 10.93 ± 1.58 10.21 ± 0.21
781 nm 4.28 ± 0.07 3.21 ± 0.20 1.30 ± 0.44 1.14 ± 0.19
MACd [m2 g−1] 405 nm 20.23 ± 1.08 <0.82e 0.81 ± 0.32 <1.90e
781 nm 7.84 ± 0.26 <0.13e <0.08e <0.30e
ω0
f 405 nm 0.29 ± 0.0041 1.00 ± 0.0065 0.91 ± 0.012 1.00 ± 0.012
781 nm 0.35 ± 0.0087 0.99 ± 0.0018 0.99 ± 0.0018 0.94 ± 0.026
Åscag 1.02 1.34e 3.24 3.34e
Åabsh 1.44 >3.53e
aStandard deviation during measurement period, not indicative of measurement uncertainty. bLow-NOx experiment only. cMSC = mass
scattering cross section. dMAC = mass absorption cross section. eAbsorption coefficient (babs) measurements are at or below detection limit on
the PASS-3. fω0 = single-scatter albedo. gÅsca = scattering Ångstro¨m exponent. hÅabs = absorption Ångstro¨m exponent.
single-scatter albedo (ω0), and scattering and absorption






where bsca/abs is the observed scattering/absorption coefficient
at the specified wavelengths. The fullerene soot and ammonium
sulfate values are averages of measurements taken during the
hour of chamber mixing prior to the start of irradiation on Ex-
periments 1, 5, and 7 for fullerene soot and Experiments 2, 6,
and 8 for ammonium sulfate (before injection of fullerene soot).
The nucleated naphthalene and α-pinene SOA values are taken
before rBC was injected into the chamber on Experiments 3, 4,
and 9. The mass absorption cross sections of uncoated fullerene
soot (20.23 ± 1.08 m2 g−1 and 7.84 ± 0.26 m2 g−1 at λ =
405 nm and 781 nm, respectively) are higher than reported en-
semble averages for uncoated ambient rBC (7.5 ± 1.2 m2 g−1 at
λ = 550 nm; Bond and Bergstrom 2006), but is certainly within
the range of ambient measurements (Kirchstetter et al. 2004). In
addition, the mass scattering cross section of ammonium sulfate
is higher than previously reported ambient values of 2–4 m2 g−1
at λ = 530 nm (Malm et al. 2005a,b). Thus, it is possible that the
PASS-3 measurements are biased high due to an offset, perhaps
the result of calibrating at much higher aerosol concentrations
than those used in the chamber experiments. This bias should
not affect the calculations of absorption enhancement presented
below.
The value of Åabs for fullerene soot (1.44 ± 0.03) is slightly
higher than Åabs = 1 recommended for uncoated rBC (Bond
and Bergstrom 2006) but lies within the range of modeled con-
ditions (Lack and Cappa 2010) and ambient measurements of
rBC (Gyawali et al. 2009).
Nucleated naphthalene SOA exhibits a small absorption sig-
nal at λ = 405 nm; these particles may be classified as “brown
carbon,” a mildly absorbing carbonaceous aerosol that is distinct
from black carbon but has progressively stronger absorption at
UV wavelengths as compared to visible wavelengths (Andreae
and Gelencse´r 2006; Wonaschu¨tz et al. 2012). Nakayama et al.
(2010) found a similar value for MAC at λ = 355 nm for SOA
from the photooxidation of toluene, also an aromatic hydro-
carbon. Some authors have detected absorption from gaseous
PAH’s (Weiner and Harris 1989; Schoemaecker Moreau et al.
2004), but in the present experiments the initial concentration
of naphthalene gave no measurable absorption signal in the
PASS-3. The measured value of the MAC of 0.81 m2 g−1 at λ =
405 nm for naphthalene SOA is within range of previously mea-
sured MAC values for brown carbon (Kirchstetter et al. 2004;
Hoffer et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2009; Nakayama et al. 2010). For
naphthalene SOA, Åabs cannot be explicitly determined due to
absorption at λ = 781 nm below PASS-3 detection limits, but it
is estimated to be >∼3.5, which is indicative of brown carbon
(Flowers et al. 2010).
3.3.1. Evolution of Aerosol Optical Properties During SOA
Growth on rBC Seed
Figures 3c, 5c, and 6c show the absorption and scattering
coefficients of the rBC-coated SOA during Experiments 1, 5,
and 7, respectively. For all experiments, after UV lights are
turned on, a clear increase in absorption coefficients at all wave-
lengths occurs, while rBC mass remains constant or slightly de-
creases due to wall deposition. Figure 7 displays absorption co-
efficient (babs), measured absorption enhancement (Eabsm), and
single-scatter albedo (ω0) as a function of mean coating thick-
ness for Experiments 1, 5, and 7, respectively. Time is shown by
marker shading on each figure, generally increasing from left to
right because the coating thickness grows during irradiation. For
the α-pinene systems (Figures 7b and c), the coating thickness
eventually decreases, slightly during dilution of the low-NOx
system (Figure 7c) and more dramatically during irradiation of
the high-NOx system (Figure 7b).
As noted above, there is a small absorption signal from the
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FIG. 7. Aerosol optical properties as a function of mean coating thickness on the fullerene soot seed during Experiment 1, naphthalene photooxidation (a),
Experiment 5, high-NOx α-pinene photooxidation (b), and Experiment 7, low-NOx α-pinene photooxidation (c). Marker shading is a function of time after onset
of irradiation, with later times indicated by darker colors. Measured absorption enhancement, Eabsm (middle), is presented for the irradiation time period only.
(Color figure available online.)
expect that naphthalene SOA condensed onto seed particles will
exhibit optical properties similar to nucleated naphthalene SOA,
and, therefore, that the absorption enhancement in Experiment
1 (Figure 7a, middle) at λ = 781 nm is a result of the lensing
effect of the coatings on the rBC seed particles, while at λ =
405 nm there is additional absorption from the coating itself
(Fuller et al. 1999; Lack and Cappa 2010). In Experiment 1,
Åabs increased from 1.37 ± 0.029 to 1.76 ± 0.026 during irra-
diation, indicating that the aerosol absorption at peak growth is
more sensitive to wavelength than the uncoated fullerene soot
seed. This is consistent with a small absorption coefficient at
λ = 405 nm of the condensed naphthalene SOA (Table 3) and
exceeds the threshold (1.6) for which attribution of brown car-
bon to observed absorption can be made (Lack and Cappa 2010).
The sharp decrease in babs (Figure 7a, top) occurs simultane-
ously with the start of chamber dilution. The apparent gap in
data between ∼25 and 75 nm thickness is a result of the rapid
growth of the coatings during irradiation and the timing of an
automatic background signal correction on the PASS-3.
In Experiment 5 (high-NOx α-pinene photooxidation; Fig-
ure 5), absorption and scattering coefficients increase rapidly
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SOA evaporates. Figure 7b shows the rather dramatic decrease
in coating thicknesses by the end of the experiment. Note that
after reaching the peak in coating thicknesses, babs and ω0 de-
crease along the same trajectory as the coatings evaporate. The
sharp decreases in babs that deviate from this trajectory occur
when dilution is initiated, because the decrease in total particle
concentration has a larger influence on babs in this experiment
than the evaporation of coatings. Single-scatter albedo continues
its decline along the same trajectory because ω0 is an intensive
property whereas babs is an extensive property.
In Experiment 7 (low-NOx α-pinene photooxidation; Fig-
ure 6), absorption and scattering coefficients increase steadily
with the slowly forming SOA. During irradiation, there is a
clear change in the rate of increase of these properties, coinci-
dent with a change in rate of growth of organic mass (Figure 6a).
This change in growth is not seen in the mean coating thickness
of 160–180 nm VED rBC cores (Figure 6b). In the absorption
coefficient and absorption enhancement especially (Figure 7c),
this change indicates that additional absorption enhancement
has nearly stopped despite continued growth of organic mass
and coating thicknesses. Previous studies have speculated that
absorption can be no further enhanced after an extremely thick
(>300 nm) coating is present on an absorbing core because
the shell may actually shield the core from receiving photons
(Bond et al. 2006; Knox et al. 2009; Cross et al. 2010; Lack
and Cappa 2010). Because the coatings in Experiment 7 are still
relatively thin as compared to those in Experiment 1 (Figure
7a), it is unlikely that further absorption enhancement is be-
ing thwarted by an exceptionally thick scattering shell in this
experiment.
In all experiments presented, coatings on the rBC cores
enhance the light absorption of these particles. Single-scatter
albedo increased in all systems as the organic coating thick-
nesses on the fullerene soot grew. In the naphthalene system,
there is clear wavelength dependence of the absorption enhance-
ments (Figure 7a, middle), owing to the wavelength dependence
of refractive index of naphthalene SOA. In the α-pinene sys-
tems, evaporation of the coatings leads to a decline of ω0 from
its peak value, indicating that the changes in optical properties
can be considered reversible as the coating material is removed
from the rBC cores. The absorption enhancements reported here
provide further evidence that the mixing state of rBC in the at-
mosphere is an important consideration for the radiative forcing
by these particles.
3.3.2. Comparison of Measured and Modeled Absorption
Enhancements
Figure 8 presents a comparison of a core-and-shell Mie model
of absorption enhancement, calculated from SP2 measurements
as detailed in Section 2.3, to measured absorption enhancement,
calculated from PASS-3 measurements, for Experiments 1 (Fig-
ure 8a), 5 (Figure 8b), and 7 (Figure 8c).
The rapid increase in absorption enhancement and large en-
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FIG. 8. Comparison of Mie-modeled absorption enhancement to measured
absorption enhancement. The measurements are enhancements of babs at λ =
405 nm and λ= 781 nm measured by the PASS-3 relative to the values measured
for the fullerene soot seed particles prior to irradiation. The Mie model enhance-
ments are calculated by the increase in absorption cross section from uncoated
rBC cores to rBC cores with the mean coating thickness measured by the SP2
(see text for details). Results for (a) Experiment 1, naphthalene photooxidation,
(b) Experiment 5, high-NOx α-pinene photooxidation, and (c) Experiment 7,
low-NOx α-pinene photooxidation are presented. Marker shading is a function
of time after onset of irradiation, with later times indicated by darker colors.
Data during chamber irradiation only are shown. The solid line is a 1-to-1 line.
(Color figure available online.)
ure 8a) are represented by the Mie model, despite the known
limitation that the refractive index used in the Mie scattering
model does not include an absorbing (imaginary) part. Mod-
eled absorption enhancement at λ = 781 nm does not match
the measured enhancement well. This discrepancy indicates a
wavelength-dependence of the real part of the refractive index
of the naphthalene SOA, which we have not captured with our
assumed refractive index. If an absorbing refractive index is
considered, then we would expect that the real part of refrac-
tive index would need to be smaller than 1.5 in order to keep
good agreement at λ = 405 nm. A further reduction in the real
refractive index at λ = 781 nm is also necessary to bring mod-
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The strong wavelength-dependence of the optical properties of
naphthalene SOA is supported by the large Åabs in Table 3. In
addition, Lack and Cappa (2010) found that coatings on rBC by
mildly absorbing material reduces the absorption enhancement
relative to rBC coated by non-absorbing material, which further
explains why the measured absorption enhancements should be
lower than modeled enhancements lacking an absorbing part of
refractive index and suggests that any agreement between the
model and measurements at λ = 405 nm is by coincidence.
In Experiment 5 (Figure 8b), the measured increase and de-
crease in absorption enhancement due to the increase and de-
crease of coating thickness during irradiation are captured by the
model. We expect fairly good agreement using a coating refrac-
tive index of 1.5–0.0i based on a recent finding of no significant
absorption for α-pinene SOA (Nakayama et al. 2010) and on
recent measurements of α-pinene SOA refractive index in the
range of 1.42–1.56 for λ = 450–700 nm (Barkey et al. 2007;
Yu et al. 2008). The small wavelength-dependence of refractive
index (increasing refractive index with decreasing wavelength)
reported by Yu et al. (2008) explains the small difference in the
measured enhancement factors in this system.
In Experiment 7 (Figure 8c), there was a change in optical
properties during the irradiation period (Figures 6c and 7c). This
change, in which the measured absorption enhancement ceases
to increase, is not reflected by the Mie model because organic
coatings are continuing to grow (Figure 6b). To reconcile the
differences between the measurements and model, a change in
refractive index of the coating material at the time of this devi-
ation needs to be considered. It is possible that a change in the
physical properties of the aerosol is occurring as well; however,
it is expected that as coatings deposit, the rBC core will collapse
so that the aerosol will become more like a core-shell morphol-
ogy, which should bring the model and measurements into better
agreement rather than worse agreement as is observed.
The results presented here, of a core-and-shell Mie scat-
tering model of absorption enhancement during these single-
hydrocarbon SOA systems, suggest that a careful treatment of
SOA refractive index is needed to fully model aerosol optical
properties. SOA from the photooxidation of naphthalene under
dry, high-NOx conditions has a refractive index with a strong
wavelength-dependence which, if not included in the model, will
lead to large discrepancies between modeled and measured ab-
sorption enhancements. In the α-pinene system, for which mea-
sured refractive indices from previous studies exist, a change in
optical properties during photooxidation causes discrepancies
between the modeled and measured light absorption to arise
during growth of coatings on rBC.
3.4. AMS Measurements
3.4.1. Naphthalene SOA
Figure 9 presents normalized (signal at each m/z is divided
by the total organic signal) unit-mass resolution AMS organic
mass spectra of SOA formed by the photooxidation of naphtha-

































FIG. 9. Normalized unit-mass resolution AMS organic mass spectra at peak
growth of (a) naphthalene SOA condensed on rBC seed (Experiment 1), (b)
nucleated naphthalene SOA (Experiment 3), and (d) the difference spectrum,
calculated relative to the mass spectrum from Experiment 1. On the difference
spectrum, positive values denote m/z’s enriched in the rBC-seeded experiment
and negative values denote m/z’s enriched in the nucleation experiment. (Color
figure available online.)
9a), of nucleated naphthalene SOA (Experiment 3; Figure 9b),
and the difference spectrum between the two (Figure 9c). The
data are taken at the “peak growth” periods of each experiment,
defined as the time after the parent hydrocarbon has either been
consumed or has ceased to decrease (presumably due to OH
being fully consumed) and when growth of suspended particle
volume concentration has leveled off through reaching a bal-
ance with wall deposition. The number of oxidation lifetimes is
defined as ki[OH]t, where ki is the second-order rate constant
of species i reaction with OH, [OH] is the gas-phase concentra-
tion of OH, and t is the exposure time (Kroll et al. 2009). In
Figure 9, the data were taken at an oxidation lifetime of about
2.5 in both cases, and there was about 1.3 (7.8% of initial) and
2.1 ppb (9.6% of initial) naphthalene remaining in the chamber
at peak growth for Experiments 1 and 3, respectively.
Masses larger than about m/z 275 from the nucleation exper-
iment and masses larger than about m/z 200 from the fullerene
soot-seeded experiment are generally at or near the detection
limit of the AMS for those individual masses. The detection
limits at each m/z are calculated as three times the standard de-
viation of the measured signal during sampling with a particle
filter in front of the inlet before the start of the experiment. For
Experiment 1, a background spectrum, defined as the average
mass spectrum during the hour of chamber mixing prior to irra-
diation, is subtracted from the raw spectra during the rest of the
experiment. Thus, the small signal resulting from the fullerene
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There is a small difference between the SOA composition
formed by nucleation and condensation onto fullerene soot for
this system. The largest change in mass fraction at any given
m/z is about ±1% of total organic mass. This difference is most
prominent at m/z 44, which is the mass with the largest frac-
tion in the organic spectra (Figures 9a and b). The discrepancies
in the particular m/z’s between the two experiments may arise
owing to a different organic loading at the times of interest
(which could force the chemistry through a different pathway);
for Experiment 1, organic mass was 6.5 ± 0.08 μgm−3, while
for Experiment 3, organic mass was 18.2 ± 0.22 μgm−3. Be-
cause the spectra are reported at the same oxidation lifetime, it
is expected that these are reported at the most comparable con-
ditions possible. Due to the uncertainty of AMS measurements,
a change of ±1% should be viewed as small.
Although not shown in this work, similar AMS mass spec-
tra comparisons were made at peak growth for the AS + rBC
seeded experiment (Experiment 2 in Table 1) compared to the
two experiments presented above. The largest difference in the
mass spectra arises from interferences from sulfate at m/z 48 and
64, which is remedied by properly adjusting the AMS fragmen-
tation table. After adjustment, mass spectral differences are on
the order of those shown in Figure 9d. These small differences
in mass spectra may mean that the optical properties of the nu-
cleated SOA reported in Table 3 may differ from the condensed
SOA onto rBC seed. However, because the mass spectral differ-
ences are small among all experiments compared, one concludes
that the fullerene soot seed does not affect the composition of
the condensed naphthalene SOA more so than condensation on
the more conventional AS seed as compared to nucleated SOA.
3.4.2. High-NOx α-pinene SOA
During high-NOx α-pinene photooxidation (Experiment 5),
the mean coating thickness initially increases rapidly, achieves
a maximum, then decreases for the remainder of the irradiation
period (Figure 5b). Figures 10a and b present normalized AMS
mass spectra at two times during irradiation in Experiment 5, at
oxidation lifetimes of 9, near the end of the irradiation period,
and 1, during the early rapid growth of SOA, respectively. Fig-
ure 10c presents the difference between these two mass spectra,
relative to the earlier mass spectra, where positive values denote
mass fragments enriched at the end of irradiation. Typically, the
dominant mass fragments in AMS organic mass spectra of am-
bient aerosol are at m/z 44, which represents highly oxygenated
organic species with low volatility, and at m/z 43, which repre-
sents less oxygenated semivolatile species (Ng et al. 2010). The
mass fractions of these m/z, f44, and f43, are defined as the mass
at m/z 44 and m/z 43, respectively, divided by the total organic
mass, which is the sum of masses at all m/z in the AMS organic
spectra. f43 is initially ∼15% of the total organic mass (Fig-
ure 10b) and decreases to ∼13% (Figure 10a) near the end of
the irradiation period. Simultaneously, f44 increases from ∼8%
(Figure 10b) to ∼12% (Figure 10a) of total organic mass during

















































































Oxidation Lifetime = 9
Oxidation Lifetime = 1
FIG. 10. Normalized unit-mass resolution AMS organic mass spectra from
Experiment 5, high-NOx α-pinene photooxidation in the presence of fullerene
soot, at (a) oxidation lifetime = 9 (after peak growth has been reached) and
(b) oxidation lifetime = 1 (during rapid growth), (c) the difference spectrum,
calculated relative to the earlier mass spectrum, and (d) comparison of AMS
m/z 43 and 44 and ratio of m/z 43/44 with mean coating thickness measured
by the SP2. On the difference spectrum, positive values denote m/z’s enriched
in the later condensed SOA and negative values denote m/z’s enriched in the
earliest condensed SOA. Note that dilution of the chamber began at an oxidation
lifetime of approximately 9. (Color figure available online.)
transitioning from a semi-volatile to a lower volatility state, as
is commonly observed during chemical aging of aerosol (Ng
et al. 2010).
From the time series traces (Figure 10d) of AMS m/z 43 and
44 and mean coating thickness on rBC as measured by the SP2,
AMS m/z 43 clearly traces the mean coating thickness (R2 =
0.97), capturing the decrease in thickness with time quite well,
deviating only after chamber dilution has begun. AMS m/z 44
lags behind m/z 43 in formation, and, therefore, does not trace
coating thickness as well (R2 = 0.89). Note that even though
m/z 44 decreases during the experiment, f44 is continuously in-
creasing, as stated above, meaning that the other mass fragments
in the AMS mass spectra are decreasing more rapidly than m/z
44. This is shown in Figure 10d by the signals of m/z 43 and 44
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period. After the initial rapid growth, the m/z 43/44 ratio contin-
uously decreases due to f44 continuously increasing throughout
the experiment. While chemical aging in such a way that con-
verts species yielding high f43 to higher f44 in the AMS may
explain these trends, the combination of single-particle coating
thickness measured by the SP2 and the bulk organic mass spec-
tra measured by the AMS suggest that the more semivolatile
species are actually evaporating from the aerosol. The SP2 un-
ambiguously shows changes in single particles, whereas AMS
measurements of small decreases in organic mass alone may
have been attributed to other processes, such as chamber wall
deposition.
3.4.3. Low-NOx α-pinene SOA
In the evolution of various measured parameters during the
low-NOx α-pinene photooxidation (Experiment 7), mean coat-
ing thickness steadily increased as SOA was formed (Figure
6b). About halfway through the irradiation period, a decrease
in the rate of change of the absorption and scattering coeffi-
cients occurred (Figure 6c), coincident with a decrease in the
growth rate of total organic mass concentration measured by the
AMS (Figure 6a). This change during irradiation occurred at an
oxidation lifetime of ∼2 (∼4 h after the onset of irradiation).
Figures 11a and b present normalized AMS mass spectra at
oxidation lifetimes of 3 and 1, respectively, on either side of the
change in aerosol growth rate. Figure 11c presents the difference
spectrum relative to the earlier spectrum and shows a decrease
in f43. Figure 11d shows the evolution of various AMS mass
fractions with oxidation lifetime in addition to the absorption
and scattering coefficients at λ = 405 nm measured by the
PASS-3. A shift in optical properties is evident at an oxidation
lifetime of 2, while f43 and f44 continually change during the
experiment and show no clear shift. The other mass fractions
presented in Figure 11d also change continually throughout the
experiment, although at different rates relative to each other.
Some mass fractions, namely f1–50 and f50–100, change much
more rapidly during the early part of irradiation and then begin to
approach a relatively constant value after an oxidation lifetime
of 2. Throughout the entire period displayed in Figure 11d,
organic mass is growing and the raw m/z’s are increasing; thus,
the changes in mass fractions reflect the fact that different mass
fragments are growing at different rates relative to each other,
rather than by loss of certain fragments.
While m/z 43 and 44 are important individual mass frag-
ments in the AMS mass spectra, they fail to capture the change
in aerosol behavior that occurs at an oxidation lifetime of 2 in this
system. Examining a wider range of mass fragments in the AMS
mass spectra reveals that the aerosol composition is continually
evolving during the irradiation period. This change in compo-
sition is likely accompanied by a change in refractive index,
explaining the shift in optical properties despite steady growth
of rBC coating thicknesses. This experiment demonstrates that
measurement of aerosol optical properties can help guide the
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FIG. 11. Normalized unit-mass resolution AMS organic mass spectra from
Experiment 7, low-NOx α-pinene photooxidation in the presence of fullerene
soot, at (a) an oxidation lifetime = 3 (during the slower growth rate after the
shift in optical properties) and (b) an oxidation lifetime = 1 (during the more
rapid growth rate before the change in optical properties), (c) the difference
spectrum, calculated relative to the earlier mass spectrum, and (d) comparison
of f43, f44, f1–50 (scaled by 0.2), f50–100, and f100–150 (scaled by 5) from the AMS
with the scattering and absorption coefficients at λ = 405 nm measured by the
PASS-3. On the difference spectrum, positive values denote m/z’s enriched
in the later condensed SOA and negative values denote m/z’s enriched in the
earliest condensed SOA. (Color figure available online.)
the low-NOx α-pinene photooxidation system, the SOA opti-
cal properties change with time, and could be used as a model
system to help understand the evolution of atmospheric SOA
optical properties.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we demonstrate the utility of employing
fullerene soot, a surrogate for refractory black carbon, as a seed
aerosol in chamber studies of secondary organic aerosol for-
mation, when done in conjunction with the single-particle soot
photometer. Particle-by-particle measurement of the dynamics
of the organic coating thickness on the rBC seed over the course
of SOA formation allows evaluation of the rate of growth as
a function of particle size. An experimental strategy is imple-
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followed by one in which growth is quenched while the cham-
ber undergoes dilution. The dilution phase is used as a means
to assess SOA volatility by measuring the possible evaporation
of coatings on the rBC seed. In the experiments presented here,
a 3-λ photoacoustic soot spectrometer is used to measure the
optical properties of the uncoated rBC seed, initially, and the
coated rBC seed during the course of SOA formation. These
measurements, coupled with the application of a core-and-shell
Mie scattering model, allow one to infer the optical properties of
the SOA. Application of a prototype single-particle angularly-
resolved light scattering instrument confirms that the uncoated
rBC particles are nonspherical. Important to understanding the
effect rBC has on SOA formation is whether or not SOA con-
densed onto rBC seed is chemically and optically similar to nu-
cleated SOA under dry conditions. High-resolution Aerodyne
aerosol mass spectrometer measurements for the three systems
considered here, naphthalene photooxidation and photooxida-
tion of α-pinene under both high- and low-NOx conditions,
confirm that the composition of SOA coating rBC seed particles
differs from homogeneously nucleated SOA by no more than
condensing SOA on the more conventional ammonium sulfate
seed used in many chamber experiments, so that the use of rBC
as a seed is not expected to alter the basic chemistry of SOA
formation under dry conditions. Both SP2 and PASS-3 measure-
ments reveal a change in the SOA coating and particle optical
properties during SOA growth in the high-NOx α-pinene sys-
tem, which is mirrored by a corresponding change in the AMS
mass spectra. The combination of SP2 and AMS measurements
in this system suggest that semivolatile species are evaporating
from the aerosol during chemical aging. A change in optical
properties during SOA growth in the low-NOx α-pinene system
is mirrored by a change in organic growth rate and AMS mass
spectra, but not in single-particle coating thicknesses. Explo-
ration of a fundamental explanation of the chemistry leading to
these changes lies beyond the scope of the present work. We
have provided a framework by which future studies of SOA
optical properties and single-particle growth dynamics may be
explored in environmental chambers.
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Abstract. Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) can reside in
the atmosphere for a week or more. While its initial forma-
tion from the gas-phase oxidation of volatile organic com-
pounds tends to take place in the first few hours after emis-
sion, SOA can continue to evolve chemically over its at-
mospheric lifetime. Simulating this chemical aging over an
extended time in the laboratory has proven to be challeng-
ing. We present here a procedure for studying SOA aging
in laboratory chambers that is applied to achieve 36 h of
oxidation. The formation and evolution of SOA from the
photooxidation of m-xylene under low-NOx conditions and
in the presence of either neutral or acidic seed particles is
studied. In SOA aging, increasing molecular functionaliza-
tion leads to less volatile products and an increase in SOA
mass, whereas gas- or particle-phase fragmentation chem-
istry results in more volatile products and a loss of SOA.
The challenge is to discern from measured chamber variables
the extent to which these processes are important for a given
SOA system. In the experiments conducted, m-xylene SOA
mass, calculated under the assumption of size-invariant par-
ticle composition, increased over the initial 12–13 h of pho-
tooxidation and decreased beyond that time, suggesting the
existence of fragmentation chemistry. The oxidation of the
SOA, as manifested in the O:C elemental ratio and fraction
of organic ion detected at m/z 44 measured by the Aerodyne
aerosol mass spectrometer, increased continuously starting
after 5 h of irradiation until the 36 h termination. This behav-
ior is consistent with an initial period in which, as the mass of
SOA increases, products of higher volatility partition to the
aerosol phase, followed by an aging period in which gas- and
particle-phase reaction products become increasingly more
oxidized. When irradiation is stopped 12.4 h into one experi-
ment, and OH generation ceases, minimal loss of SOA is ob-
served, indicating that the loss of SOA is either light- or OH-
induced. Chemical ionization mass spectrometry measure-
ments of low-volatility m-xylene oxidation products exhibit
behavior indicative of continuous photooxidation chemistry.
A condensed chemical mechanism of m-xylene oxidation un-
der low-NOx conditions is capable of reproducing the gen-
eral behavior of gas-phase evolution observed here. More-
over, order of magnitude analysis of the mechanism suggests
that gas-phase OH reaction of low volatility SOA precursors
is the dominant pathway of aging in the m-xylene system al-
though OH reaction with particle surfaces cannot be ruled
out. Finally, the effect of size-dependent particle composi-
tion and size-dependent particle wall loss rates on different
particle wall loss correction methods is discussed.
1 Introduction
Organic aerosol (OA) constitutes 20–90 % of all submicron
particles in the atmosphere, and up to 80 % of this is classi-
fied as secondary organic aerosol (SOA) (Zhang et al., 2007;
Murphy et al., 2006). Aerosol particles in the atmosphere
can have lifetimes of 5–12 days (Balkanski et al., 1993), dur-
ing which they can undergo continuous physical and chemi-
cal processing, commonly called aging (Rudich et al., 2007).
Laboratory experiments designed to study SOA formation
typically have a duration of up to 1 day, during which all
processes that cause ambient particle aging may not be cap-
tured. Chemical aging of SOA can affect gas-particle parti-
tioning through processes such as vapor-phase oxidation of
semivolatiles, heterogeneous oxidation, and reactions within
the particle phase, e.g. oligomerization, that take place on
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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a fairly long timescale (Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Hallquist
et al., 2009).
Given the potentially large number of organic species in
ambient particles, bulk chemical measurements are useful to
describe the extent of oxidative aging of SOA. Using aerosol
mass spectrometry, changes in O:C (elemental oxygen to car-
bon ratio) and H:C (elemental hydrogen to carbon ratio) from
high-resolution data and f44 (ratio of mass-to-charge (m/z)
44 to total signal in the organic component mass spectrum)
and f43 (ratio of m/z 43 to total signal in the organic com-
ponent mass spectrum) have been reported for ambient and
laboratory-generated particles. The dominant organic ion at
m/z 43 is C2H3O+, and the dominant organic ion at m/z 44
is CO+2 . Ng et al. (2010) evaluated a number of aerosol oxi-
dation data sets in the f44–f43 space and found that data for
ambient OA tend to occupy a triangular region. As the OA
becomes more oxidized, it tends to move from a region of
lower f44 and a wider range of f43 at the base of the triangle
toward the apex with higher f44 and less variable f43. Heald
et al. (2010) used the Van Krevelen diagram to show that the
H:C and O:C of total ambient OA tend to fall along a line
with a slope of −1, suggesting, on average, equal additions
of carbonyl and alcohol moieties. More recently, Ng et al.
(2011) determined a correlation between f43 and H:C and,
combined with a correlation between f44 and O:C (Aiken
et al., 2008), mapped the triangular region in f44–f43 space
onto the Van Krevelen diagram. They found that for ambi-
ent OA classified as oxygenated OA (OOA) and laboratory
chamber-generated SOA the H:C and O:C evolution toward
the apex of the triangle tends to fall along a line with a slope
of −0.5 on a Van Krevelen diagram. This difference in slope
between the two studies was attributed to the inclusion of
primary OA in the study of Heald et al. The evolution of am-
bient OA can also be represented in terms of saturation con-
centration (C∗) and O:C (Jimenez et al., 2009). As the OA
becomes more oxidized, C∗ decreases and O:C increases. In
all three of these frameworks, the oxygen content of the or-
ganic aerosol increases upon aging.
Laboratory studies have been conducted to probe the
mechanisms of chemical aging of SOA. In flow reactor ex-
periments, which have much shorter residence times than
chamber experiments, OH concentrations a few orders of
magnitude higher than ambient concentrations are used to
attain OH exposure similar to that of multiple days of atmo-
spheric processing. Using a flow reactor, Kroll et al. (2009)
found that for oxidation of squalane (C30H36) particles, func-
tionalization reactions (addition of polar functional groups)
dominated at low OH exposure, and fragmentation reactions
(scission of C-C bonds in the carbon skeleton) dominated
as OH exposure increased. They observed an O:C ratio of
0.45 after 35.8 squalene OH oxidation lifetimes. Lambe et al.
(2011) also used a flow reactor to attain OH exposures equiv-
alent to 1-20 days of atmospheric aging. Using a range of
anthropogenic and biogenic SOA and oxidized primary or-
ganic aerosol (OPOA) precursors, they found that as OH ex-
posure increased, the SOA and OPOA followed and extended
the progression of ambient SOA in f44–f43 space, attaining
values of f44 higher than ambient SOA. The Van Krevelen
diagram slope of the SOA and OPOA was indicative of car-
boxylic acid formation and carbon-carbon bond fragmenta-
tion. In chamber experiments of 16 h oxidant exposure, Qi
et al. (2010) found that, starting after 2 h of OH exposure,
the volatility of SOA generated from m-xylene and α-pinene
under high-NOx conditions decreased slowly for the remain-
der of the experiment. After this initial 2-h period, the O:C
ratio for m-xylene SOA increased at a rate of 0.007 h−1; how-
ever, for α-pinene SOA, the O:C ratio decreased at a rate of
0.003 h−1. Chhabra et al. (2010) observed increasing O:C for
SOA formed from toluene, m-xylene, and naphthalene for ir-
radiation times up to 12 h. The most rapid increase in O:C
occurred during the first hour of low-NOx toluene and m-
xylene experiments and the first 4 h of low-NOx naphthalene
experiments. Similarly to the results of Qi et al. (2010) that
SOA from some precursors exhibits minute aging behavior,
no change in O:C was observed for SOA from isoprene pho-
tooxidation or α-pinene ozonolysis after initial SOA forma-
tion. Chhabra et al. (2011) extended the analysis of the SOA
formed from the compounds studied in Chhabra et al. (2010)
to assess their behavior in both f44–f43 space and Van Kreve-
len diagram representations. Although the SOA formed from
the various precursors occupied different regions in each rep-
resentation, most systems exhibited a progression similar to
aging of ambient SOA.
In this work, we develop and apply to m-xylene SOA a
procedure to extend to 36 h the experimental duration of a
laboratory chamber operated as a batch reactor. Aromatic
hydrocarbon emissions are an important contribution (∼ 20–
30 %) to the total volatile organic compounds in the urban at-
mosphere (Calvert et al., 2002). m-Xylene SOA yields (ratio
of mass concentration of SOA formed to mass concentration
of parent hydrocarbon reacted) have been measured previ-
ously for initial m-xylene concentrations of 10 to 180 ppb
and experimental durations up to 10 h (Ng et al., 2007; Song
et al., 2007). SOA yields for low-NOx conditions were found
to be higher than those for high-NOx conditions. In addition,
Chhabra et al. (2010) and Qi et al. (2010) observed changes
in SOA chemical composition for up to 16 h of oxidation, in-
dicating the potential of aging of m-xylene SOA over longer
timescales. For a long duration experiment, the initial m-
xylene concentration can be chosen to produce a sufficient
amount of SOA to sample for the duration of the experi-
ment yet remaining close to atmospherically relevant load-
ings, typically 0.1–20 µg m−3 (Shilling et al., 2009). In the
present work, the total amount of SOA formed, its chemical
composition, and the composition of the gas phase over 36 h
of irradiation are evaluated to infer mechanisms of chemi-
cal aging of m-xylene SOA. For the first time, the effects
of size-dependent particle composition on particle wall loss
correction methods are discussed.
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2 Materials and methods
2.1 Experimental setup
Experiments were conducted in the Caltech dual 28-m3
Teflon chambers. Details of the facilities are given elsewhere
(Cocker et al., 2001; Keywood et al., 2004). Before each ex-
periment, the chambers were flushed with dried, purified air
for > 24 h until the particle number concentration < 50 cm−3
and the volume concentration < 0.1µm3 cm−3. Experiments
were run under low-NOx conditions using hydrogen perox-
ide (H2O2) as the OH source. With H2O2 it is possible to
achieve a constant OH concentration for the duration of the
experiments. H2O2 was injected into the chamber by evap-
orating 280 µl of 50 % wt aqueous solution into the cham-
ber with 5 l min−1 of purified air. Seed particles were in-
jected by atomizing a 0.015 M aqueous ammonium sulfate
(AS) solution for neutral seed and a 0.03 M aqueous mag-
nesium sulfate with 0.03 M sulfuric acid (MS + SA) solution
for acidic seed. m-Xylene (Sigma Aldrich, 99+ %) was intro-
duced into the chamber by injecting the volume of the liquid
hydrocarbon required to obtain a concentration of 30 ppb into
a glass bulb, and the vapor was carried into the chamber with
5 l min−1 of purified air. The chamber contents were allowed
to mix for 1 h before beginning irradiation.
A suite of instruments was used to study the evolution
of the gas and particle phases. m-Xylene was measured
using a gas chromatograph with flame ionization detector
(GC/FID, Agilent 6890N), equipped with a HP-5 column
(15 m×0.53 mm ID× 1.5 µm thickness, Hewlett Packard).
Reactive intermediates and H2O2 were continuously moni-
tored using a custom-modified Varian 1200 triple-quadrupole
chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS). Details of
operation can be found elsewhere (Crounse et al., 2006;
Paulot et al., 2009; St. Clair et al., 2010). The CIMS was
operated in negative mode in which CF3O− is used as the
reagent ion. CF3O− clusters with the analyte, forming ions
at m/z MW+85 (R ·CF3O−), or, with more acidic species,
at m/z MW+19 (HF ·R−−H). Relative humidity (RH), tem-
perature, NO, NOx, and O3 were continuously monitored.
The RH of the chamber was < 5%. The initial chamber tem-
perature was ∼19 ◦C; however, heating from the blacklights
caused a rise in temperature of approximately 5 ◦C. NO and
NOx concentrations were below the 2 ppb detection limit of
the instrument, and initial O3 concentration was 2 ppb.
Aerosol size distribution and number concentration were
measured continuously using a differential mobility ana-
lyzer (DMA, TSI, 3081) coupled to a condensation parti-
cle counter (CPC, TSI, 3760), henceforth referred to as the
DMA. Real-time particle mass spectra were collected con-
tinuously by an Aerodyne High Resolution Time-of-Flight
Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (DeCarlo et al., 2006; Cana-
garatna et al., 2007), henceforth referred to as the AMS. The
AMS switched once every minute between the high resolu-
tion “W-mode’ and the lower resolution, higher sensitivity
“V-mode”. “V-mode” data were analyzed using a fragmenta-
tion table to separate sulfate, ammonium, and organic spec-
tra and to time-trace specific m/z ratios. “V-mode” and “W-
mode” data were analyzed using a separate high-resolution
spectra toolbox known as PIKA to determine the chemical
formulas contributing to distinct m/z ratios (DeCarlo et al.,
2006). The signals of organic ions below m/z 119 were used
to calculate elemental ratios. The ratio of particle-phase CO+
to CO+2 was approximately equal to 1, and the contribution
of CO+ to the organic signal was estimated to equal that of
particle-phase CO+2 . The intensities of water-derived ions
(H2O+, OH+, and O+) were estimated from particle-phase
CO+2 using the correlation suggested by Aiken et al. (2008).
A relative ionization intensity of 1.4 was applied to organic
ion signals. AMS data reported in this work are averaged
over 10-min intervals.
2.2 Aging experiment protocols
The volume of the reactor limits the duration of experiments
in a chamber operated in batch mode; when sampling with all
instruments, nearly half of the chamber volume is depleted
in 18 h, at which point it is preferable to cease sampling due
to deflation of the chamber. To achieve longer OH expo-
sure times with all instruments sampling, sets of experiments
were conducted with increasing duration and staggered in-
strument sampling. Instruments were grouped into two cate-
gories based upon their sampling schedule. Group I includes
the AMS and a RH and temperature probe. Group II includes
the DMA, the CIMS, the GC/FID, the O3 analyzer, and the
NOx analyzer. All instruments were operated during initial
injections before the onset of irradiation. Experimental time
began at the onset of irradiation. First, two 18 h experiments
were conducted with Group I and II instruments sampling
for the entire duration to establish consistency in the gas and
particle phases during separate experiments. Subsequent ex-
periments of 24 h, 30 h, and 36 h were conducted to achieve
longer OH exposure. The instrument sampling schedule for
all experiments is given in Table 1. The entire set of 5 ex-
periments was conducted in the same chamber to avoid any
differences between chamber conditions that may arise be-
tween the dual chambers. For each of the Group II instru-
ments, the data from all experiments were combined to track
the evolution of species for the entire 36 h of OH exposure.
2.3 Total SOA formation
To determine the total SOA mass concentration in the cham-
ber, 1Mo, particle wall losses must be taken into account.
The extent of interactions between particles deposited on the
chamber walls and vapors in the chamber has not been deter-
mined completely; therefore, two limiting assumptions are
used to bound this interaction. These limits have been de-
scribed and applied to chamber experiments by Weitkamp
et al. (2007) and Hildebrandt et al. (2009, 2011). In one
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Table 1. Experiment sampling conditions and instrument sampling
protocol.
Experiment Duration Volume Removed Sampling hours
Type (h) (m3) Group Ia Group IIb
Wall loss 23 6.14 N/Ac N/A
18 h aging 18 7.92 0–18 0–18
24 h aging 24 3.60 0–24 16–24
30 h aging 30 3.63 0–30 22–30
36 h aging 36 3.66 0–36 28–36
aGroup I instruments: AMS, RH and temperature probe (total volumetric flow rate =
0.084 L min−1).
bGroup II instruments: DMA, CIMS, GC/FID, O3 analyzer, NOx analyzer (total volu-
metric flow rate = 7.25 L min−1).
cInstruments sampling: DMA, O3 analyzer, NOx analyzer, RH and temperature probe
(total volumetric flow rate = 4.45 L min−1).
limit, particles deposited on the wall are assumed to cease
interaction with suspended vapors after deposition. In this
case, the amount of organic material in the deposited par-
ticles does not change after deposition, and these particles
remain at the same size at which they deposited for the re-
mainder of the experiment. In the other limit, particles on
the wall are assumed to interact with vapors in the chamber
after deposition as if they had remained suspended. Thus,
in this case, the amount of organic material in the particles
after deposition changes at the same rate as the amount of or-
ganic material in the suspended particles, and the deposited
particles continue to change size throughout the remainder of
the experiment. This limit is analogous in theory to that of
a chamber without walls. In either limit, the material on the
walls is added to that which remains suspended to obtain the
total amount of SOA formed.
During particle growth, the organic mass fraction of the
suspended particles increases. In the first limit, the organic
mass fraction of deposited particles does not increase after
deposition; therefore, this case produces a lower limit for
1Mo. In the second limit, deposited particles are assumed
to continue growing; therefore, this case is an upper limit for
1Mo. These two limits of wall loss corrected 1Mo will sub-
sequently be referred to as the lower bound and upper bound,
respectively.
The lower bound limit on 1Mo is calculated from the
DMA suspended particle number distribution. For each size
bin i at each time step j , the particle number distribution de-
posited to the wall, nw,ij , is calculated using size-dependent
wall loss rates, βi :
n,w,ij = ns,ij exp(βi1t) (1)
where ns,ij is the suspended particle number distribution in
size bin i at time step j , and 1t is the difference between
time step j and time step j +1. Wall loss rates were deter-
mined from calibration experiments performed prior to the
start of the aging experiments (methods detailed in Keywood
et al., 2004; Ng et al., 2007). The deposited particle number
distribution is added to the suspended particle number dis-
tribution to give a wall-loss corrected number distribution,
ntot,ij , which is then converted to a volume concentration,
Vtot,j , assuming spherical particles:






×(Dp,i+−Dp,i−)× pi6 D3p,i (3)
where m is the total number of size bins, Dp,i+ is the upper
limit diameter for size bin i, and Dp,i− is the lower limit di-
ameter for size bin i. A factor of ln10 is necessary to convert
from a log normal distribution. The initial seed volume con-
centration, Vseed, is subtracted from the wall-loss corrected
volume concentration to give the volume concentration of
SOA, Vo,j . To convert to SOA mass, 1Mo,j , the SOA vol-





For low-NOx m-xylene SOA, ρorg = 1.33 g cm−3 (Ng et al.,
2007). It is possible that ρorg changes as particle age in-
creases, but it was assumed to be constant for the present
study, which is consistent with the findings of Qi et al.
(2010).
Calculating the lower bound wall-loss corrected mass re-
lies on having continuous number distributions, which were
not available for the 24-h, 30-h, and 36-h experiments. To
obtain a continuous number distribution, the number distri-
butions for all experiments were combined. The DMA sam-
pling schedule was designed to allow a 2-h overlap period
between shorter and longer experiments (i.e. sampling for the
24-h experiment began at 16 h, 2 h prior to the endpoint of the
18-h experiment) to facilitate the comparison of data between
shorter and longer experiments. The number distributions
from each experiment were combined sequentially. During
periods of overlap between two experiments, a weighted av-
erage of the number distribution in each size bin was taken
giving higher weight to the shorter experiment at the begin-
ning of the overlap period and higher weight to the longer
experiment at the end of the overlap period.
Both the number distribution of the seed particles and the
initial concentration of m-xylene affect the number distribu-
tion of the aerosol. In the 24-h experiment, the seed volume
was lower than that for the other AS seed experiments (Ta-
ble 2). Assuming that the SOA produced in this experiment
was comparable to that in the other experiments, the sus-
pended particle volume would be lower than that of the other
AS seed experiments, and the number distribution would be
too small to combine with those of the other AS experiments
to obtain a continuous number distribution. Without the data
from the 24-h experiment, no number distribution data were
available between hours 18 and 22. Number distributions
during those 4 h were calculated from the 18- and 30-h ex-
periments by fitting an exponential function to the number
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Table 2. Experimental conditions and results.
Seed Duration Initial m-xylene Seed vol. Final m-xylene Final 1Moa
(h) (ppb) (µm3 cm−3) (ppb) (µg m−3)
AS 18 32.2±0.7 11.1±0.3 2.46±0.66 21.9±1.7
AS 18 31.8±0.7 12.3±0.3 0.84±0.66 24.7±1.9
AS 24 29.2±0.7 9.10±0.2 < 0.5 N/A
AS 30 29.1±0.7 12.3±0.4 < 0.5 N/A
AS 36 28.7±0.7 13.1±0.2 < 0.5 N/A
AS 12+8b 25.0±0.6 10.5±0.3 2.1±0.6 20.0±1.0
MS + SA 18 32.9±0.7 10.5±0.4 1.94±0.66 22.5±1.8
MS + SA 18 32.4±0.7 10.8±0.4 1.15±0.66 21.7±1.7
MS + SA 24 32.5±0.7 10.6±0.3 < 0.5 N/A
MS + SA 30 29.6±0.7 10.6±0.3 < 0.5 N/A
MS + SA 36 30.0±0.7 10.8±0.4 < 0.5 N/A
aLower bound limit
b12.4 h irradiated + 8 h dark
distribution in each size bin during hours 16–18 of the 18-h
experiment and hours 22–24 of the 30-h experiment and us-
ing the function to interpolate a number distribution at 4-min
increments.
Throughout an experiment, the volume of the chamber de-
creases due to sampling, but the surface area of the walls
remains the same. It is possible that the increasing surface-
area-to-volume ratio will increase the particle wall loss rates.
The duration of a typical wall loss experiment is 18–24 h,
shorter than that of the longest aging experiments. The ag-
ing experiments were designed to minimize the amount of
air sampled from the chamber. Although more instruments
sample from the chamber during an aging experiment than
during a wall loss calibration experiment, the volume of air
removed during an aging experiment is comparable to that of
a wall loss calibration experiment (Table 1).
To confirm that wall loss rates do not vary significantly
as chamber volume decreases, an additional wall loss cali-
bration experiment was performed in each chamber. These
calibration experiments were conducted following the same
protocols as a typical wall loss calibration; however, before
AS seed aerosol was injected, approximately 8 m3 of air was
removed from the chambers to simulate conditions found at
the end of an 18 h experiment. The wall loss rates determined
from these low-volume experiments were within the range of
wall loss rates observed in the chambers since they were in-
stalled in 2009 (Fig. 1). Therefore, time-dependence of the
wall loss rate constants was assumed to be negligible during
these aging experiments.
The upper bound limit on 1Mo is calculated by combin-
ing the AMS and DMA data. The experiments in the present
work use seed particles containing sulfate, and the only pro-
cess that decreases sulfate concentration in the suspended
phase is wall loss. The initial sulfate concentration is cal-
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Fig. 1. Particle wall loss rates, β, measured in both chambers from
September 2009 to August 2011. The top panel corresponds to near
chamber, and the bottom panel corresponds to far chamber. The
wall loss rates labeled “applied” were applied to the experiments re-
ported in this manuscript. The wall loss rates labeled “low-volume”
were calculated during a wall loss calibration experiment in which
the initial chamber volume was decreased by 8 m3 to simulate con-
ditions achieved after 18 h of sampling. The wall loss rates labeled
“other” are those calculated from quarterly calibration experiments.
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is more uncertainty for the collection efficiency of seed par-
ticles in the AMS than in the DMA. Collection efficiency
in the AMS increases as organic content of the particles in-
creases, and because the seed particles do not contain organic
material, they are more susceptible to bounce in the instru-
ment and have a collection efficiency that is less than unity
(Matthew et al., 2008). To calculate the mass of sulfate in the





where ρseed is the density of the seed particles, MWSO4 is
the molecular weight of sulfate, and MWseed is the molec-
ular weight of the seed particles. For dry AS seed, ρseed
is 1.77 g cm−3. In the upper bound limit, both suspended
and deposited particles gain or lose organic material at the
same rate; therefore, the organic-to-sulfate ratio of all parti-
cles of the same size is the same, and this ratio is determined
from unit mass resolution AMS data. High-resolution analy-
sis of the dominant sulfate ions, m/z 48 and 64, showed less
than 1 % contribution of organic signal to the total ion sig-
nal; therefore, organic contribution to the unit mass resolu-
tion sulfate signal was negligible. Differences in the organic-
to-sulfate ratio, rOS, between unit mass resolution and high
resolution data are less than 5 %, except during the first 2 h
of growth when they are more variable at lower organic load-
ing. To obtain the SOA mass, rOS is multiplied by the initial
mass of sulfate in the seed particles:
1Mo =mSO4rOS (6)
This equation is valid if the organic-to-sulfate ratio does not
vary with particle size or if particle wall loss rates are con-
stant over the particle size range of interest. In the Caltech
chambers, particle wall loss rates depend on particle size so
the latter assumption is not valid. Depending on the con-
densation behavior of the SOA, rOS may depend on particle
size (Hildebrandt et al., 2009; Riipinen et al., 2011). For the
present experiments, data were not available to determine the
size dependence of rOS of the particles. For the purpose of
calculating the upper bound wall loss corrected organic mass,
it is assumed that rOS does not vary with particle size. The
implications of this assumption will be discussed in Sect. 3.4.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 SOA formation
Two experiments with the same initial conditions and 18 h
of irradiation were performed to assess the reproducibility of
initial conditions and SOA production (Table 2). For both
AS seed and MS + SA seed, similar concentrations of m-
xylene reacted and1Mo formed after 18 h of irradiation were
achieved. Given the consistency between matched experi-
ments, it was not necessary to sample for the entire duration
of longer experiments. It was assumed that data collected
during previous, shorter experiments are adequate to describe
the same time period during longer experiments.
Figure 2 shows decay of m-xylene and 1Mo corrected for
wall loss for both the upper and lower bound cases over 36
h of irradiation. The lower bound 1Mo and m-xylene data
are a compilation of the 18-, 30-, and 36-h AS seed experi-
ments (the 24-h experiment was omitted as noted earlier due
to low seed particle volume), but the upper bound 1Mo data
are from only the 36-h experiment because continuous data
were available. The variation in the lower bound wall loss
corrected mass concentration after peak growth is likely due
to differences in number distributions during the 18-, 30-,
and 36-h experiments. The peak in SOA formation occurs
before all of the m-xylene has been reacted. For the lower
bound case, 1Mo remains relatively stable after its peak, de-
creasing only slightly over 20 h of irradiation. For the up-
per bound case, 1Mo peaks at approximately the same time
as in the lower bound case; however, there is a pronounced
decay of 1Mo after the maximum is reached. Wall losses
result in 43% of the total volume concentration of particles
deposited on the wall for the lower bound case and 56 % of
1Mo deposited on the wall for the upper bound case after 36
h. The behavior of 1Mo after peak growth will be discussed
in Sect. 3.3.
Throughout each experiment, the OH concentration was
approximately 2.5×106 molec cm−3, as estimated from the
decay of m-xylene and simulated by a photochemical model
(see Appendix A). After 36 h of irradiation, 40 % of the ini-
tial 4 ppm of H2O2 injected into the chamber remained unre-
acted.
3.2 SOA composition
Figure 3 shows the evolution in the elemental oxygen-to-
carbon ratio (O:C) of the suspended particles for all 5 of the
AS seeded experiments. O:C values overlap for all of the ex-
periments with different irradiation durations. O:C decreases
during the first 5 h of irradiation in all but the 36-h exper-
iment. During the 36-h experiment, the sensitivity of the
AMS sampling in W-mode was lower than that in the other
aging experiments, which hindered the detection of initially-
formed SOA. The O:C calculated using V-mode data (not
shown) decreasess during the first 5 h of irradiation for all 5
of the aging experiments. The dominant trend in O:C begins
after 5 h. After this time, O:C gradually increases at an av-
erage rate of 0.0019 h−1 for the remainder of the irradiation
period. The minimum in O:C occurs before the maximum
1Mo is reached.
The mass spectral parameter f44 is commonly used to
characterize SOA chemical composition. Aiken et al. (2008)
determined a relationship between O:C and f44 for ambi-
ent aerosol in Mexico City: O :C= (3.82±0.05)× f44 +
(0.0794±0.0070) for f44 ranging from 0 to 0.25. The SOA
in the current set of experiments does not follow the same
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 151–167, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/151/2012/
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Fig. 2. SOA mass (right axis), corrected for particle wall losses,
and m-xylene (left axis) for 36 h of OH exposure using AS seed.
The lower bound 1Mo is calculated assuming that, once deposited,
particles on the walls do not interact with gases in the chamber. The
upper bound 1Mo assumes that, once deposited, particles continue
to exhibit the same gas-particle partitioning behavior as suspended
particles. The fraction on the wall for the lower bound is the ratio of
particle volume on the wall to total particle volume, both suspended
and deposited, and includes seed volume. The fraction on the wall
for the upper bound is the ratio of organic mass concentration on
the wall to the total organic mass concentration.
trend as the Mexico City SOA, and exhibits trendline of
O :C= (1.42±0.04)×f44+(0.439±0.005) over a range of
0.10 to 0.14 of f44. Although the data for m-xylene SOA do
not follow the same trendline as the Mexico City data, they
lie within the scatter of the Mexico City data (Fig. 4). Us-
ing the same AMS instrument as the current study, Chhabra
et al. (2010) found that the O:C and f44 of SOA from aro-
matics, isoprene, and glyoxal did not lie along the trend-
line reported in Aiken et al., but the O:C and f44 of SOA
from α-pinene and naphthalene did. In general, if CO+2 con-
tributed most of the oxygen signal in the spectra, then the
O:C and f44 of the SOA more closely matched those pre-
dicted by the trendline from the Mexico City data. The corre-
lation between O:C and f44 for m-xylene SOA in the present
work differs from that of Lambe et al. (2011), who observed
that m-xylene SOA follows the same trendline as the Mex-
ico City data. The range of f44 values observed by Lambe
et al. is much larger than that in the present work, initial
hydrocarbon loadings are higher, and OH exposure is 2–3
times greater than the maximum OH exposure achieved in
the present work (3.2× 1011 molec cm−3 s). Any of these
factors could contribute to the different correlations between
O:C and f44. The factor most likely to explain the discrep-
ancy between the correlation in the present work and that in
Lambe et al. is the difference in OH exposure. At higher OH
exposure, the SOA is likely to be more oxidized, and CO+2
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Fig. 3. SOA mass (right axis) and O:C elemental composition (left
axis) over 36 h of OH exposure using AS seed. After hour 5, the




















Fig. 4. Correlation of O:C with f44 for SOA from m-xylene in the
present study and Mexico City ambient aerosol from Aiken et al.
(2008).
The evolution of m-xylene SOA is also represented in f44–
f43 space (Fig. 5). The change in O:C, derived from the
correlation specific to m-xylene, is also shown. The marker
size is a function of the concentration of suspended organics,
normalized to suspended sulfate concentration to account for
wall losses. Overall, low-NOx m-xylene SOA exhibits higher
f43 than the typical range of ambient SOA observed by Ng
et al. (2010) and lies to the right of the triangular region de-
rived for ambient SOA. At the beginning of irradiation when
the organic mass loading is small, the SOA has a higher f44
and a lower f43. As SOA continues to form, f44 decreases
and f43 increases until approximately 5 h of irradiation, at
which time the trends reverse. For the remaining duration
of irradiation, f44 increases and f43 decreases, resulting in
a progression of the SOA characteristic of the behavior of
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Fig. 5. Evolution of f43, f44, and O:C for 36 h of OH exposure.
This system lies to the right of the triangular region in which typical
ambient aerosol resides, as shown by the dashed lines in the inset
(Ng et al., 2010). Marker size denotes the organic-to-sulfate ratio,
































































Fig. 6. Average AMS high-resolution organic mass spectra at the
time of peak growth and at the end of the experiment (final growth)
for the 36-h aging experiment. Prominent peaks are identified. The
mass of CO+ is estimated to equal that of CO+2 .
more-aged ambient SOA. The time at which the path rever-
sal in f44–f43 space occurs is the same as that at which the
minimum in O:C occurs. Curvature in f44–f43 space has
been observed in other studies (Kroll et al., 2009; Ng et al.,
2010; Chhabra et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011; Lambe et al.,
2011). Lambe et al. did not observe curvature in f44–f43
space for m-xylene SOA, and the curvature observed in the
present study occurred for lower OH exposures than the low-
est value attained by Lambe et al.. It is possible that the OH
exposure levels used to form m-xylene SOA in Lambe et al.
were too large to observe the curvature.
The high-resolution AMS mass spectra provide clues to
the trends in O:C, f44, and f43. The average mass spectra at
peak organic growth and at the end of the 36-h aging exper-





































































































Fig. 7. Evolution of SOA chemical composition from high-
resolution AMS measurements and diameter of the maximum num-
ber distribution of suspended particles. In the top panel, the ion sig-
nal is normalized by sulfate to account for particle wall losses. The
sulfate-normalized ion signal is then scaled by the average value
at the peak concentration. The middle panel shows the fractional
contribution of each ion to the total organic mass signal. A relative
ionization efficiency of 1.4 is used when calculating the organic ion
concentration. The dashed line at 5 h corresponds to the reversal in
trend of O:C.
of the 4 dominant organic ions (CH+3 , CHO+, C2H3O+, and
CO+2 ) in the aerosol mass spectra and the maximum of the
suspended particle size distribution throughout 36 h of oxi-
dation. Excluding CO+2 , these ions account for 30–35 % of
the total organic signal throughout the experiment. When or-
ganic CO+2 and the ions whose organic contributions are as-
sumed to correlate with it (CO+, H2O+, OH+, and O+) are
included, the mass fraction of the organic signal is approx-
imately 52 %. In the top panel of Fig. 7, the time trends of
the normalized, wall-loss corrected ion signals are shown. To
obtain this, the ion signal was divided by the sulfate signal to
correct for wall losses. The sulfate-normalized ion signal was
then scaled by its average value at the peak concentration. In
the middle panel, the fractional contribution of each ion to
the total organic signal is shown. The bottom panel shows the
particle diameter (Dp) of the maximum of the suspended par-
ticle size distribution. The most rapid change in Dp occurs
during the first 5 h of irradiation. The amount of each of the
4 ions in the particles increases during this time (top panel).
After 5 h, Dp changes more slowly, and the contribution of
each ion to the spectra begins to peak. CHO+ reaches a max-
imum most quickly, followed by CH+3 and C2H3O+. CO
+
2
peaks later than the other ions. After most of the ions peak,
their contribution to the spectra decreases for the remainder
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of the experiment; however, the amount of CO+2 shows much
less of a decrease, suggesting that compounds that contribute
to the CO+2 signal have a lower tendency to be removed from
the particles than those that contribute to the other ion sig-
nals.
Shortly after the onset of irradiation, CO+2 constitutes the
largest fraction of the organic signal, likely from the con-
densation of low-volatility organics. As irradiation contin-
ues, the CO+2 fraction of the organic signal decreases as
semivolatile material represented by the other ions, espe-
cially C2H3O+, begins to partition to the particles. Once the
rate of particle growth slows, the fraction of CO+2 increases
because the contribution of CO+2 to the mass spectra is still
increasing, whereas the amounts of the other ions are begin-
ning to stabilize and then decrease. The increase in the or-
ganic fraction of CO+2 continues throughout the duration of
the experiment caused by a larger decrease in the amounts of
the other ions in the particle mass spectra than CO+2 .
3.3 Fate of SOA after peak growth
After peak growth, a decrease in most of the major organic
ions and the total organic mass is observed (Figs. 2 and 7).
The magnitude of the decrease in 1Mo is much greater for
the upper bound wall loss correction than that for the lower
bound wall loss correction, suggesting that either the pro-
cess causing the decrease in 1Mo has a larger effect on the
upper bound wall loss case or that an incorrect assumption
was made for one of the wall loss corrections. For the upper
bound wall loss correction, rOS was assumed to be constant
such that the rOS of the suspended particles was equivalent
to that of the deposited particles. If this is not the case, the
mass lost to the walls may be over- or underestimated. Impli-
cations of the size-dependence of rOS on the upper and lower
bound wall loss correction and its effects on the conclusions
of the present section will be discussed in Sect. 3.4.
If the organic mass lost to the wall was correctly calculated
for both upper and lower bound cases, a possible explanation
for the decrease in 1Mo after peak growth is repartitioning
of semivolatiles to the gas phase. As irradiation continues,
semivolatiles in the gas phase can undergo reaction with OH
or photolysis to form higher-volatility products, or they may
be lost to the walls. As the concentration of a semivolatile in
the gas phase decreases from fragmentation reactions or wall
loss, repartitioning can occur to maintain gas-particle equi-
librium. OH can also react with the particle surface, forming
higher volatility fragmentation products that evaporate and
decrease the particle organic mass. These processes are sum-
marized in Fig. 8. Evaporation of semivolatiles is expected
to have a greater effect on 1Mo in the upper bound limit be-
cause all particles are assumed to undergo gas-particle parti-
tioning, opposed to only the suspended particles in the lower
bound limit, thus a higher decrease in 1Mo should be ex-












Fig. 8. Sources and sinks of a semivolatile gas-phase species, Ag,
and particles containing the condensed semivolatile species, Ap,
during SOA aging. We do not explicitly indicate in the sketch
processes by which the particle-phase Ap attains a semisolid state,
greatly affecting continued exchange with the gas phase (Virtanen
et al., 2010; Vaden et al., 2010, 2011; Shiraiwa et al., 2011).
Semivolatile species are expected to repartition from the
particle phase more easily than low volatility species. This
behavior is observed with the organic ions C2H3O+, char-
acteristic of semivolatile oxygenated organic aerosol (SV-
OOA), and CO+2 , characteristic of low volatility oxygenated
organic aerosol (LV-OOA). The amount of C2H3O+ in the
particle mass spectra increases faster than CO+2 and shows
a much greater decrease than CO+2 as the experiment pro-
gresses. There is a slight decrease in CO+2 at longer irradi-
ation times, and it is possible that the uptake of low volatil-
ity species is not completely irreversible, allowing for some
evaporation.
Evaporation of particles is characterized by a shift of the
Dp at the maximum of the size distribution to smaller size.
This shift was not observed in the aging experiments, as
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 7 where Dp increased
slightly after the peak organic loading was attained around
12 h. The two main processes affecting the particle size dis-
tribution in chamber experiments are gas-particle partition-
ing and wall loss. In the Caltech chambers, wall loss rates
are at a minimum for particles of diameters between 200 and
300 nm (Fig. 1). During the aging experiments, the Dp at the
size distribution maximum is below the 200–300 nm mini-
mum in wall loss. If evaporation is occurring, the rate of
wall loss will increase as particles get smaller. As a result,
the greater loss of small particles will cause size distribution,
characterized by the Dp at its maximum, to shift slightly to-
ward the 200–300 nm minimum in wall loss rate. Both the
evaporation and wall loss processes are slow; therefore, the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/151/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 151–167, 2012
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Fig. 9. Trends in m-xylene concentration (left axis) and 1Mo (right
axis) when irradiation is stopped once peak 1Mo is attained.
two processes will tend to counteract each other with respect
to their effects on the dynamics of the aerosol size distribu-
tion, and no change in Dp at the maximum of the size distri-
bution is observed. It is also possible that the upper bound
wall loss correction over-predicts the amount of evaporation
occurring (see Sect. 3.4). In this case, the Dp at the size
distribution maximum would only be expected to increase
slightly toward the 200–300 nm minimum in wall loss rate.
To determine the extent to which photochemical processes
are affecting the aerosol after peak growth, an experiment
was performed in which the lights were turned off after 12.4 h
of irradiation (Fig. 9). Production of OH ceases, and shortly
thereafter, OH is no longer present in the chambers. The m-
xylene concentration stabilizes after lights are turned off, and
the substantial decrease in the upper bound 1Mo is not ob-
served with the lights off. The lower bound 1Mo increases
after lights are turned off to result in a 5 % change in mass
after 8 h. This increase could be the result of uncertainty in-
duced by the wall loss correction or condensation of vapors
as the chamber cooled after irradiation stopped from 24 ◦C
to 19 ◦C during hours 12.4 to 16. The latter process is not
observed in the upper bound 1Mo, but condensation could
be masked by uncertainty in the wall loss correction method,
discussed in Sect. 3.4. Despite the potential uncertainties of
the wall loss correction and the cooling of the chamber, the
decrease observed in the lower bound 1Mo in the 36-h aging
experiment is not observed after irradiation ceases. After the
lights are turned off, the chemical composition of the parti-
cles also stops changing significantly. This is shown in f44–
f43 space in Fig. 10. While the aerosol forms, f43 decreases
and f44 increases; however, after the lights are turned off, the
rates of change of both f43 and f44 decrease substantially. In
the absence of irradiation, a semivolatile species in the gas
phase, Ag, can partition to and from particles or be lost to the
walls (Fig. 8). After irradiation stops, the rate of change in
the amount and composition of the particles decreases sub-























































Lights off ( )
Fig. 10. Evolution of f43, f44, and O:C of m-xylene SOA. Irradi-
ation was stopped after 12.4 h, corresponding to the peak of 1Mo.
This point is denoted by the “x”. Marker size denotes the organic-
to-sulfate ratio, rOS, of suspended particles. After irradiation stops,
the chemical composition of the SOA does not change significantly.
The inset shows the position of the data with respect to the trian-
gular region characteristic of ambient SOA bounded by the dashed
lines, as defined by Ng et al. (2010).
ring. Under these conditions, only vapor phase wall loss is
expected to cause repartitioning; therefore, vapor phase wall
loss is not significant in this system. If minimal repartition-
ing is observed without irradiation, and if there are no sub-
stantial vapor phase wall losses, then repartitioning must be
driven by photochemical processes that affect the chemical
composition of the gases and SOA.
It was not possible to distinguish among the photochemi-
cal process occurring: reaction of OH with semivolatiles; re-
action of OH with particles; and photolysis of semivolatiles.
The photochemical model described in Appendix A was used
to estimate lifetimes for OH against reaction with particles,
OH against reaction with semivolatiles, semivolatiles against
reaction with OH, and semivolatiles against photolysis. The





where kA+OH (cm3 molec−1 s−1) is the reaction rate con-
stant and cA (molec cm−3) is the gas-phase concentra-
tion of A. Using the combined concentrations of species
ROOH, ROHOH, ROHOOH, and EPOXOOH and an av-
erage rate constant kOH = 1× 10−10 cm3 molec−1 s−1 (Ta-
ble 3), τOH+A ∼= 0.2 s. The heterogeneous reaction of OH
with a particle surface is assumed to be pseudo-first order in
terms of OH (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). The characteristic
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Table 3. Rate constants for the photochemical model.
Rate constant Source
(cm3 molec−1 s−1)
jH2O2 = 2.9×10−6 (s−1) Sander et al. (2011)
k1 = 1.8×10−12 Sander et al. (2011)
k2 = 2.31×10−11 Calvert et al. (2002)
k3 = 9.8×10−13 Birdsall et al. (2010)
k4 = 1.96×10−11 MCM (Jenkin et al., 2003,
Bloss et al., 2005)
k5 = 8.02×10−11 MCM
jEPOX = 1.24×10−4 (s−1) MCM and Sander et al. (2011)
k6 = 9.1×10−11 MCM
k7 = 1.17×10−10 MCM
jROOH = 2.1×10−6 (s−1) Sander et al. (2011)
k8 = 1.96×10−11 MCM
k9 = 7.41×10−11 MCM
k10 = 1.96×10−11 MCM
k11 = 1.13×10−10 MCM
k12 = 2.05×10−10 MCM
k13 = 1.4×10−12 Sander et al. (2011)
k14 = 1.1×10−10 Sander et al. (2011)
where γ is an uptake coefficient, here assumed to be 1, Ap
(cm2 cm−3) is the surface area concentration of the particles,








where T (K) is temperature and MWOH (kg mol−1) is the
molecular weight of OH. The particle surface area was cal-
culated from measured particle number distributions. Based
on the upper and lower bound wall loss corrections, τOH+P
ranges from 6–13.5 s, corresponding to particle surface areas
of (0.47−1.1)×10−5 cm2 cm−3.
Some of the semivolatile species used to determine τOH+A
can also photolyze. The lifetimes of these species, ROOH,
ROHOOH, and EPOXOOH, against OH reaction and pho-
tolysis was also calculated to determine if photolysis is ex-
pected to be a large sink of gas-phase species. The lifetime




where cOH (molec cm−3) is the OH concentration, which was
estimated to be 2.5×106 molec cm−3 from the measured m-
xylene decay. Under this condition, τA+OH = 4.0× 104 s.





where jROOH is the photolysis rate constant of an organic per-
oxide, as described in Appendix A. The characteristic life-
time against photolysis is estimated as 4.7×105 s. Photolysis
is an order of magnitude slower than reaction with OH, and
photolysis is not expected to be a major sink of gas-phase
species. Changes in particle composition are likely driven by
continued oxidation of the gas phase, although OH reaction
with particle surfaces cannot be categorically dismissed.
The continued oxidation of semivolatile species is appar-
ent upon examination of possible gas-phase m-xylene oxi-
dation products using the CIMS (Fig. 11). The top panel
shows the time trace of m/z 207, which has the same m/z as
the predicted reagent ion clustering of first-generation oxida-
tion products ROH (MW+85) and ROOH (MW+19) in the
model (Table 4). This m/z signal increases rapidly and peaks
at 3–4 h of irradiation. When lights are turned off during the
experiment, the decay slows significantly. The middle panel
shows the time trace of m/z 223, which has the same m/z as
the predicted reagent ion clustering of second-generation ox-
idation products ROHOH (MW+85), ROHOOH (MW+19),
and EPOXOOH (MW+19). Again, this m/z signal increases
rapidly and peaks slightly later at 4–5 h irradiation. When the
lights are turned off, the signal stabilizes. The photochemical
model predicts the peak of the first generation product con-
centrations to occur about an hour before that of the second
generation product concentrations, and the time difference
between the peak of the CIMS signals at m/z 207 and m/z
223 is consistent with the model output. The bottom panel
shows the time trace of m/z 271, which has the same m/z as
the predicted reagent ion clustering of third-generation oxi-
dation product (MW+85) formed by the EPOXOOH+OH
reaction (prodEPOXOOH+OH in the model). From model pre-
dictions, this compound with predicted reagent ion clustering
at m/z 271 should form more slowly. The signal at m/z 271
peaks at 13–14 h of irradiation and does not decrease after
irradiation ceases. The behavior of these signals is consis-
tent with multiple generations of oxidation. The changes are
clearly photochemically driven. Vapor-phase wall loss is not
a significant sink of compounds contributing to these signals,
indicated by the absence of decay after the lights are turned
off.
3.4 Role of organic-to-sulfate ratio in particle wall loss
corrections
The partitioning behavior of SOA precursors affects how
these species condense onto a particle size distribution (Ri-
ipinen et al., 2011). If condensation is limited by diffusion,
which is typically the case for essentially non-volatile com-
pounds, the rate of condensation depends on the surface area
of the particle size distribution (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006);
in that case the organic growth tends to occur on particles
with smaller Dp as this is the particle size regime where the
surface area is greatest. For organics exhibiting diffusion-
limited behavior, organic condensation on AS seed particles
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/151/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 151–167, 2012
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tends to form organic and sulfate mass distributions such that
mean Dp of the organic mass distribution is smaller than that
of the sulfate distribution. If condensation is controlled by
gas-particle partitioning equilibrium, which is typically the
case for semi-volatile compounds, these species will tend to
condense preferentially into the particle size range where the
mass concentration is greatest, i.e. a majority of the organic
growth will occur on particles with larger Dp (Zhang et al.,
2011). In this case, the organic mass distribution will peak at
a larger Dp than the sulfate mass distribution. Because infor-
mation about the organic and sulfate mass distributions was
not available for the present experiments, a simulation was
performed to assess the effects of different shapes of organic





































































































m/z 271, 36 h
m/z 271, 12 h
m/z 223, 36 h
m/z 223, 12 h
m/z 207, 36 h
m/z 207, 12 h
 Lights off
Fig. 11. Time evolution of products formed during m-xylene oxida-
tion detected by the CIMS. The signals labeled 36 h were recorded
during the set of experiments in which the chamber contents were
irradiated for 36 h. The signals labeled 12 h were recorded during
the experiment in which the lights were turned off after 12.4 h of
irradiation and remained off for the remainder of the experiment.
Three different pairs of organic and sulfate mass distribu-
tions consistent with the measured number distribution and
rOS were created from the suspended particle number dis-
tribution averaged between hours 12 and 12.5 of irradiation
from the combined 36 h aging experiment in order to deter-
mine the uncertainty in the upper bound wall loss correction
induced by size-dependent rOS (Fig. 12). The peak of the
measured aerosol number distribution occurs at a Dp smaller
than that at which the wall loss rate is at its minimum, and the
wall loss rate increases moving from lower Dp to higher Dp
across the measured number distribution (not shown). Each
of the distributions in Fig. 12 is characterized by the same
total particle number distribution, an rOS of 2.00, and an or-
ganic mass concentration of 22.7–22.8 µg m−3. Case I rep-
resents condensation resulting from equilibrium gas-particle
partitioning, and Case III represents condensation resulting
from diffusion-limited growth. In Case II all particles have
the same rOS.
The aerosol size distribution was subjected to 24 h of wall
loss at the rates applied to the experimental number distri-
butions, ignoring condensation (growth and evaporation are
assumed to cease) and coagulation. For each of the cases,
rOS of the suspended particles and the upper bound wall-loss
corrected mass concentration were calculated as a function
of time (Fig. 13). In Case I, rOS of suspended particles in-
creased by about 10 % over 24 h as particles with a lower
rOS were preferentially lost to the walls. Because rOS of
suspended particles is higher than that of deposited parti-
cles, using rOS of suspended particles to represent deposited
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 151–167, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/151/2012/
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Fig. 12. Organic and sulfate mass distributions used in a simulation
to assess the effect of size-dependent rOS on the upper bound or-
ganic mass wall loss correction. All mass distributions are derived
from the same observed particle number distribution and have rOS
of 2.00 and an organic mass concentration of 22.7–22.8 µg m−3.
Case I is representative of condensation governed by gas-particle
equilibrium partitioning (see text), and Case III is representative of
condensation governed by diffusion-limited growth (see text). In
Case II, rOS is constant for all Dp.
particles leads to an overestimation of organic mass lost to
the walls. The over-prediction of wall-loss corrected or-
ganic mass concentration is about 10 %. In Case II, rOS
of suspended and deposited particles are the same by def-
inition, and the predicted wall-loss corrected organic mass
was estimated properly. In Case III rOS of deposited parti-
cles is greater than that of suspended particles, and rOS of
suspended particles decreased by about 10 % over 24 h be-
cause particles with a higher rOS were preferentially lost to
the walls. This resulted in an under-prediction of wall-loss
corrected organic mass concentration by about 10 %.
Organic and sulfate mass distributions have been reported
for toluene SOA condensed onto AS seed and are indicative
of diffusion-limited condensation (Hildebrandt et al., 2009).
If m-xylene SOA formation occurs by processes similar to
those of toluene, the mass distributions during the present
































Fig. 13. Effect of 24 h of wall loss on the mass distributions in
Fig. 12. The top panel shows the suspended particle organic-to-
sulfate ratio, rOS, as a function of time for each case, and the bot-
tom panel shows the upper bound wall-loss corrected organic mass
concentration as a function of time for each case.
ing under-prediction of the upper bound wall-loss corrected
organic mass concentration may occur with time. During the
36 h combined aging experiments, the measured rOS of sus-
pended particles decreased from 2.1 to 1.9 between hours
12.4 and 20 and continued to decrease linearly to 1.4 at 36 h.
Between hours 12.4 and 20, the wall-loss corrected organic
mass concentration decreased from 32.8 to 30 µg m−3. By
hour 36, it had decreased to 22.3 µg m−3. The changes in
rOS and mass loss can be compared to those in the exper-
iment in which irradiation ceased after 12 h and in which
only particle wall loss occurred after that time. Between
hours 12.4 and 20, rOS decreased from 1.50 to 1.42, and the
wall-loss corrected mass concentration decreased from 20.5
to 19.2 µg m−3. The decrease in both organic-to-sulfate ratio
and wall-loss corrected mass concentration in the 12-h irradi-
ation experiment are indicative of wall loss of an aerosol size
distribution characterized by diffusion-limited growth. The
experimental conditions of the 36-h experiment were similar
to the 12-h irradiation experiment; however, both the initial
m-xylene concentration and the seed volume concentration
in the 12-h irradiation experiment were lower than those in
the combined 36-h aging experiments, and rOS is expected
to differ as a result. Despite the differences, it is expected
that the size distribution of the suspended particles in hours
12.4–20 during 36-h experiment should behave similarly to
the size distribution of particles during hours 12.4–20 of the
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12-h irradiation experiment if only particle wall loss is occur-
ring. The fractional decrease in rOS during hours 12.4–20 of
the 36-h irradiation experiment is approximately double that
of the 12-h irradiation experiment, suggesting that an addi-
tional process besides particle wall loss, such as gas-particle
repartitioning due to evaporation, affected the suspended par-
ticle rOS. The magnitude of evaporation, however, may not
be as large as originally thought due to uncertainty in the up-
per bound wall loss correction method.
The lower bound wall loss correction should be unaffected
by size-dependent rOS distributions. The number and size
of deposited particles is calculated independently of particle
composition and is added back to the number distribution of
suspended particles to calculate the total volume of particles.
In obtaining the total volume of organics, the volume of seed
or other background particles is subtracted from the total vol-
ume. This calculation assumes that the seed or background
particle volume does not change during an experiment.
3.5 Acidic seed effects
Aging experiments were also performed using acidic
MS + SA seed to determine the extent to which particle acid-
ity affects chemical aging of m-xylene SOA. Figure 14 shows
the elemental ratios for both AS and MS + SA seeded experi-
ments. No difference between the acidic and neutral seeds
for m-xylene-derived SOA is observed. Ng et al. (2007)
did not observe a difference in yields for low-NOx m-xylene
SOA with neutral and acidic seed particles; therefore, it is
plausible that the chemical composition of the aerosol con-
densed onto the two types of seed particles is similar.
4 Conclusions
Laboratory chamber studies provide fundamental informa-
tion on the mechanisms of formation of SOA. The duration of
chamber experiments is limited by several factors, including
wall loss of particles and vapors and depletion of chamber
air through instrument sampling. Laboratory experiments
attempt to approach durations of OH radical exposure cor-
responding to those of particles in the atmosphere, on the
order of a week, through enhanced OH radical levels. In the
present work we extend the duration of chamber experiments
by sampling protocols that minimize the amount of chamber
air removed over the course of the experiment. The proto-
col developed here allows experiments up to 36 h duration.
Hydroxyl radical levels in the experiments reported here are
roughly at atmospheric levels. We address SOA formation
from the photooxidation of m-xylene, an important anthro-
pogenic precursor to organic aerosol. The extended dura-
tion experiments provide a view into the multi-generational
chemistry involved in m-xylene SOA formation that can be
expected to be occurring in the atmosphere. Although the



















Fig. 14. Elemental ratios of m-xylene aerosol condensed onto neu-
tral (AS) and acidic (MS + SA) seed particles.
oxidation mechanism leading to SOA formation under high-
NOx conditions is also expected to follow multi-generational
chemistry (Kwok et al., 1997; Zhao et al., 2005; Ng et al.,
2007; Song et al., 2007; Noda et al., 2009; Birdsall et al.,
2010). The generations of oxidation of a precursor volatile
organic compound can lead to functionalized products of
ever decreasing volatility, characterized by increasing ele-
mental O:C ratio, as well as to products of higher volatil-
ity that do not contribute to SOA. Based on CIMS measure-
ments, there is strong evidence of gas-phase loss of higher
generation products. That this process involves photooxida-
tion or photolysis is confirmed by the absence of changes in
total aerosol amount when irradiation is stopped. Wall loss
of vapor can be excluded as the cause of this behavior. Esti-
mates of reaction timescales suggest that gas-phase processes
are most likely involved in this latter stage of aging, although
direct OH reaction with the surface of the particles cannot
be ruled out. Finally, the present work offers a protocol for
laboratory chamber experiments to attain times approaching
more closely those of atmospheric aerosol residence times.
Appendix A
Photochemical model
To estimate both OH concentration and the importance of OH
reaction with later-generation oxidation products, a photo-
chemical model (Reactions R1–R23 below) was constructed.
Products through three generations of oxidation are included.
Primary oxidation products are those suggested by Birdsall
et al. (2010) and Zhao et al. (2005) with product yields and
further oxidative pathways as derived from the MCM (Jenkin
et al., 2003; Bloss et al., 2005). Values of rate constants are
listed in Table 3, and compounds represented in the model
are given in Table 4. Photolysis rate constants are calcu-
lated using the irradiance spectrum measured for the chamber
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 151–167, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/151/2012/
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lights and absorption cross section values and quantum yields




H2O2+OH k1−→ HO2+H2O (R2)
RH+OH k2−→ 0.54RO2 (R3)
k2−→ 0.29EPOX+0.29HO2 (R4)
k2−→ 0.17ROH+0.17HO2 (R5)
RO2+RO2 k3−→ prodRO2+RO2 (R6)
RO2+HO2 k4−→ ROOH (R7)
EPOX+OH k5−→ EPOXO2 (R8)
EPOX+hν jEPOX−→ prodEPOX+hν (R9)
ROH+OH k6−→ 0.51ROHO2 (R10)
k6−→ 0.42ROHOH (R11)
k6−→ 0.07RO (R12)
ROOH+OH k7−→ prodROOH+OH+OH (R13)
ROOH+hν jROOH−→ prodROOH+hν+OH (R14)
EPOXO2+HO2 k8−→ EPOXOOH (R15)
EPOXOOH+OH k9−→ prodEPOXOOH+OH+OH (R16)
EPOXOOH+hν jROOH−→ prodEPOXOOH+hν+OH (R17)
ROHO2+HO2 k10−→ ROHOOH (R18)
ROHOOH+OH k11−→ ROHO2 (R19)
ROHOOH+hν jROOH−→ prodROHOOH+hν (R20)
ROHOH+OH k12−→ prodROHOH+OH (R21)
HO2+HO2 k13−→ H2O2+O2 (R22)
OH+HO2 k14−→ H2O+O2 (R23)
Neither gas-particle partitioning nor vapor-phase wall loss
was included in the model because there is not sufficient in-
formation about either process to accurately represent it in
the model. Vapor-phase wall loss is assumed to be minor
(Fig. 11) and should not have a large effect on gas species
concentrations.
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Abstract. We report properties of marine aerosol and clouds
measured in the shipping lanes between Monterey Bay and
San Francisco off the coast of Central California. Using
a suite of aerosol instrumentation onboard the CIRPAS Twin
Otter aircraft, these measurements represent a unique set of
data contrasting the properties of clean and ship-impacted
marine air masses in dry aerosol and cloud droplet residu-
als. Below-cloud aerosol exhibited average mass and num-
ber concentrations of 2 µg m−3 and 510 cm−3, respectively,
which are consistent with previous studies performed off the
coast of California. Enhancements in vanadium and cloud
droplet number concentrations are observed concurrently
with a decrease in cloud water pH, suggesting that periods
of high aerosol loading are primarily linked to increased
ship influence. Mass spectra from a compact time-of-flight
Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer reveal an enhancement
in the fraction of organic at m/z 42 (f42) and 99 (f99) in
ship-impacted clouds. These ions are well correlated to each
other (R2 > 0.64) both in and out of cloud and constitute
14 % (f44) and 3 % (f99) of organic mass during periods
of enhanced sulfate. High-resolution mass spectral analy-
sis of these masses from ship measurements suggests that
the ions responsible for this variation were oxidized, pos-
sibly due to cloud processing. We propose that the organic
fractions of these ions be used as a metric for determin-
ing the extent to which cloud-processed ship emissions im-
pact the marine atmosphere where (f42 > 0.15; f99 > 0.04)
would imply heavy influence from shipping emissions,
(0.05<f42 < 0.15; 0.01<f99 < 0.04) would imply moder-
ate, but persistent, influences from ships, and (f42 < 0.05;
f99 < 0.01) would imply clean, non-ship-influenced air.
1 Introduction
Ship exhaust is estimated to account for 14 and 16 % of
global NOx and SOx emissions, respectively (Corbett and
Fischbeck, 1997). Models show that ship emissions also con-
tribute 1.67 Tg yr−1 to global particulate matter, which is
nearly equivalent to current estimates of particulate matter
emitted by all on-road vehicles (Eyring et al., 2005; Yan
et al., 2011). Because many shipping lanes are located along
coastal regions where marine stratocumuli persist, ship emis-
sions have the potential to directly affect cloud microphysics.
Studies of cargo ship exhaust/cloud interactions have shown
distinct cloud responses to these perturbations (e.g., Coakley
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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et al., 1987; Ackerman et al., 1995; Frick and Hoppel, 2000;
Durkee et al., 2000; Hudson et al., 2000; Noone et al., 2000;
Lu et al., 2009; Christensen and Stephens, 2011). Satellite
imagery shows that ship tracks can exist hours after initial
emission (Coakley et al., 1987; Durkee et al., 2000; Chris-
tensen and Stephens, 2011) and therefore have the potential
to exert a significant effect on local radiative fluxes.
Ship emissions mix with marine aerosol and subsequently
with cloud droplets, however the extent of this effect is
not well established. Marine aerosol is a complex mixture
of natural and anthropogenic sources, and thus the signa-
ture from shipping emissions is difficult to detect. Natu-
ral marine aerosol comprises particles resulting from sea-
spray (e.g., NaCl, KCl, organics), marine biological activ-
ity (e.g., dimethylsulfide and subsequent oxidation prod-
ucts), and those from continental origins (e.g., dust, sec-
ondary products from biogenic oxidation). Anthropogenic
sources include ship emissions, continental pollution, and
biomass burning. Sea-salt typically dominates the super mi-
crometer aerosol (Dp > 1 µm), whereas organics, sulfate, and
ammonium from natural and anthropogenic sources consti-
tute a large portion of mass in the submicrometer regime
(Dp≤ 1 µm) (Cunningham and Zoller, 1981; McInnes et al.,
1996).
With its location along busy shipping lanes and near heav-
ily populated areas, the California coastal zone is an es-
pecially advantageous region to evaluate the anthropogenic
contribution to marine aerosol and cloud condensation nu-
clei (CCN). Table 1 summarizes studies conducted in the
vicinity of the California coastal zone on marine aerosol and
cloud droplets. Important studies by Hegg et al. (2008, 2009,
2010) have utilized source apportionment models to attribute
size-resolved hygroscopicity, light scattering coefficient, and
CCN activity of marine aerosol to natural and anthropogenic
sources. They estimated that 50 % of the measured CCN
concentrations and 57 % of the light-scattering coefficient
of marine aerosol in the California coastal region originated
from anthropogenic sources. Though anthropogenic signa-
tures contribute significantly to measured aerosol properties,
the extent to which ship emissions contribute to this signal
remains uncertain.
Few studies along the California coast have investigated
marine aerosol and cloud properties simultaneously (Ta-
ble 1). In this study, we utilize state-of-the-art aerosol mea-
surements to build upon the knowledge of marine aerosol and
cloud properties, with special attention to the contribution
from ship emissions.
2 Methodology
2.1 Field mission description
From July–August 2011, the Eastern Pacific Emitted Aerosol
Cloud Experiment 2011 (E-PEACE) was operated out of the
Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Stud-
ies (CIRPAS) in Marina, CA (Russell et al., 2012). The pur-
pose of the field mission was to study the effect of ship emis-
sions, sea-salt and organic aerosol on Eastern Pacific ma-
rine stratocumulus commonly found off the coast of Cen-
tral California. Thirty flights were conducted by the CIR-
PAS Twin Otter aircraft to probe the emissions of cargo and
tanker ships and their effects on marine stratocumulus. The
focus of this study is a set of measurements made during
twenty-six flights conducted in a sampling region between
San Francisco and Monterey Bay (Fig. 1). Four additional
flights were performed outside of this sampling region and
are analyzed in Sect. 4.1 to compare aerosol properties dur-
ing cloudy and clear conditions, however a more extensive
analysis of these flights will be forthcoming. In addition to
sampling direct ship emissions, measurements of aerosol and
cloud properties were made below, within, and above cloud
during each flight. Simultaneous measurements of marine
aerosol properties were conducted onboard the R/V Point
Sur. Averaged measurements made outside direct ship fumi-
gation were taken to reflect the variation of marine aerosol
and cloud properties over the course of the campaign.
2.2 Aerosol and cloud droplet measurement
methodology
Cloud and aerosol properties were measured by ship and air-
craft using a suite of aerosol instruments (Table 2). A detailed
description of the instrumentation used in this study can be
found in the Appendix. Cloud droplet residuals were mea-
sured downstream of a counterflow virtual impactor (CVI)
inlet with a cut size of 11 µm (Shingler et al., 2012).
In the following discussion, we report cloud residual mass
concentrations measured behind the CVI inlet. Despite the
improved CVI design that can accommodate high sample
flow and thus reduce the need for large counterflow and dilu-
tion (Shingler et al., 2012), uncertainties remain in total mass
and number concentrations that are common among all CVI
inlets. Primarily, the transmission efficiency (TE) of the CVI
is a function of several parameters, including aircraft speed,
sample-flow dilution, and particle diameter. In addition, the
instrument is characterized by a cut size that restricts the
smallest particle that can be sampled; thus, the cloud resid-
ual mass concentrations reported in this study (Table 3) are
less than the total cloud residual mass. However, there are
relative differences between periods of low and high concen-
tration that suggest a qualitative difference between flights.
An altitude-dependent, zig-zag aircraft sampling pattern
was utilized to measure unperturbed and perturbed air
masses. Upon locating a ship, the Twin Otter sampled be-
low, within and above cloud in close proximity to the ship’s
plume. While in cloud, measurements were made behind the
CVI, thus sampling only cloud droplet residuals. Measure-
ments made out of cloud were sampled through the main
sub-isokinetic aerosol inlet. The main inlet is designed to
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 8439–8458, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/8439/2012/
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Table 1. Previous studies on the properties of marine aerosol over the Northeastern Pacific Ocean. Footnotes define instrument abbreviations.
Author Research Instruments Type of Sources CCN Hygroscopicty Size Chemical Species Analyzed Summary
Location Mission Sampled Properties Properties Properties
Hegg et al. Pacific nephelometer Aircraft Dry – yes – – – Authors report the optical and hygroscopic properties
(1996) Coast PCASP, SMPS, Aerosol of marine aerosol in the vicinity of the California coast.
DNH The hygroscopic growth factor was shown to be 1.7
while the ratio of backscatter to total scattering was
found to be 0.13.
McInnes et al. E. Pacific Filter Sampling Ground, Dry – – – yes sea salt ions, This study investigated the composition of
(1996) and off-line analy- Ship Aerosol sulfate, sub-micrometer aerosol. Gravimetric measurements
tical chemistry ammonium, showed that a significant amount of mass (0–76 %)
water was unaccounted for in filter measurements. Water
uptake on the filter samples made up 29 % of the
mass and the remaining mass was likely to be
organic in nature.
Phinney et al. N.E. SMPS, PCASP, Ship Dry – – yes yes MSA, sulfate, Marine aerosol off the coast of British Columbia was
(2006) Pacific MOUDI, AMS, Aerosol organics, nitrate, measured for size and composition. MSA was found
GC ammonium, to be an order magnitude higher than previously
sea salt observed in the N.E. Pacific. AMS organic spectra
showed that ship emissions may play a role in
contributing to the organic signature of marine
aerosol.
Straub et al. California Cloud water Aircraft Cloud – – – yes TOC, inorganic Cloud water off the coast of California was analyzed
(2007) Coast collector inlet Particles ions, sulfate, for ionic, TOC, trace ion, soluble organics and
and off-line analy- nitrate, hydrogen formaldehyde concentrations. The measurements
tical chemistry, peroxide, represent a unique compilation of remote marine
FSSP, PCASP, formaldehyde cloud water chemistry.
PVM (LWC)
Sorooshian et al. California PILS, LWC, Aircraft Cloud – – – yes oxalate, sulfate Oxalate: SO4 measurements tended to increase with
(2007a) Coast CVI Particles altitude, suggesting that cloud processing of below-
cloud aerosols generated a higher fraction of oxalate.
LES simulations showed that particles above cloud
were likely generated due to cloud evaporation; thus,
the high fractions of oxalate observed above cloud
were partially due to cloud processing.
Hegg et al. California Filter Sampling Aircraft Dry – yes – yes organics, inor- Aerosol hygroscopicity was observed to increase with
(2008) Coast and off-line analy- Aerosol ganic ions, BC, altitude. Given that the MBL is a well mixed system,
tical chemistry, sulfate, lead changes in aerosol properties with altitude plausibly
AHS, Light- resulted from oxidation of organic films. No evidence
scattering humi- for the accumulation of inorganics was observed.
digraph, PSAP
Hegg et al. California Filter Sampling Aircraft Dry yes – yes yes organics, inor- CCN measurements off the coast of California are
(2009) Coast and off-line analy- Aerosol ganic ions, BC, attributed to natural and anthropogenic sources using
tical chemistry, sulfate, lead receptor modeling. Roughly 50 % of the samples
AHS, PSAP, measured in the study were anthropogenic in nature.
CCN, PCASP
Hersey et al. California AMS, DASH-SP Aircraft Dry – yes – – organics, DASH-SP and AMS measurements are coupled to
(2009) Coast Aerosol sulfate characterize the chemical dependence of aerosol
growth factors. It was found that higher organic
fractions yielded lower growth factors at high RH.
High organic fractions are correlated with continental
sources from back trajectory modeling.
Sorooshian et al. California PILS-IC, LWC, Aircraft, Aerosol, yes yes yes yes DEA, MSA The link between chlorophyll a concentrations and the
(2009) Coast FSSP, SMPS, ground, Clouds fraction of MSA and DEA in aerosol suggests that
CCN, DASH-SP satellite ocean biota have significant influence over marine
aerosol properties including CCN and hygroscopicity.
A link between cloud properties and chlorophyll a
is not shown as cloud properties were heavily
influenced by meteorological conditions.
Hegg et al. California Filter Sampling Aircraft Dry yes yes yes yes organics, inor- A receptor based model is used to investigate the
(2010) Coast and off-line analy- Aerosol ganic ions, BC, extent of anthropogenic sources on CCN in the
tical chemistry, sulfate, lead marine environment. The authors report that 63–74 %
AHS, PSAP, of the aerosols are anthropogenic in nature.
CCN, PCASP
Langley et al. N.E. AMS, SMPS, Ship Dry yes – yes yes MSA, SO2, Ship measurements of marine aerosol showed that
(2010) Pacific CCN, gas Aerosol organics periods of high sub-micron CCN activity were
phase SO2 consistent with increased concentrations of MSA.
CCN and MSA/sulfate were strongly correlated.
Organics (primarily anthropogenic) are important
as acting as a site for sulfate condensation and
subsequent CCN activation.
Moore et al. N.E. AMS, SMPS, Aircraft Dry yes yes yes yes organic, nitrate, Detailed characterization of CCN off the coast of
(2012) Pacific CCN Aerosol sulfate, California are made and compared to CCN in urban
ammonium and rural areas. CCN-derived hygroscopicity
parameter was highest in marine outflow compared
to urban or rural areas.
PCASP – Passive Cavity Aerosol Sizing Probe; FSSP – Forward Scatter Spectrophotometer Probe; PSAP – Particle Soot Absorption Photometer; SMPS – Scanning Mobility
Particle Sizer; PVM – Particle Volume Monitor; CCN – Cloud Condensation Nuclei; AMS – Aerosol Mass Spectrometer; LWC – Liquid Water Content; DASH-SP – Differential
Aerosol Sizing and Hydroscopicity Spectrometer Probe; DNH – dual-nephelometer humidigraph; CVI – Counter-Flow Virtual Impactor; PILS-IC – Particle Into Liquid Sampler –
Ion Chromatography; MOUDI – Micro-Orifice Uniform-Deposit Impactor; AHS – Aerosol Hydration Spectrophotometer
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Table 2. Instruments onboard the Twin Otter aircraft and R/V Point Sur.
Parameter Instrument Time Resolution Detection Limit Size Range Twin Otter Point Sur
Particle Number Condensation Particle Counter 1 s < 50 000 cm−3 ≥ 10 nm X X
Concentration (TSI CPC 3010)
Aerosol Size Scanning Mobility Particle 110 s N/A 10–700 nm X X
Distribution Sizer (SMPS)
Cloud Droplet Counterflow Virtual N/A N/A > 11 µm X
Residuals Impactor (CVI)
Bulk Cloud Modified Mohen Slotted N/A N/A N/A X
Water Composition Cloud Water Collector
Cloud and Aerosol Size Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer 1 s N/A 0.65–55 µm X
Distribution Probe (CAS)
Cloud Droplet Liquid Light Diffraction 1 s N/A 5–50 µm X
Water Content (Gerber PVM-100 probe)
Aerosol Bulk Composition High Resolution Time-of-Flight 2 min ≤ 1 µg m−3 60–600 nm X
Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HiRes-ToF-AMS)
Aerosol Bulk Composition Compact Time-of-Flight Aerosol 8–12 s ≤ 1 µg m−3 60–600 nm X
Mass Spectrometer (C-ToF-AMS)
Cloud Condensation Nuclei Continuous Flow Streamwise Thermal 1–20 s < 20 000 cm−3 s.s 0.2–0.7 % X X
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Fig. 1. Twin Otter flight paths for RF 1-26 during the E-PEACE
mission. Inset shows a typical sampling pattern when encountering
a ship exhaust plume. The color bar indicates the total aerosol num-
ber concentration as measured by the Twin Otter CPC.
decelerate airstream velocities outside the cabin (∼ 50 m s−1)
to lower velocities that can be effectively sampled by aircraft
instruments (∼ 7 m s−1). Under normal airspeed, the inlet on
the Twin Otter samples aerosol below 3.5 µm with 100 % ef-
ficiency (Hegg et al., 2005). Thus, for the results reported
here, there was no appreciable loss of particles due to aircraft
sampling.
3 Aerosol and cloud droplet properties
In the following discussion, we use terminology such as
“background” and “perturbed” to define aerosol conditions
of the marine atmosphere. We acknowledge, however, that
the assignment of these terms is not without ambiguity.
A solely background signal in the remote marine atmosphere
is a condition that occurs only when natural marine processes
contribute to the aerosol. Without anthropogenic or continen-
tal influences, one might presume that a true baseline ma-
rine signal exists. However, even in a total absence of an-
thropogenic influence, such a signal is likely not unique and
constant throughout the remote marine atmosphere. Varying
wind speeds that generate sea spray, or biological production
of dimethyl sulfide (DMS), which leads to homogeneously
nucleated particles, can increase local “background” signal.
On the other hand, varying wind speeds can dilute particles
and lead to evaporation or ventilate DMS and inhibit new
particle formation. Furthermore, particles can be lost due to
wet or dry deposition. Even in the absence of non-marine
sources, the natural background marine aerosol is dynamic.
Rather than relying on a definition of “background”
aerosol, we choose to distinguish between “clean” and “per-
turbed” conditions based on the extent to which the marine
atmosphere is impacted by shipping emissions. We define
“perturbed” air masses as being pockets of the marine atmo-
sphere that have been directly impacted by local ship emis-
sions. This would comprise relatively small spatial regions
in which the aerosol number concentration has increased,
the aerosol number size distribution has shifted in mean di-
ameter, and the aerosol composition has changed relative
to the surrounding region. The atmosphere unperturbed by
ship emissions, which we take to be synonymous with the
term “clean”, can be broken into a spectrum of conditions
with varying degrees of non-ship related influences. Here, we
are interested in comparing properties of the marine aerosol
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Table 3. Summary of average aerosol and cloud properties over the course of the E-PEACE campaign. Bottom table summarizes key aerosol
properties from previous studies of marine aerosol and cloud droplets off the coast of Central California. Values in brackets represent standard
deviations of the average. Values in parenthesis list the range of measurements. Values below detection limit (DL) are noted.
Below Cloud Aerosol Measurements Cloud Measurementsg Air Equivalent Cloud Water Chemistry
Research Date Total Organica Sulfatea CPC CCN CCN Total Organica Sulfatea Ndb pH Na (104) Fe (104) Mn (104) V (104) LWCb
Flight (RF) Massa (0.15 %) (0.3 %) Massa
(µg m−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (cm−3) (cm−3) (cm−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (cm−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (µgm−3) (gm−3)
1 8 Jul 0.96 0.65 0.28 665 – 349 1.37 0.76 0.41 208 4.02 87 182 51.41 4.72 0.59 0.10
2 9 Jul 1.32 0.70 0.51 892 – 238 2.06 1.01 0.84 235 4.23 16 956 26.63 2.12 2.12 0.09
4 14 Jul 1.04 0.60 0.45 968 – 131 1.68 0.84 0.69 93 4.32 7757 < (DL) < (DL) 1.29 0.15
5 15 Jul 0.86 0.75 0.20 364 – 78 0.92 0.49 0.20 23 4.63 688 0.19 0.07 0.31 0.01
6 16 Jul 0.90 0.58 0.31 329 – – 1.06 0.67 0.22 27 4.50 127 < (DL) < (DL) 2.02 0.11
7c 17 Jul 0.77 0.72 0.18 341 – – – – – – – – – – – –
8 19 Jul 0.88 0.44 0.40 323 – – 1.24 0.68 0.54 145 4.21 3671 11.78 0.52 4.25 0.19
9 21 Jul 1.83 0.70 0.78 578 217 – 1.08 0.63 0.39 127 5.16 17 662 4.85 3.11 1.50 0.23
10 22 Jul 1.80 0.49 1.02 376 213 – 1.81 0.79 0.78 116 4.67 15 212 7.58 1.08 2.46 0.25
11 23 Jul 2.83 0.86 1.56 976 300 400 1.84 0.88 0.81 169 4.30 13 881 17.61 1.55 3.28 0.18
12 24 Jul 2.81 0.92 1.57 736 226 355 1.90 0.87 0.85 170 3.99 5362 15.95 1.36 3.12 0.10
13 26 Jul 0.99 0.60 0.34 221 75 116 1.04 0.56 0.32 87 4.95 11 702 5.13 0.41 4.11 0.23
14d 27 Jul 2.99 0.81 1.91 425 207 – 1.53 0.64 0.80 199 3.86 4587 34.05 2.29 16.78 0.22
15 28 Jul 4.74 1.06 3.14 589 101 406 4.98 2.21 2.50 327 2.92 10 772 86.28 4.89 43.08 0.12
16 29 Jul 2.62 0.70 1.59 465 96 304 2.14 0.89 1.13 252 3.84 3664 164.63 17.47 19.99 0.28
17 1 Aug 2.22 0.58 1.44 400 78 352 1.86 0.62 1.10 212 3.77 978 47.07 2.71 7.35 0.10
18 2 Aug 2.55 0.80 1.47 587 184 335 2.34 1.00 1.13 269 4.07 2777 27.67 1.98 8.92 0.21
19 3 Aug 1.41 0.57 0.70 346 167 173 1.11 0.60 0.38 120 4.80 11 406 < (DL) 0.45 3.63 0.19
20c 4 Aug 1.08 0.52 0.55 229 44 83 – – – – – – – – – –
21 5 Aug 2.06 0.65 1.17 561 63 254 1.13 0.57 0.48 163 4.65 8376 19.06 1.69 1.03 0.19
22 8 Aug 3.75 1.01 2.24 737 328 333 2.03 0.52 1.30 323 3.66 42 794 26.45 1.31 4.17 0.11
23 9 Aug 2.97 0.92 1.73 428 28 294 1.79 0.75 0.80 226 4.06 34 543 13.77 1.01 1.24 0.11
24 10 Aug 1.57 0.83 0.79 296 49 296 0.99 0.65 0.41 150 4.54 27 015 31.42 1.76 7.64 0.25
25 11 Aug 1.18 0.53 0.46 252 157 91 0.86 0.58 0.21 41 5.07 1538 1.86 0.59 3.97 0.13
26 12 Aug 3.49 1.24 1.94 670 – 459 1.80 0.71 0.97 257 3.90 32 109 17.24 1.07 3.56 0.14
Min 0.77 0.44 0.18 221 28 78 0.86 0.49 0.20 23 2.92 127 0.19 0.07 0.31 0.01
Max 4.74 1.24 3.14 976 328 459 4.98 2.21 2.50 327 5.16 87 182 164.63 17.47 43.08 0.28
Below Cloud Aerosol Measurements Cloud Measurementsg Air Equivalent Cloud Water Chemistry
Author/ Date Total Organica Sulfatea CPC CCN CCN Total Organica Sulfatea Ndb pH Na (104) Fe (104) Mn (104) V (104) LWCb
Mission Massa (0.15 %) (0.3 %) Massa
(µg m−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (cm−3) (cm−3) (cm−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (cm−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (µg m−3) (gm−3)
E-PEACE Jul–Aug 1.98 0.73 1.07 510 148 266 1.67 0.78 0.75 171 4.48 13 227 23 2.3 5.4 0.16
Average 2011 [1.07] [0.19] [0.76] [225] [91] [120] [0.85] [0.34] [0.50] [86] [0.72] [15 531] [37] [4.1] [7] [0.07]
Hegg et al. (2010)e
CARMA II Jul 2004 3.12 – 1.34 – – 100–825 – – – – – – – – – –
CARMA III Aug 2005 3.93 – 1.3 – – 75–1150 – – – – – – – – – –
CARMA IV Aug 2007 16.3 – 1.04 197–6104 – 50–700 – – – – – – – – – –
Sorooshian et al. Jul 2007 – – 0.78 307 – 73 – – – 104 – – – – – 0.15
(2009) [0.59] [239] [27] – – [56] [0.07]
MASE II
McInnes et al. Apr–Jun 2.21 – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
(1996)f 1994 [1.16]
Straub et al. Jul 2001 – – – – – – – – – 174 3.26–4.82 38 900 71 2.3 – 0.33
(2007) [79] (3900– (0–369) (0–11.6) [0.17]
DYCOMS-II 133 900)
a Measurements from AMS.
b Averaged cloud probe data during cloud water sampling period.
c No clouds (7/17), few cloud measurements by probes (8/4).
d AMS Failure – limited measurements available below cloud (7/27).
e Filter samples for aerosol> 0.2 µm in diameter.
f Filter samples for aerosol< 1 µm in diameter.
g Organics, sulfate and total mass concentrations measured behind the CVI are a fraction of the total loading and may not reflect absolute mass concentrations. See text for details.
during periods of high aerosol mass loading owing to ship
emissions (defined here as “perturbed”) with properties in
adjacent air masses not directly impacted by ship emissions
(defined here as “clean”). The nature of non-refractory ma-
rine aerosol (i.e., non sea salt components such as organics
and sulfate) can be consistently categorized using data from
the aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS), which transmits par-
ticles with vacuum diameters ranging between 60–600 nm
with 100 % transmission efficiency. Initially we will rely on
bulk AMS mass concentrations as the basis on which to iden-
tify and define “clean” and “perturbed” conditions, but sub-
sequently, we will derive conditions that more concretely de-
fine air masses directly impacted by shipping emissions.
Table 3 reports average aerosol properties for each flight
compared to measurements reported by other studies con-
ducted in the Eastern Pacific. We note that observations
from this study agree broadly with previous findings. No-
tably, aerosol mass measured by the AMS agrees well with
that measured by filter sampling reported in McInnes et al.
(1996). Mass loadings from this study reflect submicrom-
eter, non-refractory aerosol, whereas loadings reported by
McInnes et al. (1996) reflect total submicrometer mass. The
close agreement suggests that the mass measured in the sub-
micrometer regime is dominated by non-sea salt components.
This is consistent with McInnes et al. (1997) who show that
87–96 % of the total number concentration of submicrometer
particles in the remote marine atmosphere are non-sea salt.
We can use the results from Table 3 to identify flights
that were clean and perturbed during the E-PEACE cam-
paign. Figure 2 shows the mass contributions of bulk AMS
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species to dry marine aerosol and cloud droplet residuals
over the course of the study. As is also shown in Table 3,
submicrometer aerosol mass concentrations strongly varied
between flights. In the beginning of the study, a continual
period of low aerosol loading was observed between 15–19
July (RF 5–8). These measurements yielded aerosol mass
concentrations below 1 µg m−3 and were among the low-
est aerosol concentrations observed during E-PEACE. In the
present study, these were likely to have been the least in-
fluenced by shipping emissions and are therefore defined as
“clean”.
Clean conditions have been previously observed in the ma-
rine atmosphere and are known to vary greatly (e.g., McInnes
et al., 1996; Phinney et al., 2006; Straub et al., 2007; Lang-
ley et al., 2010; Ovadnevaite et al., 2011). For example, us-
ing an AMS, Phinney et al. (2006) measured submicrome-
ter aerosol mass concentrations of 1.4 µg m−3 in the remote
sub-arctic Pacific Ocean. The majority of the mass was sul-
fate (0.74 µg m−3), of which MSA was found to contribute
significantly, however organics were also a large fraction of
the total signal (0.3 µg m−3). Ammonium and nitrate were
present in low amounts, which is consistent with the results
from this study (see Fig. 2). In contrast, Ovadnevaite et al.
(2011) observed organic aerosol mass concentrations as high
as 3.8 µg m−3 during high wind events from clean marine
air masses. The organic mass spectra and the observation of
high biological activity suggested a primary organic source.
In Sect. 3.5, we show that the origin of air masses sampled
during RF 5–8 was remote marine. Of the previous studies
that we have discussed, the clean conditions in this study are
most consistent with measurements by Phinney et al. (2006)
and McInnes et al. (1996). However, as has been shown, for
example, by authors like Ovadnevaite et al. (2011), clean ma-
rine environments can exhibit a large range of aerosol mass
concentrations.
Of particular interest in the present study are flights with
elevated sulfate concentrations. Sulfate in the marine atmo-
sphere is primarily attributed to DMS, continental pollution,
and shipping exhaust. Flights conducted between 27 July–2
August (RF 14–18) exhibited enhancements in total aerosol
mass concentrations that were nearly double the amount ob-
served during clean conditions. These flights also had some
of the highest concentrations of sulfate below cloud and in
residual cloud droplets. Though there were other flights in
which the total aerosol mass concentration was high, the pe-
riod during RF 14–18 represents nearly a week of uninter-
rupted enhancements in aerosol mass. Thus, we focus our
attention to these flights and define them as “perturbed”.
3.1 Cloud-processed aerosol
Figure 3 shows typical marine aerosol number size distri-
butions as measured by the scanning mobility particle sizer
(SMPS). In general, marine aerosol exhibits two modes at





































Fig. 2. Bulk AMS species measured in cloud drop residuals (top
panel) and dry, below-cloud aerosol (bottom panel) over the course
of the study. Only organic and sulfate vary significantly each day
(variance of organic = 0.04, sulfate = 0.6 in below-cloud aerosol).
Ammonium and nitrate exhibit variances that are at most 0.5 % of
the variance of sulfate.
200 nm, which is the accumulation mode commonly ob-
served in regions with marine stratocumulus (Hoppel et al.,
1986, 1994; Frick and Hoppel, 2000), may be indicative
of cloud processing. We note, however, that other sources
can contribute to this mode. For example, Phinney et al.
(2006) observed organic mass distributions during periods
of direct ship fumigation with modes between 150–200 nm
which may enhance number concentrations in this “cloud-
processed” mode. However, given that most flights were con-
ducted in the presence of marine stratocumulus, we suspect
that cloud processing was a major contributor to aerosol in
the accumulation mode.
During perturbed flights, the total aerosol volume con-
centration is approximately twice as large as that for clean
flights. For example, the aerosol volume concentration for
flights 16, 26 (perturbed) and 8, 20 (clean) are 2.24,
2.74 µm3 cm−3 and 1.47, 0.47 µm3 cm−3, respectively. Rep-
resentative size distributions of fresh ship exhaust from three
ships (Fig. 3, bottom panel) exhibit a primary mode between
56–73 nm, which falls in the range of non cloud-processed
aerosol. It is possible that ship emissions enhanced the num-
ber concentration of small mode aerosol during perturbed
flights.
Cloud processing likely affected aerosol composition
(Fig. 4), which is consistent with previous studies. Cloud
scavenging and subsequent reaction of gaseous sulfur species
lead to the accumulation of sulfate (Faloona (2009) and
references therein). Under conditions of low acidity, some
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Fig. 3. Marine aerosol number size distributions of below-cloud
aerosol measured during clean and perturbed flights (top and mid-
dle panels). Aerosol size distributions for the exhaust of three ships
(bottom panel). Lines are log-normal fits.
studies have shown that organics can also be formed from
aqueous-phase processing. If the pH is high enough, the up-
take and reaction of organic precursors (e.g., glyoxal and
acetic acid) may exceed that of SO2 (Ervens et al., 2003a,b;
Sorooshian et al., 2007a) For example, Sorooshian et al.
(2007a,b), showed that the ratio of oxalate:sulfate increases
in cloud droplets with higher liquid water content (LWC).
After the droplet evaporates, low volatility organics that may
be formed by aqueous-phase chemistry remain in particle
residuals (Sorooshian et al. (2007a) and references therein).
Figure 4 shows the average out-of-cloud organic:sulfate ratio
as a function of altitude. As observed by Sorooshian et al.
(2007a), the ratio of organic:sulfate increases with altitude,
a finding that is also coincident with an average increase
in LWC. Though we suspect that this may be an indication
of aqueous-phase chemistry, there are other processes that
could affect the organic : sulfate ratio. During a typical flight,
aerosol above cloud top exhibited high concentrations of or-
ganic. Previous studies have found that entrainment of air
from the free troposphere into the marine boundary layer is
a major source of aerosol number (Katoshevski et al., 1999;
Kazil et al., 2011). If this aerosol were to be entrained into
the cloud, this would elevate organic : sulfate ratios. Further-
more, it is possible that the dry aerosol shown in Fig. 4 did
not result from evaporated cloud particles; rather, the aerosol

























Fig. 4. Average organic:sulfate mass ratio of dry, unperturbed ma-
rine aerosol sampled in cloud-free air as a function of altitude. For
clarity, standard deviations bars are omitted, however we note that
variation increased with altitude. Average LWC is presented to il-
lustrate the study-averaged, below-cloud top liquid water profile
and show that cloud processing was prevalent at all altitudes. The
campaign-average cloud base is shown with bars depicting the range
of cloud bases and tops observed during the campaign. Cloud base
altitudes were measured during aircraft soundings.
ganic salts often increase the activation of organic aerosol
particles (e.g. Bilde and Svenningsson, 2004). Thus, particles
with higher amounts of sulfate may activate to cloud droplets
first, therefore leaving behind interstitial aerosol with higher
concentrations of organic. Despite these effects, it appears
that cloud processing may have played a significant role con-
trolling aerosol composition in the present study, which is
consistent with the observation of a cloud-processed mode in
the aerosol size distribution data (Fig. 3).
3.2 Cloud water chemistry
Figure 5 summarizes the trends in major cloud water ion and
metal concentrations. These data are presented similarly to
those reported by Straub et al. (2007) and Benedict et al.
(2012), such that the present values can be easily compared.
In this study, Cl−, SO2−4 , and NO
−
3 are measured by IC and
are therefore representative of soluble ions. Species such as
Na, Ca, Mg and K are measured by ICP-MS. This analy-
sis technique strictly gives information about the total metal
content. In order to compare the results of the present study
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Fig. 5. Summary of major seawater species measured in marine cloud water. Data are presented analogously to those reported by Straub
et al. (2007) and Benedict et al. (2012). In the present study, we assume that seawater species measured by ICP-MS (e.g., Na, K, Mg, Ca)
reflect aqueous phase ions. The solid lines indicate the ion ratio typically observed in seawater. Each point represents a single cloud water
measurement. Clean flights (RF 5–8) are colored in blue while perturbed flights (RF 14–18) are colored in red. The remainder of the flights
are shown as brown circles.
to those by Straub et al. (2007) and Benedict et al. (2012),
we assume that those species measured by ICP-MS originate
from soluble seawater species and represent the ion content
of each sample. Furthermore, to calculate concentrations in
units of normality (µN), we assume that when present in the
aqueous phase, these metals exist in their most stable va-
lence state (for example, we assume that magnesium mea-
sured by ICP-MS exists as Mg2+). If we assume that sodium
concentrations reported in this study are representative of
soluble sodium with +1 valence, then E-PEACE concentra-
tions (0.7–3900 µN) are consistent with those observed by
Straub et al. (2007) (36–2784 µN). Of all the common sea-
water species, Cl−, Mg, and K exhibit a ratio with respect to
Na that is consistent with the global average ratio found in
seawater. Calcium is observed at a ratio slightly higher than
typical seawater. Similar enhancements in calcium have been
observed previously (e.g., Straub et al., 2007; Benedict et al.,
2012) and may be the result of dissolved crustal minerals.
The strong linear correlation with sodium, however, implies
that the variation in calcium was primarily influenced by sea
spray.
Of particular interest is the variation of seawater species
between flights. Markers in Fig. 5 colored by blue and red in-
dicate flights performed during clean (RF 5–8) and perturbed
(RF 14–18) conditions, respectively. In general, the concen-
tration of seawater species in marine cloud water is invariant
during clean and perturbed flights. These species also appear
to be present at lower concentrations during these flights than
compared to all other flights performed during E-PEACE.
It is reasonable, therefore, to neglect the mass contribution
from seawater to the variation of sulfate observed in Table 3
and Fig. 2, given that clean and perturbed flights show little
variation in sea-related species.
Sulfate and nitrate in the present study do not exhibit
a strong linear relationship with sodium. These species
are also enhanced during perturbed conditions (Fig. 5). In
Sect. 3.4, we show that metals associated with shipping emis-
sions (such as vanadium) are also enhanced during perturbed
conditions and that their variation is coincident with higher
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concentrations of sulfate in dry marine aerosol. It is possi-
ble that enhanced sulfate and nitrate in cloud water samples
originated from ship-impacted air masses.
3.3 CCN measurements
Marine aerosol CCN measurements are summarized in
Fig. 6. In the top panel, CCN activation spectra are compared
for perturbed (red, RF 15) and clean (blue, RF 20) flights. In
general, the fraction of activated particles at a given super-
saturation is enhanced under perturbed conditions. For ex-
ample, at 0.7 % supersaturation, 90 % of the particles mea-
sured during RF 15 activate in the CCN instrument. In
contrast, only 60 % of the particles activate in the instru-
ment during RF 20. If we fit a sigmoidal curve of the form
CCN/CN= a0/(1+(x/a1)−a2) (where a0, a1 and a2 are fitted
parameters) and take the inflection point to reflect the aerosol
population ensemble critical supersaturation (Moore et al.,
2011), we find that the critical supersaturation is lower for
particles measured during RF 15 than those measured dur-
ing RF 20 (0.23 % vs. 0.27 %). While this does not repre-
sent a significant difference in supersaturation, it appears that
higher fractions of particles activate to CCN under perturbed
conditions relative to clean conditions.
The bottom panel in Fig. 6 shows the fraction of activated
particles at 0.15, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 % supersaturation for all dry
aerosol measurements. Markers are colored by sulfate load-
ing to illustrate the extent to which shipping emissions may
have influenced the measurement. In general, a higher frac-
tion of activated particles is coincident with elevated con-
centrations of sulfate. This is consistent with the averaged
spectrum in Fig. 6 (top) which shows that more particles ac-
tivated during perturbed flight RF 15 compared to clean flight
RF 20. From Fig. 3, we see that the aerosol measured during
RF 20 exhibited two modes that, when normalized by total
aerosol number, have similar peak shape to aerosol measured
during a perturbed flight (e.g., RF 16). The only observable
difference in normalized number size distributions is that the
small mode from RF 20 peaks at a smaller diameter (40 nm)
than RF 16 (60 nm). While this may partially explain the in-
creased fraction of CCN during perturbed conditions, the en-
hancement of activated particles may also result from ele-
vated concentrations of sulfate (as shown in Fig. 6).
Enhanced CCN concentrations in the presence of anthro-
pogenic pollution events has been previously observed in
the Eastern Pacific (Hegg et al., 2009, 2010; Langley et al.,
2010). Langley et al. (2010) found that anthropogenic pol-
lution acted as condensation sites for sulfur species, result-
ing in an increase in CCN number concentrations. Hegg
et al. (2010) deduced that 67 % of the CCN off the coast
of California are anthropogenic in origin. The CCN con-
centrations reported in the present study are consistent with
those results (see Table 3 comparison), suggesting that an-
thropogenic sources are major contributors to the CCN prop-











































RF 15 (Perturbed Flight)
rate  =  3.7941 ± 0.422
Sc  =  0.23088 ± 0.00946
RF 20 (Clean Flight)
rate  =  4.7109 ± 1.05
Sc  =  0.27382 ± 0.0123
Fig. 6. CCN spectra showing the activation of particles at various
supersaturations. The top panel is CCN data from a perturbed flight
(red markers, RF 15) and clean flight (blue markers, RF 20) fitted to
a sigmoidal curve of the form CCN/CN= a0/(1+(x/a1)−a2) where
a0, a1 and a2 are fitted parameters. The error bars represent the
measurement standard deviation. The bottom panel shows all CCN
measurements made over the course of the campaign at 0.15, 0.3,
0.5 and 0.7 % supersaturation.
sulfate can be primarily linked to shipping emissions; thus,
shipping emissions may have exerted a strong control on
CCN properties during this study.
3.4 Relationship between marine aerosol and cloud
droplet properties
In this study, sulfate is a major constituent of submicrometer
marine aerosol (Fig. 2). Sulfate affects cloud water chem-
istry and cloud droplet number concentrations by lowering
cloud water pH (via SO2 oxidation) and increasing CCN con-
centrations (e.g., ship emissions, homogeneous nucleation
of H2SO4 or MSA) (Hegg and Hobbs, 1986; Hoppel et al.,
1994; Straub et al., 2007; Hegg et al., 2010; Langley et al.,
2010). Sources of sulfate in the marine atmosphere include
ship emissions, DMS, and continental pollution. Here, we
relate sulfate measured below cloud to properties of cloud
water chemistry and present evidence that elevated sulfate
measured during perturbed flights was largely influenced by
ship emissions. In the present discussion, we only compare
trace metals such as iron and vanadium due to their links
to shipping. Subsequent work will provide a more complete
overview of cloud water chemistry during the E-PEACE
campaign.
Figure 7 compares below-cloud sulfate with various cloud
properties. Iron and vanadium were measured in cloud wa-
ter samples using ICP-MS, while hydronium concentrations
were calculated from cloud water pH. All data are presented
in air equivalent units, which represents the mass of a species
per unit volume of air (see Appendix A for details). We
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Fig. 7. Trends in below cloud sulfate vs. air equivalent H+, cloud
droplet number concentration (Nd), air equivalent V and air equiv-
alent Fe. Iron and vanadium were measured in cloud water samples
using ICP-MS. Hydronium concentrations were calculated based on
cloud water sample pH. Air equivalent units are calculated as the
product of the concentration of a species in a bulk cloud water sam-
ple and the average liquid water content measured during the cloud
water collection period. Each point represents a single flight. Clean
flights (RF 5–8) are colored blue while perturbed flights (RF 14–18)
are colored red. Error bars show the standard deviation of each mea-
surement. The remainder of the flights are shown as brown circles.
observe that sulfate in below-cloud aerosol correlates well
with pH (not shown) and cloud droplet number concentration
(R2 =−0.57 and 0.64, respectively). This is consistent with
observations of enhanced cloud water acidification and CCN
in the presence of sulfate (e.g., Hoppel et al., 1994; Straub
et al., 2007; Langley et al., 2010). Perturbed flights exhibit
greater acidification in cloud water samples and higher con-
centrations of cloud droplets, vanadium, and iron as com-
pared to clean flights. Of all the flights, the highest concen-
tration of sulfate below cloud occurred during RF 15, which
also exhibited the greatest amount of acidification, highest
concentration of vanadium, highest concentration of cloud
droplets, and second highest concentration of iron in cloud
water samples. This enhancement is clearly seen in Table 3,
where perturbed flights 14–18 exhibit 5–10 times higher con-
centrations of iron and vanadium than clean flights.
The hypothesis in the present study is that cloud water
acidification results from the oxidation of SO2 originating
from ship emissions. This could occur by several mecha-
nisms. SO2 could be oxidized in the gas-phase to form sul-
furic acid, which could then partition into cloud droplets or
aerosol particles. If the aerosol particles were to activate,
then this could subsequently lead to cloud droplet acidifi-
cation. Alternatively, if exhaust were directly emitted into
the cloud, then gas-phase SO2 could partition into the cloud
droplet and undergo aqueous-phase processing. The correla-
tion with below-cloud sulfate suggests that enhanced sulfur
emissions led to an decrease in pH. Even more suggestive
of ship-influenced acidification is the correlation between
cloud water vanadium and cloud water acidity (R2 = 0.8,
Fig. 8). Studies have shown that shipping emissions are the
predominant source of vanadium in the marine atmosphere
(Agrawal et al., 2008; Sholkovitz et al., 2009; Furutani et al.,
2011). The strong correlation between vanadium and acid-
ity and the enhancement of both during perturbed conditions
implies that in the present study, shipping emissions largely
contributed to cloud water acidification.
The variation in iron concentrations with below-cloud sul-
fate (Fig. 7) could result from a number of sources. While
iron is often attributed to continental dust, recent studies sug-
gest that iron also has significant sources from ship emis-
sions. Using single particle mass spectrometry, Furutani et al.
(2011) found that iron-containing aerosol from Asian out-
flows could be subdivided into several major iron-containing
categories, one of which is iron associated with vanadium.
Iron-containing aerosols constituted nearly 40 % of the to-
tal number of particles in the ship-associated vanadium cat-
egory. While it is possible that shipping emissions enhanced
iron concentrations during perturbed flights, it appears that
elevated iron concentrations in the present study were largely
due to continental dust. Figure 8 (bottom) shows the relation-
ship between iron and manganese in cloud water samples.
The strong correlation (R2 = 0.9) suggests that the two are
linked to a common source.
Manganese is primarily attributed to crustal minerals
(Statham and Chester, 1988; Guieu et al., 1994; Ohta et al.,
2006; Duvall et al., 2008). Iron and manganese concentra-
tions were not strongly correlated to cloud water sulfate
(R2 = 0.27 and 0.29 for iron and manganese, respectively);
therefore, the elevation of iron and manganese in cloud wa-
ter during perturbed flights is likely indicative of air trans-
ported from continental sources. The contribution of below-
cloud sulfate from continental sources is difficult to quantify
given that iron and manganese are related to the transport of
dust and are not directly linked to anthropogenic sources. We
note, however, that iron and manganese are not strongly cor-
related with cloud water acidification (not shown,R2 = 0.36)
which we hypothesize resulted from SO2 oxidation. Further-
more, we show in Sect. 3.5 that perturbed flights were largely
affected by air masses that were transported through major
shipping lanes and not by air masses that were transported
directly over land. Though we cannot rule out continental
sources as contributors to below-cloud sulfate, we presume
that shipping emissions exerted a stronger impact on prop-
erties of marine aerosol over continental sources given that
metals associated with shipping emissions, such as vana-
dium, are strongly correlated to other properties of cloud wa-
ter chemistry such as acidification.
DMS as a major source of sulfate during perturbed flights
can be ruled out in the measurements here based on the small
variation of methanesulfonic acid (MSA, DMS oxidation
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Fig. 8. Top – variation in air equivalent vanadium with respect to
air equivalent hydronium concentrations for cloud water samples.
Hydronium concentrations were calculated based on cloud water
sample pH. Bottom – trend in manganese and iron concentrations
in cloud water for measurements made during clean (blue) and per-
turbed (red) days, respectively.
product). Appendix Fig. A1 shows the variation of cloud wa-
ter MSA and sulfate as measured by ion chromatography.
The amount of MSA in cloud water was no different dur-
ing perturbed flights when compared to clean or intermedi-
ate flights. We infer from these results and those from Figs. 7
and 8 that the primary source of below-cloud sulfate during
perturbed flights originated from ship exhaust.
3.5 Back-trajectory comparisons
As discussed in Sect. 3.4, the variation of manganese and iron
in cloud water samples is likely indicative of crustal minerals
transported from continental sources. Based on these results,
we presume that the enhancement in sulfate during perturbed
flights was at least partly due to changes in meteorology.
These inferences are supported by the 72 h (NOAA HYS-
PLIT) back-trajectories corresponding to cloud water sam-
ples collected during clean and perturbed flights (Fig. 9).
During clean flights, air was primarily transported across
the remote ocean, which may explain the observation of low
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Fig. 9. Back-trajectories (72 h) of cloud water samples collected
during clean (blue) and perturbed (red) flights. Back-trajectories
were calculated using the NOAA HYSPLIT model (available
at: http://www.arl.noaa.gov/ready/hysplit4.html). Simulations were
initialized with trajectories ending at the time, location and altitude
of cloud water sampling. Inset shows a closer perspective of the Cal-
ifornia coast. The green traces are the ship tracks of 15 cargo and
tanker ships probed during the campaign and illustrate the general
location of the shipping lanes north of Long Beach, CA.
ble 3, Fig. 2). During flights in which there is strong evi-
dence of anthropogenic influence, air was primarily trans-
ported along the coast and through some of the most heavily
transited shipping lanes. This is consistent with the observa-
tion of enhanced vanadium (shipping influences), iron, and
manganese (continental influence) in cloud water samples
during perturbed flights (Figs. 7 and 8). We infer from Fig. 9
that changes in meteorology likely influenced the variation
in aerosol and cloud properties and that the enhancement of
sulfate below cloud during perturbed conditions is partly due
to the transport of air masses through shipping lanes.
4 Ship impacts on marine aerosol and clouds
4.1 Organic aerosol mass spectra
In the following discussion, we compare organic aerosol
spectra during clean and perturbed flights to investigate pos-
sible influences of ship emissions on the composition of
cloud droplet residuals and dry, below-cloud marine aerosol
(Fig. 10). Flight 9 (RF 9) was used as a basis for clean con-
ditions, despite exhibiting slightly higher sulfate than most
other flights categorized as clean, because in this flight, dis-
tinct ship tracks were observed next to unperturbed cloud. As
shown in the column of spectra to the right of the dotted line
in Fig. 10, we compare perturbed and unperturbed organic
spectra of cloud droplet residuals to provide a reference to
how the organic composition of cloud particles changes in
the presence of ship emissions. These spectra can be com-
pared to those from flight 15 (RF 15), which was found
to have the highest concentrations of vanadium and sulfate
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/8439/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 8439–8458, 2012
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Fig. 10. Aerosol mass spectra comparing the organic signature of
aerosol below and within cloud for a clean flight (RF 9) and per-
turbed flight (RF 15). To the right of the dotted line is a comparison
of a ship track in cloud observed during RF 9 to the unperturbed, in-
cloud background organics. The bottom row illustrates normalized
difference spectra, which are the differences in the normalized (m/z
mass/total mass) mass spectra of measurements presented in the top
and middle rows. Positive values indicate a relative enhancement in
masses observed in the top row spectra whereas negative values in-
dicate a relative enhancement in masses observed in the middle row
spectra.
within cloud and was the most likely to have been influenced
by ship exhaust.
The top and middle rows in Fig. 10 are normalized organic
mass spectra of cloud droplet residuals and dry, below-cloud
aerosol, respectively. In general, aerosol and cloud resid-
uals are highly oxidized, exhibiting strong signals at m/z
44 (CO+2 ). These spectra are consistent with marine aerosol
measured by Murphy et al. (2009) and Phinney et al. (2006)
and cloud droplet residuals measured by Lee et al. (2012).
Jimenez et al. (2009) classified aerosol with similar mass
spectra as low volatility, highly oxidized secondary organic
aerosol (LV-OOA).
Many studies have shown that primary organic aerosol
from ship and diesel exhaust exhibit reduced ions consistent
with hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA) (e.g., Cana-
garatna et al., 2004; Murphy et al., 2009; Phinney et al.,
2006). The prominent HOA peaks in fresh ship exhaust (m/z
55, 57, 69, 71, etc.) constitute less than 2 % of the mass in
dry aerosol during perturbed flights. Murphy et al. (2009) at-
tributed similar observations to dilution processes by com-
paring AMS measurements of fresh ship emissions to the
organic spectrum of exhaust aged for 60 min. The authors
showed that the organic fraction evolved to resemble the
surrounding low volatility, unperturbed aerosol – the frac-
tion of m/z 44 increased, while prominent HOA masses de-
creased. The authors note that this aging process could be ex-
plained primarily by dilution with unperturbed aerosol, how-
ever accumulation of low volatility organics may have also
increased the fraction of oxidized mass.
The lack of prominent HOA masses in aged ship exhaust
precludes the use of these peaks as tracers for ship emissions.
Figure 10, however, provides evidence for a distinctive mass
spectrum of ship emissions in perturbed cloud residuals. Dur-
ing RF 9, little difference existed between the organic signa-
tures of cloud residuals and below-cloud aerosol (Fig. 10,
bottom). In contrast, during RF 15, cloud residuals exhibited
8 and 3 % enhancements in masses at m/z 42 and 99 over
dry, below-cloud aerosol. This enhancement in m/z 42 and
99 is also observed between the mass spectra of perturbed
and unperturbed clouds (Fig. 10, third column), suggesting
that m/z 42 and 99 may be linked to cloud-processed ship
emissions.
The source of m/z 42 and 99 can be further investigated
when considering the time series trend ofm/z 99 across mul-
tiple flights. Figure 11 illustrates the variation of m/z 99,
LWC, and bulk AMS traces for (1) RF 9 – moderately clean,
cloudy (2) RF 16 – perturbed, cloudy (3) RF 27 – moderately
clean, no clouds and (4) RF 28 – moderately clean, clouds.
Flights RF 27 and RF 28 were additional experiments that
were conducted outside the sampling area shown in Fig. 1.
These flights were performed along the coastline starting in
Monterey Bay and ending near the California/Oregon bor-
der. Figure 12 shows the flight paths of RF 27 and RF 28
in relationship to the sampling area shown in Fig. 1. Back-
trajectories of samples measured in the middle of each flight
show that air was transported from the same direction on both
days.
Inspection of Fig. 11 reveals multiple trends consistent
with the inferences drawn from Fig. 10. First, we note that
the time series of m/z 99 varies with bulk AMS traces and
is most prominent when measuring ship tracks and perturbed
air masses. The time series of m/z 99 shows an enhancement
in mass when ship tracks are detected (marked, Fig. 11),
which is not observed in nearby unperturbed clouds. Also,
we see that m/z 99 is highly variable both in and out of cloud
and is coincident with variations of sulfate during a perturbed
flight (RF 16). From these results, we infer that the source of
m/z 99 is shipping exhaust.
The trends in Fig. 11 also imply that m/z 99 is linked to
cloud processing. Among the flights presented, RF 27 was
the only one performed under clear meteorological condi-
tions. This is evident by the negligible LWC during verti-
cal soundings. In addition, the larger mode in the aerosol
size distribution (Fig. 11, top row) peaks at a lower diameter
(77 nm) during clear conditions than during cloudy condi-
tions (180–250 nm). This, along with the low LWC, possibly
implies that cloud processing contributed less mass to below-
cloud aerosol during RF 27 than other flights. The time se-
ries of m/z 99 during RF 27 shows little variation over the
course of the flight. If we contrast this to RF 28, which was
performed during a cloudy day and along a similar flight path
(as illustrated in Fig. 12), we see that the variation of m/z 99
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 8439–8458, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/8439/2012/
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Fig. 11. Time series of organic, sulfate, organic m/z 99, LWC and altitude for research flights RF 9 (moderately clean, clouds), RF 16
(perturbed, clouds), and two additional flights that were performed outside the sampling region defined in Fig. 1, RF 27 (moderately clean,
no clouds) and RF 28 (moderately clean, clouds). The top row of normalized aerosol number distributions (dN /d logDp/(integrated loading))
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Fig. 12. Path of additional flights RF 27 (red) and RF 28 (blue) com-
pared to the path of all other flights in the present study (grey). Dot-
ted lines are back-trajectories (24 h) for air masses measured during
the middle of each flight. RF 27 and RF 28 were coastal gradient
flights conducted on clear (RF 27) and cloudy (RF 28) days.
is enhanced in and out of cloud. This evidence, along with
the variation of m/z 99 in ship-impacted air masses, leads us
to conclude that the variation of m/z 99 likely results from
cloud processing of ship emissions.
4.2 Application of m/z 42 and 99 in evaluating
ship-impacted airspace
Given the unit mass resolution of the C-ToF AMS, a num-
ber of masses could be responsible for the signals observed
at m/z 42 and 99. The species C2H2O+, C3H+6 , C2H4N+
and CHOCl+2 are the non-isotopic ions present at m/z 42




15 are the non-
isotopic ions present at m/z 99. Thus, the variation of m/z
42 and 99 in ship-impacted clouds could result from the frag-
mentation of aqueous-phase oxidation products (C2H2O+,
C5H7O+2 , and C6H11O+), alkane species (C7H+15) or unsat-
urated carbon chains (C3H+6 , C8H+3 ). High-resolution AMS
measurements of marine aerosol performed onboard the R/V
Point Sur suggests that the enhancements in masses at m/z
42 and 99 result from the increase in signal from C2H2O+
and C5H7O+2 (see Sect. 4.3). This supports the presump-
tion that the enhancement of m/z 42 and 99 in perturbed air
masses result from aqueous-phase oxidation of ship emis-
sions. We note that other masses, such as m/z 44, are promi-
nent in the mass spectra of ship emissions measured in-cloud
(see Fig. 10). We suspect that these masses also result from
cloud-processed ship emissions. However, given that these
masses also dominate surrounding unperturbed air masses,
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Fig. 13. Variation of the organic fraction of m/z 42 and m/z 99
(f42, f99) in the organic spectra of cloud water droplet residuals
and dry aerosol. Markers are colored by sulfate loading to illustrate
the potential impact of ships on each measurement.
we believe that using m/z 42 and 99 as tracers for cloud-
processed ship emissions will help to delineate the source of
subsequent marine aerosol measurements.
Given the large fraction of m/z 42 and 99 in perturbed
air relative to clean air, we propose using these masses to
indicate the degree to which shipping emissions affect ma-
rine aerosol. Figure 13 shows the relationship between the
fractions of m/z 42 and 99 in the present study. Markers are
colored by sulfate mass concentrations to illustrate the ex-
tent to which ships may have impacted each measurement.
These plots show that the fraction of m/z 42 in the organic
spectra strongly correlates with the fraction of m/z 99, with
R2 = 0.72 and 0.67 for measurements of cloud droplet resid-
uals and dry aerosol, respectively. Also, higher fractions of
m/z 42 and 99 are coincident with higher loadings of sulfate.
Appendix Fig. A2 shows the Pearson R correlation spectrum
relating the fraction of m/z 42 and 99 with sulfate loading
(top) and the fraction of all other organic masses (middle,
bottom). Of all the masses in the organic spectrum, m/z 42
and 99 have the strongest correlation with sulfate (R = 0.58
and 0.53, respectively). This correlation could result from si-
multaneous aqueous phase sulfur oxidation or from the pres-
ence of sulfate in shipping emissions. Similarly, these two
ions appear to correlate only with each other and not with
typical aerosol tracers (e.g., m/z 57 for HOA spectra and
m/z 44 for OOA). The relationship between m/z 42 and 99
appears to be unique and strongly linked to ship emissions.
If we take the fraction of m/z 42 and m/z 99 to re-
flect the degree of cloud-processed ship emissions (as sug-
gested by Figs. 10 and 11) and that ship emissions are coin-
cident with elevated sulfate concentrations (as suggested by
Fig. 7 and the observation of high sulfate during the heav-
iest ship-influenced flights), then we see that Fig. 13 illus-
trates the extent to which ship emissions influence marine
aerosol. Therefore, we propose a metric by which one can
evaluate the extent of ship-impacted air masses in the pres-
ence of clouds. Measurements of the organic fractions of
m/z 42 (f42) and 99 (f99) scattering about the red markers
in Fig. 13 (f42 > 0.15; f99 > 0.04) would imply heavy influ-
ence from shipping emissions. Measurements of m/z 42 and
99 scattering about the green markers (0.05<f42 < 0.15;
0.01<f99 < 0.04) would imply moderate, but persistent,
ship influences. Finally, measurements of m/z 42 and 99
scattering about the blue markers (f42 < 0.05; f99 < 0.01)
would imply clean, non-ship-influenced air. If we apply these
metrics to the data in the present study, this would imply that
72 % of the measurements made behind the CVI and 12 %
of measurements of dry aerosol were at least moderately im-
pacted by ship emissions.
Despite observing similar spectra from cloud-processed
organics originating from many different ships during the
E-PEACE campaign, we note that shipping emissions are
highly variable. Thus, one cannot assume that all cloud-
processed shipping emissions will exhibit the same mass
spectra as those presented here. Furthermore, we were un-
able to determine an exact chemical source for the masses
at m/z 42 and 99. Therefore, this proposed metric is subject
to future identification of the exact source of these masses.
We note that further investigations into the chemical origin
of m/z 42 and 99 might also help to elucidate chemical pro-
cesses not yet identified in current literature.
4.3 High resolution AMS analysis of ions at
m/z 42 and 99
Additional aerosol properties were measured below cloud
onboard the R/V Point Sur from 13–23 July. The R/V Point
Sur was primarily deployed to generate controlled ship tracks
for aerosol/cloud interaction studies (Russell et al., 2012);
however, the high-resolution AMS onboard the R/V Point
Sur continuously sampled marine aerosol. As shown in Ta-
ble 3 and Fig. 2, the first half of the cruise (14–19 July) was
coincident with the cleanest period of the study, whereas the
latter half of the cruise (20–23 July) corresponded to peri-
ods of elevated sulfate. Investigating the variation of ions at
m/z 42 and 99 during the latter half of the cruise is likely to
provide information relevant to ship-impacted air masses.
Table 4 summarizes the fraction of the non-isotopic ions at
m/z 42 and 99 during the R/V Point Sur cruise. Over the en-
tire cruise (top), ions C2H2O+ (m/z 42) and C5H7O+2 (m/z
99) constitute the majority (> 50 %) of the mass at their re-
spective m/z. The contribution of these ions to the total sig-
nal increased during the latter half of the cruise. The fraction
of other ions either decreased or increased little (< 3 %) dur-
ing the period of elevated sulfate (bottom), implying that ions
at m/z 42 and 99 other than C2H2O+ and C5H7O+2 are not
strongly associated with ship emissions.
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Table 4. Fraction of each ion at m/z 42 and m/z 99 over the entire R/V Point Sur cruise (top) and during periods of high sulfate loading
(bottom). Values in parenthesis are the variance in the measurement.
m/z 42 m/z 99
Average over entire cruise Average over entire cruise
Ion Fraction of total Fraction of signal Ion Fraction of total Fraction of signal
organic signal at m/z 42 organic signal at m/z 99
C2H2O+ 0.014 0.57 C5H7O+2 4.22×10−4 0.51
(5.11×10−5) (0.030) (1.26×10−7) (0.044)
C3H+6 0.008 0.33 C7H
+
15 2.42×10−4 0.21
(2.43×10−5) (0.037) (5.48×10−8) (0.036)
C2H4N+ 0.002 0.08 C6H11O+ 1.84×10−4 0.19
(2.36×10−6) (0.005) (2.40×10−8) (0.020)
CHOCl+2 4.01×10−4 0.02 C8H+3 7.81×10−5 0.09
(1.26×10−7) (0.0004) (9.21×10−9) (0.008)
Average during period of elevated sulfate (19–23 Jul) Average during period of elevated sulfate (19–23 Jul)
Ion Fraction of total Fraction of signal Ion Fraction of total Fraction of signal
organic signal at m/z 42 organic signal at m/z 99
C2H2O+ 0.020 0.72 C5H7O+2 6.72×10−4 0.58
(5.07×10−5) (0.013) (1.25×10−7) (0.030)
C3H+6 0.004 0.15 C7H
+
15 2.23×10−4 0.15
(8.27×10−6) (0.009) (5.11×10−8) (0.023)
C2H4N+ 0.003 0.11 C6H11O+ 2.23×10−4 0.18
(2.51×10−6) (0.006) (2.78×10−8) (0.013)
CHOCl+2 2.92×10−4 0.01 C8H+3 1.08×10−4 0.10
(1.21×10−7) (0.0004) (1.17×10−8) (0.007)
Based on Table 4, we presume that C2H2O+ and C5H7O+2
are the major ions responsible for the variation in m/z 42 and
99 observed in Fig. 9. Even though the alkane ion at m/z 99
(C7H+15) constituted approximately 20 % of the signal, this
ion can be ruled out as a major contributor to the variation in
m/z 99 because other major HOA-type ions (m/z 55, 57, 69,
71, etc.) were not observed to vary significantly with m/z
42 or 99 (see Appendix Fig. A2). C3H+6 was also variable
and constituted a significant fraction of the signal at m/z 42.
Though the contribution of this ion decreased when aver-
aged during the perturbed period, C3H+6 is an unsaturated,
reduced ion of the series CnH+2n, which is likely alkene in na-
ture (McLafferty, 1980), that could have originated from an
HOA or aged organic source.
Appendix Fig. A3 shows the variation in the organic frac-
tion of C2H2O+ and C3H+6 atm/z 42 versus the organic frac-
tion of C5H7O+2 at m/z 99. Over the entire cruise, C2H2O+
is better correlated with C5H7O+2 than with the reduced ion
(R2 = 0.49 versus R2 =−0.09, respectively). The two oxi-
dized ions also exhibit a positive correlation that is consistent
with the variation of m/z 42 and m/z 99 observed in Fig. 13.
The variation appears to be coincident with increasing sul-
fate, which is also similar to the trend observed in Fig. 13.
Appendix Fig. A3 also shows the time series trends of each
ion at m/z 42 and 99 during the clean and perturbed periods.
During the clean period, there is little variation in the ions at
their respective masses. In contrast, during the periods of in-
ceased sulfate, the variations at m/z 42 and 99 are enhanced
and are mostly attributable to C2H2O+ and C5H7O+2 . In con-junction with Table 5, Fig. A3 suggests that the variations in
m/z 42 and 99 observed in C-ToF AMS measurements re-
sult from the enhancement of the oxidized ions C2H2O+ and
C5H7O+2 , respectively.
5 Conclusions
A major finding of the present work is the identification of
aerosol mass spectral peaks at m/z 42 and 99 as markers
for cloud-processed ship emissions. The co-variation of m/z
42 and 99 in dry marine aerosol is unique and likely due
to ship emissions that were processed by clouds and sub-
sequently dried. Based on high-resolution AMS measure-
ments, it appears that these masses were primarily due to
variations in oxidized ions. In the present study, we are un-
able to link the variation of these ions to a specific chemi-
cal source. Therefore, until future studies can identify a spe-
cific compound that is linked to m/z 42 and 99, we must
caution that not all cloud-processed shipping emissions may
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Fig. A1. Variation of air equivalent MSA and sulfate in cloud wa-
ter droplets. Red markers represent measurements made during per-
turbed flights (RF 14–18), blue markers represent measurements
made during clean flights (RF 5–8). Brown markers are all other
measurements.
exhibit enhancements in these ions. Further investigations
into the source of these ions may provide information about
the chemical transformations of shipping emissions in the
marine atmosphere.
Though the exact chemical source remains uncertain, one
can use the fractions of m/z 42 and m/z 99 as a proxy for de-
termining the extent of ship influences on cloud and aerosol
properties in the marine environment. Measurements of the
organic fractions of m/z 42 (f42) and 99 (f99) falling within
the range f42 > 0.15; f99 > 0.04 would imply heavy influ-
ence from shipping emissions. Measurements of m/z 42 and
99 in the range 0.05<f42 < 0.15; 0.01<f99 < 0.04 would
imply moderate, but persistent influences from ships. Finally,
measurements of m/z 42 and 99 in the range f42 < 0.05;
f99 < 0.01 would imply clean, non-ship-influenced air. These
proxies apply under the condition in which clouds have been
impacted by ship emissions. The results from this study also
suggest that shipping exhaust is a major contributor to ma-
rine aerosol in regions of heavy shipping. If we apply the
proposed conditions for moderate shipping influences, we
find that 72 % of the measurements illustrated in Fig. 13 are
(at least) moderately perturbed cloud particles, while 12 %
of the measurements are moderately perturbed evaporated
cloud droplets. The marine atmosphere off the coast of Cen-
tral California is likely seldom free from shipping influences
and exhibits a persistent shipping signature on marine parti-



































Fig. A2. Pearson R spectrum showing the variation of m/z concen-
trations vs. the concentration of sulfate (top), the variation of the
fraction of m/z 42 (f42) against the fraction of all other organic
masses (middle), and the variation of the fraction of m/z 99 (f99)
against the fraction of all other organic masses (bottom). These cor-
relations were calculated for measurements made outside of cloud.
Appendix A
Additional instrument information
A1 Physical properties of aerosol and cloud droplets
Cloud and aerosol properties were measured onboard the
Twin Otter using a suite of wing-mounted probes and cabin-
based size classifiers. Aerosol size and number concentra-
tions were measured outside the aircraft using a passive cav-
ity aerosol spectrometer probe (PCASP) (Particle Measuring
Systems, Boulder, CO). Simultaneous measurements were
performed behind the main aerosol inlet/CVI using a custom-
built scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) consisting of
a differential mobility analyzer (DMA, model 3081, TSI)
coupled to a condensation particle counter (CPC 3010, TSI,
Shoreview, MN). PCASP and SMPS were calibrated using
polystyrene latex spheres.
Cloud droplet distributions were measured using a cloud,
aerosol and precipitation spectrometer (CAS) (Droplet Mea-
surement Technologies, Boulder, CO) and was calibrated us-
ing glass beads. Cloud droplet number concentrations pre-
sented in this study reflect integrated CAS distributions for
particles with diameters 2–50 µm.
Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) number concentrations
were measured using a streamwise thermal-graident cloud
condensation nuclei counter (CCNC, Droplet Measurement
Technologies) (Lance et al., 2006; Roberts and Nenes, 2005).
A flow orifice and active control system was used to maintain
instrument pressure at 700 mb independent of ambient pres-
sure. The instrument was mostly run in scanning flow CCN
analysis (SCFA) mode (Moore and Nenes, 2009). SFCA pro-
duced CCN spectra over the range 0.15–0.85 % supersatu-
ration every forty seconds. During zig-zag ship intercepts,
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Fig. A3. Top – variation of C2H2O+ and C3H+6 at m/z 42 with C5H7O
+
2 at m/z 99. Markers are colored by sulfate loading. Bottom – time
series trend showing the variation of the ions at m/z 42 and 99. Region shaded grey corresponds to the clean period of the cruise, region
shaded light brown corresponds to the perturbed period of cruise.
CCNC operation was switched to conventional operation,
maintaining a constant flow rate and constant 0.15 % super-
saturation.
A2 Composition measurements by aerosol mass
spectrometry
A compact time-of-flight (CToF) aerosol mass spectrome-
ter (AMS, Aerodyne Research Inc., Billerica, MA) was used
onboard the Twin Otter to measure bulk aerosol chemistry.
A high-resolution time-of-flight AMS (HR-ToF-AMS) was
used onboard the R/V Point Sur to characterize detailed
aerosol chemistry. The AMS has been described elsewhere
and only a brief description is given here (Jayne et al., 2000;
Allan et al., 2004; Drewnick et al., 2005). The AMS mea-
sures the ensemble average mass spectra and chemically re-
solved size distribution of non-refractory particle phase or-
ganic and inorganic species. Spectra were analyzed in IGOR
Pro (WaveMetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, Oregon, USA) using
the SQUIRREL v 1.51H and PIKA v 1.10H modules. Gas
phase interferences were corrected using the fragmentation
table developed by Allan et al. (2004) and Aiken et al. (2008).
Onboard the Twin Otter, MS mode was run for 8 s per
saved run. A pressure-controlled inlet was used to maintain
a flow rate of 1.4 cm−3 s−1 to the AMS vacuum chamber.
Prior to each flight, the AMS ionization efficiency (the ra-
tio of the number of molecules ionized to the total number
of molecules that enter the instrument) was calibrated using
dried 350 nm NH4NO3 particles. Detection limits were taken
to be twice the standard deviation of organic, sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium and total mass measured during the filter period.
Composition dependent collection efficiencies (CE) were
calculated based on the method by Middlebrook et al. (2012).
Figure A4 compares aerosol mass concentrations measured
by AMS to calculated aerosol mass concentrations from
SMPS data before (left) and after (right) applying the CE cor-
rection factor. Volume concentrations measured by the SMPS
were calculated by integrating SMPS data from 60–1000 nm.
Volume concentrations were then converted to mass concen-
trations assuming a density of 1.6 g cm−3, which is represen-
tative of a mixture of 60 % sulfuric acid (ρ = 1.84 g cm−3)
and 40 % organics (ρ = 1.2 g cm−3) (Phinney et al., 2006).
Before applying the CE correction, AMS and SMPS data
scatter below the 1 : 1 line with a slope of 0.45. After ap-
plying the CE correction, AMS and SMPS data scatter close
to the 1 : 1 line with a slope of 0.85. The bias towards higher
aerosol mass concentrations calculated from SMPS data may
result from a number of unknowns including overestimation
of aerosol density, uncertainty of particle losses in the SMPS
instrument and uncertainty in the amount of non-refractory
material present in the aerosol. In general, however, the good
agreement warrants use of the method developed by Middle-
brook et al. (2012) in estimating the CE correction factor.
A3 Cloud water chemistry
Cloud water samples were collected using a modified Mo-
hen slotted cloudwater collector (Hegg and Hobbs, 1986).
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Fig. A4. Comparison of collection efficiency (CE) corrected AMS
mass measurements to calculated total mass measured by SMPS.
The plot on the left is the trend before CE correction (slope= 0.45),
the plot on the right is the trend after CE correction (slope= 0.85).
Volume concentration measured by SMPS was converted to mass
concentration assuming a density of 1.6 g cm−3, which is repre-
sentative of a mixture of 60 % sulfuric acid (ρ = 1.84 gcm−3) and
40 % organics (ρ = 1.2 gcm−3) (Phinney et al., 2006).
Samples were collected at various altitudes and stored at
4 ◦C until chemical analysis could be performed. Trace met-
als were measured using inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) and major ions were measured using
ion chromatography (IC).
To compare cloud water chemistry measured by off-line
analysis to below-cloud aerosol loading measured by AMS,
cloud water sample concentrations (ppb) were converted
to air equivalent concentrations (µg m−3) as prescribed by
(Straub et al., 2007). To achieve this conversion, the ion con-
centrations measured by ICP-MS and IC were multiplied by
the average LWC recorded during sample collection. Mea-
surements reported in air equivalent units reflect the total
amount of material present per volume of air.
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E-PEACE analyzed aircraft and satellite measurements to separate the aerosol cloud effects 
of three synthetic particle sources from dynamical variability.
EASTERN PACIFIC EMITTED 
AEROSOL CLOUD EXPERIMENT
by Lynn M. RusseLL, ARMin soRooshiAn, John h. seinfeLd, bRuce A. ALbRecht, AthAnAsios nenes, 
LARs AhLM, yi-chun chen, MAtthew coggon, JiLL s. cRAven, RichARd c. fLAgAn,  
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siwon song, Zhen wAng, And AnnA wonAschütZ
G aps in our fundamental understanding of cloud  processes are the central underlying cause of  uncertainty in aerosol radiative forcing, even in 
widespread and well-defined systems such as those for 
marine stratocumulus cloud formation. Atmospheric 
aerosol levels have increased markedly since the 
Industrial Revolution. We do not fully understand 
the extent to which this increase has affected the 
cycles of radiant energy and water in the climate 
system. It has been well established that clouds 
forming in a polluted environment tend to have 
more numerous, smaller droplets, which may lead 
to a cloud of higher cloud optical depth and albedo. 
Once cloud droplet size and number concentration 
are perturbed, the dynamics of both the cloud itself 
and the atmospheric layer in which it is embedded 
change in a nonlinear manner. Many important ques-
tions arise: What is the relationship between cloud 
microstructure and the aerosol on which the cloud 
forms? How can the understanding of cloud responses 
to increased aerosol levels be represented in theories 
and models of the climate system? Is it possible to 
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extract observationally the 
cloud response to aerosols 
from that of the changing 
ambient meteorology? Our 
understanding, especially 
of warm-phase cloud mi-
crophysics, has advanced 
signif icantly in the last 
decade as a result of satel-
lite observations, computa-
tional modeling, and field 
studies. Still, the challenge 
of untangling the effects 
of aerosol perturbations 
on clouds from those of 
meteorological variability 
itself and generalizing the 
findings from such stud-
ies to the scales that affect 
climate remains daunting. 
Aerosol properties tend to be highly variable, 
both spatially and temporally, in terms of size and 
chemical composition. While limited attempts have 
been made to employ particles of known size and 
composition in cloud perturbation studies, and 
thereby alleviate uncertainties associated with cloud 
activation, such attempts have proved difficult to 
implement. Here we describe a coordinated field 
experiment, the Eastern Pacific Emitted Aerosol 
Cloud Experiment (E-PEACE) campaign, in which 
the effects of well-defined aerosol perturbations on 
marine stratocumulus clouds were probed via in situ 
aircraft and satellite observations.
Key issues addressed in E-PEACE that have pre-
vented accurate depiction of aerosol effects on clouds 
in large-scale models include:
1) What observations can constrain the overall effect 
of particles and the clouds that form on them on 
Earth’s climate?
2) What is the specific effect of the distribution of 
particles by size on cloud droplet activation and 
cloud microphysics?
3) Can the effects of chemical makeup of particles 
be isolated from other cloud responses by seeding 
experiments?
MARINE STRATOCUMULUS AND CLIMATE. 
Stratocumulus clouds are characterized by their 
large spatial extent and are organized into distinc-
tive patterns, often with rolling, linear structures. 
They are primarily formed over the oceans and are 
a semipersistent feature in many regions adjacent to 
continents. The dynamical conditions that lead to 
their formation involve generation of convective cur-
rents below drier, stable air that prevents continued 
vertical development. Based on this, stratocumulus 
clouds are typically classified into three categories 
(Klein and Hartmann 1993). The first and most 
common category involves clouds forming over 
oceans with relatively cold sea surface temperatures 
with a boundary layer that is capped by a strong 
temperature inversion (maintained by large-scale 
subsidence). These systems are typically formed in 
regions near western continental boundaries, where 
trade winds blow from midlatitudes toward the 
intertropical convergence zone and generate cold sea 
surface temperatures. The convection that maintains 
the stratocumulus is driven by radiative cooling at 
the top of the boundary layer (Lilly 1968), while pre-
cipitation and entrainment are thought to represent 
key forcings that control the structure and stability 
of the boundary layer. While this study focuses on 
this first type of stratocumulus cloud because of 
their important role in radiative forcing on the global 
scale, another type of stratocumulus cloud is formed 
in winter over oceanic western boundary currents, 
where cold continental air f lows over warm waters, 
and develops convection. Unlike the first category, 
convection is driven by strong surface heat f luxes 
(Schubert et al. 1979b,a). Finally, Arctic stratus is 
formed mostly in the summer and results from 
radiative cooling of subpolar moist air entrained into 
the Arctic (Curry et al. 1988).
Considerable areas of subtropical and polar oceans 
are extensively covered with stratocumuli (Fig. 1). In 
the midlatitude oceans (40°–60°N, 50°–65°S) maxi-
mum cloud cover occurs during the summer months 
and averages between 62% and 82%; minimum cloud 
cover occurs in the winter and averages around 50% 
(Klein and Hartmann 1993). In the subtropics, cloud 
cover is more variable (but still considerable), ranging 
from 35% to 72% during peak months and 17%–42% 
during minimum activity (Klein and Hartmann 1993). 
The shortwave cloud albedo forcing of stratocumulus 
is larger than its longwave cloud greenhouse forcing, 
resulting in a net cooling over the regions they cover. 
According to the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment 
(ERBE; Barkstrom 1984), the longwave cloud forcing of 
midlatitude stratocumulus is about 40 W m–2, while the 
shortwave forcing reaches a minimum of −150 W m–2 
in the Pacific and −120 W m–2 in the Atlantic. The 
strong net forcing of approximately −100 W m–2 is a 
cooling effect with considerable impacts on local and 
global climate (see “Ship tracks” for more information).
RESPONSE OF MARINE STRATOCUMULUS 
TO AEROSOL PERTURBATIONS. There have 
been several important measurement campaigns 
(Table 1) as well as a number of modeling studies 
(Table 2) aimed at characterizing the response of 
marine stratocumulus to aerosol perturbations, 
which we summarize here. The Monterey Area 
Ship Track (MAST) experiment in 1994 (Durkee 
et al. 2000c) was one of the first aircraft-based 
studies that included detailed characterization of 
aerosol and cloud droplet size distributions down to 
20 nm and above 20 μm. This study tracked particle 
emissions from ships in stratocumulus cloud condi-
tions, allowing identification of the effects of aerosol 
perturbations on cloud radiative signatures (Noone 
et al. 2000b,a). The Second Dynamics and Chemistry 
of the Marine Stratocumulus field study (DYCOMS 
II) consisted of nine nighttime flights west of San 
Diego, California, in July 2001 for testing large-eddy 
simulations of nocturnal stratocumulus (Stevens et al. 
2003). A linear relationship between cloud condensa-
tion nuclei (CCN) and cloud droplet number emerged 
(Twohy et al. 2005), together with the drizzle-induced 
change in cloud structure (Van Zanten and Stevens 
2005). A series of Cloud–Aerosol Research in the 
Marine Atmosphere (CARMA; Hegg et al. 2009) 
studies helped explain the source attribution of 
CCN and aerosol light scattering in the northeastern 
Pacific marine boundary layer. The Cloud Indirect 
Forcing Experiment (CIFEX) showed that aerosols 
over the northeastern Pacific Ocean (primarily from 
North American emissions) enhance the cloud drop 
number concentration and reduce the drop size for 
marine stratocumulus and cumulus clouds, resulting 
in satellite-measured increases in cloud brightness 
(Wilcox et al. 2006).
Fig. 1. Daytime annual average stratocumulus cloud amount (%) over the 
1983–2009 period. Data obtained from International Satellite Cloud Climatol-
ogy Project (ISCCP) D2 monthly means (http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/products/
browsed2.html).
SHIP TRACKS
In 1966, Conover (1966) reported “anomalous cloud lines” present in visible-wavelength satellite images from Television 
and Infrared Observation Satellites (TIROSs). He noted 
that these lines, as much as 500 km long and up to 25 km in 
width, were likely due to liquid particles from the exhaust 
of oceangoing vessels. Twomey et al. (1968) remarked that 
the observations by Conover were consistent with the 
impact of additional CCN in a very clean marine boundary 
layer. Subsequent studies have strengthened the connection 
between ship exhaust and so-called ship tracks (e.g., Scorer 
1987). Observations using near-infrared wavelengths from 
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) exhibit 
more extensive features of ship effects on clouds (Coakley 
et al. 1987). Twomey (1991) showed that marine stratiform 
clouds may be particularly sensitive to additional CCN, 
leading to higher cloud droplet number concentration and 
increased cloud reflectivity (albedo).
In situ airborne measurements of ship tracks during the 
First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE) in 1987 showed 
that droplet sizes in two ship tracks decreased significantly, 
accompanied by a higher liquid water content in the ship 
track than in the background (Radke et al. 1989); however, 
other satellite- and simulation-based studies have shown 
decreases in liquid water content (Coakley and Walsh 
2002; Lu et al. 2009; Segrin et al. 2007). Albrecht (1989) 
proposed that the increase in liquid water content resulted 
from drizzle suppression in the ship tracks due to smaller 
droplet sizes and consequent retarded coalescence. Later, 
aircraft measurements off the Washington coast also noted 
the reduction of drizzle droplet numbers in the ship tracks 
(Ferek et al. 1998). The MAST experiment, which took place 
off the California coast in June 1994 (Durkee et al. 2000b), 
was designed to examine a series of hypotheses focused on 
links between the ship-emitted aerosol, mixing of the effluent 
through the boundary layer, and response in cloud droplets.
Remote sensing data from advanced satellite instrumenta-
tion has been applied in a number of studies on ship tracks 
(e.g., Schreier et al. 2007; Segrin et al. 2007). Recent satellite 
studies using MODIS imagery (Christensen and Stephens 
2011) have observed ship tracks embedded in different cloud 
structures. Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization 
(CALIOP) was used to determine the extent to which 
ship-emitted aerosols alter the important microphysical and 
macrophysical properties of marine stratocumulus across the 
North Pacific Ocean and off the coasts of South America and 
South Africa. The results show that aerosols change the micro-
physical and macrophysical responses of marine stratocumulus 
depending on mesoscale stratocumulus convective regimes.
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The Marine Stratus/Stratocumulus Experiment 
(MASE) was carried out in two phases over the 
eastern Pacific Ocean off the coast of Monterey, 
California. The first phase (MASE-I) was under-
taken in July 2005 (Lu et al. 2007), and the second 
phase (MASE-II) was conducted in July 2007 (Lu 
et al. 2009), each to evaluate aerosol–cloud–drizzle 
relationships in regions of uniform meteorology with 
localized aerosol enhancements in ship tracks. The 
ship-track regions exhibited a smaller cloud drop 
effective radius, higher cloud droplet number con-
centration, reduced drizzle drop number concentra-
tion, and higher liquid water content (LWC) than the 
adjacent clean regions; however, trends were obscured 
by spatial–temporal variability. Results from both 
individual case studies and ensembles of simulations 
in both MASE studies are in accord with those from 
other field campaigns (e.g., Brenguier et al. 2000; 
Feingold et al. 2006; Roberts et al. 2008; Wilcox et al. 
2006), in that increased cloud drop number (CDN) 
concentration and decreased cloud-top effective 
radius are associated with increased subcloud aerosol 
concentration [at fixed liquid water path (LWP)]. The 
ship-track regions exhibited a smaller cloud drop 
spectral width and relative dispersion in MASE-I, in 
accord with large-eddy simulations (Lu and Seinfeld 
2006). More polluted clouds were observed to have 
a smaller cloud-base drizzle rate; however, this did 
not equate to a larger amount of liquid water in that 
column of the atmosphere (LWP) when compared 
with clean clouds. Dynamic adjustment of the 
cloud in response to drizzle, in-cloud latent heating, 
subcloud evaporative cooling, and cloud-top entrain-
ment would need to be taken into consideration 
(Ackerman et al. 2004; Lu and Seinfeld 2005). A new 
framework of precipitation susceptibility (Feingold 
and Siebert 2009; Sorooshian et al. 2009b), which 
quantifies the change in precipitation rate in response 
to aerosol perturbations, was applied in MASE-II.
The Variability of American Monsoon Systems 
(VAMOS) Ocean–Cloud–Atmosphere–Land Study 
Regional Experiment (VOCALS-REx) was conducted 
in the southeast Pacific off the coast of northern 
Chile during October and November 2008 to make 
observations of poorly understood but important 
components of the coupled climate system of the 
southeast Pacific (Allen et al. 2011; Bretherton et al. 
2010; Wood et al. 2011a,b). VOCALS investigated 
links between aerosol, clouds, and precipitation and 
their impacts on stratocumulus radiative properties. 
Transition and feedbacks of mesoscale cellular con-
vection were addressed (Wood et al. 2011a), as well 
as the modeling of microphysical and meteorological 
controls on precipitation and cloud cellular structure 
(Wang et al. 2010).
Of critical importance to the aerosol–cloud 
system is how the clouds themselves modify aerosol 
physicochemical properties, which consequently 
affects their ability to interact with radiation outside 
of clouds in addition to serving as CCN the next time 
the particles are entrained into cloud. Most particles 
in the marine boundary layer likely have at some point 
in their lifetime been inside a cloud. Simulations of 
typical parcel trajectories in the marine atmosphere 
have shown the impacts of cycling in and out of clouds 
on particle composition (Feingold et al. 1998). Of the 
limited studies that have examined cloud effects on 
aerosol in the northeastern Pacific region, there is evi-
dence that clouds alter both the inorganic and organic 
fractions of aerosol (Crahan et al. 2004; Sorooshian 
et al. 2007), which can lead to different hygroscopic 
properties (Hegg et al. 2008; Hersey et al. 2009). These 
differing impacts of clouds on aerosol particles moti-
vated the need for designing an experiment that would 
better constrain the influence of clouds on aerosol size, 
composition, and water-uptake properties.
E-PEACE. E-PEACE combined a targeted aircraft 
campaign off the coast of Monterey in July and 
August 2011 with embedded ship and satellite obser-
vations (Fig. 2) and modeling studies. Atmospheric 
conditions in the northeastern Pacific during July 
are ideal for the formation of homogeneous layers of 
persistent stratocumulus clouds. The layers observed 
have consistent diurnal characteristics, cloud thick-
nesses of 100–300 m, and cloud-top heights typically 
below 500 m. The susceptibility of cloud albedo to 
particle perturbations is well documented for the 
eastern Pacific near 36°N (Coakley et al. 1987, 2000; 
Platnick et al. 2000).
We employed the research vessel (R/V) Point Sur 
to measure the aerosol below cloud and as a platform 
for well-characterized smoke emissions to produce a 
uniquely identifiable cloud signature. The Center for 
Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Studies 
(CIRPAS) Twin Otter aircraft was used with a full 
payload of instruments (Table 3) to measure particle 
and cloud number, mass, and composition. E-PEACE 
combined 1) controlled release of smoke from the 
deck of the Point Sur, salt aerosol from the Twin Otter, 
and exhaust from container ships transiting across 
the study region; 2) flight plans designed to investi-
gate results from large-eddy simulations (LES) and to 
provide constraints for aerosol–cloud parcel (ACP) 
modeling studies, to test our ability to quantitatively 
predict the cloud dynamical response to increases in 
particle concentrations in the natural atmosphere; 
and 3) satellite analyses of marine stratocumulus 
to constrain the radiative properties of the natural, 
perturbed, and regional cloud systems.
Table 1. Previous relevant publications from aerosol–cloud interaction experiments on marine 
stratocumulus. POC is pocket of open cells. CN is condensation nuclei. DECS is the Drizzle and Entrain-
ment Cloud Study.
Experiment Publications Key findings (for aerosol–cloud interactions)
MAST 
(northeast Pacific)
Russell et al. (1999) 
Hobbs et al. (2000) 
Frick and Hoppel (2000) 
Durkee et al. (2000b) 
Noone et al. (2000b,a) 
Ferek et al. (2000)
Observed changes in drop distributions and LWC profile. 
Ship emission characterization and size distributions. 
Case studies of four ship emissions that produce ship tracks. 
Test of aerosol-induced ship-track hypothesis. 
Case studies illustrating background pollution effects on albedo sensitivity. 
Drizzle and LWC changes in ship tracks relative to unperturbed clouds.
DECS 
(northeast Pacific)
Stevens et al. (2005) 
Sharon et al. (2006)





Stevens et al. (2003) 
Twohy et al. (2005) 
Petters et al. (2006) 
Hawkins et al. (2008) 
Faloona et al. (2005) 
Van Zanten and Stevens (2005)
Characterization of POCs in nocturnal marine boundary layers. 
CN/CCN/CDN relationships are linear. 
CCN closure for marine boundary layer particles. 
Composition independence of particle activation in the aged boundary layer. 
Entrainment rates and variability in the nocturnal marine boundary layer. 
Drizzle in nocturnal boundary layer in intense precipitation pockets.
CIFEX Wilcox et al. (2006) CCN increases correlated to CDN and reflected radiation for constant LWP.
MASE-I/II 
(northeast Pacific)
Lu et al. (2007, 2009) 
Sorooshian et al. (2007) 
Hersey et al. (2009) 
Sorooshian et al. (2009b,a)
Ship tracks had smaller cloud drop effective radius, higher number 
concentration N
o
, reduced drizzle drop number, and larger cloud LWC 
than adjacent clean regions; however, trends were obscured by spatial–
temporal variability. Aerosols above cloud tops are enriched with water-
soluble organic species, have higher organic volume fractions, and are less 
hygroscopic relative to subcloud aerosol.
CARMA Hegg et al. (2009) Source attribution of CCN and aerosol light scattering.
VOCALS-REx 
(southeast Pacific)
Bretherton et al. (2010) 
Feingold et al. (2010) 
Wood et al. (2011a)
Offshore drizzle not explained by CCN decrease. 
Oscillations in aerosol concentrations correspond to precipitation cycles. 
POC regions had enhanced drizzle and LWC.
Table 2. Recent model results on MBL cloud responses to aerosol perturbations.
Model type Publications
Key findings  
(for aerosol–cloud interactions)
ACP using observations Russell et al. (1999) Feedback effects of particles on supersaturation and LWC profile.
ACP with LES trajectories Feingold et al. (1998) Sensitivity of cloud properties to variability in trajectories.
ACP with supersaturation 
or updraft distributions
Meskhidze et al. (2005) 
Hsieh et al. (2009)
Effectiveness of parameterization for accurate droplet activation. 
Importance of maximum supersaturation rather than distribution.
LES—nocturnal 
(northeast Pacific)
Hill et al. (2009) Inhomogeneous mixing less important than particles.
LES 
(Pacific/Atlantic)
Ackerman et al. (2003, 2004) LWP is reduced as CDN increases. 
Nighttime CDN increases will suppress drizzle.
LES—diurnal 
(Pacific/Atlantic)
Lu and Seinfeld (2005, 2006) Giant CCN increase drizzle in some conditions. 
Relative dispersion increases apparent indirect effect.
LES—nocturnal 
(northeast Pacific)
Savic-Jovcic and Stevens (2008) Reduction in cloud albedo associated with drizzle.
LES 
(southeast Pacific)
Caldwell and Bretherton (2009) Diurnal cycle controls drizzle and LWP.
Mixed layer Wood et al. (2009) Drizzle decreases cloud height and entrainment and CDN increases.
LES Sandu et al. (2009) Vertical stratification affects LWP; diurnal transition effects on LWP.
A u :  p l e a s e 
prov i d e  ex-
pansion for 
MBL
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With 12 days of ship time on the R/V Point Sur 
and 30 flights (each ~4.5 h long) on the CIRPAS Twin 
Otter (Tables 4 and 5), we could take full advantage 
of the persistence of stratocumulus clouds to probe 
the effect of particle sources on marine stratocumulus 
properties. Since the particles would be emitted in 
high concentrations over small areas in crosswind 
directions, their effects on clouds could be separated 
from those of meteorology. And in terms of number 
concentration and duration, the impacts of these 
particle emissions would be large enough to be dis-
tinguished from natural cloud variability.
As noted above, three types of particles were 
involved in E-PEACE: 1) combustion exhaust par-
ticles from cargo ships of opportunity, which are the 
emissions responsible for ship tracks; 2) shipboard 
smoke-generated particles; and 3) aircraft-based 
milled salt particles (Fig. 3). Type 1 is the exhaust that 
consists of 50–100-nm dry-diameter particles emitted 
at rates of 1016–1018 s–1 from the engines of large (2,000 
ton) cargo ships, in this instance on trans-Pacific, 
Los Angeles to San Francisco, or other commercial 
routes. Such emissions were responsible for the first 
observed ship tracks (Conover 1969). At a fuel cost 
of about $100,000 (U.S. dollars) per day, operations 
of such vessels dedicated solely to research are not 
feasible. However, real-time tracking of commercial 
vessels (www.marinetraffic.com) was used to identify 
fast-moving (>30 km h–1) cargo or container ships 
in the region within the aircraft operating area (as 
illustrated in Fig. 4). Type 2 involves smoke particles 
produced at an estimated rate of 1011–1013 s–1 on the 
stern deck of the R/V Point Sur (described in “Tailor-
made particles with a battlefield smoke generator”), 
with dry diameters that ranged from 50 nm up to 
1 μm and very low hygroscopicity. Type 3 particles 
were dispersed from the Twin Otter aircraft in cloud. 
An adjustable auger fed a fluidized bed that dispensed 
NaCl particles, which had been milled to diameters 
of 3–5μm and mixed with SiO2 to prevent particles 
from sticking together (Drofa et al. 2010).
CLOUD ALBEDO EFFECTS. In situ observa-
tions provide measurements of aerosol and cloud 
microphysics on spatial scales relevant to individual 
clouds and therefore are a critical element in under-
standing aerosol–cloud effects. To extrapolate from 
individual clouds to obtain a statistically robust 
assessment of aerosol effects on clouds and precipi-
tation requires corresponding satellite observations. 
We used visible and infrared imagery in near–real 
time from Geostationary Operational Environmental 
Satellites (GOESs; ~30-min delay at www.nrlmry 
.navy.mil/sat-bin/epac_westcoast.cgi) and higher-
resolution images from the A-Train constellation of 
satellites (Stephens et al. 2002) for postexperiment 
analyses (illustrated in the top right of Fig. 2). The rel-
evant satellite-based platforms in the eastern Pacific 
region include Terra and Aqua, which collectively 
provide retrievals of aerosol parameters (e.g., aero-
sol index) and cloud microphysical properties (e.g., 
drop effective radius, cloud optical depth). In this 
project we isolated aerosol-induced changes in these 
properties by creating tracks with unique geometry 
in different cloud regimes.
We used the zigzag pattern of the R/V Point Sur to 
create a track in cloud that was easily distinguishable 
from natural cloud characteristics and was broader 
than the constant-heading tracks made by ships in 
transit. These characteristics allowed us to track the 
plume with the CIRPAS aircraft and to isolate the 
effects from the smoke generated on the R/V Point Sur. 
Note the satellite image on 16 July 2011 during the 1430 
local time (LT) overpass of Aqua (Fig. 5), in which the 
part of cloud affected by the smoke is whiter (i.e., more 
reflective at 2.2 μm) than the surrounding clouds. To 
confirm this identification, we calculated and plotted 
the expected location of the smoke (given the average 
Table 3. Instruments on CIRPAS Twin Otter and R/V Point Sur. PM10 = particulate matter ≤10 µm.
Instruments R/V Point Sur CIRPAS Twin Otter
Particle and droplet 
inlets
PM10 PM1 and CVIa
Particle size 
distributions




CPC3010b for diameters > 10 nm 





High-resolution (HR) ToF-AMSf 
SP2 
FTIR functional group composition 
XRF elemental composition 
PILS-TOC for water-soluble organic carbonh
Compact (C) ToF-AMSg 
SP2
Particle properties Tandem scanning and humidified DMAsi 
CCN spectrometerk
CCN spectrometerj 
Particle soot absorption photometer (PSAP) 
Photoacoustic soot spectrometer, three wavelengths (PASS-3)
Droplet and drizzle 
distributions
Phase Doppler interferometer (PDI) 
CAS 
CIP 
Cloud droplet probe (CDP)l 
Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) 
CIP-2D 




CPC3010b for diameters > 10 nm 














Wind speed and direction 




Wind speed and direction, gust velocity 
Altitude and GPS location
Cloud structure Ceilometer (cloud-base height) Upward-facing Doppler radarn
Seawater properties Sea surface temperature 
Chlorophyll-A
Particle generators Oil smoke generator Giant salt dispenser
a CVI (Shingler et al. 2012).
b Condensation particle counter (CPC) model 3010 (TSI, Inc.).
c Scanning DMA (Brechtel Manufacturing, Inc.).
d CPC model 3025 (TSI, Inc.).
e Scanning DMA models 3081 and 3010 (TSI, Inc.).
f High-resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (Aerodyne Research, Inc.).
g Compact time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (Aerodyne Research, Inc.).
h Particle-into-liquid sampler (Brechtel Manufacturing, Inc.) coupled to a total organic carbon analyzer (Sievers model 800; Sullivan et al. 2006).
i Scanning and humidified scanning DMA (Brechtel Manufacturing, Inc.; Sorooshian et al. 2012).
j CCN spectrometer (Moore and Nenes 2009).
k CCN spectrometer [miniaturized from the design of Roberts and Nenes (2005)].
l Cloud droplet probe (Droplet Measurement Technology; Lance et al. 2010).
m Modified Mohen design (based on Hegg and Hobbs 1986).
n 94-GHz frequency-modulated continuous wave cloud radar.
Fig. 2. Illustration of E-PEACE design and observations 
of emitted particles in marine stratocumulus in Jul and 
Aug 2011 west of central California. The diagram shows 
the three platforms used in making observations of 
particle and cloud chemical and physical properties, 
namely, the R/V Point Sur, the CIRPAS Twin Otter, and 
the A-Train satellites and GOES. The design included 
using smoke generated on board the R/V Point Sur 
that was measured after emission by the CIRPAS Twin 
Otter in clouds. The satellite was used to measure the 
changes in reflectance of sunlight due to the effects 
of the emitted particles on the clouds. The CVI was 
used as an inlet for evaporating droplets as they were 
brought into the aircraft, allowing sampling of droplet 
chemical composition.
Au: addition of 
"(U.S. dollars)" 
okay here?
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Table 4. Summary of CIRPAS Twin Otter flights during E-PEACE 2011.





1 8 Jul Thin cloud layer; salt seeding 257–362 0.15 —
2 9 Jul Thick, wet cloud layer, drizzling; salt seeding 283–570 0.28 —
3 13 Jul Broken clouds; smoke sampling.** — — —
4 14 Jul High, thick cloud layer; smoke sampling 651–934 0.15 0.22
5 15 Jul Two broken cloud layers; cargo ships (Ice Blizzard); smoke 
sampling
266, 550–794 0.14 0.12
6 16 Jul Two broken cloud layers; smoke sampling 142, 550–774 0.12 0.12
7 17 Jul No clouds; cargo ships (Hanjin Montevideo); smoke sampling — 0.19 —
8 19 Jul Thick, wet cloud layer, no drizzle; cargo ships (Cap Preston); 
smoke sampling
258–533 0.21 0.25
9 21 Jul Thick cloud layer, drizzling; cargo ship; smoke sampling 212–533 0.27 0.30
10 22 Jul Thick cloud layer, intermittent drizzling; smoke sampling 235–551 0.30 0.35
11 23 Jul Thick cloud layer; smoke sampling; cargo ships (Pos Yantian) 308–630 0.28 0.26
12 24 Jul Mostly clear air, high clouds; cargo ships (Ken Ryu) 492–779 0.17 0.18
13 26 Jul Thick cloud layer; cargo ships (SCF Samotlor, Vinalines Galaxy, 
Gluecksburg); salt seeding
253–560 0.26 0.31
14 27 Jul Low, thick cloud layer; cargo ship (Mol Earnest) 131–441 0.24 0.32
15 28 Jul Thin cloud layer; cargo ship (Hanjin Hamburg, Ever Develop, Cap 
Preston)
267–413 0.17 0.15
16 29 Jul High, wet clouds, no drizzle; cargo ship (MSC Fabienne); salt 
seeding
265–534 0.30 0.33
17 1 Aug Thin, high cloud layer; cargo ship (Astro Phoenix) 641–784 0.15 0.13
18 2 Aug Thick, wet cloud layer, drizzling; cargo ships (Riga, Australia 
Express); salt seeding
310–613 0.27 0.44
19 3 Aug Thick cloud layer, some drizzle; cargo ships (Xin Ya Zhou); salt 
seeding
309–628 0.23 0.31
20 4 Aug Cumulus-like broken clouds, drizzling; cargo ships (YM Cypress) 294–633 0.17 0.18
21 5 Aug Low cloud layer, intermittent drizzle; cargo ships (Nelvana) 169–501 0.28 0.27
22 8 Aug Thin cloud layer 281–448 0.22 —
23 9 Aug Thin cloud layer 324–485 0.21 —
24 10 Aug Low clouds, intermittent drizzle; cargo ships (Tian Shang He); salt 
seeding
286–553 0.29 0.31
25 11 Aug Two broken cloud layers; cargo ships (NYK Artemis) 216, 440–600 0.16 0.24
26 12 Aug Thick cloud layer; shipping lane; polluted layer above clouds 278–578 0.24 —
27a,b,c 15 Aug No clouds; north/south survey — — —
28a,b,c 16 Aug Low cloud layer; north/south changes in cloud amount 136–379 0.13 —
29a,b 17 Aug Low cloud layer; north/south survey 156–366 0.21 —
30a,b 18 Aug Low cloud layer; north/south survey 142–352 0.23 —
*LWC (g kg−1) calculated as a flight average for all LWC > 0.1 g kg−1 (using measurements from the Gerber probe). Background and 
track concentrations were separated for each flight using the PCASP concentration thresholds set for each day: 80 cm−3 for 14 Jul; 
100 cm−3 for 22 Jul; 120 cm−3 for 15, 16, 19, 21 Jul; 130 cm−3 for 24 Jul; 150 cm−3 for 26 Jul and 1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 Aug; 200 cm−3 for 23, 27, 
28, 29 Jul and 2 Aug.
**Some datastreams were corrupted on flight 3, so it is not shown in Fig. 6.
Table 5. Summary of R/V Point Sur cruise during E-PEACE 2011.
Date Description of clouds and smoke generation operations Cloud basesa SSTb Surface windc
12 Jul Multiple cloud layers; testing smoke generators 70, 160, 430 12.8 8 at 270°
13 Jul Multiple cloud layers, light winds; intermittent smoke generation 100, 190, 360 13.1 5–20 at 270°
14 Jul High clouds; smoke generation (6 h) 420, 660 13.9 15–20 at 310°
15 Jul Broken low and high clouds; smoke generation (6 h) 250, 570 14.7 15 at 330°
16 Jul Multiple cloud layers; smoke generation (6 h); plume sampling 70, 160,d 310 13.7 <5 at 330°
17 Jul Multiple broken cloud layers; smoke generation (5 h); plume sampling 50, 150, 810, 930 14.6 5–10 at 330°
18 Jul Multiple broken cloud layers; smoke generation (1 h); plume sampling 60, 160 15.7 8–10 at 250°
19 Jul Scattered low and high clouds; smoke generation (6 h) 50, 140, 340 14.6 15–20 at 340°
20 Jul Scattered clouds; smoke generation (1 h) 280d 14.5 15–20 at 330°
21 Jul Low, uniform clouds; smoke generation (5 h) 210d 14.1 15–20 at 330°
22 Jul Low, uniform clouds; smoke generation (5 h) 250,d 340 13.9 18–22 at 330°
23 Jul Low, uniform clouds; smoke generation (6 h) 290, 420 14.4 4–8 at 300°
a Altitudes (m MSL) of bases of cloud layers detected by ceilometer measured on R/V Point Sur.
b Sea surface temperatures (°C) measured on R/V Point Sur.
c Wind speed (1 kt = 0.5144 m s–1) and direction measured on R/V Point Sur.
d Clouds in which ship tracks were observed in the region.
Fig. 3. Distribution by size of 
the number and submicron 
composit ion of par t ic les 
emitted for E-PEACE, with 
comparison to both clean and 
polluted marine background 
particles measured during 
the experiment. Composition 
illustrates the overall mass-
based chemical composition, 
based on AMS and X-ray fluo-
rescence (XRF; where we 
have calculated sea salt mass 
from 1.47 × Na + Cl, which 
was equal to summed com-
ponents Na + Mg + Cl + Ca + 
K + non-sea-salt sulfate), and 
the organic functional group 
composition, based on Fourier 
transform infrared (FTIR), 
with the box colors and arrows 
indicating the size distribution 
to which each composition 
corresponds. Organic func-
tional group composition was 
not available for the giant generated salt (since there was none) and the cargo ship (since sufficient sampling 
time was not available). The concentration of giant generated salt has been scaled by 104, so that the particle 
size can be shown on the same graph. Measurements collected on the R/V Point Sur [0.01 < scanning differen-
tial mobility analyzer (DMA) < 0.9 µm, 0.4 < optical particle sizer (OPS) < 10 µm, 0.5 < aerodynamic particle 
sizer (APS) < 15 µm] included the smoke generator (1210–1225 LT 17 Jul), the R/V Point Sur’s stack emissions 
(2000–2200 LT 22 Jul), and background aerosol for clean (1100–1135 LT 20 Jul) and polluted (0220–0400 LT 
19 Jul) marine conditions. Measurements of cargo ship emissions (0.01 < scanning DMA < 0.9 µm, 0.1 < PCASP 
< 2 µm) were collected on the Twin Otter (1200–1315 LT 10 Aug).
Au: AMS style is to follow Chicago Manual of Style paragraph 8.115: Names of specific ships and other 
vessels are both capitalized and italicized. Note that when such abbreviations as USS (United States ship) or 
HMS (Her [or His] Majesty’s ship) precede a name, the word ship or other vessel type should not be used. 
The abbreviations themselves are not italicized. Please confirm vessel names are now okay as set.
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TAILOR-MADE PARTICLES WITH A BATTLEFIELD SMOKE GENERATOR
wind speed near the sea surface) at the time of the satel-
lite overpass. Even without this simple calculation, the 
resemblance between the patterns of the ship path and 
the reflected track in cloud is evident.
We also identified tracks of cargo ships in satellite 
images similar to historical and recent work (Coakley 
et al. 1987; Durkee et al. 2000c; Segrin et al. 2007). 
At least three examples of these tracks from cargo or 
container ships are visible in the bottom left of Fig. 5. 
The increase in the reflectance of the cloud tracks 
from cargo ships (15% mean increase at 545–565 nm 
for all tracks identified in the E-PEACE region in 
July and August 2011) was similar to the cloud tracks 
formed from smoke emitted from the R/V Point 
Sur (14% increase at 545–565 nm). These increases 
are well within the range reported by Durkee et al. 
(2000a). For comparison, many ship tracks in the 
E-PEACE region had lower increases, and Chen et al. 
(2012) found that 30% of ship tracks during E-PEACE 
resulted in reduced reflectance.
PARTICLE AND DROPLET NUMBER AND 
COMPOSITION. The Twin Otter aircraft flew into 
the same clouds shown in the satellite image (Fig. 5) 
to measure both the chemical composition of and 
number of cloud droplets that caused the increased 
shortwave reflectance. Figure 6 shows the number 
of particles below cloud and droplets in cloud, and 
the pie graphs show that these droplets were almost 
entirely organic components with trace amounts of 
sulfate. The measured ship and marine characteristics 
of the organic components during E-PEACE were 
used to quantify the widespread contributions of 
ship emissions to the marine boundary layer aerosol 
(Coggon et al. 2012). The large organic fraction in 
Fig. 6a is characteristic of smoke emitted from the 
generators on the R/V Point Sur (see “Giant CCN 
stratocumulus cloud seeding”) and contrasts with 
the composition of droplets in the cloud not affected 
by the smoke (Fig. 6c), which are made up of three-
quarters sulfate and very little organic components. 
Interestingly, the particles that activated to form 
cloud droplets were sufficiently large (>1.1 μm; see 
Table 6) to make activation possible even in the near 
absence of soluble ions (approaching the so-called 
kelvins limit).
The chemical composition of the cloud droplets 
was measured using a specialized inlet that separates 
the droplets from smaller interstitial aerosol particles 
(i.e., the particles that did not activate into droplets). 
This kind of inlet is called a counterflow virtual im-
pactor (CVI) because it uses airstreams forced to flow 
in different directions to separate larger momentum 
droplets from smaller particles. The isolated droplets 
are then evaporated and the chemical composition 
Fig. 4. Summary of the CIRPAS Twin Otter research flight paths and the R/V Point Sur cruise track. The first 
29 panels show the CIRPAS Twin Otter flight path, colored by altitude MSL, overlaid on a GOES image of the 
cloud cover from that day. The tracks of the R/V Point Sur as well as cargo and tanker ships that were targeted 
for sampling that day are also shown. The last panel shows the 12-day cruise track of the R/V Point Sur, colored 
by date, overlaid on a Google Earth image of the topography.
Fig. SB1. Photographs of the R/V Point Sur from the CIRPAS Twin Otter, 
showing (a) the persistence of the plume of smoke from the ship in the 
atmosphere and some of the aircraft instruments for measuring particles 
and clouds, (b) the production of smoke, (c) one of the two smoke generators 
used for producing smoke, (d) the operation of the smoke generators on the 
stern of the R/V Point Sur, and (e) the aerosol instrumentation on the bow 
of the R/V Point Sur.
Smoke emissions were generated on the stern of the R/V Point Sur by two U.S. Army–issued smoke generators 
(Fig. SB1) that were manufactured in approximately 1980 
for use as battlefield obscurants, purchased in 2005, and 
refurbished. The pulse jet engines employ standard gasoline 
in a fuel injector head that was ignited by manually pumping 
the air pressure to 60 psi before generating a spark with 
a grating device. The engine was used to pump and heat 
paraffin-type oil so that it vaporizes (but does not ignite) at 
approximately 150°C (the flash point). The oil pumps were 
modified at sea using pressurized air to force the pistons, 
likely required to offset the effects of rusting over time. 
Maintenance was required hourly to clean the fuel injectors 
and adjust the fuel and oil delivery rates to optimize the fuel-
to-air ratio and temperature in the engine.
The vaporized oil was released through three nozzles 
into the atmosphere, where it 
condensed as droplets that range 
from 200 nm to 8 μm in diameter 
(Fig. 3). Some oil was emitted as 
vapor, producing a second small-
er mode of particles from oxi-
dized organic components about 
100 nm in diameter. The gen-
erators ran close to their design 
values, consuming approximately 
5 gal of gasoline and one barrel 
(55 gal) of oil every hour. 
Paraffin-type oil is used in similar 
amounts by skywriting activities, 
where each three-word message 
takes about one hour of flight 
time and consumes one barrel of 
oil. At 10,000 ft, the lifetime of 
oil particles is likely seven days, 
2–3 times longer than that of 
surface-emitted particles. The 
Library of Congress describes 
the use of this oil in skywriting as 
“environmentally safe” (www 
.loc.gov/rr/scitech/mysteries/
skywriting.html).
We operated the smoke gen-
erators from 12 to 23 July from 
approximately dawn until noon, 
following a zigzag pattern similar 
to that shown in Fig. 2. (Videos 
of smoke-generating operations are available as supplemental 
material at the Journals Online website at http://dx.doi 
.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-12-00015.s1.) We were restricted 
to headings into the wind by a net 5 kt or more to prevent 
eddies generated by the ship superstructure from carrying 
smoke backward into the cabins. This meant that in lower 
wind conditions, the smoke trail became more concentrated. 
In winds slower than the ship speed (10 kt), we were able to 
reverse course and measure the composition and number 
of particles in the smoke. These particles were 97% organic 
components, lacking both the ~50% sulfate typically found in 
cargo ships burning bunker fuel and the ~5% sulfate found in 
the R/V Point Sur emissions from marine diesel (Fig. 3). This 
unique, almost purely organic composition provided a finger-
print for tracking the smoke in cloud, as well as a surrogate 
for tracking particle properties in clouds.
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of the droplet residual particles is measured using 
an Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) and 
other instruments on board the aircraft (see Table 3). 
Note that the CVI used in E-PEACE is a new design 
that exhibits a well-characterized 50% lower cutoff 
diameter (11 μm) corresponding to the specific air-
craft speed and CVI flow rate conditions experienced 
(Shingler et al. 2012). Periods with extensive drizzle, 
as identified with a cloud imaging probe (CIP) were 
omitted from this analysis owing to potential artifacts 
associated with the breakup of large drops.
We also measured cloud droplets in tracks pro-
duced by cargo ships (Fig. 6b) and compared them 
to the surrounding clouds (Fig. 6d). The droplets in 
clouds affected by the cargo ship emissions contained 
slightly less than 50% organic components, consistent 
with particle measurements in cargo ship emissions 
(Fig. 3). Roughly 5 times as many droplets are in the 
track from the cargo ship than in the cloud perturbed 
by the organic smoke generated on the R/V Point Sur, 
although each is about twice the background droplet 
number concentration for that day. Droplets in both 
tracks are smaller than those in the background, with 
the cargo ship droplets being the smallest, having 
the peak in the CDN concentration near 11.8 μm 
compared to 18.6 μm from the smoke. But the dif-
ference in the background cloud droplet diameter 
is quite striking between the two days (14.3 μm on 
10 August and 26.5 μm on 16 July). The larger drop 
diameter on 16 July likely results from both the 
lower supersaturation (0.09%) and the lower particle 
concentrations (159 cm–3) on 16 July (see Table 6). 
While there is uncertainty in using the maximum 
supersaturation calculated from the measured aver-
age CDN and the CCN spectra, the calculated updraft 
velocities were consistent with the measured mean 
and maximum updraft velocities (in cloud) of 0.12 
and 0.94 m s–1 on 16 July and 0.32 and 1.2 m s–1 on 
10 August, respectively. It is interesting to note that 
the number of below cloud accumulation particles 
measured by the passive cavity aerosol spectrometer 
probe (PCASP; 148 cm–3) is very close to the droplet 
number (156 cm–3) on 10 
August, similar to a broad 
range of marine stratocu-
mulus observations (Hegg 
et al. 2012), but not on 16 
July—perhaps suggesting 
that the weak updrafts and 
0.09% supersaturation are 
not frequently present.
Several interesting ques-
tions arise: Why did the 
cargo ship droplets not 
grow as large as those from 
the smoke? Was it simply 
because they started out 
smaller and did not catch 
up, despite the presence of 
soluble sulfate ions? Also, 
why were the background 
droplet concentrat ions 
so different on these two 
days? Was it because of 
their lower particle con-
centrations, differences in 
meteorology, or both?
We can address these 
questions with an ACP 
model, which is designed 
for tracking the detailed 
microphysical interactions 
of particles with differ-
ent chemical composition 
in clouds under specified 
thermodynamic condi-
tions (Russell and Seinfeld 
1998). Here, we can use 
the model to track the in-
teractions of chemically 
different particle popula-
tions to isolate the increas-
es in cloud drop number 
concentration to specific 
sources, such as ship tracks. 
For example, Russell et al. 
(1999) showed that droplet 
number is predicted to be 
strongly dependent on the 
concentration and compo-
sition of submicron aerosol 
particles. More recently, 
this model was used to 
analyze the role of organic 
particles in producing drop 
distributions in fog (Ming 
and Russell 2004), making 
it well suited for looking 
at smoke particles. The 
model’s key computational 
features are a two-moment 
method for aerosol dynam-
ics (both number and mass 
are tracked separately) and 
an adjustable framework 
for incorporating chemi-
cal properties (we choose 
how many different par-
ticle types to include). By 
simulating the step-by-step 
process of particle activa-
tion to droplets and growth 
beyond that, the model lets 
us address important ques-
tions, such as the role of su-
persaturation fluctuations 
from turbulence (e.g., Fein-
gold et al. 1998) and kinetic inhibitions from reduced 
accommodation of water vapor onto growing droplets 
in marine stratocumulus in this region (e.g., Ruehl 
et al. 2009). It is also important to acknowledge that 
numerous studies have used similar models to un-
derstand some of the complex interactions of other 
types of cloud systems, such as pyroconvective clouds 
(Reutter et al. 2009).
The novel aspect of using E-PEACE observations 
for ACP studies is that we can constrain the starting 
point with the particle number, size, and composition 
of emitted particles, predict their activation in cloud 
by constraining them to a maximum supersaturation 
calculated from the measured CCN spectra (Table 6), 
and then compare the extent to which the prediction 
of the initial cloud droplet growth in the first updraft 
matches in-cloud observations. The differences in 
the cloud properties for the two days and different 
particle types also show that our question of why the 
background cloud droplets on the two days are so 
Fig. 5. Cloud tracks from cargo ships and the smoke produced on the R/V 
Point Sur. The larger image shows a composite of Aqua and Terra Moderate 
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite images in the 
2.2-µm channel. The Terra overpass (southwestern section of the composite 
image) occurred at 1250 LT and the Aqua overpass occurred at 1430 LT 16 Jul 
2011. The smaller inset image at top right shows an enlargement of the smoke 
track from the region indicated. The colored lines indicate the time at which 
the R/V Point Sur was at the location, indicated by the color bar (thin line) 
and the estimated location of particles emitted at the time of the color bar 
(thick line) at the time of the satellite overpass (1430 LT). The location of 
emitted particles was estimated using the time between the emission and 
the satellite overpass, scaled by the average wind speed and direction in the 
boundary layer.
Fig. 6. Examples of particle and droplet number distributions and mass-based 
nonrefractory chemical composition, from measurements (bottom) below 
and (top) in cloud, for the (a) smoke generator on the R/V Point Sur on 16 Jul 
(gray) and for the (b) stack emissions of a cargo ship on 10 Aug (maroon). The 
background particle and droplet concentrations are shown for (c) 16 Jul and 
(d) 10 Aug (purple). The size distributions are plotted at the measured rela-
tive humidity and wet for supermicron droplets in cloud [: 3 < CDP < 50 µm 
for 16 Jul and 1 < cloud aerosol spectrometer (CAS) < 50 µm for 10 Aug], 
with passive heating for submicron particles in (interstitial) and below cloud 
(: 0.1 < PCASP < 2 µm), and dried below cloud (: 0.01 < scanning DMA 
< 0.9 µm). The pies show composition of the droplets in cloud measured by 
AMS for (bottom) submicron particles below cloud and for (top) the residuals 
of cloud droplets that are left after drying in a CVI (11 µm < CVI), with colors 
the same as for Fig. 3 (green—organic components; red—sulfate). Refractory 
chemical components (such as sea salt) were not measured behind the CVI 
and are not included in the pie graphs. The measurements were collected 
on the CIRPAS Twin Otter on 10 Aug for the cargo ship (1651–1831 LT) and 
16 Jul for the smoke generators (1704–1801 LT).
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different has several answers—it is both the larger 
number and larger size of aerosol particles (148 cm–3 in 
the accumulation mode) on 10 August and the higher 
updraft velocities needed to give supersaturations of 
0.19% rather than 0.09% on 16 July. Exploring the rea-
sons behind these differences with ACP simulations 
is the topic of a forthcoming paper.
CLOUD DEEPENING BY PARTICLES. In 
addition to microphysical ACP modeling studies, 
parallel progress has been made by investigating the 
complexities of the convective structure of marine 
boundary layers using LES models constrained by 
observations, as summarized in Table 2. Investiga-
tions from recent LES studies have tackled numerical 
issues, such as spatial resolution (Hill et al. 2009) and 
complex feedbacks between cloud droplet distribu-
tions and LWP (Ackerman et al. 2003), between rela-
tive dispersion and albedo changes (Lu and Seinfeld 
2006), between vertical stratification and LWP 
(Sandu et al. 2009), and between drizzle and LWP 
(Caldwell and Bretherton 2009; Jiang et al. 2010). 
These basic feedbacks can be captured in some cases 
by simpler mixed-layer models (Wood et al. 2009). 
While many of these studies focus on the changes in 
boundary layers that occur during the course of a day, 
Savic-Jovcic and Stevens (2008) have also explored the 
nighttime marine boundary layer.
We have used large-eddy simulations to represent 
microphysics and dynamics of marine stratocumulus. 
A detailed bin-resolved microphysical scheme is 
employed in the Weather Research and Forecasting 
(WRF) model running in the LES mode (Chen 
et al. 2011). In the bin microphysical scheme, aerosol 
number, cloud drop mass, and cloud drop number are 
computed over a size-resolved spectrum, predicting 
both cloud drop mass and number concentration 
following the moment-conserving technique (Reisin 
et al. 1996; Tzivion et al. 1987, 1989). The micro-
physical processes include aerosol activation, drop 
condensation/evaporation, collision–coalescence, 
collisional breakup, and sedimentation. The impacts 
of ship plume and giant sea salt injection enable us 
to understand how different aerosol sizes, chemical 
compositions, and emitted locations affect the cloud 
dynamics.
Measurements on the CIRPAS aircraft show that 
cloud depth is an important feature of clouds that 
is affected by particles. As an example, on 4 and 10 
August we conducted spiral soundings in an area 
influenced by large tanker ship emissions immedi-
ately adjacent to areas of background marine air. We 
used a cutoff of 0.05 g m–3 of liquid water to identify 
the top and bottom of the cloud. On 4 August, the 
cloud region was thicker in the track from the cargo 
ship, consistent with the hypothesis of Ackerman 
et al. (2004). However, on 10 August, almost no dif-
ference was seen in the clean and polluted areas; in 
fact, the cloud in the track may have actually been 
somewhat thinner, contrary to what we expect for 
indirect effects. GOES images (Fig. 4) taken during 
the times when the Twin Otter was present show some 
differences in cloud structure, which may offer clues 
about these different results.
PRECIPITATION EFFECTS OF GIANT 
PARTICLES. The pioneering work on the effects 
of giant particles on precipitation is summarized 
in “Giant CCN stratocumulus cloud seeding.” 
Recently, L’Ecuyer et al. (2009) showed that injec-
tion of sea salt and sulfate aerosols led to nearly 
opposite cloud responses. Addition of large sea salt 
particles enhances precipitation and leads to less 
vertically developed clouds. However, addition of 
the considerably smaller sulfate particles suppresses 
precipitation in clouds and results in the onset of light 
precipitation at higher LWPs. Also, air masses from 
different source regions may produce different effects 
on clouds (Su et al. 2010), as those originating above 
polluted continental areas will have a different physi-
cochemical signature than those from remote ocean 
regions (Hersey et al. 2009; Sorooshian et al. 2009a).
To study the effects of giant CCN (GCCN) on 
precipitation (see “Giant CCN stratocumulus cloud 
seeding”), we released the third type of emitted par-
ticle (3–5-μm-diameter milled salt particles) from 
the aircraft while flying just above cloud base. Nine 
flights included GCCN seeding, within which three 
cases (9 July, and 3 and 11 August) revealed enhanced 
precipitation after seeding (others were characterized 
by insufficient data, inadequate sampling, or a similar 
drizzle rate after seeding). In these three seeding cases, 
GCCN were released crosswind at a constant altitude 
(below cloud top, or midcloud) in unbroken clouds. 
The air mass seeded was then sampled downstream, 
where signatures of enhanced drizzle were observed 
by the optical probes and the upward-facing radar 
mounted on the Twin Otter. However, it was found 
to be challenging to confirm the sampled air mass 
was the same as that into which the salt was injected. 
To confirm that the downwind sampling occurred 
within the seeded region, during the research flight 
on 11 August, black carbon particles were mixed 
with the salt to serve as a tracer. Though enhanced 
precipitation was observed after seeding, the black 
carbon concentration detected by the single-particle 
soot photometer (SP2) within the sampling region was 
similar to its background concentration, and thus it 
did not provide unequivocal evidence of sampling of 
the region into which GCCN was injected.
In these three cases, the seeded clouds were clean 
(with low cloud droplet number concentration) 
GIANT CCN STRATOCUMULUS CLOUD SEEDING
The role of GCCN in stimulating precipitation production in stratocumulus clouds suggested by Woodcock (1950) 
has been studied recently using LES and parcel models (e.g., 
Feingold et al. 1999; Jensen and Lee 2008). These studies 
indicate that GCCN introduced into nonprecipitating 
stratocumulus clouds can promote the growth of droplets 
to drizzle by acting as collector drops with higher rates 
of collision and coalescence. Nevertheless, observing the 
effects of GCCN in real clouds is challenging. First, GCCN 
concentrations in nature (10−4–10−2 cm−3) are many orders 
of magnitude less than CCN (102 cm−3) and thus difficult to 
measure from an aircraft. Second, since factors other than 
GCCN injection can affect and modulate drizzle production, 
it is difficult to establish cause and effect. In principle, marine 
stratocumulus clouds present laboratory-like conditions for 
directly evaluating how added GCCN can modify the cloud 
properties. By introducing GCCN directly into an unbroken 
and well-developed cloud, the properties of the seeded 
cloud region can be compared with the unperturbed back-
ground cloud conditions.
Techniques for artificially seeding clouds with GCCN 
have been developed for the deliberate enhancement of 
precipitation in warm cumulus clouds. One technique that 
has been reported for cloud perturbation is airborne flares 
that produce a wide spectrum of hygroscopic particles with 
a tail of larger particles that serve as GCCN (Ghate et al. 
2007). To artificially introduce GCCN without increasing 
the smaller CCN, we employ a technique developed by 
Rosenfeld et al. (2010) that uses milled salt particles (in the 
range of 3–5-μm diameter) that are mixed with SiO
2
 to 
prevent sticking and clumping of the particles. In E-PEACE 
we injected salt powder (provided by D. Rosenfeld) from the 
CIRPAS Twin Otter into the cloud. To deliver these particles, 
we designed and fabricated an apparatus that used an auger 
to feed the salt powder into a fluidized bed of grit main-
tained by air pumped into the grit chamber that then ejects 
the powder into the aircraft’s airflow, where it is dispersed. 
The injection rate of salt mass from the aircraft is designed 
to produce GCCN concentrations in the environment of 
the order of 10−3 cm−3. After the GCCN are dispersed into 
the cloud, the aircraft returns to sample the moving cloudy 
air mass into which the particles were injected. Airborne 
frequency-modulated continuous wave cloud radar is espe-
cially advantageous in measuring the response of the seeded 
region in the cloud. Since the radar has a very shallow dead 
zone (less than 50 m), the reflectivity from the radar returns 
closest to the aircraft can be compared directly with the in 
situ aircraft probe observations.
Table 6. Particle and droplet characteristics for below and in-cloud measurements shown in Fig. 7.
Date of measurement 16 Jul 10 Aug
Description of particles Background Generator smoke Background Cargo ship
Cloud-base height (m) 145 145 338 338
Cloud-top height (m) 370 370 670 670
Below cloud particles (CPC) (cm−3) 159 1,786 361 1,938
Below cloud accumulation particles (PCASP) (cm−3) 46 659 148 644
Calculated maximum supersaturationa (CCN) (%) 0.09 0.09 0.25 0.25
Calculated activation diameterb (μm) 0.13 1.1 0.06 0.09
In-cloud mean/max positive updraft velocityc (m s−1) 0.12/0.94 0.32/1.2
In-cloud mean/std dev of all updraft velocityc (m s−1) –0.09/0.22 +0.13/0.39
In-cloud accumulation particles (PCASP) (cm−3) 3 188 49 214
In-cloud droplet number (CAS, CDP) (cm−3) 25 49 156 277
In-cloud droplet diameterd (CAS, CDP) (μm) 26.5 18.6 14.3 11.8
a The supersaturation is calculated from the CCN spectrum as the supersaturation at which the measured CDN is equal to the CCN, 
interpolated between measured supersaturation using sigmoidal fit (±0.04%).
b The activation diameter is calculated as the size of the smallest particle needed to activate to produce the measured CDN, assuming 
all larger particles activated.
c The in-cloud updraft velocity is calculated from 1-Hz measurements during 30-min sampling legs in cloud at 220 m for 16 Jul and 480 m 
for 10 Aug; the same value is used for both background and track, since sampling was insufficient to identify updraft rates in tracks. 
d Cloud droplet diameters are reported at the peak concentration of the droplet mode.
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COOLING EFFICIENCY OF CARGO SHIPS AND SMOKE
Smoke emissions from smoke generators were employed in the present study, along with the incidental emissions 
of transoceanic cargo ships (Conover 1969; Durkee et al. 
2000c). Here we consider the extent to which each of these 
two types of oceangoing particle emissions provides a net 
cooling effect (based only on fuel consumed, not emissions 
from ship construction).
Take into consideration a single day for both smoke 
and cargo ship emissions in clouds that form tracks, an 
average summertime lifetime of the track in the cloud of 6 h 
(normalized to a 100-yr time horizon), and an average daily 
fuel consumption at typical transit speeds. We calculate the 
asymptotic CO
2
-caused temperature increase from 3 K per 
280 ppmv (Solomon et al. 2007) and find 1 nK (10−9 K) from 
the 100,000-gal bunker fuel burned by the cargo ship and 
0.008 nK for the 500-gal marine diesel burned by the R/V 
Point Sur. The cargo ship typically transits 5 times faster than 
the R/V Point Sur, so the area covered by the track (assuming 
and already drizzling prior to seeding. Previous 
modeling studies (e.g., Feingold et al. 1999) suggest 
that injection of GCCN has the greatest potential for 
altering cloud behavior when CCN concentrations 
are already relatively high, so that conditions during 
these three cases were not optimal for generating a 
strong precipitation signal. Based on the analysis of 
these three cases, robust evidence of precipitation 
enhancement from GCCN seeding was lacking. The 
difficulty in tracking the moving cloudy air mass 
within which GCCN were injected by an aircraft 
underscores the challenge associated with such in 
situ cloud perturbation experiments.
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK. The campaign of 
the Eastern Pacific Emitted Aerosol Cloud Experi-
ment (E-PEACE) was designed to take advantage of 
recent advances in both instruments and models used 
to collect detailed, quantitative observations of the 
effects of particles on clouds. Using an innovative 
new particle emission and measurement technology, 
three kinds of particles were emitted and controlled, 
each as a single variable in the highly complex, 
natural system governing marine stratocumulus 
clouds. Since the emitted particles span 100 nm 
to several micrometers in diameter, the E-PEACE 
observations cover a wide range of cloud droplet sizes 
and number concentrations. The outcome of these 
studies revealed that both incidental smoke and ship 
emissions are effective at modifying cloud albedo, 
as well as that giant salt nuclei can increase drizzle 
rates. The multiple particle sizes provide constraints 
for both ACP and LES models, allowing us to carry 
out future modeling simulations to place the observa-
tions in a theoretical framework that can be extended 
to global models. When considering these results in 
the context of Earth’s solar radiation balance and 
the relative amounts of cooling and warming pro-
duced by different particle emissions (see “Cooling 
efficiency of cargo ships and smoke”), we suggest 
that the effective carbon offsets from cloud tracks 
from cargo ships should be considered. Clearly such 
considerations would need to extend beyond the local 
aerosol–cloud–radiation interactions assessed here to 
the effects of tracks on neighboring clouds as well as 
ecosystem impacts.
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ABSTRACT
Aerosol–cloud–radiation interactions are widely held to be the largest single source of 
uncertainty in climate model projections of future radiative forcing due to increasing anthro-
pogenic emissions. The underlying causes of this uncertainty among modeled predictions 
of climate are the gaps in our fundamental understanding of cloud processes. There has 
been significant progress with both observations and models in addressing these important 
questions but quantifying them correctly is nontrivial, thus limiting our ability to represent 
them in global climate models. The Eastern Pacific Emitted Aerosol Cloud Experiment (E-
PEACE) 2011 was a targeted aircraft campaign with embedded modeling studies, using the 
Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) Twin Otter aircraft 
and the research vessel Point Sur in July and August 2011 off the central coast of California, 
with a full payload of instruments to measure particle and cloud number, mass, composition, 
and water uptake distributions. E-PEACE used three emitted particle sources to separate 
particle-induced feedbacks from dynamical variability, namely 1) shipboard smoke-generated 
particles with 0.05–1-μm diameters (which produced tracks measured by satellite and had 
drop composition characteristic of organic smoke), 2) combustion particles from container 
ships with 0.05–0.2-μm diameters (which were measured in a variety of conditions with 
droplets containing both organic and sulfate components), and 3) aircraft-based milled salt 
particles with 3–5-μm diameters (which showed enhanced drizzle rates in some clouds). 
The aircraft observations were consistent with past large-eddy simulations of deeper clouds 
in ship tracks and aerosol–cloud parcel modeling of cloud drop number and composition, 
providing quantitative constraints on aerosol effects on warm-cloud microphysics.
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[1] A particle‐into‐liquid sampler coupled to a total organic carbon analyzer (PILS‐TOC)
quantified particulate water‐soluble organic carbon (WSOC) mass concentrations during
the May 2010 deployment of the Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Studies (CIRPAS) Twin Otter in the CalNex field study. WSOC data collected during
16 flights provide the first spatiotemporal maps of WSOC in the San Joaquin Valley,
Los Angeles Basin, and outflow regions of the Basin. WSOC was consistently higher in
concentration within the Los Angeles Basin, where sea breeze transport and Basin
topography strongly influence the spatial distribution of WSOC. The highest WSOC levels
were associated with fire plumes, highlighting the importance of both primary and
secondary sources for WSOC in the region. Residual pollution layers enriched with
WSOC are observed aloft up to an altitude of 3.2 km and the highest WSOC levels
for each flight were typically observed above 500 m. Simultaneous ground WSOC
measurements during aircraft overpasses in Pasadena and Riverside typically exhibit
lower levels, especially when relative humidity (RH) was higher aloft suggestive of the
influence of aerosol‐phase water. This points to the underestimation of the radiative
effects of WSOC when using only surface measurements. Reduced aerosol‐phase water
in the eastern desert outflow region likely promotes the re‐partitioning of WSOC to the gas
phase and suppression of processes to produce these species (partitioning, multiphase
chemistry, photolytic production); as a result, WSOC is reduced relative to sulfate (but not
as much as nitrate) as aerosol is advected from the Basin to the outflows.
Citation: Duong, H. T., A. Sorooshian, J. S. Craven, S. P. Hersey, A. R. Metcalf, X. Zhang, R. J. Weber, H. Jonsson, R. C.
Flagan, and J. H. Seinfeld (2011), Water‐soluble organic aerosol in the Los Angeles Basin and outflow regions: Airborne and
ground measurements during the 2010 CalNex field campaign, J. Geophys. Res., 116, D00V04, doi:10.1029/2011JD016674.
1. Introduction
[2] The spatiotemporal distribution of aerosol chemical
composition is influential in aerosol interactions with water
vapor and radiation. Organics are of major importance in
this regard as they typically represent between 20 and 90%
of fine aerosol mass [Kanakidou et al., 2005]. As it is vir-
tually impossible to speciate and quantify the entire spectrum
of particulate organic compounds, it is useful to examine
classes of organic species. A key category of particulate
organics is water‐soluble organic species, where water‐
soluble organic carbon (WSOC) has been shown to account
for between 40 and 85% of the global organic carbon (OC)
budget [Ruellan et al., 1999; Graham et al., 2002; Mayol‐
Bracero et al., 2002; Jaffrezo et al., 2005; Decesari et al.,
2006]. In the absence of biomass burning, WSOC is often
considered a proxy for secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
due to the oxidized nature of these species as compared to
other organics.
[3] Twowidely studied areas in theUnited States with regard
to atmospheric aerosol properties and composition include
the Los Angeles Basin [Hidy et al., 1974; Grosjean and
Friedlander, 1975; Husar et al., 1976, 1977; Blumenthal
et al., 1978; Russell et al., 1983; McElroy and Smith, 1986;
Russell and Cass, 1984, 1986; Kawamura and Kaplan, 1987;
Wall et al., 1988; Pandis et al., 1992a, 1992b; Zhang et al.,
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1993;Chow et al., 1994;Hildemann et al., 1994a, 1994b, 1996;
Eldering and Cass, 1996; Kleeman et al., 1999; Collins et al.,
2000; Hughes et al., 2000; Neuman et al., 2003; Sardar
et al., 2005; Vutukuru et al., 2006; Docherty et al., 2008;
Hersey et al., 2011] and the San Joaquin Valley of California
[Magliano et al., 1999; Schauer and Cass, 2000; Chow et al.,
1992, 1993, 1996, 2006; Neuman et al., 2003; Sorooshian
et al., 2008a]. While these studies have provided significant
knowledge of regional aerosol characteristics, there remain
important uncertainties with regard to organic aerosol compo-
sition and properties. There are particularly limited airborne
measurements that have attempted to characterize the organic
composition of aerosol in the Los Angeles Basin and down-
wind regions.
[4] Recent ground‐based measurements in Pasadena, CA
between May and September 2009 indicate that organics
account for on average between 40 and 60% of the western
Los Angeles Basin sub‐micrometer aerosol mass [Hersey
et al., 2011]. The oxidation state of the Pasadena organic
aerosol, as expressed by the atomic oxygen:carbon ratio
(O:C) was relatively stable (∼0.5) for periods of weeks with
little difference at different times of the day. Water‐soluble
organics were estimated to account for between ∼30–70% of
the organic mass [Wonaschütz et al., 2011]. Measurements
by Peltier et al. [2007a] during the SOAR‐1 campaign at
Riverside, CA (summer 2005) showed that WSOC accoun-
ted for an approximate average of 52% of OC mass.
Understanding the main sources and production mechanisms
of WSOC in the Los Angeles Basin based on measurements
at a fixed site has limitations owing to the meteorology of
the Basin and the spatial distribution of the sources that lead
to organic aerosol. For example, Wonaschütz et al. [2011]
showed that the diurnal WSOC profile at Pasadena is gov-
erned by a combination of sea breeze winds, boundary layer
height, and secondary production along the trajectory of air
parcels in the Basin. Constraining the spatiotemporal nature
of the amount, composition, and vertical distribution of
particulate organic matter is critical as aerosol hygroscop-
icity in the region is largely governed by the organic mass
fraction.
[5] In this work, detailed measurements of the nature and
character of WSOC in the Los Angeles Basin and outflow
regions were performed using both airborne and ground‐
based sampling during the California Research at the Nexus
of Air Quality and Climate Change (CalNex) study in May
2010. Ground‐based measurements of WSOC were carried
out at two CalNex ground sites. Aircraft overpasses of the
ground sites enabled a simultaneous comparison of WSOC
in the same vertical column. We address the temporal and
spatial variation of WSOC, with an aim to understand the
factors that influence WSOC concentrations such as sources,
transport and aging, topography, and meteorology. The struc-
ture of this paper is as follows: (i) overview of experimental
methods; (ii) cumulative summary of WSOC measurements
(e.g., vertical profiles, spatial maps, and relationships with
other chemical and meteorological variables); (iii) detailed
case studies of specific flights; (iv) conceptual model of the
nature of WSOC in the study region; and (v) conclusions.
2. Experimental Methods
[6] A total of 18 flights were carried out with the Center for
Interdisciplinary Remotely Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS)
Twin Otter during the 2010 CalNex study between 4 May
2010 and 28 May 2010 (Table 1). WSOC was quantified
during 16 flights, using a particle‐into‐liquid sampler (PILS;
Brechtel Manufacturing Inc.) coupled to a Total Organic
Carbon (TOC) Analyzer (Sievers Model 800) [Sullivan et al.,
2006]. Briefly, particles smaller than 2.5 mm in diameter are
sampled by the PILS and passed immediately through an
organic carbon denuder (Sunset Laboratory Inc.) to remove
organic vapors. Particles are grown into droplets, collected
by inertial impaction, and delivered through a 0.5 mm
PEEK (polyetheretherketone) liquid filter prior to entering
a TOC analyzer for quantification of WSOC every ∼4 s.
Reported WSOC levels represent the difference between
the measured and background concentrations, which were
obtained by passing sampled air through a high efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter. The overall measurement
uncertainty is estimated to be approximately 10%, with a
minimum detection limit of 0.1 mg C m−3. Synchronization
Table 1. Summary of CIRPAS Twin Otter Research Flights (RF)a
RF Flight Date Day of Week Flight Time (UTC) Mission Type
1 5/4/2010 Tuesday 18:01–21:23 LA Basin
2 5/5/2010 Wednesday 18:04–22:10 LA Basin
3 5/6/2010 Thursday 19:06–22:59 LA Basin
4 5/7/2010 Friday 18:02–21:57 LA Basin
5 5/10/2010 Monday 19:00–23:05 LA Basin
6 5/12/2010 Wednesday 17:56–22:08 LA Basin + Salton Sea
7 5/13/2010 Thursday 18:05–21:54 LA Basin + Salton Sea
8 5/14/2010 Friday 17:59–22:01 LA Basin
9 5/15/2010 Saturday 18:13–22:13 LA Basin
10 5/18/2010 Tuesday 18:59–22:53 San Joaquin Valley
11 5/19/2010 Wednesday 18:40–22:45 LA Basin
12 5/20/2010 Thursday 18:53–22:58 San Joaquin Valley + Cajon Pass
13 5/21/2010 Friday 17:57–22:05 LA Basin + Cajon/Banning Passes
14b 5/22/2010 Saturday 18:01–22:12 San Joaquin Valley
15b 5/24/2010 Monday 18:01–22:03 LA Basin + Cajon Pass + Salton Sea
16 5/25/2010 Tuesday 18:27–22:31 LA Basin + Cajon Pass + Salton Sea
17 5/27/2010 Thursday 17:59–21:45 LA Basin
18 5/28/2010 Friday 17:58–22:03 LA Basin
aLocal time = UTC – seven hours.
bWSOC measurements are not available.
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of WSOC measurements with the other aircraft instrument
data described below takes into account well‐documented
liquid transport delays in the PILS instrument [Sorooshian
et al., 2006].
[7] Contemporaneous with the airborne measurements,
online PM2.5 WSOC measurements were carried out at two
ground sites (Pasadena and Riverside) with the same
instrument set‐up as on the aircraft. The Pasadena CalNex
ground site was located on the California Institute of Tech-
nology campus (34.1406°N, −118.1225°W). The Riverside
site was located on the University of California‐Riverside
campus (33.9719°N, −117.3227°W). The sample inlet was
7 m above ground level at the Pasadena ground site, and
4.5 m above ground level at Riverside.
[8] Measurements of sub‐micrometer inorganic and non‐
refractory organic mass were obtained with an Aerodyne
compact Time of Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (C‐ToF‐
AMS) [Drewnick et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2009]. AMS
data used here include organic markers at specific mass‐to‐
charge ratios (m/z) that serve as proxies for organics with
a range of oxidation states: acid‐like oxygenated organics
(m/z 44 = COO+), aliphatic and non‐acid oxygenated organics
(m/z 43 = C3H7
+ and C2H3O
+), and aliphatic organics (m/z 57 =
C4H9
+) [McLafferty and Turecek, 1993; Zhang et al., 2005;
Aiken et al., 2008; Ng et al., 2010]. Owing to the size cutoff
of the AMS being smaller than the PILS (1 mm versus
2.5 mm), any mass ratios between WSOC and AMS mea-
surements represent an upper limit.
[9] Particle size distribution measurements (Dp = 10 nm–
800 nm) on the aircraft were carried out with a cylindrical
scanning differential mobility analyzer (DMA; TSI Model
3081) coupled to a condensation particle counter (CPC;
TSI Model 3760), in addition to a passive cavity aerosol
spectrometer probe (PCASP; Dp = 100 nm–2.6 mm). WSOC
data are usually compared only to PCASP data in this
study owing to similar size bins, while DMA data are used
only when PCASP data were not available (Table 2). Sub‐
saturated aerosol hygroscopicity measurements were pro-
vided by a differential aerosol sizing and hygroscopicity
spectrometer probe at relative humidities of 74% and 92%
and for dry diameters ranging between 150–225 nm (DASH‐
SP; Brechtel Mfg Inc. [Sorooshian et al., 2008b]). Black
carbon (BC) measurements were obtained using a single
particle soot photometer instrument (SP2; Droplet Measure-
ment Technologies).
[10] Ground‐based gas (CO, O3) and aerosol (PM2.5)
measurements were obtained from existing monitoring sta-
tions throughout the Los Angeles Basin and outflow areas
(see Figure 1) (http://www.arb.ca.gov/aqmis2/aqmis2.php;
CARB IADAM Air Quality Data Statistics, 2010, http://
www.arb.ca.gov/adam). Additional hourly meteorological
data were obtained from regional surface sites using the
Mesowest Database [http://mesowest.utah.edu/index.html].
Solar radiation data were obtained from a ground site at
Tonner Canyon (33.948°N, −117.822°W, ∼410 m altitude;
Mesowest), which is centrally located within the Basin.
3. Los Angeles Basin and Outflow
Area Description
[11] The metropolitan Los Angeles population exceeds
17 million and the Basin contains a complete spectrum of air
pollution sources, including vehicular emissions, cooking,
biomass burning, industrial activity, agricultural activity,
and marine shipping. The Los Angeles Basin is bordered on
three sides by mountainous terrain and by the Pacific Ocean
on the southwestern side (Figure 1). Transport of pollutants
in the Los Angeles Basin is governed largely by sea breeze
and mountain flows [Lu and Turco, 1995]. Average monthly
wind roses are shown in auxiliary material Figure S1 for the
month of May across the study region and representative
wind directions are shown in Figure 1.1 The general wind
pattern in the region during the period of time that flights
occurred was as follows: westerly and southwesterly winds
transporting air from the western edge of the Basin toward
the eastern edge, where air is funneled out of narrow passes
into desert regions. The two main passes are to the north
through the Cajon Pass toward Victorville and Barstow and
to the east via the Banning Pass.
[12] During CalNex, fine particle number concentrations
were typically highest (>10,000 cm−3) at the western side of
the Los Angeles Basin (longitude: 118.05°W–118.3°W),
especially in the Long Beach area owing to major point
sources. Fine particle number concentrations generally
decreased as a function of distance eastward, while PCASP
particle number and volume concentrations exhibited the
opposite behavior and typically reached peak levels near the
northern and eastern edges of the Basin. This can be
explained by aging processes along the typical sea breeze























1 12:20 0.41 (0.12) 3.66 (1.38) 952 (227) 2.51 (0.39) 8031 (941) 1036 (158) 20.8 (1.8) 23.9 (2.4) 5.5 (1.8) 256 (17)
2 12:30 0.94 (0.14) 3.33 (0.73) 6942 (2019) 992 (156) 19.2 (1.6) 36.3 (3.1) 7.5 (2.3) 252 (14)
2 14:30 1.21 (0.17) 4.19 (0.46) 7345 (961) 976 (139) 21.0 (1.5) 30.6 (2.6) 8.2 (1.9) 261 (14)
3 1:30 1.46 (0.15) 8.19 (2.04) 1367 (125) 4.31 (0.60) 5063 (650) 985 (149) 17.6 (1.7) 41.2 (5.7) 6.9 (2.4) 256 (14)
3 3:10 1.15 (0.13) 8.23 (2.70) 1443 (181) 4.72 (1.49) 6469 (99) 1114 (23) 18.3 (0.3) 40.6 (4.6) 7.4 (1.9) 264 (12)
4 12:30 0.37 (0.03) 1.54 (1.04) 269 (39) 1.34 (0.46) 2480 (130) 1065 (24) 21.1 (0.2) 11.4 (0.6) 7.1 (1.2) 94 (13)
4 2:20 0.50 (0.05) 1.49 (0.30) 7720 (1439) 1068 (36) 22.8 (0.3) 14.3 (1.3) 2.8 (1.6) 217 (79)
6 2:20 0.41 (0.07) 3.27 (1.83) 6029 (1194) 1102 (69) 17.6 (0.8) 25.7 (2.5) 5.6 (1.5) 258 (24)
7 1:30 0.48 (0.19) 4.48 (2.70) 1037 (393) 4.38 (2.97) 4967 (1341) 1088 (49) 19.3 (0.8) 25.3 (3.5) 5.1 (2.3) 177(79)
13 2:40 2.12 (0.14) 15.11 (2.83) 2437 (213) 9.38 (1.86) 5416 (352) 1170 (19) 17.2 (0.3) 54.5 (1.8) 8.7 (2.6) 264 (16)
16 2:40 0.89 (0.08) 6.35 (2.04) 1604 (385) 4.38 (0.31) 5186 (396) 1058 (81) 16.0 (1.0) 39.2 (3.1) 7.3 (1.9) 267 (14)
aDMA data are reported since PCASP data are not available from Flights 2, 4, and 6.
1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2011JD016674.
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trajectory leading to the growth of particles into the size
range of the PCASP (Dp > 100 nm).
4. WSOC Distributions
4.1. Spatial WSOC Distribution
[13] Figure 2 shows the cumulative spatial distribution of
WSOC concentration measured on the Twin Otter during
May 2010. Average levels in specific portions of the region
are shown in Figure 3a. WSOC was fairly well‐correlated
with particle number concentration (r2 = 0.49; slope =
0.85 ng C m−3/cm−3; n = 34655) and volume concentration
(r2 = 0.53; slope = 0.12 mg C m−3/(mm3 cm−3); n = 33975),
as measured by the PCASP. The highest WSOC con-
centrations were consistently observed in the Los Angeles
Basin, as compared to desert outflow regions and the San
Figure 1. Terrain map of the Los Angeles Basin and outflow regions including Banning Pass, which
funnels air out toward areas including Indio and the Salton Sea, and the Cajon Pass, which transports
air toward Victorville and Barstow. Blue markers correspond to ground stations (http://www.arb.ca.
gov/aqmis2/aqmis2.php) at which gas and PM2.5 data were obtained. Black arrows correspond to the
typical wind directions during the durations of the flights; specific monthly averaged wind roses across
the study region are shown in auxiliary material Figure S1.
Figure 2. (left) Spatial distribution of WSOC concentrations during the CalNex campaign in the San
Joaquin Valley, the Los Angeles Basin, and outflow regions extending north through the Cajon Pass
and east through the Banning Pass toward Indio and the Salton Sea. (right) Close‐up of WSOC in the
Los Angeles Basin.
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Joaquin Valley, reaching values as high as 5.3 mg C m−3.
High concentrations were often observed along the north‐
south corridor extending between Pasadena and the down-
town Los Angeles area, coincident with the highest levels
of BC, CO, andm/z 57 (>0.3 mg m−3, >0.35 ppmv, >80 ngm
−3,
respectively). Comparable or higher concentrations were also
observed during some flights on the eastern side of the Basin
near San Bernardino and Redlands. The lowest concentrations
Figure 3. Cumulative spatial averages of (a) WSOC, (b) surface O3 concentration, (c) WSOC:BC,
(d) WSOC:PCASP volume concentration, (e) WSOC:nitrate, (f) WSOC:sulfate, (g) WSOC:organic,
and (h) ambient temperature and RH. Numbers in boxes correspond to true values that exceed the range
shown in color bars. Sizes of the boxes correspond to the geographic area within which the data were
averaged. City labels are included in Figure 3a.
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of WSOC in the Los Angeles Basin were usually observed
near Torrance when the dominant wind direction was westerly
from the ocean (i.e., upwind of major emissions sources in
Long Beach), and to the southeast/east of the Puente and Chino
Hills, which serve as a barrier to the transport of pollution from
the western side of the Basin. Outflow regions were charac-
terized by lowerWSOC levels than those observed in the Basin
mainly owing to dilution during urban plume transport and a
lack of significant WSOC sources in the desert. The general
west‐to‐east transect of highest WSOC levels coincided with
the average westerly/southwesterly wind patterns during the
period of flights, with increases from the western side of the
Basin near downtown Los Angeles toward maximum levels
near Whittier, then decreasing to the northeast near San Ber-
nardino. Smoke plumes were occasionally intercepted in the
Los Angeles Basin, usually near the eastern side in the vicinity
of Riverside, owing to small‐scale fires. These plumes resulted
in the highest WSOC concentrations during the respective
flights, with one being the highest of the campaign (maximum
levels observed in separate fire plumes: 1.7 mg C m−3, Flight 6;
5.3 mg C m−3, Flight 8; 1.8 mg C m−3, Flight 12; 1.6 mg C m−3,
Flight 18). Chemical ratios that can be used to trace secondary
production (e.g., WSOC:CO; WSOC:BC) become perturbed
in these cases owing to primary production (i.e., direct emis-
sion) of WSOC in these fresh plumes.
[14] A number of flights focused on Banning Pass, owing
to the role of this area as an exit for the Basin pollution.
Table 2 shows a summary of all the WSOC measurements
in this area with relevant meteorological information. Out
of eleven flight legs through this outflow‐pass, nine were
characterized by westerly winds and higherWSOC levels than
periods with easterly winds. For example, during Flight 4
the first transect was characterized by easterly winds and
lower concentrations of WSOC and particle concentration.
Approximately two hours later, winds shifted to be westerly
resulting in enhancements in WSOC (0.37 to 0.50 mg C m−3)
and fine particle number concentration (2480 to 7720 cm−3).
Of the other parameters shown in Table 2, WSOC was best
correlated with RH and PCASP particle volume concentration
(r2 = 0.79 for both).
4.2. Vertical WSOC Distribution
[15] The airborne measurements were usually conducted
below an altitude of 1 km in the Los Angeles Basin and San
Joaquin Valley and at higher altitudes through the outflow‐
passes (Figure 4a). On 11 of the 16 flights, WSOC exhibited
its highest concentration above 500 m, usually near the
eastern end of the Basin by Riverside, San Bernardino, and
Banning Pass. Two representative flights demonstrating this
behavior are shown in Figures 4b and 4c, where WSOC
peaks between 600 and 1100 m in altitude near Banning
Pass and Riverside. The maximum concentration during
Flight 8 (5.3 mg C m−3, 14 May 2010) corresponded to a
Riverside fire plume and was the highest Twin Otter WSOC
measurement of the entire CalNex field study. A cluster of
points in Figure 4a (color‐coded as blue and yellow‐orange)
are relatively lower in WSOC concentration than the rest
below 1 km as they are from the San Joaquin Valley and
outflow areas.
[16] Multiple pollution layers have been observed aloft
in this region in past airborne measurements [Blumenthal
et al., 1978; McElroy and Smith, 1986; Collins et al., 2000].
These layers arise by horizontal and vertical displacement
of the morning inversion layer and orographic uplift [Lu and
Turco, 1995]. It is possible that such layers, which can
undergo continued chemical processing while separated from
the mixing layer, contribute to surface concentrations through
turbulent mixing as the boundary layer deepens [Husar et al.,
Figure 4. (a) Vertical profile of WSOC mass concentrations during 16 flights over the spatial domain
shown in Figure 1. The majority of the data collected below 1 km are from the Los Angeles Basin,
with the minority of the yellow‐red and blue markers corresponding to San Joaquin Valley and outflow
areas to the east of the Basin, respectively. The majority of the markers near 1 km correspond to transits
through outflow‐passes (i.e., Banning Pass and Cajon Pass), while higher altitudes correspond to transits
north of the Los Angeles Basin. (b and c) Examples of vertical profiles during two flights in the Los
Angeles Basin showing that the highest WSOC levels were observed above the first few hundred meters.
The maximum WSOC level during Flight 8 corresponded to a local fire plume, while the peak WSOC
level in Flight 13 was observed over the eastern edge of the Basin near Banning Pass.
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1977; Blumenthal et al., 1978]. Vertical profiles of WSOC
were obtained during two flights up to an altitude of
approximately 3.2 km (Figure 5). The ascents and descents
occurred at the northern edge of the Basin. These profiles offer
a direct comparison of WSOC separated by 2–4 h of aging
time. The ascents out of Los Angeles at the beginning of the
flights (Figures 5a and 5c) were characterized by a decrease in
WSOC with altitude until a point where a series of vertical
layers became evident with enhanced WSOC levels and
PCASP particle number concentrations. The descents into
the Basin (Figures 5b and 5d) more than two hours later
exhibited systematically larger WSOC and PCASP number
concentrations in the bottom 1.5 km above the surface
with similar layers of WSOC enrichment at higher altitudes.
This is likely due to continuous emissions during the day-
time and higher photochemical activity occurring to generate
more WSOC.
[17] To identify the level of vertical WSOC variation in the
mixing layer, simultaneous ground and airborne measure-
ments in the same vertical column are compared at Pasadena
(Figure 6a) and Riverside (Figure 6b). A total of 13 and 12
simultaneous measurements were conducted in Pasadena
and Riverside, respectively, between 11:00–15:30 (LT).
The airborne measurements during the overpasses were
conducted within the mixing layer at altitudes between 500–
800 m. At both sites, WSOC levels were generally higher
aloft, and the difference is more evident in Pasadena. The
greatest enhancements aloft relative to ground measurements
at both sites were coincident with the highest ratios of
RH aloft relative to at the surface, which is most evident
at Riverside. The average RHs during the overpasses at
Pasadena and Riverside were 67 ± 10% (max = 78%) and
52 ± 9% (max = 65%), respectively. This may be indicative
of production of WSOC by processes that are more efficient
as a function of increasing aerosol‐phase water. High RHs
(>70%) have been shown to coincide with enhanced partic-
ulate WSOC and organic acid concentrations owing to more
effective partitioning of these species to the aerosol phase and
multiphase chemistry [e.g., Hennigan et al., 2008b, 2009;
Ervens and Volkamer, 2010, Sorooshian et al., 2010]. In
addition, direct photolytic processing has also been suggested
to be an important mechanism to generate SOA in particles
residing in humid air [Bateman et al., 2011].
[18] Vertical profiles of ratios of WSOC to PCASP particle
volume concentration and AMS organic mass are shown in
Figure 7. The range of the average WSOC:particle volume
concentration ratio (Figure 7a) was between 0.11 and 0.19
between the surface and 3.2 km, while the WSOC:organic
ratio (Figure 7b) ranged widely between 0.26 and 0.63.
Both ratios exhibit variable behavior as a function of alti-
tude, with an average reduction from the surface to ∼800 m,
and with maximum values occurring at altitudes exceeding
1500 m. The large variability in these ratios is largely a result
of day‐to‐day variability; however, the absolute range of
the ratios is indicative of WSOC being a significant com-
ponent of the aerosol from the surface up to 3.2 km.
4.3. WSOC Ratios to Other Aerosol Mass
and Volume Measurements
[19] To gain more insight into the relative importance
of WSOC to the total aerosol budget and the sources and
sinks of WSOC, the ratios of WSOC to other aerosol
parameters are examined in Figures 3 and 8. Despite the
existence of vertical gradients in aerosol composition and
mass, it is useful to constrain airborne‐measured WSOC with
simultaneous ground‐based PM2.5 measurements (PM2.5 was
not quantified on the Twin Otter). For the limited sites at
which PM2.5 measurements were available within the Basin,
WSOC contributed typically between 6 and 11% to PM2.5
mass. Note that converting WSOC to an organic mass
equivalent concentration requires a conversion factor, which
was previously assumed to be ∼1.8 for the region [Docherty
Figure 5. Vertical profiles of WSOC during two flights: (a and b) Flight 10 on 18May 2010 and (c and d)
Flight 12 on 20 May 2010. Colored markers correspond to WSOC and dashed black lines represent
ambient temperature. Local time = UTC – seven hours.
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et al., 2008]. The ratio of WSOC to PM2.5 was highest in the
western portion of the Los Angeles Basin near Long Beach,
downtown Los Angeles, and Glendora (0.10–0.11) and was
lowest near Banning Pass (∼0.06) owing partly to the major
enhancement in ammonium nitrate levels near the eastern
side of the Basin. The closest measure of how WSOC con-
tributes to total PM2.5 using aircraft measurements is the
comparison to PCASP volume concentration, where the
PCASP measures particles in a similar size range as the PILS‐
TOC (<2.5 mm). TheWSOC:PCASP volume ratio (Figure 3d)
was typically between ∼0.1–0.15 mg C m−3/(mm3 cm−3) in the
Los Angeles Basin, while higher average values were
observed in the outflow regions. Ratios reached an average of
0.30 ± 0.14 near the Salton Sea to the east of the Basin and
0.21 ± 0.12 near Barstow to the northeast of the Basin.
As a basis for comparison, the ratio of WSOC to fine par-
ticle volume concentration was 0.12 and 0.10–0.22 mg C m−3/
(mm3 cm−3) in non‐biomass and biomass burning plumes,
respectively, in the northeastern United States [Sullivan et al.,
2006; Peltier et al., 2007b]. An increase in this ratio can be
due to a variety of reasons including losses in other aerosol
components (e.g., nitrate volatilization), increased production
of WSOC during transport, local sources such as fires, or
entrained air masses from aloft that are enriched with WSOC
relative to other aerosol components.
[20] Examining the variation of relative concentrations of
WSOC and other particle and gas‐phase constituents along
the sea breeze trajectory from west to east provides insight
Figure 7. Vertical distribution of (a) the ratio of WSOC to PCASP particle volume concentration
(data from all flights) and (b) the ratio of WSOC to total AMS non‐refractory organic aerosol mass
(Flight 11, 13, 16–18). Numbers beside each point in each panel correspond to the sample size.
Figure 6. Comparison of simultaneous ground and airborne WSOC measurements in the same vertical
column at (a) Pasadena and (b) Riverside.
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into the relative importance of volatilization and secondary
formation of WSOC (Figure 3). The highest O3 levels were
observed farther inland and were highest in the outflows
to the east of the Basin (Figure 3b). This is indicative of
increased photochemical processing during sea breeze
transport of air masses from the coast to the desert. This
would likewise favor secondary production of WSOC.
Black carbon is a primary species and thus an increase in
the WSOC:BC ratio is a tracer for secondary production.
This ratio was highest near the southwestern portion of the
study region, presumably owing to the low levels of BC in
marine air and upwind of major BC sources in the Basin
(Figure 3c). This ratio did not show any clear trend as a
function of downwind distance, likely a result of the abun-
dance of BC and organic aerosol sources in the Basin,
including the fires observed on the eastern side of the Basin.
Unlike the majority of the Basin, there are fewer BC sources
along trajectories to the east of the outflow channels;
WSOC:BC initially decreases and then increases owing
possibly to a combination of WSOC volatilization initially
and secondary production afterwards.
[21] The contribution of WSOC to total non‐refractory
organic mass was highest near the southwestern portion of
the Los Angeles Basin (up to ∼60% just north of Santa Ana)
and lowest in the desert outflow regions (<40%) (Figure 3g).
Along the sea breeze trajectory on the northern side of the
Basin, the WSOC:Organic ratio tended to increase toward
Banning Pass reaching an average value of 53 ± 34%.
Recent studies have utilized m/z 44 and m/z 43 [e.g., Ng
et al., 2010] to track the aging of organic aerosol in the
atmosphere. The ratio of m/z 44:43 provides information
about the chemical functionality of oxygenated organic
aerosol (OOA), with higher values indicative of a higher
state of oxidation. Wonaschütz et al. [2011] examined the
ratio of m/z 44:WSOC as a function of m/z 44:43 during
the PACO campaign as a way of understanding how the
composition of the WSOC fraction of the aerosol changed
with photochemical age. Aircraft measurements in Figure 8
show that the ratio of m/z 44:WSOC increased as a function
of m/z 44:43, with increases in both ratios as a function of
longitude (higher values to the east). This is consistent with
a shift from semi‐volatile OOA components to more low‐
volatility OOA components as a function of photochemical
aging. The immediate sharp increase in m/z 44:WSOC fol-
lowed by a plateau is consistent with the findings of Ng
et al. [2010] and previous measurements during PACO
[Wonaschütz et al., 2011]. It is noted that m/z 44 levels
reached as high as ∼1.8 mg m−3, which is roughly similar
to peak levels observed in Pittsburgh during September
(up to ∼1.2 mg m−3 [Zhang et al., 2005]), Tokyo in August
(up to ∼2.29 mg m−3 [Takegawa et al., 2007]), but less than
that in Tokyo during the summer (up to ∼3.5 mg m−3)
[Kondo et al., 2007].
[22] More insight into the secondary production of
organics arises from the ratio of WSOC:SO4
2− (Figure 3f) as
a function of distance eastward from the western end of the
Basin where the highest SO4
2− levels were observed, owing
to marine shipping sources and other major point sources
near the coast. The WSOC:SO4
2− ratio ranged between 0.9
and 5.0 in the study region, which is greater than the
cumulative average ratio (∼0.55) observed by Peltier et al.
[2007b] in the northeastern United States. The peak WSOC:
SO4
2− ratios between Riverside and Banning are coincident
with an area with intense ammonium nitrate production owing
largely to the influence of agricultural activity as a source
of NH3, including animal husbandry operations. Ammonium
nitrate production results in enhanced aerosol hygroscopicity
and aerosol‐phase water, which would promote more parti-
tioning of WSOC to the aerosol phase and both multi-
phase chemistry and photolytic processing to produce WSOC
[Hennigan et al., 2008a; Ervens and Volkamer, 2010;
Sorooshian et al., 2010; Bateman et al., 2011]. In addition,
WSOC may have been produced in the emissions from
the agricultural activity. The WSOC:SO4
2− ratio decreased
immediately downwind of Banning by an average factor of
nearly 2.5 and this may be due to volatilization of WSOC
(note that SO4
2− is not volatile), which is consistent with the
reduction in the WSOC:BC ratio (by an average factor of ∼2)
in the same area. Production of SO4
2− in this area can likely
be ruled out owing to the low RHs, high temperatures, and
lack of aqueous‐phase chemistry to produce SO4
2− during
afternoons (Table 2). The average RH during traverses
through Banning Pass ranged between 11 and 55%.
[23] Reductions in aerosol‐phase water, such as what hap-
pens when air is advected from the Basin to the desert out-
flows, promotes re‐partitioning of WSOC to the gas phase
[Hennigan et al., 2008b; 2009]. Lower amounts of the aero-
sol‐phase water are associated with reduced RH and aerosol
hygroscopicity. As shown in Figure 3h, the average temper-
ature generally increases from west to east, and vice versa for
average RH. The sub‐saturated hygroscopicity of the regional
aerosol decreased in the outflows, largely owing to ammo-
nium nitrate volatilization. The average hygroscopic growth
factor (Dp,wet/Dp,dry) at an RH of 92% for fine aerosol was
1.72 ± 0.25 in the Basin and 1.57 ± 0.19 in the desert outflows.
To further examine the likelihood that volatilization is a sink
for WSOC downwind of the Los Angeles Basin, the ratio
of WSOC:NO3
− is also examined (Figure 3e), as NO3
‐ is vul-
nerable to evaporation. The range of this ratio was 0.2–2.3,
within which are values observed in Mexico City (∼0.2–1.0)
Figure 8. Ratio of m/z 44:WSOC as a function of m/z
44:43. Markers are color‐coded with longitude where red
corresponds to western side of the Los Angeles Basin and
purple corresponds to outflow desert regions to the east of
the Basin.
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[Hennigan et al., 2008a] but much less than the cumulative
average ratio (>30) observed in the northeastern United States
[Peltier et al., 2007b]. AMS NO3
− mass concentrations are
typically highest at San Bernardino (6.08 ± 5.87 mg m−3 for
the box labeled with this city in Figure 3) and they decrease
significantly immediately downwind of the outflow‐passes.
As a result, the WSOC:NO3
− ratio increased sharply in the
outflows (greater than a factor of six), in contrast to the
WSOC:SO4
2− ratio. This indicates that WSOC is less sensitive
to volatilization as compared to ammonium nitrate. Such
results are consistent with observations in Mexico City
[Hennigan et al., 2008a].
[24] The general picture drawn in Figure 3 involves the
following: (i) the western Basin is an important anthropo-
genic source for WSOC and precursors; and (ii) pollutants
are transported to the eastern side of the Basin and through
outflow‐passes with the sea breeze, with aerosol aging
processes during this time including dilution, secondary
formation of WSOC, and volatilization of some fraction of
WSOC. The increasing temperatures (decreasing RH) and
reduction of aerosol hygroscopicity and aerosol‐phase water
in the outflows is likely responsible for the loss of some
WSOC mass.
5. Case Studies in the Los Angeles Basin
5.1. Basin Loops
[25] Two weekdays characterized by different meteoro-
logical conditions and nearly identical flight paths in the
Los Angeles Basin are examined to study the sensitivity of
the spatiotemporal distribution of WSOC to meteorology
(Figure 9). Flight 5 on 10 May 2010 was characterized by
higher wind speeds, higher ambient temperature, and lower
incident solar radiation as compared to Flight 8 on 14 May
2010 during the duration of the flights (Table 3). Flight 5
was characterized by cloudy conditions in the Basin during
the time span of the flight, unlike Flight 8. The aircraft
flew at an altitude of approximately ∼300–600 m both
Figure 9. Spatial maps of WSOC during three successive Basin loops in Flight 5 on 10 May 2010
((a) UTC = 19:00–20:30, (b) 20:30–21:50, and (c) 21:50–23:00) and in Flight 8 on 14May 2010 ((d) UTC =
18:00–19:30, (e) 19:30–20:50, and (f) 20:50–22:00). Black arrows in Figures 10a and 10d correspond to the
typical wind directions during the duration of the two flights as determined by wind roses obtained from the
Mesowest Database [http://mesowest.utah.edu/index.html]. Local time = UTC − seven hours.
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flights. There was no significant difference in wind patterns
between these two days. Fine particle concentrations were
on average similar, but PCASP particle number concentra-
tions were almost twice as large during Flight 8, indicative
of more abundant larger particles.
[26] During Flight 5, three identical loops were carried out
as shown in Figures 9a–9c: first loop (19:00–20:30, UTC),
second loop (20:30–21:50), and third loop (21:50–23:00).
When the sea breeze started to develop around 18:00 UTC,
wind speeds gradually increased up to >10 m s−1 and
changed direction to westerly/southwesterly, resulting in the
usual transport from west to east. In the southwestern por-
tion of the Basin, WSOC concentrations were highest dur-
ing the first loop, presumably owing to the influence of
residual aged aerosol from the previous day and anthropo-
genic emissions near Long Beach. In the first loop, the
highest WSOC and PCASP particle number concentrations
were observed along the north‐south axis between Pasadena
and downtown Los Angeles. As a result of the westerly/
southwesterly flow later during the day, the highest WSOC
levels occurred at the base of the San Gabriel Mountains
at the northern edge of the Basin. The southern half of
the Basin loops extending from Fullerton/Anaheim to San
Bernardino were characterized by significantly lower WSOC
levels during all three loops, most likely a result of the Basin
topography (i.e., Puente and Chino Hills). The data from
Flight 5 indicate that the significant factors governing WSOC
levels were likely residual aerosol in the Basin from the
previous day, pollution near the western edge of the Basin,
and the prevailing west‐to‐east winds with potential pro-
duction during the transport. These data do not allow one
to discern a clear connection between WSOC measurements
and the influence of boundary layer deepening and potential
entrainment of aerosol aloft.
[27] Flight 8 was conducted almost identically to Flight 5,
as shown in Figures 9d–9f. In contrast to Flight 5, the aerosol
number concentrations and WSOC increased with each
successive loop during Flight 8 (similar to ambient temper-
ature and O3). The spatial WSOC distribution during the first
loop was similar to that of Flight 5, both of which were likely
influenced by residual pollutants from the previous day and
sources near the western side of the Basin. WSOC increased
significantly in concentration over the western side of the
Basin during the second and third loops. Unlike Flight 5,
the entire north‐south axis between Pasadena and downtown
Los Angeles exhibited high WSOC levels later in the day
owing likely to a combination of secondary WSOC produc-
tion and lower wind speeds. The third loop of Flight 8 was
characterized by systematically higher WSOC levels across
the entire Basin. WSOC levels were especially high between
Ontario and Riverside owing to a fire that began immediately
prior to the third loop.
[28] The data from both flights indicate that, with higher
incident solar radiation and relatively low wind speeds, it is
likely that secondary production mechanisms contribute to
sustained levels of WSOC throughout the daytime periods
(especially in Flight 8) even though the mixing layer pro-
gressively deepened. While entrainment of polluted air aloft
may have contributed to WSOC levels during these flights,
this process was not a dominant influence on WSOC in
the mixing layer as there were large spatial differences in
WSOC across the Basin that are largely controlled by
transport and topography.
5.2. Basin North‐South Transects
[29] To examine the spatial gradients of WSOC within the
regions outlined by the loops in Figure 9, a series of north‐
south zig zag patterns were flown within the Los Angeles
Basin. The paths during Flights 9, 11, and 13 are shown
in Figure 10. The flights were conducted approximately
during the same time on different days at a similar altitude
(∼300–700 m). Flight 9 was conducted on a Saturday,
whereas the other two are from weekdays (Table 1). Mete-
orological conditions were relatively similar on these three
days (Table 3), with the exception of reduced temperature
and incident solar radiation values during the early part
of Flight 13 due to cloudy conditions. Particle number con-
centrations were similar during these flights. WSOC con-
centrations were enhanced during the second loops, coincident
with higher O3 concentrations, ambient temperatures, and
WSOC:BC ratios than the first loop within each flight. This is
most evident during Flight 13 presumably due to the shift
Table 3. Average Values of Meteorological and Aerosol Parameters During Los Angeles Basin Loops During Five Flightsa















Flight 5 Loop 1 (19:00–20:30) 13.3 (1.1) 62.5 (6.5) 4.8 (1.8) 9583 (4649) 754 (312) 0.72 (0.19) 52.3 (8.4) 5.6 (0.8) 896 (173)
Loop 2 (20:30–21:50) 13.7 (1.1) 61.2 (5.7) 5.8 (1.5) 11025 (4466) 774 (393) 0.66 (0.28) 53.7 (9.7) 6.2 (1.8) 816 (71)
Loop 3 (21:50–23:00) 13.8 (1.0) 60.3 (6.1) 6.3 (1.8) 10747 (4386) 642 (354) 0.67 (0.25) 53.9 (9.6) 8.8 (5.4) 728 (185)
Flight 8 Loop 1 (18:00–19:30) 14.8 (0.5) 70.4 (3.0) 2.6 (1.0) 9664 (2517) 1372 (264) 1.33 (0.12) 50.8 (11.9) 5.0 (1.1) 1066 (40)
Loop 2 (19:30–20:50) 16.7 (0.7) 62.8 (4.6) 3.3 (1.0) 12299 (3574) 1575 (294) 1.57 (0.27) 53.3 (11.6) 4.5 (2.4) 1064 (43)
Loop 3 (20:50–22:00) 17.7 (1.26) 60.8 (6.4) 3.8 (1.0) 14723 (3514) 1641 (301) 1.75 (0.15) 55.8 (11.8) 6.9 (3.9) 985 (85)
Flight 9 Loop 1 (18:20–20:05) 18.1 (2.7) 61.2 (14.5) 3.2 (1.5) 9953 (3706) 1751 (422) 2.61 (0.55) 61.1 (12.2) 9.6 (1.9) 1083 (41)
Loop 2 (20:05–22:15) 20.2 (3.3) 53.2 (17.1) 5.0 (1.9) 11635 (4155) 1654 (436) 2.89 (0.68) 72.4 (10.1) 10.2 (4.3) 1003 (112)
Flight 11 Loop 1 (18:50–21:05) 17.2 (1.9) 65.6 (10.2) 3.4 (1.5) 10328 (3665) 1580 (1987) 2.11 (0.33) 46.8 (12.8) 6.4 (1.6) 1087 (32)
Loop 2 (21:05–22:50) 18.4 (2.5) 63.2 (11.2) 5.3 (2.0) 13331 (4383) 1521 (401) 2.23 (0.34) 53.3 (11.6) 8.1 (3.3) 999 (114)
Flight 13 Loop 1 (18:10–20:25) 14.4 (2.0) 65.0 (22.1) 5.0 (3.2) 6815 (2501) 1460 (654) 1.41 (0.53) 56.4 (10.5) 4.7 (1.0) 829 (372)
Loop 2 (20:25–22:10) 17.7 (1.8) 60.0 (8.8) 4.8 (2.1) 10671 (4535) 1644 (556) 2.27 (0.43) 62.0 (11.3) 6.4 (3.2) 1004 (98)
aRefer to Figures 9 and 10. Numbers in parentheses represent standard deviations.
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from cloudy to clear conditions (and increase in incident solar
radiation) between the two loops. The absolute increases in
WSOC later in the daytime most likely were influenced by
secondary production.
[30] These three flights demonstrate the influence of the
Basin topography on WSOC levels. The Puente and Chino
Hills extending from Whittier to the east create a gradient of
low WSOC from south of these hills to higher levels on the
north side. Sea breeze winds (westerly/southwesterly) near
the coast transport air enriched with WSOC to the north side
of these hills, which then gets redistributed across a larger
area on the eastern end of the Basin extending from San
Bernardino down south to Riverside. In addition to the
transport of existing WSOC, there is likely production of
these species over inland areas that are characterized by
enhanced O3 concentrations (Figure 3b).
6. Conceptual Model of WSOC in the Study Region
[31] Figure 11 shows a conceptual model of the mechan-
isms describing the sources, transformation, and fate of
WSOC during CalNex. Industrial and marine sources of
pollution near the western side of the Basin result in
enhanced levels of sulfate and carbonaceous components
including WSOC. As aerosol is advected with the sea breeze
from the west to the east through the outflows, the over-
all aerosol composition changes owing to numerous point
sources, increasing (decreasing) temperature (RH), amount
of aerosol‐phase water, and secondary formation processes.
For example, VOC emissions lead to SOA formation and
primary emissions from episodic fires significantly lead to
enhanced levels in organics, especially WSOC. The com-
ponents comprising WSOC become increasingly oxidized
as a function of photochemical age from west‐to‐east. Near
the eastern half of the Basin, NH3 emissions contribute to sig-
nificant ammonium nitrate formation, leading to more hygro-
scopic aerosol and increased aerosol‐phase water depending on
the ambient RH. A number of processes can lead to higher
levels of particulate WSOC with increasing aerosol‐
phase water: partitioning of WSOC to the aerosol phase
[Hennigan et al., 2008b, 2009], multiphase chemistry
[Ervens and Volkamer, 2010; Sorooshian et al., 2010], and
Figure 10. Spatial maps of WSOC during Flights (a) 9 (15 May 2010), (b) 11 (19 May 2010), and (c) 13
(21 May 2010) with black arrows in Figure 10a corresponding to the typical wind directions during the
duration of all three flights as determined by wind roses obtained from the Mesowest Database [http://
mesowest.utah.edu/index.html]. Local time = UTC – seven hours.
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photolytic processing [Bateman et al., 2011]. As aerosol is
transported through the outflows to desert regions, the
enhanced temperatures and reduced RH result in NO3
−
evaporation and consequently, reductions in aerosol‐phase
water. This may promote re‐partitioning of WSOC to the gas
phase while suppressing humidity‐dependent processes that
increase particulate WSOC levels.
7. Conclusions
[32] During the May 2010 deployment of the CIRPAS
Twin Otter in the CalNex field study, a PILS‐TOC instru-
ment was employed to rapidly quantify particulate water‐
soluble organic carbon (WSOC) during 16 flights covering the
Los Angeles Basin, outflow regions, and the San Joaquin
Valley. The WSOC measurements were focused on building
a spatial map of concentrations across this region in the lateral
and vertical directions, on constraining the contribution of
these species to the overall aerosol mass budget, and on
examining the nature and evolution of this important class of
organics due to the prevailing meteorology and daytime air
transport patterns.
[33] The highest absolute WSOC concentrations were
observed in the Basin (up to 5.3 mg C m−3) and the lowest
WSOC levels were in the San Joaquin Valley and in Basin
outflow regions owing to plume dilution. The highest
WSOC levels during individual flights and for the entire
campaign occurred in biomass burning plumes from small‐
scale fires on the eastern side of the Basin. WSOC con-
tributes approximately 6–11% by mass to PM2.5 within the
Basin. WSOC was highest relative to both PM2.5 near the
western Basin sites of Torrance and Long Beach, likely
owing to these sites being upwind of major pollution sour-
ces and influenced by aged marine aerosol and residual
pollutants from the previous day. WSOC levels were typi-
cally higher above 500 m in the study region, and layers
of enhanced WSOC were identified aloft up to an altitude
of 3.2 km. The ratio of WSOC to PCASP particle volume
concentration and organic non‐refractory mass ranged between
0.11–0.19 and 0.26–0.63, respectively, between the surface
and 3.2 km.
[34] Simultaneous ground‐based measurements of WSOC
during aircraft overpasses in Riverside and Pasadena indi-
cate that higher levels occur more frequently aloft within the
mixing layer. This was most evident when the ratio of RH
measured on the aircraft versus the surface was also higher,
suggestive of an important role for processes that increase
particulate WSOC levels as a function of increasing aerosol‐
phase water such as more efficient partitioning to the aerosol
phase. Furthermore, WSOC was highly correlated with RH
within the Banning Pass area where pollution is funneled
out of the Basin to the east. Since aerosol hygroscopicity
and ambient RH generally decreased from the Basin to the
eastern desert outflows, there was a reduction in aerosol‐
phase water that likely influenced WSOC levels; WSOC
levels dropped more relative to both BC and SO4
2−, both of
which are non‐volatile, downwind of the outflows indicative
of partitioning of WSOC to the gas phase and suppression
of multiphase processes (i.e., partitioning of WSOC to the
aerosol phase, multiphase chemistry, photolytic processing)
to produce these species. However, WSOC increased relative
to NO3
−, suggesting that although both have a semi‐volatile
character, NO3
− was more volatile. Farther downwind in the
deserts (e.g., near Salton Sea), WSOC begins to increase
relative to BC indicative of secondary production, especially
as O3 levels were enhanced in these areas.
[35] The contribution of acid‐like oxygenated organics
(m/z 44) to WSOC increases from west to east as a result of
photochemical aging. Comparisons of nearly identical flight
paths on different days show that with higher incident solar
radiation and relatively low wind speeds, secondary pro-
duction mechanisms more clearly contribute to sustained
levels of WSOC throughout the daytime periods even though
the mixing layer progressively deepens. Entrainment of air
aloft may have contributed to WSOC levels within the
mixing layer; however, this process was not the key regulator
of WSOC in the mixing layer as there were large spatial
differences in WSOC across the Basin that are largely con-
trolled by sea breeze transport, topography, secondary pro-
duction during transport, and presence of fires.
[36] This work adds to the inventory of WSOC data in
major mega‐cities such as Beijing [Feng et al., 2006], New
Figure 11. Conceptual model of WSOC in the Los Angeles Basin and desert outflows. The x axis repre-
sents longitude and extends from the coast to the desert outflows to the east of the Los Angeles Basin.
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Delhi [Miyazaki et al., 2009], and Mexico City [Hennigan
et al., 2008a] showing that WSOC contributes significantly
to urban aerosol mass concentrations. The aircraft measure-
ments in CalNex highlight the importance of considering
the vertical structure of WSOC in the atmosphere. Surface
measurements of WSOC are shown to not be entirely rep-
resentative of the radiative impact of this class of species.
This work also emphasizes the importance of considering
spatial gradients in aerosol‐phase water. For example, the
Los Angeles Basin and outflow regions exhibit large varia-
tions in RH and have a variety of sources including shipping
and agricultural emissions that can create gradients in aerosol
hygroscopicity. The resulting spatial variations in aerosol‐
phase water influence WSOC levels via production processes
with efficiencies dependent on this amount of water. Episodic
fires and potential volatilization of WSOC point to the use
of caution in using ratios of WSOC to other species (e.g., CO
and BC) in quantifying the magnitude of SOA production.
[37] Acknowledgments. This work was supported by NOAA grant
NA 09 OAR 4310128. Surface WSOC measurements were supported by
the NSF under grants ATM‐0931492 and ATM‐0802237.
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Abstract. This study examines the nature of water-soluble
organic aerosol measured in Pasadena, CA, under typical
conditions and under the influence of a large wildfire (the
2009 Station Fire). During non-fire periods, water-soluble
organic carbon (WSOC) variability was driven by photo-
chemical production processes and sea breeze transport, re-
sulting in an average diurnal cycle with a maximum at 15:00
local time (up to 4.9 µg C m−3). During the Station Fire, pri-
mary production was a key formation mechanism for WSOC.
High concentrations of WSOC (up to 41 µg C m−3) in smoke
plumes advected to the site in the morning hours were tightly
correlated with nitrate and chloride, numerous aerosol mass
spectrometer (AMS) organic mass spectral markers, and to-
tal non-refractory organic mass. Processed residual smoke
was transported to the measurement site by the sea breeze
later in the day, leading to higher afternoon WSOC levels
than on non-fire days. Parameters representing higher de-
grees of oxidation of organics, including the ratios of the or-
ganic metrics m/z 44:m/z 57 and m/z 44:m/z 43, were elevated
in those air masses. Intercomparisons of relative amounts of
WSOC, organics, m/z 44, and m/z 43 show that the fraction of
WSOC comprising acid-oxygenates increased as a function
of photochemical aging owing to the conversion of aliphatic
and non-acid oxygenated organics to more acid-like organics.
The contribution of water-soluble organic species to the or-
ganic mass budget (10th–90th percentile values) ranged be-
tween 27 %–72 % and 27 %–68 % during fire and non-fire pe-
riods, respectively. The seasonal incidence of wildfires in the
Los Angeles Basin greatly enhances the importance of water-
soluble organics, which has implications for the radiative and
hygroscopic properties of the regional aerosol.
Correspondence to: A. Sorooshian
(armin@email.arizona.edu)
1 Introduction
Organic compounds constitute roughly one half of atmo-
spheric aerosol mass globally; this fraction can be even
higher in urban areas. Between 40–85 % of organic carbon
measured in different locations worldwide has been shown to
be water-soluble (Ruellan et al., 1999; Graham et al., 2002;
Mayol-Bracero et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2003; Jaffrezo et al.,
2005; Decesari et al., 2006). Water-soluble organic carbon
(WSOC) species are directly emitted in primary particles,
especially during biomass combustion, and produced as a re-
sult of reactions in the gas and aqueous phases (Miyazaki et
al., 2006; Sullivan et al., 2006; Kondo et al., 2007; Weber
et al., 2007; Ervens and Volkamer, 2010; Sorooshian et al.,
2010; Timonen et al., 2010). WSOC has been suggested as a
marker for secondary organic aerosol (SOA) in the absence
of biomass burning (e.g. Docherty et al., 2008).
The Los Angeles Basin has been the subject of many stud-
ies examining the transport and chemical evolution of atmo-
spheric aerosols. In Pasadena, the setting of this work, par-
ticulate pollutant concentrations are governed by numerous
production and transport processes. The meteorology in the
basin is characterized by early morning inversions, which,
through increasing surface heating over the course of the
day, give way to a robust midday-afternoon sea breeze. El-
evated pollution layers can form by horizontal and vertical
displacement of the morning inversion layer and orographic
uplift (Lu and Turco, 1995), allowing for aerosol processing
in air masses separated from surface pollution sources during
the day. These pollution layers can remain aloft during the
night and re-entrain the next day through turbulent mixing
in a deepening boundary layer, contributing to surface con-
centrations of aerosols (Husar et al., 1977; Blumenthal et al.,
1978).
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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Organic compounds are a major constituent of the local
pollution and are emitted directly as well as produced via sec-
ondary processes. Hughes et al. (2000) found increasing rel-
ative contributions of organic compounds to increasing mass
concentrations of total suspended particulates and fine parti-
cles due to chemical processing along a sea breeze trajectory
in the Los Angeles Basin. More recent summertime mea-
surements in the area showed that SOA is a major contributor
to organic aerosol (Docherty et al., 2008), of which WSOC
is an important component (Peltier et al., 2007). Owing to
transport processes and spatial gradients in the oxidative ca-
pacity of the atmosphere, SOA is expected to contribute more
to organic aerosol concentrations at inland areas than at the
pollution source regions near the coast (Lu and Turco, 1995;
Vutukuru et al., 2006).
In the late summer to fall months (August–November),
following hot and dry summers, smoke from wildfires can
be an additional component of the organic aerosol budget
in the Los Angeles Basin (Phuleria et al., 2005). The im-
pact of wildfires on urban aerosol physicochemical proper-
ties has been examined in other locations (Lee et al., 2008)
but aerosol studies examining the superposition of biomass
burning emissions and typical Los Angeles atmospheric con-
ditions are limited. The issue is especially of interest as
wildfires in the southwestern United States have been shown
to occur more frequently and to last longer than only a few
decades ago and are thus expected to be a major concern in a
future drier and warmer climate (Westerling et al., 2006).
An opportunity to study the nature of WSOC in the Los
Angeles Basin in both the presence and absence of a ma-
jor fire presented itself during the 2009 Pasadena Aerosol
Characterization Observatory (PACO) field campaign. The
Station Fire, which began on 26 August 2009 in the An-
geles National Forest and came as close as 10 km to the
PACO field site, was the tenth largest wildfire in modern Cal-
ifornia history and the largest ever in Los Angeles County,
burning an area of more than 600 km2 (California Depart-
ment of Forestry and Fire Protection; http://bof.fire.ca.gov/
incidents/incidents archived). The overall PACO campaign
is described in detail by Hersey et al. (2011). Here we
report an analysis of the nature of particulate WSOC in
Pasadena during a three-month period with an aim towards
characterizing time-dependent concentrations, relationships
with other organic aerosol metrics, sensitivity to meteo-
rology and transport, and the impact of the Station Fire.
This work also provides a valuable database for compari-
son with subsequent field datasets collected from surface and




During the PACO field study (May–September 2009),
ground-based aerosol measurements were conducted on the
roof of the Keck Building on the campus of the California In-
stitute of Technology (Caltech). The focus of this work is the
period from 6 July 2009 to 16 September 2009. WSOC in
PM2.5 was measured every six minutes with a particle-into-
liquid sampler (PILS; Brechtel Mfg. Inc.) coupled to a total
organic carbon (TOC) analyzer (Sievers Model 800 Turbo,
Boulder, CO). The instrument design and operational details
are discussed extensively elsewhere (Sullivan et al., 2004).
Briefly, the PILS samples particles smaller than 2.5 µm in di-
ameter and passes them through an organic carbon denuder
(Sunset Laboratory Inc.) to remove organic vapors. The
particles are grown into droplets, which are collected by in-
ertial impaction. The liquid then passes through a 0.5 µm
PEEK (polyetheretherketone) liquid filter and is transported
to a TOC analyzer for quantification of WSOC. The reported
WSOC levels are the difference between the measured and
background concentrations. The overall measurement uncer-
tainty is estimated to be approximately 10 %.
Inorganic and non-refractory organic sub-micrometer
aerosol measurements were carried out with an Aero-
dyne Compact Time of Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrome-
ter (C-ToF-AMS) (Drewnick et al., 2005; Murphy et al.,
2009) during the non-fire portion of the study and a High-
Resolution AMS (HR-AMS) during the Station Fire. AMS
data used here include organic markers at specific mass-to-
charge ratios (m/z) that serve as proxies for organics with
a range of oxidation states: acid-like oxygenated organics
(m/z 44=COO+), aliphatic and non-acid oxygenated or-
ganics (m/z 43=C3H+7 and C2H3O+; m/z 55=C3H3O+),
aliphatic organics (m/z 57=C4H+9 ), and a biomass burning
tracer (m/z 60) (McLafferty and Turecek, 1993; Zhang et al.,
2005; Aiken et al., 2008; Ng et al., 2010; Alfarra et al., 2007).
The PILS and AMS chemical measurements were time syn-
chronized, accounting for sampling time delays in the PILS
relative to the AMS (Sorooshian et al., 2006). Since the PILS
sampled sub-2.5 µm particles while the AMS measured sub-
micrometer particles, ratios of WSOC to AMS data represent
an upper limit.
Particle size distributions were measured with a cylin-
drical Scanning Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA;
TSI Model 3081) coupled to a Condensation Particle Counter
(CPC, TSI Model 3760). Thirty-two days of hourly CO,
O3 and PM2.5 measurements from ground sites in Pasadena
(South Wilson Avenue), Upland, Burbank, and downtown
Los Angeles (North Main Street) (http://www.arb.ca.gov)
are used to help interpret the WSOC data. Additionally,
hourly meteorological data were obtained from the Mesow-
est database (http://mesowest.utah.edu/index.html). The sta-
tions used include the South Wilson Avenue station on the
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Caltech campus, the North Main Street station near down-
town Los Angeles (∼12.5 km southwest of measurement
site), and the Santa Fe Dam station located ∼15 km east of
the measurement site.
2.2 Fire development and influence on the measurement
site
The Station Fire burned over several weeks. Its spatial ex-
tent and exact location, and thus the influence it exerted on
the measurement site, changed over that time period. Fig-
ure 1 shows the progression of the fire over several days.
The fire perimeter was estimated from Moderate Resolu-
tion Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) fire maps (http:
//firefly.geog.umd.edu/firemap/; Justice et al., 2002; Davies
et al., 2009). The fire started on 26 August less than 10 km
north of the sampling site and grew in areal extent over the
next four days. It split into an eastern and a western part on
31 August. The western part quickly decreased in size while
moving northward, was reduced to a relatively small rem-
nant ∼25 km northwest of the site by 2 September, and be-
came unidentifiable by MODIS by 4 September. The eastern
part remained sizeable, but moved farther eastward. Notable
easterly wind patterns did not occur during the measurement
period, making the eastern part of the fire an unlikely direct
influence on the measurement site.
The dataset was split into a “fire period” and a “non-
fire period” by examining the MODIS fire maps and us-
ing the AMS m/z 60 concentration as a tracer for biomass
burning. The “fire period”, consisting of the eight days be-
tween 26 August and 2 September, was marked by frequent
high spikes in the measured m/z 60 concentration, reach-
ing values of up to 1.4 µg m−3. The mean m/z 60 con-
centration during the fire period was 0.065± 0.122 µg m−3.
During the remaining measurement days (“non-fire period”)
the mean m/z 60 concentration was 0.013± 0.005 µg m−3.
While m/z 60 (and levoglucosan) have been shown to decay
with exposure to the hydroxyl radical (Hennigan et al., 2010),
the systematically higher levels of this mass spectral marker
during the Station Fire make it a robust tool to identify pe-
riods with fire influence. CO similarly exhibited contrasting
behavior during non-fire and fire periods, with mean concen-
trations of 0.13± 0.12 ppmv and 0.45± 0.50 ppmv, respec-
tively.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 PACO study background
Hersey et al. (2011) provide a comprehensive summary of
the physical and chemical properties of aerosols sampled at
the PACO measurement site over the time period between
10 July and 4 August, which overlaps with the beginning
of the period examined in this work. We briefly describe
results from that study that are relevant to the interpreta-
tion of WSOC measurements during non-fire periods. Or-
ganic mass accounted for approximately 55 % of the submi-
crometer AMS aerosol mass. Average organic carbon (OC)
concentrations were greater by approximately 4 % in the af-
ternoons (15:00–19:00 LT) than in the mornings (07:00–
11:00 LT). Conversely, elemental carbon (EC) decreased by
approximately 22 % from the mornings to the afternoons.
Both trends lead to an enhanced afternoon OC:EC ratio. It
was concluded that production of primary organic carbon
was more important in the mornings while secondary produc-
tion of organic carbon was more dominant in the afternoons.
Size-resolved measurements showed that the afternoon sub-
micrometer organic mass distribution was bimodal with one
modal vacuum aerodynamic diameter centered around 100–
200 nm and another around 500–600 nm. Positive matrix
factorization analysis showed that low-volatility and semi-
volatile oxidized organic aerosol (LV-OOA and SV-OOA)
accounted for 86 % of organic aerosol, suggestive of a large
oxidized organic fraction. This work will examine the na-
ture and character of the water-soluble fraction of the organic
aerosol.
3.2 Meteorological setting and origin of air masses
Weather conditions were warm and dry during the entire
WSOC measurement period (Fig. 2). Ambient temperatures
ranged approximately from 15◦ to 40 ◦C. Relative humidity
(RH) usually dropped below 40 % during the day but reached
100 % in the early morning hours of many days. Tempera-
tures averaged several degrees higher during the Station Fire
period, while RH was around 20 % lower, helping to sustain
the duration and spread of the fire. Air mass back-trajectories
calculated with the NOAA HYSPLIT model (Draxler and
Rolph, 2003) showed that sampled air masses were gener-
ally of marine origin with brief continental exposure prior to
reaching the sampling site.
Since the western edge of the Los Angeles Basin is a major
source region for pollutants (Lu and Turco, 1995), it is impor-
tant to identify dominant wind patterns and transport times
to Pasadena. Figure 3 shows the local wind characteristics at
South Wilson Avenue (next to measurement site) and at sev-
eral surrounding stations. The most common wind directions
at all stations are southerly to westerly, a manifestation of the
sea breeze. The diurnal development of wind at South Wil-
son Avenue starts with very calm air in the early mornings
(and late evenings). During the late morning hours the wind
tends to turn clockwise from the NE through S to the pre-
dominant afternoon sea breeze direction from the SW. Wind
speeds increase during the development of the sea breeze.
The stagnant air in the early morning is expected to be influ-
enced by local sources and by accumulated residual pollution
from the previous day. Over the course of the late morning,
air masses from more polluted urban areas are transported
to Pasadena and ultimately replaced by air masses of largely
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Fig. 1. Approximate spatial extent of the Station Fire by date (bordered areas). The fire area was estimated using fire maps by “Firefly”
(University of Maryland; http://firefly.geog.umd.edu/firemap/). The blue marker in Pasadena represents the measurement site.
Fig. 2. Diurnal averages of meteorological parameters (Santa Fe
Dam station) and O3 concentrations during the fire- and non-fire
periods.
marine origin with anthropogenic influence, carrying parti-
cles with a mix of fresh and aged components. The South
Wilson Avenue Station measures systematically lower wind
speeds than the surrounding stations, which is likely a lo-
cal effect caused by buildings and trees in the immediate
surroundings of the station. Wind speeds measured at that
site are therefore assumed to represent a lower limit of the
areal wind speed. A statistical analysis of wind speeds and
directions between 13:00–18:00 LT showed that the most
common wind speeds were 4.5 m s−1 at North Main Street
and 1.3 m s−1 at South Wilson Avenue. The most common
wind directions were 270◦ and 225◦, respectively. The af-
ternoon (13:00–18:00 LT) transport time of urban pollution
from downtown Los Angeles to Pasadena is thus on the order
of 1–2 h, consistent with the estimate by Hersey et al. (2011)
for the period between May and August 2009. Based on the
most common afternoon wind speed at North Main Street,
the transport time of anthropogenically-influenced marine air
from the coast to Pasadena from a southwesterly direction is
approximately two hours.
3.3 WSOC production pathways and relationship with
ozone
Identifying the relative importance of primary and secondary
production mechanisms of WSOC is difficult given the large
variety of aerosol and precursor sources, the diurnal transport
patterns and the dynamic vertical structure of the boundary
layer in the basin (Blumenthal et al., 1978; Vutukuru et al.,
2006). WSOC concentrations measured on non-fire days
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Fig. 3. Wind roses for the month of July for South Wilson Avenue and surrounding stations (data from Mesowest, http://mesowest.utah.edu/
index.html).
may be governed by all or a subset of the following mech-
anisms: (1) local primary production of WSOC; (2) local
secondary production; (3) advection of existing WSOC that
was either primarily or secondarily produced; (4) advec-
tion of precursor volatile organic compounds (VOCs), with
WSOC production occurring during transport; (5) volatiliza-
tion of semivolatile primary organic aerosol (POA) and sub-
sequent oxidation into SOA (Robinson et al., 2007); and (6)
re-entrainment of pollution layers aloft. The Station Fire
adds another level of complexity by introducing additional
sources of WSOC: direct emission and secondary production
from precursors emitted in the fire.
Previous work within the PACO campaign has shown that
the temporal behavior of organic aerosol is closely related to
that of O3, indicative of photochemical production of SOA
(Hersey et al., 2011). In this study, this relationship is ex-
plored by examining the relative temporal behavior of O3 and
WSOC on 20 days. WSOC peaked after O3 on 16 of those
days with a typical time lag of 1.5–2.5 h. WSOC peaks oc-
curred simultaneously or slightly before O3 peaks (0.5 h) on
three days, and only on one day did the WSOC peak precede
an unusually late O3 peak by hours. This points to a strong
link between overall WSOC concentrations and photochem-
ical processes.
The variability of O3 concentrations at different ground
sites in the Los Angeles Basin provides insight into the spa-
tiotemporal behavior of photochemical processes and the
photochemical potential at the Pasadena site. O3 concentra-
tions measured at ground stations in Pasadena (South Wil-
son Avenue), Burbank, Upland and downtown Los Angeles
(North Main Street) were examined for a period of 24 days
in July (Fig. S1, Supplement). In the prevailing sea breeze
regime, transport of precursors from downtown Los Angeles
(a classic pollutant source location) is expected to influence
O3 concentrations at the measurement site. On 10 out of the
examined 24 non-fire days, O3 peaked in downtown Los An-
geles approximately an hour before it did in Pasadena, con-
sistent with the transport times of 1–2 h, given most common
mid-afternoon (13:00 to 16:00 LT) wind speeds of 1.3 m s−1
in Pasadena and 3.6 m s−1 at downtown Los Angeles. Peak
O3 concentrations in Pasadena were consistently higher (22
out of 24 days) than in downtown Los Angeles, owing to
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advection of O3 from upwind locations and additional time
for photochemical processing of O3 precursors during trans-
port. The farther downwind site of Upland is characterized
by even higher and more delayed O3 peaks. This observed
spatial O3 behavior and its implications for SOA production
are consistent with the findings of Vutukuru et al. (2006) who
showed that SOA levels in the basin are higher at inland sites
(e.g. Azusa, Riverside) than at coastal sites. However, on six
days O3 reached peak concentrations in Pasadena before it
did in downtown Los Angeles (an average of 1.5 h earlier)
and on six other days, it peaked within the same hour as in
downtown Los Angeles. These days were not associated with
unusual wind directions or increased wind speeds. Local
sources, downward mixing of elevated pollution layers from
previous days in a deepening mixed layer, and/or unusually
vigorous photochemical activity (as described by Hersey et
al., 2011) could explain these “early” O3 peaks. Therefore,
on any given day, advection of oxidants from downtown Los
Angeles is not necessarily a requirement for photochemical
activity in Pasadena.
3.4 Cumulative WSOC statistics
During the non-fire period, the highest WSOC concentration
measured was 4.9 µg C m−3. The observed concentration
range is consistent with that of independent measurements in
other urban areas (Jaffrezo et al., 2005; Sullivan et al., 2004,
2006; Kondo et al., 2007), including those in nearby River-
side during the summer of 2005 (Peltier et al., 2007). WSOC
exhibits a weak correlation with solar radiation (r2 = 0.28)
and somewhat higher correlations with O3 (r2 = 0.35) and
T (r2 = 0.44) (Table 1). The highest correlations between
WSOC and AMS aerosol components were found for the
following organic markers: m/z 43 (r2 = 0.49), total AMS
organic mass (r2 = 0.47), and m/z 55 and 60 (r2 = 0.45).
The correlation of WSOC with m/z 57 (r2 = 0.20) is the
lowest among the correlations with AMS organic markers.
Although m/z 55 and m/z 43 are prominent components in
traffic emissions, they are more related to oxygenated organ-
ics than the primary hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA)
marker m/z 57 (e.g. Zhang et al., 2005); for example, they
are in general less correlated with NOx and CO. WSOC ex-
hibits little to no correlation with the inorganic compounds
nitrate (NO−3 ), sulfate (SO2−4 ), chloride (Cl−), and ammo-
nium (NH+4 ) (r2≤ 0.08).
During the fire period, the range of measured WSOC lev-
els (0.8–40.6 µg C m−3) was consistent with that observed
in other measurements with major biomass burning influ-
ence: 11–46 µg C m−3 (Mayol-Bracero et al., 2002), 2.2–
39.6 µg C m−3 (Graham et al., 2002), 4.4–52.6 µg C m−3
(Decesari et al., 2006), and 0.57–18.45 µg C m−3 (Sullivan et
al., 2006). The highest WSOC concentration, 40.6 µg C m−3,
was measured in the morning of 30 August. WSOC correla-
tions (r2) with most organic metrics (i.e. total AMS organic
mass and m/z 44, 60, 43, and 55, but not m/z 57) ranged
between 0.80 and 0.92 (cf. 0.35 and 0.49 during non-fire
periods). The systematically higher correlations during the
fire period indicate that there was a dominant factor govern-
ing the variability of both organic and WSOC levels; since
WSOC was highly correlated with m/z 60 (r2= 0.90), the fire
emissions were clearly influential. The correlation of WSOC
with O3 is absent during the fire period, even though O3 con-
centrations are influenced by the fire (peak concentrations in
the diurnal average of 91.5 ppbv during the fire vs. 58.5 ppbv
for the non-fire diurnal average; Fig. 2). This suggests that
photochemical production is not the dominant process gov-
erning the large variability of WSOC concentrations during
the fire. A high correlation was observed between WSOC
and both NO−3 (r2= 0.79) and Cl− (r2= 0.57). Correlations
with NH+4 and SO
2−
4 (r2 ≤ 0.18) were poor. Fresh biomass
burning emissions consist mainly of organic carbonaceous
components and have been reported to have only minor con-
tributions from inorganic species (Reid et al., 2005; Fuzzi et
al., 2007; Grieshop et al., 2009); however, enhanced NO−3
concentrations have been observed in smoke plumes (Gao
et al., 2003; Reid et al., 2005; Peltier et al., 2007). Potas-
sium chloride is also thought to be a common constituent in
biomass burning emissions (Posfai et al., 2003; Reid et al.,
2005), which can explain the enhanced correlation of WSOC
and Cl− and provides support for a primary WSOC produc-
tion mechanism. Reid et al. (2005) note that while SO2−4
is a secondary product of biomass burning, its production
requires high RH. Enhanced RH also increases WSOC par-
titioning to the aerosol phase (Hennigan et al., 2008, 2009).
However, ambient RH was low during the majority of the
PACO study and especially low during the fire (Fig. 2).
Liquid-phase production of SO2−4 and organics could con-
ceivably have taken place in pyrocumulus clouds formed by
the fire, but given the lack of observed SO2−4 at the sampling
site during smoke events and the low RH, it is unlikely that
multi-phase processes played a key role in influencing sur-
face WSOC levels.
During the fire period, the ratio of WSOC to organic
mass ranged from 0.11 to 0.53 µg C µg−1, with a 10th per-
centile of 0.15 and a 90th percentile of 0.40 µg C µg−1.
After converting the 10th and 90th percentile values to
an equivalent organic mass concentration using a factor
of 1.8 (Docherty et al., 2008), water soluble organics are
estimated to account for between 27 % and 72 % (with
an average of 47 %± 15 %) of the organic mass. The
WSOC:organic ratio range during the non-fire period is sim-
ilar (10th/90th= 0.15/0.38 µg C µg−1).After applying the 1.8
conversion factor to WSOC the 10th–90th percentile range is
27 %–68 % (average of 45 %± 16 %).
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Table 1. Summary of the statistical relationships between WSOC (µg C m−3) and other chemical and meteorological parameters (meteoro-
logical data from the Santa Fe Dam station).
Station Fire No Fire
r2 Slope Intercept n r2 Slope Intercept n
AMS Total organic 0.92 −1.05 0.34 1298 0.47 0.14 0.69 1557
(µg m−3) m/z 60 0.90 40.16 1.88 1298 0.45 94.46 0.48 1557
m/z 44 0.84 3.04 −1.15 1298 0.35 0.95 0.94 1557
m/z 43 0.84 5.22 −1.45 1298 0.49 2.25 0.51 1557
m/z 55 0.80 9.47 −1.43 1298 0.45 3.79 0.61 1557
NO−3 0.79 4.30 −1.09 1298 0.00 −0.02 1.75 1557
Cl− 0.57 77.39 0.99 1296 0.03 −1.28 1.82 1557
m/z 57 0.47 1.24 0.60 1298 0.20 6.58 0.96 1557
NH+4 0.18 7.06 0.54 1298 0.00 0.04 1.64 1557
SO2−4 0.14 −2.67 7.41 1298 0.08 0.14 1.40 1557
Gas CO (ppmv) 0.18 3.66 2.78 151 0.00 0.26 1.69 212
O3 (ppbv) 0.05 0.03 3.35 151 0.35 0.02 0.83 212
NOx (ppbv) −0.01 −0.01 4.77 151 0.03 −0.01 1.94 212
Meteorology Wind speed (m s−1) 0.07 – – 144 0.11 – – 210
Solar radiation (W m−2) 0.00 – – 148 0.28 – – 209
T (C) 0.01 – – 144 0.44 – – 209
RH (%) 0.00 – – 147 0.14 – – 209
3.5 Diurnal WSOC behavior
3.5.1 Non-fire period
During the non-fire period, the daytime diurnal average
concentration of WSOC (Fig. 4) exhibits a maximum at
15:00 LT, around the same time as maxima in AMS organic
mass, m/z 44 and m/z 43, but after O3 (13:00 LT) and so-
lar radiation (14:00 LT) (Fig. 2). Since wind direction has a
pronounced diurnal cycle, too, the afternoon peak in WSOC
can be explained plausibly by both photochemical produc-
tion and/or transport from downtown Los Angeles via the
afternoon sea breeze (a complication in explaining diurnal
variability of pollutants noted specifically for Pasadena by
Blumenthal et al., 1978). The behavior of the HOA marker
m/z 57 provides some insight: while it does show an in-
crease starting at 06:00 and a local peak at 09:00, consistent
with local rush hour traffic, its maximum concentration oc-
curs at 13:00, when local primary emissions are expected to
be lower than in the morning. Since all other organic met-
rics and total AMS mass also reach their highest concentra-
tions with high temporal coincidence in the early afternoon,
it is likely that transport from more polluted areas, including
downtown Los Angeles, plays the dominant role. From the
peak at 15:00 until the evening hours, WSOC concentrations
decrease, as do other organic metrics and total AMS mass.
While dilution as a result of a deepening boundary layer can
be a mechanism for daytime concentration decreases, the late
onset of the decrease suggests that it is caused by the sea
breeze: After initially transporting pollutants from source ar-
eas to Pasadena, the continuing onshore winds advect cleaner
marine air. This advancing sea breeze front has been shown
to produce strong gradients in pollutant concentrations in the
Los Angeles Basin (Lu and Turco, 1995).
Transport does not explain all features of diurnal WSOC
behavior. Even when it dominates the observed concentra-
tion variability at the measurement site, it is possible that the
WSOC was secondarily produced upwind or during trans-
port. In the diurnal average, WSOC concentrations (and m/z
44) do not show as steep of a decrease as organics and to-
tal AMS mass (Fig. 4). The ratio WSOC:organic (Fig. 5) is
relatively constant until 14:00, but then begins to increase.
A likely scenario for the relative increase of WSOC during
the decrease of absolute concentrations of most every or-
ganic marker is the superposition of secondary production
of WSOC by photochemical processing and transport. Ad-
vected marine air may exhibit enhanced WSOC:organic ra-
tios and, in addition, the organic aerosol advected by the sea
breeze ages and oxidizes while moving inland.
Examples for these mechanisms governing WSOC con-
centrations on individual days can be seen in the time series
in Fig. 6. On 7 July, sea breeze transport was dominant: there
is strong covariance between WSOC, AMS organic mass and
numerous m/z markers (43, 44, 55, 57, 60). All exhibit a
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Fig. 4. Diurnal averages of aerosol chemistry (m/z 60 shown for the
fire period only).
smooth morning increase followed by an equally smooth af-
ternoon decrease which coincides with increasing afternoon
wind speeds and southerly to southwesterly wind direction.
The ratio of WSOC:total AMS mass shows the same behav-
ior, likely due to photochemical processing of the transported
air. The afternoon increase in SO2−4 coupled with the de-
crease of organics can be attributed to the influx of marine air.
On 11 and 15 July, in contrast, WSOC concentrations began
to increase before the sea breeze was fully established, indi-
cating that local photochemical production may have played
a more important role.
3.5.2 Station Fire period
During the fire period, organic mass fractions (organics:total
AMS mass) were substantially higher than in the non-fire pe-
riod (Fig. 5). The contribution of WSOC to organic mass
was systematically elevated from the early morning hours
through the late afternoon, with higher WSOC:organic ratios
between 04:00–12:00 than at other times. Absolute WSOC
concentrations peaked in the mornings. For 08:30 in the
morning, the average WSOC concentration (Fig. 4) is higher
by a factor of 10 than the non-fire average for the same
time of day. The diurnal behavior of the biomass burning
tracer m/z 60 matches that of WSOC (with the exception of
a sharper decrease from 08:00 to 12:00), providing evidence
for the presence of biomass burning aerosols at the measure-
ment site when WSOC increased in concentration. Boundary
layer deepening over the course of the late morning and the
onset of the sea breeze with its southwesterly winds direct-
ing smoke plumes away from the measurement site lead to a
decrease in measured WSOC concentrations during the rest
of the day. The afternoon peak of diurnally-averaged WSOC
at 15:00 that was evident during the non-fire period is barely
visible given the high WSOC concentrations during earlier





Figure 5. Diurnally averaged ratios of different organic aerosol measurements during the fire 




Fig. 5. Diurnally averaged ratios of different organic aerosol mea-
surements during the fire and non-fire periods.
concentration at this time of day exceeds that of the non-fire
period by a factor of 1.5. As organic precursors emitted in the
fire were likely present in the entire Los Angeles Basin after
several days of burning, residual and processed smoke are
thought to have played an additional role in the usual trans-
port of pollutants by the afternoon sea breeze.
Day-to-day variability of WSOC concentrations and other
aerosol constituents was high during the fire period (Fig. 7).
The impact of the fire on the measurement site ranged from
large increases of every measured quantity on 28, 30 and
31 August, to much reduced fire influence on 29 August and
1 September. This can be attributed to the dynamic develop-
ment of the fire itself, as well as effects associated with wind
and boundary layer depth. The connection between wind and
smoke influence on aerosol composition is clearly visible in
Fig. 7: using m/z 60 as a tracer for the smoke plume, it is ev-
ident that periods with low wind speeds and wind directions
with a northerly component feature the highest smoke con-
centrations. Concentrations are higher in the morning hours
than in the evenings (when wind speeds are equally low) be-
cause the boundary layer is shallowest in the morning and
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Figure 6. Time series of various measured and derived parameters during selected days outside the fire period. The symbol size for 
wind direction is proportional to measured wind speed (South Wilson Avenue station).
Fig. 6. Time series of various measured and derived parameters during selected days outside the fire period. The symbol size for wind
direction is proportional to measured wind speed (South Wilson Avenue station).
the smoke has had time to accumulate in stagnant conditions.
Concentrations of m/z 60 decrease immediately as the wind
direction shifts and the wind speed picks up in the developing
sea breeze. During the heavily smoke-impacted mornings of
28, 30 and 31 August, WSOC shows a very tight correlation
with m/z 60, NO−3 , and Cl−, suggestive of primary produc-
tion of WSOC in the fire. Most other AMS measurements
also vary in lockstep with WSOC, with the notable exception
of SO2−4 , which exhibited a poor correlation with WSOC and
lower levels in the diurnal average than on non-fire days.
In the afternoons of 28, 30 and 31 August, WSOC concen-
trations were about a factor of two higher than the non-fire
average. Concentrations of m/z 60, while having dropped
since the morning, were still elevated by a factor of two to
three above average non-fire concentrations, an indicator that
smoke distributed all over the Los Angeles Basin. CO Mea-
surements from ground stations (Fig. S1, Supplement) were
used to confirm this wider impact of the fire: on 30 and
31 August, CO levels in downtown Los Angeles exceeded
typical rush hour values by a factor of two to three show-
ing that the fire had a direct influence on locations farther
south and southwest of Pasadena. Thus, even when the af-
ternoon sea breeze directed the smoke plume away from the
site, it still transported residual smoke to the site. This resid-
ual smoke was subject to photochemical processing: Fig. 5
shows large systematic increases in the ratios m/z 44:43 and
m/z 44:57 between 09:00–15:00 while the absolute values
of all organic measurements decreased (cf. Fig. 4). The
larger increases of these ratios during the fire compared to
non-fire conditions point to a more vigorous conversion of
organics towards a more oxidized state at a relatively sta-
ble WSOC:organic ratio. Diurnal average O3 concentrations
(Fig. 2) exhibit an earlier rise and a higher maximum than
during the non-fire period, underlining the impact of the fire
on the timing and magnitude of photochemical activity. The
afternoon increases of m/z 44:57 and m/z 44:43 and the un-
usually high O3 concentrations (176 ppbv at 14:00 on 30 Au-
gust and 124 ppbv at 10:00 on 31 August) are also clearly
visible in the time series for individual days (Fig. 7). Size
distribution data (Fig. S2, Supplement) show that the smoke
events in the morning hours are associated with larger par-
ticles (modal diameter of about 150 nm) than typically ob-
served during that time on non-fire days (modal diameter of
80 nm). In the afternoon, there is a distinct shift to smaller
particles (around 40 nm) with a maximum concentration at
approximately 15:00, coinciding with an increase in WSOC
concentrations owing most likely to photochemical produc-
tion.
3.6 Relationships between WSOC, AMS organic,
m/z 44, and m/z 43
Primary emission in a fire is a very different source of WSOC
than photochemical processing of precursor pollutants. The
chemical nature of the WSOC measured in the morning
smoke-plumes is therefore expected to differ from that mea-
sured in the afternoons. Since WSOC contains both hy-
drophobic and hydrophilic fractions (e.g. Sullivan and We-
ber, 2006), it is of interest to investigate the relative behavior
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Figure 7. Time series of various measured and derived parameters during the Station Fire period. The symbol size for wind direction 
is proportional to measured wind speed (South Wilson Avenue station).   
Fig. 7. Time series of various measured and derived parameters during the Station Fire period. The symbol size for wind direction is
proportional to measured wind speed (South Wilson Avenue station).
of m/z 44, m/z 43, total AMS organic, and WSOC. Fire pe-
riod morning-to-afternoon ratios (i.e. concentrations at 08:00
versus 14:00) of diurnally-averaged m/z 44, 43, 60, organic,
and WSOC concentrations (shown in Fig. 4) were examined.
The smallest morning-to-afternoon ratio for any of these or-
ganic metrics was found for m/z 44 (1.9), followed by AMS
organic (2.4), m/z 43 (2.7), and WSOC (3.3). The morning-
to-afternoon ratio for m/z 60 was 9.6, confirming the much
larger direct influence of the fire in the morning. Given the
different morning-to-afternoon ratios of m/z 44 and 43, it is
plausible that the afternoon WSOC contained constituents
produced as a result of photochemical processing of smoke,
with more of the non-acid oxygenates having been converted
to acid-like oxygenates.
Recent studies have utilized m/z 44 and m/z 43 (Ng et al.,
2010; Chhabra et al., 2011) to track the aging of organic
aerosols in the atmosphere. For the PACO campaign, Hersey
et al. (2011) conducted an analysis of f44 (m/z 44:total or-
ganic signal) versus f43 (m/z 43:total organic signal), where
higher levels of f44 relative to f43 are thought to indicate a
greater degree of organic oxygenation and lower volatility.
Over the span of four months, they observed a high level of
consistency in the overall degree of oxidation of the aerosol
over a span of several months. Ng et al. (2010) conduct a
related type of analysis (see their Fig. 5), suitable for in-
corporating measurements from instruments other than the
AMS: plotting f44 and the O:C ratio versus m/z 44:43, they
observed that both f44 and the O:C ratio increase sharply
at the beginning of oxidation and then plateau at larger m/z
44:43 ratios, suggesting the existence of a maximum oxi-
dation state of the aerosol. Following a similar approach,
we examine the ratio of m/z 44:WSOC as a function of the
m/z 44:43 ratio for both the fire- and non-fire period (Fig. 8).
The m/z 44:43 ratios range between 0.6–2.7 (non-fire period)
and 1.1–3.1 (fire period). In the mentioned plot in Ng et
al. (2010, Fig. 5), this is a range in which the O:C ratio and
f44 are increasing rapidly prior to reaching a plateau. During
both the fire-and the non-fire period, the ratio m/z 44:WSOC
grows as a function of m/z 44:43, indicating that the con-
tribution of acid-like oxygenates to WSOC increases as the
chemical functionality of the species contributing to m/z 44
and 43 moves towards a more oxidized state. This is most
clearly illustrated by the data representing the greatest influ-
ence by the fire (larger symbols in Fig. 8). The early morning
smoke plumes advected to the measurement site exhibit rel-
atively low values of m/z 44:43. The m/z 44:WSOC ratio
increases gradually as a function of m/z 44:43 and time of
day, suggesting that conditions associated with transitioning
from morning to afternoon hours (higher temperatures, O3,
solar radiation) promoted processing of organics to contain
more oxidized species and of WSOC to contain more acid-
like oxygenates.
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Figure 8. Summary of the ratio m/z 44:WSOC as a function of m/z 44:43 during (top panel) and 
outside (bottom panel) the Station Fire period. Symbols are color-coded by time of day, and in 
the Station Fire panel the symbol size is proportional to the tracer for biomass burning, m/z 60 
(range = 0.03 – 0.9 g m-3).  
 
Fig. 8. Summary of the ratio m/z 44:WSOC as a function of m/z
44:43 during (top panel) and outside (bottom panel) the Station Fire
period. Symbols are color-coded by time of day, and in the Station
Fire panel the symbol size is proportional to the tracer for biomass
burning, m/z 60 (range = 0.03–0.9 µg m−3).
4 Conclusions
This work examines a ground-based field dataset of WSOC
in conjunction with numerous other aerosol, gas, and me-
teorological measurements. Two periods governed by the
presence and absence of a major wildfire are separately ex-
amined with respect to WSOC and the processes governing
its temporal variability at a fixed site in Pasadena, Califor-
nia. The PACO study showed that in the absence of biomass
burning, changes in WSOC concentrations in Pasadena are
largely driven by the diurnal sea breeze circulation and con-
current photooxidation of the transported airmasses. Initially,
in the early afternoon, the sea breeze transports pollutants
from the direction of the source-rich western Los Angeles
area to Pasadena. Chemical processing of those air masses
likely occurs while they are on their way and contributes to
the temporal WSOC concentration gradient observed at the
measurement site, in addition to the influx of WSOC that
was already produced at upwind locations. Later in the after-
noons, the continuing sea breeze brings in cleaner air masses.
These processes cause a marked decrease in WSOC, but en-
hanced WSOC:organic ratios. Given our observations, pho-
tochemical processes are important for overall WSOC forma-
tion in the Los Angeles Basin, but cannot be assumed to dom-
inate the observed variability at a single site. That variability
is determined by a combination of transport and secondary
formation processes, as well as factors we were unable to
quantify, such as the magnitude of residual WSOC levels in
upwind areas and in layers aloft that may be re-entrained into
a deepening boundary layer over the course of the day.
During the Station Fire, WSOC concentrations and their
contributions to total organic mass were substantially higher
than on typical non-fire days. WSOC was produced via
both primary and secondary pathways. Close covariance of
WSOC with many other measured species (nitrate, chloride,
total AMS organic aerosol mass) in smoke events (defined by
unusually high m/z 60 concentrations in stagnant/northerly
wind conditions) is a good indicator for primary (and poten-
tially sufficiently fast secondary) production of WSOC in the
fire emissions. Secondary production of WSOC becomes de-
tectable after the initial morning smoke plumes are directed
away from the sampling site and aged smoke from farther
upwind makes its way back to the measurement site with the
afternoon sea breeze. Increasing m/z 44:57 and m/z 44:43
ratios show the ongoing oxidation of the smoke-influenced
air masses once they arrive back at the measurement site.
Unusually high and early O3 concentration maxima indicate
high photochemical activity, which may contribute to the in-
creased WSOC concentrations observed outside of the direct
smoke plume. Multiphase processes were not a dominant
source of WSOC owing to low relative humidities during the
majority of the observation period.
A close examination of the relationship between WSOC,
m/z 44, and m/z 43 provided insight into the contribution of
various classes of oxygenated species to WSOC as a result
of aerosol aging. The ratio of m/z 44:WSOC increased as
a function of m/z 44:43 both during the fire- and the non-
fire period, suggesting that non-acid oxygenates were being
converted to more acidic oxygenates, thereby enhancing the
contribution of the latter to WSOC.
This work has illustrated the complexity of factors govern-
ing WSOC levels at a fixed point in the Los Angeles Basin.
A follow-up study using aircraft observations in the same re-
gion during the 2010 CalNex field campaign will extend the
discussion of the relative importance of various factors (e.g.
transport, meteorology, diverse sources) in governing con-
centrations and spatiotemporal variability in WSOC in this
metropolitan center and outflow regions (Duong et al., 2011).
Supplementary material related to this
article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/8257/2011/
acp-11-8257-2011-supplement.pdf.
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